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This issue of the Index to NASA News Releases and Speeches contains a listing of news releases
distributed by the Office of Public Affairs, NASA Headquarters, and a selected listing of speeches
presented by members of the Headquarters staff during 1984. This Index supplements the
previous issues that were identified as Index to NASA News Releases and Speeches 1963-1966,
and the Supplements for 1967 through 1983.
The Index is arranged in six sections -- Subject Index, Personal Names Index, News Release
Number Index, Accession Number Index, Speeches, and New Releases.
Section 1 (Subject Index) contains subject headings arranged alphabetically that describe the
contents of the items indexed. Under each heading, the user will find references, as applicable, to
Speeches (05 for Section 5) and News Releases (06 for Section 6) containing information on that
subject entry, and in many cases, cross-references to related subject headings.
An example of an entry from the SUbject Index follows:
SUBJECT
HEADING-------.ACOOS~IC COI~&I'BBLBSS BZPBB.
TITLE .. lSTllONI0TS TO PlllCTICE FOIl
[N1SA llELEASE-84-4]
NASA RELEASE . ./NUMBER~
Two types of cross-references are used:
SEE SECTION 08SIS~BII ./"FOR ADDITIONAL
SATELLITE BESCOE / INFORMATION
P84-10004 06~ACCESSIONNUMBER
A) S for 'SEE' directs the user to a subject heading where references can be found, e.g.,
COMSAT
S COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITE CORP.
B) SA for 'SEE ALSO' directs the user to related subject headings where additional
references may be found, e.g.,
COMMUNICATION SATELLITES
SA TELESAT SATELLITES
Section 2 (Personal Names Index) contains personal names arranged alphabetically that identify
the persons mentioned in the items indexed or, in the cases of speeches, the persons that made
the speeches.
An example of an entry from the Personal Names Index follows:
PERSONAL
NAME_______.
BLDPOBD, GUZOI s., JB.











As indicated in the examples, each index entry in Sections 1 and 2 contains the title, accession
number, and reference section.
Section 3 (News Release Number Index) lists all numbered NASA News Releases in numerical
order with the corresponding accession numbers. An example of the News Release Number Index
follows:
NASA








Section 4 (Accession Number Index) lists all items by accession number in numerical order with
the corresponding reference section (05 for Speeches, 06 for News Releases), in which the item is
described in detail, and the news release number, if any.
An example of the Accession Number Index follows:
ACCESSION









Section 5 (Speeches) lists the speeches indexed in this publication, arranged in accession
number order. Each entry contains the title of speech, speaker, date of release, and other
reference information.
An example of an entry from the Speeches listing follows:
ACCESSION
NUMBER:----...PSII-10030
____-----~~SOGGESTED BEMABKS: WOBLD AIIAIBS COOHCIL OF S7•. LOOIS
TITLE- BEGGS. JABES BOli7GOBEBY




Section 6 (News Releases) lists the news releases, press briefings, news conference transcripts,
and other public information releases indexed in this publication, arranged in accession number
order. Each news release item contains the title, date of release, News Release Number (if ,any),
and other reference information.
An example of an entry from the News Releases listing follows:
ACCESSION NUMBER_PS'-10001
__----------~SPACELAB II PAYLOAD SPECIALIST CANDIDATES SELECTED FOB
TITLE TBU NING
DATE OF . ~9 JAN. 19811
RELEASE--------- NASA BELEASB-84-1
NEWS RELEASE NUMBER /
iv
The contents of this index were printed by computer. This necessitates, in certain instances, the
substitution of computer symbols for the more familiar printed symbols. These include the use of *
for', /Ques/ for?, and - for :. The symbols < and > immediately before and after the title of the
entry tell the user that the entry was originally untitled and that a title was created by the compilers
of the index. Finally, in Section 2 -- the Personal Names Index -- the symbol + is used to identify
speeches presented by the person under whose name they are indexed.
Copies of documents cited in this index are available to NASA offices on request from the NASA
Scientific and Technical Information Facility, P.O. Box 8757, B.W.1. Airport, Maryland, 21240.
Requests for copies of the index itself should be addressed to the Scientific and Technical
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SECTION 1 SUBJECT INDEX
INDEX TO NASA NEWS RELEASES AND SPEECHES
1984
MARCH 1985
Typical Subject Index Listing
AIl-1 .AIRCUn
NASA SEEKS PROPOSALS FOR F-8 OBLIQUE PRELIMINARY
DESIGN
(NASA RELEASE-84-162] P84-10243 06
ADBBOSINE TRIPHOSPHATB
BACTERIAL ENZYME MAY BE REMNANT OF EAdLY EVOLUTICN




NASA ANNOUNCES DELAY OF 51~C SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION'
(NASA RELEASB-84-154) P84-10234 06:
ADMINISTRATIVE OPBHATIOBS
SA ORGANIZATION CHANGE
FISCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
P84-10032 05
ACOUSTIC COBTAXIBRLESS EIPER. SISTER
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA RELEASE-84-4] P84-fo004 06
TITLE
The title of the news release or speech Is used as the prime retrieval point.
The accession number Is located under and to the right of the title and Is
followed by a two-digit number which designates the reference section of the
Index containing the complete citation.
===r:
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
ADVABCED TBCHBOLOGY ADVISOBY COM•• NASA
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE
CONTRACT AliABtED
(NASA RELEASE-84-113] P84-10130 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SURCCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COHMI~~EE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION,.
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
06
05
05P84-10037NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
NASA HEADQUARTERS SPACE STATION OFFICE ES~ABLISHED
(NASA RELEASE-84-104] P84-10121 06
ASSOCIATE DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR APPOINTED
[NASA RELEASE-84-106] P84-10123 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA BELEASE-84-179] P84-10260
ADYANCED COBMONICArIONS TECHNOLOGY SAT.
FISCAL YEAB 1985 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
P84-10032
STATEMENT OF JAMES H. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
APVANCED FIGBTEB TECHHOLOGY IBTEGBATIOB
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MARTIN BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON TBANSPOBTATION, AVIATION AND
MATERIALS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
STATEMENT OF ROBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HoaSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10042 05
STATEMENT 'RY JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS. UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10139 05
ACEE
S AIRCBAFT ENERGY EFFICIENCY PROGRAM
AHERn BEN UBIY•• SCOTLA.n
AS~RONAO~S TO PRAC~ICE FCR SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA FELEASE-E4-/l] P8/l-1000/l 06
ACADEMI OF SCIEBCIS. O.S.S.R.
S~ATEMENT BY JAMES R. BCRRISON BEFOBE THE
CO!MI~TEE CN FeREIGN REIATICNS, UNITED STATES SENATE
P8/l-10203 05
ACCELEBOMIiEBS
NASA TO ~EST INFIIGHT REFUELING FOR SFACE SHUTTLE
FEBRY UIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-E4-9] P84-10009 06
ACCEPUBIUTI
SPACE ~ELESCCPE SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS COMPLETE
ACCEP~ANCE TESTING
[HASA RELEASE-84-67] P84-10084 06
ACCIDBNTS
S~ATEMENT BY THCMAS E. !CGUNIGAL BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NA~UBAL liEseUBCES. AGRICULTURE,
RESEARCH AND ENVIRCNMENT, COMMITTEE eN SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLCGY. HOOSE ~F BEFliESENTATIVES
P84-10201 05
ACOUSTIC COBTAIIEliLBSS BIPBR. SIS~EB
AS~RONAUTS TO FBAC~ICE FCB SATELLITE BESCUE
[NASA FELEASE-E4-4] P84-10004 06
ACTIVB BAGNETOSPBERIC PARTICLB TRACER EIP.
AMPTE LAUNCH SCHEDOLED
(NASA RELEASE-84-109] P84-10126 06
SECOND STEP CCMFLE~ED II FIRST ACTIVE tREP SPACE
PROBE
(NASA RELEASE-84-140) P84-10195 06
AR~IFIC1AL CCMET VISIBLE II WESTERN U.S. ON
CHliISTUS DAl
(NASA RELEASE-84-170] P84-10251 06
HIGHLIGHTS O' 1984 NASA AC~IVI~IES
(NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
ACUREI CORP.
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STA~ION WORK
(NASA RELEASE-84-159] P84-10240 06
A
A-1
IDVIICBD 'EBY BIGB BESOLOTIOI BIDIO!ETEB
ADVIICED VEBY BIGH HESOIOTIC. HADIO!ETEB
NASA SET TO lAUNCH NOAA-I ME~EOROIOGICAL SA~ELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-8q-150] P8ij-10230 06
ADUICO COIlP.
NASA IlECEIVES 13 BIDS FCE SPACE STATION WOHK
(NASA EELEASE-84-159] P84-10240 06
lEC
S DEPAR~MEN~ CI ENERGY
lEBllL PHCTOGBAPHY
NASA CCNDUCT~ GYPSY MOTH SUEVEY ON EAST COAST
[NASA RELEASE-8Q-91] P8ij-10108 06
AEBODYIAHlC HBATllG
SUGGES~ED REMARKS: AEEC CLUB CF WASHINGTON, D.C.
1'84-10144 05
AEBODlllKlC TBST RAIGE
S EDWABDS AIS, CAllI.
ABBODIHAKlCS
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MARTIN EEIORE THI
SUBCOKMITT!E CN TRANSPORTATICN, AVIATION AND
MATERIALS, COKMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10041 05
NASA ESRA TO BEGIN FLIGHT TEST IN NEW CONUGURATION
[NASA FELEASE-Eij-ij2] FSQ-10059 06
cRAY-2 TO BE USED IN NASA RESEARCH
[NASA RBLEASE-84-55] 1'84-10073 06
NASA ~C PARTICIPATE IN CSHKCSH AVIATION EXHIBITION
(NASA liELEASE-E4-92] 1'84-10109 06
SUGGESTED REKARKS: HONCE AWARDS CBREMONY, AMES
RESEARCH CEN~EE, KOIIET~ IIELD, CALIF.
1'84-10219 05
NASA SEEKS FIlOIOSAIS FOR I-8 OBLIQUE PRELIMINARY
DESIGN
[NASA RELEASE-84-1E2] 1'84-10243 06
ABliOELAST:ICITY
NASA SEEKS PROIOSAIS FOR F-8 OBLIQUB IliELIMINARI
DESIGN
(NASA RELEASE-84-1€2] 1'84-10243 06
AEllOJET lIQUID ROCKBT CO•• SACEAKENTO. CA.
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH EESOURCES SATELLITE FCR
NOAA
[NASA EELEASE-8ij-22] P8Q-10022 06
AEllOJET-GENERAL COliP.
SUGGESTED RElURKS: 1I0nCN THIOKOI MANAGEMENT
GRCUF, IOINT ClEAR, ALA. F84-10154 05
AEBONAOTiCAL RESEARCH
SA STAII/SFIN RESEARCH
NASA RESEARCH IINDS AIRCRAFT SURFACB GROOVES IIAI
TAIIE TUliBULENCE
[NASA BELEASE-84-3] F84-10003 06
FISCAL ~EAR 1965 BUDGET FEESS ERIEFING
1'84-10032 05
STATEIIBNT OF JAIIES II. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOllllITTEE ON SCIENCE, ~ECHNOLOGY AND SFACE,
COMlIITTEE CN CCMMEECE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSFORTATION.
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
STATEKENT OF JOHN J. IIAETI~ EEFORE THE
SUBCO!!K1TTEE ON TRANSFOli~ATION, AVIATION AND
lIA~ERIAIS, CClIMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPEESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
STATEMENT OF ROBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THB
SUBCOMMITTEE C~ SPACE SCIENCE ANE AIFLICATIONS,
COllllI~~EE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REIRESENTATIVES F84-10042 05
STATEMENT OF JAlIES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOllMITTEE CN HUE-INDEIE~DENT AGENCiES,




SUGGESTED RElIARKS: AERO CLUB OF WASHINGTON. D.C.
1'84-10144 05
SUGGESTED RElIARKS: HONOR AWARDS CERElIONY, AllES
RESEARCH CENTER, 1I0FFETT FIELD, CALIF.
F84-10219 05
SUGGESTBD REIIARKS; AIAA NATIONAL CAFITAI SECTION,
WASHINGTON. D.C. 1'84-10225 05
SUGGESTED RElIARKS: lEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOR AWARDS CEREIIONY, CLEVELAND, OHiO
1'84-10264 05
AEliOSPACE INDUSTRY
SUGGESTED REMARKS; AERO CLUB OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-1014ij 05
SUGGESTED llEKARKS: 1I0RTON THIOKOI lIANAGEIIENT
GROUP. POINT CLEAR. ALA. 1'84-10154 05
SUGGESTED RElIARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MElIDEIAL lECTURE. U.S. NAVAL ACADE!!Y, ANNAPOLIS, KD.
P8ij-10158 05
STATElIENT BY 1. J. EVANS, JR. BEFORE THE
SUBCOllKITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SIACE,
COllMiTTEB ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE, AND
TRANSPORTATION, UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10236 05
AEliOSPACE lIEDiCINE
STATEMENT BY JAMES R. HORRISON BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON EOREIGN RELATIONS, UNITED STATBS SENATE
1'84-10203 05
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA RELEASE-84-179] 1'84-10260 06
AE50SPACE SAfBTY AD'ISORY PANEL
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. BRIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS,
COllMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10168 05
AFT CARGO CARBIBRS
NASA AWARDS ORBITAL TRANSFER VEHICLE STUDY ceNTRACTS
[NASA REIEASB-84-90] 1'84-10107 06
AGBNCY FOB ABBas. PBOGRAK. BllTHllRLAIDS
IRAS ASTRONOllICAl CATALOG AVAILABLE
[NASA REIEASE-84-169] 1'84-10250 06
AGIlEElIEHTS
SA BILATERAL SPACE AGREElIENT, U.S.S.R./U.S.
NASA SIGNS AGREEKENT WITH ISRAEL FOR EARTHQUAKE
STUDY
[NASA RBLE1SE-84-52] 1'84-10069 06
NASA TRANSFERS ENERGI TECHNOLOGY TO SOHIO
F84-10118 06
NASA ANNOUNCES PLANS TO RETRIEVE PALAFA B-2
SATELLITE
(NASA REIEASE-84-116] F84-10133 06
ij1-D CREW TO FIlll SHUTTLE lIISSION FOR IIIAX AND
CINEMA-360
[NASA REIEASE-84-124] 1'84-10179 06
NASA AND CNES AGREE TO COOPERATE IN SHUTTLE
BHERGENCY SUFPORT
(NASA REIEASE-84-126] F8ij-10181 06
NASA WILL RETRIEVE SECOND SATELLITE ON 51-A
SHUTTlE IIISSION
(NASA REIEASE-84-136] F84-10191 06
STATElIENT BY SHELBY G. TILFORD BEFORE THE
SUBCClIlIITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APFLICA~IONS,
COllllITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE CF
REPRESENTATIVES F84-10202 05
STATEMENT BY ISAAC T. GILLAM. IV BEFORE THE
SUBcellllITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COIlIlITTEE ON COMIIERCB, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-1020Q 05
SUllolECT lIDllX
STATEMENT BY L. J. EVANS. JR. BEFORE iHE
SUECOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE. iECHNOLOGY AND SFACE.
COMMITTEE ON COMMEllCE. SCIENCE. AND
TRANSFORTATION. UNITED SiATES SENATE
P84-10236 05
NASA ANI INDIA SIGN LAUNCH AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-84-1i5] P84-10256 06
HIGHLIGHTS OE 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
AGBICULTUBE
UNITED SiAiES CHAMBER 01 ceMMERCE. WASHINGTON. t.C.
P84-10155 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE
LUNCHECN. MISSeURI P84-10216 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHliE BCUSE COMPUTER CONFERENCE
P84-10265 05
AIAA
S AMERICAN INSi. 01 AERe~. ANt ASTBCNAUTles
AlB 1"011
LAdINAR AIR FLew FIOCESS KEY TC FUEL EE1ICIENCY
[NASA RELEASE-84-161] P84-10242 06
AlB FORCE. U. S.
SA VANDENBEBG AFB. CALIF.
FISCAL YEAR 1985 EUDGET FRESS EBIEFING
P84-10032 05
STATEMENT OF PHILIP E. CULEERTSON ANt JOHN D.
HODGE EEIOBE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS. COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTAiIVES F84-10040 05
NASA WOBKs TC IMFBCVE AERIAL AFPLICATICN OF
CHEMICALS
[NASA BELEASE-84-66] P84-10083 06
SiATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS EEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEFE!DENi AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE ON AFPBOPRIATICNS. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES F84-10140 05
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES. AGRICULTURE.
RESEARCH AND ENVIRCNMENi. CCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNCLOGY. HOUSE CF REPRESENTATIVES
P84-10201 05
NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-F METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-84-1 ~O] P84-10230 06
AIR LOGISTIC CO!!AID BEPAIB iACILITI
SiATEMENT EY GERALD D. GRIIFIN BEFORE iHE
SUECOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND AFFLICATIONS
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND iECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES F84-10205 05
AIRBUS INDUSTBIE. ELAGIAC. FEAICE
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AIAA NATIONAL CAFITAL SECTION.
WASHINGTON. t.C. P84-10225 05
AIRCRAFT
SA AD-1 AIRCRAFT
SA BOEING 720 AIRCRAFT
SA BOEING 737 AIRCRAFT













SA BOTARY W~NG A~RCRAFT
SA RSRA /ROTCR SYSTEMS EESEABCH AIBCRAFi/
SA SHORi HAUL AIRCRAFT
SA SHUTTLE TBAINING AIRCBAFT
A-3








STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFOBE THE
SUECCMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES. AGRICULTURE.
RESEARCH AND ENVIBONMENT. COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P84-10201 05
AIBCBAFT COBPIGUBATIOBS
NASA WORKS TO IMPROVE AERIAL APPLICATION OF
CHEMICALS
[NASA RELEASE-84-66] P84-10083 06
AIBCBAFT COBSTBUCTIOB MATERIALS
NASA TO PARTICIPATE IN OSHKOSH AVIATION EXHIBITICN
[NASA RELEASE-84-92] P84-10109 06
REMARKS PBEPARED FOR DELIVEBY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION. AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS ABD
ASTBONAUTICS. WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10142 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AERO CLUB OF WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10144 05
NASA FIRE RESISTANT AIRCRAFT MATERIALS TESiED
[NASA RELEASE-84-119] P84-10174 06
NASA PROGRAM ADVANCING COMPOSITE FLIGHT BESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-84-123] P84-10178 06
AIRCRAFT COBTROL
NASA TO TEST INFLIGHT REFUELING FOB SPACE SHUTTLE
FERRY FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-9] P84-10009 06
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MARTIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN TRANSPOBTATION. AVIATION AtiD
MATERIALS. COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
BEMARKS FBEPABED POR DELIVERY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION. AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS AND
ASTBONAUiICS. WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10142 05
AIBCBAFT DESIGB
LASER TECHNOLOGY USED TO IMPBOVE AIRCBAFT DESIGN
[NASA RELEASE-84-108] P84-10125 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AERO CLUB OF WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10144 05
NASA PROGRAM ADVANCING COMPOSITE FLIGHT RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-84-123] P84-10178 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AIAA NATIONAL CAPITAL SECTION.
jASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10225 05
NASA SEEKS PROPOSALS FOR F-8 OBLIQUE PRELIMINARY
DESIGN
[NASA RELEASE-84-162] P84-10243 06
AIBCRAFT BNBBGI BFFZCIBBCI PROGRA8
NASA PROGRAM ADVANCING COMPOSITE FLIGHT RESEABCH
[NASA RELEASE-84-123] P84-10178 06
AIRCRAFT BNGINBS
SA GENERAL AVIATION TURBINE ENGINES
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SFACE.
COMMITTEB ON COMMERCE. SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORiATleN.
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MARTIN BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION. AVIATION AND
MATEBIALS. COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
NASA TO PARTICIPATE IN OSHKOSH AVIATION EXHIEITION
[NASA RELEASE-84-92] P84-10109 06
AIBCBAFT HIDRV-POR8ZNG, LOS ANGBLES. CA.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. LUCAS BEFOBE THE
SUGGESTED REMARKS: llORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS 1'84-10030 05
ALLISON GAS TORBINE
STAUMENT 01' JOHN J .• MARTIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION, AVIATION AND
MATERIALS, COIIMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE 01' REPRESENTATIVES p84-10041 05
NASA SELECTS LOCKHEED-GEORGIA POR PROPFAN CONTRACT
NEGOTIATIONS




SUBCO~MI~TEE CN SCIENCE ANt TECHNOnOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTA~IVES P8~-10136 05
AIRCRAFT INDUSTRY
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: AIAA NATIONAL CAPI~AL SECTION,
WASHINGTON, t.C. P8~-10225 05
AIRCRAFT PARTS
STATEMENT OF JCHN J. MABTlfi BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TBANSPOB~ATION, AVIATION AND
MATEBIALS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND ~ECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPEESENTA~IVES F8~-10041 05
AIRCRAFT PERFORMABCE
NASA TO TEST INFLIGHT BEEUELING FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
PERRY FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-E4-9] P84-10009 06
SOBJBCT INDEX
(NASA RELEASE-8~-67) 1'84-10084 06
AIRCRAFT SUET!
NASA TO PARTICIPATE IN OSHKOSH AVIATION EXHIBITION
(NASA RELEASE-e~-92] pe~-10109 06
NASA FIRE RESIS~ANT AIBCEAFT MATERIALS TESTED
(NASA RELEASE-84-119] P84-1017~ 06
AIRCRAFT SPIN
SIlPLE CHANGES TO LIGHT rLANE WING INCREASE SAFETY
[NASA RELEASE-84-160] 1'84-10241 06
AIRCBAFT IIBGS
SA PORWARD SWEFT WINGS
SA OBLIeUE WING
STATEMENT 01' JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AN£ SPACE,
COMMITTEE CN ceM8EECE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSFORTATICN,
UNITED STATES SENATE r84-10038 05
llRPOILS




STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUI;-INDUEfiDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON ArFBOFRIATICNS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P8~-10140 05
NASA PEOGRAM AIVANCING COMPOSITE FLIGHT RESEARCH
(NASA BELEASE-84-123] P84-10178 06
AIRPORTS
S 'KANSAS CITY AIRFORT, MC.
AIRSPEED
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AEEC CLUB 01' llASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-101~4 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LEC~UBE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS, MD.
P8~-10158 05
SUGGESTED RElARKS: HEAICUARTERS HONOB£ AWAR£S
CEREMeNY, WASHINGTCN, I.C. 1'84-10160 05
SIMPLE CHANGES ~O LIGHT rLANE WING INCREASE SAFETY
[NASA RELEASE-8~-160] 1'84-10241 06
AI.ABAIIA
ENTeRPRISE TO IE~AbT LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR L1AGUE OF WASHINGTON), WASHINGTON, D.C.
(NASA bELEASE-8~-1~31 P8~-10223 05
AIABAIIA A. AND M. UIIV.
CBALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA BELEASE-811-133] P811-10188 06
ALlBAIIA SrACE AID BOCKET CEITER
CHALLENGER'S SIX~H FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
(NASA EELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
AUBUA DNIV.
~BALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT H1GHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA BELEASE-8~-133] P84-10188 06
ALIGHBBNi
SPACE TELESCCPE SC1ENCE INSTRUIIENTS COIIELETE
ACCEPTANCE TESTING
A-4
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THE CENTERRE GROUP, ST. LOUIS,
MISS~URI P8~-10031 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL A£VISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING, NEW YORK, N. Y. p84-10143 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: METROPOLITAN CLUB, WASHINGTON,
D.C. P8~-10145 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: TOUCHE ROSS BREAKPAST SERIES
P84-10146 05
UNITED STATES CHAMRER OF COMMERCE, llASHINGTON, D.C.
1'84-10155 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AlA SPRING CONFERENCE,
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. 1'84-10162 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE
LUNCHEON, MISSOURI 1'84-10216 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: UNITED STATES SPACE POUNDATICN
SYMPOSIUM, COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO
1'84-10263 05
ALPHA LYRlE
IRAS IDENTIFIES ADDITIONAL STARS WITH POSSIBLE
SOLAR SYSTEMS
(NASA RELEASE-84-78] P84-10095 06
ALPHA PISCI5 AOSTBINI
IRAS IDENTIFIES ADDITIONAL STARS WITH POSSIBLE
SOLAR SYSTEMS
(NASA RELEASE~84-78] 1'84-10095 06
IUIlIllTER




NASA RESEARCH FINDS AIRCRAPT SURFACE GROOVES MAY
TAlIE TURBULENCE
[NASA ~ELEASE-84-3) 1'84-10003 06
ALUlIIJiUlI ALLOYS
STATEIIENT 01' JOHN J. MARTIN BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON ~RANSPORTATION, AVIATION AND
MATERIALS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10041 05
AIIATEOR RADIO
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE POR
NOAA.
(NASA RELEASE-84-22] 1'84-10022 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
(NASA BELEASE-84-133) P811-10188 06
IBEBICAN A5TBOJiOllICAL SOCIBTY
ASTRONOMERS DESCRIBE llORK AT SPACB TBLESCOPE
SCIENCE INSTITUTE
[NASA RELEASE-8~-73] P811-100S0 06
NEW IRAS RESULTS OUTLINED AT ASTRONOIIICAL SOCIETY
MEETING
(NASA RELEASB-84-77] 1'84-10094 06
AIIBRICAN BELICOP2ER soc•• lEi YORI
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MARTIN BEPORE THE
SOBJEC~ IIDEX
SOBCOllIIIT~EE CN ~BANS1'OR:IATlON,. AVIA~ION AND
MA~EBIALS, COlIllI~~EE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF BE1'BESEN~ATIVES 1'84-10041 05
AlIEBICAN INS~. OF AEBCI. Aln AS~BOIA07ICS
AS~RONAO~S TO l'BAC~ICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA BELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
NASA TO HOLD SllI1'OSIUlI Cl ffGDUCTIVITY AND QUALITY
[NASA BELEASE-84-131] 1'84-10186 06
NASA SllIPOSIOM CN PBODOCTIVITY AND QUALITY:
COllMITTING TO EXCELLENCE, iASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10206 05
AlIEBICAI SATELLI~E COll1'AII
NASA ANNOUNCES ELIGHT ASSIGlllENTS AND CHANGES
[NASA RELEASE-84-148] P84-10228 06
AlIEBICAN SINTHETIC BOBBEB CO.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAlI R. 10CAS EEIOBE THE
SUBCOllMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOnOGY. HOUSE OF
BE1'BESENTATIVES 1'84-10136 05
AlIEBICAN TELEPHCIE AND TELEGRA1'H CO.
DISCOVEBI TO lIAKE lIAIDEl FLIGHT ON lIISSION 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
SUGGESTED REURKS: SElIINAR ON "PBOSHCTS lOB
S1'ACE COMMEBCIALIZATION", CENTER FOB STBATEGIC AND
INTERNATIONALSTODIES, GECRGETOWN UNIVERSITY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10217 05
SUGGESTED BElIARKS: BUSSELL REYNOLDS COll1'ANY,
WASHINGTON, D. C. P84-10222 05
NASA SELECTS BOEING COlll'UTER SEBVICES FOR
COllMUNICATIONS CCNTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-84-176] P84-10257 06
AllES BESEABCH CEITER. 1I0FFETT FIELD, Cl.
SA NATIONAL FULL-SCALE AERCIYNAlIIC COMl'LEX
SPACELAB 4 PAYLOAD SPECIALIST CANDIDATES SELECTED
FOR TUINING
[NASA RELEASE-E4-1) P84-10001 06
BALLHAOS NAMED DIRECTOR CE lASA'S AllES EESEARCH
CENTEIl
[NASA IlELEASE-84-5) P84-10005 06
OIlBITER COLUlIBIA TO UNDERGO MODIFICATltNS IN
CALIFORNIA
[NASA EELEASE-E4-6] P84-10006 06
NASA TO TEST INFLIGHT REFUELING FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
FEIlIlY FLIGHTS
[NASA EELEASE-E4-9] P84-10009 06
SPACE RESEARCH INDICATES GRAVITY AFFECTS BONE GROWTH
[NASA RELEASE-84-16] P84-10016 06
U.S. BIOLOGY EX1'ERIlIENTS FLOWN SUCCESSFULLY ON
SOVIET SATELLITE
[NASA IlELEASE-84-17) P84-10017 06
NEW EVIDENCE FCUND FOR HUGE VCICANOES ON VENUS
[NASA RELEASE-84-18] P84-10018 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFOIlE THE
SUBCOllllITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND S1'ACE,
COMMITTEE CN CCMlIEIlCE, SCIENCE ANDTIlANSPOIlTATION.
UNITED STATES SEBATE P84-10038 05
STATElIINT OF JCHNJ. MAliTIN EEEORE THE
SUBCOllllITTEE ON TliANS1'OETATlON, AVIATION AND
MATERIALS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOOSE OF IlE1'liE~ENTATIVES r84-10041 05
STATEMENT OF ECEERT O. AILEIl BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COllMITTEE ON SCIENCE ANt TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10042 05
NASA SETS UP S1'ACE STATICB DEVELOl'MENT TEAMS
[NASA EELEASE-84-31) P84-10048 06




[NASA RELEASB-84-32] P84-10049 06
CRAY-2 TO BE USED IN NASA RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-84-55) P84-10073 06
PIONEER CAN MAKE UNIQUE HALLEY'S COMET OBSEIlVATION
[NASA liELEASB-84-88] 1'84-10105 06
NASA TO PARTICI1'ATE IN OSHKOSH AVIATION EXHIBITION
[NASA RELEASE-84-92) P84-10109 06
TEACHER WORKSHOPS TO BE HELD AT NASA CENTERS
[NASA liELEASE-84-94) 1'84-10111 06
LASER TECHNOLOGY USED TO IMPROVE AIRCRAFT DESIGN
[NASA RELEASE-84-108) 'P84-10125 06
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATORS
[NASA RELEASE-84-110) P84-10127 06
STATElIENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCCMlIITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON A1'PROPRIATIONS. HOUSE OF
RE1'IlESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
STATEMENT OF ROBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCCMlIITTEE ON S1'ACE SCIENCE AND AP1'LICATIONS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10165 05
STATEMENT OF BILLIE J. MCGARVEY BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS AND
THE SUBCOllMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION, AVIATICN AND
MATERIALS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10170 05
NASA FIRE RESISTANT AIRCRAFT MATERIALS TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-84-119] P84-10174 06
BACTERIAL ENZYME MAl BE REMNANT OF EARLY EVOLUTICN
[NASA RELEASE-84-121) 1'84-10176 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY, AMES
RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF.
P84-10219 05
SIM1'LE CHANGES TO LIGHT 1'LANE WING INCREASE SAFETY
[NASA RELEASE-84-160] P84-10241 06
NASA SEEKS PROPOSALS FOR F-8 OBLIQUE PRELIlIINARI
DESIGN
(NASA RELEASE-84-162] P84-10243 06
NEW RESEARCH ON CLEAR-AIR TURBULENCE
[NASA,RELEASE-84-165] 1'84-10246 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-84-179] 1'84-10260 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTER CCNFERENCE
P84-10265 05
AlIKONIUlI PERCHLORATE
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. LUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
RE1'RESENTATIVES P84-10136 05
UPHIBIA
FINALISTS CHOSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT
[NASA RELEASE-84-82] P84-10099 06
AIIPLIFlERS
NASA DEVICE COULD CUT UHF-TV POWER USAGE IN HALF
[NASARELEASE-84-7] 1'84-10007 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THE CENTERRE GROUP, ST. LOUIS,
MISSCURI P84-10031 05
USlT
5 RADIO AMATEUR SATELLITE CORP.
AIIlK SATELLITES
NASA TO I'Ll CANADIAN AS A 1'AYLOAD SPECIALIST ON
SHUT'lLE
[NASA RELEASE-84-12) P84-10012 06
DATE SET FOR NOVEMBEIl SHUTTLE RETRIEVAL MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-84-144) P84-10199 06
AUlIlLS SUBJECT INDEX
NASA ABBCUNCES FLIGH~ ASSIGhllENTS AND CHANGES
[NASA EELEASE-E4-148] 1.'84-10228 06
DISCOVERY'S SECOND BISSICB SCHEDULED
[NASA EELEASE-84-149] 1.'84-10229 06
s' i APOLLO 11
APOLLO 8
MA~TINGLY TO LEAVE ASTRONAUT CORPS FOR NAVI POST
(NASA RELEASE-84-97] 1.'84-10114 06
STS 51-A PEEELIGHT CREW ERESS CONFEEEN~E
1.'84-10268 05
lBNOUiCBBEB7 OF OEPOEiUNI~Y
NASA REQUESTS EXPERIlIEN~S FOR ~ETHERED SATELLITE




SUGGES~ED RRElIARKS: AEELIEt PHYSICS LABORATORY,
JOHNS HCPKINS UNIVERSITY, LAUREL MARYLAND
1.'84-10261 05
ADVANCED COlllUNICA~IONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE
CONTRACT AWARDED
[NASA RELEASE-84-113] 1.'84-10130 06
STATEMENT OF BILLIE J. lICGARVEY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMllITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APELICATIONS AND
THE SUECOllllITTEE ON TRANSECRTATION, AVIA~ION AND
MATERIALS, COBIIITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE CF REPEESEN~ATIVES 1.'84-10170 05
P84-10113 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LOW MEMORIAL TRIBUTE,
WASHINGTON, D.C. 1.'84-10211 05
APPLICA~ONS ~ECBNOLOGY SATELLITES
NASA TO ASSIST IN ESTABLISING SATELLITE DATA LINK





SUGGESTED REMARKS: SPACE ACT AWARDS CEREMONI,
APPLIED PHYS~CS LABORATORY, JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY, LAUREL, lIARYLAND 1.'84-10262 05
SUGGESTED RElIARKS: WHITE HOUSE COllPUTER CCNFERENCE
p84-10265 05
lIATTINGLI TO LEAVE ASTRONAUT CORPS FOR NAVI POST
[NASA RELEASE-84-97) P84-10114 06
APOLLO 11 CREW TO VISIT WORLD'S PAIR JULY 20
{NASA RELEASE-84-99] P84-10116 06
APOLLo-SOIUZ TBS~ PBOJBQ~
STATElIENT BI JAMES R. 1I0RRISON BEFORE THE
COllMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, UNITED STATES SENATE
1.'84-10203 05
lPPLIED PHYSICS LA&,ORATORY
SUGGESTED RREMARKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LARORATORI,
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, LAUREL aARYLAND
1.'84-10261 05
!PClLLCl 11
FIRST LUNAR LANDING 15 YEARS AGO
[NASA RELEASE-84-96]
1.'84-10266 0551-A FLIGHT DIRECTORS BRIEFING
NASA TO FLY EDUCATCR OB SHU~~LE lIISSICB
[NASA RELEASE-84-122] 1.'84-10177 06
NASA SEEKS TEACHER FOR EARLY 1986 SHU~TLE lIISSION
{NASA B1LEASE-84-155] 1.'84-10235 06
AUENNAS
S~ATElIEBT OF ROBER~ O. AllER BEFORE THE
SUHCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APELICA~IONS,
COMMI~~EE CN SCIENCE ANI ~ECHNCLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTA~IVES 1.'84-10042 05
APPBOPRIATIONS AND BUDGETS
FISCAL lEAR 1985 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
P84- 10032 05
STATElIENT OF JAMES n. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOllMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
STS 51-1 SATELII~E RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
1.'84-10267 05
lNTISA~ELLITE TECBiCLOGY
SUGGESTED RElIARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL AIVISORY
COllMITTEE lIEETING, NEW IeRa, N.I. 1.'84-10143 05
SUGGESTED RElIARKS~ AlIEEI(AN DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIATION, LCNE STAR CHAPTER, FT. WOR~H, TEXAS
1.'84-10147 05
NASA BUDGET PBESS CONFERENCE 1.'84-10037 05
APOLLO COllllliD 1I0tOLE
SUGGESTED RElIARKS: NATICNAL C~NFERENCE ON FIRE




APOLLO LUN1R BXELCRATICI PEOGiAlI
FIRST LUNlE LANDING 15 IElES lGO
{NASA RELEASE-S4-96]
APOLLC PROJECT




STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCClIlIITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1.'84-10039 05
STATEMENT OF PHILIP E. CULBERTSON AND JOHN D.
HODGE BEFORE ~HE SUBCOllllITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 1.'84-10040 05
STATEMENT· OF ROBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUECOllMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1.'84-10042 05
SUGGES~ED REMARKS: lOW ~ElICRIAL TRIEUTE,
WASHINGTON, t.(. 1.'84-10211 05
APOLLO SPACECRAPT
S : APOLLO 8
SUGGESTED REMARKS: OPENING OF NASA ADMINISTRATORS
EXHIBIT, NATIONAL AIR ANI SPACE llUSEUM
1.'84-10208 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS iOUNDTABLE
LUNCHECN, lIISSCURI 1.'84-10216 05
SUGGESTED RElIARK: LUNAE EASE SYlIPOSIUlI,
WASHING~ON, t.e. P84-10220 05
STATEllENT BI JAllES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOllllITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COllMITTEE ON APPBOPRIATIONS, UNITED STATES SENATE
1.'84-10139 05
STATEMENT OF WILLIAII R. LUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCClIlIITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1.'84-10136 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVER I TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS AND
ASTRCNAUTICS. WASHINGTON, D.C. 1.'84-10142 05
STATEMEN~ OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCClIMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COllllITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1.'84-10140 05
05
SUGGESTED RElIARKS: SAIZEERG lIElIORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. 1.'84-10151
A-6
SUJl.:JllC~ lIDllI
UNI~ED S~ATES CHA8BER CF CC~8ERCE, ~ASHING~ON, L.C.
P84-10155 05
SUGGESTED RE~ARKS: TECBNCLOGY UTILIZATION
CONFERENCE, ~ASHINGTON, D.C. 1'84-10161 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
POLICY STUDIES pReGEA!, ~ASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10163 05
STATE~ENT CF RCNALD J. FHILIES BEFORE THE
SUECOMMITTEE ON SPACE SC1ENCEAND ApFLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TFCHNCLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10164 05
STATEMENT OF EOEERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SC1ENCE AND APPLICATIONS
CO~MITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10165 05
STATE~ENT OF PATRICK A. TE~FLETON BEFORE THE
SUBCO~HITTEE ON SPACE SC1ENCE AND AFFLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10166 05
STATEMENT BY JCHN W. BCYD BEFORE THE SUBCO~MITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APFLICATIONS AND THE
SUBCO~MITTEE CN TRANSpOETATICN, AVIATION AND
MATERIALS, CC~~ITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10167 05
STATEMENT OF BILLIE J. HCGAEVEY BEFORE THE
SUBCO~8ITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND AFPLICATIONS AND
THE SUBC088ITTEE CN TRANSPORTATION, AVIATION AND
MATERIALS, CC8HITTEE CN SCIEKCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPBESENTATIVES 1'84-10170 05
NASA SYMPOSIUM ON PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY:
CO~MITTING TO EXCELLENCE, ~ASHINGTON, D.C.
1'84-10206 05
SUGGESTED RE~ARKS: ST. LCUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTAELE
LUNCHECN, 8ISSCURI P84-10216 05
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] 1'84-10260 06
SUGGESTED RREMARKS: API' LIED PHYSICS LABORATORY •
.:JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, LAUREL HARYLAND
1'84-10261 05
SUGGESTED RE~ARKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SY~POSIQ~, CCLCRADC SPRINGS, COLOBADO
1'84-10263 05
ARIBSAT SI~ELLITES
NASA ANNOUNCES SHUT~LE SCBEDULE FOR FIRST SIX
FLIGHTS IN 1985
[NASA BELEASE-84-177] 1'84-10258 06
ARC
S AMES RESEARCH CENTER, 8CFFETT FIELD, CA.
JRCBAEOLOGJ
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGB~ B1GHLIGH~S EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133] 1'84-10188 06
SUGGESTED RE~ARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTEB CONFERENCE
1'84-10265 05
JRGOS DI~I COLLECTIOI SJSTEI
NASA SET TO LAUNCB NOAA-F HETECROLOGICAL SA~ELLI~E
[NASA RELEASE-84-150] 1'84-10230 06
ARIIII LIOICB YEHICLE
NASA AWARDS CONTRAC7S FCR OCEANOGRAFHIC SATELLI~E
[NASA RELEASE-e4-41] 1'84-10058 06
SUGGESTED RE~ARKS: CHASE INTERNATIOBAL ADVISORY
C08~ITTEE MEETIIG, NEW YCRi, N.Y. 1'84-10143 05
SUGGES7ED RE~ARKS: AMERICAN DEFENSE FREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIATION, LCIE STAR CHAFTER, FT. WORTH, TEXAS
1'84-10147 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WORLD TRADE CEN~ER CLUB, NEW
YORK CI~Y 1'84-10224 05
A-7
ISTEJlOIDS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: UNI~ED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SY~POSIUM. COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO
P84-10263 05
IRIIHESPICE
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THE CENTERRE GBOUP, ST. LOUIS,
MISSOURI· 1'84-10031 05
SUGGES~ED REMARKS: AMERICAN DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIATION, LONE STAR CHAPTER, FT. WORTH, TEXAS
1'84-10147 05
AJlIZOIA STA~E ONIY~, TEMPE
SCIENTISTS SELEC~ED TO OBSERVE HALLEY'S COHE~
[NASA RELEASE-84-72] 1'84-10089 06
ARIZOIA UBIV.
NASA SELEC~S SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATORS
[NASA RELEASE-84-110] 1'84-10127 06
RIGS OF URANUS PHO~OGRAPHED FOR FIRST ~IME
[NASA RELEASE-84-145] 1'84-10200 06
PHOTOGRAPHS INDICA~E POSSIBLE SOLAR SYSTEM AROUND
STAR
[NASA RELEASE-84-146] 1'84-10226 06
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSI~IES FOR RESEARCH
(NASA RELEASE-84-147] 1'84-10227 06
NEW RESEARCH ON CLEAR-AIR TURBULENCE
(NASA RELEASE-84-165] P84-10246 06
IRIY, U.S.
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AERO CLUB OF WASHINGTCN, D.C.
P84-10144 05
IJlT
NASA PHOTO TECHNIQUES USED TO HELP PBESERVE FINE ART
(NASA RELEASE-84-20] 1'84-10020 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGH~ HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133] 1'84-10188 06
IB~BRITIS
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA RELEASE-84-4] 1'84-10004 06
IR~IFICIAL IN~ELLIGEBCE
SA EXPERT SYSTEMS
SUGGESTED RE~ABKS: GOLDMAN SACHS AND CO. HEE~ING,
WES~CHESTER COUNTY, N.Y. 1'84-10213 05
SUGGES~ED REMARKS: HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY, A~ES
RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFE~T FIELD, CALIF.
1'84-10219 05
ASAHI NAf. BBOADCAsr~ CO., TOKIO, JAPAB
CHALLENGER'S SIX~H FLIGHT HIGHLIGH~S EAR~H SCIENCE






S~ATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCCMHIT~EE ON SCIENCE, ~ECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COM~I~TEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATICN,
UNITED S~ATES SENATE 1'84-10038 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE ~HE
SUBCOH8IT~EE CN HUD-INDEPENDEN~ AGENCIES,
COM~I~~EE ON ApPROPRIA~IONS, BOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SUGGESTED RE~IRKS: CHASE INTERNA~IONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEE~ING, NEW YORK, N.Y. 1'84-10143 05
SUGGES~ED REMARKS: METROPOLITAN CLUB, WASHINGTCN,
D.C. 1'84-10145 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIA~ION, LONE STAR CHAp~ER, FT. WORTH, TEXAS
1'84-10147 05
ASfP SUBJECT INDEX
SUGGESiED RE~ARKS: ALA SPRING CONFERENCE,
WIlLIA8SBURG. VA. P84-10162 05
SUGGESTED RE~ARK: LUNAE EASE SYMPOSIUM.
WASHINGTON, L.C. P84-10220 05
SCIEaTISTS SELECTEL TO CBSERVE HALLEY'S COMET
[NASA RELEASE-84-72] P84-10089 06
SUGGESiED RE8ARKS: A~EEICAN EAR ASSOCIATION'S
SECTION ON PUBLIC CONTRACi LAW. WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10159 05
SUGGESTED REMARK: LUNAR BASE SYMPOSIUM.
WASHINGTON, D.C. p84-10220 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECTURE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAFOLIS. MD.
P84-10158 05
NASA ANNOUNCES.UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
ASTRONAUT WILLIAM B. LENOIR TO LEAVE NASA
[NASA RELEASE-84-115] p84-10132 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES H. BEGGS BEPORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
ASTRONAUT DON PETERSON TO LEAVE NASA
[NASA RELEASE-84-1S7] p84-10238 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION HERBERT ROBACK MEMORIAL AWARD tINNER.
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P84-10221 05
DISCOVERY'S SECOND MISSION SCHEDULED
[NASA RELEASE-84-149] PS4-10229 06
DISCOVERY TO HAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
NASA/RECON USERS CONPERENCE SET POR SEPTEMBER 27
AND 28
[NASA RELEASE-84-13S] p84-10190 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE EVENT
p84-10207 05
P84-10156 05ROTARY CLUB OF WASHINGTCN, D.C.
ASTRO PAYLOAI SPECIALISTS SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-E4-80] P84-10097 06
PIONEER CAN !ARE UNIQUE HALLEY'S CO!ET OBSERVATION
[NASA RELEASE-E4-88] P84-1010S 06
ASTROHAOTICS
NASA weRK-PLATEOEM STUDIES MAY LEAD TO REAL SPACE
CONSTRUCTICN
[NASA RELEASE-84-114] P84-10131 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HEAIQUARTERS HONORS AWARDS
CERE~ONY, WASHINGTeN. D.C. P84-10160 OS
NASA ~AY FLY BY ASTEROID WITH GALILEO SPACECRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-84-178] P84-10259 06
ASTP
S APOLLO-SOYUZ TEST PRCJECT
ASfRO HALLE! SCIEICE TEA8
SCIENiISTS SELECTEL TO CESERVE HALLEY'S COMET
. [NASA RELEASE-E4-72] P84-10089 06
ASfRO KISSIONS
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW ~E~BERS FOR FUTURE SPACE
SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-E4-71] P84-10088 06
ASTRO PAYLOAL SPECIALISTS SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-84-80] P84-10097 06
MATTINGlY TO LEAVE ASTRCNAUT CORPS EOR NAVY POST
[NASA RELEASE-84-97] F84-10114 06
APOLLO 11 CREW TO VISIT WORLC'S FAIR JULY 20
[NASA RELEASE-E4-99] P84-10116 06
NASA SELECTS 17 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES
[NASA RELEASE-E4-64] P84-10081 06
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON SiS 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-E4-69] P84-10086 06
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR PUTURE SPACE
SHUTTLE PLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-S4-71] P84-10088 06
CREW MEHBER ADDED iO SHLTiLE MISSION 41-G
[NASA EELEASE-E4-76] P84-10093 06
ASTRONAUTS
ASiRONAUTS TO PRACTICE ECR SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA EELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
NASA BEGINS SCREENING ASTEONAUT APPLICANTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-15] P84-1001S 06
NASA SCREENS SECOND GRCUF CE ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-26] P84-10026 06
SOLAR ~AX REFAIR. LDEF DEFLOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA EELEASE-84-38] P84-10055 C6
GODDARD TEAR SAVES THE lAY FeR SOLAR !AX
[NASA RELEASE-84-53] P84-10070 06
ASTRONAUT T. J. HAET TC LEAVE NASA
[NASA RELEASE-84-59] P84-10076 06
05
05P84-10266
STS 51-A PREFLIGHT CREW PRESS CONPERENCE
p84-10268
51-A FLIGHT DIRECTORS BRIEFING
UNITED STATES CHABBER OF COMBERCE. WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10155 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LEcrURE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAtOLIS, MD.
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THE CENTERRE GROUP. ST. LOUIS,
MISSOURI P84-10031 05
ASTRO PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-84-80] p84-10097 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COH~ITTEE MEETING. NEW YORK, N.Y. P84-10143 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: METROPOLITAN CLUB, WASHINGTON,
D.C. p84-10~4S 05
EARTH OBSERVATION MISSION PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-84-57] P84-10074 06
SCIENTISTS SELECTED TO OBSERVE HALLEY'S COMET
[NASA RELEASE-84-72] P84-10089 06
ASTRONOMERS DESCRIBE WORK AT SPACE TELESCOtE
SCIENCE INSTITUTE
[NASA RELEASE-84-73] P84-10090 06
ASTROIOBERS
NASA TO COOPERATE IN COMET SIGHTING REHEARSAL
[NASA RELEASE-84-30] P84-10047 06
ASTROIOBICAL CATALOGS
IRAS ASTRONOBICAL CATALOG AVAILABLE











SUGGESTED BEIIABKS: HHI:CllUTBBS. HONORS AllARDS
CEREIIONY. llASHINGTON. D.C. PSlI-10160 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: GEORGE llASHlNGTON llNIVERSITY
POLICY STllDIES FROGRAII. WASRINGTON. D.C.
PSII-l0163 05
SIlGGESTED REIIARKS: SPACE SCIENCE BOARI IIEETING
WOODS BOLE, IIASS PSII-l0209 05
SIlGGESTED REIIARKS: GOLDIIAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING.
llESTCHESTER CCllNTY. N.Y. PSlI-l0213 05
PHOTOGRAPHS INIICA~E FOSSIEIE SOLAR SYSTEM AROUND
STAR
[NASA RELEASE-SII-l 116] PSII-l0226 06
SIlGGESTED RREIIARKS: APJ;LlED PHYSICS LABORATORY.
JOHNS HOPKINS llNIVERSITY. LAllREL MARYLAND
PSII-10261 05
SIlGGESTED REIIARKS: llNITED S~A~ES SPACE FOllNDATION
SYIIPOSIIlII. CCLCRAD.O SPliHGS. COLOBADO
PSlI-10263 05
ASTROPHYSICS
SIlGGESTED BEIIABKS: THE CENTERRE GROUP. ST. LOllIS.
MISSOllliI PSII-l0031 05
SIlGGES~ED BEMARKS: GOLDIIAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING.
WESTCHESTER CCllNTY. N.Y. PS4-10213 05
ASTROTECB IBTERIA~IO.AL
STATEIIENT OF GEBALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE Cti SPACE SCIEtiCE AND AFFIICA~IONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE ANI: TECHNOLOGY. HQUSE OF
REPRESENTA~IVES PS4-10169 05
S~ATEIIENT EY GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SIlBCOIIIIITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APFLICATIONS
COIIMI~~EE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES PS4-10205 05
AOSTB1LU
STATEIIENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAlIseN BEFORE THE
SUBCOIIBITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPBESENTATIVES PSII-l0039 05
"STRETCHED" ATLAS CENTAUR TO LAllNCH INTELSAi V-F9
[NASA RELEASE-8ij-62] PS4-10079 06
ATLAS CENTAUR PAILllRE REVlEll BOARD NABED
[NASA RELEASE-S4-79] PS4-10096 06
LIQllID OXYGEN LEAK POSSIBLE CAUSE OF ATLAS CENTAUR
~AlLllRE
[NASA RELEASE-B4-BlI] PSij-l0l01 06
STATEMENT BY ISAAC T. GILLAM. IV BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON·SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COMMITTEE ON COMIIERCE. SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION.
llNITED STATES SENATE PSII-l0204 05
ATIIOSPHBRE






STATEMENT OF JAMES II. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SIlBCCIIBITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-101ijO 05
STATEIIENT BY SHELBY G.• TILFORD BEFORE THE
SIlBCCMIIITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS.
COIIMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE CF
BEPRESEN~ATIVES P811-10202 05
ATIIOSPHERJC PHYSICS
EABTH OBSERVATION MISSION PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS BAilED
[NASA RELEASE-Sij-57] PSij-l0074 06
UP
S ADENOSINE TRIPHOSPHATE
STS 51-1 SATELlITE RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
pS4-10267 05
ULANUS
NASA NAIIES TEREE MEIIEERS OF 51-K CREIl
[NASA liELEASE-BII-23] PS4-10023 06
STATEIIENT OF JAMES A. AEBAHAIISON BEFORE THE
SIlBCOMIIITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APFLICATIONS.
COMIIIT~EE eN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES PSII-10039 05
NASA BllDGET FRESS CCNFEliENCE PB4-10Q37 05
ATTITUDE
PIONEER CAN MAKE UNIQllE HALLEY'S COllET OBSERVATION
[NASA RELEASE-811-BB] PSlI-l0l05 06
ATTITUDE COITROL SYSTBIIS
SA SATELLITE ATTITUDE CONTBOL
NASA SETS UP SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT TEAIIS·
[NASA RELEASE-Sij-31] PSlI-l00ijS 06
SOLAR MAX REPAIR. LDEF DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHllTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-Sij-3S] PSij-l0055 06
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW IIEIIEERS FOR FllTURE SPACE
SHllTTLI l'LIGE~S
[NASA BELEASE-SII-71] PSII-l00SS 06
SIlGGESTED REIIARKS: CORPORATE COllNCIL FOR
INTERNATIONAL IOLICY. WASHINGTCN. D.C.
PS4-101llS 05
STATEMENT BY GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE ~HE
SIlRCOIIIIITTEE Cti SPACE SCIENCE AND APFLICATIONS
COIIMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HCUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P8ij-l0205 05
SIlGGESTED REBARKS: IIANtiE£ ~LIGHT AllARENESS
RECEPTION (Ill-G) T-2 DAIS. RENNEDY SPACE CEN~ER.
PLORIDA PSij-10214 05
SUGGESTED REMABKS: llNI~ED STATES SPACE FOllNDATION
SYBPOSIllB. CCLCRADO SPRIRGS. COLORADO
PSij-l0263 05
A7LAS LAUNCH YEHICLE
NASA SET TO LAUNCH NCAA-F IIE~EOROLOGICIL SATELLITE
[NASA EELEASE-84-150] PS4-10230 06
ATLAS-CENTAUR LAllNCH VEBJCLBS
FISCAL YEAR 19€5 EllDGET FliESS BRIEFING
PS ij-l 0032 05
A-9
GODDARD TEAM SAVES THE DAY FOR SOLAR MAX
[NASA RELEASE-84-53] PS4-10070 06
ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE DEVELOPS ATTITUDE PROBLEII
[NASA RELEASE-811-93] PS4-10110 06
AUDIO-YISUAL IIA7ERIALS
SA TELEVISION
NBW NASA EDllCATIONAL PROGRAII FOB SCIENCE AND IIATH
ANNOllNCED
[NASA RELEASE-SII-S3] pS4-10100 06
TEACHER llORKSHOPS TO BE HELD AT NASA CENTEES
(NASA liELEASE-84-94] P84-10111 06
NASA TECHNOLOGY TRANSMITTED TO SCHOOLS VIA
TELEVISION
[NASA RELEASE-Sij-l00] PSII-l0117 06
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNllAL
HONOR AIiARDS CEREMONY. CLEVELAND. OHIO
PSlI-l0264 05
lORORAE
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-Sij-133] P8ij-101BS 06
AllSTllALIA
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
IO~OMI!ED SIMPLE iE~Oil
NOAA
(NASA liELEASJ:-84-22] P811-10022 06
SOIlJBC~ XIDEX
NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-F METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
(NASA RELEASE-SII-150] PS4-10230 06
STATE!ENT CF IOBJ:RT O. AllER BEFORE THE
SUBCOM!ITTEE CN SPACE SCIEtiCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HCUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES F811-10042 05
lU~OMl~ED SIMPLE liE~Ulil
RE!ARKS PREPARED ~OR DELIVERY TO: ANNOAL
CONVENTION, AMERICAN INSTITOTE OF AERONAUTICS AND
ASTRONAUTICS, ~ASHINGTC~, D.C. PSII-l01112 05
lUTOMOBILE EIGIIES
NASA EINDS AUTO TECHNOLOGY EEASIBLE FOR AIRCRAFT
APELICATIONS
(NASA RELEASE-€1I-6S] P811-1008S 06
lUTOMO~IVE GIS TUBBINE ~BCBICLCGI PBOGBl!
SUGGESTED REMAliKS: LE~IS liESEARCB CENTER ANNUAL
BONOR AWARDS CEREMCNY, CLEVELAND, OHIC
P811-10264 as
IVCO COBP.
STATEMENT OF WILLIA! R. lUCAS BBFORE ~HE
SUBCO!!ITTEE CN SCIENCE AtiD TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE CE
REPRESENTATIVES F811-10136 05
UIOUCS
REMARKS PREPARJ:D F~R DELIVERY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTICN, AMERICAN INSTITUTB OF AERONAUTICS AND
ASTRONAUTICS, iASHINGTCti, D.C. F811-101112 05
lIilRDS
SA CONTliACT A~ARDS
SA SPACE ACT A~ARD
BALLHAOS NAMED DIRECTOR CE NASA'S AMES liESEARCH
CENTER
(NASA liEIEASE-€1I-5] P811-1000S 06
NEW NASA EDUCATICNAL FECGEA! FCR SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
(NASA RELEASE-811-83] P811-10100 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HEADQOABTERS HONOBS AWARDS
CEREMONY, ~ASHINGTCN, D.C. PSII-10160 05
NASA ANNOUNCES NEW NATI(NAI AWARD TO EECOGNIZE
COEPOliATE QOALITY
(NASA REIEASE-84-13I1J PSII-l0189 06
NASA SYMPOSIUM CN FliODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY:
COMMITTING TO EXCEllENCE, ~ASHINGTON, D.C.
P811-10206 05
SUGGESTED REMAliKS: WINGS CLUB AWARDS DINNER, NEW
YORK CITY PSII-l0218 05
HIGHLIGHTS 01 19811 NASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA liEIEASE-84-179] PSII-l0260 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LE~IS liESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL




FINALISTS CHCSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT
(NASA liELEASE-811-e2] P811-10099 06
BACTERIAL ENZYME MAY EE BEMNANT OF EARLY EVOLU!ICN
(NASA RELEASE-84-1~1] PS4-10176 06
1I1KEB 'OUIDIT~OI
STATEMENT OF EONALD J. FHILI2S BEFPRE THE
SUECO~MITTEE Cti SPACE SCIENCE AND APPL1CATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REFRESENTATIVES P811-101611 05
1I1LL lEROSPACE 51STEBS
SPACE TELESCOPE SCIENCE INSTliUMENTS CCMPLETE
ACCEPTANCE TESTING
(NASA RELEASE-84-67] P84-10084 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EABTH SCIENCE
[NASA EELEASE-S4-133J PSII-l01SS 06
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS 'OR SPACE STATION WORK
(NASA RELEASE-811-1S9] PS4-102110 06
BALLIST~C IISSILES
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING, NEW YORK, N.Y. P84-101113 05
BlLLOOBS
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
(NASA RELEASE-SII-II] PSII-100011 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS P811-10030 05
STATEMENT OF ROBERT o. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE CF
REFRESENTATIVES PSII-l00112 05
STATEMENT OF ~OBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECBNOLOGY, BOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES PSII-l016S 05
BAUUM CLOUDS
ARTIFICIAL COMET VISIBLE IN WESTERN U.S. ON
CHRISTMAS DAY
(NASA RELEASE-SII-170] PSII-l02S1 06
UTTEBIES
SA REDOX BATTERIES
NASA TRANSFERS ENERGY TECHNOLOGY TO SOHIO
P811-1011S 06
STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
PSII-l0267 05
BEARIIGS
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. LUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOOSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P811-10136 05
BELGIUJI
EARTH OBSERVATION MISSION PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
(NASA RELEASE-SII-57] PSII-l00711 06
BELL TELEPBOIE LIB•• INC.
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGBT ON MISSION IIl-D
[NASA RELEASE-811-117] P811-10172 06
IIELLSOUTB SYSTEMS TECBIOLOGY. IIC.
NASA SELECTS BOEING COMPUTER SERVICES FOR
COMMUNICATIONS CONTRACT
(NASA RELEASE-SII-176] P84-10257 06
BEIDIX COiP.
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WORK
(NASA RELEASE-SII-159] P811-102110 06
IIEBDIX FIELD EIG. CORP•• COLUIBIA, BD.
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
(NASA IELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
BEIDIX FIELD EI~IBEEIIING COBP.
NASA TO ASSIST IN ESTABLISING SATELLITE DATA LINK
(NASA IELEASE-811-173] P84-102SI1 06
BETA PICTOBlS
PHOTOGRAPHS INDICATE POSSIBLE SOLAR SYSTEM ABOUND
STAR
(NASA llELEASE-811-146] P811-10226 06
IRAS ASTRONOMICAL CATALOG AVAILABLE
(NASA RELEASE-SII-169] P811-10250 06
BIGHLIGHTS OF 19S11 NASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA EE1.EASE-SII-179] PSII-l0260 06
IIlLUElIlL SPICE IGBEEIEBT. U.S.S~~·/U.S.
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING, NEW YORK, N.Y~ PSII-l01113 05
STATEMENT BY JAMES R. MORRISON BEFORE THE





SUGGESTED 1IEMABKS: HONCB AWABDS CEBEMONY. AMES
BESEA1ICH CENTElI. MCFFETT FIELD. CALlI.
1'84-10219 05
BIOCBllMISTlIY
STATEMENT BY SlIELBY G. TILFClID BEFOllE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE (ti Sl'ACE SCIENCE AND Al'l'LICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOOSE OF
lIEl'lIESENTATIVES 1'8~-10202 05
BIOBNGIIIEl!lIIBG
SPACE AGENCY AIDED IlVEIITCF CF l'ROGlIAMMABLE
ME£ICATION SYSTEM
[NASA liELEASE-84-51] 1'84-10068 06
STATEMENT OF liCNALD J. 1'1IILll'S EEFORE TIlE
SUBCOMMITTEE (N Sl'ACE SCIENCE AND Al'l'llCATI0NS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. lIQOSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10164 05
BIOGlIIP8Y
BALLBAOS NAMED DIll ECTOR OF NASA'S AMES lIESEARCH
CENTEB
[NASA RELEASE-84-5] 1'84-10005 06
MARTIN HEADS AERCNAUTICS AND SPACE TECHNOLOGY OFFICE
[NASA liELEASE-84-10] 1'84-10010 06
KRATOVIL TO HEAD NASA'S IND(STlIY AFFAIlIS OFFICE
[NASA BELEASE-84-24] 1'84-10024 06
NASA Al'POINTS ACTING SPACE FLIGHT CHIEF
[NASA BELEASE-84-40] 1'84-10057 06
ASTRONAUT T. J. BABT TC lEAVE NASA
[NASA liELEASE-E4-59] 1'84-10076 06
NASA SELECTS 17 ASTRCNAUT CANDIDATES
[NASA lIELEASE-E4-64] 1'84-10081 06
DR. HANS MARK ACCEl'TS NEW 1'0ST AT UNIVElISITY OF
TEXAS SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-84-65] 1'84-10082 06
NASA AtiNCUNCES CREW MEMEEliS FOB FUTUliE SPACE
SHUTTLE FLIGlI!IS
[NASA lIELEASE-84-71J 1'84-10088 06
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
[NASA liELEASE-64-74] 1'84-10091 06
CREW MEMBER ADIED TO SHUTTLE MISSION 41-G
[NASA BELEASE-64-76] 1'84-10093 06
MATTINGLY TO LEAVE ASTRCNAUT C.ORPS FOIl NAVY POST
[NASA RELEASE-84-97] 1'84-10114 06
NASA lIEADQUAlITEBS SPACE STATION OFFICE ESTABLISHED
[NASA liELEASE-84-104J 184-10121 06
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOIl SPACB FLIGHT APPOINTED
[NASA RELEASE-84-105] 1'84-10122 06
ASSOCIATE DEPUTY AIMINISTBATCR AP~aINTED
[NASA 1IELEASE-84-106J 1'84-10123 06
ASTRONAUT WILLIAM E. lE~CI1I TO LEAVE NASA
[NASA RELEASE-84-115] P84-10132 06
ClIALLENGEB'S SIXTH ILl GIlT lIIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA lIELEASE-84-133] 1'84-10188 06
DISCOVERY'S SECCND MISSICN S(lIEDULED
[NASA RELEASE-84-149] 1'84-10229 06
TEMPLETON LEAVES NASA FOB WASHINGTON LAW OFFICE
[NASA liELEASE-84-156J 1'84-10237 06
HEARTH TO LEAVE LANGLEY, PETEBSEN NAMED DIRECTOli
[NASA liELEASE-64-163J 1'84-10244 06
GABY E. KBIEli TO HEAD NASA COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
DIVISICN
[NASA RELEASE-84-H6] 1'84-10247 06
JSC PUELIC INFORMATICN CHIEf TO RETIlIE




NASA RECOGNIZES JOHNS HOPKINS TEAM FOB MEDICAL
DEVELOl'MENT
[NASA RELEASE-84-167] 1'84-10248 06
BIOLOGICAL RESBAlICS
U.S. BIOLOGY EXPERIMENTS FLOWN SUCCESSFULLY ON
SOVIET SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-84-17] 1'84-10017 06
FINALISTS CHOSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT
[NASA RELEASE-8Q-82] 1'84-10099 06
BIOLOGY
S EMBllY OLOG Y
S ENT01l0LOGY
S EVOLUTION
S GENETICS AND GBOWTH
BIOftEDICAL BBSBARCS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTEBNATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING. NEW YOBK. N.Y. 1'84-10143 05
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: HONOB AWARDS CEBEMONY. AMES
RESEARCH CENTElI, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF.
1'84-10219 05
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: SPACE ACT AWARDS CEBEMONY,
APPLIED PHYSICS LABOBATOllY. JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY, LAUREL, MABYLAND P84-10262 05
BIOPROCESSIBG
NASA SEEKS MICROGRAVITY RESEAlICH PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-84-61] 1'84-10078 06
DISCOVEBY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
SUGGESTED REMABKS: RUSSELL BEYNOLDS COMl'ANY.
WASHINGTON, D.C. 1'84-10222 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WORLD TRADE CENTElI CLUE, NEW
YORK CITY 1'84-10224 05
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR RESEABCH
[NASA lIELEASE-84-147J 1'84-10227 06
BIOSATELLITES
STATEMENT BY JAMES 11. MOllRISON BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN lIELATIONS. UNITED STAiES SENAiE
1'84-10203 05
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: HONOR AWARDS CEBEMONY, AMES
RESEAlICH CENTEB, MOFFETT FIELD. CALIF.
1'84-10219 05
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES




si GENETICS AND GlIOWTH
S LI1'E SCIENCES
BIOTECHNOLOGY
SA LIFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR BESEARCH ,
[NASA RELEASE-84-147] 1'84-10227 06
SUGGESTED REMABKS: SPACE ACT AWABDS CEBEMONY.
APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATOBY, JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY, LAUBEL, MABYLAND 1'84-10262 05
BIOTBLEftETEBS
SUGGESTED REMABKS: TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
CONFEBENCE, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1'84-10161 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SPACE ACT AWARDS CEREMeNY,
APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATOBY, JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVEBSITY, LAUREL, MARYLAND 1'84-10262 05
SUGGESTED REMABKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTER CCNFERENCE"
1'84-10265 05
A-11
BLACK HOLBS /AS7BCI081/ SUBJBCf :IBDBI
BIAITOB SYSTBII
NASA LEWIS AWARDS $11.5 MILLION CONTRACT TO BROOK
PARK FIRM
(NASA RELEASE-S4-103] pS4-10120 06
BRAZIL
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOUBCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
(NASA RELEASE-S4-22] pS4-10022 06
BLACK HOLES /AS7RCIOII/
NASA CENTER AWARXS X-BAY CESEBVATOBY SiUDY CONTRACT
(NASA RELEASE-S4-10] PS4-100S1 06
BLOOD CELLS
DATE SET FOR NCVEMEEB SHUTTLE BETRIEVAL MISSION
(NASA BELEASE-S4-144] PS4-10199 06
BLOOD PBllSSURE
SUGGESTED BEHABRS: WHITE HOOSE COMPUTEB CONFERENCE
PS 4-1 0265 05
REPRESENTATIVES pS4-1016S 05
NASA BECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WORK
(NASA BELEASE-S4-159] PS4-10240 06
STATEMfNT OF JeHN C. ERIZENDINE BEFOBE THE
SUECOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE GN SCIEtiCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
NASA TO TEST INFLIGHT REfUELING FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
FEBRY FLIGHTS
(NASA RBLBASE-S4-9] PS4-10009 06
BOEING CO.
NASA PROGRAM ALVANCING COMPOSITE FLIGHT RESEARCH
(NASA BELEASE-S4-123] PS4-1011S 06
pS4-10156 05ROTABY CLUB OF WASHINGTON. D.C.
SUGGESTED BEIIABKS: MEETING OF CALTECH TRUSTEE
COMMITTEE ON JpL. WASHINGTON. D.C. 1'64-10215 05
CALIFOBIIA UNI'•• BBRKBLEY
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITJ
INVESTIGATORS
BREATHIIIG APpABA~US
SUGGESTED REMABKS~ NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON FIRB
COIIBUSTION TOXICITY. WASHINGTON. D.C.
pS4-10149 05




S NATIONAL BUREAU OF STANDABDS
SUGGESTED REMABKS~ SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYBACUSE UNIVERSITY. N.Y. pS4-10151 05
UNITED STATES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. WASHINGTON. D.C.
pS4-10155 05
ENTERPRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITICN
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON). WASHINGTON. D.C.
(NASA RELEASE-84-153] P64-10223 05
CALIFORIIA IBST. OF TECRIIOL-. PASADEIII
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFBARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATORS
(NASA BELEASE-S4-110] pS4-10121 06
BROWR AND ASSOC•. IIANAGBIIEIIT SBRVICBS
NASA SELECTS BOEING COllpUTER SEBVICES FOR
COMMUNICATIONS CONTRACT
(NASA RELEASE-84-116] pS4-10251 06
BUDGBTS
S APPROPRIATIONS AND BUDGETS
BULGAEII
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. IICGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUECCIIMITTEE ON NATUBAL RESOURCES. AGBICULTURE.
RESEARCH ABD ENVIRONMENT. COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
1'84-10201 05
C-130 A:IBCBAFT
NASA WOBKS TO IMpBOVE AERIAL APPLICATION OF
CHEIIICALS
(NASA RELEASE-S4-66] pS4-100S3 06
NASA PROGRAM ADVANCING COMPOSITE FLIGHT RESEARCH
(NASA RELEASE-S4-123] p84-1011S 06
c-140 AIRCRAl'T
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. IIABTIN BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON TBANSpORTATION. AVIATION AtiD
MATERIALS. COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES PS4-10041 05
LAMINAE AIR FLOW PROCESS KEY TO FUEL EFFICIENCY
(NASA RELEASE-84-161] pS4-10242 06
CALIBBATING
FIRST SPACE pBODUCT SET TO BE DEVELOPED FO~
COMMERCIAL USE
(NASA RELEASE-S4-9S] pS4-10115 06








BOEIIG AEBOSPACE CO •• SEAT7LE. WASH.
NASA AWARDS CBEI7AL TBA~SiER VEHICLE STUDY CONTRACTS
(NASA RELEASE-S4-90] ES4-10101 06
NASA SELECTS ceNTBACTORS FeR ORBITAL MANEUVERING
VEHICLE STUDY
(NASA BELEASE-S4-102] PS4-10119 06
BOEIIG AIBCBAlT
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MARTIN BEEOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPOR7ATION. AVIATION AND
MATEBIALS. ceMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES PS4-10041 05
ENTERPBISE TO LEPABT LeUISIANA WOBLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNICB LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON). WASHINGTON. D.C.
(NASA RELEASE-S4-1~3] PS4-10223 05
BOIES
SPACE BESEARCH INDICATES GRAVITY AFFECTS EONE GROWTH
(NASA EELJlASE-S4-16] PS4-10016 06
BOBIIIG COIIEUTBB SERUCES CC•• VIERIIA. 'A.
NASA SELECTS EOEING COMPUTER SERVICES EOR
COMMUNICATIO~S CCNTBACT
(NASA liELEASE-S4-1'i6] PS4-10251 06
BOEING 120 AIBCBAFT
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: HCNeR AWARLS CEREMONY. AMES
RESEARCH CENTER. MOFFETT FIELD. CALIF.
PS4-10219 05
BOWELL COllET
NEW IBAS RESULTS OUTLINED AT ASTBONCMICAL SOCIETY
MEETING
(NASA BBLEASE-S4-11] PS4-10094 06
EUKES
STATEMENT EY JESSE W. IICCEE EEFORE THE
SUBCOIIMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCB AND A~ELICATIONS.
COIIMITTEE ON SCIENCE ANL TECHNOLOGY. HOOSE OF
REFRESENTATIVES 1'84-10131 05
SHUTTLE CARBIEB AIRCRAFT FLIGHT REFUELING TESTS
SUSPENUD
(NASA BELEASE-S4-21] PS4-10021 06
BOEIIIG 131 AIRCBAET
NASA PROGRAM AXVANCING COMPOSITE FLIGHT RESEARCH
(NASA RELEASE-S4-123] PS4-1011S 06
BOEING 141 AIBCBA1T
ORBITEB COLUMEIA TO UNDERGC MOXIFICATICNS IN
CALIFCBNIA
(NASA RELEASE-S4-6] PS4-10006 06
A-12
SDBJBCf UDII CARDIO'ASCULAI SISti!
SUGGESTED REBARKS: WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
NASA DEVICE COtLD CUT UHF-7V PCWER USAGE IN HALF
[NASA IiELEASE-84-7] P84-10007 06
SUGGESTED REBARKS: 41-D BANNED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPTION, KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FLA.
P84-10150 05
NASA TO FLY CANADIAN AS A PAYLOAD SPECIALIST ON
SHUTTLE
[NASA RELEASE-84-12] P84-100t2 06
P81l-10156 05ROTARY CLUR OF WASHIiGTON. D.C.
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
STATEMENT BY 7HOBAS E. BCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOHBITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES, AGRICUL7URE,
RESEARCH AND ENVIRONBENT, COBMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P84-10201 05
SUGGESTED REBARKS: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
POLlCY STUDIES PROGBAB, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P811-10163 05
SUGGESTED REBARKS: CENTER FOR SPACE POLICY INC.
CONFERENCE, WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10157 05
SUGGESTED REB ARKS: SEBINAR ON "PROSPECTS FOR
SPACE COBBERCIALIZATION", CENTER FOR STRATEGIC AND
INTERNATIONALSTUDIES, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY.
WASHINGTON. D.C. P811-10217 05
SUGGESTED REBARKS: CORPORATE COUNCIL FOR
INTEENATIONAL pOLICY. WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10148 05
REBARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY TO: ANNUAL
COiVEiTION, ABERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS AND
ASTRONAUTICS, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-101112 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COMBITTEE BEETING. NEW YORK. N.Y. P84-t0143 05
SUGGESTED REBABKS: BETROPOLITAN CLUB. WASBINGTCi.
D.C. P84-101115 05
STATEMENT OF JABES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOBMI7TEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COBBITTEE ON APRROPRIATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P811-10140 05
SUGGES~ED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONTRACT BANAGEBENT
ASSOCIATION HERBERT ROBACK BEBORIAL AWARD DINNER.
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P811-10221 05
SUGGESTED REB ARKS: 8ANNED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPTION IIl1-G) T-2 DAYS. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER.
FLORIDA P84-10214 05
UNITED STATES CHABBER OF COMBERCE, WASHINGTCN. t.C.
P811-10155 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZBERG HEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. P84-10151 05
FISCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGET PRESS BRIE~ING
P84-10032 05
STATBBENT OF PHILIP E. CULBERTSON AND JOHN D.
HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS, COMBITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P811-10040 05
CARDIOVASCULAR SISTEM
U.S. BIOLOGY EXPERIMENTS FLOWN SUCCESSFULLY ON
CAPE CAIAVEBAL. ~LA.
S KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH. FLA.
CAPE KEIIEDI. FLA.
S KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, COCOA BEACH, FLA.
ENTERPRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITICN
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON). WASHINGTON, D.C.
[NASA RELEASE-84-153] P84-10223 05
NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-F METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE




MARSHALL CENTER TO CONDUCT PAB NOZZLE TESTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-172] P84-10253 06
CARBON DIOXIDE LASERS
S, LASER DOPPLER VELOCIBETRY
P84-10127 Q6[NASA BELEASE-84-110]
EARTH OBSERVA7ICN BISSICN PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NABED
[NASA RELEASE-84-57] P84-10074 06
DISCOVERY TO BAKE BAIDEl FLIGHT ON STS 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-84-69] P84-10086 06
SCIENTISTS SELECTED TO OESERVE HALLEY'S COBET
[NASA RELEASE-84-72] P84-10089 06
CREW BEBBER ADDED TO SHUTTLE BISSION 41-G
[NASA RELEASE-84-76] P84-10093 06
ASTRO PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-84-80] P84-10097 06
AUGUST SHU7TLE BISSION DE~INED
[NASA RELEASE-84-9 5] P84-10112 06
STATEBENT OF JABES B. EEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOBBITTEE ON HUD-INDEPE1DEN7 AGENCIES,
COBBI7TEE ON APPROPRIATICNS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
DISCOVERY TO 8AKE 8AIDEN FLIGHT ON BISSION 4t-D
[NASA RELEASE-84-117] p84-10172 06
41-D CREW TO FILB SHUTTLE BISSION FOR J8AX AND
CINEBA-360
[NASA RELEASE-84-124] P84-10179 06
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR 41-G SHUTTLE 8ISSION
[NASA RELEASE-84-132] P84-10187 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
RIGS OF URANUS PHOTOGRAPHED FOR FIRST TIBE
[NASA RELEASE-84-145] P84-10200 06
SUGGESTED REBARKS: BAN lED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPTICN 14t-G) T-2 DAYS, KENNEDY SPACE CENTER,
FLORIDA P84-10214 05
PHOTOGRAPHS INDICATE POSSIELE SOLAR SYSTEB AROUND
STAR
[NASA RELEASE-84-146] P84-10226 06
CANADA
SA NATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL, CANADA
BEW EXfLOBEB TO INVESTIGATE EXTREBE ULTBAVIOLET BAND
[NASA RELEASE-84-125] P84-10180 06
CALI~OBNIA DIIV•• LOS AIGBIES
BASA SELEC7S SfACE INFRABED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESUGATORS
[NASA RELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
CALI~OBNIA DBIV•• SAl DIEGO
SPACE TELESCOPE SCIENCE INSTRUBENTS COBPLETE
ACCEPTANCE TESTING
[NASA BELEASE-84-67] P84-10084 06
CALI~CBNIA UBIV •• SAN ~BAICISCO
SPACELAB 4 PAYLOAD SPECIALIST CANDIDATES SELECTED
FOR TRIINING
[NASA RELEASE-84-1] P84-10001 06
C.IlIBB.lS
SA FAINT OBJECT CABERA
SA PINHOLE CABERAS
SA WIDE JIELD CABERAS
A-13
ClIlGO Aucun SUBJBCT :lNDBJ:
SUGGESTEt REMARKS: STUDENT SHUTTLE INVOLVEMENT
PROGRAM, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-l0152 05
SOVIE1 SATELlIH.
[NASA EELEASE-84-l7) P84-l00n 06
STATEMENT BY ~HOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUECOMHIT~EE ON NATURAL RESOURCES, AGRICULTURE.
RESEARCH AND ENYIRONMENT, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND




ClIlNEGIE-MELLCN UBIY•• PI77SEOBGH. Pl.
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES ICR RESEARCH




NASA CENTER USES CERAMIC COATINGS TO INCREASE
ROCKET ENGINE LIFE
[NASA RELEASE-84-19) P84-10019 06
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MARTIN BEFORB THE
SUBceMHITTEE ON ~RANSPORTATION. AVIATION AND
MATERIALS, CQMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P8lj-l0041 05
CUABBSll COBP.
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON FIRE






BACTERIAL ENZyME MAY BE BEMNANT OF EARLY EVOLUTION
[NASA. liELEASE-84-1:<1) P84-10176 06
CENTAUR LAUNCH YEB:lCLE
SA ATLAS-CEN1AUR LAUNCH VEHICLES
NASA FINDS AUTO TECHNOLOGY FEASIBLE FOR AIRCRAFT
APPL.ICATIOIIS
[NASA RELEASE-84-68] P84-1008S 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER AIINUAL
HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY. CLEVELAND. OH:lO
p84-10264 05
CEBEMONIES
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HEADQUARTERS HONORS AWARDS
CEREMONY. WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10160 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONO~ AWARDS CEREMONY, CLEVELAND, OHIO
p84-10264 05
STATEMENT eF liCBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE Ch SPACE SCIEBCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
BEPRESENTATIVES P84-10042 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. AfRAHAMseN BEIORE THE
SUECOMMITTEE.CN SPAeE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE ANt TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE eN CCMMEBCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPOBTATION.
UNITED STATES SE5ATE P84-10038 05
APBIL 6 SET AS LAUNCH DATE FOR SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C
[NASA RELEASE-84-27] P84-10027 06
P84-10011 06
TWO SHUTTLE CREWS NAHED BY NASA
[NASA RELEASE-84-1l]
CHALLERGEB
ASTRONAUTS TO PBACTICE FOB SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA BELEASE-84-4) P84-10004 06
ORBITER COLUMBIA TO UNDERGO MODIFICATIONS IN
CALIFORNIA
[NASA RELEASE-84-6) p84-10006 06
CINEMA-360 CAMERA SYSTEM TO DOCUMENT SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-8) P84-10008 06
P84-10037 05NASA BUDGET PBESS CCNFEliE5CE
LEWIS CENTER AWARDS ceNTRACT FOR TWO
SHUTTLE/CENTAUR VEHICLES
[NASA RELEASE-84-44] P84-1006l 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE cN BUt-INDEFENIENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATICNS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES F84-10140 05
STATEMENT BY GERALt D. GRIIFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10205 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL SPACE CLUB,
WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10033 05
STATEMENT OF JAMllS M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMHERCE. SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATICN.
UNITED STATES SENATE p84-10038 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SClllNCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
NASA MAY FLY BY ASTEROID WITH GALILEO SPACECRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-84-178) P84-102s9 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: lEWIS BESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOR AWARIS CEREMONY, CLEVELAND, OHIO
P8lj-l0264 05
CBNTBE FOE SPACB £OL:lCY. C1HER:lDGB. KASS.
SUGGESTED REfiARKS: RUSSELL REYNOLDS CQfiPANY.
WASHINGTON, 1:. C. P84-10222 05
ENTERPRISE TC IEPART LCUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON), WASHINGTON, D.C.
[NASA RELEASE-84-153] P84-10223 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WOBLC TRADE CENTER CLUE. NEW
YOBK CITY P84-10224 05
CENTRAL BBS. :lNS~. FOR PHySICS. HONGARY
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIG&T HIGHLIGHTS EABTH SCIENCE
[NASA BELEASE-8lj-133) P84-10188 06
CiNTBR NITL. D"ETUDRS SPATIALiS. lRINCR
NASA ANt CNES AGBEE TO CCOPERATE IN SHUTTLE
EMERGENCY SUiPeRT.
[NASA RELEA5E-84-126] P84-10181 06
SOLAR MAX REPAIR. LDEF DEPLOYMENT H.IGHLIGH'I
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-84-38) P84-100ss 06
TELEPHONE SERVICE TO BE AVAILABLE FOR SHUTTLE
MISSHIN
[NASA RELEASE-84-48) p84-10065 06
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR 41-G SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-84-132) p84-10187 06
CHALLEIIGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133) P84-10188 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: fiANNED FLIGHT AWARENESS
BECEPT.ION (41-G) T-2 DAYS, KENNEDY SPACE CENTER,
FLORIDA P84-10214 05
IIASA ANNOUNCES DELAY OF sl-C SPACE SHUTTLE filSSICN
[NASA RELEASE-84-ls4) P84-10234 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SHUTTLE SCHEDULE FOR FIRST SIX
FLIGHTS IN 1985
[NASA RELEASE-8lj-177] p8lj-102s8 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FCUNDATICN
SYMPOSIUM. CPLORADO SPRINGS, COLCRADO
A-14
SUBJllCf lIDJlX




NASA PBOTO TECBNIQUES USEl TO HELP PRESERVE PINE ARf
[NASA EELEASE-84-20] 1'84-10020 06
RIGS OE URANUS PHOTOGRAPHED FOR PIRST TIME
[NASA RELEASE-84-145] 1'84-10200 06
PHOTOGRAPHS INIICAfE POSSIELE SOLAR SYSTEM AROUND
STAR
(NASA RELEASE-84-146] 1'84-10226 06
CHARGED COMPOSITIOI EXPLORER SATELLITE
AMPfE LAUNCH SCHELULED
[NASA RELEASE-84-109] 1'84-10126 06
ARTIFICIAL CCMET VISIELE IN WESTERN U.S. ON
CHRIST/lAS DAY
[NASA EELEASE-84-170] 1'84-10251 06
CHASE ECONCMETRICS ASSOCIITES. IIC.
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTEENATICNAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING. NEW YCEK. N.Y. P84-10143 05
CllISB BCONCMEfRJCS GRCUP
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON FIRE
COMEUSTION TOXICITY, WASHIIGTCN. D.C.
1'84-10149 05
CHECKOOT
NASA COMPLETES CHECKOUT; TUENS LANDSAT-5 OVER TO
NOAA
[NASA EELEASE- E4-4 9] 1'84-10066 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133] 1'84-10188 06







FINALISTS CHCSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT
[NASA EELEASE-E4-E2] 1'84-10099 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: RUSSELL REYNOLDS COMPANY.
WASHINGTON. 1:. C. 1'84-10222 05
CHIliA
S PEOELE'S EEEUfLIC OF CHINA
CBINESE BEOADCISTJNG SITELLITE COEP.
CHINA DEPOSITS EARNEST MONEY FOR SATELLITE LAUNC
SERVICES
[NASA RELEASE-84-152] 1'84-10232 06
CHINESE PEOPLE'S REPUBLIC
S PEOILE'S EEPUELIC OF CHINA
CHEOMATOGBJPHY
FINALISTS CHOSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT
[NASA RELEASE-84-82] 1'84-.10099 06
CIIEBI 360 CIIIJlBI
ASTRONAUTS TO IRACTICE ECR SATELLlfE RESCUE
[NASA BELEASE-84-4] F84-10004 06
CINEIIA-360 CAIIERA SYSTEII TO DOCUMENT SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
[NASA BELEASE-84-8] 1'84-10008 06
SOLAR MAX REPAIR. LDEE ~EEIOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SH UTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA BELEASE-84-38] 1'84-10055 C6
CIIIUU-360. IIC.
CINEIIA-360 CAIIEBA SYSTEM TO DOCUHENT SBDTTLE FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-8] P84-10008 06
SOLAB BAX REPAIR. IDEF DEErCYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE .FLIGHT
(NASA RELEASE-B4-38] 1'84-10055 06
41-D C~EW TO FILH SHUTTLE ftISSION FCB 1ftAX AND
CINEIIA-360
CIRCADIIN RBYTB~S
U.S. BIOLOGY EXPERIMENfS PLOMN SUCCESSFULLY ON
SOVIET SATELLITE
(NASA BELEASE-84-11] 1'84-10011 06
cnCULIB OUBIT
ASTBONAUTS TO PBACTICE FOB SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA RELEASE-84-4] 1'84-10004 06
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
[NASA BELEASE-84-22] 1'84-10022 06
STATEMENT OF ROBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS,




STATEIIENT OP JAIIES H. BEGGS BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COIIIIITTEE ON APPROPBIATIONS, HODSE OF
BEPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10140 05
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: AEBO CLUB OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
1'84-10144 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HEADQUABTERS HONORS AWARDS
CEBEMONY, WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10160 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AIAA NATIONAL CAPITAL SECTICN,
WASHINGTON. D.C. 1'811-10225 05
LA~INAB AIR FLOW PROCESS KEY TO FUEL EFFICIENCY
[NASA RELEASE-84-161] 1'84-10242 06
NEW RESEARCH ON CLEAR-ALB TURBULENCE
(NASA RELEASE-84-165] 1'84-10246 06
CIVIL. SPICE STIUOIIS.. OS FOT. :U SPICE
SUGGESTED RREMARKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY.
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. LAUREL MABYLAND
P84-10261 05
CIVILIIB PISSEBGERS
STATEIIENT OF JAMES ft. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCCMIIITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENf AGENCIES,
COMIIITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10140 05
NASA TO FLY EDUCATOR ON SHUTTLE MISSION
(NASA RELEASE-84-122] 1'84-10111 06
CLASSIFIED IBFOBB1TIOli
SUGGESTED BEIIABKS: AlA SPRING CONFEBENCE,
WILLIAIISBURG, VA. 1'84-10162 05
CLEAB lIB TUBBULENCE
NEW RESEARCH ON CLEAR-AIR TURBULENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-165] 1'84-10246 06
CLIBITE
STATEIIENT BY SHELBY G. TILFORD BEFORE THE
SUECCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS,
COMIIITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10202 05
CLIII1TOLOGY
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL CF ST.
LOUIS 1'84-10030 05
CLOCKS
ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLlfE DEVELOPS ATTITUDE PROELEM
[NASA RELEASE-84-93] 1'84-10110 06





DISC~VEBY TO MAKE HALDEN FLIGHT ON STS 41-D
(NASA RELEASE-84-69] 1'811-10086 06
A-15
C01S7 GUlBD, O. S. SUBJBC7 INDlll
STS 51-A PREFLIGHT CREW PRESS CONFERENCE
P84-10268 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: METFCPCLITAN CLUB, WASHINGTON,
D.C. P84-10l45 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AlA SPEING CONFERENCE,
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. P84-l0 162 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTER CONFERENCE
P84-10265 05
P84-10089 06[NASA RELEASE-84-72]
STATEMENT CF ROBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE CF
REPRBSEIITATIVES P84-10165 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECTURE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAfOLIS, MD.
P84-10158 05
COMMAND BODULBS
S APOLLO COMMAND MODULE
STATEMENT OF ROBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AIID TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10042 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL IIITERIIATICNAL
CONFERENCE, STUDENTS FOR THE EXPLORATION AND
DEVELOfMENT QF SPACE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10153 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: PRESIDENTIAL MANAGEMENT
IIITERNS' FORUM, THE U.S. AND THE NEW SPACE AGE,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10212 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS 1'84-10030 05
CO!!AID SUBSYSTEMS
SPACE TELESCOPE SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS COMPLETE
ACCEPTANCE 7ESTING
[NASA RELEASE-84-67] P84-10084 06
COMMERCE
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: SEMINAR ON "l'ROSPECTS .FOR
SPACE COMMERCIALIZATION" .. CENTER FOR STRATEGIC AND
INTERNATIONALSTUDIES, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10217 05
SUGGES7ED REMARKS: AIAA NATIONAL CAPITAL SECTICII,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10225 05
COMMBRCll BUSINllSS DAILY
STATEMENT BY ISAAC T. GILLAM, IV BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMI7TEE ON SCIENCE, 7ECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCB AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10204 05
PIONEER CAN MAKE UNIQUE HALLEY'S COMBT OBSERVATION
[NASA EELEASE-84-88] P8Q-1010S 06
COMBT RENDBZVOUS SCIBNCB IORKING GROUP
COMBT KOPEE TO BE TARGET FOR NASA RENDBZVOUS
[NASA RELEASE-84-43] P84-10060 06
COKllT RBNDBZVOOS/AS7BROID FLYBY
COMET KOPEE TO BE TARGET FOR NASA RENDEZVOUS
[NASA RELEASE-84-43] P84-10060 06
COMET TAILS
NEW IRAS RESULTS OUTLINED AT ASTROIIOMICAL SOCIETY
MEETING
[NASA RELEASE-84-77] P84-10094 06
COME7S







SA S,UPERSON1C COMMBRCIAL AlB TRANSPORT
NASA RESEARCH PINDS AIRCRAFT SURFACE GROOVES MAY
TAME TORBULENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-3] P84-10003 06
NASA PROGRAM ADVANCING COMPOSITE FLIGH7 RESEARCH





TWO SHtTTLE CREWS IIAMED BY IIASA
[NASA EELEASE-84-11]
NASA ANNOUNCES FLIGHT ASSIGIIMENTS AND CHANGES
[NASA DELEASE-84-148] P84-10228 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: UNITED STAjES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYMPOSIUM, CCLCIiAD.C S1'UIIGS, COLORADO
P84-10263 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ell SCIEIICE, TECHNOLOGY AIID SPACE,
COMMITTEE CN ceMMEliCE, SCIENCE ANDTRAIISPOBTATION,
UNITED STATES SEIIATE P84-10038 05
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE SPACE
SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
[NASA liELEASE-84-71] P84-10088 06
STATEMENT EY GERALD D. GliIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIEIICE AND APPLICATIONS
COMMIjTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REfRESENTATIVES P84-10205 05
COMBOSTIOII
NASA FIRE RESISTANT AIRCDAFT MATERIALS TESTED
[NASA DELEASE-84-119] P84-10174 06
COME7 COMfOSITICB
SCIENTISTS SELECTEL TO CBSEEVE HALLEY'S COMET
STATEHENT BY SEELEY G. 7ILFCRD BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE ANt APPLICATIONS,
COMHITTEE ON SCIEN£E AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-l0202 05
COLORADO OIlIV., BOOLDEB
NEW EVIDENCE FeUND FOR HUGE velCANOES eN VENUS
[NASA RELEASE-84-18] P84-10018 06
COLOB PB07CGRAPBY
IRAS ASTRONOMICAL CATALCG AVAILARLE
[NASA BELEASE-84-169] P84-10250 06
COLORADO S7A7B OIIV., FOBT CtLLIIS
SPACELAB 4 PAYLOAD SPECIALIST CANDIDATES SELECTED
FCli TBAINING
[NASA RELEASE-84-1] P84-10001 06
CODBI BAIUIBR
NASA PHOTO TECHNIQUES USED 70 HELP PRBSERVE FINE ART
[NASA RELBASE-84-20] P84-10020 06
COLLIER'S MAGAZIIIE
STATBMEIIT eF PHILIP E. CULBERTSON AND JOHN D.
HODGE EEEOBE 7HE SUBCOMMITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE eN SCIENCE AIID TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10040 05
PIONEER CAN MAKE UNIQUE HAILEY'S COMET OBSERVATION
[NASA RErEASE-84-8S] P84-1010S 06
COLUMBIA
OBBITER COLUMBIA TO UNDERGO MODIFICATIONS IN
CALIFCBIIIA
[NASA RELEASE-S4-6] P84-10006 06
COATIIIGS
SA PROTECTIVE COATINGS
SA THERMAL ceNTRCL COATINGS
COAS7 GOABD, 0.5.
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NA7URAL RESOURCES, AGRICULTURE,
RESEARCH AND E~VIRCNMEN7, CCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND




SUGGESTED REMARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOR AWARDS CEREMeNY, CLEVELAND, OHIO
p8/j-1026/j 05
CCBBIRCIAL SPACE LAUICI ACt
STATEMENT BY ISAAC T. GILLAM, IV BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNCLOGY ANt SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON ceMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P8/j-1020/j 05
COBMIRCIAL SPACE EOLICY
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIATION, LeNE STAR CHAETER, FT. WORTH, TEXAS
£84-101/j7 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SAIZEERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. P8/j-10151 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL INTER~ATIONAL
CONFERENCE, STUDENTS FOR TEE EXPLORATION AND
DEVELOEMENT CF SPACE, iASBINGTON, D.C.
P8/j-10153 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN BAR ASSCCJATION'S
SECTICN ON PUBLIC CONTRACT lAW, WASHJNGTON, D.C.
P8/j-10159 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ALA SPRING CONFERENCE,
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. P8/j-10162 05
ISAAC T. GILLAM TO HEAD NASA'S OFFICE QI
COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS
[NASA RELEASE-8/j-129] P8/j-1018/j 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SEUNAE CN "PROSPECTS lOR
SPACE CCiU1ERCIALIZATION", CENTER FOR STRATEGIC AND
INTERNATIONALSTUDIES, GEeRGETOWN UNIVERSITY,
WASHINGTON, t.e. P8/j-10217 05
ENTERPRISE TO tEPART lOUISIANA WORLD EXEOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON), WASHINGTON, D.C.
[NASA RELEASE-8/j-153] P8/j-10223 05
NASA RELEASES CCMMERCIAL USE 01 SPACE POLICY
(NASA RELEASE-8/j-158] P8/j-10239 06
COBBIRCIAL SPACECRAFT
SUGGESTED REMARKS: RUSSELL REYNOLDS COMPANY,
WASHINGTON, t.e. p8/j-10222 05
NASA ANNOUNCES lLIGBT ASSIGNMENTS AND CHANGES
[NASA EELEASE-8/j-1/j8] P84-10228 06
COMBUNICATICB BETiCRIS




SA COMMERCIAL COMMUNICATIONS SATELLITIS









SUGGESTED REMARKS: THE CENTERRE GROUP, ST. LOUIS,
MISSOUEI P8/j-l0031 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. AERAHABSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE e~ SPACE SCIENCE ANt AEPLICATIONS,
COMHIT~EE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P8/j-10039 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE HEETING, NEW YCR~, N.Y. F8/j-101/j3 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZEEEG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. P8/j-10151 05
SUGGESTED REMAEKS: THIRt ANNUAL INTEENATIONAL
CONFERENCE, STUtEN~S FOE TEE EXPLORATION AND
DEVELOPMENT CF SPACE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P8/j-10153 05
COBPBTUIOI
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATICN'S
SECTJON ON PUBLIC CONTRACT LAW, WASHINGTON, D.C.
p8/j-10159 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: PRESIDENTIAL MANAGEBENT
INTERNS' FORUM, THE U.S. AND THE NEW SPACE AGE,
WASH.INGTON, D.C. P8/j-10212 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GOLDMAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING,
WESTCHESTER COUNTY, N.Y. P8/j-10213 05
SUGGESTED REB ARKS: SEMINAR ON "PROSPECTS lOR
SPACE COMIIERCIALIZATION", CENTER FOR STRATEGIC AND
INTERNATIONALSTUDIES, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P8/j-10217 05
SUGGISTED REMARKS: RUSSELL REYNOLDS COBPANY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. p8/j-10222 05
ENTERPRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITICN
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON), WASHINGTON, D.C.
(NASA EELEASE-8/j-153] P8/j-10223 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: WORLD TRADE CENTER CLUE, NEW
YORK CITY P8/j-1022/j 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FCUNDATICN







REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS AND
ASTRCNAUTICS, WASHINGTON, D.C. P8/j-10142 05
UNITED STATES CHABBER OF COMMERCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P8/j-10155 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
POLICY STUDIES PROGRAM, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P8/j-10163 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTER CCNFERENCE
P8/j-10265 05
CCBMUNICATIOBS AID DATA SYSTEBS ASSCC.
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WORK
[NASA RELEASE-8/j-159] p84-102/j0 06
COIIBUBICATIOIS SATILLITI CORP.
ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE
CONTRACT AWARJ)ED
[NASA RELEASE-8/j-113] P8/j-10130 06
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOR AWARDS CEREHONY, CLEVELAND, OHIO
P8/j-1026/j 05
COBBUBICATIOBS SYSTEIIS
S: NASA COBMUNICATIONS NETWORK
COIIPETIUOB
FINALISTS CHOSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT
[NASA RELEASE-8/j-82] P84-10099 06
SUGGESTED REBARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL AJ)VISORY
COMMITTEE HEETING, NEN YORK, N.Y. P8/j-10143 05
SUGGESTED REB ARKS: TOUCHE ROSS BREAKFAST SERIES
P8/j-101/j6 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: AMERICAN DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIATION, LONE STAR CHAPTER, FT. WORTH, TEXAS
P8/j-101/j7 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. P8/j-10151 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MORTON TBJOKOL MANAGEMENT
GROUP, POINT CLEAR, ALA. P8/j-1015/j 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ABNUAL MICHELSON




SUGGESTED REMARKS: ALA SfiING CONFERENCE.
WILLIAMSBURG. VA. P84-10162 05
NASA SYMPOSIUM CN PiODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY:
COMnITTING TO EXCELLENCE. iASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10206 05
SUGGESTED RElARKS: SEMINAf ON "PROSPECTS FOR
SPACE CCMMERCIALIZATION". CENTER FOB S71lATEGIC AND
INTERNATIONALSTUDIES. GECRGETCWN UNIVERSITY,
WASHINGTON. L.C. P84-10217 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WOBLD TRADE CENTER CLUB. NEi
YORK CITY P84-10224 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AIAA NATIONAL CAPITAL SECTION.
WASHINGTON. I.C. f84-10225 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: UNITEt STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYMPOSIUM. CCLCRADO SPRIlGS. CCLORAtO
P84-10263 05
COMPOSITE MATlBIAIS
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS EEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COMMITTEE CN COMMERCE. SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATICN.
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MARTIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE Ci TRANSPCfTATION. AVIATIQN AND
.MATERIALS. CCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF RliPBESENTATIVES PB4-10041 05
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 41-D
(NASA RELEASE-84-69] PB4-10086 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOBMITTEE ON HUI-INDEfENDENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE ON AfPROPRIATICNS. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES PB4-10140 05
NASA FIRE RESISTANT AIRCRAFT MATERIALS TESTED
(NASA RELEASE-84-119] PB4-10174 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
(NASA RELEASE-84-133] P84-101BB 06
LAMINAR AIR ILCW PfOCESS KEY TO FUEL EFFICIENCY
(NASA RELEASE-84-161] P84-10242 06
MARSHALL CENTER TO CCNIUCT PAM NOZZLE TESTS
(NASA RELEASE-B4-1 'i2] P84-10253 06
COMPOSITE STRUCTURES
STATEMENT BY JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN HUD-INDEPElIENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON A~~BOPRIATICNS. UNITED STATES SENATE
PB4-10139 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN HUt-~NDE~ENtENT AGENCIES.
COMMIT1EE CN AfPBOPBIATICNS. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
BEMARKS PREPABED iOB DELIVERY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION. AMERICAN INSTITUTE Oi AEBCNAUT~CS AND
ASTRONAUTICS. WASHINGTCN. I.C. P84-10142 05
NASA PROGBAM AIVANCIlG CCM~CSITE iLIGHT RESEARCH
(NASA RELEASE-B4-123] PB4-1017B 06
COMPRESSED TELEV~SIOI TRA.SB~SSIOH
STATEMENT OF BONALD J. fHILIPS BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN SPACE SCIElCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HQU$E OF
REfRESENTATIVES P84-10164 05
COBPUTATICHAL FLUID DYI1BICS
CRAY-2 TO BE USED IN NASA BESEARCH
(NASA BELEASE-84-55] P84-10073 06
BEMARKS PREPARED ~~B DELIVERY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION. AMEBIC AN INSTITUTE OF .AERONAUTICS AND
ASTBONAU1ICS. ~ASHINGTCl. t.C. P84-10142 05
SUGGESTED REUliKS: HCNei ANUIS CEBEMONY. AMES
BESEARCH CENTER. MPEFETl EIEID, CALIF.
P84-10219 05
SUBJECT IHDBJ:
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AIAA NATIONAL CAPITAL SECTION,
WASHINGTON, D.C. . P84-10225 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTEB CCNFERENCE
PB4-10265 05
COMPUTEB AIDED ~ESIGN
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AIA! NATIONAL CAPITAL SECTICN,
WASHINGTON, D.C. PB4-10225 05
COBPUTEE CONTROLLED 8lLKIBG
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTER CCNEEBENCE
P84-10265 05
COMPUTER GEAPBICS
NASA MATHEMATICIAN RECEIVES AWARD FOB COMPOTEB
BREAKTHEOUGH
(NASA RELEASE-84-B6] PB4-10103 06
COMPUTER PROGEAMS
NASA WORKS TO IMPBOVE AERIAL APPLICATION OF
CHEMICALS
(NASA RELEASE-B4-66] PB4-100B3 06
SPACE TELESCOPE SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS COMPLETE
ACCEPTANCE TESTING
[NASA RELEASE-B4-67] PB4-10084 06
NASA MATHEMATICIAN RECEIVES AWARD FOB COMPUTEB
BREAKTHROUGH
[NASA RELEASE-84-86] PB4-10103 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GOLDMAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING,
WESTCHESTER COUNTY, N. Y. PB4-10213 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTEB CCNFERENCE
PB4-10265 05
COSPOTEE SCIEBCES COEP.
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WPRK
(NASA RELEASE-B4-159] P84-10240 06
COMPUTER SOFTWARE MGT•. 1ND INFORB. CTE.
NASA MATHEMATICIAN RECEIVES AWARD FOB COMPUTER
BREAKTHROUGH
[NASA RELEASE-B4-86] PB4-10103 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTER CCNFEBENCE
P84-10265 05
COSPUTEE TBCDBIQUES
RIGS OF URANUS PHOTOGEAPHED FOR FIRST TIME
(NASA RELEASE-84-145] pB4-10200 06
COBPUTEB TECDNOLOGY ASSOC•• IIC.
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WORK
(NASA liELEASE-B4-159] pB4-10240 06
CO.llPUTEB VOICE
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
(NASA BELEASE-84-133] pB4-101B8 06
COBPUTEBIZED SIBULATIOI
CRAY-2 TO BE USED IN NASA RESEARCH
(NASA RELEASE-84-55] P84-10073 06






NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR SCIENCE ANt MATH
ANNOUNCED
(NASA RELEASE-B4-B3] p84-10100 06
LASER TECHNOLOGY USED TO IMPROVE AIRCRAFT DESIGN
[NASA RELEASE-84-108] PB4-10125 06
UNITED STATES CHAMBER OF COMMEBCE. WASHINGTON. D.C.
PB4-10155 05
SUGGESTED BEMARKS~ THIBD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECTURE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS. MD.
p84-1015B 05
A-18
SUB.:JECT nux COBTRIC,r AUliDS
CONSTRUCTION OP FACILITIBS
FISCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
P84-10032 05
STATElIENT OF .:JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMJlITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOL.OGY AND SPACE.
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE. SCIENCE AHDTRANSPORTATION.
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
STATEMENT OF .:JOHN J. MARTIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TBANSPORTATION. AVIATION AND
MATEBIALS. COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNCLCGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
STATEMENT OF BILLIE .:J. lICGARVEY BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS AND
THE SUBCOMlIITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION. AVIATION AND
MATERIALS. COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10170 05
P84-10037 05NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
CONSBRVUION
NASA CONDUCTS GYPSY 1I0TH SURVEY ON EAST COAST
[NASA RELEASE-84-91] P84-10108 06
COBSTRUCTIOB
$ CCNSTRUCTION OF FACILITIES
SYlIPOSIUJI TO FCCOS ON FOTUEE LUNAB AND SPACE
ACUVIUES
[NASA BELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
NASA/BECON USEBS CCNFEBENCE SET FOB SEPTBMEEB 27
ANt 28
[NASA BELEASE-84-135] P84-10190 06
NASA TO HOLD SYJlEOSIUlI CN PEODOCTIVITY AND QUAIIU'
[NASA BELEASE-84-131] p84-10186 06
NASA SEEKS PBOfCSAIS FCE F-8 OELIQUE FBBLIMINABY
DESIGN
[NASA EBLEASE-84-1€2] P84-10243 06
NASA BECOGNIZES .:JOHNS HOFKINS TEAa FOE aEDICAL
DEVELOEMENT
[NASA BELEASE-S4-167] P84-10248 06
SUGGESTED BElABKS: WHITE HOUSB coapUTEE CONFEBENCE
P84-10265 05
CONPBJlBNCBS
NASA TO CONDUCT TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATICN CONPEBENCE
[NASA BELEASE-84-€3] p84-10080 06
COMSAT GBNBBAL COBP.
S coaMUNICATICNS SATEIIITB COBP.
SUGGESTED BEJlABK: LUNAR EASE SYMPOSIUM.
WASHINGTON. JJ. C. p84-10220 05
CONGRBSSIONAL REPOBTS
STATEMENT BY WILLIAM A. ANJJEBS BEPOBE THE
SUECO~MITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND AFPLICATIONS.
COMlIITTEE ON SCIENCE ANt TFCHNCLOGY. HOUSE OF
llEJillESENTATIVES P84-10134 05
STATEMENT OF DCNAll: P. EEAETH BEFOBE THE
SUECOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COllMITTEE ON SCIENCE ANt TECHNCLOGY. HOUSE OF
REEBESENTATIVES p84-10135 05
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM B. LUCAS BEFOBE THE
SUECOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
BEPRESENTATIVES P84-10136 05
STATEMENT BY JESSE W. MCCEE BEFORE THE
SUBCOllMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND AFPLICATIONS.
COllllITTEE CN SCIENCE ANX TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10137 05
STATEMENT OF .:JAMES M. BEGGS BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND AFFLICATIONS.
COMlIITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES F84-10138 05
STATEMENT BY .:JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN HUt-INDEEENDENT AGBNCIES.
COllMITTEE ON AFPBOFBIATICNS. UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10139 05
STATEMENT OF BONALD .:J. FHILIPS BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND AEFLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES p8U-10164 05
STATElIENT OF BOBERT O. ALLEB BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10042 05
STATEMENT BY .:JAlIES JI. BEGGS BEPORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS. UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10139 05
STATEMENT OF .:JAMES JI. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCCJlMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
COJIMITTEE ON APPBOPRIATIONS. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
STATEMENT OF BILLIE .:J. MCGARVEY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS AND
THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION. AVIATICN AND
JlATEBIALS. COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10170 05
NASA SELECTS USBI FOR SRB ASSEMBLY AND
REFUREISHMENT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-84-118] P84-10173 06
ALAEAMA CCNSTBUC~ION FIRM AWARDED MULTI-lIIlLION
DOLLAR CONTRACT
[NASA BELEASE-84-151J P84-10231 06
CONTEACT AlIARDS
NASA DEVICE COULD CUT UHF-TV POWER USAGE IN HALF
[NASA RELEASE-84-7] P84-10007 06
STATEMENT OF .:JAMES A. ABRAHAlISON BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS.
COMlIITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
S~ATEMENT CF ICBEBT C. ALIEF BEFORE THE
SUBCOllMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND AFFLICATIONS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES p84-10165 05
STATEMENT OF PATRICK A. ~EMFLETON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND AFFIICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPBESENTATIVES p84-10166 05
STATEMENT BY JCHN W. BCYD BEEORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND AFFIJCA~IONS AND THE
SUBCOBMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION. AVIATION AND
MATERIALS. CClIMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10167 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. BBIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND AFFLICATIONS.
COllMITTEE ON SCIENCE ANt TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10168 05
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS FOR OCEANOGBAPHIC SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-84-41] P84-10058 06
LEWIS CENTER AWARDS CONTRACT FOR TWO
SHUTTLE/CENTAUR VEHICLES
[NASA BELEASE-84-44] P84-10061 06
NASA CENTER AWARDS X-RAY OBSERVATORY STUDY CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-84-70] P84-10087 06
NASA AWARDS ORBITAL TRANSFER VEHICLE STUDY CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-90] P84-10107 06
NASA LEWIS AWARDS $11.5 lIILLION CONTRACT TO BEOOK
PARK FIRlI
[NASA RELEASE-84-103] p84-10120 06
ADVANCED COMlIUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE
CONTRACT AWARDED
[NASA BELEASE-84-113] P84-10130 06
A-19
COBfBICf DUBAfIGB
ALABAMA CONS~RUCTICN FIEM AWARDED MULTI-MILLION
DOLLAE CONTRAC~
(NASA EELEASE-84-151J P84-10231 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVI~IES
(NASA RELEASE-84-179J P84-10260 06
COBfBICT DURATION
CRAY-2 TO BE USED IN NASA RESEARCH
(NASA RELEASE-84-55J P84-10073 06
NASA AWARDS OREITAL TRANSFER VEHICLE STUDY CONTRACTS
(NASA RELEASE-84-90J P84-10107 06
NASA SELEC~S CCNTRACTORS FCE ORBITAL MANEUVERING
VEHICLE STUDY
(NASA RELEASE-84-102J P84-10119 06
NASA LEWIS AWARDS $11.5 MILLION CONTRACT TO BROOK
PARK HEM
[NASA RELUSE-84-103J P84-10120 06
NASA SELECTS USBI FOR SRE ASSEMBLY AND
REFURBISHMEN~ CCN~RACT
(NASA RELEASE-84-118J P84-10173 06
ALABAMA CONS~RUCTICN FIEM AWARtED MULTI-J'I1LLION
DOLLAR CONTRACT
(NASA RELEASE-84-151J P84-10231 06
NASA SELECTS BCEING ceMIUTEE SERVICES FOR
COMMUNICATIONS CONTEACT
(NASA RELEASE-S4-176J PS4-10257 06
CONfR1CT BEGOTIlfIOBS
NASA AND PRIVATE FIRM TO NEGeTIATE FOR COMMERCIAL
DELTA HOG RAM
(NASA RELEASE-84-2J P84-10002 06
STATEMENT CF JAMES A. AIRAEAHSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND AEPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTA~IVES F84-10039 05
NASA SELECTS LCCKHEED-GEORGIA FOR PROPFAN CONTRACT
NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-84-32J P84-10049 06
NASA SELECTS USEI FOR SRE ASSEMBLY AND
REFURBISH~ENT CONTRACT
(NASA EELEASE-84-118J P84-10173 06
NASA SELECTS BCEING CCMIUTER SERVICES EOR
COMMUNICATIONS CCNTRACT
(NASA RELEASE-84-176J P84-10257 06
CCBfBACT EBOPOSILS
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WORK
(NASA RELEASE-84-159J P84-10240 06
COBTRACT SPECIFIC IflOIS




STATEMENT OF JAMES A. AERAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIEICl AND AEELICATIONS.
COM~ITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
NASA SELEC~S CCNTBACTORS FOR ORBITAL MANEUVERING
VllHICLE STUDY
(NASA RELEASE-S4-102J P84-10119 06
STATEMEIT OF WILLIAM R. LUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REIRESENTATIVES E84-10136 05
STATEBENT BY GERALD D. GEIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCO~MIT~EE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND AEELICATIONS
COBMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10205 05
CHINA DEPOSITS EARNEST BONEY FOR SATELLITE LAUNC
SEEVICES
(NASA IiELEASE-84-1~2] P84-10232 06
SUBJICf INDIX
CCNfROL CONFIGURED YEBI£LES
STATRBENT OF DONALD P. HEARTH BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.




SA ATTITUDE CONTROL SYSTEMS
SA DIGITAL FLY-BY-WIRE PROJECT
SA ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL
SA TEMPERATURE CONTROL
NASA LEWIS AWARDS $11.5 MILLION CONTRACT TO BROOK
PARK FIRIl
(NASA RELEASE-84-103J p84-10120 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AERO CLUB OF WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10144 05
COOLING
NASA FINDS AUTO TECHNOLOGY FEASIBLE FOR AIRCRAFT
APPLICATIONS
(NASA BELEASE-84-68J P84-10085 06
NASA WEAR-PROOF REFRIGERATOB IN OPERATION FOR ONE
YEAR
(NASA RELEASE-84-87] P84-10104 06
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATORS







ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
(NASA IiELEASE-84-4J p84-10004 06
NEW IRAS RESULTS OUTLINED AT ASTRONOMICAL SCCIETY
MEETING
(NASA RELEASE-84-77J p84-10094 06
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATORS
(NASA RELEASE-84-110J P84-10127 06
COHOII1G.BAPBS
SOLAR IlAX REPAIR. -LDEF DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
(NASA RELEASE-84-38J P84-100S5 06
BOX-CAMERA PRINCIPLE TO DECIPHER SOLAR SECBETS
[NASA BELEASE-84-45J P84-10062 03
GODDABD TEAM SAVES THE DAY FOR SOLAR MAX
(NASA IiELEASE-84-53J P84-10070 06
PHOTOGRAPHS IIiDICATE POSSIBLE SOLAR SYSTEB AROUND
STAR
(NASA RELEASE-84-146J P84-10226 06
COllOJAS
S \ STELLAR COBONAS
COSIIIC
S COMPUTER SOFTWARE IlGT,. AND INFORM. CTH.
caslIIc DUST
IIEW IRAS RESULTS OUTLIIiED AT ASTROIOMICAL SOCIETY
HEETING
(NASA RELEASE-84-77J p84-10094 06
ULYSSES IIEW NAME FOR INTERNATIONAL SOLAR peLAR
MISSION
(NASA RELEASE-84-127J p84-10182 06
COSIIIC BAYS
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
(NASA RELEASE-84-133 J P84-10188 06
COSIIOCHEIIISfllY
RIGS OF UBANUS PHOTOGRAPHED FOR FIRST TIME




SUGGESTED BEMABKS: THIRD ANNUAL INTEBNATIONAL
CONFEBENeE, STODENiS FOR iBE EXPLOBATION AND
DEVELOFHENi CF SPACE, AASHINGTCN, D.C.
P84-10153 05
SUGGESiED BEHARKS: AMERICAN BAB ASSOCIATION'S
SECTION ON POBLle CONTBAei LAW, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10159 05
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: HEAIQOARTERS HONORS AAARDS
CEREMOUY, AASHINGT~N, D.C. P84-10160 05
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: PRESIDENTIAL ftANAGEMENT
INTEBNS' FOROM, iHE 0.5. AND THE NEW SPACE AGE,
WASHINGTON, 1.C. P84-10212 05
SUGGESTED REftARKS: GOLDHAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING,
WESTCHESTER COUNTY, N.Y. P84-10213 05
SUGGESTED REHARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS ROONDTABLE
LUNCHECN, ftISSCURI P84-40216 05
ENTEBPRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WOBLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OE AASHINGTONl, AASHINGTON, D.C.
[NASA RELEASE-B4-153] P84-10223 05
SOGGESTED BREftARKS: AFFLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY,
JOBNS HOFKINS UNIVERSITY, LAUREL ftARYlAND
p84-10261 05
SUGGESTED BEftARKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYHPOSIOft, CCLCBADO SPRINGS, COLORADO
P84-10263 05
COSKONAUTS
SUGGESTED REMABKS: NATICNAL CONTRACT KANAGEHENT
ASSOCIATION HERBEBT ROBACK HEHOBIAL AWABD DINNEB,
ABLINGTON. VIBGINIA p84-10221 05
COSMOS SATELLITES
SPACE BESEAHCH INDICATES GRAVITY AFFECTS BONE GBOWTH
[NASA RELEASE-84-16] p84-10016 06
U.S. BIOLOGY EXPEHIHENTS FLOAN SUCCESSFULLY ON
SOVIEi SATELLliE
[NASA RELEASE-84-17] P84-10017 06
COSPAS
INTEBNATIONAL SEABCH AND RESCUE PROGBAM SAVES 223
LIVES
[NASA BELEASE-84-81] P84-10098 06
ENVIBONftENTAL SATELLITE DEVELOPS ATTITUDE PROBLEft
[NASA RELEASE-84-93] P84-10110 06
STATEftENT BY THOMAS E. ftCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOftftITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES. AGRICULTURE,
RESEARCH AND ENVIRCNftENT, CCHMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE eE REPRESENTATIVES
PB4-10201 05
STATEMENT BY JAMES R. MCRRISON BEFORE THE
COftftliTEE ON EOREIGN RElATIONS. UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10203 05
COST ESTIMATES
NASA DEVICE COOLD COT UHE-TV POWER USAGE IN HALF
(NASA RELEASE-84-7] P84-10007 06
NASA CENTER OSES CERAMIC COATINGS TO INCREASE
ROCKET ENGINE LIEE
[NASA RELEASE-84-19] P84-10019 06
FISCAL YEAR 1965 BUDGET FEESS BRIEFING
P84-10032 05
SUGGESTED REftARKS: NATIONAL SPACE CLOB.
WASHING~ON. D.C. P84-10033 05
STATEftENT OF JABES ft. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOftMITTEE ON SCIENCE, iECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON CCMMERCE, SCIENCE ANDTBANSPORTATION,
UNITEL STATES SENATE ~84-10038 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. AERAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND AF~LICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND ~ECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
BEPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
CRYOGEBIC EQUIPKIB~
NASA SELECTS LOCKHEED-GEQRGIA FOR PHOPFAN eONTHACT
NEGO~IATIONS
(NASA BELEASE-84-32] P84-10049 06
NASA AAARDS CONTRACTS FOB OCEANOGRAPHIC SATELLITE
{NASA RBLEASB-84-41] P84-10058 06
NASA MAY FLY BY ASTEROID WITH GALILEO SPACECRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-84-178] P84-10259 06
COST iEDUCTION
NASA RESEARCH FINDS AIRCRAFT SURFACE GROOVES MAY
TAKE TURBULENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-3] P84-10003 06
NASA DEVICE COULD CUT UHF-TV POWER USAGE IN HALF
[NASA RELEASE-84-7] P84-10007 06
STATEftENT OF WILLIAM R. LUCAS BEFORE' THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
BE~RESEN~ATIVES P84-10136 05
NASA PROGRAK ADVANCING COMPOSITE FLIGHT RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-84-123] P84-10178 06
COOBCIL OF CR~EF STATE SCHOOL OFFICERS
NASA SEEKS TEACHER FOR EARLY 1986 SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-84-155] P84-10235 06
COUICIL OF STAT~ SCIBNCI SUPERV~SORS
TEACHER AORKSHOPS TO BE HELD AT NASA CENTERS
[NASA RELEASE-84-94] P84-10111 06
COUITER-RO~ATING P~PBLLERS
STATEftENT OF JAMES ft. BEGGS BEFOHE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COftftITTEE ON APPROPBIATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
CRACKS
SHUTTLE CABRIER AIRCRAFT FLIGHT REFUELING TESTS
SUSPENDED




STATEMENT OF JAMES K. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOKHITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COftMERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPOBTATION.
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MARTIN BEFORE THE
SUBCCftMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION, AVIATION AND
MATERIALS. COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
CRAY-2 ~O BE OSED IN NASA RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-84-55] P84-10073 06
STATEMENT BY JAHES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCCMftITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
COftMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10139 05
CRAY RESEARCH. INC•• BIBB.
CRAY-2 TO BE OSED IN NASA RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-84-55] P84-10073 06
CREi SYSTEKS DIVISION
S JCHNSCN SPACE CENTBR. HOUSTON, TEX.
CROMKELIB COKET
NASA TO COOPERATE IN COftET SIGHTING REHEARSAL
[NASA BELEASE-84-30] P84-10047 06
CROP DUSTING
NASA AORKS TQ IHPROVE AERIAL APPLICATION OF
CHEftICALS
[NASA RELEASE-84-66] P84-10083 06
CRUSTAL DYNAMICS PROJECT, NASA
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ISRAEL FOR EARTHQUAKE
STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-84-52] P84-10069 06
CRYOGENIC EQOIPKENT
NASA WEAR-PROOF REFRIGERATOR IN OPEHATION EOR ONE
1-21
CBIOGIHICS SUBJBCT INDBX
STS 51-A PREFLIGHT CREW PRESS CONFERENCE
P84-10268 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: TOUCEE ROSS BREAKFAST SERlES
P84-10146 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: METRClelITAN CLUB, WASHINGTON,
D.C. P84-10145 05
UNITED STATES CHAMBER CF ceMMERCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10155 05
STATEMENT OF ROBERT o. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10042 05
NASA LEWIS AWARDS $11.5 MILLION CONTRACT TO EROOK
PARK FIRM
(NASA BEIEASE-84-103] P84-10120 06
STATEMENT OF ROBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10165 05
S TRACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GOLDMAN SACHS AND CO. 8EETING.
WESTCHESTER COUNTY. N.Y. P84-10213 05
DATA SISTE8S
SPACE TELESCOPE SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS COMPLETE
ACCEPTANCE TESTING
[NASA RELEASE-84-67] P84-10084 06
NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-F METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-84-150] P84-10230 06
DATA TRANSMISSION
NASA TO ASSIST IN ESTABLISING SATELLITE DATA LINK
(NASA RELEASE-84-173] P84-10254 06
DAVIS PLANETARlU8, JACKSON, 8ISS.
CINEMA-360 CAMERA SYSTEM TO DOCUMENT SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-8] P84-10008 06
41-D CREW TO FILM SHUTTLE MISSION FOR IMAX AND
CINEMA-360
(NASA RELEASE-84-124] P84-10179 06
DC-l0 AIBCRAFT
NASA PROGRAM ADVANCING COMPOSITE FLIGHT RESEARCH
{NASA RELEASE-84-123] P84-10178 06
DEEP SPACE NETi~RK
STATEMENT OF ROBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE CF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10042 05
DATA BASES
NASA/RECON USERS CONFERENCE SET FOR SEPTEftBER 27
AND 28
(NASA RELEASE-84-135] P84-10190 06
TWENTY YEARS OF NASA/ESA COOPERATION
[NASA RELEASE-84-139] P84-10194 06
STATEMENT BY SHELBY G. TILFORD BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10202 05
STATEMENT BY GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10205 05
DATA LIIKS
NASA TO ASSIST IN ESTABLISING SATELLITE DATA LINK
(NASA RELEASE-84-173] P84-10254 06
DATA 8ANAGE8EHT
NASA SETS UP SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT TEAMS






51-A FLIGHT tIRECT~RS BRIEFING
ROTARY CLUE OP WASHINGTCN, D.C.
YEAR
[NASA RELEASE-€4-87]
NASA AND 3M COMPANY SIGA JCINT AGREEMENT
(NASA REIEASE-84-143] P84-10198 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ST. leUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE
LUACHECN, MISSCURI P84-10216 05
SUGGESTED REB ARKS: ALA SIRING CONFERENCE,
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. P84-10162 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THE CENTERRE GROUP, ST. LOUIS,
MISSOURI P84-10031 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIATION, LCNE STAR CHAPTER, FT. WORTH, TEXAS
P84-10147 05
DISCOVERY'S SECOND MISSION SCHEDULED
(NASA RELEASE-84-149] P84-10229 06
SUGGESTED REBARKS: UNI1ED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYMPOSIUM, CCICRADe SPRIAGS, COLORADO
P84-10263 05
SUGGES~ED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATleNAL ADVISORY
COMMI~1EE MEETING, NEW YORK, N.Y. P84-10143 05
SUGGES1ED REMARKS: ABERICAN EAR ASSOCIATION'S
,SECTICN ON PUBlIC CCNTRAC~ lAW. WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10159 05
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
{NASA RELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN PLIGHT ON S~S 41-D
(NASA RELEASE-84-69] P84-10086 06
CRISTALS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WORLD AFFAIRS CCUNCIL OF S~.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZBERG MEHORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. P84-10151 05
CURTISS-IRIGHT CORP.
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MARTIN BEFORE 1HE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN TRANSPOR1A1ION, AVIATION (ND
MATEBIALS. CCM8ITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE eF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
CRIOGEHICS
SUGGES~ED RE8ARKS: HONCR AWARDS CERE80NY, AMES
RESEARCH CEH~ER, MCFFE~~ FIELD, CALIF.
P84-10219 05
CBIS7AL GROITB
3M ANNOUNCES LeNG-RANGE EASIC RESEARCH PROGRAM IN
SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-84-14] P84-10014 06
STATEMENT OF EILLIE J. MCGARVEY BEFORE THE
SUBcOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICAT~ONS AND
THE SUECOMMIT~EE ON TRANSPORTATION, AVIATION AND
STATEMENT OF ROBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS




STATEMENT OF RCNALD J. PHILIPS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTA~IVES P84-10164 05
DATA ACQOISITIOI AID AIALISIS
5 NATIONAL SPACE SCIENCE IATA CENTER, GSFC
AMPTE LAUNCH SCHEDULED
(NASA RELEASE-84-109] P84-10126 ' 06
A-22
SUBJECT lIDllX
MATERIALS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPEESENTATIVES F84-10170 05
ULYSSES NEW ~AME lOR INTERNATIONAL SOLAR POLAR
MISSICN
[!'IASA EELEASE-84-127] P84-10182 06
SUGGESTED EEMARKS: MEETING OF CALTECH TRUSTEE
COMMITTEE ON JFL, WASH~NGTCN, D.C. P84-10215 05
DEFENSE ADVANCED EESEIRCH IleJlCfS AGENCI
STATEMENT OF JeHNJ. MAETI~ EEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPOETAT~CN, AVIATICN AND
MATERIALS, CCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 184-10041 05
DEFENSE, DEPARTMEIiT Ol
S DEPARTdENT CF DEFENSE
DllFOLIATJ:eN
NASA ceNDUCTS GYPSY MOTH SURVEY ON EAST COAST
[NASA RELEASE-84-91] P84-10108 06
DEICING
NASA TO PARTICIPATE IN OSHKOSH AVIATICN EXHIBITION
[NASA RELEASE-E4-92) P84-10109 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOR AWARDS CEREMCNY. CLEVELAND. OHIC
P84-10264 05
DEL~A LADNCB VEEICLES
NASA AND PRIVATE FIRM TO NEGOTIATE FOR COMMERCIAL
DELTA FROGRA!!
[NASA EELEASE-84-2) P84-10002 06
NASA T.O LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
[NASA RELEASE-84-22) P84-10022 06
FISCAL YEAE 1985 BUDGET IRESS BRIEF~NG
P84-10032 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. AERAHAMseN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REIRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
DBP1RTB!IT OP TR1NSl'OBTA!iOH
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMIT7EE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
LEWIS CENTER AWARDS CONTRACT FOR TWO
SHUTTLE/CENTAUR VEHICLES
[NASA RELEASE-84-44) P84-10061 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SUGGESiED REMARKS: AERO CLUB OP WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10144 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
POLICY STUDIES PROGRAM, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-1 0163 05
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN PLIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-84-117) P84-10172 06
STATEMENT BY ISAAC T. GILLAM, IV BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPOETATION.
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10204 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION HERBERT ROBACK MEMORIAL AWARD DINNER,
ARLINGTON. VIRGINIA P84-10221 05
NASA ANNOUNCES DELAY OF 51-C SPACE SHUTTLE MISSleN
(NASA RELEASE-84-154) 1'84-10234 06
NASA SETS LAUNCH DATE FOR FIRST DOD ·DEDICATED
SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-84-171) P84-10252 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SHUTTLE SCHEDULE FOR FIRST SIX
FL~GHTS IN 1985
[NASA RELEASE-84-177) P84-10258 06
DEPAR711EIT .OF EDUCATION
NASA TO FLY EDUCATOR ON SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-84-122) P84-10177 06
DEPAB~MBNT OP AGRICULTURB
S: FOllEST SERVICE. U. S.
DELTA fRANSFER STAGE
STATEMENT OF GERALD D. GEIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN SPACE SCIEIiCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10169 05
DENVER RESEARCH INSTITUTE
SUGGESTED REMARKS: TECBNOIOGY UTILIZATION
CONFERENCE. WASHINGTON. D.C. 184-10161 05
NASA TO LAUNCH THIRD GALAXI SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-84-128) P84-10183 06
SECOND STEP CCMPLETED IN FIRST ACTIVE DEEP SPACE
PROBE
[NASA EELEASE-84-140) P84-10195 06
STATEMENT BY ISAAC T. GIllAM. IV BEIORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE CN CCMREECE. SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE 184-10204 05
DBPAR71EN7 OF DEFENSE
SA DEPENSE ADVANCED RESEARCH PROJECTS AGENCY
DEPARIREIi! OP COIIERCE
~ NATIONAL BUREAU OF SiANIIEDS
S! NATICNAL CCEANIC ANll ATMOSPHERIC ADllIN.
S7ATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS EEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON CCMMERCE. SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION.
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
AMPTE LAUNCH SCHEDULED
[NASA· EELEASE-84-1 (9)




SUGGESTED REMARKS: INAUGURATION OF BLACK HISTORY
MONTH. WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10034 05
NASA TRANSFERS ENERGY TECHNOLOGY TO SOHIO
P8 4-1 011 8 06
DEPARTllElf OF INrERIOR
~ GEOLOGICAL SURVEY. U.S.
DEPABTBENT OF SPACE. INDIA
PAYLOAD SPECIALIS7 FROM INDIA TO FLY ON SHUTTLE
[NASA RELEASE-84-137) P84-10192 06
DEPARTMENT OF srATE
NASA WORKS TO IMPROVE AERIAL APPLICATION OF
CHEMICALS
[NASA RELEASE-84-66) P84-10083 06
STATEMENT BY ISAAC T. GILLAM, IV BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COMMITTEE ON COMMEBCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE p84-10204 05
DEPARTMENT OP TRANSPORTATIOI
SA FEDERAL AVIATION ADKINISTRATION
SA NATIONAL TRANSPORTATION SAFETY BOARD
SUGGESTED REllARKS: CENTBR FOR SPACE POLICY INC.
CONFERENCE. WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10157 05
STATEllENT BY ISAAC T. GILLAll, IV BEFORE TUE
SUBceMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSFOETATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10204 05
ENTERPRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OP WASHINGTON), WASHINGiON. D.C.
[NASA RELEASE-84-153) P84-10223 05
A-23
DliSBUS SUBJECT UDE!
SUGGESTED REMABKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYMPOSIUM, COLORADO SPRINGS, COLOBADO
P84-10263 05
DISCOVERY'S SECOND MISSION SCHEDULED
[NASA BELEASE-84-149] P84-10229 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SHUTTLE SCHEDULE FOB FIRST SIX
FLIGHTS IN 1985
[NASA BELEASE-84-177] P84-10258 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
41-D CBEW TO FILM SHUTTLE MISSION FOR IMAX AND
CINEMA-360
[NASA RELEASE-84-124] P84-10179 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MANNED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPT.ION (41-G) T-2 DAYS, KENNEDY SPACE CENTER,
FLOBIDA p84-10214 05
DllSBUS
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE








SUGGESTED BREMARKS: AFFLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY,
JOBNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, LAUREL MABYLAND
P84-10261 05
DIABllTBS ABD KIDBlll DISllASES
STATEMENT OF RCNALD J. FHILIPS BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SC.IEhCE AND AFFL.ICAT.IONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
BEFRESENTATIVES p84-10164 05
DIlIIOIIDS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WINGS CLUB AWABDS DINBER, NEW
YORK CITY P84-10218 05 51-A FLIGHT DIRECTORS BRIEFING P84-10266 05
DIGUAL CODIIIG
S DATA PROCESSING
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR SHUTTLE MISSION 41-D
p84-10129 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE COBPUTER CONFERENCE
P84-10265 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
BEFRESENTATIVES P84-10039
SUGGESTED REMARKS: METROPOLITAN CLUB, WASHINGTON,
D.C. P84-10145 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
CONFEBENCE, WASH.INGTON, D.C. P84-10161 05
SUGGESTED REMABKS: SPACE ACT AWARDS CEREMONY,
APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY, JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY, LAUREL, IIARYLAND P84-10262 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: IHITE HOUSE COMPUTER CCNFERENCE
P84- 10265 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING, NEW YORK, N.Y. P84-10143 OS
DORNIER-SISTlllI G.Ii.·a.. B... GllRIIAB!
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGBT BIGHLIGHTS EARTB SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
DOSIIIETRI
LAUNCH DATE SET FOB 41-G SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA BELEASE-84-132] P84-10187 06
DOSTER CONSTRUCT.. CO., BZRII.IBGBAII, ALA.
ALABAMA CONSTBUCTION FIRM AWARDED MOLTI-MILLION
DOLLAR CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-84-151] P84-10231 06
DOT
5 DEPARTMEN~ OF TRANSPORTATION
DOD




STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES, AGRICULTURE,
RESEARCH AND ENVIRONMENT, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, HCUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P84-10201 05
DOE
S DEPARTMENT OF ENERGY
DISPOSAL OF PROPERTY
STATEMENT OF S. NEIL HOSENHALL BEFOBE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SC.IENCE AND APPLICATIONS AND
THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION, AVIATION AND
MATEnIALS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10171 05
D.ISTB.ICT OF COLOMBIA
NASA CONDUCTS GYPSY MOTH SURVEY ON EAST COAST









SHUTTLE MISSION 41-D LAUNCH DATE ADJUSTED
[NASA RELEASE-E4-46] p84-10063
DISCOVEBY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 41-D
[NASA BEIEASE-84-69] p84-10086
AUGUST SHUTTLE MISSION DEFINED
[NASA RELEASE-84-9=]
D.IGITAL FLI-BY-IIBll PROJECT
NASA SEEKS PROFOSAIS FOR F-8 OBLIQUE FBELIMINARI
DllSIGN
[NASA RELEASE-84-1f2] P84-10243 06
DIGITAL IIIID TUNNELS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AIAA NATIONAL CAPITAL SECTICN,
WASHING~ON, D.C. F84-10225 05
D.IESEL BNG.IIIES
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] F84-10260 06
D.IET
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: STUDENT SHUTTLE INVCLVEMENT
PROGRAM, WASHIIGTCh, D.C. F84-10152 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CORECRATE COUNCIL FOR
INTERNATIONAL ECLICY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10148 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: 41-D MANNED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPTION, KENNEDY SEACE CEN7EB, FLA.
P84-10150 05
DIBECT BBOADCAST SATELLITES
CHINA DEPOSITS EARNEST MeNEY FOR SATELLITE LAUNC
SERVICES
[NASA BELEASE-84-1=2] P84-10232 06
D.ISCOYERY
OBBITER COLUBBIA TC UNDERGC MODIFICATIONS IN
CALIFORNIA
[NASA RELEASE-84-6] P84-10006 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SCIENCE, ~ECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMdITTEE ON CCMMERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPOBTATICN,
UNITED STATES SENATE F84-10038 05
SUBdEC! IIDIJ
DOUGLAS A~BCBAP7 CO., ~IC.
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. HARTIN BE~ORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN TBANSPOETATIOI. AVIATIQN AND
MATEBIALS. ceMMITTEE eN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF BEPEESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
NASA PROGBAH ALVANCING CCMPCSITE FLIGHT BESEABCH
[NASA BELEASE-84-1-23] P84-10178 06
DUG BBDnC!~OI
NASABESEABCH UNDS AIBCBUT SUBIACE GBOOVES MAY
TAHE TUEBULENCE
[NASA BELEASE-84-3] P84-10003 06
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MARTIN BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN TBANSPOETATICN. AVIATION AND
MATEBIAIS, CCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNO~OGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
LAMINAE AIR FLCW PEOCESS KFY TO FUEL EFFICIENCY
[NASA RELEASE-84-161] P84-10242 06
DEll lUGE
SUGGESTED BEMAEKS: WOELD AFFAIBS COUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
DEEXEL DNXV., PB~IADEIP~A, PA.
NASA SELECTS UNIVEBSITIES FOR RESEABCH
[NASA BEIEASE-84-147] P84-10227 06
DBUGS
NASA WOBKS TO IMPBCVE AERIAL APPLICATION OF
CHEMICAlS
[NASA BELEASE-84-66]' P8.4-10083 06
DEYDEN FLXGBT BESEABCH CEITEB, CALIF.
NASA TO TEST INFLIGHT BEFUELING FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
FEERY FLIGHTS
[NASA BELEASE-84-9] P84-10009 06
STATEMENT OF JCHN J. MAETIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOBMITTEE ON TBANSPOETATION, AVIATION AND
MATERIALS, COM!ITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF BEPEESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
STATEMENT OF PCBERT O. ALLEE BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPBESENTATIVES P84-10042 05
NASA RSRA TO BEGIN FLIGHT TEST IN NEW CONFIGURATION
[NASA EELEASE-€4-42] P84-10059 06
NASA MATHEMATICIAN RECEIVES AWARD FOR COMEUTER
BREAKTHROUGH
[NASA BELEASE-S4-86] P84-10103 06
STATEMENT CF EOBERT O. AllER BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE ANL TECHNCLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10165 05
SUGGESTED REMABKS: HONCR AWARDS CEREMONY, AMES
RESEARCH CENTEE, MCFFETT FIELD, CALIF.
P84-10219 05
IARTH ODSERYI.G SISTIMS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: 1i0RLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL eF ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
STATEMENf OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SCIEijCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATICN.
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
DUBF S.7ABS
IRAS IDENTIFIES ADDITIONAL STABS WITH POSSIBLE
SOLAR SYSTEMS
[NASA RELEASE-84-78] P84-10095 06
DYNA.IIICS EXPLORER SATELLITES
NASA TO ASSIST IN ESTABLISING SATELLITE DATA LINK
[NASA BELEASE-84-173] P84-10254 06
E
EAGLE EIG~BERBIBG, XNC.
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS ~OR SPACE STATION WORK






EARTH OBSERVATION BISSION PAYLOAD SPBCIALISTS NABBD
[NASA BELEASE-84-57] P84-10074 06
STATEMENT BY SHELBY G. TILFORD BEFORE THE
SUBceMMITfEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10202 05
BABTH CROST
NASA SIGNS AGBEEMENT WITH ISRAEL FOR EARTHQUAKE
STUDY
[NASA EELEASE-84-52] P84-10069 06
EABTH OBSERVATION IIISSICN EXPEBIIIEBTS
NASA ANNOUNCES CBEIi MEMBERS FOR FUTUBE SPACE
SHUTTLB FLIGHTS
[NASA BELEASE-84-71] P84-10088 06
BABTH OBSERVATIOBS ~FRO.ll SPAC~
EARTH OBSERVATION IIISSION PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-84-57] P84-10074 ·06
DISCOVERY TO MAKE IIAIDEN FLIGHT ON SfS 41-£
[NASA BELEASE-84-69] P84-10086 06
CREW MEIIBEB ADDED TO SHUTTLE MISSION 41-G
[NASA B~LEASE-84-76] P84-10093 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: 41-D MANNED FLIGHT AWABENESS
RECEPTION. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FLA.
p84-10150 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMOBlAL LECTUBEr U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAFCLIS, MD.
P84-10158 05
LA.IIINU ,AlB FLCIi PEOCESS KEY TO FUEL EFFICIENCY
[NASA RELEASE-84-161] P84-10242 06
NASA SEEKS PEOPOSAIS FCB i-8 OELIQUE EEELIMINARY
DESIGN
[NASA RELEASE-84-1E2J PS4-1C243 06
X-29 SCHEDULED FOB MAIDEN FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-84-164]
DSN
S DEEP SPACE NETIiOBK
P84-10245 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-B4-133] PB4-10188 06
SUGGESTED REMABKS: GOLDMAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING,
WESTCHESTER COUNTY, N.Y. PB4-10213 05
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA EELEASE-84-179) P84-10260 06
SUGGESTED BREBARKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LABOBATORY.
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. LAUREL MARYLAND
p84-10261 05
DO PONf DE NEMOOES /E.I./ AID CO., IIC.
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: ~ETEOECLITAN CLUB, WASH~NGTON,
D.C. P84-10145 05




SUGGESTED REMARKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATICN
SYMPOSIUII, COLORADO SPBINGS, COLORADO
PB4-10263 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTER CCNPEEENCE
P84-10265 05
EARTH OBSEBVIBG SYSTEIIS
REMABKS PREPABED FOR DELIVERY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS AND
A-25
BIB!B IIDII!ICH IUDGB! SUBolllC! :lllDliI
STATE~ENT BY SHELEY G. ~ILFCBD BEPOBE THE
SUBCOeeI~TEE CN SPACE SCIE~CE ANC AEPLICATIONS,
CO.!lllITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HQUSE O.F
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10202
BIRfH RIDIAfION BUDGET
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. AERAHA.!ISON BE.FOEE THE
SUBCOll.!lITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
CO.!lllI~~EE ON SCIENCE AND ~ECHNCLOGY. HOUSE OF
BEERESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
CREW .!IE.!IBER ADDED TO SH~~TLE !IISSION 41-G
[NASA RELEASE-84-76] P84-10093 06
LAUNCH DATE SET POR 41-G SHU~TLE MISSIQN
[NASA SELEASE-84-132] P84-10187 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH ~LIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
STATEMENT BY SHELEY G. TILFORD BEPORE THE
SUBCOeeITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND AEPLICATIONS,
CO.!l!lITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OP
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10202 05
SUGGES~ED RE!lARKS: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
POLICY STUDIES PROGRAM, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10163 05
SUGGESTBD REeARKS: CORPORATE COUNCIL POR
INTEBNATIONAL POLICY. WASHINGTON, D.C.
p84-10148 05
UNITED STATES CHAMBER OP COMMERCE, WASHINGTCN, I.C.
P84-10155 05
SUGGESTED REB ARKS: CENTER FOR SPACE POLICY INC.
CONFERENCE, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10157 05
SUGGESTED REeARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEeORIAL LECTURE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEBY, ANNAPOLIS, eD.
p84-10158 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MORTON THIOKOL MANAGEMENT
GBOUE. POINT CLEAR, ALA. p84-10154 05
SUGGESTED REeARKS: GOLD!lAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING,
WESTCHESTER COUNTY, N.Y. P84-10213 05
SUGGESTED REeARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE
LUNCHEON. MISSOURI P84-10216 05
SUGGESTED BEe ARKS: WORLD TRADE CENfER CLUB. NEW
YORK CITY P84-10224 05
EEASCO SBBVICBS. INC.
NASA RBCEIVES 13 BIDS .FOR SPACE STATION WORK
[NASA RELEASE-84-159] P84-10240 06
BCOBO.!IIC DB'ELOP!BN~
SUGGESTED REMARKS: !IETBOPOLITAN CLUB. WASHINGTON,
D. C. p84-10·145 05
05
05P84-10142AS~RONAUTICS, ~ASHINGTCN, D.C.
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
ElBTH RADIITION BUDGET EXPBSI!EBT
NASA SE~ TO LAUNCH NOAA-F lETECROLOGICAL SATELLITE
[NASA SELEASE-84-150] P84-10230 06
EIRTH IADIATION BUDGET SAfELLIfE SYSfE!
SUGGESTED RElIAEKS: NATICNAL SPACE CLUB.
IIASHINGTCN, D.C. P84-10033 05
SUGGESTED REeARKS: eORTON THIOKOL MANAGEMENT
GROUP, POINT CLEAR, ALA. P84-10154 as
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE .UNlVERSITY. N.Y. P84-10151 05
NASA SYMPOSIU.!I ON PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY:
CO~MITTING TO EXCELLENCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
p84-10206 05
SUGGESTED REeABKS: AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION'S
SECTION ON PUBLIC CONTRACT LAW, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10159 05
p84-10156 05ROTASY CLUB O.F WASHINGTON. D.C.
SUGGESTED DEMARKS: PRESIDENTIAL MANAGEMENT
INTEENS' FORUM, THE U.S. AND THE NEW SPACE AGE,
llASHINGTON. D.C. p84-10212 05
SUGGESTED RElIARKS: SEMINAR ON "PROSPECTS FOR
SPACE COMeERCIALIZATION", CENTER .FOR STRATEGIC AND
INTERNATIONALSTUDIES. GE~RGETOWN UNIVERSITY.
WASHINGTON, D.C. p84-10217 05
SUGGESTED REB ARKS: RUSSELL REYNOLDS COMPANY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10222 05
ENTEEERISE TO DEPAST LOUISIANA WODLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON), WASHINGTON. D.C.
[NASA RELEASE-84-153] P84-10223 05
EDUCAU4l1
SA NATIONAL. SCIENCE TEACHERS ASSOC.
CINElIA-360 CAMEDA SYSTEM TO DOCUMENT SHUfTLE FLIGHTS
[NASA BELEASE-84-8] P84-10008 06
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR SCIENCE AND eATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
SUGGESTED REBARKS: AIAA NATIONAL CAPITAL SECTION.
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10225 05
BCONOBlC UPAC~
SUGGESTED REeARKS: NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON PIRE
coeBUSTION TOXICITY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10149 05
SUGGESTED REeAEKS: UNI~ED STATES SPACE .FOUNDATION
SyepOSIue. CCLCRADe SPRINGS, COLORADO
P84-10263 05
EABTB RBSOURCES fECDICLOGY SITELLlfES
S LANISA~ SATELII~ES
SUGGESTED BElIARKS: S~. LeUIS EUSINESS RCUNDfABLE
LUNCHECN, .!IISSCURI P84-10216 05
SUGGESTED EElIAEKS; NATIC~AI SPACB CLUB,
WASHINGTON, t.C. 1'84-10033 05
BABTH SYSTEM SCIEICE COMMI7TEE
S NASA ADVISORY ceUNCII
BlfOI CORP.
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FeE SEACE STATION WORK
[NASA EELEASE-84-159] p84-10240 06
SUGGESTED REeARKS: SPACE SCIENCE BCARD .!IEEfING
WOODS HOLE, .!lASS 1'84-10209 05
BABTB SUBnCB
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WOELD AFfAIRS CCUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
STATEeENT BY SHELEY G. TIIPCSD BEpOSE TBE
SUBCO!l.!lITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,




SUGGESTED RE!lARKS: lIAN~ED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPTION (41-G) T-2 CAYS, KENNEDY SP~CE CENTER.
PLORIDA P84-10214 05
BIR~H TERftllALS
DISCOVERY TO eAKE eAIDEN FLIGHT ON lIISSION 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
BABfBllUAKBS
NASA SIGNS AGREE!lENT WITH ISRAEL FOR EABTHllUAKE
STUDY
[NASA BELEASE-€4-52] P84-10069 06
BASTBBN SPICE AND MISSILE CTB•• FLA.
NASA TO LAONCH THIED GALAXY SATELLITE




NASA 'REQUESTS EXPERIMENTS FOR TETHERED SATELLITE
[NASA BELEASE-84-54] PB4-10071 06
ELECfROMAGIIETIC BADI:ATI~1I
S EXTREME UV RADIATION




ELECTROMAGNETIC SERVICES CO" '
ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS ~ECHNOLOGY SATELLITE
CONTRACT AWARDED
[NASA RELEASE-84-113] PB4-10130 06
ELECTBOBAGJBTIC SPE~TRA
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GOLDMAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING,
WESTCHESTER CCUNTY, N.• Y. PB4-10213 05
ELBCTBOIlI:C BQOIPMBBf
GODDARD TEAM SAVES THE DAY FOR SCIAR MAX
[NASA BELEASE-84-53] P84-10070 06
S~ATEBENT OF JABES ft. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUECOflMITTEE eN HUt-INDEFENDEN~ AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON AFFHOFBIATICNS, HOUSE OF
REFBESENTATIVES F84-10140 05
SUGGES~ED REMAHKS: MOB~CN THIOKOL MANAGEMENT
GBCUP, POINT CIEAB, ALA. P84-10154 05
EDUCATIONAL PROGBAMS
SA UNIVERSITY FROG RAMS
NASA SPACE SHU~~tE TO CABRY TOMATO SEFtS ON
MISSICN 41-C
[NASA RELEASE-E4-47] P84-10064 03
NEW NASA EDUCA~IONAL PHCGRAM FOR SC~ENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA BELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
TEACHER WOBKSHCFS TO BE BElt AT NASA CENTERS
[NASA BELEASE-E4-94] P84-10111 06
NASA TECHNOLOGY TRANSMITTED TO SCHOOLS VIA
TELEVISION
[NASA RELEASE-84-100] P84-10117 06
[NASA BELEASE-84-103] P84-10120 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: STUDENT SHUTTLE INVOLVEMENT
PRCGRAM, WASHINGTQN, t.C. F84-10152 05
EDUCATIONAL TELEYISIOJ
NASA TECBNOLCGY TRANSMITTED TO SCHOOLS VIA
TELEVISION
[NASA BELEASE-84-100] P84-10117 06
EDUCAtoRS
FINALISTS CHCSEN IN SHO~~LE STUDENT PROJECT
[NASA RELEASE-84-82] p84-10099 06
TEACHER WORKSHCPS TO BE HELD AT NASA CENTERS
[NASA BELEASE-S4-94] P84-10111 06





SUGGESTED BEMARKS: THE CENTEBRE GROUP, ST. LOUIS,
MISSOUBI 'P84-10031 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMM.lTTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES PB4-10039 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: METROPOLITAN CLUB, WASH.lNGTON,
D.C. PB4-10145 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: TOUCHE ROSS BREAKFAST SERIES
PB4-10146 05
UNITED STATES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE, WASHINGTCN, D.• C.
P84-10155 0'5
NASA SEEKS MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH PROPOSALS
[NASA BELEASE-84-61] P84-10078 06
PB4-10156 05
PB4-10112 06
BOTARY CLUB OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ~N STS 41-D
[NASA BELEASE-84-69] PB4-10086 06
AUGUST SHUTTLE MISSION DEFINED
[NASA RELEASE-84-95]
SUGGES~ED REMARKS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. PB4-10151 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APPBOPRIATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPBESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL AtVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING, NEW YQRK, N.Y. PB4-10143 05
ENTEBPBISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON), WASHINGTON, D.C.
[NASA RELEASE-84-1~3] PB4-10223 05
EGGS
FINALISTS CHOSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT
[NASA RELEASE-e4-e~] P84-10099 06
EGYPT
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WOBID AEFAIRS COUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
LAUNCH DATE SET FOB SHUT~LE MISSION 41-D
PB4-10129 06
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
[NASA BELEASE-84-117] PB4-10172 06
NASA TO FLY EDUCATOR ON SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-84-122] P84-10177 06
NASA SEEKS TEACHER FCR EAFLY 1986 SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-84-155] P84-10235 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA A~TIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
EDIlABDS' AFH, CAIU.
ASTBONAUTS TO FRACTICE FCB SATELLITE RESCUE




NASA DEVICE COOLD CUT UHF-TV POWER USAGE IN HALF
[NASA BELEASE-E4-7] P84-10007 06
NASA SETS UP SPACE STATICN DEVELOPMENT TEAMS
[NASA B.ELEASE-84-31] P84-10048 06
SUGGESTED REMABKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOR ANABtS CEREMeNY, CLEVELAND, OHIO
PB4-10264 05
ELECTRICAL EQnIFBEIT
NASA LEWIS AWARDS $11.5 MILLION CON~RACT TO BBOCK
PARK F.lRM
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATICN'S
SECTICN ON PUBLIC CONTRACT LAW, WASHINGTON, D.C.
pBJj-10159 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ALA SPRING CONFERENCE,
WILL.lAMSBURG, VA. PB4-10162 05
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON llISSION 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-B4-117] PB4-10172 06
STATEMENT BY GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
BEPRESENTATIYES P84-10205 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE




SUGGES7ED REIIAliKS: SEllINAli CN "PROSP:ECTS .FOR
SPACE COllIlERCIALIZATION", CENTER FOB S7RAiEGIC AND
INTERNATIONAIS7UDIES, GEOliGETOWN UNIVERSITY,
WASHINGTON, t.C. 1'84-10217 05
SUGGESTED REllARKS: RUSSELL liEYNOLDS cellI'ANY,
WASHIliGTON, t.C. 1'S4-10222 05
ENTERPRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIeR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON), WASHINGTON, D.C.
[NASA liELEASE-84-1 ~3] 1'84-10223 05
SUGGES7ED REIIAliKS: WORlt iRADE CENTER CLUE, NEW
YOEK CHY' 1'84-10224 05
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES lOR RESEAliCH
[NASA RELEASE-84-147] 1'84-10227 06
STATEIIENT BY L. J. EVANS, JR. BEFORE THE
SUBCOllllITTEE ON SCIENCE, 7ECHNeLOGY AND SPACE,
COllllITTEE ON COllIlERCE, SCIENCE, AND
TRANS1'GRTATICN, UNITED STATES SENATE
1'84-10236 05
ELLIPTICAL ORBI7
STATEllENT OF liOEEliT O. AIIEli BEFORE THE
SUECOllllITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE ANt A1'1'LICATIONS,
COllllITTEE GN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10042 05
EJIBRYOLOGJ
FINALISTS CHGSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT 1'ROJECT
[NASA EELEASE-84-82] 1'84-10099 06
EllERGllNC:IES
NASA AND CNEs AGREE TO CCCFEliATE IN SHUTTLE
EllERGENCY SUIFGRT
[NASA liELEASE-84-126] 1'84-10181 ,06
EJlERGllNCY LOCATCR TRAISJlITTERS
INTERNATIONAL SEARCH ANt EESCUE PROGRAII SAVES 223
LIVES
[NASA EELEASE-84-81] 1'84-10098 06
STATEllENT BY THOllAS E. IICGUNIGAL REFORE THE
SUBCOIIIIITTEE eN NATURAL liESCURCES, AGRICULTURE,
RESEAECH AND ENVlliCNIIENT, CCMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, HoeSE OF RE1'EESENTATIVES
1'84-10201 05
NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-I IIETEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
[NASA liELEASE-84-150] 1'84-10230 06
EllERGENCY 1'05. :IID:ICAT:IIG Rlt:IO BEACOBS
INTERNAiIONAI SEARCH ANI liESCUE PROGliAM SAVES 223
LIVES
[NASA liELEASE-84-81] 1'84-10098 06
STATElIENT BY THOllAS E. IICGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NATURAL EESOURCES, AGR:ICULTURE,
RESEARCH AND ENVIRCNlIEN7, CCIIIlITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLeGY, HeeSE CF REIliESENTATIVES
1'84-10201 05
EJIPLOYEE SUGGESi:ICN PEOGRAJI, IASA
NASA SYMPOSIUll CN PRODUCTIVITY AND CUALITY:
COIIIlITTING TC EXCELLENCE, WASHINGTON, t.C.
1'84-10206 05
EllPLOJllEN7 EQUALITY
STATEllENT BY JCHN i. BCYD EEIORE THE SUECOllMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AliD AFIIICATICNS AND THE
SUBCOllMITTEE ON TRANSPOliTATION, AVIATION AND
llATERIALS, CCIIIlITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNGLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPliESENTATIVES 1'84-10167 05
EICKE COllET
PIONEER CAN IIAKE UNIQUE HALLEY'S COMET OBSERVATION




NASA LEWIS AWARDS $11.5 !ILLICN CONTRACT TO BROOK
PAEK HEll
[NASA RELEASE-84-103] 1'84-10120 06
SUBJllCT :nDllI
1l111lRGY S~OBAGll
NASA ~BANSFERS EIIERGY TECHNOLOGY TO SOHIO
1'84-10118 06
BIIGllE ,DBS:IGII
SUGGES~ED REMARKS: AIAA NATIONAL CAPITAL SECTleN,
WASH~NGTON, D.C. 1'84-10225 05
EIIGIIE ~ECHIIOLOGJ
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. LUCAS BE~ORE THE
SUBCCIIMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10136 05
1lllGIBEEBS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: FEDERAL ENGINEERING Or THE
YEAR AWARDS BANQUET 1'84-10035 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: 1l0RTON THIOKOL MANAGEMENT
GROUP, POINT CLEAR, ALA. 1'84-10154 05
NASA SYMPOSIUII ON PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITX:
COllMITTING TO EXCELLENCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
1'84-10206 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE




S GAS TURBINE ENGINES
S GENERAL AVIATION TURBINE ENGINES
S ROCKET ENGINES
S ROTARX ENGINES
S SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE
S TURBINE ENGINES
S UPPER STAGE ROCKET ENGIIIES
EIITERPll:ISE
NASA TO TESTINFLIGHT REFUELING FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
~ERRY FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-9] 1'84-10009 06
BBTOIIOLOGY
FINALISTS CHOSEN ~N SHOT~LE STUDENT PROJECT
[NASA RELEASE-84-82] 1'84-10099 06
EJV~BOIJlEI~AL COIITROL
NASA SETS UP SPACE S~ATION DEVELOPMENT TEAMS
[NASA RELEASE-84-31] 1'84-10048 06
FOUR NASA CENTERS ASSIGNED SPACE STATION STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-85] 1'84-10102 06
EIVIROIIlEITAL COJ~ROL SJS~BII
X- 29 SCHEDULED FOR lIAIDEN ~LIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-84-164]
EIIYIROIIlEBTAL KOBITORIIIG
NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-F METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-84-150] 1'84-10230 06
B.VIRO.BEIITAL PBOTllCT:IOII AGEIICY
SA AUTOMO~IVE GAS TURBINE TBCHNOLOGY PROGBAM
SPACELAB 4 PAYLOAD SPECIALIST CANDIDATES SELECTED
FOR TRAINIIIG
[NASA RELEASE-84-1] 1'84-10001 06
EPA









NASA ANNOUNCES PLANS TO RETRIEVE PALAPA B-2
SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-84-116] 1'84-10133 06
STATEIIENT OF JAllES ll. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOllMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,




FISCAL YEAR 19 E5 EUDGE,; PRESS BRIEF.ING
P84-10032 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL SPACE CLUE,
WASHINGTON, I.C. P84-10033 05
STATEMENT OF JAIlES ll. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOIlMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COllMERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
ULYSSES NEW NAME FOR INTERNATIONAL SOLAR PCLAR
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-84-127] PB4-101B2 06
EUVE /EXTREHE ULTRAVIOLET EXPLORER/
NEll EXPLORER TO INVESTIGATE EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET HAND
[NASA RELEASE-84-125] P84-101BO 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 19B4 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GEOHGE NASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
POLICY STUDIES PROGRAM, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10163 05
EUROPEAN SPACE RESEARCH ORGANIZATIOI
S EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
(~ASA RELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
TWENTY YEARS OF NASA/ESA COOPERATION
[NASA RELEASE-84-139] PB4-10194 06
STATEMENT BY SHELHY G. TILFORD BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEB ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10202 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MEETING OF CALTECH TRUSTEE
COMMITTEE ON JPL, WASHINGTON, D.C. PB4-10215 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SEMINAR ON "PROSPECTS FOR
SPACE COHMEHCIALl:ZATION", CENTER FOR STRATEGIC AND
INTERNATIONALSTUDIES, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10217 05
IRAS ASTRONOMICAL CATALOG AVAILABLE
[NASA EELEASE-84-169] P84-10250 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FCUNDATION
SYMP~SIUM, CQLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO
P84-10263 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: RUSSELL REYNOLDS COMPANY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10222 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS AND
ASTRCNAOTICS, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10142 05
SUGGESTED REMAHKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING, NEW YORK, N.Y. P84-10143 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. P84-10151 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMDRIAL LECTURE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS, MD.
P84-10158 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WORLD TRADE CENTER CLUB, NEW







ROTARY CLUE OF NASHINGTON, D.C.
REPRESENTAUVES
SUGGESTED REIlARKS: SEMlUE CN "PROSPECTS FOR
SPACE COHllERCIJLIZATION", CENTER FOR ST"RATEGIC AND
INTERNATIONAISTUDIES, GECRGETONN UNIVERSITY,
WASHINGTON, I.C. P84-10217 05





S EUROPEAN SPACE AGENCY
ESSEX CORP.
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION NORK
[NASA RELEASE-84-159] P84-10240 06
BTHNIC l'ACTORS
SUGGESTED HEMAEKS: ASIAN/PACIFIC AMERICAN
HERITAGE NEEK, NASA HEAI~UIETERS P84-10141 05
BUBOPE
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMEEICAN DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIATION, LONE STAR OHAPTER, FT. NORTH, TEXAS
P84-10147 05
ENTERPRISE TC IEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LIAGUE OF liASHINGTON), WASHINGTON, D.C.
[NASA RELEASE-84-153] P84-10223 05
EUROPEAN SPACE AGIICJ
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NOELD AFEAIRS CCUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
BB-2 J:IBCRJ.PT
NASA CONDUCTS GYPSY MOTH SURVEY ON EAST COAST
[NASA EELEASE-84-91] P84-10108
BRLAIGEN ONLY., GERMAIJ




STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAIlSON BEFOEE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE ANI TECHNCLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
STATEMENT OF PHILIP E. CULBERTSON AND JOHN D.
HODGE BEFORE THE SUECOMIlITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES PB4-10040 05
STATEMENT OF EOBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUECOMMITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIEN.CE ANI: TECHNCLOGY, HOUSEOE
REFRESENTATIVES PB4-10042 05
SCIENTISTS SELECTED TO OBSERVE HALLEY'S COMET
[NASA RELEASl-i4-72] PB4-10089 06
PIONEER CAN EAKE UNIQUE HAllEY'S COMET CBSERVATICN
[NASA RELEASE-84-88] PB4-10105 06
STATEMENT OF JA!ES ll. HEGGS BEFORE THE
SUHCOMMITTEE ON HUI-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,





BACTERIAL ENZYME MAY BE REMNANT OF EARLY EVCLUTICN
[NASA RELEASE-84-121] PB4-10176 06
UHJ:BITS
SA HANOVER TRADE FAIR, HANNOVER. II. GER.
SA LOUISIANA 1I0RLD EXPOSITION
SA lWRLDS FAIR
NASA TO PARTICIPATE IN OSHKOSH AVIATION EXHIBITION
[NASA ~ELEASE-84-92] P84-10109 06
SUGGESTED REB ARKS: OPENING OF NASA ADMINISTRATORS
EXHIHIT, NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM
P84-10208 05
BXOBIOLOGY
SOLAE MAX REPAIR, LDEF DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-84-38] P84-10055 06
A-29
BIOS1! /BDBOFBll I-Bl! OBS. S17BLLI!B~
NASA SPACE SEUTTLE TO CABBY TCMATO SEEDS ON
lIISSION 41-C
[NASA RELEASE-64-47] P84-10064 03
FINALISTS CHOSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PRQJECT
[NASA RELEASE-84-82] P84-10099 06
SUG~ESTED RE8ABKS: STUDENT SHUTTLE INVOLVEMENT
FRCGRAM, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10152 05
SYMPOSIUlI TO FCCUS ON FUTURE LONAR AND SPACE
ACUVIUES
[NASA EELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
STATEMENT BY JAMES R. !CBFISON BEFORE THE
COMHITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATICNS, UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10203 05
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1964 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA EELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
EIOSAT /BDROFBAN I-RAY OBS. SA7BLLI!B/
SUGGESTED BElIAEKS: GOL~lIAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING,
WESTCHESTER COUNTY, N.Y. P84-10213 05
BIPBNDABLB LADNCH VEHICLES
STATElIENT HY ISAAC T. GILLAlI, IV BEFORE THE
SUBCOMlIITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE CN CCMMEDCE, SCIEBCE AND TBANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10204 05
BIFEBIMBNTAL AlRCEA1T ASSOCIATION
NASA TC PAETICIPATE IN CSHKOSH AVIATICN EXHIBITICN
[NASA BELEASE-64-92] P64-10109 06
EIPBRi SYSiBJlS
STATEMENT OF GERALI D. GEIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOllllITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE ANI TECHNOLCGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10169 05
STATElIENT EY GERALD D. GEIFFIN BEFOBE THE
SUBCOllllITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE ANI TECHNCLOGY, HOUSE OF
BEPRESENTATIVES P84-10205 05
BIPLOBBB SCIENTIFIC SATELLliES
SA CHARGED CClIICSITION EXPLOREB SATELLITE
SA DYNAlIICS EXPLCBER SATEllITES
SA EUVE /EXTBElIE ULTBAVICIET EXPLORER/
SECOND STEP CClIPLETED IN FIBST ACTIVE DEEP SPACE
PROBE
[NASA RELEASE-84-140] P84-10195 06
EUEBUL TANK
STATEMENT OF JAlIES A. AEEAHAlISON BEFORE THE
SUBCOllllITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APILICATIONS,
COllllITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPBESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
STATElIENT OF WILLIAlI R. lUCAS BEFORE THE




BElIABKS PBEPARED FOB DELIVERY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION, AlIERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERC~AUTICS AND
ASTRONAUTICS, WASHINGTCN, I.C. P84-10142 05
SUGGESTED BElIARKS: lIETECPCLITAN CLUB, WASHINGTON,
D. C. P84-1,0145 05
UNITED STATES CHAlIBER CF CCBMERCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P8ij-10155 05
SUGGESTED BE!ARKS: THIRD ANNUAL lIICHELSON
lIElIOBIAL LECTURE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS, liD.
P84-10158 05
SUGGESTED REMAEK: LUNAE EASE SYMPOSIUM,
WASHINGTON, £.C. P84-10220 05
SUGGESTED RREMARKS: AtILlED PHYSICS LABORATORY,





ASTBONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOB SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA RELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
TELEPHONE SERVICE TO BE AVAILABLE FOR SPACELAB
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-84-13] P84-10013 06
SUGGESTED RElIARKS: NATIONAL SPACE CLUB,
WASHINGTON, D.C. p64-10033 05
STATEMENT OF JAlIES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOllMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPOBTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-100J8 05
STATElIENT OF JAlIES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
BEPRESENiATIVES P84-10039 05
SOLAB lIAX REPAIB, LDEF DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-84-38] P84-10055 06
GODDABD TEAll SAVES THE DAY FOR SOLAR MAX
[NASA BELEASE-84-53] P84-10070 06
CREW MEMBER ADDED TO SHU~TLE MISSION 41-G
[NASA RELEASE-84-76] P84-10093 06
NASA WORK-PLATFOBM STUDIES MAY LEAD TO REAL SPACE
CONS.iRUCnON
[NASA BELEASE-84-114] P84-101J1 06
STATEMENT OF JAlIES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCCMlIITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APPROPBIATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SUGGESTED RElIARKS: HEADQUARTERS HONOBS AWARDS
CERElIONY, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10160 05
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
DISCOVERY'S SECOND MISSION SCHEDULED
[NASA RELEASE-84-149] P84-10229 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
P84-10267 05
STS 51-A PREFLIGHT CREW PRESS CONFERENCE
P84-10268 05
EXTBBSE UV BADIA!IOH
NEW EXPLOBER TO INVESTIGATE EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET BAND
[NASA RELEASE-84-125] P84-10180 06
F
1-8 lIBCBll'T
NASA SEEKS PROPOSALS FOR F-8 OBLIQUE PRELIMINARY
DESIGN
[NASA RELEASE-84-162] P84-10243 06
F-104 AIBCBlFT
SUGGESTED RElIARKS: ALA SPRING CONFERENCE,
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. P84-10162 05
FAA
5 FEDERAL AVIAT]ON ADMINISTRATION
FABBICATION
NASA LEWIS AWARDS $11.5 !IILLION CONTBACT TO BRCOK
PARK FIRM
[NASA RELEASE-84-103] P84-10120 06
FACILITIES
STATElIENT OF WILLI All R. LUCAS BEFORE THE






ATLAS CENTAUR fAILURE REVIEW BeARD NA~ED
[NASA RELEASE-84-79] P84-10096 06
LIQUID OXYGEN lEAK FOSSIELE CAUSE OF ATLAS CENTAUR
FAILUBE
[NASA RELEASE-E4-84] P84-10101 06
STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
P84-10267 05
FAINT OB.:JECT CABEBA
SUGGESTED RE8ARKS: weBID AffAIRS CCUNCIL OE S7.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
SPACE TELESCCFE SCIENCE INSTRU~ENTS CO~PLETE
ACCEPTANCE TESTING
(NASA RELEASE-84-67] P84-10Q84 06
FAIRCHILD INDUSTBIES, GEBBANTCBB, BD.
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
[NASA RELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS fCR OCEANOGRAPHIC SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-84-41] P84-100S8 06
~AIBCHILD INDUSTBIES, IIC.
SPACE TELESCCPE SCIENCE INSTRUBENTS CO~PLETE
ACCEPTANCE nS.UNG
(NASA RELEASE-84-67] P84-10084 06
SUGGESTED REBARKS: ALA SPRING CONfERENCE,
WIILIAMSRURG, VA. P84-10162 05
SUGGESTED RE8ARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE
LUNCHECN,BISSCURI F84.-10216 05
FAIRCHILD BESTON SYS•• SYOSSBT, I.Y.•
ASTRONAUTS TO FRACTICE FCR SATELLITE RESCUE
(NASA BELEASE-E4-4] P84-10004 06
SOLAR MAX BEFAIR, IDEF DEPICYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
(NASA BELEASE-84-38] P84-100ss 06
FIB IIFRAIED IAIIATIOI
EARTH OBSERVATION MISSICN FAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
(NASA RELEASE-E4-s7] P84-10Q74 06
FEITURE' IDENTIFICITIOI AID IOCITIOI EXPER.
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
(NASA RELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
~BDERlL IVIATIOI ADBIIISTRITIOI
STATEBENT OF JOHN J. MABTIN EEfORE THE
SUBCOMBITTEE CB THANSPCRTATICN, AVIATION AND
BATERIALS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
NASA JIRE RESISTANT AIRCRAFT BATERIALS TESTED
(NASA RELEASE-84-119] P84-10174 06
STATEMENT BY THO~AS E. MCGUNIGAL BEfORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES, AGRICULTURE,
RESEARCH AND ENVIRCNMEBT, COM~ITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE CF REEEESENTATIVES
P84-10201 05
STATEMENT BY ISAAC T. GILLAM, IV REF ORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON ceBMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPCRTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10204 05
SIMPLE CHANGES TO LIGHT FlANE WING INCRBASE SAFETY
(NASA RELEASE-84-160] P84-10241 06
~BDEBlL EMBRGBBCI BAIAGEBEIT AGEICI
SUGGESTED REBARKS: NATICNAI CCNFERENCE ON FIRE
COMBUSTION TOXICITY, WASHINGTeN, D.C.
P84-10149 05
STATEMENT OF ECIALD J. FH~LIFS REpORE THE
SUBCOHMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMBITTEE ON SCIEBCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
BEPRBSENTATIVES P84-10164 05
FEDEBAL FXlllCIIG BilK. W1SBXIGTOB, D.C.
STATEMENT OF ECBERT C. ALLER BEFORB THE
FLIGHT BQUIPBB.~
SUBCOBMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIBNCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
BEPRESENTATIVES P84-10042 05
EEDERAL iEPOBLIC OF GEBBAIY
S WEST GER~ANY
FIBEi OPTICS
SUGGESTED REB ARKS: GOLDMAN SACHS AND CO. BEETING,
WESTCHESTER CCUNTY, N.Y. P84-10213 05
STS 51-A PREFLIGHT CREB PRESS CONFERENCE
P84-10268 05
FILIBEIT iIIDIIG
STATEBENT OF WILLIAM R. LUCAS BEFORE THE
SURCCB~ITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10136 05
STATEMENT OF JA~ES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUECOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
~IILAID
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL REFORE THE
SUBCOBMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES, AGRICULTURE,
RESEARCH AND ENVIBONBENT, COBHITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P84-10201 05
FIBB PllOTECTIOB
NASA FIBE RESISTANT AIRCBAFT ~ATERIALS TESTED
(NASA RELEASE-84-119] P84-10174 06
~IIEFIGBTING
SUGGESTED REBARKS: NATIONAL CONFEREBCE ON fIRE
CO~BUSTION TOXICITY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10149 05
STATE~ENT OF RONALD J. PHILIPS BEFORE THE
SUB~OMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COBMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE CF
BEPRESENTATIVES P84-10164 05
FIBEPIO(lFIHG
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON fIRE
COBBUSTrON TOXICITY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10149 05
~IIES
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON EIRE
COBBUSTION TOXICITY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10149 05
FISBES
NASA TO CONDUCT TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION CONEERENCE
(NASA RELEASE-84-63] P84-10080 06
FLIBE BET1RDAITS
SUGGESTED BENARKS: BATIONAL CONFERENCE ON EIRE
COMBUSTION TOXICITY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10149 05
~LIGBT lL7ITUDE
IASA WORKS TO IBPROVE AERIAL APPLICATION OF
CHEMICALS
(NASA RELEASE-84-66] P84-10083 06
FLIGHT COITIOL
STATEBENT OF JOHN C. BRIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACB SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
BEPBESENTATIVES P84-10168 05
NASA SEEKS PBOPOSALS FOR F-8 OBLIQUE PREIIBINADY
DESIGN
(NASA BELEASE-84-162] P84-10243 06
X-29 SCHEDULED FOR MAIDEN FLIGHT
(NASA RELEASE-84-164]
FLIGHT EQUIPIIBNIr
STATEMENT OF GERALD D. GRIFFIN REFORE THE
SUBCCMBITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COB~ITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE CF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10169 05
A-31
PLIGB2 B12E /SPICI SBU22LES/ SUBJECT IBDEX
SUGGESTED RE~ARKS: METRCPCLITAN CLUE, WASHINGTON,
D.C. P84-10145 05
FLIGHT RESEIRCH CEI2ER, EDWIRDS, CILIF.
S DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTIR, CALLE.
SUGGESiID REMARKS: SAIZEIRG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. P84-10151 05
UNITED STAiES CHAMEER CI CCMMIRCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10155 05
P84-10245 06
NASA SELECTS BOEING COBPUTER SERVICES FOR
COMMUNICATIONS CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-84-176J P84-10257 06
STATEMENT OF PHILIP E. CULBERTSON AND JOHN D.
HODGE BEFORE THB SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE lND
APPLICATIONS. COBMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESEITATIVES P84-10040 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COHMITTEE MEETING, NEW YORK, N.Y. P84-10143 05
FLUOD C~BPOBI2ION
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOB SPACE STATION ~OBK
[NASA RELEASE-84-159] P84-10240 06
FLY-BY-IlIRE SYSTB8
REMARKS PREPARED FOB DELIVERY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION, AMEBICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUiICS AND
ASTRONAUTICS, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10142 05
SUGGESTED REMABKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTER CCNFERENCE
P84-10265 05
NASA LEWIS AWARDS $11.5 8ILLION CONTRACT iO BROOK
PARK FIRM
[NASA RELEASE-84-103] P84-10120 06
F08ALHAUT (JLPHI PSA) STIR
IRAS IDENTIFIES ADDITIONAL STARS WITH POSSIELE
SOLH SYSTEHS
[NASA RELEASE-84-78J P84-10095 06
FOED lEROSP1CB lID C088UIICATIOIS CORP.
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WORK
[NASA RELEASE-84-159J P84-10240 06
FLYBY 8ISSIOIS
NASA HAY FLY BY ASTEROID IIITH GAll LEO SPACECRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-84-178] P84-10259 06
FOUS
STATEMENT OF IIILLIAB R. LUCAS BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10136 05
STATERENT OF JOHN J. MARTIN BEFORE THE
SUBceMHITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION, AVIATION AND
MATERIALS, COMHITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLCGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
FLUID FLOIl
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AIA SPRING CONFERENCE.




NASA WORKS TO IMPROVE AERIAL APPLICATION OF
CHEMICALS
(NASA RELEASE-84-66] P84-10083 06
NASA CONDUCTS GYPSY BOTH SURVEY ON EAST COAST
[NASA RELEASB-84-91J P84-10108 06
FORESTBY
NASA CONDUCTS GYPSY MOTH SURVEY ON EAST COAST
[NASA RELEASE-84-91J P84-10108 06
FOBlIED SIlEPT IIIGS
X-29 SCHEDULED FOR BAIDEN FLIGHT
[NASA BELEASE-84-164J
FRllCE
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WOBLD AFFAIBS COUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
F84-10156 05RO!ARY CLUE CI WASHING!CN, D.C.
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS EEIORE THE
SUBCOhMITTEE ON HUI-INDEFENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMI!TEE ON AIPiUPRIATICNS, HCUSE OF
REFRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
STATEMENT OF GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE ANI iICHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTA!IVES P84-10169 05
SUGGESTED REMAiKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYMPOSIUM, CCLCiADC SFRINGS, COLORADC
P84-10263 05
SHUTTLE CARRIER AIRCRAFi FLIGHT REFUELING TESTS
SUSPENDED
[NASA RELEASE-84-21J P84-10021 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE, ST~DENTS FOR iEEEXPLORATION AND
DEVELOPMENT CF SPACE, WASHINGTpN, D.C.
P84-10153 05
FLIGBT SI8ULITORS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HONCR AWARDS CEREMONY, AMES
RESEARCH CBNiIR, MCIFETi FIELD, CALIF.
P84-10219 05
FLIGBT SIBULITICI
NEW RESEARCH CN CLEAR-AIR iURBULENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-165] P84-10246 06
FLIGBi SlFETY
STATEMENT BY JESSE W. MceRE BEFORE iHE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN SPACI SCIINCI AND AFPLICAiIONS,
COMMI!iEE ON SCIENCE AND iECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10137 05
FLIGHT SUPPORT SYSTER
SOLAR MAX REPAIR, IDEF DFIICYMENT HIGHLIGHi
SHUTTLE FLIGHi
[NASA EELEASE-8ij-38] P84-10055 06
FLIGH! TBSTS
NAS~ iO TEST INFLIGHT BEFUELING FOB SPACE SHUTTLB
FEllRY FLIGHiS
[NASA EELE1SE-€4-9J P84-10009 06
FLIGRT SCHEDULES /SPICE SHUTiLES/
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. LuCAS BEFORE iHE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE ANI TECHNOLCGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10136 05
S2ATEMENT EY GIRALD D. GRIIFIN BEIORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COMMI!iEE ON SCIENCE ANI !ICHNOLOGY, HOUSI OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10205 05
PLIGH2 RA21 /SPICI SHUTTLES/
STATEMENT BY JISSE W. MCCiI BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIINCE AND AFPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND iICHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10137 05
P84-10245 06
NASA RSRA TO EEGIN FLIGHT iEST IN NEW CONFIGURATION
(NASA RELEASE-84-42] P84-10059 06
X-29 SCHEDULED FOR MAIDEfi FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-84-1f4]
FLOI CHARICTERISTICS
NASA RESEARCH FINDS AIRCRAFi SURFACE GBOOVES HAY
TAME TURHUUNCE
[NASA RELEASI-84-3] P84-10003 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS FOR OCEANOGRAPHIC SATELLITE
(NASA RELEASE-84-41 J P84-10058 06
NASA SIGNS AGBEEMENT UTH ISRAEL FOR EABTHQUAKE
STUDY
[ NASA RELEASE-84-52 J P84-10069 06
llABTR OBSBRVAiION MISSION PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAUD
[ NASA RELEASE-84-57] P84-10074 Of
1-32
SUB.:J:BC~ IIUI
nS~RE~CHED" nLAS CENXAUB TO LAUNCH INTELSAT V-F9
[NASA BELEASE-B4-62] P84-10079 06
REBARKS PREPARED FCB DEIIVEBY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AEROBAUTICS AND
ASTRONAUTICS, iASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10142 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIOIiAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING, NEW YeEl, N.Y. PS4-10143 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CORICRATE COUNCIL FOB
INTEBNATIONAL IOLlCY, WASHIliGTON, D. C.
PS4-1014S 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CENTER FOR SPACE POLICY INC.
CONFERENCE, iASHINGTeN~ t.c. PS4-10157 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
POLICY STUDIES ~ROGRAM, WASHINGTON, D.C.
PS4-10163 05
NASA ANt CNES AGREE TO ceCIERATE IN SHUTTLE
EMEBGENCY SUIPORT
[NASA RELEASE-S4-126] PS4-101S1 06
S~ATEBENT BY TEOHAS F. MCGUIiIGAL BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NATUBAL RESOURCES, AGRICULTUBE,
RESEARCH AND ENVIRCIiMENT, ceMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REIBESENTATIVES
PS4-10201 05
NASA SYMPOSIUM CN IBCDUCTIVITY AND QUALITY:
COMMITTING TO EXCELLENCE, iASHINGTON, t.C.
PS4-10206 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SEMIUR CN "IROSPECTS FOR
SPACE CClIMERCIUIZATION", CENTER FOR STBATEGIC AND
INTERNATIONALSTUDIES, GFORGETOWN UNIVERSITY,
WASHIIiGTON, L.e. PS4-10217 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATICNAL CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION HERBERT ROBACK MEMORIAL AWARD DINNER,
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA PS4-10221 05
NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-F METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
[NASA BELEASE-S4-150] PS4-10230 06
SUGGESTED REfABKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION









SUGGESTED REMARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOR AWARDS CEREMeNY, CLEVELAND, OHIO
PS4-10264 05
:fRIC~UON
LAMINAR AlB FLew PROCESS KEY TC FUEL EFFICIENCY




NASA SELECTS LCCKHEED-GEORGIA FOR PROPFAN CONTRACT
NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-S4-32] PS4-10049 06
NASA FINDS AOTO TE'HNOLeGY EIASIBLE FOR AIRCRAFT
APPLICATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-S4-6S] PS4-100S5 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS EEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEIENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE CN AI£ROPBIATICNS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTA~I~ES £S4-10140 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AEEC CLUE OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
PS4-10144 05
GiLILJlO PBOJJlC!
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HEADQUARTERS HONORS AWARDS
CERE!CNY, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10160 05
NASA PROGRAM ADVANCING COMPOSITE FLIGHT' RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-S4-123] PS4-1017S 06
:FOBL SYS~EIIS
SA EXTBRNAL TANK
NASA LEWIS AWARDS $11.5 MILLION CONTRACT TO BROOK
PARK FUll
[NASA RELEASB-S4-103] PS4-10120 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE







ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA RELEASE-84-4] PS4-10004 06
FOSBLAGllS
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMIIERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATICN,
UNITED STATES SENATE PS4-1003S 05
G
GA TBCHBOLOGIBS. INC~
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOB SPACE STATION WORK
[NASA EELEASB-S4-159] PS4-10240 06
GALACTIC BADIi!IOB
ASTRO PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-S4-S0] PS4-10097 06
GALAXIBS
NEW IRAS RESULTS OUTLINED AT ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
MEET.lNG
[NASA EELEASE-S4-77] PS4-10094 06
IRAS ASTRONOIIICAL CATALOG AVAILABLE
[NASA RELEASE-S4-169] PS4-10250 06
GALAI! COIIIIOBICATIOB SATELLITBS
NASA TO LAUNCH THIRD GALAXY SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-S4-12S] PS4-10183 06
GALILEO PROJECT
NASA PHOTO TECHNIQUES USED TO HELP PRESERVE FINB ART
[NASA RELEASE-S4-20] PS4-10020 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS PS4-10030 05
STATEMBNT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEB ON COMIIERCE, SCIENCB ANDTRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-1003S 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAIISON BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSB OF
REPRESENTATIVES PS4-10039 05
STATEIIEN~ OF EO BERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIEBCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES PS4-10042 05
NASA APPOINTS ACTING SPACE FLIGHT CHIEF
[NASA RELEASE-S4-40] PS4-10057 06
LEWIS CENTER AWARDS CONTRACT FOR TWO
SHUTTLE/CENTAUR VEHICLES
[NASA RELEASE-S4-44] PS4-10061 06
STATEMENT OF JAIIES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,




REBARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY TO: A~~UAL
CO~VENTIO~, ABERleA~ INSTITUTE OF AERe~AUTICS A~D
ASTRONAUTICS, iASHINGTeN, D.C. P84-10142 05
SUGGESTED REftAEKS: MEETING OF CALTECH TROSTEE
COBBITTEE eN JEL, iASHI~GTCN, C.C. P84-10215 05
NASA BAY FLY BY ASTEROlt iITH GALILEO SPACECRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-84-178] P84-10259 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
SUGGESTED RREMARKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY,
JOH~S HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, lAUREL BARYIAND
P8!1-10261 05
GABBA RII OBSERVITORY
STATEMENT OF JAMES B. BEGGS EEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE O~ SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON ceBMERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATIO~.
UNITEC STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
STATEME~T EY JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUECOMMITTEE ON HUC-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
COBMITTEE eN AIPROPRIATICtiS, UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10139 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMBITTEE eN HUC-INDEEENCE~T AGENCIES.
COBMITTEE eN AEPEOPRIATIeNS, HeUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GOLtMAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING,
WESTCHESTER CeUNTY, ~.Y. p84-10213 05
STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
P84-10267 05
GAMBA RIIS
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA REIEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
GANNBTT FOUNDATICN. BOCHBSTBR. N.Y.
ASTRONAUTS TO FRACTICE FCR SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA EELEASE-€4-4] PS4-10004 06
CINEMA-360 CAMERA SYSTEM TO DOCUMENT SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
(NASA RELEASE-€4-8] P84-10008 06
41-D CREW TO FILM SHOTTIE !ISSION FCR IMAX AND
CINEHA-360
(NASA RELEASE-84-124] P84-10179 06
GABRBTT COliP.
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FCR SPACE STATION WORK
(~ASA RELEASE-84-159] P84-10240 06
GAS TURDIIE BIGIIES
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MARTIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eti TRANSPORTATION, AVIATION AND
MATERIALS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES F84-10041 05
NASA FINDS AOTe TECHNOLCGY FEASIBLE FCR AIRCRAFT
APPLICATIONS
(lIASA RELEASE-€4-68] P84-10085 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOR AWARCS CERE~CNY, CLEVELAND, OHIC




SUGGESTED REMARK: LUNAE EASE SYMPOSIUM,
WASHINGTON, C.C. P84-10220 05
GEIlERAL AUUIOIl
STATEMENT OF JeHN J. !ARTIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN TRANSPOETATION, AVIATION AND
!ATERIALS, CCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNO~OGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10Q41 05
NASA TO PARTICIPATE IN CSHKeSH AVIATleN EXHIBITION
[NASA RELEASE-S4-92] P84-10109 06
SUBJIC~ IIDII
GENEBAL AVIA!IOI TURDlliE BNGIIES
NASA FINDS AUTO TECHNOLOGI FEASIBLE FOR AIRCRAFT
APPLICATIONS
(NASA RELEASE-84-68] P84-10085 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONO.B AWARDS CEREliONY. CLEVELAND, OHIO
P84-10264 05
GEIERAL DYNA~ICS CORP.
STATEMENT OF JAMES A~ ABRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
STATEMENT BY ISAAC T. GILLAH, IV BEFORE THE
SUBC9MMITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGI AND SPACE,
COH~ITTEE ON COM~ERCE. SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10204 05
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION iORK
[NASA RELEASE-84-159] P84-10240 06
GENERAL DINAMICS/CONVIIR. SAl DIEGO. CA.
LEWIS CENTER AWARDS CONTRACT FOR TWO
SHUTTLE/CENTAUR VEHICLES
(NASA RELEASE-84-44] P84-10061 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR ORBITAL !ANEOVERING
VEHICLE STUDY
(NASA RELEASE-84-102] P84-10119 06
GENBRAL ELECTBIC co.
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
(NASA RELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MARTIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION, AVIATION AND
MATERIALS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WORK
(NASA EELEASE-84-159] P84-10240 06
GENERAL BOTORS CORP.
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
(NASA RELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MORTON THIOK.OL MANAGEIlENT
GROUP. PCINT CLEAR, ALA. P84-10154 05
GENERAL SEBVICES ADMINISTBATION
STATEMENT OF S. NEIL HOSENBALL BEFORE THE
SUBCO!MITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS AND
THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION. AVIATleN ANt
!ATERIALS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10171 05
GENETICS
SUGGESTED. REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON




FINALISTS CHOSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT
(NASA RELEASE-84-82] P84-10099 06
GBOCHEMISTRY
STATEMENT BY SHELBY G. TILFORD BEFORE THE
SURCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COHMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10202 05
SUGGESTED REMARK: LUNAR BASE SIMPOSIUM,
WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10220 05
GEODESY
SUGGESTED RREMARKS: APPLIED PHISICS LABORATORY,
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. LAUREL MARILAND
P84-10261 05
GEODETIC SATELLITES
S ANNA GEODETIC SATELLITE
A-34
SOBolEC~ UUX GODDARD SPACB PLIGB~ C~R•• GRBBBBELT. liD.
NASA TO lAUNCH NEW BARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOE
NOAA
(NASA RBIEASB-84-22) P84-10022 06
STATEIIEN~ OF JAMBS A. ABRAHAIISON BEFORB THE
SUECOIIIIITTBB eN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPIICA~ICNS.
COIIMITTEB ON SCIBNCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSB OF
RBPRBSENTATIVES P84-10039 05
CHALLENGBR'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
(NASA EEIBASB-84-133) P84-10188 06
GODDARD SPACB FLIGHT CTB., GRBEBBRL~. ~D.
SA NATIONAL SPACB SCIBNCE DATA CENTER. GSFC
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICB FOR SATBLLITE EESCUE
(NASA RBIBASE-84-4) P84-10004 06
GIO~TO IIlSSIOB
PICNEER CAN IIAKE UNIQUB HALLEY'S COllET OBSEEVATION
(NASA BBIEASB-84-88) P84-10105 06
GLOBAL HABI~ABILI~I PROGRAK
STATBMENT BY SHBIBY G. TILFORD BEFORE THE
SUBCCIIIlITTEE CN SPACB SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMIIITTEE ON SCIBNCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
EEPRESBNTATIVBS P84-10202 05
GLOBAL POSI~IOBIBG SYS~BM
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS FOR OCEANOGEAPHIC SATELLITE
(NASA BELBASB-84-41) P84-10058 06
GLOBULAB CLUS~BRS
NBW IRAS RESULTS OUTLINBD AT ASTRONOIIICAL SOCIETY
MEETING
[NASA BBLEASB-84-77) P84-10094 06
GLOII
DISCOVBRY ~O IlAKB MAIDEN FLIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
(NASA RBLEASB-84-117) P84-10172 06
GIACOBIBI-ZIBBER COIIBT





SUGGESTED R~EIIARKS: APfLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY.
JOHNS HCPKINS UNIVERSITY. lAUREL IIAEYLAND
P84-10261 05
SUGGESiED REIlARKS: SPACE SCIENCE BCARt IlEETING
WOODS HOLE. lASS P84-10209 05
GBOPO~BN~IAL RESEARCH lliSSICI
STATEIlEN~ BY SHELBY G. TIIICRD BEFOEI ~HE
SUBCOIIIIITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE ANt AfPLICATIONS.
COIIIII~TEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10202 05
GBOPHYSICS




GBORGB C. IIARSBALL SPACB FLIGR~ CBN~BB
5 IIARSHALL SPACE ILIGHi CENTEE. ALA.
STATEIIENT BY SHELEY G. TILFORD BEFORE THE
SUBCOIIIIITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE ANt AffLICATIONS.
COIIIIITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10202 05
GEODYIlAIIICS
NASA SIGNS AGREEIIEN~ WITH ISRAEL FOE EAR~HQUAKE
S~UDY
(NASA RELEASE-84-52) P84-10069 06
GEOLOGICAL SORVEY. OGS.
NEW EVIDENCE FCUND FOR HUGE VCICANOES ON VENUS
(NASA RELEASE-84-18) P84-10018 06
NASA ~C ASSIST IN ESTAELISING SA~ELLI~E DA~A LINK








S COIIPUTER SOFTWARE MGT. AND INFORII. CTR.
GBOS7A~IONARY ORBI~
NASA ~O ASSIS~ IN ESTABLISING SA~ELLITE DATA LINK
(NASA RELEASI-84-173) P84-10254 06
GEOSYNCBRONOUS CREI~
SUGGES~BD REIlARKS: THE CENTERRE GROUP. ST,. LOUIS.
IIISSOUEI P84-10031 05
DISCOVBRY TO IIAKE IIAIDEN FLIGHT ON SiS 41-D
(NASA EJlLEASE-84-69) P84-10086 06
GBO~ROPISII
FINALISTS CHOSEN IN SHUiTIE STUDENT PRQJECT
(NASA EELEASI-64-82) P84-10099 06
GEBIlAN SPACB OPER. C~R •• OEEEfFAFFBIHOFBN
AIIPTE lAUNCH SCHIDUIED
(N ASA liELBASE-84-1 09) P84-10126 06
GBTAUY SPECIALS
AS~RONAU~S TO ERAC~ICB ICR SA~ELLITE RESCUE
[NASA RELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
NASA TO FLY CANADIAN AS A EAYLOAD SPECIALIST ON
SHUTTLE
(NASA RELEASI-84-12) P84-10012 06
DISCOVERY TO IIAKE IlAIDEN FLIGHT ON SiS 41-D
{NASA RELEASI-S4-69] P84-10086 06
LAUNCH tATE SET FOE 41-G SHUTTLE IIISSION
(NASA EELEASE-84-132) P84-10187 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
(NASA RELEASE-84-133) P84-10188 06
STATEIIENT BY GERALt D. GRIFFIN BEF~RETHE
SUBCOIIIIITTBE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND AEPLICATIONS
COIIIIITTEE ON SCIENCE ANL TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
STATEMENT OF ROBEET O. ALLBE BEFOEB THE
SUBCOMIIITTEE ON SPACB SCIENCE AND APPIICATICNS.
COMIIITTBB ON SCIENCB AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPBESENTATIVBS P84-10042 05,
NASA SETS UP SPACB STATION DEVEIOPIlENT TEAIIS
(NASA RBLEASE-84-31) P84-10048 06
SOlAB IlAX EEPAIR. IDEF DEPLOYIIEN~ HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTlE FLIGHT
(NASA EBLBASE-84-38) P84-10055 06
NASA COIIPLETES CHECKOUT; TURNS LANDSAT-5 DVEB TO
NOAA
[NASA REIEASE-84-49) P84-10066 06
SPACE AGENCY AIDBD INVBNTOR OF PEOGRAMMABLE
IIEDICAiION SYSTEM
(NASA RBLBASE-84-51) P84-10068 06
NASA SIGNS AGREBMBNT WITH ISRAEL FOR BARTHQUAKE
STUDY
(NASA REIEASE-84-52) P84-10069 06
GODDARD TBAM SAVBS THE DAY FOR SOLAR MAX
(NASA RBLBASE-84-53) P84-10070 06
SPACB TELESCOPE SCIENCB INSTBUMENTS COMPLBTE
ACCEPTANCB TESTING
(NASA EBIEASB-84-67) P84-10084 06
SCIENTISTS SELEC~ED TO OBSEEVE HAILEY'S COllET
(NASA BEIBASE-84-72) P84-10089 06
ASTRO EAYIOAD SPBCIALISTS SEIBCTED
(NASA BELEASB-84-80) p84-10097 06
INTEBNATIONAI SBARCH AND RBSCUE PROGRAM SAVES 223
LIVES
(NASA BEIEASE-84-81) P84-10098 06
A-35
GBlB!S SUBJllCT INDllX
SUGGESTED REMAIlRS: AERO CLUB OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10144 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON FIRE
COMBUSTION TOXICITY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
p84- 10149 05
GROSS NATIOIAL RRODOCT
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTEIlNATIONAL AEVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING, NEW YORK, N.Y. p84-10143 05
FOUR NASA CENTERS ASSIGtiEt SFACE STATION STUDIES
(NASA RELEASE-S4-85] P84-10102 06
NASA WEAR-PRCOF REFRIGERATeR IN OPERAT~ON FOR CNE
YEAR
(NASA EELEASE-84-S7] p84-10104 06
NASA TO PARTICIPATE IN CSEROSH AVIATION EXH~BITICN
(NASA RELEASE-84-92] p84-10109 06
ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE tEVELOFS ATTITUtE FROBLEM
(NASA FELEASE-84-93] P84-10110 06
[NASA RELEASE-84-3] p84-10003 06
TEACHER WORRSHCPS TO BE HElD AT NASA CENTERS
(NASA RELEASE-€4-94] P84-10111 06
SUGGESTED IlEMARKS: MORTON THIOKOL MANAGEMENT
GROUP. POINT CLEAR, ALA. p84-10154 05
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATOIlS
[NASA RELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
NASA SYMPOSIUM ON PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY:
COMMITTING TO EXCELLENCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10206 05
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EAIlTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133] p84-10188 06
SECOND STEP CCMPLETED IN FIRST ACTIVE DEEP SPACE
PROBE
[NASA RELEASE-84-140] P84-10195 06
STATEMENT CF RCNALt J. PHILIPS BEFORE THE
SUBCOlllUTTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE ANI TECHNCLOGY, HQUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10164
NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-F llETEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-84-150] P84-10230 06
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOE SPACE STATIO~ WORK
(NASA IlELEASE-84-159] p84-10240 06
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOUIlCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
[NASA RELEASE-84-22] p84-10022 06
STATEMENT OF JAllES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ISRAEL FOR EARTB~UAKE
STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-84-52] P84-10069 06
STATEMENT OF ROBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPIlESENTATIVES p84-10042 05
STATEMENT OF ROBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APpLICATIONS








SPACE STATIOR PROPCSALS SOUGHT
[NASA RELEASE-84-130]
STATEMENT OF EOBERT O. ALLER BEFOHE THE
SUBCOllMITTEE Cti SPACE SCIEtiCE ANI APPLICATIONS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10165
p84-10245 06
ARTIFICIAL CCMET VISIBLE IN WESTEIlN U.S. ON
CHIlISTUS DU
(NASA RELEASE-84-170] P84-10251 06
NASA TC ASSIST IN ESTABLISING SATELLITE DATA LINK
[NASA RELEASE-84-173] P84-10254 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE COHPOTEIl CONFERENCE
p84-10265 05
STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETIl1EVAL BRIEFING
P84-10267 05
GBlN7S
NASA SEEKS MICROGRAVITY RESEAIlCH PIlOPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-84-61] P84-10078 06
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FCR RESEARCH
[NASA BELEASE-84-147] P84-10~27 06
GRAVI!A!ICIAL EEFECTS
SUGGESTED IlEMARKS: THIED ANNUAL MICHELSON
llEMORIAL LECTUEE, U.S. NAVAl ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS, MD.
P84-10158 05
GIlAVI!A!ICIAL PIEIDS
NASA REQUESTS EXPERIMENTS PCR TETHERED SATELLITE





SUGGESTED REBAERS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTER CONPERENCE
P8 4-10265 05
GROOnS
NASA RESEARCH FINDS AIRCRAFT SURFACE GROOVES MAY
IAME TURBULElCl
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOllMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES, AGRICULTURE,
RESEARCH AND ENVIRONMENT. COHMIITEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REPIlESENTATIVES
P84-10201 05
STS 51-1 SATELLITE IlETRIEVAL BRIEFING
p84-10267 05
GIOUID SOPPOBT llQUZPBENT
S TIlACKING AND DATA ACQUISITION
GIUMBAN AlllOSPACll C~RP•.
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACIlITY
INVESTIGATORS
[NASA RELllASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WORK
[NASA RELEASE-84-159] p84-10240 06
X-29 SCHEDULED FOR MAIDEN FLIGHT
[NASA IlELEASE-84-164]
GSA
S GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION
GSPC
S GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CTR., GREENBELT, MD.
GTll BUSINESS COKBONICATZONS SIS•• INC.
NASA SELECTS BOEING COMPUTER SERVICES FOil
COMMUNICATIONS CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-84-176] P84-10257. 06
GTE LABORATORIllS lie.. WALTHAB. BASS.
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE Fall SATELLITE RESCUE
(NASA HELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
GOLF OF BEXICO
ENIERPRISll TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITICN
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASM~NGTONI, WASHINGTON, D.C.




NASA SELECTS LCCKHEED-GEOHGIA FOR PROPFAN CONTRACT
NEGOT:IAUONS
(NASA liELEASE-84-32] P84-10049 06
GI1l0SCOPJlS
GODDARD TEAH SAVES THE LAY FOR SOLAR MAX
[NASA RELEASE-84-53] PBII-l0070 06
ENVIRONMENTAl SATELLITE DEVELOPS ATTITUDE PROBLEH
[NASA RELEASE-BII-93] PBII-l0ll0 06
H
BABBBAlNN UN~V., PBILADELPHIA, PA.
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR RESEARCH
(NASA HELEASE-B4-147] P811-10227 06
BALLllY' S .CClIll~
COMET KOPEE TO EE TARGET liOR NASA RENDEZVOUS
(NASA RELEASE-E4-113] PB4-10060 06
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW dEMEEES FOR FUTURE SPACB
SBUTTLE FLIGHTS
[NASA liELEASE-B4-71] P811-100BB 06
SCIENTISTS SELECTED TO CESEliVE HALLEY'S COMET
[NASA RELEASE-811-72] PBII-l00B9 06
ASTRO PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS SELECTED
[NASA liELEASE-BII-BO] PBII-l0097 06
PIONEER CAN MAKE UNIQUE HAILEY'S COMET CBSERVATION
[NASA liELEASE-E4-88] PB4-10105 06
HIGHLIGHTS 01 19BII NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA liELEASE-BII-179J PBII-l0260 06
HAIIILTON S~AHDARD
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. IIARTIN HEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE Cl TRANSPOITATION, AVIATION AND
MATERIALS, CCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECRNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPEESENTATIVES P811-10011 1 05
NASA SELECTS LOCKHEED-GECliGIA lOR PROPFAN CONTRACT
NEGOT.IATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-BII-32] PBII-l00119 06
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FCR SPACE STATIOH WORK
[NASA liELEASE-84-159] P84-102110 06
BAHOVER TRADJl FAIR, BAIBOVllB, i. GllR.
HIGHLIGHTS OF 19811 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-BII-179] PBII-l0260 06
BliAII
NEW EVILENCE PCUND POR HUGE VOLCANOES ON VENUS
[NASA RELEASE-BII-18] PB4-10018 06
BAZABDS
ALABAMA CONSTRUCTION FIRM AWARDED MULTI-MILLION
DOLLAR CONTRACT
[NASA liELEASE-8~-151] P84-10231 06
NEW RESEARCH ON CLEAR-AIR TURBULENCE
[NASA RELEASE-B~-lE5] P84-10246 06
BEADQOARfllRS, NASA, iASHIBGfCI, D.C.
CINEMA-360 CAMERA SYSTEM TO DOCUMENT SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
[NASA liELEASE-BII-B] P84-1000B 06
3M ANNOUNCES LONG-RANGE EISIC RESEARCH PROGRAM IN
SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-B4-111] P811-100111 06
NASA TO LAUNCR NEW EA~TH EESOUHCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
[NASA RELEASE-BII-22] P811-10022 06
JOHNSON NAMEL LEAD NASA CENTER FOR SPACE S~ATION
[NASA BELEASE-B4-25] P84-10025 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: OPENING OF NASA ADMINISTRATORS
EXHIBIT, NATICNAL AIR ANL SFACE MUSEUM
PBII-l0208 05




NASA CENTER AiARDS X-RAY OBSERVATORY STUDY CONTE ACT
[NASA RBLEASE-BII-70] PB4-100B7 06
HllLICOPTllBS
SA RSRA /ROTPR SYSTEMS RESEARCH AIBCRAFTI
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOR AWARDS CEHEMONY, CLEVELAND. OHIO
PBII-l0264 05
HELIOSPBllRE
ULYSSES HEW NAME FOR INTERNAT.IONAL SOLAR peLAR
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-BII-127] PBII-l01B2 06
SUGGESTED REMABKS: MEETING OF CALT~CH TROSTEE
COMMITTEE ON JPL, WASHINGTON, D.C. PBII-10215 05
HllLIIETS
SOLAR MAX REPAIR, LDEF DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTUE FLIGHT




STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. LUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCCHMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES PB4-10136 05
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WORK
[NASA RELEASE-BII-159] PBII-l02110 06
BEWLETT-PACKARD CO.# PALO ALTO, CALIF.
NASA SYMPOSIUM ON PRODUC~IVITY AND QUALITY:
COMMITTING TO EXCELLENCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
PB 4-1 0206 05
HIGH BNllBGY ASTROIOIlICAL OBSERVATORY
S HEAO-2
HIGB RESOLOTION INFRARED RADIOMllTllR
NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-F METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
[NASA RBLEASE-BQ-150] PBII-l0230 06
HIGH RESOLUTION PBOTOGRAPBY
41-D CREW TO FILM SHUTTLE MISSION FOR IMAX AND
CINEMA-360
[NASA BELEASE-BII-1211] P811-10179 06
HIGB TEIIPllRATURE fOBNEL
STATEMENT OF BILLIE J. MCGARVEY BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPL.ICATIONS AND
THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION, AVIATION AND
MATERIALS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOOSE OF REPRESENTATIVES PBII-l0170 05
BIRA! COLLllGE, ORIO
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 1I1-D
[NASA liELEASE-BQ-69] PBII-l00B6 06
HISTORY
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTUEE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. PBII-l0151 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE, STUDENTS FOR THE EXPLORATION AND
DEVELOPMENT QF SPACE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
PBII-1015a 05
SUGGES~ED REMARKS: OPENING OF NASA ADMINISTRATORS
EXHIBIT, NATIONAL· AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM
P811-1020B 05
ENTERPRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITICN
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON), WASHINGTON, D.C.
[NASA RELEASE-84-153] PB4-10223 05
BOHEYCOIIBS
SOLAli MAX REPAIR, LDEF DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE PLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-BII-3B] PBII-l0055 06
HOHEYiELL, INC.
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
A-37
BOUOIiES SUBJEC! IIDBI
HUHESENTATlV.ES P84-10039 05 P84-10158 05
SOLAH BAX BEPAIR. LDEF DEFLOYMEIiT BIGHLIGHT
SH UTnE FLIGHT
[NASA EELEASE-€4-38] P84-10055 06
NASA RECEIVES 13 EIDS FCR SPACE STATION WORK
[NASA EELEASE-84-1591 P84-10240 06
HOUONES
SUGGESTED REI!AHKS: SEfiIUE CN "PROSH.tTS FOR
SPACE CC.IIMERCULIZATION". CENTER FOB 6TBATEGIC AND
INTERIIATIONALSTUDIES, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY.
WASHINGTON, I.C. P84-10217 05
SUGGESTED REBABKS: RUSSELL REYNOLDS COMPANY,
WASHINGTON, I.C. P84-10222 05
SUGGESTED REBARKS: WORLD TRADE CENTER CLUE. NEW
YCEK CITY P84-10224 05
SUGGESTED HEM ARKS: SPACE SCIENCE BOARD MEETING
WOODS HOLE. MASS P84-10209 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GOLDMAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING.
WESTCHESTER COUNTY, N.Y. P84-10213 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MEETING OF CALTECH TRUSTEE
COMMITTEE ON JPL. WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10215 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE
LUNCHECN. MISSOURI P84-10216 05
EN~EEPRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA 1l,OBLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON). WASHINGTON, D.C.
[NASA RELEASE-84-153] P84-10223 05
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
BeSPI~ALS
S JOHNS HOPKIIlS HCSPITAI. lALTIBORE. BD.
S VETEEANS ADtIN. HOSPITAl, SAN FBANCISCO
HeUSTON ONLY•• TEJ.
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FCE SFACE STATION WORK
[NASA EELEASE-84-159] P84-10240 06
SUGGESTED RREBARKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY.
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIYERSITY, LAUREL MARYLAND
P84-10261 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: UNITED STATES SPACE PCUNDATICN
SYMPOSIUM, COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO
P84-10263 05
HUB
S HIGH RESOIUTICN INFRARE£ RAtIOMETER
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE CO.llPUTER CCNPERENCE
P84-10265 05
HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
SUGGESTED RE.IIARKS: HORID AJFAIRS COUIiCIL OF ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
FISCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGET PEESS BBIEFIIiG
P84-10032 05
SUGGESTED HEMARKS: IlATICNAL SPACE CLUB,
WASHINGTON. I.C. P84-10033 05
STATE.IIEIiT OF JABES B. BEGGS EEFORE THE
SUECOBMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COBMITTEE CN CCMMEECE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
STATEBENT CF ECBERT o. AILEF BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE 011 SPACE SCIEIiCE AIiD APPLICATIONS,
COHHITTEE ON seIElleE AID TECHNCLOGY. HOUSE OF
HEFRESEIiTATIVES P84-10042 05
SPACE TELESCCPE SCIENCE IIiSTHUBEIiTS CC.IIPLETE
ACCEPTANCE TESTING
[NASA HELEASE-€4-67] P84-10084 06
ASTRONC.IIEBS IESCRIBE HCRK AT SPACE TELESCOPE
SCIENCE INSTITCTE
[NASA RELEASE-84-73] P84-10090 06
STATEMENT BY JAMES .II. BEGGS BEFOHE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN HUI-IN£EPEIlUEIiT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE CN AFFROPRIATICNS. UNITED STATES SEll ATE
P84-10139 05
HUGH L. DRYDEN FLIGBT RBSEARCH CBNTBH
S DRYDEN FLIGHT RESEARCH CENTER, CALIP.
HUGHES AIRCRAFT CO.
ASTBCNAUTS TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA RELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
[NASA RELEASE-B4-22] PB4-10022 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLCGY, HOUSE CP
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
PICNEER CAN" MAKE UNIQUE HALLEY'S COMET OBSERVATION
[NASA RELEASE-84-8B] P84-10105 06
HUGHES AIRCRAFT NOBINATES PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-89] P84-10106 06
ADYANCED COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE
CONTRACT AIlARDED
[NASA RELEASE-84-113] P84-10130 06
NASA TO LAUNCH THIHD GALAXY SATELLITE
[NASA BELEASE-84-128] P84-10183 06
STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEYAL BRIEFING
P84-10267 05
UNITE£ STATES CHAMEEB C~ CCBBERCE. WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10155 05
SUGGESTED HEBAEKS: THIED ANNUAL INTEBNATIONAL
CONFERENCE, STUDENTS FOR TEE EXPLORATICN AND
DEVELOPMENT CF SPACE, ~ASHIKGTCN, D.C.
P84-10153 05
STATE.IIEIIT OF JABES B. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOhBITTEE 011 HU£-INDEPEIIDENT AGENCIES,
COBMITTEE CN APPROFRIATICIlS, HOUSE C~
REPRESENTATIYES P84-10140 05
REMARKS PHEPABED FOR DELIVERY TO: ANIIUAL
CONVENTION, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERCNAUTICS AND
ASTRONAUTICS. WASHINGTCII. D.C. P84-10142 05
SUGGESTED BEBAEKS: BETECPCLITAN CLUB, WASHINGTON,
D.C. P84-10145 05
STS 51-A PHEFLIGHT CREW PRESS CONFERENCE
P84-10268 05
HUGHES COMMOlICATIOIiS IITERIATIOIAL IBC.
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA RELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
NASA ANNOUNCES PLANS TO HETRIEVE PALAPA B-2
SATELLITE
[NASA BELEASE-84-1161 P84-10133 06
HUGHES COMMUNICATIONS SERYICE, INC.
DISCOVEHY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ~N STS 41-I
[NASA RELEASE-84-69] P84-10086 06
DISCOVERY TO BAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY, CLEVELAND. OHIO
P84-10264 05P84-10156 05RO~ABY CLUE CE WASHING~CN. D.C.
SUGGES7ED HEBAHKS: THIED AIINUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECTURE, U.S. KAYAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS. MD.
HUftAI FACTORS EIiGINBBRING
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
1-38
SUBJECT lIDllX IBDIAB SPACE RESEARCH OBGAIIZA7IOB
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON MISSIOB 41-D
(NASA RELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
41-D CREW TO FILM SHUTTLE MISSIOB FOR 1M AX AND
CINEMA-360
[NASA RELEASE-84-124] P84-10179 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
IMPACT
S. ECONOMIC .IMPACT
SUBCOMMITTEE ON BUE-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE CN AEEEOEBIATICNS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SUGGESTED RElABKS: TECHNCICGY UTILIZATION
CONFERENCE, iASHINGTON, E.e. P84-10161 05
SYMPOSIUM TO FcCUS CN FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
SUGGESTED REMABKS: SPACE ACT AWABDS CEBEMONY,
APPLIED PHYSICS LAEOBATORY, JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY, lAUBEL, MABYLAND P84-1026Z 05
[NASA RELEASE-84-38] P64-10055 06
SUGGESTED BElARKS: LEWIS BESEABCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOR AiARDS CEREMCNY, CLEVELAND, OHIO
P84-10264 05





SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTER CONFEBENCE
P84-10265 05
BUYGEBS LABOBATOBY, IEIDEI
IBAS ASTRONOMICAL CATALCG AVAILABLE
[NASA BELEASE-S4-t69] P84-10250 06
HYDBOGEB CLOUDS
NEi IBAS RESULTS OUTLINEE AT ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
MEETING
[NASA BELEASE-S4-77] P84-10094 06
BYPEBSOBIC AlRCBAET
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: AERC CLUE OF WASBIBGTOB, D.C.
P84-10144 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AIAA NATIONAL CAPITAL SECTION,
WASHINGTON, E.e. P84-10225 05
IAA
S INTERNATleNAL AEBOSPACE ABSTRACTS
:IIlM
S INTERBATICNAL BUSIBESS MACHINES COBP.
ICE PROTECTIOB SYSTEBS
LAAISAB AlB ELCW PEOCESS KEY TC FUEL EFEIeIENCY
[NASA BELEASE-84-1E1] P84-10242 06
SUGGESTED REMABKS: LEWIS BESEABCH CENTEB ABNUAL
HONOR AWARDS CEREMeNY, CLEVELAND, OHIO
P84-10264 05
IGLOO
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
[NASA BELEASE-84-74] P84-10091 06
ILC SPACE SYSTEMS
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOB SPACE STATIOB WOBK
[BASA RELEASE-84-159] P84-10240 06
IMAGE EBlIANCEMEIT
RIGS OF URANUS PHCTOGBAPHEE EOB FIRST TIME
(NASA BELEASE-84-145] P84-10200 06
IUGB PBOCESSIIG
NASA PHOTO TECHNIQUES USED TO HELP PBESEBVE FIBE ABT
[NASA BELEASE-84-20] P84-10020 06
PHCTOGRAPHS INlleATE POSSIBLE SOLAR SYSTEM AROUBD
STAR
[NASA BELEASE-84-146] P84-10226 06
IalGIBG !!CBBIQUES
BOX-CAMERA PFINCIPLE TO £ECIPHEB SOLAR SECRETS
[NASA EELEASE-84-45] P84-10062 03
IBAX SYS~EMS COEP., T~ROITO, CAIADA
SOLAR ~AX REPAIR, LDEF EEIICYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGhT
IMPLABTABLE BIOrELEMETRt SYSTEMS
SPACE AGENCY AIDED INVENTOR OF PROGRAMMABLE
MEDICATION SYSTEM
[BASA RELEASE-84-51] P84-10068 06
NASA TO CONDUCT TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION CONFERENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-63] P84-10080 06
STATEMEBT OF RONALD J. PHILIPS BEFORE THE
SUBCC~MITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE ABD TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
BEPRESENTATIVES P84-10164 05
UPLAITATIOB
SPACE AGEBCY AIDED INVENTOR OF PROGRAMMABLE
MEDICATION SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-84-51] pa4-10068 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
COBFEREBCE, WASHIBGTON, D.C. P84-10161 05
NASA RECOGNIZES JOHBS HOPKINS TEAM FOR MEDICAL
DEVELOPMENT
[NASA BELEASE-84-167] P84-10248 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SPACE ACT AWABDS CEREMONY,
APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY, JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY, LAUREL, MARYLAND P84-10262 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTER ceNFERENCE
P84-10265 05
IBCBBTIYE CONTRACTS
LEWIS CENTER AWARDS CONTRACT FOR TWO
SHUTTLE/CENTAUR VEHICLES
[NASA RELEASE-84-44] P84-10061 06
NASA SELECTS USBI FOR SEB ASSEMBLY ABD
REFURBISHMENT CONTRACT
[BA5.A BELEASE-84-118] P84-10173 06
IICEITIVES
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MORTON THIOKOL MANAGEMENT
GROUP, POINT CLEAR, ALA. P84-10154 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CENTER FOR SPACE POLICY INC.
CONEEREBCE, WASBIBGTON, D.C. P84-10157 05
NASA SYMPOSIUM ON PRODUCTIVITY ABD QUALITY:
COMMITTING TO EXCELLEBCE,' WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10206 05
SUGGESTEE REMABKS: SEMIBAR ON "PBOSPECTS FOR
SPACE COMMERCIALIZATION", CEBTER FOR STRATEGIC AND
INTEEBATIONALSTUDIES, GEORGETOWB UNIVERSITY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10217 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WORLD TRADE CENTER CLUB, NEW
YORK CITY P84-10224 05
IIDIA
SA DEPARTMEBT OF SPACE, INDIA
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBC~MMITTEE OB SPACE SCIENCE ABD APPLICATICBS,
COMMITTEE OB SCIEBCE ABD TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
BEPRESEBTATIVES P84-10039 05
NASA ABD IBDIA SIGB LAUNCH AGREEMENT
[BASA RELEASE-84-175] P84-10256 06
INDIAB SPACE RESEARCB OBGAIIZATIOI
S DEPARTMENT OF SPACE, INDIA
A-39
:unoHJIsu StlBJECTIIIIDEX
SUGGESIED REMARKS: TOUCHE ROSS BREAKFAST SERIES
p84-10146 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL A1)VISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING. NEW YORK, N.Y. PB4-10143 05
UNITED STATES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. WASHINGTON, E.C.
P84-10155 05
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON MISSION 41-1)
[NASA RELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
P84-10156 05
P84-10041 05
ROTARY CLUB QF WASHINGTOIII. D.C.
HOOSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
STATEMENT OF RONALD J. PHILIPS BEFORE THE
SURCOM~ITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
CO~MITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES PB4-10164 05
SUGG~STED REMARKS: AMERICAN DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIATION. LOIIIE STAR CHAPTER. PT. WORTH. TEXAS
P84-10147 05
NASA SELECTS LOCKHEED-GEORGIA FOR PROPFAN CONTRACT
NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-84-32] P84-10049 06
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-84-83] p8#-10100 06
ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS TECHIIIOLOGY SATELLITE
CONTRACT AURtED
[NASA RELEASE-84-113] P84-10130 06
STATE~ENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON FIRE
COMBUSTION TOXICITY. WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10149 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECTURE. U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY. ANNA£CLIS. MD.
P84-10158 05
SOLAR MAX-REPAIR. LDEF DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-84-38] P8Q-10055 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS FOR OCEANOGRAPHIC SATELLITE
[NASA BELEASE-84-41] p84-10058 06
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEIII FLIGHT ON STS 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-84-69] P84-10086 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CENTER FOR SPACE POLICY INC.
CONFERENCE. WASHINGTON. D.C. p84-10157 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: A~ERICAN BAR ASSOCIATleN'S
SECTION ON PUBLIC CONTRACT LAW, WASHIIIIGTON, D.C.
p84-10159 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HEADQUARTERS HONORS AWARDS
CEREMONY. WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10160 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
CONFERENCE. WASH~NGTOIII. D.C. P84-10161 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ALA SPRING CONFERENCE.
WILLIAMSBURG. VA. p84-10162 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
POLICY STUDIES PROGRAM. WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10163 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY. III.Y. P84-10151 05
FINA~ISTS CHOSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT
[NASA RELEASE-84-82] P84-10099 06
TELEPHCNE SERVICE TO BE AVAILABLE FOR SPACELAB
~ISSICN
[NASA RELEASE-84-13] P84-10013 06
NEW EVIEENCE FCUND FOR HUGE VOLCANOES QN VENUS
[NASA RELEASE-84-18] P84-10018 06
3M ANNCUNCES LCNG-RANGE EASIC RESEARCH PROGRAM IN
SPACE
[NASA BELEASE-84-14] P84-10014 06
NASA ARNOUNCES LONG RANGE PLAN FOR INDUSTRIAL
SPACE FACIliTY
[NASA RELEASE-84-29] P84-10029 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THE CENTERRE GROUP. ST. LOOIS.
MISSOURI P8Q-10031 05
FISCAL iEAR 1985 BUDGET FBESS BRIEFING
PB4-10032 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. AEBAHAMSCN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APFLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REFRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
NASA DEVICE COULD CUT UEF-TV POWER USAGE IN HALF
[NASA RELEASE-84-7] P84-10007 06
CINEMA-360 CAMERA SYSTEM TO DOCUMEIIIT SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-8] P84-10008 06
SUGGESTED RE~ARKS: WORLE AIFAIRS ceUNCIL OF S1.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
S1ATEMENT OF JA~ES ~. BEGGS EEFORE THE
SUBCO~~ITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
CO~~I1TEE ON CC~~ERCE. SCIENCE AIIIDTRANSPOR1ATleN.
UNITED STATES SENA1E P84-10038 05
THE PRESIDENT'S FLAN FOIi SPACE: A PARTNERSHIP
FORPROGRESS. STATEMENT FOE PRESS BRIEFING
P84-10036 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. AERAHAMseN BEFORE 1HE
SUECOM~ITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND 1ECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P8#-10039 05
IIIIDUSTRIAL APPLICATICIS PECGEAB
STA1E~ENT CF RCNALE J. PHILIPS BEFORE THE
SUBCO~~ITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMIT1EE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10164 05
IIIIDOSTRIAL COOPERATIO/ll
NASA AND PRIVATE FIR~ 1C NEGCTIATE FOR COMMERCIAL
DELTA HOG RAil
[NASA IiELEASE-84-2J P84-10002 06
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RBSCUE
[NASA RELEASE-E4-4] P84-10004 06
IIIIDUSTRIAL APPLICATIO/IIS CBN1BBS. NASA
SUGGES1ED REMARKS: TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
CONFERENCE. WASHINGTON. E.C. P84-10161 05
STATE~ENT OF RCNALD J. PHILIPS BE~ORE 1HE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COM~ITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10164 05
IIIIDOStRIAL APPLICATIOIS
S TECHIIIOLOGY DTILIZATI(~ PICGRAM
I/IInOlllllSIA
NEW EVIEEIIICE FCUND FOR HUGE VOLCANOES ON VENUS
[NASA HELEASE-84-18] P84-10018 06
NASA ANNOUNCES PLANS TO RETRIEVE PALAPA B-2
SA'lELLI'IE
[NASA EELEASE-84-116] P84-10133 06
INDOIIIllSIAN SATBLLITBS
S PALAPA SATELLITES
STATEMENT OF JCHN J. MARTIN BEPORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE OR TRANSPOETATION. AVIATION AND
MATERIALS. CCMMITTEE eN SCIENCE AIIID TECHNOLOGY.
41-D CREW TO FILM SHUTTLE MISSION FOR IMAX AND
CINEHA-360
[NASA RELEASE-84-124] P84-10179 06
A-40
S.OIlJIC~ llDl!
NASA ANt 3M (OMPAN! SIGN JOINT AGREEMENT
(NASA RELEASE-6Q-1q3J P6Q-10196 06
STATEMENT BY ISAAC T. GILLAM, IV BEEORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, ~ECHNOLOG! ANt SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON CCMMERCE, SCIENCE AND ~RABSPORTATION,
UNITED STA~ES SENATE P64-10204 05
NASA SYMPOSIUM CN PRODUC~IVITY AND QUALITY:
COMMI~UNG TO EXCELLENCE, USHINGTON,t.C.
P84-10206 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SEMINAR ON "PROSPECTS FOR
SPACE CCIlMERCIALIZATION", CliNTER EOR STBATEG.IC AND
INTERNATIONALSTUDIES, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY,
WASHINGTON, t.(. P84-10217 05
SUGGESTED REllARKS.: RUSSELL REYNOLDS COMPANY,
WASHINGTON, t.(. P84-10222 05
ENTERPRISE TC DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
EUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OE WASHINGTONI,WA~INGTON, D.C.
(NASA RELEASE-84-1~3J P84-10223 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WORLD TRADE CENTER CLUB, NEW
YORK C.ITY P84-10224 05
STATEMENT BY L. J. EVAN S,JR. BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY ANE SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON CCMIlERCE, SCIENCE, AND
TRANSPORTATICN, UNITED S~A~ES SENATE
P84-10236 05
NASA RELEASES COIlMERCIAl USE Of SPACE POLICY
[NASA RELEASE-8Q-1 ~8] P84-10239 06
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WORK
[NASA RELEASE-84-1~9] P84-10240 06
LAMINAR AIR FLCW PROCESS KEY TO FUEL EfFICIENCY
[NASA RELEASE-84-161J P84-10242 06
NASA TO ASSIST IN ESTAELISING SATELLITE DATA LINK
[NASA RELEASE-84-173J P84-10254 06
SUGGES~ED REMARKS: SPACE ACT AWARDS CEREMONY,
APPLIEE PHYSICS LABORATORY, JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY, lAUREl, MARYIANE P84-10262 05
IIDUSTRIIL RESEIRCR MAGIZIIE
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOR AWARtS CEREMCNY, CLEVELAND, OHIO
P84-10264 05
INDUSTRIAL SPACE iACltITY
NASA ANNOUNCES LCNG RANGE PLAN FOR INEUSTRIAL
SPACE HCILITY
[NASA RELEASE-84-29J P8Q-10029 06
INDUSTRY
NASA TO CONDUCT TECHNCLOGY UTILIZATICN CONEERENCE
(NASA RELEASE-84-63J P84-10080 06
NASA ANNOUNCES NEW NATICNAL AWARD TO RECOGNIZE
CORPORATE QUALITY
(NASA RELEASE-84-134J P84-10189 06
NASA SYMPOSIUM CN PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY:
COMMITTING TO EXCELLENCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10206 05
SUGGESTEE REMARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE
LUNCHECN, MISSCURI P84-10216 05
IIERTIAL UPPER STAGE
EISCAL YEAR 19€5 EUDGET PRESS BRIEEING
P84-10032 05
STATEMENT OE JAMES A.· AERAHAMSON BEfORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESINTATIVES P84-10039 05
STATEMENT CF iCEERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND AEPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AN£ TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REFRESINTATIVES P84-10042 05
II~RlBED ASTBOIOKY SA2JLLITI
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEEORE THE
SUBC~MMITTEE ON HUD-~NDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, HOUSE O~
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
STATEMENT BY GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OE
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10205 05
INFORMATIOI DISSEMIIATIOI
TEACHER WORKSHOPS TO RE HELD AT NASA CENTERS
[NASA RELEASE-84-94] P84-10111 06
NASA TECHNOLOGY TRANSMITTED TO SCHOOLS VIA
TELEVISION
[NASA RELEASE-84-100J P84-10117 06
STATEMENT OE RONALD J. PHILIPS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OE
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10164 OS
STATEMENT OF PATRICK A. TEMPLETON BEFORE THE
SUECOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESEN~ATIVES P84-10166 05
IIFORBATIQI EXCHANGE
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AlA SPRING CONFERENCE,
WILLIAMSBURG, VA,. p84-10162 05
TWENTY YEARS OE NASA/ESA COOPERATION
[NASA RELEASE-84-139] P84-10194 06
STATEMENT BY JAMES R. MORRISON BEE ORE THE
COMMI~TEE ON iOREIGN RELATIONS, UNITED STATES SENATE
P8Q-10203 05
INFORMATIOB RETRIE'AL
NASA/RECON USERS CONFERENCE SET FOR SEPTEMBER 27
AND 28
[NASA BELEASE-84-135] P84-10190 06
INFORKATIOB SYSTEMS
STATEMENT OF PHILIP E. CULBERTSON AND JOHN t.
HODGI BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OE REPRESENTATIVES P84-10040 05
STATEMENT BY SHELBY G. TILFbRD BEEORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10202 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GOLDMAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING,
WESTCHESTER COUNTY, N.Y. P84-10213 05
II~RARED ASTRONOMY
NEW IRis RESULTS OUTLINED AT ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
MEETING
[NASA RELEASE-84-77] P84-10094 06
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE EACIIITY
INVESTIGATORS
[NASA RELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
IRAS ASTRONOMICAL CATALOG AVAILABLE
[NASA RELEASE-84-169J P84-10250 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTER CCNFERENCE
P84-10265 05
IBFRARED ASTRONOMY SATELLITB
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
STATEMENT OE JAMES M. BEGGS BEEORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPOH~ATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
COMET KOPEE TO EE TARGET FOR NASA RENDEZVOUS
(NASA RELEASE-84-43J P84-10060 06
NEW lRAS RESULTS OUTLINED AT ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
MEETING
(NASA RELEASE-84-77] P84-10C94 06
1-41
IIISAT-l
PAILOAD SPECIALIST FROII INDIA TO FLY ON SHUTTLE
[NASA BELEASE-84-137] P84-10192 06
IBSBCUCIDBS
NASA ANNOUNCES SHUTTLE SCHEDULE FOR FIBST SIX
FLIGHTS IN 1985
[NASA EELEASE-84-177] P84-10258 06
IBSBCTS
SOLAE MAX REPAIR. LDEF DEPLOYIIENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
{NASA RELEASE-84-38] P84-10055 06
FINA~ISTS CHOSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT
[NASA RELEASE-84-82] P84-10099 06
NASA CONDUCTS GYPSY 1I0TH SURVEY ON EAST COAST
[NASA RELEASE-84-91] P84-10108 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: STUDENT SHUTTLE INVOLVEIIENi
PROGEAB, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10152 05
LAMINAR ALE FLOW PROCESS KEY TO FUEL EFFICIENCY
[NASA RELEASE-84-161] P84-10242 06
IBSTITOTB OF AEBOSPACE SCIEICES
5 AIIERICAN INST. OF AERON. AND ASTRONAUTICS
IIISTBOIIEBT FAILORB
SOLAR MAX REPAIR. LDEE DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
{NASA RELEASE-84-38] P84-10055 06
ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE DEVELOPS ATTITUDE PROBLEII-
(NASA RELEASE-84-93] P84-10110 06
INSTROBEBT PACKAGBS
SPACE TELESCOPE SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS COMPLETE
ACCEPTANCE TESTING




IRAS IDENTIFIES ADDITICIAI SiAES NITH POSSIELE
SOLAR SYSiEIIS
{NASA E:ELEASE-84-7€] P84-10095 06
NASA SELECiS SPACE INFRARED iELESCOPE FACILITY
IN VESUGATORS
[NASA EELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
STATEMENT BI JAIIES II. BEGGS BEFORE iHE
SUBCO~IIITTEE CN HUD-INDEPEIDENT AGENCIES,
COIIMITiEE CN APPEOPRIATICNS, UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10139 05
STATEIIENT OF JAMES II. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOIIIIITTEE CN HUD-INDEPEIDENT AGENCIES,
COIIMITiEE CN AIPEOPBIAiICIS, HCUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SUGGESTED REIIAEKS: SALZEERG IIEIIORIAL LECTURE
SYEACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.I. P84-10151 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: THIBD ANNUAL INiERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE, SiUDENTS FOR iEE EXPLORATIQN AND
DEVELOIIIENT CF SPACE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10153 05
SUGGESTED BEIIAEKS: THIED ANNUAL IIICHELSON
IIEIIORIAL LECTUlE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS, MD.
P84-10158 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: PRESIDENiIAL MANAGEMENT
INTERNS' FORUM, THE U.S. AID THE NEW SPACE AGE,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10212 05
SUGGESiED REMAEKS: GOLDMAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING,
WESTCHESTEE COUNTY, N.Y. P84-10213 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: IIEETING CF CALTECH TRUSTEE
COMIIITTEE ON JPL. WASHINGiCN, D.C. P84-10215 05
SUGGESTED REIIAEKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE
LUNCHECN. IIISSCURI P84-10216 05
SUGGESTED REIIAEKS: HONCR AWARDS CEREMONY. AilES
RESEARCH CENiER, MCFFETT FIELD, CALIF.
P84-10219 05
SOBJECT IIDEX
[NASA ~ELEASE-84-175] P8 4-10256 06
PHOTOGRAPHS INDICATE POSSIEIE SOLAR SYSTEII AROUND
STAR
[NASA RELEASE-84-146] P84-10226 06
IRAS ASTRONOlICAL CATAICG AVAILABLE
{NASA BELEASE-84-169] P84-10250 06
INFRARBD PBOTOGBAPBI
PHOTOGRAPHS INDICAiE POSSIBLE SOLAR SISTEM AROUND
SUR
[NASA IiELEASE-84-146] P84-10226 06
INFRABBD BADIATJOI
SA FAR INFRAEED RADIATICN
IRAS IDENTIFIES ADDITIONAL STARS WITH POSSIBLE
SOLAR SYSTEMS
[NASA RELEASE-84-78] P84-10095 06
INFRARED SPACB OBSERVATORI
IRAS ASTRONOIIICAL CATALOG AVAILABLE
[NASA RELEASE-84-1E9] P84-10250 06
INFBABBD SPBCTROIIETBB
NASA SELECiS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESUGATORS
{NASA EELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
INFRABBD TBLESCOPES
SA SPACE INFEARED TELESCCPE FACILITY
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: THE CENTERRE GROUP, ST. LOUIS.
MISSOURI P84-10031 05
IBAS ASTRONOIIICAL CATALCG AVAILABLE




NASA AND INDIA SIGN LAUNCH AGREEMENT
ASTRONOMERS DESCRIBE WOBK AT SPACE TELESCOPE
SCIENCE INSTIl UTE
{NASA EELEASE-84-73] P84-10090 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
SUGGESTED RREMARKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY.




STATEMENT OF WILLIAII R. LUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMIIITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HeUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10136 05
IIISOLIB
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AIA SPRING CONFERENCE.
WILLIAIISEURG, VA. PB4-10162 05
INSURABCE
NASA WILL- RETRIEVE SECOND SATELLITE ON 51-A
SHUTTLE IIISSION
[NASA RELEASE-84-136) P84-10191 06
STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
P84-10267 05
IIITECH.
STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
P84-10267 05
INTEGRATED SYSTEMS ABALYSTS
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WOEK
[NASA EELEASE-84-159) P84-10240 06
IITBLLECTOAL PROPBRTY OiNBRS, INC~
SPACE AGENCY AIDED INVENTOR OF PROGRAIIMABLE
IIEDICATION SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-84-51] P84-10068 06
A-42
SUBJECT lIUI IITERIATIOI1L COOPER1TIOI
SUGGES~ED RE~ARKS: AEEC CLUB OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10144 05
SUGGESTED BEMAliKS: INAUGUEATION OF BLACK HISTOEY
MONTH, WASHI~GTCN, D.C. P84-10034 05
SUGGESTED REMAliKS: ALA SPRING CONFERENCE,
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. P84-10162 05
NASA BSRA TO BEGIN FLIGHT TEST IN NEW CONFIGUBATION
(NASA BELEASE-S4-42] P84-10059 06
PICNEEB CAN MAKE UNIQUE HALLEY'S COMET OBSERVATION
[NASA RELEASB-84-88] P84-10105 06
INTEliIATIOIAL CQOPBliATIPI
NASA TO FLY CANADIAN AS A PAYLOAD SPECIALIST ON
SHUTTLE
(NASA RELEASE-84-12] P84-10012 06
SPACE RESEARCH INDICATBS GRAVITY AFFBCTS EeNE GROWTH
(NASA liBLEASE-84-16] P84-10016 06
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: NATIONAL SPACE CLUB,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10033 05
SUGGESTED liEMABKS; FEDEBAL ENGINEEBING OF THE
YEAR AWARDS BANQUBT P84-10035 05
FISCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
P84-10032 05
NEW BESEARCH 01 CLEAR-ALB TURBULENCE
(NASA RELEASE-84-165] P84-10246 06
NASA TO ASSIST IN ESTABLISING SATELLITE DATA LINK
(NASA RELEASE-84-173] P84-10254 06
STA~EHEN~ BY ISAAC T. GILLAM. IV BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCB, TBCHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TBANSPOBTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10201l 05
STATEMENT BY SHELBY G. TILFOBD BEFOBE ~HE
SUBCCMMITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEB ON SCIBNCE AND ~ECBNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
BEPRESBN~ATIVES P84-10202 05
U.S. BIOLOGY EXPBRIMENTS FLOWN SUCCESSFULLY eN
SOVIET SATELLITE
(NASA BELEASB-84-17] P84-10017 06
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOB
NOAA
(NASA BELBASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WORLD AFFAIBS COUNCIL OE ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: NATIONAL CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION HERBBRT ROBACK MEMORIAL AWABD DINNER,
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P84-10221 05
NASA SEEKS PROPOSALS FOB F-8 OBLIQUE PRELIMINARY
DESIGN
(NASA RELBASE-84-162] P84-10243 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT BIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
(NASA BELBASB-84-133] P84-10188 06
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOli SPACB STATION WORK
(NASA RELBASB-84-159] P84-10240 06
IITBBNATIOIAL COMET1RY BIPLOBEB
COMET KOPEE TO BE TABGET FOR NASA RENDEZVOUS
(NASA BELBASB-84-43] P84-10060 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA BELEASE-84-179] P811-10260 06
II~ERCONTINBITAL RllGE lIRCRAFT
SUGGESTBD BEMABKS: AERO CLUB OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10144 05
INTBRFElIOIIBTERS
SUGGBSTED REMABKS: SPACE SCIENCE BOARD MEETING
WOODS HOLE, MASS P84-10209 05
IITEBIIETRICS,IICo.
NASA BECBIVBS 13 BIDS FOB SPACB STATION WOBK
(NASA BELBASE-84-159] P84-10240 06
IITBBN1TIOIAL lEliOSPACE ABSTRACTS
TWENTY YEARS OF NASAYESA COOPERA~ION
(NASA RELBASE-84-139] P84-10194 06
IITERIATIOI11 BDSINBSS KlCRIIBS CORP.
SPACE TELESCOPE SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS COMPLBTE
ACCEPTANCE TBSTING
[NASA BELEASE-84-67] P84-10084 06
P84-10037 05NASA EUDGET PliESS CCNFEEENCE
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUI-INDEPEfiDENT AGBNCIES,
COMMITTEE CN AF~EOPRIA~ICES, HOUSB OF
BEPBESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
LEWIS CENTER AWARDS ceNTBACT FeB TWO
SHUTTLE/CENTAUE VEJiICLES
[NASA EELEASE-84-44] P84-10061 06
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUIIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE 01 NATUliAL liEseURCES, AGBICULTUBE,
BESEARCH AND ENVIBCNHENT, CCMMI~TEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLeGY, HOUSE OF REPFESENTA~IVES
P84-10201 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE. ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE CN CCMMEBCE, SCIENCE ANDTBANSPOBTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
STATEMENT OF liCNALD J. PHILIPS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTBB CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AID TECHNOLOGY, HOUSB OF
REPRESBNTATIVES P84-10164 05
NASA WOEKS TO IMPE.OVE AEBIAL APPLICATION OF
CHEMICALS
[NASA liELEASE-€4-66] P84-10083 06
ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE
CONTRACT AWABDED
(NASA RELEASE-84-113] P84-10130 06
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMEEliS FOB FUTUBE SPACE
SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
[NASA BELEASE-S4-71] P84-10088 06
ATLAS CENTAUli FAILURE EEVIEW EOABD NAMED
[NASA BELEASE-€4-79] P84-10096 06
LIQUID OXYGEN LEAK POSSIBLE CAUSE OF ATLAS CENTAUR
FAlLUBE
[NASA EELEASE-84-84] P84-10101 06
STS 51-1 SATELLITE BETRIEVAL BRIEFING
P84-10267 05
SOLAR MAX BEPAIR, IDEE DEFLOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SH UTTLE FLIGJiT
[NASA liELEASE-84-38] P84-10055 06
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MAliTI~ EEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE efi TBANSPOETATION, AVIATION AND
MATEBIALS, CCMMITTEE ON ~CIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF BEPliESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE eN SCIENCE AND TECHNeLOGY, HOUSE OF
BEPRESENTATIVES PE4-10039 05
INTERAGENCY COOPElilTICN
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH BESOUBCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
[NASA BELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
FISCAL YEAE 1985 BUDGET FEESS BBIEFING
P84-10032 05
SUGGES~ED BE~ABKS: TECH~CLCGY UTILIZATION
CONFEBENCE, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10161 05
INTEL SAT SATELLITES
"STRETCHED" ATLAS CENTAUli ~O LAUNCH INTELSAT V-F9
(NASA BELEASE-84-62] P84-10079 06
A-43
IlfBBIAfICIAL CCOEBBATIOI CCITD SDBJllCT I1DllX
THE PRESIDEI~'S PLAN FOE SPACE: A PARTNERSHIP
FORPROGRES£. S~ATEMENT FCE FRESS BRIEFING
P84-10036 OS
SUGGESTED DEMARKS: CODPORATE COUNCIL FOR
INTERNATIONAL POLICY. WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10148 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MARTIN BEFORE ~HE
SUBCOMMIT~EE eN TRANSPOFTA~ICN. AVIATleN AND
MATERIALS. CCMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTA~IVES P84-10041 OS
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. AFRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMI~~EE CN SCIENCE AND ~ECHNCLOGY. HOUSE OF
REFRESENTATIVES P84-10039 OS
STATEMENT OF PHILIP E. CUI FEET SON AND JOHN D.
HODGE BEFORE THE SURCOMMI~TEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLPGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10040 OS
S~ATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COMMITTEE ON CCMMERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION.
UNITED STATES SENA~E P84-10038 OS
P84-101S6 05
P84-1018S 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION'S
SECT~ON ON PUBLIC CONTRACT LAW. WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10159 OS
SPACE STATION PDOPOSALS SOUGHT
[NASA RELEASE-84-130]
NASA AND CNES AGREE TO COOPERATE IN SHUTTLE
EMERGENCY SUPPORT
[NASA RELEASE-84-126] P84-10181 06
ULYSSES NEW NAME ~OR INTERNATIONAL SOLAR POLAR
MISSION
[NASA DELEASE-84-127] P84-10182 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HEADQUARTERS HONORS AWADDS
CEREMONY. WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10160 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
POLICY STUDIES PDOGDAM. WASH~NGTON. D.C.
P84-10163 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZBERG MEMODIAL LECTURE
SYDACUSE UNIVERSITY. N.Y. P84-101S1 OS
SUGGESTED DEMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL
CONFEDENCE. S'lUDENTS FOR THE EXPLORATION AND
DEVELOFMENT OF SPACE. WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10153 OS
ROTARY CLUB OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
P8JJ-10037 05NASA BUDGET PRESS CCNFEEENCE
SOLAR MAX REPAIR. LDEF DEFLOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-84-38] P84-10055 ,06
NASA AiARDS CON~RAC~S FCR CCEANOGRAPHIC SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-84-41] P84-10058 06
COMET KOPEE TO EE TARGET FOR NASA RENDEZVOUS
[NASA RELEASE-84-43] P84-10060 06
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ISRAEL FOR EARTHQUAKE
STUDY
[NASA EELEASE-84-52] P84-10069 06
NASA RECUESTS EXPERIMEN~S FCR TETHERED SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-84-54] P84-10071 06
EARTH CHSERVATICN ~ISSICN FAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NABED
[NASA EELEASE-84-S7] P84-10074 06
SCIENTISTS SELECTED TO OBSEEVE HALLEY'S COMET
[NASA RELEASE-84-72J P84-10089 06
NEW IRAS RESUL~S OUTLINED AT ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
MEETING
[NASA liELEASE-E4-77] P84-10094 06
IRAS IDENTIFIES ADDITICNAL STARS WITH POSSIBLE
SOLAR SYSTEMS
[NASA RELEASE-E4-78] P84-1009S 06
PAYLOAD SPECIALIST FROM INDIA TO FLY ON SHU~TLE
[NASA RELBASB-84-137] P84-10192 06
~WENTY YEARS OF NASA/ESA COOPEDATION
[NASA DELEASB-84-139] P84-10194 06
SECOND STEP COMPLETED IN FIRST ACTIVE DEEP SPACE
PROBE
[NASA RELEASE-84-140] P84-10195 06
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFODE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NATUDAL RESOURCES. AGRICULTUDE,
RESEARCH AND ENVIRONMENT. COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNCLOGY. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P84-1 020 1 05
S~ATEMENT BY SHELBY G. TILFORD BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE O~
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10202 05
INTERNATIONAL SEARCH AND RESCUE PROGRAM SAVES 223
LIVES
[NASA RELEASE-84-81] P84-10098 06
STATEMENT BY JAMES D. MORRISON BEFODE THE
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS. UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10203 05
P84-10126 06
PIONEER CAN MAKE UNIQUE HALLEY'S COMET OBSERVATION
[NASA RELEASE-84-88] P84-10105 06
ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE DEVELOPS ATTITUDE PROBLEM
[NASA RELEASE-E4-93] P84-10110 06
AMPTE LAUNCH SCHEDULED
[NASA RELEASE-84-1C9]
SUGGESTED REMARKS: PRESIDENTIAL MANAGEMENT
INTERNS' FORUM, THE U.s. AND THE NEW SPACE AGE,
WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10212 OS
SUGGESTED DEMADKS: SEMINAD ON "PROSPECTS FOR
SPACE COMMERCIALIZATION". CENTER FOR STRAtEGIC AND
INTERNATIOIALSTUDIES. GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY.
WASH~NGTON. D.C. P84-10217 OS
STATEMENT OF JAMES N. BEGGS EEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUI-INDEFENDENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE CN AFPROPRIATICNS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTA~IVES P84-10140 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION. AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS AND
ASTRONAUTICS. iASHINGTCN. D.C. P84-10142 OS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING, NEW YCRK. N.Y. P84-10143 05
SUGGESTED DEMARKS: METROPCLITAN CLUB, WASHINGTON,
D.C. P84-10145 OS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HONOR AWARDS CEDEMONY. AMES
RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF.
P84-10219 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION HERBERT ROBACK MEMORIAL AWARD DINNER.
ARLINGtON. VIRGINIA P84-10221 OS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: RUSSELL REYNOLDS COMPANY,
WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10222 05
ENTEDPRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITICN
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE O~ WASHINGTON). WASHINGTON, D.C.
[NASA RELEASE-84-153] P84-10223 05
SUGGES~ED REMARRS: AMERICAN DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIA7ION. LCNE STAB CRAF'lEB, FT. liCRtH. TEXAS
P8~-10147 OS
NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-F METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-84-150J P84-10230 06
1-44
SUBillCT UDIX 101 RELE1SI !ODOLI
CHINA DEPOSITS EARNEST MeNEY FOR SATELLITE LAUNC
SERVICES
[NASA RELEASE-8q-l!2] P8Q-l0232 06
IRAS ASTRONOMICAL CATALOG AVAILABLE
[NASA RELEASE-84-169] P84-10250 06
ARTIFICIAL ceMET VISIBLE IN WESTERN U.S. ON
CHRISTMAS tAX
[NASA RELEASE-84-170] P84-10251 06
NASA AND INDIA SIGN LAUNCE AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-84-175] P84-10256 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
SUGGESTED RREMARKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY.
JOBNS BCPKINS UNIVERSITY. LAUREL MARYLAND
P811-10261 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYMPOSIUM. CCLCRADe SPRINGS. COLORADO
P811-10263 05
IIVESTIGITORS VOHKIIG GROOP
SPACELAB 4 PAYLOAD SPECIALIST CANDIDATES SELECTED
FOR TBAINING
[NASA BELEASE-84-1] P84-10001 06
IIIYBST!ENTS
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. LUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON setElicE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OP
BEPBESEIiTATIVES P84-10136 05
STATEMENT OP JAMES M. BEGGS BEPORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGEIiCIES.
COllMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS. HOUSE OF
REEBESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION. AMERICAN INSTITUTE OP AERONAUTICS AND
ASTRONAUTICS. WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10142 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORJ
COMMITTEE MEETING. NEW YORK, N.Y. P84-10143 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: METROPOLITAN CLUB. WASBINGTON.
D.C.' p84-10145 05
INTERIATICNAL CCUNCIL 01 SCIE.TIlIC UIIOIS
STATEMENT BY SHELBY G. TIIFCRD BEPORE THE
SUBCOMlIITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND Al'ILICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HCUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10202 05
IITERNATICNAL GEOSPBI81/BICSPEERE P80G8.
STATEMENT BY SEELEY G. TILFCRD BEPORE THE
SUBCOllMITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HeUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10202 05
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: AMERICAN DEPENSE PREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIATION. LONE STAR CHAPTER, FT. WORTH. TEXAS
P84-10147 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CORPPRATE COUNCIL FOR
INTEBNATIONAL POLICY. WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10148 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON FIRE
COMBUSTION TOXICITY. WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10149 05
UNITED STATES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10155 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: RUSSELL REYNOLDS COMPANY.
WASHINGTON • .D.C. P84-10222 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN BAH ASSOCIATICN'S
SECTION ON PUBLIC CONTRACT LAW. WASHIIiGTON. D.C.
P84-10159 05
NASA SYMPOSIUM ON PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY:





STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
P84-10267
ROTARY CLUB OF WASHINGTON. D.C.
SUGGESTED RElIARKS: WORLD TRADE CENTER CLUE. NEW
YORK CITJ P84-10224 05
SUGGESTED RREMARKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY.
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. LAUREL MARYLAND
P84-10261 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ALA SPRING CONFERENCE.
WILLIAMSBURG. VA. P84-10162 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVEESITJ
POLICY STUDIES PROGRAM, WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10163 05
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECTURE. U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY. ANNAICLIS. MD.
P84-10158 05
ENTEliPRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA W,ORLD EXPOSITION
PUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON). WASHINGTON. D.C.
[NASA RELEASE-84-153] P84-10223 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE
LUNCHEON. MISSOUBI P84-10216 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SEMINAR ON "PHOSPECTS FOR
SPACE COMMERCIALIZATION". CENTER FOR STRATEGIC AND
INTERNATIONALSTUDIES. GEQRGETOWN UNIVERSITY,




INTERNATICNAL TBLECC!!. SAi. CCISORTIO!
S INTEENATICNAL TELECClM. SAT. ORGAN.
INTERIATICNAL TiCBIOLCGJ UIDBBilITERS
NASA ANNOUNCES PLAKS TO FETRIEVE PALAPA B-2
SATELLITE
[NASA iELEASE-84-116] P84-10133 06
IITBRNATIONAL TiLECO!B. SAT. OBGAI.
"STRETCHED" ATLAS CENTAUR iO LAUNCH INTELSAT V-F9
[NASA EELEASE-E4-62] P84-10079 06
IITEBIATICNAL ULTEAVICLET EXPLOHE&
SLUE /INTEEKATICNAL UITIiAVIClET EXPLOEER/
INTERSTELLAR GAS
NEW EXILORER TC INVESTIGATE EITREME ULTHAVIOLET EAND
[NASA HELEASE-8Q-125] P84-10180 06
IIVEIiTIONS
SPACE AGENCY AIDED IKVENTCIi CF PROGRAMMABLE
MEXICA~ION SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-84-51] P811-10068 06
INTBRIATICNAL SCLJR ~OLAR BISSION
S ULYSSES MISSION
INTERNATIONAL SUN BARTB BXILOHB&
S ISEE /INTERNATICNAL SUK EARTH EXPLCRER/
INTERNArloNAL BALLE! lATCH
NASA TC COOPERATE IN CCMET SIGHTING REHEARSAL
[NASA IiELEASE-84-30] P84-10047 06
PIONEER CAN MAKE UNICUE BAILEY'S COMET OBSERVATION






S EXOSAT IEUIiCPEAN X-RAY OES. SATELLITEI
S INFRARED ASTRONOMY SATELLITE
S INTELSAT SATELlITES
S ISEE /INTERNATICNAL SUN EARTH EXPLORER/
S ISEE-3
SLUE /INTERNATICNAL ULTRAVIeLET EXPLORERI
S PALAPA SATELLITES
S, SALYUT OREIUNG SU'CE sunCN




S~ATEMENT HY JAMES E. MCEEISON BEFOBE THE
COMMITTEE CN FOBEIGN BELATICNS, UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10203 05
I BOil
SUGGES~ED EEMAEKS: AlA SPEING CONFEBENCE,
WILLIAMSEURG. VA. P84-10162 05
ISEB /IIiTBRIlATICIiAL SUIi EAETB EXPLORER/
SA ISEE-3
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HCRlt A1FAIRS CCUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
ISEE-3
STATEMENT OF ROBEET O. AlLER BEPORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIEtiCE AND APPLICATIONS.





ASTBONAUTS TO PRACT~CE FeR SATELLITE BESCUE
[NASA EELEASE-S4-4] P84-10004 06
FISCAL·YEAR 1985 BUDGET PRESS BBIEFING
P84-10032 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: FEDEBAL ENGINEERING OF THE
YEAB AWARDS BANQUET P84-10035 05
STATEMENT OF PHILIP E. CULBERTSON AND JOHN D.
HODGE BE20BE THE SUBCOBMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS. COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPBESENTAT~VES P84-10040 05
EARTH OBSERVATION MISSION PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
(NASA RELEASE-84-57) P84-10074 06
"STRETCHED" ATLAS CENTAUB TO LAUNCH INTEL SAT V-P9
(NASA BELEASE-84-62] P84-10079 06
SCIENTISTS SELECTED TO OBSEBVE HALLEY'S COMET
[NASA BELEASE-84-72) P84-10089 06
P~ONEEB CAll BAKE UNIQUE HALLEY'S COMET OBSERVATION
[NASA BELEASE-84-88) P84-10105 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEPOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.




NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT HITH ISBAEL FOB EARTHQUAKE
STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-E4-52] P8~-10069 06
~TALI
NASA BUDGET PRESS ceNFEDENCE
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. AEEAHAMSCN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMM~TTEE ON SCIENCE AND ~ECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPBESENTATIVES PS4-10039 05
STATEMENT OP PHILIP E. CUIEERTSON AND JOHN D.
HOtGE BEFOBE THE SUBCOMMIT~EE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS. COMMITTEE eN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF BEPEESEN~ATIVES P84-10040 05
BEMARKS PREP ABED FOR DELIVEBY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION. AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS AND
ASTRONAUTICS~ WASH~NGTON. D.C. P84-10142 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COBMITTEE MEETING. NEW Y~BK. N.Y. P84-10143 05
SUGGESTED BEBABKS: METROPOLITAN CLUB. WASHINGTON.·
D.C. P84-10145 05
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: AMERICAN DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIATION, LONE STAR CHAPTER, PT.• WORTH. TEXAS
P84-10147 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: COBP9BATE COUNCIL POR
IN.TERNATIONAL POLICY. WASHINGTON, D. C.
P84-10148 05
UNITED STATES CHAMBER OP COMMERCE, WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10155 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MORTON THIOKOL MANAGEMENT
GROUP. POINT CLEAR. ALA. P84-10154 05
SUGGESTED BEBARKS: SALZBERG MEMOBIAL LECTUBE
SYBACUSE UN~VERSITY. N.Y. P84-10151 05
SUGGESTED REMABKS: CENTEB FOR SPACE POLICY INC.
CONPERENCE. WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10157 05
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
POLICY STUDIES PBOGRAM. WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10163 05
P84-10156 05ROIABY CLUB OP WASHINGTON. D.C.
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WI~H ISRAEL FOD EABTHQUAKE
STUDY
[NASA EELEASE-S4-52) P84-10069 06
NASA REQUESTS EXPERIMEtiTS FCE TETHEREt SATELLITE
(NASA EELEASE-84-54) P84-10071 06
"STRETCBED" ATLAS CENTAUE TO LAUNCH INTELSAT V-F9
(NASA EELEASE-84-62) P84-10079 06
BEMARKS PBEPABED FOB DELIVEBY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION. AMEBICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUT~CS AND
ASTRONAUTICS. WASHINGTCN, D.C. P84-10142 05
SUGGESTED REBAEKS: COEIOBA~E COUNCIL FOR
INTEBNATIONAL 10LICY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10148 05
SUGGESTED REMABKS: CENTEE FOR SPACE POLICY INC.
CONPEEENCE, WASHINGTCN, t.C. P84-10157 05
SUGGESTED REBAEKS: GEOEGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
POLICY STUDIES PRCGEAB, WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10163 05
~UE /IIlTERNATIOIAL ULTDAVICLET EXPLODED/
COMET KOPEE TO HE TARGET FOR NASA RENDEZVO.US
[NASA BELEASE-84-43] P84-10060 06
PIONEEB CAN MA~E UNICUE HALLEY'S COMET CBSEBVATION
[NASA RELEASE-84-88) P84-10105 06
J
JUAN
IlASA TC LAUNCH NEW EARTH BESOURCES SA~ELLITE FOB
NOAA
[NASA BELEASE-S4-22) P84-10022 06
SUGGESTED BEBABHS: HCElt AFFAIRS COUNCIL OF S!.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
STATEMENT BY SHELBY G. TILFORD BEFORE THE
SUBCCMBITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OP
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10202 05
NASA SYMPOSIUM ON PBODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY:
COMMITTING TO EXCELLENCE. WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10206 05
SUGGESTED REMABKS: SEMINAR ON "PROSPECTS FOB
SPACE COMMERCIALIZATION", CENTER POR STRATEGIC AND
INTERNATIONALSTUDIES, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY,
WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10217 05
SUGGES~ED REMARKS: RUSSELL REYNOLDS COMPANY.
WASHINGTON, .D.C. P84-10222 05
ENTEBPBISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WOBLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUN~OR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON). WASHINGTON, D.C.
[NASA BELEASE-84-153) P84-10223 05
SUGGESTED REMABKS: WORLD TRADE CENTER CLUE, NEW
YORK CITY P84-10224 05
A-46
SUBJECT ~IDllX JOHISOI AID JORNSON CO.
SUGGES~ED REMARKS: AIAA BATIONAL CAFITAL SECTION.
WASHINGTON. E.C. PS4-10225 05
SUGGESTED REMA£KS: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYMPOSIUM. CCLCRADO SPBINGS. COLORADO
PS4-10263 05
JET PROPULSION LAB•• PASADEIA. CALIPe
NASA FHOTO TECHNIQUES USEE TO HELP PRESERVE FINE ART
(NASA RELEASE-S4-20] P84-10020 06
STATEMENT OF BOBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND AFPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES F84-10042 05
NASA IIAY FLY EY ASTEBOID WITH GALILEO SPACECRAFT
(NASA RELEASE-S4-178J PS4-10259 06
JETSTAR
S C-140 AIRCRAFT
JOHI DEBRB lND CO.
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ALVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING. NEW YORK. N.Y. P84-10143 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: METROPOLITAN CLUB. WASHINGTON.
D.C. P84-10145 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: TOUCHE ROSS BREAKFAST SERIES
P84-10146 05
TEACHER WOBKSHCPS TO BE HELD AT NASA CENTERS
(NASA EELEASE-84-94] P84-10111 06
NASA SELECTS 17 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES
(NASA RELEASE-84-64] P84-10081 06
SPACE TELESCCPE SCIENCE INSTEUMENTS COMPLETE
ACCEPTANCE TliSTING
(NASA liELEASli-84-67] P84-10084 06
NEW IRAS RESULTS OUTLINliE AT ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
IIEETING
(NASA RELEASli-84-77] P84-10094 06
IRAS ItENTIFIES AEtITICNAL STARS WITH POSSIBLE
SOLAR SYSTEIIS
(NASA RELEASli-84-78] P8A-10095 06
STATEMENT CF EOEERT O. ALLEE BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COMIIITTEE ON SCIENCE ANt TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES F84-10165 05
STATEMENT OF BIllIE J. MCGIEVEY BEFORE THE
SUECOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS AND
THE SUECOMMITTEE ON TRANS~ORTATION. AVIATION AND
MATERIALS. COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPBESENTATIVES P84-10170 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AlA SPRING CONFERENCE.
WILLIAMSBURG. VA. P84-10162 05
STATEMENT OF RONALD J. PHILIPS BEFORE THE
SUBCOIIIIITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COIIIIITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10164 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE
LUNCHEON. MISSOURI P84-10216 05
SUGGES7ED REMARKS: SEMlUR ON "PROSPECTS EOR
SPACE COIIIIERCIALIZATION". CENTER FOR, STRATEGIC AND
INTE~NATIONALSTUDIES. GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY.
WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10217 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: RUSSELL REYNOLDS COMPANY.
WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10222 05
SCIENTISTS SELECTED TO OBSERVE HALLEY'S COllET
(NASA liELEASE-84-72] P84-10089 06
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION'S
SECTION ON PUELIC CONTRACT LAW. WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10159 05
UNITED STATES CHAIIBER OF COMIIERCE. WASHING7CN. D.C.
P84-1 0155 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: WORLD TRADE CENTER CLUE. NEW
YORK CITY P84-10224 05
JOHI F. KEINEDY SPICE CBI~BR. IASA. FLAe
S KENNEDY S2ACE CENTER. COCOA BEACH. FLA.
JOHIS HOPKIIS HOSPITAL. BALTIIIORE. ID.
STATEMENT OF RONALD J. PHILIPS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMIIITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMIIITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10164 05
JORIS HOPKIIS UlIi.. " BALTIKORB" liD.




NASA TO COOPERATE IN CCMET SIGHTING REHEARSAL
(NASA EELEASE-84-3C] P84-10047 06,
NASA SETS UP SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT TEAMS
(NASA RELEASE-84-31] P84-10048 06
NASA APPOINTS ACTING SPACE FLIGHT CHIEE
(NASA BELEASE-84-40] P84-10057 06
COMET KOPEE TO EE TARGET ECB NASA RENDEZVOUS
(NASA EELEASli-84-43] P84-10060 06
SUGGES~ED REIIARKS: TOUCHE ROSS BREAKFAST SERIES
P84-10146 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: METROPOLITAN CLUB. WASHINGTON.
D. C. ' P84-1 0145 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COIIIIITTEE IIEE7ING. NEW YORK. N.Y. PSQ-10143 05
UNITED STATES CHAMBER OF COMIIERCE. WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10155 05
PS4-10156 05ROTARY CLUB OF WASHINGTON. D.C.
ASTRO PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS SELECTED
(NASA RELEASE-84-S0] P84-10097 06
S~ATEMENT OF RONALD J. PHILIPS BEFORE THi
SUECOMMI7TEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COIIMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10164 05
JOHISOI liD JOHNSON Co.
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THE CENTERRE GROUP. ST. LOUIS.
MISSOURI P84-10031 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: SALZBERG IIEHORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY. N.Y. P84-10151 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: IIEETING OF CALTEOH TRUSTEE
COIIIIITTEE CN JEL. WASHINGTCN. t.C. F84-10215 05
PHCTOGBAPHS INIICATE POSSIELE SOLAR SYSTEII AROUND
STAR
(lIASA RELEASi-84-146] P84-10226 06
NASA SiT TO LAUNCH NOAA-} IIETEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
(NASA liELEASE-84-150] P84-10230 06
IRAS ASTRONOIIICAL CATALCG AVAILABLE
(NASA'RELEASli-8Q-169] P84-10250 C6
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN PLIGHT ON IIISSION 41-D
(NASA RELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
NEW EXFLORER TO INVESTIGATE EXTREIIE ULTRAVIOLET BAND
(NASA BELEASli-84-125] P84-10180 06
ULYSSES NEW NAlE EOR INTliBNATICNAL SOLAR POLAR
IIISSICN
(NASA RELEASE-84-127] P84-10182 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH iLIGBT BIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
(NASA llliLEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
RIGS OF URANUS PHCTOGEAFHEE iOR FIRST TIllE
(NASA EELEASE-84-145] P84-10200 06
!-Q7
1'64-10165 06
J9HNSON SPACB ClI7BB, 60U5701. 7BX.
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMEEICAB EAR ASSOCIATION'S
SECTICN ON PUBlIC CONTRACT lAW. WASH~NGTON, D.C.
P84-10159 05
SUGGESTED REMABKS: AlA SPRING CONFERENCE,
IIILLIAMSBUBG, U. P84-10162 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ST. LCUIS BUSINESS BOUNDTAELE
LUNCHECN, BISSCUBI P84-10216 05
SUGGESUD BEMAEKS: SEMINAl' ON "PBOSUCTS l'OR
SPACE COMMERCIALIZATION", CENTEB FOR SiBA7EGIC AND
IBTERNATIONALSTUDIES, GEOEGETOIIN UNIVERSITY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P64-10217 05
SUGGESTED RE!ABKS: RUSSELL REYNOLDS COBPANY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P64-10222 05
ENTEBPBISE TC DEPAET LOUISIANA WOBLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNICB LEAGUE CF IiAS6INGTON), IiASHINGTON, D.C.
[NASA RELEASE-84-153J P84-10223 05
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: 1i0RLD TRADE CENTER CLUB, NEIi
YORK CITY P84-10224 05
JOHNSON SPACE CINTIB, BOUS70l, TEX.
SPACELAE 4 PAYLOAD SPECIALIST CANDIDATES SELECTED
FOB TBAlNI NG
[NASA EliLEASE-S4-1 J P64-10001 06
NASA TO TEST INFIIGHT REFUELING FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
FEEBY l'LIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-S4-9] P64-10009 06
NASA BEGINS SCEEENING ASTECNAUT APPLICANTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-15J 1'84-10015 06
KRATOVIL TC HEAD NASA'S INttSTBY AFEAIBS OFFICE
[NASA BELEASE-S4-24] 1'84-10024 06
JOHNSCN NAMEt LEAD NASA CENTER FOB SPA£E STATION
[NASA RELEASE-84-25] 1'64-10025 06
NASA SCREENS SECOND GBCUE eF ASTBONAUT APPLICANTS
[NASA EELEASE-64-2EJ 1'64-10026 06
SHUTTLE MISSICN 41-C ERIEFINGS SET
[NASA BELEASE-64-28J P64-10028 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAMSCN BEECBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1'64-10039 05
STATEMENT OF PHILIP E. CULEERTSON AND JOHN D.
HODGE EEFOBE THE SUECCMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P64-10040 05
STATEMENT OF ECBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND AEPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIEN.CE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1'64-10042 05
NASA SETS UP SPACE STATICN DEVELOPMENT TEAMS
[NASA RELEASE-64-31] 1'64-10048 06
SPACE STATION AIIOINTMENTS ANNCUNCE£ AT JOHNSON
CENTER
[NASA RELEASE-S4-50J 1'64-10067 06
8ASA SELECTS 17 ASTRCNAtT CANDIDATES
[NASA EELEASE-S4-64 J 1'64-10061 06
FOUR NASA CENTERS ASSIGNED SPACE STATION STUDIES
[NASA HLlASE-64-65] 1'64-10102 06
TEACHER WORKSHCES TO BE HElD AT NASA CENTERS
[NASA liELEASE-S4-94] 1'64-10111 06
NASA HEADQUARTERS SPACE STATION OFFICE ESTABLISHED
[NASA EELEASE-64-104J 1'84-10121 06
STATEMENT CF IIILLIAM R. LUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SCIENCE ANt TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REERESENTATIVES 1'64-10136 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS REEORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEIENDENT AGENCIES,
SO&lBCT I:NDBX
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P64-10140 05
STATEMENT OF GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1'64-10169 05
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-64-117J 1'64-10172 06
SPACE STATION PROPOSALS SOUGHT
[NASA RELEASE-64-130]
NASA SEEKS TEACHER FOR EARLY 1966 SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-64-155] 1'84-10235 06
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WOEK
[NASA EELEASE-64-159] 1'64-10240 06
JSC PUBLIC INFORMATION CHIEF TO RETIRE
[NASA RELEASE-64-166] P64-10249 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1964 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] 1'64-10260 06
STS 51-1 SATELLITE BETRIEVAL BRIEFING
1'64-10267 05
JOINT PARTICLE INTERCALa PROJa, USSR/US
STATEMENT BY JAMES R. MORRISON BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, UNITED STATES SENATE
1'84-10203 05
JSC
5 JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
JUPITER EXPLORATION
NASA MAY FLY BY ASTEROID WITH GALILEO SPACECRAFT




KANSAS CITY AIRPORT, MOa
ENTERPRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON). WASHINGTON, D.C.
(NASA BELEASE-B4-153] PB4-10223 05
KAYSER THREDE, MONICH, lEST GERMANY
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-64-133] 1'64-10188 06
KC-10 AIRCRAl'T
NASA TO TEST INFLIGHT REFUELING FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
FERRY FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-64-9] P84-10009 06
SHUTTLE CARRIER AIRCRAFT FLIGHT REFUELING TESTS
SUSPENDED
[NASA RELEASE-64-21] 1'64-10021 06
KC-135 AIRCRAl'T
NASA TO TEST INFLIGHT REFUELING FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
FERRY FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-64-9] 1'64-10009 06
SHUTTLE CARRIER AIRCRAFT FLIGHT REFUELING TESTS
SUSPENDED
[NASA RELEASE-84-21] 1'64-10021 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AlA SPRING CONFERENCE,
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. 1'64-10162 05
KENNBDY SPACE CHNTER. COCOA BEACH, FLA.
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA RELEASE-84-4] 1'84-10004 06
ORBITER COLUMBIA TO UNDERGO MODIFICATIONS IN
CALIFORNIA
[NASA RELEASE-64-6J 1'84-10006 06
NASA TO TEST INFLIGHT REFUELING,FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
FERRY .FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-9] 1'84-10009 06
A-48
SUBJECT lIDBI LAIDIIG IPPB01CB
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW UBTH El!SOUIlCES SA'Il!LLITE FOil
NOAA
[NASA liELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
APBIL 6 SE'I AS LAUNCH IATE FOR SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C
[NASA HELEASE-84-27] P84-10027 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. AEIlAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HgUSE OF
BEPIlESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
06
NASA SE'IS UP SFACE STA'IICN DEVELOPMENT TEAMS
[NASA BELEASE-84-31] P84-10048 06
STATEMENT BY GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES p64-10205 05
DISCOVERY'S SECOND MISSION SCHEDULED
(NASA RELEASE-84-149] P84-10229 06
NASA ANNOUNCES DELAY OF 51-C SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-84-154] P64-10234 06
NASA SETS LAUNCH DATE FOil FIBST DOD DEDICATED
SHUTTLE MISSION
(NASA RELEASE-84-171] P84-10252
LAUNCH DATE SET FCIl SHUTTlE MISSION 41-0
P84-10129 06
TEACHEE WOBKSHCPS TO BE EEID AT NASA CENTEIlS
[NASA IlELEASE-E4-941 P84-10111 06
FOUR NASA CENTEBS ASSIGNED SPACE STA'IION STUDIES
[NASA EELEASE-84-8S] P84-10102 06
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. LUCAS BEFOBE THE




STS 51-1 SATELLITE BETRIEVAL BRIEFING
P84-10267
51-A FLIGHT DIRECTOBS BRIEFING
KLYSTBOBS
NASA DEVICE COULD CUT UHF-TV POWER USAGE IN HALF
[NASAliELEASE-84-71 P84-10007 06
KOPFF COMET
COMET KOPEE TO BE TABGET FOR NASA RENDEZVOUS
[NASA BELEASE-84-43] P84-10060 06
KSC
5 KENNEDY SPACE CENTEB, COCOA BEACH. FLA.
KEITBOI II~EBN1TION1L, BAMPTON, VA.
NASA WORK-PLATFORM STUDIES MAY LEAD TO BEAl SPACE
CONSTIlUCTION
(NASA RELEASE-64-114] P84-10131 06
KEIlOSEIE
NASA FINDS AUTO TECHNOLOGY FEASIBLE FOR AIRCRAFT
APPLICATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-84-68] P84-10C85 06
KERB-BCGEE CORP.. OKLAHOBA CITY
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. LUCAS BEFORE THE






SOLAIl MAl IlEPAIR, LDEF IEFLOYMENT HIGBLIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGIlT
[NASA IlELEASE-84-38] P84-10055
"STRETCHED" A'I1AS CENTAUE TO LAUNCH INULSAT V-F9
[NASA RlILEASE-84-62] P84-10079 06
DISCOVEllY TO MAKE MAlon FUGH'I ON STS --41-0
[NASA EELEASE-84-69] P84-10086 06
STATEMENT EY JESSE W. MCORE BEFORE 'IHE
SUBCOMMI'ITEE CN SPACE SCIENCE ANI APPLICATIONS,
COMMI'ITEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPBESENTATIVES P84-10137 05
SUGGESTED BEMAIlKS: HEAIQUAR'IEES HONOES AWAIlIS
CEREMCNY, WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10160 05
STATEMENT OF GEIlALD D. GEIFFIN HEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE (N SPACE SCIENCE ANI APPLICA'IIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10169 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUI-INDEPENDEN'I AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE CN APPROPIlIATI(NS. HCUSE CF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
L-l011 UBCBlFT
NASA PROGBAM ADVANCING COMPOSITE FLIGHT REsUBCH
[NASA RELEASE-84-123] P84-10178 06
L1GEOS /LISER GEODYB1BIC SATELLITE/
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ISRAEL FOR EARTHQUAKE
STUDY
(NASA BELEASE-84-52] P84-10069 06
LAMINAR FLOI
SIMPLE CHANGES .TO LIGHT PLANE WING INCREASE SAFETY
(NASA BELEASE-84-160] P84-10241 06
LAMINAR FLOW AIRFOILS
NASA TO PABTICIPATE IN OSHKOSH AVIATION EXHIBITICN
(NASA RELEASE-84-92] P84-10109 06
LABIIAB FLOW COBTROL
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MABTIN BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMI'ITEE ON TRANSPORTATION, AVIATION AND
MATERIALS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
L
L. Da JOBBSOB SPACE CEBTER. BOUSTOI, TEl.




STATEMENT OF BILlIE J. MCGAEVEY BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICA'IIONS AND
THE SUBCOMMI'ITEE ON TRANSPCR'IATION, AVIATION AND
MATEBIALS. CCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF EEPliESEN'IATIVES P84-10170 05
DISCOVEBY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGH'I ON MISSION 41-D
[NASA BELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
NASA SELECTS USBI FCB SEE ASSEMHLY ANI
BEFURBISHMENT CCN'IEACT
[NASA EEUASE-84-118] P84-10173
SPACE STATION PROPCSALS SOUGHT
(NASA EELEASE-84-130]
LAUNCH DATE SET FOE 41-G SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA EELEASE-84-122] P84-10187 06
SUGGES'IED IlEMARKS: AERO CLUB OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
P64-10144 05
CHALLENGEB'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EAR'IH SCIENCE
(NASA EELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HEADQUARTEBS HONORS AiABDS
CEREMONY, WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10160 05
DA'IE SET FOR NCVEMEEB SHU'ITLE RETRIEVAL MISSION
[NASA EELEASE-84-1~4] PS4-10199 06
STATEMENT BY ISAAC T. GILLAM, IV BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY ANE SPACE,
COMMITTEE eN CCMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10204 05
LAMINAR AIR FLOW PROCESS KEY TO FUEL EFFICIENCY
[NASA RELEASE-84-161] P84-10242 06
LUDING APPROACH
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. BRIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SUBCCHMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,





NASA AND CNES AGREE TO CCCEEEAiE IN SHUTTLE
EMERGENCY SUEPQBT
[NASA EELEASE-8~-126J P8~-10181 06
LAIDIIG OIEBATICIS
ASiRONAUiS TO PRACTICE iCE SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA EELEASE-64-4J P84-10004 06
APRIL 6 SET AS LAUNCH IATE EOR SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C
[NASA iELEASE-64-27J P84-10027 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOM!ITTEE Oi SCIENCE, TECHNCLCGY AND SPACE.
COMMITiEE CN CCMMERCE. SCIENCE ANDTHANSPOHTATION.
UNITED STATES SENATE 184-10038 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFOEE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE ANt TECHNOLOGY, HeUSE OF
EEPRESEHTATIVES P64-10039 05
STATEMENT OF ROBEET O. ALLEE BEFOHE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIEiCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPHESENTATIVES P84-10042 05
LABDSAT SATELLITES
NASA TO LAUNCH NEN EARTH RESCUECES SATELLITE FOH
NOAA
[NASA RELEASE-84-22J P84-10022 06
NASA CO!PLETES CHECKOUT; TUENS LANDSAT-5 OVEH TO
NOAA
[NASA HELEASE-64-49] F64-10066 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUt-INDEPEiIENT AGENCIES,
COMHITTEE ON AIEBOPBIATICiS. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
CHALLENGEH'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EAHTH SCIENCE
[NASA EELEASE-84-133J P84-10188 06
STATEMENT BY SEEIBY G. TILFORD BEFOHE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE ANt TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
HEPRESENTATIVES 184-10202 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: PHESltENTIAL MANAGEMENT
INTERNS' FORUM. THE U.S. AND THE NEN SPACE AGE,
WASHINGTON. I.C. P84-10212 05
ENTERPEISE TO CEPAET LCUISIANA NORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNICR LEAGUE CF NASBINGTON), NASHINGTON. D.C.
[NASA EELEASE-84-153] P84-10223 05
NASA TO ASSIST IN ESTABIISliG SATELLITE DATA LINK
[NASA EELEASE-84-173J P84-10254 (6
HIGHLIGHTS OE 1984 NASA ACTIVIiIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
STS 51-1 SATELLITE HETEIEVAL BRIEFING
P64-10267 05
LABGLEY RESEAHCB CENTEH, BA!ET~I, VA.
NASA RESEARCH FINDS AIRCEAFI SURFACE GROOVES MAY
TAME IURaULENCE
[NASA RELEASE-64-3] P84-10003 06
STATEMENT OF PHILIP E. CULBERTSON ABD JOHN D.
HOtGE EEEORE TaE SUBCOM!IITEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPEESENTATIVES P84-'0040 05
STATEMENT OF JCHN J. MAETIN BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE Cl THANSPORIATICN. AVIATION AND
MATERIALS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPEESENTAiIVES P84-10041 05
NASA SETS UP SPACE STATICN DEVELOPMENT TEAMS
[NASA EELEASE-8~-31J P84-10048 06
SOLAH MAX REPAIH. lCEF CEELOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA EELEASE-84-38] F84-10055 06
SDBJBCT IIDB!
NASA SPACE SHUTTLE TO CARRY TOMATO SEEDS ON
MISSION 41-C .
[NASA RELEASE-84-47J P84-10064 03
NASA WORKS TO IMPROVE AERIAL APPLICATION OF
CHEMICALS
[NASA EELEASE-84-66J p84-10083 06
NASA TO PARTICIPATE IN OSHKOSH AVIATION EXHIBITION
[NASA RELEASE-84-92] p84-10109 06
TEACHER NORKSHOPS TO BE HELD AT NASA CENTEES
[NASA RELEASE-B4-94] P84-10111 06
NASA NORK-PLATFOHM S~UDIES MAY LEAD TO REAL SPACE
CONSTRUCTION
[NASA RELEASE-B4-114] p84-10131 OE
STATEMENT OF DONALD P. HEAHTH BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10135 05
STATEMENT OF BILLIE J. MCGARVEY BEFOHE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS AND
THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPOHTATION, AVIATION AND
MATERIALS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHBOleGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10170 05
NASA FIRE RESISTANT AIRCRAFT MATEHIALS TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-84-119] P84-10174 06
NASA PHOGRAM ADVANCING COMPOSITE FLIGHT EESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-84-123] p84-10178 06
SIMPLE CHANGES TO LIGHT PLANE WING INCREASE SAFETY.
[NASA RELEASE-84-160] P84-10241 06
LAMINAE AIR FLOW PROCESS KEY TO FUEL EFFICIENCY
[NASA RELEASE-84-161] P84-10242 06
HEARTH TO LEAVE LANGLEY. PETERSEN BABED DIRECTOE
[NASA HELEASE-84-163] P84-10244 06
LARC
S LANGLEY RESEARCH CENTER, HAMPTON, VA.
LARGE SPACE STRDCTDHBS
NASA NOHK-PLATFORM STUDIES MAY LEAD TO REAL SPACE
CONSTRUCTION
(NASA RELEASE-84-1141 p84-10131 06
SUGGESTED HEBARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING, NEW YORK, N.Y. p84-10143 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: METROPOLITAN CLua, NASHINGTON,
D.C. p84-10145 05
LARGE SPACB rBLBSCOPB
S HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
LAS CAKPAIAS OBSERVATOHY, CRILE
RIGS OF UHANUS PHOTOGHAPHED FOH FIRST TIME
[NASA HELEASE-B4-145] p84-10200 06
PHOTOGRAPHS INDICATE POSSIBLE SOLAR SYSTEM ARCUND
STAR
[NASA RELEASE-84-146J p84-10226 06
LASRR DISKS
NEN BASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR SCIENCE AND MATH
ANBOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-84-B3J p84-10100 06
TEACHEH WORKSHOPS TO BE HELD AT NASA CENIEHS
[NASA EELEASE-84-94] p84-10111 06
LASRR DOPPLRH VRLOCIKRTRY
LASER TECHNOLOGY USED TO IMPROVE AIRCRAFT DESIGN
[NASA HELEASE-84-1GBJ p84-10125 06
LASRR GRODYIABXC SArRLLlrB
S LAGEOS /LASER GEODYNAMIC SATELLITE/
LASER RABGIBG
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT NITH ISRAEL FOR EARTHCUAKE
STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-84-52] pB4-10069 06
A-50
SUlIJECT UUX LAURCD UBICLES
LASBRS
SA LASElI DOPPLEE VELOCIlE7FY
SUGGESTED REBARRS: NATICNAI SPACE CLUE,
WASHINGTON, I. C. P84-10Q33 05
SUGGES7ED REBARRS: lEWIS lIESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOll AWARDS CEREBCNY, CLEVELAND, OHIO
P84-10264 05
u.S. BIOLOGY EXPERIBEN7S FICWN SUCCESSEULLY ON
SOVIET SATELLITE
(NASA lIELEASE-84-17] P84-10017 06
SOLAR BAX REPAIR, LDEF DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
(NASA RELEASE-84-38] P84-10055 06
LAUBCH SCHEDULES
NASA ANNOUNCES SHUTTLE SCHEDULE FOIl FIRST SIX
FLIGHT S IN 1985
(NASA RELEASE-84-177] P84-10258 06
LAUNCH SITES
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
(NASA BELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
(NASA RELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
APRIL 6 SET AS LAUNCH DATE FOB SHUTTLE BISSICN 41-C
(NASA RELEASE-84-27] P8Q-l0027 06
DATE SET FOR NOVEBBER SHUTTLE RETRIEVAL BISSION
(NASA RELEASE-84-144] P84-10199 06
NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-F METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
(NASA BELEASE-84-150] P84-10230 06
NASA ANNOUNCES DELAY OF 51-C SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION
(NASA RELEASE-84-154] P84-10234 06
NASA SETS LAUNCH DATE FOIl FIRST DOD DEDICATEU
SHUTTLE MISSION
(NASA RELEASE-84-171] P84-10252 06
LAUBCH OPERATIOliS
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOB
NOAA
(NASA RELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
LAUliCH PROCESSING SYSTEB
STA~EMENT OF GERALD D. GBIFF.IN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMBITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10169 05
P84-10113 06
FIRST LUNAR lA~DING 15 YE1ES AGO
(NASA EELEASE-~4-S€]
NASA TC LAUNCH NEW EAR7E lIESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
(NASA RELEASE-84-22] pS4-10022 06
APRIL 6 SET AS LAUNCH DATE EOR SHUTTLE BISSION 41-C
(NASA RELEASE-84-27] P84-10027 06
LASEB IIEUOliS
SUGGES~ED RE!ARRS: CHASE IN7EENATICNAL ADVISORY
COBMI77EE MEETING, NEW YCER, N.Y. P84-10143 05
SUGGESTED REHARRS: ABEEICAN DEEENSE PlIEPAREDNESS
ASSOCIATION, LCNE STAR CHAPTER, FT. WORTH, TEXAS
P84-10147 05
LAUlICD DUllS
SPACELAB 4 PAYLOAD SPECIALIST CANDIDA7ES SELECTED
FCII TlIAINING
(NASA EELEASE-84-1] P84-10001 06
ASTRONAUTS TO PEACTICE JClI SATELLITE BESCUE
(NASA RELEASE- 84-4] P84-10004 06
NASA TO FLY CANADIAN AS A PAYLOAD SPECIALIST ON
SHUTTLE
(NASA RELEASE-84-12] P84-10012 06
STATEBENT OF JABES B. BEGGS fEEOllE THE
SUBCOMBITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COBMIT7EE CN CCMMElICE, SCIENCE ANDTBANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
STATEBENT BY ISAAC T. GILLAM, IV BEFORE THE
SUBC~MBITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPCRTA7ION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10204 OS
SHUTTLE BISSION 41-D LAUNCH DATE ADJUSTED
(NASA RELEASE-84-46] P84-10063 06
NASA AWABDS CONTRACTS JCE OCEANOGRAPHIC SATELLITE
(N ASA EELEASE-84-41] P84-10058 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH JLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EAlITH SCIENCE
(NASA lIELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
SOLAR MAX BEPAIR, IDEF DEPLOYBENT HIGHLIGHT
SHVTTLE FL.IGH7
(NASA·EELEASE-S4-38] P84-10055 C6
STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
P84-10267 05
LAUNCH SUPPORT SEBVICES
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCCBMITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESEN7ATIVES P84-10039 05
LAUBCH VEHICLB BEVIEII 1I0ABD. liAS A
ATLAS CENTAUlI FAILURE REVIEW BOARD NAMED
(NASA RELEASE-84-79] P84-100S6 06
LAUliCH YEHICLES
SA ARIANE LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA ATLAS LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA ATLAS-CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLES
SA CENTAUR LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA DELTA LAUNCH VEHICLES·
SA EXPENDABLE LAUNCH VEH.ICLES
SA SATURN LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA SCOUT LAUNCH VEHICLE
SA SOLID ROCKET BOOSTERS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. P84-10151 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SEBINAR ON "PROSPECTS EOR
SPACE COBBERCIALIZATION", CENTER FOR STRATEGIC AND
INTERNATIONALSTUDIES, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10217 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION HERBERT ROBACK MEBORIAL AWARD DINNER,
ARL.INGTON, VIlIGINIA P84-10221 OS
SUGGESTED REBARKS: RUSSELL BEYNOLDS COMPANY,





FIRST LUNAR IA~DING 15 YEARS AGO
(NASA RELEASE-84-96]
NASA CCMPLETES CHECKOUT; TUENS LANDSAT-5 OVER TO
NOAA
(NASA EELEASE-84-49] P84-10066 06
NEW IBAS RESULTS OUTLINEI AT ASTRONCBICAL SOCIETY
MEETING
(NASA lIELEASE-84-77] P84-10094 06
DISCOVERY TO MAKE BAIDEN ELIGHT ON BISSION 41-D
(NASA RELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR 41-G SHUTTLE MISSIQN
(NASA lIELEASE-84-132] P84-10187 06
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED JIIGHT CREIl ASSIGNMENTS
(NASA RELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
LAUNCH DATE SET EClI SHUTTLE BISSION 41-D
P84-10129 06
A-51
LAO»CH IIIIDOIL SUBJBCT J:NDBX
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
[NASA EELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
LAMINAR AIR FLOW PROCESS KEY TO ~UEL EFFICIENCY
[NASA RELEASE-8ij-161] P84-10242 06
LEAKAGE
LIQUID OXYGEN LEAK POSSIBLE CAUSE OF ATLAS CENTAUR
~AILURE
[NASA RELEASE-84-84] P84-10101 06
LEASAT
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-84-69] P84-10086 06
HUGHES AIRCRAFT NOMINATES PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-89] PB~10106 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
SUGGESTED RE!ARKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYMPOSIUM, CCLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO
P84-10263 05
LAOIICH IIliDO II
"STRETCHED" ATLAS CENTAUR TO LAUNCH INTELSAT V-F9
[NAS6 RELEASE-84-62] P84-10079 06
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-€4-69] P84-10086 06
NASA TO LAUNCH THIRD GALAXY SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-84-128] P84-10183 06
STATEMENT BY GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HQUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10205 05
AUGUST SHUTTLE MISSION DEFINED
[NASA RELEASE-84-95] P8ij-l0112 06
LDU
S LONG DURATICN EXPOSUBE lACILITY
STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL ERIEFING
P84-10267 05
DISCOVERY'S SECOND MISSION SCHEDULED
[NASA RELEASE-84-149] P84-10229 06
51-A FLIGHT DIRECTORS ERIEFING P84-10266 05
DISCOVERY'S SECOND MISSION SCHEDULED
[NASA RELEASE-84-149] P8~10229 06
STS 51-A PREFLIGHT CREW PRESS CONFERENCE
P84-10268 05
LEASECRAP7
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION'S
SECTION ON PUBLIC CONTRACT LAW, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-101S9 OS
LEADERSHIP
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN HUD-IIIDElEtiDEIIT AGEIICIES.
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATICNS. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERIIATICNAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING. NEW YCRK. N.Y. P84-10143 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: STUDENT SHUTTLE INVOLVEMENT
PROGRAM, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10152 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECTURE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, AIINAPOLIS. MD.
PB4-1015B 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION'S
SECTION ON PUBLIC CONTRACT lAW, IIASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10159 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HEADQUARTERS HONORS AWARDS
CEREMCNY, WASHINGTCN, t.C. P84-10160 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS; AlA SPRING CONFERENCE,
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. P84-10162 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
POLICY STUDIES PRCGRAM. WASHINGTOII. D.C.
P84-10163 05
NASA ANNOUNCES NEW NATICNAI AWARD TO RECOGNIZE
CCRPORATE QUALITY
[NASA RELEASE-84-l34] P84-10189 06
NASA SYMPOSIUM ON PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY:
COMMITTING TO EXCELLENCE. WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10206 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: OPENING OF IIASA ADMIIiISTRATORS
EXHIBIT, IIATICIIAL AIR AliI SPACE MUSEUM
P84-1020B 05
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
SUGGESTED RREMABKS: APlLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY,
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, LAUREL MARYLAND
P84-10261 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYMPOSIUM, CCLCRADO SPRINGS. COLORADO
P84-10263 05
LUDIIiG !DGIlS
SI!PLE CHANGES TO LIGH7 ELANE WING INCREASE SAFETY
[NASA RELEASE-8Q-lfO] P84-10241 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE
LUNCHEON. MISSOURI P84-l0216 05
LEHiGH UNiV•• BETHLEHEK. PAo
ASTRONAU7S TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA RELEASE-84-ij] P8ij-l000ij 06
FIRST SPACE PRODUCT SET TO BE DEVELOPED FCR
COMMEllCIAL USE
[NASA RELEASE-84-98] P84-l011S 06
LENSES
CINEMA-360 CAMERA SYSTEM TO DOCUMENT SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-B] P84-10008 06
SOLAR MAX REPAIR, LDEF DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTT'LE FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-84-38] P84-1005S 06
LEBC
S LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER, CLEVELAND. OHIO
LEWIS HESEABCU CEI7EB. CLEVELA»D. aUla
NASA DEVICE COULD CUT UHF-TV POWER USAGE IN HALF
[NASA RELEASE-84-7] P84-10007 06
NASA CENTER USES CERAMIC COATINGS TO INCREASE
ROCKET ENGINE LIIE
[NASA RELEASE-84-19] P84-l00l9 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THE CENTERRE GROUP. ST. LOUIS,
MISSOURI P84-10031 OS
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MARTIN BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION. AVIATION AND
MATERIALS. COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOICGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P8ij-l0041 OS
NASA SETS UP SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT TEAMS
[NASA RELEASE-84-31] P84-10048 06
NASA SELECTS LOCKHEED-GEORGIA FOR PROPFAN CONTRACT
NEGOTIA TIONS
[NASA RELEASE-84-32] P84-10049 06
"STRETCHED" ATLAS CENTAUR TO LAUNCH INTEL SAT V-F9
[NASA RELEASE-84-62] P84-10079 06
NASA FINDS AUTO TECHNOLOGY FEASIBLE FOR AIRCRAFT
APPLICATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-84-68] P8ij-l0085 06
FOUR NASA CENTERS ASSIGNED SPACE STATION STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-B5] P8ij-l0l02 06
A-52
SU8JECT UDIX LOCKBEED-CALI~OBR:I&co•• BUBBAIK. C&LI~.
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SEACE STATION WORK
[NASA EELEASE-64-159] P64-10240 06
L:ICEliS:IliG
NASA TIANSFEIS ENERGY TECHNCIOGY TO SOHIO
P64-10116 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOR AWARDS CEREMeNY. CLEVELAND. OHIO
P64-10264 05
ADVANCED COM!UNICATICNS TECHNCLOGY SATELLITE
CONTR ACT AWAItED
[NASA RELEASE-84-113] P84-10130 06
pa 4-1 0266 05
pa4-10196 06[NASA BELEASE-a4-1 41 ]
51-A FLIGHT DIRECTORS BR:IEF:ING
LOCKHEED llISSILES AliD SPACE CO•• CALIF.
NASA CENTER AWARDS X-RAY OBSERVATORY STUDY CONTRACT
[NASA BELEASE-84-70] P84-10087 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GOLDMAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING.
WESTCHESTER COUNTY. N.Y. P84-10213 05
LIFE SYSTEMS. :IRC.
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WORK
[NASA RELEASE-84-159] P64-10240 06
LIGHT A:IBCBAFT
, SIll1'LE CHANGES TO L:IGHT PLANE WING INCREAS! SA.FETY




NEW EVIDENCE FOUND FOR HUGE VOLCANOES ON VENUS
[NASA RELEASE-84-18] P84-10018 06
L:IRG-TEllCO-VOUGHT.IRC.,
SI LTV AEROSPACE CORP.
L:IgUID OXYGBli
LIQUID OXYGEN LEAK POSSIBLE CAUSE OF ATLAS CENTAUR
FAILURE
[NASA RELEASE-84-84] P84-10101 06
L:ITH:IUM
SECOND STEP COMPLETED IN FIRST ACTIVE DEEP SPACE
PROBE
[NASA RELEASE-84-140] P84-10195 06
ARTIFICIAL COllET VISIBLE IN WESTERN U.S. ON
CHRISXMAS DAY
[NASA RELEASE-84-170] P84-10251 06
LITHOSPHEBE
STATEMENT BY SHELBY G. TILFORD BEFORE THE
SUECCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10202 05
LOCKHEBD AIRCB&~T OORP.
NASA WORKS TO IMPROVE AERIAL APPLICATION OF
CHEMICALS
[NASA RELEASE-84-66] P84-10083 06
LOCKHEED COBP.
NASA SELECTS USBI FOB SRB ASSEMB~Y AND
RE2URBISHMENT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-84-118] P84-10173 06
41-D CREW TO FILM SHUTTLE M:ISSION FOR IMAI AND
CINEMA-360
[NASA .8ELEASE-84-124] P84-10179 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WORK





TWO SHUTTLE CREWS NAMED EY NASA
[NASA RELEASE-84-11]
SPACE STATION EROPOSALS SOUGHT
[NASA RELEASE-64-130]
SUGGESTED HEMAEKS: LEWIS IESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOR AWARtS CEREMCNY. CLEVELAND, OHIO
P64-10264 05
SPACELAH 4 PAYLOAD SPECIALIST CANDIDATES SELECTED
FOR TRAINING
[NASA EELEASE-S4-1] P84-10001 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES !. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SEACE.
COMMITTEE eN ceMMEICE. SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION.
UNITED STATES SENATE PS4-10038 05
STATEMENT OF IONALD J. EHILIPS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REERESENTATIVES P84-10164 05
NASA TO PARTICIPATE IN eSHKOSH AVIATION EXHIBITION
[NASA RELEASE-€4-92] P84-10109 06
TEACHER WORKSHCES TO BE HElt AT NASA CENTERS
[NASA EELEASE-84-94] P84-10111 06
NASA TECHNOLOGY TRANSMITTED TO SCHOOLS VIA
TELEVISION
[NASA EELEASE-84-1 00] P84-10117 06
NASA TEANSFEIS ENEIGY TECHNCLOGY TO SOHIO
P84-10118 06
STATE!ENT OF JAMES !. BEGGS EEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUt-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE ON AEPROERIATleNS. HOUSE OF
REERESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
L:IFE IDURAB:ILITYI
NASA CENTER USES CERAMIC COATINGS TO INCREASE
ROCKET ENGINE IIIE
[NASA RELEASE-84-19] P84-10019 06
NASA WEAR-PRCOF REFRIGERATOR IN OPERATION FOR ONE
YEAR





SA GENETICS AND GRCWTH
SUGGESTED REMABKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE
LUNCHEeN. MISSeURI E84-10216 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HONOB AWARtS CERE!QNY. AMES
RESEARCH CENTER. MOFFETT FIELD. CALIF.
P84-10219 05
L:IFE SUPPORT SYSTEMS
NASA SETS UP SPACE STATleN tEVELOPMENT TEAMS
[NASA RELEASE-S4-31] PS4-1004S 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION. AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AEROBAUTICS AND
ASTRONAUTICS. ~ASHINGTCA. D.C. P84-10142 05
SYMPOSIUM TO FCCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AN£ SPACE
ACTIVITIES
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR ORBITAL MANEUVERING
VEHICLE STUDY
{NASA RELEASE-84-102] P84-10119 06
LOCKHEED SPACE SYS. DIV•• SUHHYVALE. CA.
SPACE TELESCOPE SC:IEBCE INSTBUMENTS COMPLETE
ACCEPTANCE TEST:ING
[NASA RELEASE-84-67] P84-10084 06
LOCKHEED-CALIFOBH:IA COO. BURBARE. CALIF.
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MARTIN BE~ORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION. AVIATION AND
MATEBIALS. COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF BEPRESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
NASA PROGRAM ADVANCING COMPOSITE FLIGHT RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-84-123] P84-10178 06
A-53
LOC~BIBD-GBOIGZI CO. SUBJECT ZIlDBX
LOCKHBBD-GBOlGIl CO.
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MABiIN BEFORE iHE
SUBCOMMITTEE C~ TRANSFOEiAiICN, AVIAT~ON AND
MATERIALS, CCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF IBPEESENiAT~VES P84-10041 05
NASA SELECTS LCCKHEED-GECEGIA FOR PROF FAN CONTRACT
NEGOTIATIONS
(NASA BELEASE-84-32] P84-10049 06
NASA MATHEMAiICIAN RECEIVES AWARD FOR COMFUTER
BREAKiHllOUGIJ
(NASA BELEASE-E4-86] P84-10103 06
NASA PEOGRAti AIVANCING CCMPOSliE FLIGHt RESEARCH
(NASA RELEASE-84-123] P84-10178 06
LAMINAE AIR FLCW PEOCESS KEY TO FUEL EFEICIENCY
(NASA RELEASE-84-161] P84-10242 06
LOIDOR ECCNOHIC SOHMIT
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACiIVliIES
(NASA BELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
LOIG DURATIOI IJPOSORE FACILISY
TWO SHtiTLE CREWS NAMEI EY NAS~
(NASA EELEASE-84-11] P84-10011 06
APBIL 6 SEi AS LAUNCH IAiE FOR SHOTTLE MISSION 41-C
(NASA EELEASE-84-2 7] P84-10027 06
SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C BRIEFINGS SET
(NASA RELEASE-E4-28] P84-10028 06
P84-10163 05
LOCIA ASnlOID
COMET KOPEE TO BE TARGET FOR NASA IENDEZVOOS
(NASA RELEASE-84-43] P84-10060 06
LOIIIIOSITY
NEW IEAS RESULTS OUTLINED AT ASTRONO!ICAL SOCIETY
!EETING
(NASA RELEASE-84-77] P84-10094 06
IRASIDENTIFIES ADDITIONAL STARS WITH POSSIBLE
SOLAR SYSTEMS
(NASA RELEASE-84-78] P84-10095 06
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: GOLDIIAN SACHS AND CO. IIEETING,
WESTCHBSTER COONTY, N.Y. P84-10213 05
LOIAI BASES
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING, NEW YOlK, N.Y. P84-10143 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN DEFENSE PREPABEDNESS
ASSOCIATION, LONE STAR CHAPTER, FT. WORTH, TEXAS
P84-10147 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: SALZBERG IIEHDRIAL LECTORE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. P84-10151 05
SUGGBSTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNOAL INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE, SiODENTS FOR THE EXBLORATION AND
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10153 05
SUGGESTED REMARK: LUNAR BASE SYMPOSIUM,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10220 05
STATBMENT BY JAMES R. MORRISON BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON 10REIGN RELATIONS, ONITED StATES SENATE
SUGGESTED RREMAIKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY,
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, LAUREL MARYLAND
P84-10261 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATICN'S







ROTARY CLUB OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
SYMPOSIUH TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAI AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
(NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
LOlAl SAIIPLES
FIRST lUNAR LANDING 15 YEARS AGO
(NASA EELEASE-84-96] P84-10113 06
LOIAI COLONIZATION
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY TO:
CONVENTION, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF
ASTRCNAUTICS, WASHINGTON, D.C.
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AlA SPRING CONFERENCE,
WILLIAMSBORG, VA* P84-10162 05
LOIAR LAIDIBG
FIRST LUNAR LANDING 15 YEARS AGO
(NASA RELEASE-84-96]
SUGGESTED RE!ARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMOEIAL LECTURE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS, HD.
P84-10158 05
LOBAR BBSOURCES
SUGGESTED REMARKS: METROPOLITAN CLUB, WASHINGTON,
D.C. P84-10145 05
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTORE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACUVIUES
(NASA BEIEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
ENTERPRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FOND ,JONIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON), WASHINGTON, D.C.
(NASA RELEASE-84-153] P84-10223 05
SOGGBSTED REMARKS: PRESIDENTIAL MANAGEMENT
INTERNS' FORUM, THE U.S. AND THE NEW SPACE AGE,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10212 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. AERAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICAiIONS,
COMMIttEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HQUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE tHE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEFENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APPBOPRIATICNS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SOLAR MAX BEPAIR, LDEF IEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
(NASA RELEASE-84-38] P84-10055 06
NASA SPACE SHUiTLE TO CAERY TOMATO SEEDS ON
MISSION 41-C
(NASA RELEASE-84-47] P84-10064 03
LOWELL OBSBRVATOIY, FLAGSTAFF, ARIZ_
SCIENTISTS SELECTEI TO OESERVE HALLEY'S CO!ET
(NASA RELEASE-84-72] P84-10089 06
LOX
S LIQUID OUG EN
LTV ABIOSPACB AiD DBPJISB CO., TEX.
NASA SELECiS CCNTRACTOES FCB OEBITAL !ANEUVERING
VEHICLE STUDY
(NASA BELEASJ-84-102] P8~-1011~ .06
LTV ABROSPACB CCBP.
SUGGESTED BEMAEKS: GFOEGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
POLICI STUDIES PEOGEA!, WASHINGTON, D.C.
NASA ANNOUNCES SHOiTLE SCEEDULE FOR FIRST SIX
FLIGHTS IN 198!:
(NASA RELEASE-84-177] P84-10258 06
LOIG-DUll!IOI SPACE FlIGHT
SUGGESTED REMABKS: NATICNAL CONiRACT MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION HEBEEli ROEACK MEMORIAL AWARD DINNER,
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P84-10221 05
LOS AIGELBS COUITY HUSBUH OF AB!
NASA PHOTO TECHNIQUES USED TO HELP PRESERVE FINE ART
(NASA EE1EASE-84-20] P84-10020 06
LOUISIAIA 10lLD BJPOSITIOI
ENTERPRISE TO DEPART LCOISIANA WORLD EXFOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON), WASHINGTON, D.C.
(NASA RELEASE-84-1~3] P84-10223 05
LOW GRAVITY
SUGGESiED REMARKS: AlA SFEING CONFERENCE,





STS 51-A PREFLIGHT CREN PRESS CONFBRBNCB
P8 4-1 0268 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITB HOUSE EVBNT
P84-10207 05
P84-10266 0551-A FLIGHT DIBBCTORS BRIBFING'
SUGGESTBD REHARKS: STUDBNT SHUTTLE INVOLVEMENT
PROGRAM. WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10152 05
SUGGESTED REHARKS: 41-D MANNED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPTION. KENNBDY SPACB CBNTER. FLA.
P84-1 0150 05
DISCOVBRY'S SECOND MISSIPII SCHEDULBD
[NASA EEIBASE-84-149] P84-10229 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA RBLEASE-84-179J P84-10260 06
SOLAR MAX REPAIR. LDEF DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE PLIGHT
(NASA RELEASB-84-38] P84-10055 06
STATEMENT OF JAHES H. BEGGS BEFORB THB
SUBCOMHITTBB ON HUD-INDBPENDENT AGBNCIBS.
COMHITTBB ON APPROPRIATIONS. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
NASA TO HOLD SYHPOSIUH ON PBODUCTIVITY AND ,UALITY
(BASA EELEASE-84-131] P84-10186 06
NASA SYMPOSIUM ON PRODUCTIVITY ABD QUALITY:





SA LONG-DURATION SPACB FLIGHT
SA SKYLAB PROGRAH
SUGGBSTED REMARKS: INTERNATIONAL PERSONNEL
MANAGE8ENT ASSOCIATION ANNUAL CONFERENCB. ROSSLYN.
VA. P84-10210 05
MAIIPULATOB FOOT RBSfRAINT
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITB RESCUE
(NASA EELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
BAIINED BANEUVERING UIiIT
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA RELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
TELEPHONE SERVICE TO BE AVAILABLE FOR SPACELAB
MISSION
[NASA HELEASE-84-13] P84-10013 06
SUGGESTED BEHARKS: BATIONAL SPACE CLUB.
WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10033 05
STATEHENT OF JABES H. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOHHITTEE 011 SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COMHITTEE ON COMHERCE. SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION.
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
STATEMENT OF JAHES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCCHHITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMHITTEE 011 SCIEIICE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
RBPRESEIITATIVES P84-10039 05
ULYSSES NEW IIAME POR INTERNATIONAL SOLAR PPLAB
MISSIOII




BJGNETIC IIELD SATELLITE ,BAGSAT/
S MAGSAT /MAGNETIC FIELD SATELLITE/
BAGNETIC J!IELDS
SA GEOMAGNETIC PIEID
NASA REQUESTS EXPERIMENTS FCR TETHEBED SATELLITE
(NASA RELEASE-84-54] p84-10071 06
AMFTE LAUNCH SCHEDULED
(NASA EELEASE-84-109]
OEBITER COLU8BIA TO UNDERGC MODIFICATIONS IN
CALIFOENIA
[NASA RELEASE-84-6] p84-10006 06
GODDARD TEAM SAVES THE IAY FCR SOLAR HAX
[NASA EELEASE-84-53] P84-10070 06
STATEHEBT OF WILIIAH R. lUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMHITTEE 011 SCIEIIC! AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
RE~BESENTATIVES P84-10136 05
p84-10203 05
SUGGESTED BEtiARK: LUNAR EASE SYHPOSIUH.
WASHINGTON. I.C. ~84-10220 05
SYHPOSIUH TO ECCUS ON E~TUBE LUNAB AND SPACE
ACUVIiIES
(IIASA RELEASE-84-141] p84-10196 06
SECOND STEP CCMPLETED I~ PIRST ACTIVE IEEP SPACE
FEOBE
[NASA 'RELEASE-84-140] P84-10195 06
BAGSAT /MAGNETIC J!IELD SATELLITE/
STATEMENT BY SHELBY G. TIIECRD BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIE~CE AND APPLICATIONS.





STATEtiENT OF EOBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCOMHITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE ANL TECHNOLOGY. HCUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES p84-10042 05
M
BADRID TRACKIIG STATIOI. SEAII
STATEHENT OF BILLIE J. tiCGIEVEY BEFOBE THE
SUBCOHtiITTEE CII SPACE SCIElCE ANI APPLICATIONS AND
THE SUBCOHHITTEE OB TRANSPCRTATION. AVIATION AND
MATERIALS. CCMMITTEE 011 SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.




STATEBEBT BY SEELBY G. TILFORD EEFOEIl THE
SUBC08HlTTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.





JOHNSCN NAHEL lEAD BAS A CEBTER FOR SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE-84-2~] P84-10025 06
STATEBENT OF WILLIAB R. LUCAS BEFOEE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AIL TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OE
REERE,SENTATIVES p84-10136 05
BAIRBD SPACBCRAFT CBIITER, BOOSTOR. TEX.
S JOHIISON SPACE CEIITBR. HOUSTON. TEX.
aAiPOiBB
SA PBliSONNBL
STATEHENT BY JOHN W. BOYD BBFORE THB SUBCOMHITTEB
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS AND THE
SUBCOMMITTEB 011 TRANSPORTATION. AVIATION ARD
BATERIALS. COHMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRBSENTATIVES P84-10167 05
IlAN Ul'ACTOBIRG
SA SPACE MANOEACTURING
NASA SELBCTS USBI POR SRB ASSEHBLY AND
REPURBISHHBNT CONTRACT
A-55
IARINEB BABK 2 SR1CICB1FT SUBJECT INDEX
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CI HUD-INDIPINDEN1 AGENCIES.
COMBITTEE CN APPROPRIATICNS, HeUSE OP
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
BARINEB MABK 2 SRACECBAFT
COBET KOPEE 10 BE TARGET EOR NASA RENDEZVOUS
(NASA BELEASE-84-43] P84-10060 06
URINBB PBOJBCT
SUGGESTED BEBABKS: BEETING OF CALTECH TRUSTEE
COMMITTEE eN JPL. iASHINGTCN. D.C. P84-10215 05
MARITIBE COBMONICITICIS
"STRETCHED" ATLAS CENTAUli TO LAUNCH INTELSAT V-F9
(NASA BELEASE-84-62] P84-10Q79 06
UBKBTIIiG
STATEBENT BY ilLLIAM A. ANDERS BEpORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIEICE AND APPL~CATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND 1ECHNeLOGY. HOUSE OF
BEPRESENTATIVES P84-10134 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HORTCN THIOKOL MANAGEMENT
GRCUP. fOINT CLEAR, ALA. P84-10154 05
STATEMENT BY ISAAC T. GILLAM, IV BREORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COMMITTEE eN CCMMEECE, SCIENCE AND TRA/ISPOBTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATI f84-10204 05
IIASA SYBPOSIUM 011 PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY:
COBMIT1IIIG TO EXCEILEIICE. iASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10206 05
P84-10037 05NASA EUDGET PRESS CO/IPEBENCE
STATEBENT BY JABES B. BEGGS BEFOBE THE
SUBcellllITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMBITTEE ON APPBOPRIATIONS. UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10139 .05
STATEMENT OP JABES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOBMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
COIIBITTEE ON APPBOPBIATIONS. HOUSE OP
REPBESENTATIVES P8'1-10140 05
STATEBENT OP JAMES B. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOBIlITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COIlBITTEE ON COIlBEBCE. SCIENCE AND~RANSPORTATleN.
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
SUGGESTED REIlABKS: AlA SPRING CONFERENCE,
WILLIABSBURG. VA. P84-10162 05
SUGGESTED RREBARKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LABOBATORI.
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, LAUREL BABYLAND
P84-10261 05
liARS GEOSCIENCE/CLIIIATOLOGY ORBITEB
FISCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGET PRESS BBIEFING
P84-10032 OS
BEMAEKS PREPAEED FOR DELIVEBY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION, ABERICAN INSTITUTE OF AEBONAU~ICS AND
ASTRCNAUTICS. WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10142 05
IIUS LAIIDING
SUGGESTED REIIAEKS: THIBD ANNUAL IIICHELSON
BEBORIAL LECTURE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEIlY. ANNAFeLIS, BD.
P84-10158 05
P811-10173 06(NASA RELEASE-84-118]
SUGGESTIO REMARKS: AIAA NATIONAL CAPITAL SECTICN.
iASHINGTON, I.C. P84-10225 05
HEARTH TO LEAVE LANGLEY. PE1IRSEN NAMED DIRECT~R
(NASA RELEASE-E4-163] P84-10244 06
GARY E. KRIER 10 HEAD NASA COMMEBCIAL DEVELOPMENT
DIVISICN
(NASA EELEASE-84-166] P84-10247 06
STS 51-1 SATELlITE RETBIIVAL BRIEPING
P84-10267 05
IIUSHALL ABA~EUB RADIO £LOB
CHALLENGEE'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EABTH SCIENCE
(NASA BELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
IIABSBALL SPACE FLIGHT CBNTEB, ALA.
ASTBONAUTS T9 PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
(NASA liELEASE-84-4] P84-1000'l 06
STATEMENT OF fHILIP E. CULBEBTSON AND JOHN D.
HODGE BEFOEE THE SUBCOIlIlITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS. COBBITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNCLOGY,
HOUSE OF BEPBESENTATIVES P84-100'l0 05
IIlBS /PLAJlET/
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN DEPENSE PREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIATION, LCNE STAR CHIPTER. FT. iCRTH. TEXIS
P84-10147 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZBERG BEBORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY. N.Y. P84-10151 05
SUGGES1ED REMARKS: THIRI ANNUAL INTEBNATIONAL
CONFERENCE. STUDEN1S FOR TEE EXPLORATION AND
DEVELOPHENT CF SPACE, iASBINGTCN, D.C.
P84-10153 05
NASA SETS UP SPACE STA~ION DEVELOPliE NT TEAMS
(NASA RELEASE-8'1-31] PS'I-10048 06
BOX-CAHERA PEINCIPLE TO DECIPHER SOLAB SECRETS
(NASA RELEASE-84-45] P84-10062 03
EARTH OBSERVATION BISSION PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAilED
(NASA RELEASE-84-57] P8'1-10074 06
SPACE TELESCOPE SCIENCE INSTEUIlENTS COIIPLETE
ACCEPTANCE TESTING
(NASA RELEASE-84-67] P84-10084 06
UNITED STATES CHABBEB Cf ceBMERCE. iASHINGTON. D.C.
P8.'I-l0155 05
SUGGES1ID BEBARKS: ABEEICAN BAR AsseCIATION'S
SECTICN ON PUBlIC CCNTEACT LIW. iASHINGTON. D.C.
P8'1-10159 05
SUGGESTED BE!ARKS: PRESIDENTIAL BANAGEHENT
INTERNS' FORUB, 1HE U.s. A5D THE NEi SPACE AGE,
WASHING~ON. D.C. P84-10212 05
ENTERPEISE ~C DEPART LCUISIANA WOBLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOB LEAGUE OF iASHINGTONl, iASHINGTON, D.C.
(NASA EELEASE-84-le3] PS'I-l0223 05
IIIBS lTlIOSPBEBE
SUGGESTED BE!ABKS: SPACE SCIENCE BOABD BEETING
WOODS HOLE. tASS FS4-10209 05
IIABS EXPLCBITIOI
NASA 10 TBANSfER eiNlRSHlf CF VIKING IANDEB 1 TO
IIUSEUB
(NASA ULEASI-e'l-S8) P8'1-10075 06
SUGGES1ED RE!ABKS: CHASI INTERNATIONAL ADVISOBY
COBII111EE BEETING. NEi ICR', N.Y. F8'1-10143 05
NASA CENTER AiARDS X-RAY OBSEEVATOBY STODY CONTRACT
(NASA BELEASE-8'1-70] P84-10087 06
SCIENTISTS SELECTED TO OBSEBVE HALLEY'S COBET
(NASA BELEASE-84-72] P84-100S9 06
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAilED
(NASA RELEASE-8'1-74] P84-10091 06
ASTRO PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS SELECTED
(NASA RELEASE-84-S0] P84-10097 06
FOUB NASA CENTEBS ASSIGNED SPACE STATIOII STUDIES
(NASARELEASE-84-S5] P84-10102 06
NASA AiABDS ORBITAL TRANSFEB VEHICLE STUDI CCNTBACTS
(NASA BELEASE-84-90] P84-10107 06
TEACBEB WOBKSHOPS TO BE HELD AT NASA CENT US
(NASA RELEASE-84-94] P84-10111 06
FIRST SPACE PRODUCT SET TO BE DEVELOPED FoOli
COBIlEBCIAL OSE
(NASA RELEASE-8'1-98] P8 4-1 0115 06
A-56
SUBJICT IIDII aCDO••ILL-DOUG£AS CORP.
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FCR SfACE STATION WORK
(NASA RELEASE-84-1~9] P84-10240 06
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. LUCAS BEFORE ~HE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND ~ECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10136 05
NASA WORK-PLATFORM STUDIES MAY LEND ~C REAL SPACE
CONSTRUCTICN
(NASA liELEASE-84-114] 1'84-10131 06
NASA SELECTS CCNTRACTORS FOB ORBITAL MANEUVERING
VEHICLE STUDY
(NASA RELEASE-84-102] P84-10119 06
BATIRI1LS RESEARCH
SUGGESTED REB ARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ABNUAL
HONOR 'AWARDS CEREMONY. CLEVELAND. OHIO
P84-10264 05
IIATHEB1T.ICS
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR SCIENCE AND BATH
ANNOUNCED
(NASA RELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
BCDONNELL DOUGLAS'TECHNICAL SER_ CO_
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WORK
(NASA RELEASE-84-159] P84-10240 06
MCDONNELL-DOUGLAS ASTROHAOTICS CO.
NASA AND PRIVATE FIRB TO NEGOTIATE FOR COMMERCIAL
DELTA fROGRAJI
(NASA RELEASE-84-2] P84-10002 06
NASA ~O LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLI~E FOR
NOAA
[NASA RELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
SUGGES~ED REBABKS: THE CENTERRE GROUP. ST. LOUIS.
MISSOURI P84-10031 05
P84-10185 06
SPACE STATION fROpOSALS SOUGHT
(NASA BELEASE-84-130]
S~ATEMENT OF BCNAl~ J. fHILlfS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE AND APfLICA~IONS.
COMMI~~EE ON SCIENCE AN~ TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10164 05
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
(NASA RELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY. N.Y. p84-10151 05
SUGGESTED REB ARKS: TOUCHE ROSS BREAKFAS~ SERIES
P84-10146 05
UNITED STATES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10155 Oli
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATICN'S




ROTARY CLUB OF WASHINGTON. D.C.
SUGGES,TED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING, NEW YQRK. N.Y. P84-10143 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: BETROPOLITAN CLUB, WASHINGTON.
D.C. P84-10145 05
NASA TO LAUNCH THIRD GALAXY SATELLITE
(NASA IlELEASE-84-128] P84-10183 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIEHCE
(NASA IlELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
lfCDONN]UJ.-DOUGLAS' COBP..
SA DOUGLAS AIRCRAFT CO_, INC.
GODDARD TEAM SAVES THE DAY FOR SOLAR MAX
(NASA RELEASE-84-53] p84-10070 06
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 41-D
(NASA RELEASE-84-69] p84-10086 06
AUGUS~ SHUTTLE MISSION DEFINED
(NASA RELEASE-84-95]
STAUMENT OF JAlfES M,. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES p84-10140 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCC~MITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS.
CO~HITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
STATElIEilT OF WILLIAIl R. LUCAS ,BEiORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10136 05
SOLAR MAX REPAIR. LDEE DEIIOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SH UTTLE FLIGHT
(NASA liELEASE-84-38] P84-10055 06
NASA AWARDS OREITAL TRANSiER VEHICLE STUDY CON~RACTS
(NASA RELEASE-€4-90] P84-10107 06
HARSHALL CEN~ER TO CONDUCT PAM NOZZLE ~ESTS
(NASA BELEASE-84-172] P84-10253 06
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WORK
[NASA liELEASE-84-159] P84-10240 06
IIARYLAHD
NASA CCNDUCTS GYPSY MOTH SURVEY ON EAST COAST
(NASA RELEASE-84-91] P84-10108 06
BJEYLAND DEPT. CF TliAHSPORTATICH
STATEMENT OF liCNALD J. fHILIPS BEFOBE ~HE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10164 05
NASA SELEC~S CCNTRACTORS FCR ORBITAL MANEUVERING
VEHICLE STUDY
(NASA liELEASE-84-102] P84-10119 06
BARrIH MARIETTA CORP.
AS~RONAUTS TO PRACTICE FCR SATELLITE RESCUE
(NASA liELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
SPACE TELESCOPE SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS CaHPLETE
ACCEPTANCE TES~ING
[NASA RELEASE-E4-67] P84-10084 06
NASA SELEC~S EOEING CCMfUTER SERVICES iOR
COMMUNICATICNS CCNTRAC~
(NASA RELEASE-84-176] P84-10257 06
MARTIH BARlETTA AEROSPACE
STATE~ENT OF JAMES A. AERAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AN~ AffLICA~IONS.
COMMI~~EE ON SCIENCE AND ~ECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
BARYLAND ONIV•• COLLEGE PARK
SCIENTISTS SELliCTE~ TO OESliliVE HALLEY'S COMET
(NASA RELEASli-E4-72], P84-10089 06
SIMPLE CHANGES TO LIGHT fLANE WING INCREASE SAFETY
(NASA BELEASE-84-160] P84-10241 06
MATAGORDA ISLAN~. TEX.
STATEMENT BY ISAAC T. GILLA~. IV BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SCIENCE. ~ECHNCLOGY ANI SPACE.
COMHITTEE ON CC~lIEECE. SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION.
UNITED STATES SENA~E f€4-10204 05
SUGGESTED REMABKS: ALA SPRING CONFERENCE.
WILLIAMSBUHG. VA. P64-10162 05
DISCOVERY TO BAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON BISSION 41-D
(NASA liELEASE-84-117] p84-10172 06
NASA SELECTS USBI FOR SRB ASSEMBLY AND
REFURBISHMENT CONTRACT
(NASA EELEASE-84-118] p84-10173 06
STATEIIENT BY ISAAC T. GILLAM. IV BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COMHITTEE ON COMMERCE. SCIENCE AND TRANSPOR~ATION.
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10204 05
A-57
ICIOBDO EISI. II!IBC!~CI SOBJBa ZNDBX
SUGGESTED BEIABKS: IETROPOLITAN CLUB. WASHINGTON.
D.C. P84-10145 05
SUGGESTED BEl ARKS: WHITE HOUSE COIPUTEB CCNFERENCE
1'84-10265 05
SUGGESTED REIARK: LUNAR BASE SYIIPOSIUI.






051'84-1026651-A FLIGHT DIRBCTOBS BRIEFING
STS 51-1 SATBLLITE BBTBIEVAL BRIEFING
P84-10267
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STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOIMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES. AGRICULTURB,
RESEABeH AND ENYIRONIENT. COIIITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF REPBBSENTATIYES
1'84-10201 05
SUGGESTED BEl ARKS: SPACE ACT AWARDS CERBIONY.
APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATOBY. JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIYEBSITY. LAUBEL, IABnAHD 1'84--10262 05
SUGGESTED BEIARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTER CCNFEBENCE
1'84-10265 05
ENTEBPBISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WOBLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOB LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON). WASHINGTON, D.C.
[NASA BELEASE-84-153] P84-10223 05
IElIBBTT SYNDICATES LTD.
NASA ANNOUNCES PLANS TO RETBIBVE PALAPA B-2
SATELLITE
[NASA BELEASE-84-116] 1'84-10133 06
NASA WILL RETBIEYE SBCOND SATELLITE ON 51-A
SHUTTLE MISSICN
[NASA BELBASE-84-136] P84-10191
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIYITIBS
[NASA BELEASE-84-179] 1'84-10260 06
IEBORIALS
SUGGESTED BEIARKS: LOW IEMOBIAL TRIBUTB.
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10211 05
BElICUlIY PBOJBCT
SUGGESTED BEIARKS: OPENING OF NASA ADHINISTBATORS
EXHIBIT. BATICNAL ALB AND SPACE IUSEUI
1'84-10208 05
IEDITEBBAIBAB SEA
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ISRAEL FOR EABTHCUAKE
STODY
[NASA BELEASE-84-52] 1'84-10069 06
BEIOBAIDUI or OBDBBSTABDIBG
NASA ANNOUNCES LONG BANGE PLAN FOR INDUSTBIAL
SPACE UCILITY
[NASA RELEASE-84-29]- P84-10029 06
STATEIENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFORB THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMIITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPBESENTATIVES 1'84-10039 05
FIRST SPACE PRODUCT SET TO BE DEVELOPED FOIl
COUERCIAL USE
[NASA BBLEASE-84-98] P84-10115 06
IEDXC~1fB IGBHI
SA NEUBOLOGY
SUGGEStID RBMABKS: ST. LCUIS BUSINESS BOUNDTABLB
LUNCHEeN. 8IsseURI 1'84-10216 05
UNITED STATBS CHAIEER CF CCI8ERCE. WASHINGTON. I.C.
P84-10155 05
NASA RECOGNIZES JOHNS HCEK~NS TEAl FOR IEIICAL
DEVELOEIENT
[NASA llELEASE-84-167) P84-10248 06
NASA TO CONDUCT TECHNCIOGY UTILIZATICN CONFEBBNCB
[NASA liELEASE-E4-63] 1'84-10080 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATICNAL CONFERENCE ON FIBE
COIBUSTION TOXICITY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
1'84-10149 05
SUGGESTED BEIAEKS: THIBD ANNUAL IICHBLSON
MEIOBIAL LECTUBE. U.S. N!VAl ACADBIY, ANNAPOLIS. MD.
1'84-110158 05
'.
MARSHALL CENTBB TO ceNIueT FAI NCZZLE TISTS
[NASA BBLEASI-84-172] P84-10253 06
STS 51-1 SATIIIITE BETBIIVAl ERIEF~NG
1'84-10267 05
SUGGBSiED BBMARKS: SBIIlNAli ON "PBOSPBCTS FOB
SPACB COMIBBCIALIZATION", CENTBR FOB STBATEGIC AND
INTERNATIONALSTUDIES, GECRGETO~N UNIYEBSITY,
WASHINGTON, I.e. P84-10217 05
SUGGESTED RE8ARKS: GEOliGE WASHINGTON UNIYERSITY
POLICi STUDIES PliOGRA!. ~ASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10163 05
SUGGESTED RE~ABKS: BUSSBLL RBYNOLDS COIPANY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. 1'84-10222 05
ENTBBPBISE TC IBPABT LeUISIANA WOBLD IXFOSITION
FUND (JUNICB LIAGUI C~ WASHINGTON), WASHINGTON. D.C.
[NASA IlBLEASI-84-1~3] 1'84-10223 05
SUGGESTED BEIABKS: TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
CONFEBENCE, ~ASH1NGTCN, D.C. E84-10161 05
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS BOUNDTABLE
LUNCHECN. IISSeURI E84-10216 05
SUGGESTED REMABKS: ~OILD TBADE CENTEB CLUB. NEW
YOBK CITY 1'84-10224 05
IECHABICAL TBCBBCLOGY, IIC.
NASA RBCEIVES 13 BIDS FeB SEACE STAT~ON WORK
[NASA liELEASE-84·159] 1'84-10240 06
IBD~CAL COLL. OF PA•• PUXLADBLPBIA
NASA SELECTS UNIVEBSITIIS FeR BESEABCH
[NASA HELEASI-84-147] 1'84-10227 06
IEDICIL BLECTBOIICS
SPACE AGENCY AIDED INVENTOli OF PBOGBAIIABlB
IEDICATION SYSTEI
[NASA ULEASE-84-51] 1'84-10068 06
IEDICAL BOO~PIBIT
SA PAIALYTIC ASSIST DEVICES
ICIUBDO BASB, AITABC!~CA
NASA TO ASSIST IN ESTAEIISING SATELLITI DATA LINK
[NASA BELEASI-84-173] 1'84-10254 06
IIASUBBIEIT OF ALB POLLOTICI FIOI SI~_
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH PLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE












S : ULTBAYIOLET SPECTBCMETER
1-58
SUBJECT IIDEX IIIIIESOTl IIIHIBG liD JllIUl'lCTUBIIG CO.
SUGGESTED REMARKS: METROPOLITAN CLUB. WASIlINGTON,
D.C. P84-10145 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: TOUCIlE ROSS BREAKFAST SERIES
P84-10146 05
SUGGESTED RE~ARKS: AERO CLUB OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-1 0144 05
SUGGES~EC REMARKS: AIAA NATIONAL CAPITAL SECTION,
WASIlINGTCN, D.C. P84-10225 05
P84-101s6 05
NATIONAL CONTRACT BANAGEMENT
ROBACK MEMORIAL AWARD DINNER,
P84-10221 05
ROTARY CLUB OF WASIlINGTON. D.C.
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. pa4-10151 05
UNI~ED STATES CHABBER OF COMMERCE, WASHINGTCN, C.C.
pa4-10155 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AlA SPRING CONFERENCE,
WI~LIABSEURG. VA. P84-10162 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: RUSSELL REYNOLDS COBPANY,
ll/ASHINGTON. D. C. P84- 10222 05
ENTERPRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF HASIlINGTON). WASHINGTON. D.C.
[NASA RELEASE-84-153] P84-10223 05
IlIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
IlIllES
SUGGESTED REIlARKS: NATIONAL CCNFERENCE ON EIRE
COMBUSTION TOXICITY, WASHINGTCN, D.C.
P84-10149 05
IlIIBBAL EIPLOBATION
SUGGESTED REBARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTER CONFERENCE
P8Q-l026s 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WORLD TRADE CENTER CLUE. NEW
YORK CITY P84-10224 05
IlICROiAVE SOUNDING UNIT
NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-F METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-84-150] P84-10230 06
IlILITIRY AVIATION
STATEBENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCO~MITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE ON APHOPRIATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
.





FIRST SPACE PRODUCT SET TO BE DEVELOPED FOR
COMMERCIAL USE
[NASA RELEASE-84-98] pa4-10115 06
NASA SELECTS BCEING COMFUTEE SERVICES FOR
COMMUNICATIONS CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-84-116] P84-10257 C6
IlICROCOIlPUTERS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE BOUSE COMPUTER CONFERENCE
P84-10265 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: FBESIDENTIAL ~ANAGEMENT
INTERNS' FORUM. THE U.s. ANt TilE NE~ SFACE AGE,
WASHINGTON. D.C. p84-10212 05
SUGGESTED REMAEKS: GCLDMAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING,
WESTCIlESTER CCUNTY, N.Y. P84-10213 05
ENTERFRISE TC DEPART LCUISIANA ~ORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNICR LEAGUE OE ~ASIlINGTON). ~ASHINGTON. D.C.
[NASA RELEASE-84-153] p84-10223 05
JlICROBLBCUOlICS
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH ELIGHT IlIGIlLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA EELEASE-84-133] p84-10188 06
S7ATE~ENT BY SIlELBY G. TILFORD BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE ANE AFFLICATIONS.
CO~MITTEE ON SCIENCE ANE TECIlNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVE~ F84-10202 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZBERG ~EMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. P84-101s1 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: TillE!: ANNUAl. INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE, STUDENTS FOR TEE EXPLORATIQN AND
DEVELOFMENT CF SPACE. ~ASIlINGTON, D.C.
p84-10153 05







SUGGESTED REMARKS: UNITEE STATES SPACE EOUNDATION






SA NOAA ~ETECECLOGICAL SATELLITES
SA TIECS N
!!ETHANE
RIGS OE URANUS PHCTOGRAFEEE FOR FIRST TIME
[NASA RELEASE-84-145] F84-10200 06
BICHOUD ASSEBBLY EAC-. lEi CELEAIS. LA.
STATEMENT OF WlLUAM R. LUCAS EEF'ORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIEICE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES p84-10136 05
NASA RECOGNIZES JOHNS HCFKINS TEA~ FOR MED~CAL
DEVELOFMEN~
[NASA EELEASE-8Q-167] P84-102Qa 06
BICBOGBAUTY
S REDUCED GRAVITY
M~CBOGRA'ITY SC3BBCE AID A~~L~CATIOBS
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS EEFORE THE
SUBCOMMI~TEE CN IlUD-INDEFENEENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE ON AFPROPRIATICKS, 1l0USE OF
REPRESENTATIVES p84-10140 05
JlICBOBIIIATURIZA~~OI
SPACE AGENCY AIDED INVENTOF CF PROGRABIlABLE
~EEICATION SYSTEM
[NASA RELEASE-84-51] P84-10068 06
SUGGES~ED REIlARKS: SPACE ACT AWARDS CEREHONY.
APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATCEY. JOHNS 1l0PKINS
UNIVERSITY, LAUREL, HAFYLAND P84-10262 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTER CONFERENCE
p84-10265 05
IIIBIBG
SUGGESTED REBARKS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. P84-10151 05
SUGGESTED REBARKS: A~ERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION'S
SECTION ON PUBLIC CONTRACT LAW. WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10159 05
SUGGESTED REB ARK: LUNAR BASE SYMPOSIUM.
WASHINGTON, D.C. pa4-10220 05
IJIIIESOTA BIIING liD BANUPACTURING CO.
NASA RESEARCH FINDS AIRCRAFT SURFACE GROOVES MAY
TAME TURBULENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-3] P84-10003 06
3B ANNOUNCES LONG-BANGE BASIC RESEARCH PROGRAM IN
SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-84-14] P84-10014 06
SUGGESTED REBARKS: CIlASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COBBITTEE MEETING, NEi YORK, N.Y. P84-10143 05
A-59
JlINOBIUll5 50BJICT INDEX
UNITED STAiES CHAMBER OF CC~~ERCE. WASHINGiON, D.C.
P84-10155 05
SUGGESTED REJIARKS: TOUCHE lOSS BREAKFAST SEBIES
P84-10146 05
SUGGESTED RE~ARKS: ~ETEOFCLITAN CLUB, WASHINGTON.
D.C. P84-10145 05
SUGGESiED RE!ABKS: SALZEEEG JlEJlORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY. N.Y. P84-10151 05
DATE SET FOR NOVEMBER SHUTTLE RETRIEVAL MISSICN
[NASA RELEASE-84-144] P84-10199 06
CHALLENGEB'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EABTB SCIENCE
[NASA liELEASE-8ij-133] P84-10188 06
IRAS IDENTIFIES ADDITIONAL STARS WITH POSSIELE
SOLAR SYSTEIlS
[NASA RELEASE-84-78] P84-10095 06
ULYSSES NEW NAME FOB INTERNATIONAL SOLAR POLAB
JlISSION
[NASA BELEASE-84-127] P84-10182 06
P84-10156 05ROiARY CLUB CF WASHINGiCN, D.C.
SUGGESTED BEMAliKS: WORLD iBADE CENiEB CLUB. NEW
YOBK CliY P84-10224 05
STS 51-A PBEFLIGHT CBEW FRESS CONFEBENCE
P84-10268 05
DISCOVEBY'S SECOND MISSION SCHEDULED
[NASA liELEASE-84-149] P84-10229 06
SUGGESiED RE~ARKS: ALA SPRING CONFERENCE,
WILLIAMSEUBG. VA. P84-10162 05
P8ij-10266 0551-A FLIGHT DIRECTORS BRIEFING
MISSION OBJBCTIYllS
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
[NASA BELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
SUGGESTED REMABKS: WOBLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
NASA ANNOUNCES FLIGHT ASSIGNJlENTS AND CHANGES
[NASA RELEASE-8ij-148] P84-10228 06
NASA REQUESTS EXPERIMENTS FOR TETHERED SATELLITE
[NASA BELEASE-84-54] P84-10071 06
EARTH OBSERVATION MISSION PAYLOAD SPECIALISiS NAMED
[NASA liELEASE-84-57] P84-10074 06
NASA MAY FLY BY ASTEROID WITH GALILEO SPACECRAFT
[NASA liELEASE-811-178] P84-10259 06
SOLAB MAX BEPAIR. LDEF DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGBT
SHUT7LJl FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-84-38] P84-10055 06
DISCOVERY'S SECOND MISSION SCHEDULED
[NASA BELEASE-84-1ij9] P84-10229 06
F84-10266 0551-A FLIGHi DIRECT CBS EliIEFING
SUGGESTED EEMABKS: Si. LOUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE
LUNCHEON. MISSOUBI P84-10216 05
S UGGESiED BEMABKS: SEMHAli ON "PROSPECTS FOR
SPACE COMIlEBCIALIZATION". CENTER FOB S7liATEGIC AND
INiEBNATIONALSiUDIES. GEOBGETOWN UNIVERSITY.
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10217 05
SUGGESTED RE!ARKS: liUSSEIL liEYNOLDS COMPANY,
WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10222 05
SUGGESjED RE~ARKS: AMEIICAN EAR ASSOCIATION'S
SECTION ON PUBLIC CCNTRACT LAW, WASHINGiON. D.C.
P84-10159 05
SUGGESUD REMARKS: TEE CENTERRE GROUP. ST,. LOUIS.
lliSSOUBI P84-10031 05
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE iOli SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA BELEASE-S4-4] P84-10004 06
DISCOVEBY iO MAKE BAIDEN F1IGHi ON SiS 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-E4-69] P84-10086 06
APBIL 6 SEi AS LAUNCH LAiE FCR SHUTiLE MISSION 41-C'
[NASA RELEASE-84-27] P84-10027 06
P84-10112 06
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
(NASA EELEASE-84-74] P84-10091 06
CREW MEMBER ADDED TO SHUTTLE MISSION 41-G
[NASA RELEASE-84-76] P8ij-10093 06
AUGUSi SHUTTLE MISSION DEFINED
[NASA RELEASE-84-95]
SUGGESTED BEMABK: LUNAR BASE SYMPOSIUM.
WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10220 05
SUGGESTED REMABKS: NATIONAL CONTRACT MANAGEMENi
ASSOCIATION HERBERT ROBACK MEJlORIAL AWABD LINNER.
ABLINGTON. VIRGINIA P84-10221 05
ABTIFICIAL COJlET VISIBLE IN WESTERN U.S. ON
CHRISTMAS DAY
[NASA RELEASE-84-170] P84-10251 06
MI5SIOI PICULIAB llXPBB. SOPPOBT STRUCT.
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
SHUTTLE MISSION 41-D PREFLIGHT BBIEFINGS
[NASA EELEASE-84-60] P84-10077 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMIiTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE ON APPBOPRIATIONS. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
DISCOVEBY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
ULYSSES NEW NAME FOR INTERNATIONAL SOLAR PCLAR
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-84-127] P84-10182 06
SUGGESTED REJIARKS: SPACE SCIENCE BOARD MEETING
WOODS BOLE. JlASS P84-10209 05
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 41-n
[NASA RELEASE-84-69] P84-10086 06
P84-10011 06
TWO SHOTiLE CREWS NAMED BY NASA
[NASA RELEASE-64-11]
SCIENTISiS SELECTED TO OESERVE HALLEY'S COMET
[NASA liELEASE-64-72] P84-10089 06
NEW IRAS RESULiS OUTLINED Ai ASTRONCBICAL SOCIETY
MEET ING
[NASA RELEASE-84-77] P84-10094 06
STATEMENT OF JABES B. BEGGS BEFORE iHE
SUBCOMBITTEE CN SCIENCE. iECHNOLOGY AND SFACE.
COMMliTEE CN CCMIlEliCE. SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION.
UNITED STAiES SENAiE P84-10038 05
SOlAB BAX BEPAIR. LDEF DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SH~TTLE FLIGHT
[NASA liELEASE-S4-38] P84-10055 06
JlISSION DUBATION
SPACELAB 4 PAYLOAD SPECIALIST CANDIDATES SELECTED
FOli TUINING
[NASA RELEASE-84-1] P84-10001 06
JllNOBITIll5
SUGGESiED REIlARKS: INAUGUliATION OF ELACK HISTORY
MONTH. iASHINGiCN. D.C. P84-10034 05
JlIBBOB5
NASA CENTEB AWARDS X-RAY OESERVATOBY SiODY CONiRACT






ASiRONAUiS !l:0 £BACXICE zCB SAXELLIXE B!SCUE
(NASA EELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: THE CE:lI!l:ERRE GROUP, SX. LOUIS,
MISSOUEI P84-10031 05
!ISS:rOI !IlIlBIIATICI
NASA AND CNES AGREE TO CCC~EEA!l:E IN SHUTTLE
EMERGENCY SUPPCBX
(NASA EELEASE-84-126] P84-10181 06
JUSs:r SS:rPP:I
41-D CREW iO PILM SHUTTLE MISSION PCB 1MAX AND
CIliEMA-360
(liASA RELEASE-84-124] P84-10179 06
aISS:rSSIPPI BIYER
ENTERPRISE TC rEPARX LOUISIAliA WORLD EX~OSITION
FUND (JUNICR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON), WASHINGTON, D.C.
(NASA RELEASE-84-1~3] P84-10223 05
B:rSSISS:rPPI !l:ES~ FACILI!l:Y, IlAY SI. LOU:rS




SA APOLLO COMMAND MCDULE
SA OREITAL MCDULE
FOUR NASA CENiEBS ASSIGNED SPACE S!l:ATION S!l:UDIES
(NASA EELEASE-S4-8~] P84-10102 06
BC:lI:[!l:ORS
NASA !l:0 CONDUCi !l:ECHNOLOGY DiILIZATICN CONFERENCE
(NASA RELEAS!-84-63J P84-10080 06
BOIiKEYS
U.S. BIOLOGY EXPERIMENiS FLONN SUCCESSFULLY ON
SOVIEi SATELlIU
(NASA EELEASE-84-17] P84-10017 06
!OIOD:rSPEBSE LAiEJ BEAC!l:OB
ASTRONAUTS !l:0 PRACTICE FCR SATELLITE RESCUE
(NASA RELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
FIRST SPACE PRODUCT SET TC BE DEVELCPEr FOR
CCMllJiJ;CLAL USE
(NASA RELEASE-S4-98] P84-10115 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: METEC~CLITAN CLUE, WASH:rNGTON,
D.C. P84-10145 05
UNITED STATES CHAMBER 01 CCMMERCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10155 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AlA SPEING CONFERENCE,
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. . P84-10162 05
lfOOI
SA TITAN
SUGGES!l:ED REMARK: LUNAR EASE SYMPOSIUM,
WASHINGiON, 1:.C. P84-10220 05
1I0DALE
SUGGESiED REMARKS: IN!l:ERNATIONAL PEBSCNNEL
MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION ANNUAL CONFEBENCE, ROSSLYN,
VA. P84-10210 05
MORELOS SATELLITES
NASA AliNOUNCES SHUi~LE SCEETIULE FOB FIBSX SIX
FLIGHiS IN 19€5
(NASA RELBASE-84-177] P84-10258 06
HOB!l:ON !l:BIOROL, ~.C.
S!l:ATEMENT OF JAMES A. AERAHAMSON BEFORE !l:HE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIE~CE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMHIiiEE ON SCIERCE AND iECHNCLOGY, HQUSE OF
RE~RESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
STA~EMENT OF WILLIAM R. LUCAS BEFORE iHE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES ~84-1C136 05
SUGGESiED REMARKS: MOEiC~ iHICROL MANAGEMENT
GReUp, POINT CLEAR, ALA. P84-10154 05
HO!l:CB HEHOBIAL SIAIIOI
MARSHALL CENTER TO CcNDUCT PAM NOZZLE TESTS
[NASA RELEASE-B4-172] PB4-10253 06
JlOUOI PIC!l:OBES
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
(NAS.A EELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
CINEMA-360 CAMERA SYSTEM TO DOCUMEN!l: SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
(NASA RELEASE-84-6] P64-10008 06
SOLAR MAX REPAIR, LDU DEPLOYMEN!l: HIGHLIGH7
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
(NASA RELEASE-84-38] P84-10055 06
DISCOVERY TO MAKE HALDEN FLIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
(NASA RELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
41-D CBEW TO FILH SHUTTLE MISSION ~OR IMAX AND
C:rNEMA-360
(NASA RELEASE-84-124] P84-10179 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FL:rGH!l: HIGHLIGH!l:S EARTH SCIENCE
(NASA RELEASE~84-133] P84-10188 06
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CEN!l:ER ANNUAL
HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY, CLEVELAND, OH:rO
P84-10264 05
HOTOBOLI, lliC.
ADVANCED COMMUNICATIQNS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE
CON!l:RACT AWARDED
(NASI RELEASE-84-113] P84-10130 06
SUGGES!l:ED REMARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY, CLEVELAND, OH:rO
P84-10264 05
MOOIi!l:lINS
NEW RESEARCH ON CLEAR-AIR TURBULENCE
(NASA RELEASE-84-165] P84-10246 06
IISF
S MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
IISFC
S MARSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTER, ALA.
IIUL!l:Ilf:tSS:rON 1I0DULAR SPACECRAP!l:
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
(NASA RELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
SOLAR MAX REPAIR, LDEF DEPLOYMENT HIGHL:rGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
(NASA RELEASE-84-38] p84-10055 06
lfOLTIPU~POSE SPACE YEHICLES
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
(NASA RELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRAC!l:S FOR OCEANOGRAPHIC SAiELLITE
(NASA RELEASE-84-41] P84-10058 06
1I0L!l:ISPEC!l:BAL SCINIiER
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NQAA
(NASA RELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
NASA COMPLE!l:ES CHECKOUT; !l:URNS LANDSAT-5 OVER !l:O
NOAA
(NASA RELEASE-84-49] PB4-10066 06
MUSCULAR FURCTION
FINALISTS CHOSEN IN SHU!l:TLE STUDENT PROJECT
(NASA RELEASE-84-62] P84-10099 06
MUSCULOSKELBIAL SYSTEM
SA BONES
FINAL:rSTS CHOSEN IN SHUTTLE S!l:UDENT PROJECT
(NASA RELEASE-84-82] P84-10099 06
MO!l:CH MEMORIAL STA!l:IOI
NASA TO !l:RANSFER OWNERSHIP OF VIKING LANDER 1 TO
MUSEUM




SUGGESTED EEBAEIS: CHASE INTEENATICNAL ADV~SOBY
COMMITiEE MEETING, NEW YCER, N.Y. P84-10143 05
SUGGESTED REBAEIS: ABEBICAN DEFENSE PBEPAREDNESS




S NATIONAL ADV. CCBM. ECB AEECNAUTICS
lIJBAQUA ASTEBO~t
COMET lOPEE iO EE iARGEi FCE NASA EENDEZVOUS
(NASA EELEASE-84-43] P84-10060 06
NAS
S NATICNAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES
NASA ADV~SOBY CCU.C~L
STATEBENT BY WILLIAM A. ANDEES BEFOEE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND AFPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REFBESINTATIVES P84-10134 05
STATEBENT BY SHILBY G. iIIFOED BEFOBI THE
SUBCOBBITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APFLICATIONS,
COBBliiEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
BEEBESENTATIVES F84-10202 05
RISA COBBUBICATIOBS IETiOHI
STATEBENT OF FCBEBT O. AILEE BEFORE THE
SUBCOMBITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNCLOGY, HOUSE OF
BEPRESENTATIVES P84-10042 05
STATEBENT OF EOBEBi O. ALLEB BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SEACE SCIENCE ANt APPLICATIONS
COMMliiEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OE
BEEHESENTATIVES P84-10165 05
RISA BMPtOYEE TEABS
NASA SYMPOSIUM ON PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY:
COBMITiING TC EXCEllENCE, ~ASHINGTON, t.C.
P84-10206 05
liSA BECOII
STATEBENT OF BCNALD J. EHILIES BEFOBl iHE
SUBCOHHITTEE eN SPACE SCIEICE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE ANt iECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
BEEBESENTATIVES P84-10164 05
NASA/BECON USEBS CCNFEIENCE SET FOB SEPTEMBEB 27
AND 28
(NASA RELEASE-84-135] P84-10190 06
H1SA !IECH BBIEFS
NASA IESlABCH FINDS AIBeBAFT SUBFACE GBOOVES MAY
TAME TOREUrEliCE
(NASA RELEASE-84-3] P84-10003 06
SiATEMENT OF RCNALE J. EHIIIES BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMI!1iEE ON SCIENCE ANt TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
BEEEESlNTATIVES P84-10164 05
STATEMENT OF PAiRICK A. iEMILETON BE~CliE THE
SUECOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICAiIONS,
COMMliiEE ON SCIENCE ANE iECHNCLCGY, HoUSE OF
BEEEESlNTATIVES P84-10166 05
NISA-COR!1RACTOB PiODUCTIVI!1Y COUNCIL
NASA SYMPOSIUM ON PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY:
COMMliTING TO EXCEllENCE, iASHINGTON, I.C.
P84-10206 05
NlSCOM
S NASA COMMUN~CA!1ICNS NEiiCIK
NASTHAN
NASA TO CONDUCT TECHNOLOGY UiILIZATICN CONFERENCE
(NASA RELEASE-84-63] P84-10080 06
IIITIONAL ACADEBJ OF SCIEICES
SA SPACE SCIENCE BOABD. NAS-NBC
SUBJECT XNDBI
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTUBE LUNAB AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
(NASA IELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
STA!1EMENT BY SHELBY G. TILFOBD BEFOBE THE
SUBCCMMI!1TEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COBMI!1TEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE CF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10202 05
SUGGESTED REBABK: LUNAB BASE SYBPOSIUM,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10220 05
IIT~OlAL ADY. coaa. FOB ABBONAUTICS
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: THIBD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECTURE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS, MD.
P84-10158 05
NITIONAL IEBOl. IND SPACB ADaII.
s' iAEBOSPACE SAFETY ADVISORY PANEL
S . AMES IESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CA.
S AUTOMOTIVE GAS TUBBINE TECHNOLOGY PBOGRAM
S CCNiRACTING AND PBOCUBEBENT
S ,CRUSTAL DYNAMICS PBOJECT, NASA
S : DRYDEN FLIGHT BESEABCH CENTEB, CALIF.
S . FACILIUES
S : GODDABD SPACE FLIGHT CTB., GBEENBELT, MD.
S : HEADQUABTEBS, NASA, WASHINGTON, D.C.
S :INDUSTBIAL APPLICATIONS CENTERS, NASA
S 'JET PROPULSION LAB., PASADENA, CALIF.
S JOHNSON SPACE CENTER, HOUSTON, TEX.
S KENNEDY SPACE CENTEB, COCOA BEACH, FLA.
S LANGLEY BESEAECH CENTEB, HABPTON, VA.
S LAUNCH VEHICLE BE VIEW BOAED, NASA
S LEWIS EESEABCH CENTEB, CLEVELAND, OHIO
S MABSHALL SPACE FLIGHT CENTEB, ALA.
S MICHOUD ASSEMBLY FAC., NEW ORLEANS, LA.
S NASA COMMUNICATIONS NETWOBK
S NATIONAL SPACE TECHNOLOGY LAB., NASA
S OFFICE OF AEBON. AND SPACE TECHNOL., NASA
S OFFICE OF EXTEBNAL BELATIONS, NASA
S . OFFICE OF GENEBAL COUNSEL, NASA
S OFFICE OF INDUSTBY APFAIBS, NASA
S O~FICE OF MANAGEMENT, NASA
S OFFICE OF PLANETABY PBOGBAM, NASA
S OFFICE OF SPACE AND TEBR. APPL., NASA
S OFFICE OF SPACE FLIGHT, NASA
S OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPL., NASA
S O~FICE OF SPACE TBACKING AND DATA SYSTEMS
S OFFICE OF SPACE TRANSPORTATION OPERATIONS
S OFFICE OF SPACE TRANSPORTATION SYSTEMS
S SCIENTIFIC AND TECH. INFORM. FACILITY, MD.
S SOLAR SYSTEM EXPLORATION DIVISION, NASA
S SPACE SHU!1TLE PROGBAM OFFICE, NASA
STILT BOTOB BES. AIBCBAFT TECHNOL. PROGBAM
S WALLOPS FLIGHT CENTEB, WALLOPS ISLAND, VA.
IATIORAL AlB AND SPACE MUSEUM, WASH., D.C.
NASA TO TRANSFEB OWNEBSHIP OF VIKING LANDER 1 TO
MUSEUM
(NASA IELEASE-84-58] P84-10075 06
SUGGESTED REMABKS: HEADQUABTEBS HONOBS AWARDS
CEBEMONY. WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10160 05
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
(NASA BELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
41-D CREW TO EILM SHUTTLE MISSION FOB IMAX AND
CINEMA-360
(NASA IELEASE-84-124] P84-10179 06
CHALLENGEE'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EABTH SCIENCE
(NASA RELEASE-84-133J P84-10188 06
SUGGESTED BEBABKS: OPENING OF NASA ADMINISTBATOBS
EXHIB~T, NATIONAL AlB AND SPACE MUSEUM
P84-10208 05
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: AIAA NATIONAL CAPITAL SECTION,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10225 05
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA BELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
RATIONAL ASSOC. OF BBOADCASTEBS
NASA DEVICE COULD CUT UHF-TV POWEB USAGE IN HALF
[NASA RELEASE-84-7] P84-10007 06
A-62
SUB,]llCf lIUI NATIOIAL SPACE POLICY
SUGGESTED llEMARKS: TOUCHE EOSS BllEAKFAST SEllIES
P84-10146 05
SUGGESTED BEIlAllKS: METFOPCIITAN CLUB. WASHINGTON,
D.C. P84-10145 05
UNITED STATES CHAMBER CF CCMMERCE. WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10155 05
SUGGESTED BEMAllKS: SALZBEllG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. P84-10151 05
TEACHER WORKSHOPS TO BE HELD AT NASA CENTERS
[NASA llELEASE-84-94) P84-l0111 06
IATIONAL SECOBITY
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING, NEW YQRK, N.Y. P84-l0143 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN DEFENSE PREPAllEDNESS .
ASSOCIATION. LONE STAR CHAPTER. FT. WORTH. TEIAS
P84-10147 05
IATIOIAL SPACE IBSTITUTE
SA YOUNG ASTRONAUTS YOUTH ORGANIZATION
IATIOBAL SOCIETY OF PROFESSIONAL EBGIIBEBS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: FEDERAL ENGINEERING OF THE
YEAB AWARDS BANQUET P84-l0035 05
IATIONAL SPACE FOOIDATION
SUGGESTED REMARKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FCUNDATION
SYMROSIUB. COLORADO SPRINGS. COkORADO
P84-10263 05
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. LUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10136 05
NASA TO ASSIST IN ESTABLISING SATELLITE DATA LINK
(NASA RELEASE-84-173) P84-10254 06
IATIONAL SCIEBCE SUPERVISORS ASSOC.
TEACHER WORKSHOPS TO BE HELD AT NASA CENTEES
(NASA BELEASE-84-94) P84-101l1 06
IATIONAL SCIENCE TEACHERS ASSOC.
FINALISTS CHOSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT
(NASA RELEASE-84-82) P84-l0099 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA BELEASI-84-133) P84-10l88 06
IATIOIAL RESEAHCH COUICIL. CANADA
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
(NASA RELEASE-84-4) P84-10004 06
NASA TO FLY CANADIAN AS A PAYLOAD SPECIALIST ON
SHUTTLE
(NASA BELEASE-84-12] P84-l0012 06
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR 41-G SHUTTLE MISSION
(NASA RELEASE-84-132) P84-l0187 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133) P84-10188 06
IATIONAL SCIENCE FOOBDATIOB
TEACHER WORKSHOPS TO BE HELD AT NASA CENTEBS
(NASA RELEASE-84-94) P84-10111 06
STATEMENT BY SHELBY G. TILFORD BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10202 05
IATIONAL RESEARCH COUNCIL
SA SPACE SCIENCE BOARD. NAS-NRC
P84-10156 05ROTARY CLUB CJ WASHI~GTC~, t.C.
SUGGESTED REMARKS: RUSSELL REYNOLDS COMPANY,
WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10222 05
ENTERPRISE TO IEPAllT LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNICR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON), WASHINGTON. D.C.
(NASA EELEASI-84-1~3) P84-10223 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AlA SPEING CONFIRINCE,
WIILIAIlSEUllG, VA. P84-10162 05
SUGGESTED REMAEKS: WORLD TEADI CENTEE CLUE. NEW
YOEK CITY P84-10224 05
BAfIOBAL BOBEAU 01 SfAIDABDS
FIRST SPACE PRODUCT SET TO BE DEVELOPED FOR
COIlMEllCIAL USE
[NASA IillLEASI-E4-98) P84-10115 06
NAfIOIAL COBB. el EICEL. II IDOCATIOI
NEW NASA EDUCATICNAL PFCGEAM FCR SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCID
[NASA llELEASI-84-E3) P84-10100 06
BAfIOBAL COOl. CF SOPEBVISOBS OF BAtH
TEACHEE WORKSHCPS TO BE HIlt AT NASA CENT IRS
(NASA EILEASI-84-94) P84-10111 06
IATIONAL COUNCIL eF flACHEllS CF MA~H.
TEACHEll WORKSHCPS TO BE EELD AT NASA CENTERS
(NASA RELEASI-84-94) P84-10111 06
IAtIONAL FULL-SCALE AERODYIABIC COBPLII
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: HONCE AWARtS CEREMONY. AMES
RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF.
P8,4-10219 05
IAfIONAL'INSf. OF ABfBBITIS
STATEMENT OF RONALD J. PHILIPS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE Ci SPACE SCIEiCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE ANt TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10164 05
IAfIOIAL BACHINE TOOLS BUILDERS ASSOC.
SfATEMENT OF ReNALD J. PHILIPS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TICHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10164 05
IATIOHAL OCEAIIC AID ATBOSPHEBIC ADUI.•
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH EESCURCES SAT ILLITE FOR
NOAA
(NASA RELEASI-84-22) P84-10022 06
NASA COMPLETIS CHECKOUT; TUrNS LANDSAT~5 OVER TO
NOAA
[NASA RELEASI-84-49) P84-10066 06
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFORI THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN NATURAL RESOURCES. AGRICULTURE.
RESEARCH AND EiVIRCNBENT. CCMBITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLCGY. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P84-10201 05
STATEMENT BY SHELEY G. TILFeED BEFORI THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCI AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TICHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-l0202 05
NASA SIT TO LAUNCH NCAA-F !ITEOROLOGICAL SATlLLITE
(NASA RELEASI-8~-1~O) P84-10230 06
NASA TO ASSIST IN ESTABLISING SATELLITE DATA LINK
(NASA RELEASF-84-173] P84-10254 06
TELEPHONE SERVICE TO BE AVAILABLE FOR SPACUAB
MISSION
(NASA RELEASE-84-13) P84-10013 06
TELEPHONE SERVICE TO BE AiAILABLE FOR SHUTTLE
MISSION
(NASA RELEASE-a4-48) P84-10065 06
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAH FOR SCIENCE AND HATH
ANNOUNCED
(NASA RELEASE-84-83) P84-10100 06
IATIOBAL SPACE POLICY
THE PRESIDENT'S PLAN FOR SPACE: A PARTNERSHIP
FORPBOGRESS. STATEMENT FOR PRESS BRIEFING
P84-10036 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES H. BEGGS BBFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE CN HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
A-63
HATIOBAL SPACE SC~EBCE DATA CEITER. GSPC
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMEEICAN DEFENSE FREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIA7IOj, LONE STAR CBAITER, FT. WORTH, TEXAS
1'84-10147 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATICNAL CONFERENCE ON FIRE
COMBUSTION TOXICITY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10149 05
SUGGESTED REEARKS: SAIZEERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. 1'84-10151 05
BATIOBAL SEACE SC~EICE DATA CEITER, GSPC
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FCR RESEARCH
(N ASA liELliASE-84-147] 1'84-10227 06
IRAS ASTRONOEICAL CATAICG AVAIIAELE
(NASA RELEASli-84-1 t9] P84-10250 06
BITIOBAL SPACE TECBBOIOGY liE., BISI
NASA SETS U1' SFACE STATICN DEVEL01'MENT TEAMS
(NASA RELEASE-84-31] P84-10048 06
,STATEMENT OF WILlIAM R. lUCAS EEFORE THE
SUBCOlUlITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REFRESENTATIVES P84-10136 05
IATIOBAL TRABSOIiC PACIIITY
STATEMENT OF JcHN J. MARTIN EEFORE THE
SUECO~MITTEE ON TRANSPORTATICN, AVIATION AND
MATERIALS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF RE1'RESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
SUGGESTED REMAHKS: HEA[~UARTERS HONORS AWAHDS
CEREMeNY, WASHINGTCN, t.C. 1'84-10160 05
NITIOBAL TRAISPORTITIOB SAIETY BOIRD
NEW RESEARCH ON CLEAR-AIR TURBULENCE
(NASA R.ElEASE-S4-1,E5] P84-10246 06
lAVAL ACIDBIY. INNAEOIIS, ID.
NASA ADMINISTRATOR OUTLINES FUTURE IN SPACE
(NASA EELEASE-84-39] P84-10056 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIlit ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECTURE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNA1'OLIS, MD.
P84-10158 05
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
(NASA RELEASE-E4-133] 1'84-10188 06
lAVAL ELBCTROBlC SYSTEIS celMAND
MATTINGLY TO LEAVE ASTRCNAUT CCRPS FOR NAVY POST
(NASA RELEASE-811-97] 1'84-101111 06
BAVAL RESEARCH LIE., IASH1NGtCI. D.C.
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
(NASA EELEASE-84-133] 1'811-10188 06
IIVIGI~IOH SITBILltBS
SUGGES~ED RE~ARKS: SAlZEERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVEESlTY, N.Y. P84-10151 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE, STUDENTS FOR TEE EXPLORATION AND
DEVELOPMENT OF S1'ACE, IASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10153 05·
UNITED STATES CHAMEER CF ceMMERCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
1'84-10155 05
SUGGESTED REMAEKS: PRES1DENTIAL MANAGEMENT
INTERNS' FORUM, THE U.S. Alt THE NEW SPACE AGE,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10212 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GOLDMAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING,
WESTCHESTER CeUNTY, N.Y. P84-10213 05
ENTERPRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON). WASHINGTON, D.C.
(NASA EELEASE-84-153] P84-10223 05
SUGGESTED REMAEKS: UNITED S~ATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYMPOSIUM, CCLCRADO SPRINGS, COLORADO
P84-10263 05
BlYl, U.S.
SA NAVAL ELECTEONIC SYSTEfS CCMMAND
SUEJBCT IBDBK
HUGHES AIRCRAFT NOMINATES PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
(NASA RELEASE-84-89] P84-10106 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AERO CLUB OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10144 05
STATEMENT BY SHELBY G. TILFORD BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OP
REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10202 05
NASA SEEKS PROPOSALS FOR F-8 OBLIQUE PRELIMINARY
DESIGN




STATEMENT OF ROBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSB OP
REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10042 05
IBTBBRLABDS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WORLD APFAIRS COUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS 1'811-10030 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SFACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ISRAEL FOR EARTHQUAKE
STUDY
(NASA RELEASE-811-52] P84-10069 06
NEW IRAS RESULTS OUTLINED AT ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
MEETING
(NASA RELEASE-84-77] P84-10094 06
IRAS IDENTIFIES ADDITIONAL STARS WITH POSSIBLE
SOLAR SYSTEMS
(NASA RELEASE-84-78] P84-10095 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUECOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON A1'1'R01'RIATIONS, HOUSE OP
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
IRAS ASTRONOMICAL CATALOG AVAILABLE
(NASA RELEASE-811-169] P84-10250 06
BBUROLOGY
FINALISTS CHOSEI IN SHUT~LE STUDENT 1'ROJECT
(NASA RELEASE-84-82] 1'84-10099 06
BBUTRAL BUOYAICY SIMULATOR
NASA WORK-1'LATFORM STUDIBS MAY LEAD TO REAL SPACE
CONSTB UCTION
(NASA RELEASE-84-114] P84-10131 06
BBUTROB STARS
NASA CENTER AWARDS X-RAY OBSERVATORY STUDY CCNTRACT
(NASA RELEASE-84-70] P84-10087 06
BEl YORK
NASA CONDUCTS GYPSY MOTH SURVEY ON EAST COAST
(NASA RELEASE-84-91] 1'811-10108 06
IBIS Ill.DII
SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C BRIEFINGS SET
(NASA RELEASE-811-28] 1'84-10028 06
BIGHT PliGHTS
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRAHSPORTATION.
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
IIBBUS SA7ElLIrBS
NASA TO ASSIST IN ESTABLISIIG SATELLITE DATA LINK
(NASA RBLBASE-84-173] 1'84-10254 06
lOlA EIV~BOBMElrlL !011!0~IG SATBLLI!B
ENVIRONMENTAL SATBLLITE DEVELOPS ATTITUDE PROBLEM
{BASA RELEASE-811-93] P84-10110 06
A-64
SUBJECT I1DIX
REMARKS PREP ABED FOR DELIVERY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION, ABERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS AND
ASTRONAUTICS, WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10142 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES B. BEGGS BEPORE THE
SUBCOMHITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGEHCIES.
COMMITTEE OH APPROPRIATIOHS. HOUSE OP
REPRESEHTATIVES P84-10140 05
SUGGESTED BEBARKS: HEADQUARTERS HONORS AWARDS
CEREMONY. WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10160 05
STATEMENT OF BILLIE J. MCGARVEY BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS AND
THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATIOH. AVIATION AND
MATEBIALS. CQBMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10170 05
SUGGESTED BEBARKS: AIAA NATIONAL CAPITAL SECTION.
WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10225 OS
HIGHLIGHTS of 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
SUGGESTED REBARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTER CCNFEREICE
P84-10265 05




NEW RESEARCH Oti CLEAR-AIR TURBULENCE
[NASA EELEASE-84-165] P84-10246 06
NORTH ABBRICAI PHILIPS LABS•• N.I.
NASA WEAR-PRCOF REFRIGEEATOR IN OPERATION FOR ONE
YEAR
[NASA RELEASE-S4-87] p84-10 104 06
10RllAi
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WOEIC AFFAIRS COUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 OS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AEEC CLUB OF WASHINGTON. D.C.
p84-10144 OS
BOlA BETEOiOLOG~C1L SlTELL~~ES
H~GHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] p84-10260 06
NOllA-9
NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-F METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-84-1~0] P84-10230 06
NOISE REDUCT~CN RESEARCH
STATEBENT OF JOHN J. BARTIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMBITTEE Cti TRANSPOF~ATICN. AVIATION AND
MATERIALS. CCBMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10041 OS
CREW MEMBER ADDED TO SHUTTLE MISSION 41-G
[NASA RELEASE-84-76] P84-10093 06
o
OCCULTlUOH
BOX-CAMERA PBINCIPLE TO DECIPHER SOLAR SECRETS
[NASA RELEASE-84-45] P84-10062 03
OCEAHOGBAPHI
NASA AWARDS CONTBACTS FOR OCEANOGRAPHIC SATELLITE




AUGUST SHUTTLE MISSION DEFINED
[NASA RELEAsE-84-95]
OAO COBP.
GODDARD TEAM SAVES THE DAY FOR SOLAR MAX
[NASA RELEASE-84-53] P84-10070 06
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WORK
(NASA RELEASE-84-159] P84-10240 06
NASA TO ASSIST IN ESTABLISING SATELLITE DATA LINK
[NASA RELEASE-84-173] P84-10254 06
OAST-1
DISCOVERY TO BAKE BAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 41-n
[NASA EELEAsE-84-69] P84-10086
DISCCVERY TO MAKE BAIDEN FLIGHT ON BISSION 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
OBLIQUE lIIHG
NASA SEEKS PROPOSALS FOR F-8 OBLIQUE PRELIMINARY
DESIGN
(NASA RELEASE-84-162] P84-10243 06
OBSEBVATORIES
S GAMMA RAY OBSERVATORY
S LAS CABPANAS OBSERVATORY. CHILE
~ LOWELL OBSERVATORY. FLAGSTAFF. ARIZ.
S SBITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBS., MASS.
HUCLEAR lIEAPOHS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ACVISORY
COMMITTEE BEETING. NEW YCRK. N.Y. P84-10143 OS
STATEMENT OF JCHN C. ERIZEICINE BEFCRE THE
SUBCOBMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE ANC TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES p84-10168 OS
NBC
S NATIONAL EESEARCH COUNCIL
STATEBENT OF JABES B. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMBITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COMMITTEE ON CCMMERCE. SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION.
UNITED STATES SENATE E84-10038 05
MARSHALL CENTER TO CONCUCT PAB NOZZLE TESTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-172] P84-10253 06
STS 51-1 SATELl~TE RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
P84-10267 05
NOZZLES
"STRETCHED" ATLAS CENTAUR TO LAUNCH INTELSAT V-I9
[NASA BFLEASE-84-62] P84-10079 06
STATEBENT OF WILLIAM R. LUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE el SCIENCE ANI TECHNOLCGY. BOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES p84-10136 OS
HUBEBICAL AEBODYIABIC SIBUIATICH
FISCAL YEAR 19E5 BUDGET PRESS HRIEFING
p84-10032 05
STATEMENT BY TROBAS E. MCGUN~GAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN NATURAL EESCURCES. AGRICULTURE.
RESEARCH AND ENVIRONMENT. COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLCGY • HOUSE OF RHRESENTATIVES
P84-10201 OS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ABEEICAN DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIATION. LCNE STAR CHAPTER. FT. WOiTH. TEXAS
p84-10147 OS
STATEMENT OF JCHN J. MARTIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMBITTEE ON TRANSPOETATION. AVIATION AND
MATERIALS. CCHlITTEE eN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES p84-10041 05
CRAY-2 TO BE USED IN NASA RESEARCH
[NASA EELEASE-84-55] P84-10073 06
SUGGESTED RREMARKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LABCRATORY.
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. LAUREL MARYLAND
p84-10261 05
OCEANS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL CF ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
STATEMENT BY JABES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUC-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
COBMITTEE ON HPF.OPRlATICNS. UNlnD STATES SENATE
p84-10139 05
ODC, IHC.
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WPRK
[HASA EELEASE-84-159] P84-10240 06
OF~ICE OF AERON. AHD SPACE TECBBOL., BA5A
BARTIN HEACS AERONAUTICS AND SPACE TECHNOLOGY OFFICE
A-65
STATEMENT OF JCHN J. MAR~IN EEfORE THE
SUBCOMBI~TEE CN TRANSPCE~A~ICN, AVIATION AND
BATEBIA1S, CCMBI~TEE ON SCIENCE AND ~ECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
SOLAR BAX REFAIR, IDEF DEELCYBENT KIGHlIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA EELEASE-S4-38] P84-10055 06
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN fLIGHT ON S~S 41-D
[NASA RElEASE-84-69] P84-10086 06
STATEIENT CF DCNAlD P. BEARTH BEfORE THE
SUBCOMBI~TEE CN SPACE SCIE~CE AND APPLICATIONS,
COIIITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10135 05
DISCOVERY TO lAKE BAIDEN flIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
OIIICE OF COHHIBCIAL IBOGR1BS, 1151
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SAlZBEBG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. P84-10151 05
OIIICI 01 COHBIBC~IL IBOGB1BS, 1151
[NASA RElEA5E-84-10] P84-10010 06
SOJl.:JBCT IBDIX
ON SPACE SCIENCE AID APPLICATIONS AND THE
SUBCCMHiTTEE ON TR~NSPORTATION, AVIATION AND
MATEBIALS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPEESENTATIVES P84-10167 05
OFFICE OF PLABB~ARY PBOGRAB, IASA
SYMPgSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACT·IVIUES
[NASA BELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
OFFICE OF SCIBRCB ARD TBCHIOLOGY POLICY
STATEMENT OF JAMES B. BEGGS BEIORE THE
SUBCOMIITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
STATEIENT OF JOHN J. MARTIN BEFOEE THE
SUBCOMBITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION, AVIATION AND
MATERIALS, COKHITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLCGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
STATEIENT OF JAHES B. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APPEOPRIATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
ISAAC T. GILLAB TO HEAD NASA'S OIFICE Of
COBMERCIAL PROGBAMS
[NASA IELEASE-84-129] P84-10184 06
SUGGESTED REBAEKS: SEBINAR ON "PROSPECTS lOR
SPACE COMIERCIALIZATICN", CENTER FOR STRATEGIC AND
INTERNATIONALSTUDIES, GECRGETOWN UNIVERSITY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10217 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: RUSSELL REYNOLDS COMPANY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10222 05
ENTERPRISE TO DEPAE~ LCOISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON), WASHINGTON, D.C.
[NASA EELEASE-84-153] P84-10223 05
SUGGES~ED REMAEKS: WOE1D TBADE CENTER CLUE, NEW
YOEK CITY P84-10224 05
NASA RELEASES COMMERCIAL ~SE OF SPACE POLICY
[NASA EELEASE-84-158] P84-10239 06
GARY E. KRIEE TO HEAD NASA COMMEBCIAL DEVELOPMENT
DIVISICN
[NASA RELEASE-84-166] P84-10247 06
HIGHLIGHTS OE 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
OIFICE OF EXTEBIAL BELATICIS, IASA
STATEMENT OF RCNALD J. EHILIES BEFORE THE
SUBCOBIITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMHITTEE ON SCIEN.CE AND HCHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10164 05
STATEMENT OF PATRICK A. TEBFLETON BEIORE THE
SUBCOBMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNCLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10166 05
OFlICE OF GENEBAL COUISEL, IASA
STATEMENT OF S. NEIL HCSENEALL BEFORE THE
SUBCOBIITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS AND
THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TEANSECRTATION, AVIATION AND
MATEEIALS, CCIIITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF EEPEESENTATIVES P84-10171 05
OIlICE OF IBD. AFf. AID ':nCB. llTIL., USA
S OFFICE OF SFACE AND TERE. APPL., NASA
OFFICE OF ~NDUS7R! AFFAIRS, 'ASA
KRATOVIL TO BEAD NASA'S INDCSTRY AFFAIRS OFFICE
[NASA 8ELEASE-84-24] P84-10024 06
OFFICE OF BAIAGEBEIT AID BUDGET
STATEIENT OF S. NEIL HCSfNEALL BEFOEE THE
SUBCO~IITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS AND
THE SUBCOMMITTEE CN TRAtiSFCETATION, AVIATION AND
MATEBllLS, CCMBITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE 01 EEPEESENTATIVES F84-10171 05
OFFICE OF BARAGEIEIIT, IASA
STATEHENT BY JCHN W. BOYD EEFOEE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
STATEMENT BY SHELBY G. TILFORD BEFORE THE
SUBCOMHITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P8.4-10202 05
OFFICE OF SPACB AND TBBB. APPL., RASA
SUGGESTED REMARKS: BANNED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPTION (41-G) T-2 DAYS, KENNEDY SPACE CENTER,
FLORIDA p84-10214 05
OFFICB OF SPACB FLIGHT, lASA
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAISON BEFORE THE
SUBCOHMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
STATEMENT OF PHILIP E. CULBERTSON AND JOHN t.
HODGE EEFORE THE SUBCOBMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10040 05
NASA APPOINTS ACTING SPACE FLIGHT CHIEF
[NASA EELEASE-84-40] P84-10057 06
"STRETCHED" ATLAS CENTAUR TO LAUNCH INTELSAT V-19
[NASA RELEASE-84-62] P84-10079 06
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOR SPACE lLIGHT APPOINTED
[NASA RELEASE-84-105] P84-10122 06
STATEMENT BY JESSE W. MOOBE BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNQLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10137 05
STATEMENT OF JAIES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COBMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPBESENTATIVES P84-10138 05
STATEMENT BY GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCCHMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
EEPRESENTATIVES P84-10205 05
OFF~CE OF SPACE SCI. AID APPL., IASA
S OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPL., NASA
OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPL., IASA
SPACELAB 4 PAYLOAD SPECIALIST CANDIDATES SELECTED
FOE TRAINING
[NASA BELEASE-84-1] P84-10001 06
SPACE RESEAECH INDICATES GRAVITY AFFECTS BCNE GECWTH
[NASA EELEASE-84-16] P84-10016 06
STATEMENT OF JAKES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMIITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
coMHITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPOETATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
NASA APPOINTS ACTING SPACE FLIGHT CHIEF
[NASA RELEASE-84-40] P84-10057 06
A-6.6
SUJlJECT .lIUX
NASA CENTEB AWARLS X-RAl OBSERVATORY STUDY CONTBACT
[NASA BELEASE-84-70] P84-10087 06
ASTRO PAYLOAI SPECIALIS1S SELECTED
(NASA EELEASE-€4-80] P84-10097 06
ADVANCEn COMMUNICATIONS 1ECHNOLOGY SA1ELLITE
CONTRACT AWARDED
[NASA RELEASE-84-113] P84-10130 06
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
[NASA EELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
NEW EXrLORER TO INVESTIGATE EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET BAND
(NASA RELEASE-84-125] P84-10180 06
SECOND STEP COtirLE1ED IN JIRST ACTIVE DEEP SPACE
PROBE
(NASA BELEASE-84-140] P84-10195 06
S1ATEMEN1 BY SHEIEl G. 1ILFCED BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APrLICATIONS,
COMMIT1EE ON SCIENCE ANn TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OJ
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10202 05
PHCTOGRAPHS INIICATE POSSIBLE SOLAB SYSTEM ABOUND
STAB
(NASA BELEASE-84-146] P84-10226 06
NASA SELEC1S UNIVEBSITIES FCB BESEABCR
[NASA BELEASE-84-147] P84-10227 06
ARTIFICIAL CCMET VISIELE IN WESTERN u.S. ON
CHliIST.llAS DAY
[NASA RELEASE-84-170] P84-10251 C6
NASA MAY FLY Bl AS1EROII iITR GALILEC SPACECRAF1
(NASA EELEASE-84-178] P84-10259 06
ORFICE OF SPACE STATICI. IASA
NASA HEADQUAETEBS SPACE S1A1ION OFFICE ESTABLISHED
(NASA BELEASE-84-104] P84-10121 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA AC1IVITIES
(NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
OFFICE OF SPACE TBACKIIG AID lATA SIS~EBS
STATEMENT OF BOBERT O. ALLEB BEFORE THE
SUBCOM~ITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPR~SENTATIVES P84-10042 05
STATEMENT OF FCBEBT O. ALLEE BEFOBE 1HE
SUHCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COMMIT1EE ON SCIENCE AND 1ECHNOLOGI. HOUSE OF
REFRESFNTATIVES P84-10165 05
OFFICE OF SPACE TBABSPORTATICB OPIlBA~IOBS
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH BESOURCES SA1ELLITE FCR
NOAA
(NASA EELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNCLOGY ANI SPACE,
COMMITTEE CN CCMMEliCE. SCIENCE ANDTBANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
OF~ICE 01 SPACE TEAISPOBTA~lOI SlS~EMS
S1ATEMENT OF GEBALD D. GEIFFIN BE~ORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SClENCE AND APP~ICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10169 05
OFFICE OF TECHBOLOGY ASSESSIEI!
SUGGESTED BREMARKS: AFrLIED PHYSICS LABOEATORY,
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITl, lAUREL MARYLAND
P84-10261 05
OFFICE OF TRACKIIG AID DATA ACg•• liSA
S OFFICE OF SPACE TRACKING AND DATA SYSTEMS
on
S ORBI1AL FLIGHT 1ESTS
OLYMPIC GUES
SUGGESTED REIAEKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE
LUBCHECN, lIISSCURI P84-10216 05
ORBiTAL ASSEMBLY
OOBT'S CLOUD
PIONEER CAN -BAKE UNIQUE HALLEY'S COMET OBSERVATION
(NASA RELEASE-84-88] P84-10105 06
OPEBATIOI LIF~OFF
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOB SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNCUNCED
(NASA RELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 ·06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: STUDENT SHUTTLE INVOLVEMENT
PROGRAM, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10152 05
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LEWIS BESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY, CLEVELAND, OHIO
P84-10264 05
OEBIT MABEUVERIBG SISTEI /SPACE SHUTTLE/
sHUTTLE MISSION 41-D LAUNCH DATE ADJUSTED
(NASA EELEASE-84-46] P84-10063 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. P84-10151 05
OBBIT IAIEUYEBIBG ,EHICLES
FOUR NASA CENTERS ASSIGNED SPACE STATION S~UDIES
(NASA RELEASE-84-85] P84-10102 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR ORBITAL MANEUVERING
VEHICLE STUDY
(NASA RELEASE-84-102] P84-10119 06-
SUGGESTED BEMARK: LUNAR BASE SYMPOSIUM.
WASHINGTON, ~.C. P84-1022Q 05
SUGGESTED RREHARKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LABOBATORY,
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, LAUREL MARYLAND
P84-10261 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FCUNDATION
SYMP~SIUI, COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO
P84-10263 05
ORBIT TBIISFER VEHICLES
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUECeMHITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
NASA AWARDS ORBITAL TRANSFER VEHICLE STUDY CeNTBACTS
(NASA EELEASE-84-90] P84-10107 06
STATEMENT OF DONALD P. HEARTH BEFORE THE
SUBceMMITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10135 05
SUGGES~ED REMABKS: ALA SPRING CONFERENCE,
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. P84-10162 05
SUGGESTED BEMlRK: LUNAR BASE SYMPOSIUM,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10220 05
SUGGESTED RREMARKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY,
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, LAUREL MARYLAND
P84-10261 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYMPOSIUI, COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO
P84-10263 05
ORBITAL ASSEMBLY
NASA WORK-PLATFORM STUDIES MAY LEAD TO REAL SPACE
CONSTRUCTION
(NASA RELEASE-84-114] P84-10131 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BE~ORE THE
SUBceMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
REMARKS PREPAliED FOR DELIVERY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION, AMEBICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS AND
ASTRONAUTICS, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10142 05
SUGGESTED REIARKS: CHASE IBTERNATIONAL A£VISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING, NEW Y-ORK, N.Y. P84-10143 05
A-67
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SUGGES1ED RE~AEKS: !ETECIC~ITAN CLUB, WASHINGTON.
D.C. 1284-10145 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIAUON. LCNE STAB CHHTER, 1'T. WOB1H, TEXAS'
1284-10147 05
SUGGES1ED REMABKS: CORIORATE COUNCIL 1'OR
INTEBNATIONAI IelICY, WASHINGTON. D.C.
1284-10148 05
SUGGESTED RE!ABKS: SALZBERG MEMOBIAl LECTUBE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. 1284-10151 05
UNITED STA1ES CHAMBER C1' CC~!ERCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
1284-10155 05
SOBJllCT :INDllX
SUGGESTED BEIlARKS: METROPOLITAN CLUB. WASHINGTON,
D.C. 1284-10145 05
SUGG~STED REMARKS: AIlERICAN DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIATION. LONE STAR CHAPTER, FT. WORTH, TEXAS
p84-10147 05
SUGGESTED liEMARKS: CORPORATE COUNCIL FOR
INTEENATIONAL POLICY, WASHINGTON. D.C.
1284-10148 05
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: SALZBEBG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. P84-10151 05
UNITED STATES CHAMBER OF COMHERCE, WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10155 05
ROTARY CLUB CF WASHINGTCN. D.C. 1284-10156 05 FOTAEY CLUB 01' WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10156 05
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: ALA SPRING CONFERENCE.
WIILIA!SBURG, VA. 1284-10162 05
SUGGES1ED BE~ARKS: GEOFGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSI1Y
POLICY STUIIES PROGRAM, WASHINGTON, D.C.
1284-10163 05
SUGGES1ED RE!ARKS: UNI1ED S1ATES SPACE FOUNDA1ION




S1ATEMENT OF GEBALD I. GRIl'FIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOM!ITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICA1IONS,
CO~IlITTEE eN seIEN.CE ANI HCHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTA1IVES 1284-10169 05
STATEMENT BY GERALD D. GRIl'l'IN BE1'ORE THE
SUBCOIl~ITTEE ON SPACE SCIE~CE AND APPLICATIONS
COIlMITTEE ON SCIENCE ANI TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10205 05
ORJlIflL !I0DULE
SUGGESTED RE~ABKS: CHASE IN1ERNATIONAL ADVISORY
CO~MITTEE !EETING. NEW YORK, N.Y. 1284-10143 05
OBBlfAL BBSEBVICIIG SYSTER
CBEW MEMBER ADDED TO SHD1TIE MISSION 41-G
[NASA RELEASE-84-76] P84-10093 06
OBBI~AL SCIENCES CORP.
STATE~ENT 01' JAIlES A. AERAHAHSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOH!ITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE ANI: AEPL.ICATIONS,
COHMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HQUSE OF
BEIBESENTATIVES 1284-10039 05
ORBITAL SERVICES. IBC.
SUGGESTED RE~AEKS: ALA SPRING CONFERENCE.
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. 1284-10162 05
OBJlITlL SEBVICIiG
ASTRONAUTS TO IRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
(NASA RELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C BBIEFINGS SET
(NASA RELEASE-84-28] 1284-10028 06
SOLAR ~AX BElAIR, LDEF I:EIICYHENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
(NASA liELEASE-84-3E] P84-10055 C6
GODDARD TEAM SAVES THE IAY 1'OR SOLAR MAX
(NASA RELEASE-E4-53] P84-10070 06
FOUR NASA CENTERS ASSIGNE£ SPACE STATION STUDIES
(NASA EELEASE-84-E~] 1284-10102 06
STATEMENT OF JAHES M. BEGGS BE1'ORE THE
SUBCOM~ITTEE ON HUL-INDEIENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON AIPliOPRIATICNS, HOUSE 01'
REPRESENTATIVES 1284-10140 05
REHARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION. AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AEBONAUTICS AND
ASTRONAUT~CS. WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10142 05
SUGGESTED REMABKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMI1TEE HEETING, NEW YCRK. N.Y. P84-10143 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
IlEMORIAL LECTURE. U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS. HD.
P84-10158 05
SUGGESTED REHARKS: AIlERICAN BAR ASSOCIATICN'S
SECTICN ON PUBLIC CONTRACT LAW, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84·10159 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HEADQUARTERS HONORS AWARDS
CERE!ONY, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10160 05
SUGGESTED REIlABKS: ALA SPRING CONFERENCE.
WILLIAIlSBUBG. VA. P84-10162 05
SUGGESTED REIlARKS: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
FOLICY STUDIES PROGRAIl, WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10163 05
STATEMENT OF GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE 01'
REPRESENTATIVES 1284-10169 05
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
(NASA RELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: PRESIDENTIAL IlANAGEIlENT
INTERNS' FOBUIl. THE U.S. AND THE NEW SPACE AGE,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10212 05
SUGGESTED REHABKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS BOUNDTABLE
LUNCHEON, MISSOUFI P84-10216 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONTRACT IlANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION HERBERT ROBACK MEHORIAL AWARD DINNER,
ARLINGTON. VIRGINIA P84-10221 05
ENTERPRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON). liASHINGTON, D. C.
(NASA RELEASE-84-153] P84-10223 05
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
SUGGESTED RREIlARKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY,
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. LAUREL IlARYLAND
P84-10261 05
SUGGESTED REMABKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYIlPQSIUH, COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO
P84-10263 05
STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
P84-10267 05
01lBITlL SPACE STATION STUDY
S SPACE STATIONS
OBBITAL SYS~EKS CORP.
STATE!lENT OF GERALD D. GBIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COHMI~TEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE CF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10169 05
STATEIlENT BY GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOIlIlITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COIlIlITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10205 05
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SUGGESTED REIlABKS: AlA SiBING CONFERENCE,








NASA CCIlPLETES CHECKOUT; TUBNS LANDSAT-5 OVER TO
NOAA
(NASA RELEASE-84-49] P84-10066 06
"STRETCHED" ATLAS CENTAUB TO LAUNCH INTELSAT V-F9
(NASA RELEASE-84-62] P84-10019 06
NASA CENTEB AWABDS X-RAY CBSEBVATOBY STUDY CONTRACT
(NASA E.BLEASE-84-1 0] P84-10081 06
SUGGESTED BEIlABKS: THIBD ANNUAL IlICHELSON
MEIlOBIAL LECTUEE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEIlY. ANNAPOLIS. MD.
P84-10158 05
NASA TO LAUNCH THIRD GALAXY SATELLITE
(NASA BELEASE-84-128] P84-10183 06
ISAAC i. GILLAIl TO HEAD NASA'S OFFICE OF
COMMEBCIAL PBOGBAMS
(NASA BELEASE-84-129] P84-10184 06
OSCAR SATELLITES
STATEIlENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCCllaITTEE ON NATURAL BESOURCES, AGRICULTURE,
BESEABCH AND ENVIBONIlENT, COIlIlITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECBNOLOGY, HOOSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P84-10201 05
OSSA
S OFFICE OF SPACE SCIENCE AND APPL., NASA
OSTA-2
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAIlSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMIlITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMI~7EE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOOSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
OSTA-3
CREW IlEIlBER ADDED TO SHUTTLE IlISSION 41-G
(NASA BELEASE·84-76] P84-10093 06
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR 41-G SHUTTLE IlISSION
(NASA BELEASE-84-132] P84-10187 06
CHALLENGEB'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EABTH SCIENCE
(NASA BELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
OTHA C. JEIH AHD ASSOCII~ES
NASA BECETVES 13 BIDS FOB SPACE STATION WOBK






CHALLENGEE'S SIXTH BLIGHT BIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
(NASA EELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06 p
DISCOVEBY'S SECCND MISSICN SCHEDULE£
(NASA RELEASE-84-149] P84-10229 06
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYMPOSIUM, CCLCRALC SPEINGS, COLORADC
P84-10263 05
OBGANIC CHEIlISTBY
NASA SEEKS MICEOGEAVITY EESEABCH PBOfCSALS
(NASA EELEASE-S4-61] P84-10018 06
PACESETTER SYSTEIlS. INC.
STATEIlENT OF RONALD J .• PHILIPS BEFOBE THE
SUBCCMIlITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COllaITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPBESEN7ATIVES P84-10164 05
PACIFIC EHGIHEEBIHG CO.
STATEMENT OF WILLI All R. LUCAS BEEORE THE
SUBCCllaITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10136 05
STS 51-A PBElLIGHT CBEfi EEESS CONFEBENCE
P84-10268 05
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: METEOPCLITAN CLUB, fiASHINGTON,
D.C. PR4-10145 05
UNITED STATES CHAIlEER OB CCIlMEBCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10155 05
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTEATCB lCE MANAGEMENT APiOINTED
(NASA BELEASE-84-1C1] P84-10124 06
NASA WILL BETBIEVE SECOND SATELLITE ON 51-1
SHU~TlE MISSION
(NASA BELEASE-84-136] P84-10191 06
DATE SET FOR NOVEMBER SHUTTLE RETRIEVAL MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-84-144] P84-10199 06
PICIFIC ISLANDS
NASA AND CNES AGBEE TO COOPEBATE IN SHUTTLE
EMEBGENCY SUPiOBT
(NASA ~ELEASE-84-126] P84-10181 06
PIKISTAN
STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
P84-10261 05
PALAPA SATELLITES
ASTBONAU7S TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
(NASA BELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES Il. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOIlMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COIlIlITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
NASA ANNOUNCES PLANS TO RETRIEVE PALAPA B-2
SATELLITE
(NASA RELEASE-84-116] P84-10133 06
STATEIlENT OF JAMES Il. BEGGS BEFOBE THE
SUECOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,




E84-1026651-A FLIGHT DIBECTOBS EEIEliNG
DISCOVEBY'S SECCND MISSICN SCEEDULE£
(NASA BELEASE-84-149] P84-10229
SUGGESTED llEIlABKS: AlA SEEING CONFEBENCE,
WILLIAIlSBUBG, VA. E84-10162 05
NASA AND 31l COlliANl SIGN JOINT AGBEEMENT
(NASA BELEASE-84-143] P84-10198 06
OBGANIZATION CBAIGE
FISCAL YEAB 1985 BUDGET EEESS BBIEEING
P84-10032 05
SPACE STATION AfEOINTMENTS ANNOUNCED AT JOHNSON
CENTEB
(NASA EELEASE-84-50] P84-10061 06
DB. HANS MABK ACCEiTS NEW fOST AT UNIVEBSITY OF
TEXAS SYSTEM
(NASA BELEASE-84-65] P84-10082 06
1-69
PILUS SISTlllIS SUBJllCT :[IIDllX
STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETEIEVAL BRIEFING
P84-10267 05
SUGGESTED REIIAEKS: WHITE HOUSE COIIPUTER CONFERENCE
P84-10265 05
SUGGESTED REIIAllKS: LEIlIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOR AIIARDS CEREIICNY, CLEVELAND. OHIO
P84-10264 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: SPACE ACT AWARDS CEREIIONY.
APPLIED PHYSICS LAEORATOEY, JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY, lAUREL, IIARY1AtiD P84-10262 05
P84-10011 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AlA SPRING CONFERENCE,
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. P84-10162 05
NASA WILL RETRIEVE SECOND SATELLITE ON 51-A
SHUTTLE MISSION
(IIASA RELEASE-84-136] PS4-10191 06
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: 41-D IIANNED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPTION, KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FLA.
P84-10150 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
C08MITTEE ON APIROPliIATIONS. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR ORBITAL IIANEUVERING·
VEHICLE STUDY
(NASA RELEASE-84-102) P84-10119 06
NASA ANNOUNCES PLANS TO RETRIEVE PALAPA B-2
SATELLITE
(NASA RELEASE-8Q-116) P84-10133 06
STATEIIENT OF JAIIES II. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCCMIIITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COIIMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
STATEIIENT OF GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUECCMIIITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICAT10IlS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOOSE OF
REPRESENTATIYES PSQ-10169 05
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA BELBASE-84-133) P84-10188 06
DISCOVERY'S SECOND IIISSION SCHEDULED
(NASA RELEASE-84-149] P84-10229 06
PAYLOID OPEllJTIOBS COIITROL CBIITllR
SOLAE IIAX REPAIR. LDllF DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA BELEASE-84-38J P84-10055 06
PAYLOAD RETRIEYAL
TWO SHUTTLE CREWS NAMED BY NASA
(NASA RELEASE-S4-11]
DISCOVERY TO IIAKE KAIDEN FLIGHT ON KISSION 41-D
(NASA RELEASE-8Q-117] PS4-10172 06
NASA TO LAUNCH THIRD GALAXY SATELLITE
(NASA RELEASE-8Q-128) P84-10183 06
DISCOVERY'S SECOND IIISSION SCHEDULED
(NASA RELEASE-84-149J P84-10229 06
KARSHALL CENTER TO CONDUCT PAK 1I0ZZLE TESTS
(NASA RELEASE-84-172) P84-10253 06
PULOID DELIYllEY
NASA AWARDS ORBITAL TRANSFER VEHICLE STODY CONTRACTS
(NASA RELEASE-84-90] P8Q-10107 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR ORBITAL MAIIEUYERING
VEHICLE STUDY
(IIASA RELEASE-S4-102) p84-10119 06
STATEMENT BY JESSE II. MOORE BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COIIIIITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE O~
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10137 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL IIICHELSON
IIEMORIAL LECTURE, U.S. IIAVAL ACADEKY. ANNAFOLIS. liD.
P84-1 01 S8 05
1'84-10266 0551-A ~LJGHT £IEECTORS ERJE~ING
OISCOVERI'S SEeCHD aISSICti SCHEDULED
(NASA RELEASE-84-149] P84-10229 06
HIGHLIGHTS OE 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA EELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
PIYLOID ICOOIIIIODITIOIS
STATEIIENT EY GERALD D. GEIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CII SPACE SCIENCE AND AFPL~CATIONS
COIIIIIT~EE 011 SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REFRESENTATIVES 18q-10205 05
PIYLOAD ASSIS~ BOtULE
STATEIIENT OF JAIIES II. BEGGS BE~ORE THE
SUBCOIIMITTEE CN SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COIIMITTEE CN C(M8E1CE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSP01TATICN,
UNITED STATES SENATE F84-10038 05
STATEIIENT OF RCNALD J. 1'HILIPS BEFORE THE
SUBCOIIIIITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND A1'1'LICATIONS,
COIIIIITTEE 011 SCIENCE AND TECHNpLOGY1 HOUSE OF
REIRESENTATIVES I84-10164 05
PIliTICLll ICCllLllRATIOB
EAliTH CBSEEYATION IIISSICN IAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAilED




NASA SPACE SEUTTLE TO CAERY TOIIATO SEEDS ON
IUSSICH 41-C
(NASA RELEASE-84-47) P84-10064 OJ
PARKllll-HAIIIIFIB CORP.
SUGGESTED REIIAEKS: TECHNCLOGY UTILIZATION
CONFERENCE, llASHINGTCN, D.C. P84-10161 05
PILLllT SYSTllIIS
SPACELAl 3 AND 2 PAYLOA£ SPECIALISTS NAilED
(NASA RELEASE-84-14) P84-10091 06
pnllDnll. CALIF.
ORBITER COLUlBIA TO UNDERGC 1I0DIPICATIONS IN
CALIFOENIA
(NASA RELEASE-84-6] P84-10006 06
PIN IlIllllIC11i 1I0ELD AIBllAlS. IIC.
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: AIAA NATIO~AL CAPITAL SECTION.
WASHINGTON, L.C. P84-10225 05
PAllILITIC ASSIS1 DEVICES
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: SPACE ACT AWARDS CEEEIIONY.
AIILIED PHISICS LAEOEATCRY. JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY. lAUREL, IIARIIAND P84-10262 05
PAllTICIPIT1YE DEIICCRACY
NASA SYIIIOSIUII ON PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY:
COIIIIITTING TC EXCELLENCE, llASHlNGTON, D.C.
P84-10206 05
STATEIIENT OF JAIIES A. AEEAHABSCN BEFCEE THE
SUECOMIIITTEE CN SPACE SCIEfiCE AND AP1'LICATIOIIS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HCUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES PSq-10039 05
STATEMENT BY JESSE II. MCCEE EEFORE THE
SUBCOIIMITTEE (N SIACE SCIENCE AND AIPlJCA~IONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10137 05
DATE SET FOR 1I0VEIIBER SHUTTLE RETllIEVAL IIISSION
(NASA RELEASE-84-144] P84-10199 06
STATEMENT BY GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMIIITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AIID APPLICATICNS
COIIMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10205 05
DISCOVERY'S SECOND MISSION SCHEDULED
(NASA RELEASE-8Q-149] P84-10229 06
A-70
SUBJEC~ I1DIX PBBSOIIEL APPOII~all!S
SUGGESTED REMARKS: TOUCHE BOSS EREAKFAST SERIES
pS4-10U6 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HEAt,UARTEBS HONORS AWARDS
CEREMCNY, WASHINGTCN, D.C. P8Q-10160 05
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-SQ-l17] P84-10172 06
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAI SPECIALISTS NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-eQ-7QJ P8Q-10091 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: now MEMORIAL TRIBUTE,
YASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10211 05
PEBKIB-ELaEli COBP..
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WORK
(NASA RELEASE-S4-159] P84-10240 06
PBRKIN-ELMER CORP., DAIBURI. CONI.
SPACE TELESCOPE SCIENCE INS~RUMENTS COMPLETE
ACCEPTANCE TESTING








SUGGES~ED REMARKS: INTERNA~IONAL PERSONNEL
MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION ANNUAL CONFERENCE, ROSSLYN,
VA. P84-10:<10 05
TRANSPORTATION, UNI~ED STATES SENATE
PS4-10236 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WORLD TRADE CEN~EB CLUE, NEM
YORK CITY P84-10224 05
FOUR NASA CENTERS ASSIGNED SPACE STATION S~UDIES
[NASA RELEASE-S4-85] PSQ-10102 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ASIAN/PACIFIC AMERICAN
HERITAGE WEEK, NASA HEADQUARTERS P84-101Q1 05
NASA TO FLY EIUCA~OR ON SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-8Q-122] p8Q-10177 06
STATEMENT BY GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCCM8ITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND ~ECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10205 05
NASA AND INDIA SIGN LAUNCH AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-84-175] P84-10256 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 19S4 NASA ACTIVI~IES
[NASA BELEASE-S4-179J P84-10260 06
PAYLOADS
SA osn-2
SA SPACE SHU~TLE PAYLOADS
PEIISYLVANIA
NASA CONDUCTS GYPSY MOTH SURVEY ON EAST COAST
(NASA RELEASE-8Q-91] P84-1010S 06
PENISYL'AIIA S~A~B UNIV.
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATORS
[NASA RELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-84-147] PS4-10227 06
PEBBSYL'ANIA UBIY•• PHILADELPHIA
NASA SELEC~S UNIVERSITIES FOR RESEARCH
[NASA BEIEASE-a4-147] P84-10227 06
PBOPLB'S REPUBLIC OF CHINA
CHINA DEPOSI~S EARNES~ MONEY FOR SA~ELLITE LAUNC
SERVICES





NASA ANNOUNCES SHU~TLE SCBEDULE FOR FIliS~ SIX
FLIGHTS IN 19S~
[NASA RELEASE-8q-177] P8q-10258 06
HIGHLIGHTS 0] 19Sq NASA ACTIVIUES
[NASA EELEASE-eq-179] PSq-10260 06
51-A FLIGHT IIEEC~OES EEIEfING
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEfORE THE
SUECOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE CN AEPEOERIATICtiS, HCUSE OF
RRPRESENTATIVES PS4-101QO 05
STS 51-1 SATELLITE EETRIEVAL fRIEFING
PSq-10267 05
STS 51-A PEE]LIGHT CREY PRESS CONFEEENCE
P8q-10268 05
LAUNCH lATE SET FOR Q1-G SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-8Q-132] P8q-10187 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGBT BIGHLIGH~S EARTB SCIENCE
[NASA liELEASE-S4-133] P8Q-1018S 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: Ql-I MANN~D FLIGHT AYARENESS
RECEP~ION, KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FLA.
P84-10150 05
SUGGES~ED REMARKS: UNI~ED STATES SPACE FOUNDA~ION
SYMPOSIUM, CCLCEAIC SPEltiGS, COLeRAle
P8q-10263 05
SUGGESTED EREMARKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LABORA~ORY,
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSI~Y, LAUREL MARYLAND
P8q-10261 05
CREY MEMBER ADDED TO SHUTTLE MISSION Q1-G
[NASA EELEASE-eQ-7.6] P8Q-10093 06
ASTRO PAILOAL SPECIALISTS SELECTED
[NASAoRELEASE-8Q-80] P84-10097 06
HUGHES AIRCRAFT NClINATES PAYLOAI SPECIALISTS fOR
SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-S9] P84-10106 06
PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS
SPACELAE q PAYLOAD SPECIALIST CANDIDATES SELECTED
FOR TRAINING
[NASA RELEASE-8q-1] P8Q-10001 06
NASA TO FLY CANADIAN AS A PAYLOAD SPECIALIST ON
SHUTTLE
[NASA RELEASE-SQ-12] P8Q-10012 06
EARTH eBSERVA~ION MISSICN PAYLCAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
[NASA ULEASE-eQ-57] P8Q-1007Q 06
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS Q1-D
[NASA BELEASE-SQ-69] PSQ-10086 06
NASA ANNOUNCES CREY MEMEERS FOR FUTURE SPACE
SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
[NASA EELEASE-eQ-71] P8Q-100S8 06
PAYLOAI SPECIALIST FBOM INtIA TO FLY eN SHUTTLE
[NASA EELEASE-SQ-137] P84-10192 06
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: MANNED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPTION (41-G) T-2 lAYS, KENNEDY SPACE CENTER,
FLCRIDA P84-10214 05
STATEMENT BY L. J. EVANS, JR. BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMIT~EE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE CN ceMMERCE, SCIENCE, AND
ALAEAMA CONSTRUC~ION FIRM AWARDED MUL~I-MILLION
DOLLAR CON~RACT
[NASA RELEASE-84-151] PS4-10231 06
NASA TO ASSIST IN ESTABLISING SATELLI~E DATA LINK
[NASA BELEASE-84-173] P8Q-10254 06
PERSOBIEL APPOIB~MEN~S
BALLHAUS NAMED DIRECTOR OF NASA'S AMES RESEARCH
CENTER
&-71
PBRSOIIEL SELBCf~VI SUBJECT .lIDEX
MARTIN HEAIS AERONAUTICS AND SPACE TECHNOLOGY OFFICE
[NASA RELEASE-84-10] P84-10010 06
UNITED STATES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-101SS 05
[NASA RELEASE-€4-S] P84-1000S 06
ROTARY CLUB OF WASHINGTON. D.C. p84-10156 OS
KRATOVIL TO HEAD NASA'S INDUSTRY AFFAIRS OFFICE
[NASA RELEASE-84-24] P84-10024 06
NASA A!IOINTS ACTING SPACE FLIGHT CHIEF
[NASA RELEASE-84-40] P84-100S7 06
SPACE STATION APPOINTMENTS ANNOUNCED AT JOHNSON
CENTER
[NASA RELEASE-S4-S0] P84-10067 06
EARTH OBSERVATION MISSION PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-S4-S7] P84-10074 06
CREW MEMBER ADCED TO SHUTTLE MISSIOB 41-G
[NASA RELEASE-€4-76] P84-10093 06
NASA HEADQUAR~ERS SIACE STATION OFFICE ESTABLISHED
[NASA RELEASE-84-104] P84-10121 06
ASSOCIATE ADMINIS~RATOR FOR SPACE FLIGHT APPOINTED
[NASA RELEASE-84-10S] PS4-10122 06
ASSOCIATE DEPUTY ADMIBISTBATOR APPOIBTEI
[NASA RELEASE-84-106] P84-10123 06
ASSOCIATE ADMINISTRATOR FOR MANAGEMENT APP9INTED
[NASA REIEASE-84-107] P84-10124 06
ISAAC T. GILLAM TO HEAD NASA'S OFFICE OF
COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS
[NASA RELEASE-84-129] P84-10184 06
HEARTH TO LEAVE LANGLEY. PETERSEN NAMED DIRECTOR
[NASA BELEASE-84-H3] P8 4-1 0244 06
GARY E. KRIER TO HEAD NASA COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
DIVISICN
[NASA RBLEASE-84-166] P84-10247 06
PEBSOIIEL SELECfIVI
SA EMPLOYMENT EQUALITY
NASA BEGINS SCBEENING ASTECNAUT APPLICANTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-1S] P84-1001S 06
NASA SCREENS SECOND GROUP OF ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS
[NASA RELEASE-S4-26] P84-10026 06
SUGGESTED REMABKS: WHITE HeUSE EVENT
P84-10207 OS
NASA SEEKS TEACHER FOR BARIY 1986 SHUTTLE MISSION




SUGGESTED REMARKS: THB CEITERRE GROUP, ST. LOUIS.
MISSOURI P84-10031 Os
NASA SEEKS MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH PROPOSALS
[NASA EELEASE-S4-61] P84-10078 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING, NEW YCER. N.Y. P84-10143 OS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: METROICLITAN CLUB. WASHINGTON.
D.C. P84-1014S OS
SUGGESTED REMAEKS: TOUCHE EOSS BREAKFAST SERIES
P84-10146 OS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN DEFENSE PREPABEDNESS
ASSOCIATION. LCNE STAB CHAPTER. FT. WOBTH. TEXAS
P84-10147 OS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: 41-0 MANNED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPTION, KENNEDY SPACE CENTER. FLA.
P84-101S0 OS
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL lECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY. N.Y. P84-101S1 OS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION'S
SECTION ON PUELICCONTRACT LAW. WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-101S9 OS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ALA SPRING CONFERENCE.
WILLIAMSBURG. VA. P84-10162 OS
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MA~DEN FLIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSIBESS ROUNDTABLE
LUNCHEON, MISSOUBI P84-10216 OS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SEllINAR ON "PROSPECTS FOR
SPACE COMMERCIALIZATION". CENTER FOR STRATEG~C AID
INTERNATIONALSTUDIES. GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY,
WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10217 OS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: RUSSELL REYNOLDS COMPANY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P81l-10222 OS
ENTERPRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE ~F WASHINGTON), WASHINGTON, D.C.
[NASA RELEASE-81l-1S3] P84-10223 OS
SUGGESTED REllARKS: WORLD TRADE CENTER CLUE. NEW
YORK CITY P84-10224 OS
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-84-147] P84-10227 06
SUGGESTED RREMARKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY.
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, LAUREL MARYLAND
P84-10261 OS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYMPOSIUM. COLORADO SP~NGS, COLORADO
P84-10263 OS
PHILADELPHIA COLL. DF OSTEOPARTHY, PA.
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR RESEARCH
[NASA BELEASE-84-147] P84-10227 06
P~LADBLPRIA COLL. OF PHARBu & SCI., PA.
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR RESEARCH




SA HIGH RESOLUTION PHOTOGRAPHY
SA INFRARED PHOTOGRAPHY
NASA PHOTO TECHNIQUES USED TO HELP PRESERVE FINE ART
[NASA RELEASE-84-20] P84-10020 06
LAUNCH DATE SBT FOR 1l1-G SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-84-132] P84~10187 06
RIGS OF URANUS PHOTOGBAPHED FOR FIRST TIME
[NASA RELEASE-84-14S] P84-10200 06
PHOTOINTEBPRETAT~ON
RIGS OF URANUS PHOTOGRAPHED FOR FIRST TIME
[NASA .RELEASE-84-14S] P84-10200 06
PHOTOBETEBS
SPACE TELESCOPE SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS COMPLETE
ACCEPTANCE TESTING
(NASA RELEASE-84-67] P84-100SIl 06
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATORS
[NASA RELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
CHALLENGEB'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE




ASTRO PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS SELECTBD




SUGGBSTED RE~ARKS: CHAS! INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COBMITTEE MEETING. NEW YCRK, N.Y. P84-10143 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN DEFENSE PBEPAREDNESS
ASSOCIATION. LeNE STAR CHAPTER, FT. WORTH. fEXAS
P84-10147 05
PHYSICIL JIBRCISB
SUGGESTED REMARKS: STUDENT SHUTTLE INVOLVEMENf












SA SOLID STATE PHYSICS
SA SPACE PHYSICS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THE CENTERRE GROUP. ST. LOUIS,
MISSOURI P84-10031 05
SUGGESfED REMARKS: GOLDftAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING,
WESTCHESTER COUNfY, N.Y. P84-10213 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MEETING OF CALTEca TRUSiEE
COMllITfEE ON JPL, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10215 05
PITTSBURGH ONIV., Pl.
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE~84-147] P84-10227 06
PLANETABY 17MOSPBERBS







STATEftENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCCMllITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMftITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTAfIVES P84-10140 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE, STUDENTS FOR THE EXPLORAfION AND
DEVELOPftENT OF SPACE. WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10153 05
P84-10245 06
UNITED STATES CHAJIBER OF COllftERCE, WASHINGfON. D.C.
P84-1 0 155 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AftERICAN BAR ASSOCIATICN'S
SECTION ON PUBLIC CCNTRACT LAW. WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10159 05
PLlBETOLOGY
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
POLICY STUDIES PROGRAM. WASHINGTON. D.C.
'P84-10163 05
P84-10156 05ROTARY CLUB OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SPACE SCIENCE BOARD BEEfING
WOODS HOLE, MASS P84-10209 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GOLDftAN SACHS AND CO. BEETING,
WESTCHESTER CCUNTY, N.Y. P84-10213 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE
LUNCHEON. MISSOURI P84-10216 05
ENfERPRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON), WASHINGfON, D.C.
[NASA EELEASE-84-153] P84-10223 05
PLABBTIBY OBSBBVER MISSIONS
STAfEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFOEE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,




SUGGESTED REBARKS: THIRD ANNUAL llICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECTURE. U.S. BAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS, MD.
P84-10158 05
PIONBER VENUS PEOBE
STATEMENT BY JAMES R. MCRRISON BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RE1ATICNS, UNlfED SfATES SENATE
P84-10203 05
PIONBER VBNUS PBOolBC7
NEW EVIDENCE FCUND FOR BUGE VOICANOBS ON VENUS
[NASA RELEASE-S4-18] P84-10018 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGBT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
PHYSIOLOGICAL ERFECTS
SPACE RESEARCH INDICATES GRAVITY AFFECTS BONE GROWTH
[NASA RELEASE-S4-16] P84-10016 06
PIGGYBACK SYSTEMS
NASA SET fO LAUNCH NOAA-! MEfEOROLOGICAL SAfELLlfE
[NASA IELEASE-84-150] P84-10230 06
PILOTS
X-29 SCHEDULED FOR BAIDE~ !LIGHT
[NASA IELIASE-84-164]
PIBHOLE CIMBRAS
BOX-CABERA PRINCIPLE TO DECIPHER SOLAE SECRETS
[NASA RELEASE-S4-45] F84-10062 03
PIONEER SPACB PROBE
S PIONEER VENUS FHOBE
S PICNEER 10
PIONEER CAN MAKE UNIQUE HALLEY'S COBET OBSERVATION
(NASA RELEASE-84-88] P84-10105 06
PIONBER 10
STATEMENT OF 10BERT O. ALLEE BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COftMITfEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10042 05
SUGGESTED REftARKS: THIED ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE. STUDENTS FOR TEE EXPLORATION AND
DEVELOFMENT OF SPACE. WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10153 05
SUGGESTED EEMARKS: THIED ANNUAL MICHELSON
HEMORIAL LECTUEE. U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS, MD.
P84-10158 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: PRESIDENfIAL MANAGEMENT
INTERNS' FOEUft, THE U.S. AND THE NEW SPACE AGE.





IRAS IDENTIFIES ADDITIONAL STARS WITH POSSIELE
SOLlE SYSTEllS
(NASA BELEASE-84-78] P84-10095 06
PHOTOGRAPHS INDICATE POSSIBLE SOLAR SYSTEll AROUND
STAR
[NASA RELEASE-84-146] P84-10226 06
PLANf BOOTS
FINALISTS CHOSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT
[NASA RELEASE-84-82] P84-10099 06
PLAQUBS
NASA TO TRANSFER OWNERSHIP OF VIKING LANDER 1 TO
MUSE Oft




EARTH CBSEBVAIICN BISSICN PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-Sq-57] P8q-1007q 06
SuBJBCT IJDllX
STATEBENT BY JAMES R. MORRISON BEFORE THE
COIlBITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, UNITED STATES SENATE
pS4-10203 05
PLEXIGLAS
NASA PHOTO TECHNIQUES USED TO HELP PRESERVE FINE ART
[NASA BELEASE-Sq-20] pSq-10020 06
POINTING SYSTEIIS
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
[NASA RELEASI-Sq-7q] PSq-10091 06
PLASTIC FILII
NASA RESEARCH fINDS AIRCRAFT SURFACE GROOVES MAY
TAIlE nREUlENCE





SPACE STATIOti PROPCSALS SOUGHT
[ NASA REL.EASE- 8q-1 30 ] P8q-10185 06
POLYBENZIHIDAZOLE
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON FIRE
COMBUSTICN TOXICITY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P8Q-101Q9 05
pOLYCHROllATORS
SOLAR IlAX REPAIR, LDEF DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-SQ-38] P84-10055 06
POLYlIERS
NASA AND 31l COIlPANY SIGN JOINT AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-84-143] P8Q-10198 06
POliER
S BRAYTON SYSTEM




SUGGESIED DEBARKS: GOLIMAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING,
WESTCHESTER COUNTY, N.Y. PSq-10213 05
POLAR ORBIT
ULYSSES NEW NAIlE lOR INTERNATIONAL SeLAR POLAR
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-Sq-127] PSq-101S2 06
STATEMENT BY IHOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOHHlTTEE eN NATURAL RESOURCES, AGRICULTURE,
RESEARCH AND ENVIReNMENT, CCBBITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE CF REPRESENTATIVES
P8q-10201 05
NASA 10 ASSIST IN ESTABIISING SATELLIIE DATA LINK
[NASA BELEASE-Sq-173] P8q-10254 06
POLARIMETERS
SA PHOI0POLARIIlETERS
SOLAR MAX REPAIR, LDEF DEPlOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASI-SQ-38] PSQ-10055 06
GODDARD TEAM SAVES THE IAY FOR SOLAR BAX
[NASA RELEASE-84-53] P84-10070 06
SCIENTISTS SELICTED TO CESERVE HALLEY'S COMET
[NASA RELEASE-S4-72] PSQ-10089 06
POLICIES
SA COMMERCIAl SPACE PCIICY
SUGGESIED REIlARKS: TOUCHE BOSS BREAKFAST SERIES
p8Q-101Q6 05
UNITED STATES CHAMBER OF CCIlIlERCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P8Q-10155 05
SUGGESTED REB ARKS: GEOBGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
POLICY STUDIES PROGRAM, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P8Q-10163 05
STATEMENT BY ISAAC T. GILIAIl, IV BEFORE THE
SUBCOMIlITTEE ON SCIENCE, lECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON CCMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENAIE PSQ-1020Q 05
SUGGESTED REIlARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS RdUNDTABLE
LUNCHECN, HlSSCURI P84-10216 05
SUGGESTED REIlARKS: RUSSBLL REYNOLDS CCBPANY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. p8Q-10222 05
SUGGESIBD REBARKS: WORLD TRADE CENTBR CLUB, NEW
YORK CIIY P8Q-1022Q 05
POLITICS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GEeFGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
POLICY STUDIES PReGRAM, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P8Q-10163 05
fOliER FACTOR COH~ROLLER
NASA TO CONDUCT TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION CONFERENCE
[NASA RELEASE-8Q-63] PSQ-100S0 06
PUTT AND lIHUNEY AIRCRAFT
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOBBITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES pSQ-10039 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MARTIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION, AVIATION AND
BATEBlALS, COMBITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES PSQ-100Q1 05
PRC




NASA TO TEST INFLIGHT REFUELING FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
FERRY FLIGHTS




S CONTRACTING AND PROCUREMENT
pllODUCTJ:YJ:TI
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R' LUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES PSQ-10136 05
STATEMENT OF JAIlES Il. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOBMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APP~OpRIATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P8Q-101QO 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MORTON THIOKOL MANAGEMENT
GROUP, POINT CLEAR, ALA. PS4-10154 05
UNITED STATES CHAIlBER OF COMBERCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
PSQ-10155 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
POLICY STUDIES PROGRAB, WASHINGTON, D.C.
PSQ-10163 05
STATEMENT BY JOHN W. BOYD BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS AND THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION, AVIATION AND
BATERIALS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES pSQ-10167 05
NASA TO HOLD SYMPOSIUM ON PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY
[NASA RELEASE-SQ-131] P8Q-101S6 06




STATEMENT OF WILlIAM R. LUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES . P84-10136 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: INTERNATIONAL PERSONNEL
MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION ANNUAL CONFERENCE, ROSSLYN,
VA. P84-10210 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10138 05
STATEMENT OF DONALD P. HEARTH BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10135 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SPACE ACT AWARDS CEREMONY,
APPLIED PHYS:ICS LABORATORY, JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY, LAUREL, MARYLAND P811-10262 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTER CCNFERENCE
P84-10265 05
a
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APPROPR:IATIONS, HOOSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
QOALITY ISSORABCE
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. LUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10136 05.
POLSARS
SUGGESTED REB ARKS: i:INGS CLUB AWARDS DINNER, NEW
YORK CITY P84-10218 05
PBOTECTIVE COATINGS
NASA CENTER USES CERAMIC COATINGS TO INCREASE
EOCKET ENGINE LIFE
[NASA RELEASE-84-19) P811-10019 06
NASA ANNOUNCES DELAY OF 51-C SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-84-154) P84-10234 06
PROTE:INS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY




S: COMMERCE BUSINESS DAILY
S: CONGRESSIONAL REPORTS
S IBPIANTABLE BIOTELEMETRY SYSTEMS'
S INDUSTRIAL RESEARCH aAGAZINE
S INTERNATIONAL AEROSPACE ABSTRACTS
S NASA TECH ERIEFS
S SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL AEROSPACE REPORTS
POIIPS
NASA RECOGNIZES JOHNS HOPK:INS TEAM FOR M~DICAL
DEVEl.OPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-84-167) P84-10248 06
PBOTECT:IVE CLOTB:ING
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON ~IRE





STATEMENT BY GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10205
NASA SYMPOSIUM ON PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY:
COMMITTING TO EXCEllENCE, iASHINGTON, t.C.
P84-10206
STATEMENT OF ROBERT O. AILEE BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS




SUGGESTED REMARKS: GOLtMAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING,
WESTCHESTER COUNTY, N.Y. P84-10213 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE
LUNCHECN, MISSOURI P84-10216 05
HIGHLIGRTS OE 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179) P84-10260 06
PROGRAM SUPPORT CCftftOIICATleNS NB~'ORK
NASA SELECTS BOEING COMPUTER SERVICES FOR
COMMUNICATIONS CCNTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-84-176) P84-10257 06
PROJECT PLANN:IBG
STATEMENT OF PHILIP E. CULBERTSON AND JOHN D.
HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE ANt TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10040 05
PROPELLERS
NASA SELECTS LeCKHEED-GEORGIA FOR PROPFAN CONTRACT
NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-84-32) P84-10049 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LEi IS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOR AWARDS CEREMCNY, CLEVELAND, OHIO
P84-10264 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: INTERNATIONAL PERSONNEL
MANAGEMENT ASSOCIAT:ION ANNUAL CONFERENCE, ROSSLYN,
VA. P84-10210 05
QUlRAn.IBE
REMARKS PREPABED FOR DELIVERY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS AND
ASTRONAUTICS, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10142 05
RADAR Al.!f:IMB!fBB
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS FOR OCEANOGRAPHIC SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-84-41) P811-10058 06
RIDIR IIIPP:ING
NEW EVIDENCE FOUND FOR HOGE VOLCANOES ON VENUS
[NASA RELEASE-84-18) P84-10018 06
BIDIITIOI
~ . EXTREME UV RADIATIONS GALACT:IC RADIATIONS INFRARED RADIATIONS SOLAR RIDIATION
S STELLAR RADIATION
PROPRIETARY TECR.CLOGY
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GECRGE iASHINGTON UNIVERSITY






STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MAETIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN TRANSPORTATION, AV:IATION AND
MATERIALS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES E84-10041 05
NASA TO PARTICIPATE IN OSHKOSH AVIATION EXHIB:ITION
[NASA RELEASE-84-92) P84-10109 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMBITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,










S VAN ALLEN RADIATION BELT
RADIATIOB DETECTORS
BOX-CAMERA PRI~CIPLE TO DECIPHER SOLAR SECRETS
[NASA 8ELEASE-84-45) P84-10062 03
LAUNCH DATE SET F08 41-G SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA 8ELEASE-84-132) P84-10187 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA 8ELEASE-84-133) P84-10188 06
DATE SET FOR NOVEMBER SHUTTLE RETRIEVAL MISSIOq
[NASA 8E1EASE-84-144) P84-10199 06
DISCOVERY'S SECOND MISSICN SCHEDULEt
[NASA 8ELEAS1-84-149) P84-10229 06
RADIATIOB EFFECTS
NASA SPACE SHUTTLE TO CARRY TOMATO SEEDS ON
MISSIOII 41-C
[NASA RELEAS1-84-47) P84-10064 03
RADIO AMATEUR SATILLITE COIP.
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
[NASA RELEASE-84-22) P84-10022 06
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES, AGRICULTURE.
RESEARCH AND E~VIBCNMENT, CCHMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P84-10201 05
RADIO BEACOBS
NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-F METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
[NASA IlELEASE-84-150) P84-10230 06
RADIO COMMUBICATICBS
NASA TO ASSIST IN ESTABLISING SATELLITE DATA LINK
[NASA BELEASE-84-173) P84-10254 06
RADIO TRAISMISSIOI
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGBT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133) P84-10188 06
BlDIO 1IA YES
NASA DEVICE COULD CUT UHF-TV POWER USAGE IN HALF
[NASA IlELEASE-84-7] P84-10007 06
BADIOIIBTBIiS
SA ADVANCED VERY BIGH RESCLUTION RADIOMETER
SA SOLAR BACKSCATTER UV SPECTRAL RADIOMETER
EARTH OBSERVATION MISSION PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-84-57] P84-10074 06
RAMJET PROPULSICB
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AFRO CLUB OF WASHINGTON, D,.C.
P84-10144 05
RATS
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOil SATELLITE IlESCUE
[NASA RELEASE-64-4] P84-10004 06
SPACE RESEARCH INDICATES GRAVITY AFFECTS BONE GROWTH
[NASA RELEASE-84-16) P84-10016 06
U.S. BIOLOGY EXPERIMENTS FLOWN SUCCESSFULLY ON
SOVIET SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-84-17) P84-10017 06
RCA ASSOCIATES
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOR ANARtS CEREMCNY, CLEVELAIID, OHIO
P84-10264 05
RCA ASTRO-ELBCTROB. DIV•• PRIICBTOB. I.J.
ADVANCED COMMUIIICATIONS TECHIIOLOGY SATELLITE
COIITRACT AWARDED
[NASA BELEASE-84-113] P84-10130 06
NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-F METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-84-150) P84-10230 06
RCA CORP.
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FCB SPACE STATION WORK
[NASA RE1EASE-84-159) P84-10240 06
SUBJECT INDBX
BCA SERVICE CO' r lie.. CBBBRY BILL. I.J.
NASA SELECTS BOEING COMPUTER SERVICES FOR
COMMUNICATIONS CONTRACT




STATEMENT OF RONALD J. PHILIPS BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10164 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER AIINUAL
HONOB AWARDS CEREMONY. CLEVELAND. OHIO
P84-10264 05
REDUCBD GRAVITY
NASA SEEKS MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-84-61] P84-10078 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS AIID
ASTRONAUTICS. WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10142 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AlA SPRING CONFERENCE,
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. P84-10162 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SPACE SCIENCE BOARD MRETING
WOODS HOLE, MASS P84-10209 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE
LUNCHEON. MISSOURI P84-10216 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER AIINUAL
HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY. CLEVELAND. OHIO
P84-10264 05
REPLECTABCE
RIGS OF URANUS PHOTOGRAPHED FOR FIRST TIMR
[NASA RELEASE-84-145) P84-10200 06
REFOELIBG
NASA TO TEST INFLIGHT REFUELING FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
FERRY FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-9) P84-10009 06
SHUTTLE CARRIER AIRCRAFT FLIGHT REFUELING TESTS
SUSPENDED
[NASA RELEASE-84-21] P84-10021 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MANNED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPTION (41-Gl T-2 DAYS, KENNEDY SPACE CENTER,
FLORIDA P84-10214 05
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179) P84-10260 06
STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
P84-10267 05
REFURBISHING
SUGGESTED REMARKS: METROPOLITAN CLUB. WASHINGTOII.
D.C. P84-10145 05
NASA SELECTS USB I FOR SRB ASSEMBLY AND
REFURBISHMENT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-84-118) P84-10173 06
STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
P84-10267 05
REGIOBAL DISSEMINATION CEITERS. IASA
S INDUSTRIAL APPLICATIONS CENTERS, NASA
REGULATIONS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AlA SPRING CONFERENCE,
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. P84-10162 05
REIKBURSABLE LAOICBIIGS
FISCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
P84-10032 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
A-76
SUBJECT IIDEI BBSB1BCB AID PROGBllI 81N1GBIIEI'
NASA CONDUCTS GYPSY MOTH SURVEY ON EAST COAST
(NASA BELEASE-84-91] P84-10108 06
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
POLICY STUDIES PROGRAM. WASHINGTON,D. C.
P84-10163 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMOEIAL LECTUBE, U. S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS, liD.
P84-10158 05
COMMITTEE ON CCMMERC~, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE 1'84-10038 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. AERAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10039 05
STATEMENT BY ISAAC T. GILLAM, IV BEFOEE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON CCMMEECE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10204 05
LOUIS P84-10030 05
REIIOTE SEJiSlJiG
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WOR~D AIFAIRS CCUNCIL OF S~.




SOLAR MAX REPAIR, IDEI' DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE PLIGHT





NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
51-A PLIGHT DIBECTORS BRIEFING
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
STATEMENT BY JAMES R. HORRISON BEFORE THE
COIIMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10203 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAIISON BEFORE THE
SUBCOIIMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTER CONPE.RENCE
P84-10265 05
NASA SEEKS PROPOSALS FOR 1'-8 OBLIQUE PRELIIIINARY
DESIGN




SA SPACE RESEARCH AND TECHNOLOGY
SA SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS PROGRAM
NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-F METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
(NASA RELEASE-84-150] P84-10230 06
DISCOVERY'S SECOND MISSION SCHEDULED
(NASA RELEASE-84-149J 1'84-10229 06
FISCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
P84-10032 05
STS 51-A PREFLIGHT CREW PRESS CONFERENCE
P84-10268 05
NASA TO PARTICIPATE IN OSHKOSH AVIATION EXHIBITION
(NASA RELEASE-84-92] P84-10109 06
SUGGES~ED REMARKS: AERO CLUB OF WASHINGTON, D~C.
P84-10144 05
REJiDEZVOUS
ASTRONAUTS TQ PBACTICE PQB SATELLITE RESCUE
(NASA RELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
NASA SEEKS PROPOSALS FOR 1'-8 OBLIQUE PRELIIIINAEY
DESIGN
(NASA RELEASE-84-162J P84-10243 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA RELEASE-84-179J P84-10260 06
RESEARCH AIRCRAPT
SA AD-l AlRCR APT
REQUEST FOR PROPOSALS
SPACE STATION PROPOSALS SOUGHT
(NASA RELEASE-84-130]
STATEMENT OF PHILIP E. CULBERTSON AND JOHN D.
HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVESP84-10040 05
RESEARCH AND PROGRJII 1l1JiAGEMBIT
NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
P84-10037 05
P84-10266 05
NASA BUDGET PRESS CCNFEEENCE
51-A PLIGHT DIRECTORS BRIEPING
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. AEEAHAMSCN BEIOEE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. P84-10151 05
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA EELEASE-84-133]. P84-10188 06
DISCOVERY'S SECGND MISSICN SCHEDULED
(NASA EELEASE-84-149J P84-10229 06
STATEMENT OF PHIlIP E. CULEERTSON AND JOHN D.
HODGE EEIORE TEE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10040 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. ERIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNCLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10168 05
NASA TO HOLD SYMPOSIUM (~ PICDUCTIVITY AND QUALITY
(NASA RELEASE-84-131] P84-10186 06
NASA ANNOUNCES NEW NATICNAL AWARD TO RECOGNIZE
CORPORATE QUALITY
(NASA RELEASE-84-134] P84-10189 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: INTEENATIONAL PERSONNEL
MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION ANNUAL CONFERENCE, ROSSLYN,
VA. P84-10210 05
CHINA DEPOSITS EARNEST MONEY FOR SATELLITE LAUNC
SERVICES
[NASA RELEASE-84-le2J P84-10232 06
NASA AND INDIA SIGN LAUNCH AGREEMENT





STATEMENT OF ECNALD J. PHILIPS BEFORE THE
SUECOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10164 05
REMOTE MANIPULATOR SYSTEM
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
(NASA RELEASE-84-4J P84-10004 06
NASA TO FLY CANADIAN AS A PAYLOAD SPECIALIST ON
SHUTTLE
(NASA RELEASE-84-12] P84-10012 06
A-77
DUBUCB GUIlTS
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MAETIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE GN TRANSPOE~A~ION, AVIATION AND
MATERIALS, CGM!~TTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUI-INDEFENEENT AGENCIES,





NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS RESEARCH PROPOSALS
[NASA EELEASE-84-138] P84-10193 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUS~NBSS RESEARCH PROPOSALS
PHASE 11
(NASA RELEASE-84-142] P84-10197 06
RETIREMENT
BALLHAUS NAMED D~BECTOR OF NASA'S AMES RESEARCH
CBNTER
(NASA RELEASE-84-5] P84-10005 06
ASTRONAUT T. J. HART TO LEAVE NASA
(NASA RELEASE-84-59] P84-10076 06
DR. HANS MARK ACCEFTS NEW FOST AT UN~VEBSITY OF
TEXAS SllSTEM
(NASA RELEASE-84-65] P84-10082 06
MATTINGLY TO LEAVE ASTRCNAUT CORPS FOR NAVY POST
(NASA EELEASE-84-97] P84-10114 06
ASTRONAUT WILLIAM B. LENGIR TO LEAVE NASA
(NASA RELEASE-84-115] P84-10132 06
TEMPLETON LEAVES NASA FOR WASHINGTON LAW OFFICE
(NASA RELEASE-84-156] P84-10237 06
AS~RONAUT DON FETERSCN ~C LEAVE NASA
[NASA BJiLEASE-84-157] P84-10238 06
JSC PUBLIC INFORMA~ICN CHIEF TO RET~RE
(NASA BELEASE-84-1E8] P84-10249 06
REUSABLE OBBITAL ~RABSPORT
SUGGESTED BEMARK: LUNAR EASE SY~POSIUM,
WASHING~ON, J:. C. P84-10220 05
REUSAELE SPACE VERICLES
SUGGES~ED REMABKS: NATICNAL CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIA~ION HERBERT BOEACK MEMORIAL AWARD DINNER,
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P84-10221 05
REOSABLE SURPACE IISOLATIOI
NASA TO TEST INFLIGHT REFUELING FOR SPACE SHUT~LE
FERRY PLIGHTS
(NASA RELEASE-84-9] P84-10009 06
REYIOLDS ALUMINUH CO., HCCCCK. ILL.
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. LUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SCIENCE ANI ~ECHNOLOGll, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10136 05
REINOLDS 10HBER
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MARTIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN TBANSPOF~A~ION, AVIATIQN AND
MATERIALS, CCMHIT~EE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPBESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
R:PP
S REQUEST FCR PRCFCSALS
RIBONOCLlllC ACID
BACTERIAL ENZYME MAY EE REMNANT OF EARLY EVOLUTION
(NASA RELEASE-84-1~1] P84-10176 06
RICE ONIV., HOUSTO., TEl.
SCIENTISTS SELECTED TO CESERVE HALLEY'S COMET
(NASA RELEASE-€4-72] P84-10089 06
RISK
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ALA SPRING CONFERENCE,
WILLIAIISBURG, VA. P84-10 162 05
SOBJECT IIDBI
STATEHBNT OF JOHN C. BRIZENDINE BE~ORE THE
SUBCCMIIITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10168 05
STATEMENT BY GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS









STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. LUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMIIITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOOSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10136 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNOAL INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE, STUDENTS FOR THE EXPLORATION AND
DEVELOPIIENT QF SPACE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10153 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: PRESIDENTIAL MANAGEMENT
INTERNS' FORUM, THE U.S. AND THE NEW SPACE AGE,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10212 05
SUGGESTED REHARKS: GOLDMAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING,
WES~CHESTER CCUNTY. N.Y. P84-10213 05
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
ROBOTS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECTORE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEIIY, ANNAFOLIS, MD.
P84-10158 05
ROCHESTER ONIV•• N.Y.
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATORS
(NASA RELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
ROCKET ENGINES
SA SOL~D ROCKET BOOSTERS
SA SOLID ROCKET 1I0TOR
SA SPACE SHUTTLE MAIN ENGINE
SA UPPER STAGE ROCKET ENGINES
NASA CENTER USES CERAMIC COATINGS TO INCREASE
ROCKE~ ENGINE LIFE
(NASA RELEASE-84-19] P84-10019 06
NASA TO LAUNCH TH~RD GALAXY SATELLITE
(NASA RELEASE-84-128] P84-10183 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY, CLEVELAND, OHIO
P84-10264 05
ROCKET RESEARCH CORP.
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WORK
[NASA RELEASE-84-159] P84-10240 06
ROCKETDYliE
NASA ~O LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLI~E FOR
NOAA
(NASA RELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WORK




SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECTORE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS, MD.
P84-1 0158 05
ROCKWELL INTBRRATIONAL CORP.
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS FOR OCEANOGRAPHIC SA~ELLITE
(NASA RELEASE-84-41] P84-10058 06
A-78
.<
SUBJJlC:r J:JDllI SA:rILLITll OBBITS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL SPACE CLUB,
WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10033 05
SAFETI FACTOB
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. LUCAS BEFOBE THE







SUGGESTED REMABKS: NATIONAL CONFEBENCB ON EIBE
COMBUSTION TOXICITY. WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10149 05
1'811-100112 05REPRESENTATI YES
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. BBIZENDINE BEFORE THB
SUECCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COIIITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
BEPRESENTATIVES P811-10168 05
ALABAMA CONSTBUCTION FIBM AWARDED MULTI-MILLION
DOLLAR CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-84-151] P811-10231 06
SAHABA DBSBHT
SUGGESTED REMABKS: WORLD AF~AIRS COUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS P811-10030 05
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. LUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTA~IVES P84-10136 05
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
[NASA iELEASE-84-117) P84-10172 06
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WORK
[NASA RELEASE-84-159] P84-10240 06
BOCKiBLL IUBBBATIOBAL C01ll'., DOiBBY. Cl.
NASA SELEC~S CeNTRACTORS FOB OBBITAL MANEUVEBING
VEHICLE STUDY
[NASA BELEASE-84-102) P84-10119 06
BOHR INDUSTRIES, IBC•• CHULA YISTA. CA
S:rATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. LUCAS BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10136 05
BOURY EBGUES




SA BSBA /ROTOB SYS~EMS liESEABCB AIBCRAFT/
STATEMENT OF JCHN J. MAi~IN BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPOli~ATION, AVIATION AND
MATERIALS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHN~LOGY.
HOUSE OF BEPiESENTATIVES 1'84-10041 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE CN AFFEOFBIATleJS, HOUSE Of
RE1'RESENTA~ivES 1'811-101110 05
SUGGESTED REMABKS: AEie CLUB OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
1'811-101114 05
BOTOR SYSTEMS RESEARCH AIRCRAFT
S RSRA /ROTOB SYSTEMS BESEABCH AIBCRAFT/
BOTOBCBAFT
S ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
BOTOBS
NASA BSRA TO BEGIN FLIGH~ TEST IN NEW CONFIGURATION
[NASA,iELEASE-SII-42) P811-10059 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LEWIS BESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOR AWARDS CEREMCNY, ClEVELAND. OHIO
P84-102611 05
BOWLAND INST. FOB SCI., CABBBIDGll, BASS.
NASA MATHEilAUCIAN RECEIVES AWARD FCR COMPUTER
BREAKTHROUGH
[NASA RELEASE-S4-86) P84-10103 06
BSBA /BOTOB SrSTBBS BBSBABCH AIRCBAF:r~
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SCIENCE. ~ECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMI~TEE CN CCMMERCE. SCIENCE AND~RANSPOBTATION.
UNITED STATES S]NAiE P84-10038 OS
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MAR1IN BE~OBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TBANSPOiTATION. AVIATION AND
MATEBIALS. CCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES ~811-10041 05
SALT UTBR
BACTBRIAL ENZYME HAY BE REMNANT OF EARLY EYOLUTION
[NASA BELEASE-84-121] ,1'811-10176 06
SALYUT ~BBITIIG SPACE STATIOI
STATEMENT BY JAMES B. MORRISON BEFOBE THE
, COMMITTEE ON fORBIGN BELATIONS, UNITBD STATES SENATE
P811-10203 05
SAN FBABCISCO HAt, CALIF.,
BACTERIAL ENZYME MAY BE REINANT OF EABLI EVOLUTION
[NASA RELEASE-811-121] P84-10176 06
SAN JOSE STA:rE OBI'_, CALIFc
NEW RESEARCH ON CLEAB-AIB TURBULENCE
[NASA RELEASE-811-165] P811-102116 06
SIRSIT
SUGGESTED REMABKS: WORLD AF~AIRS COUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS P811-10030 05
INTERNATIONAL SEABCH AND BESCUE PROGRAM SAVES 223
LIVES
[NASA RELEASE-811-81) P811-10098 06
ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE DEVELOPS ATTITUDE ~BOBLBM
[NASA BELEASE-811-93] P811-10110 06
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES. AGBICUL~UBE,
RESEARCH AND ENYIBONBENT. COMIITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF BE1'RESEN:rATIVES
P811-10201 05
STATEMENT BY JAIES R. MORBISON BEFOBE THE
COMMI~TEE ON FOREIGN BELATIONS. UNITED STATES SENATE
P811-10203 05
IRAS ASTRONOMICAL CATALOG AVAILABLE
[NASA RELEASE-811-169] P84-10250 06
5
S-BAID COIMUNICATIOIS SIS:rBB
NASA TC LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FCB
NOAA
[NASA BELEASB-84-22] P811-10022 06
STATEMENT OF ECEEBT O. ALLEB BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND A~PLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HQUSE OF
RUTHEBFOBD APPLETC. LIB•• EIGLAID
A~PTE LAUNCH SCHEDULED
[NASA iELEASE-811-1 09] P811-10126 06
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: NATIONAL CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION HEBBERT ROBACK MEMOBIAL AWARD DINNEB,
ABLINGTON. VIBGINIA P84-10221 05
SATELLITll ATTITUDE CONTBOL
GODDABD TEAM SAVES THE DAY FOR SOLAB MAX
[NASA RELEASE-811-53] P84-10070 06
NASA REQUESTS EXPERIIENTS FOB TETHERED SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-84-511] P811-10071 06
SATELLITE COIFIGURATIONS
SOLAi MAX REPAIR, LDEF DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGH1
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
(NA~A RELEASE-84-38] P811-10055 06
SAULLITE OBUTS
NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-F IETEOBOLOGICAL SATELLITE
A-79
SUBJllC~ I:lIDllX
[NASA RELEASE-84-150] P84-10230 06 [NASA RELEASE-84-38] P84-1005s 06
SATELLITE SOUNDING
NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-F METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-84-150] P84-10230 06
SATELLITE TELEVISION CORPOHA!ICB
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEl FLIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
SATELLITE TRAISMISSIOB
NASA iO ASSIST IN ESTABlISING SATELLliE DATA LINK
[NASA liUBASE-84-173] P84-10254 06
SATELLITES
S ANlK SATELLITES





S DIRECT BRCAICASi SATELLITES
S DyNAMICS EXILORER SATELLITES
S EARTH RADIAiION BUDGEi SATELLITE SYSTEM
S 'EUVE /EXTREME ULTRAVICLET EXPLORER/
S EXOSAT /EUROPEAN X-RAY OBS. SATELLliE/
S EXPLORER SCIENTIFIC SATELLITES
S HEAO-2
S LNFRARED ASiRCNCMY SATELLITE
S INSAT-1
S INTEL SAT SATELLITES
S ISEE /INTERIATICNAL SUN EARTH EXPLORER/
S ISEE-3
SLUE /INTERNATICNAL ULTliAVICLET EXPLORER/
S .LAGEOS /LASER GEOEYIAMIC SATELLITE/




S NOAA METECRCLOGICAL SATELLITES
S . OSCAR SATELLITES
S PALAPA SATELLITES
S PICNEER VENUS PliOBE
S PIeNEER 10






S . TETHERED SATELLITES
STIReS N
S UNITED KIIGDOM SATELLITES
S . VEGA SPACECRAFT
S VENERA LANDEBS
S WESTAR SATELLITES
NASA SPACE SHUTTLE TO CARRY TOMAT~ SEEDS ON
lIISSION 41-C
[NASA RELEASE-84-47] P84-10064 03
SPACE AGENCY AIDED INYENTOR OF PROGRAMMABLE
MEDICATION SYSTElI
[NASA RELEASE-84-s1] P84-10068 06
DISCOYERY TO MAKE lIAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 41-£
[NASA RELEASE-84-69] P84-10086 06
SCIENTISTS SELECTED TO OBSERYE HALLEY'S COMET
[NASA RELEASE-84-72] P84-10089 06
NEW IRAS RESULTS OUTLINED AT ASTBONOMICAL SCCIETY
MEETING
[NASA RELEASE-84-77] P84-10094 06
FINALISTS CHOSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT
[NASA RELEASE-84-82] P84-10099 06
TEACHER WORKSHOPS TO BE HELD AT NASA CENTEBS
[NASA RELEASE-84-94] P84-10111 06
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVES~IGATORS
[NASA RELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE
CONTRACT AWARDED
[NASA RELEASE-84-113] P84-10130 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCClIlIITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECTURE. U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY. ANNA10LIS. liD.
P84-101S8 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION'S
SECTION ON PUBLIC CONTRACT LAW. WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10159 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
CONFERENCE. WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10161 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ALA SPRING CONFERENCE.
WILLIAMSBURG. VA. P84-10162 05
STATEMENT OF RONALD J. PHILIPS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE CF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10164 05
STATEMENT BY L. J. EYANS. JR. BEFORE THE
SUBCOMlIITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE. SCIENCE. AND
TRANSPORTATION. UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10236 05
PHOTOGRAPHS INDICATE POSSIBLE SOLAR SYS~EM AROUND
STAR
[NASA RELEASE-84-146] P84-10226 06
NASA SYlIPOSIUM ON PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY:
COMMITTING TO EXCELLENCE. WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10206 05
STATEMENT BY SHELBY G. TILFORD BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.










COMET KOPEE TO BE TARGET FCR NASA RENDEZVOUS
[NASA RELEASE-84-43] p84-10060 06
SlTORII LAUBCH VEHICLE
STATEMENT OF PHILIP E. CULEERTSON AIID JOHN D.
HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE 011 SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS. COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPliESENTATIVES p84-10040 05
FIRST LUNAR LANDING 15 YElliS AGO
[NASA RELEASE-S4-96]
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEl FLIGHT ON IIISSION 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
SCAT
S SUPERSONIC COMMERCIAL AIR TRANSPORT
SCHOLASTIC COOPIRATIOJ
NEW EVIDENCE FCUND FOR HUGE VOLCANOES ON YENUS
[NASA RBLEASE-84-18] P84-10018 06
SOLAR MAX REPAIR. LDEF EEILOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
5H UTTtE FLIGHT
NASA TO ASSIST IN ESTABLISING SATELLITE DATA LINK
[NASA RELEASE-84-173] P84-10254 06
SUGGESTED RREMARKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY.
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. LAUREL MARYLAND
P84-10261 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: SPACE ACT AWARDS CEREMONY.
APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY. JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY. LAUREL. MARYLAND P84-10262 05
A-80
SUBJICT IUIX S80B! HAUL AIBCBAl!
SCIBIICE
NEW NASA EDUeA!ICNAL PECGBAB FOR. SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-54-83] P54-10100 06
SCIENCE AND ENG. RES. COUICIL, EIGLAND
IBAS AS7RONO!ICAL CATAICG AVAILAELE
[NASA RELEASE-84-169] P84-10250 06
SCIENTIFIC AND TECH. IIPOBB. 'ACILI!I, eD.
TWENTY YEARS OZ NASA/ESA COOPERATION
[NASA RELEASE-84-139] P84-10194 06
SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL AEBOSPICI RIPOR!S
TWENTY YEARS OZ NASA/ESA COOPERATION
[NASA RELEASE-84-139] P84-10194 06
SCIINTIPIC SATELLITES
s' APPIICATICNS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITES
S DYNAMICS EXPLORER SATELII7ES
5 EXPlORER SCIENTIFIC SATELLITES
SCIEIiUSTS
SUGGESTED REBARKS: PEDERAl ENGINEEBING OF THE
YEAR AWARDS EANCUE! P84-10035 05
SCIENTISTS SELECTEE TO OBSERVE HALLEY'S COMET
[NASA RElEASE-E4-72] P84-10089 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE
LUNCHEON, HISSOURI P84-10216 05
NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-E METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
[NASA BELEASE-84-150] P84-10230 06
HIGHLIGHTS OE 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTER CCNPERENCE
P84-10265 05
SEABCH AND RESCUE MISSIONS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECTURE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPCLIS, MD.
P84-10158 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION HERBERT ROBACK MEHORIAL AWARD DINNER,
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P84-10221 05
ENTERPRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE ~E WASHINGTON), WASHINGTON, D.C.
(NASA RElEASB-84-153] P84-t0223 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION













SUGGESTED BEMARKS: NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON FIRE
COMBUSTION TOXICITY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10149 05
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. MCGONIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES, AGRICULTURE,
RESEARCH AND ENVIRONMENT, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND





INTERNATIONAL SEARCH AND RESCUE PRO~RAH SAVES 223
LIVES
(NASA RELEASE-84-81] P84-10098 06
SHARKS
NASA RESEARCH FINDS AIRCRAFT SURFACE GROOVES MAY
TAME TU.BBULENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-3] P84-10003 06
SEASAT
SUGGESTED BREMARKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY,
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, LAUREL MARYLAND
P84-10261 05
SEISMOHETER
FIRST LUNAR LANDING 15 YEARS AGO
[NASA RELEASE-84-96]
SELFRIDGE AFB, MICB.




NASA SPACE SHUTTLE TO CARRY TOMATO SEEDS ON
MISSION 41-C
(NASA BELEASE-84-47] P84-10064 03
SEEDS PllOJECT
NASA SPACE SHUTTLE TO CABRY TOMATO SEEDS ON
MISSION 41-C
[NASA RELEASE-84-47] P84-10064
UNITED STATES CHAMBER OF CCHMERCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10155 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSI.NESS ROUNDTABLE
LUNCHECN, MISSCURI P84-10216 05
STATEMENT BY JAMES R. MCRRISON BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE ON EOREIGN REIA!ICNS, UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10203 05
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN NATURAL RESOURCES, AGRICULTURE,
RESEARCH AND ENVIRONMENT, CCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLCGY, HOUSE CF RE~EESENTATIVES
P8 4-1020 1 05
ASTRONOMERS EESCRIBE WCEK AT SPACE TELESCOPE
SCIENCE INSTITUTE
[NASA EElEASE-84-73] P84-10090 06
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAE SPECIALISTS NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-84-74] P84-10091 06
NASA SELECTS SEACE INFRARED TELESCOPE 'ACIlITY
INVESTIGATORS
[NASA RElEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
STATEMENT OF JA~ES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMI!!EE ON AEEROERIATICNS, HOUSE OF
REERESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MOB!ON THIOKOL MANAGEMENT
GROUP, POINT CLEAR, ALA. P84-10154 05
NASA SYMPOSIUM CN PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY:
COMMI7!ING TO EXCELLENCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10206 05
INTERNATIONAL SEARCH ANE RESCUE PROGRAM SAVES 223
LIVES
'[NASA RELEASE-84-81] P84-10098 06
NASA TO PARTICIPATE IN CSHKCSH AVIATION EXHIBITION
[NASA RELEASE-84-92] p84-10109 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVEBSITY, N.Y. P84-10151 05
SEARCH Aln RBSCUE
SUGGES~ED REMARKS: WOBID A~~AIRS COUNCIL OE ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
SCOUT LAUNCH VEBICLE
S!ATEMENT BY ISAAC T. GILLAM, IV BEE ORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMI!TEE ON CCMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENA!E ~84-10204 05
A-81
SHoaf TAKEOFF AID VEl!. LAIDIIG AIICIAlT
SHOIT.TAKEOFF AID YEa~. LAIDIIG AIICIAlT
S STOVL AIICRAFT
SHUTTLE CAB RIEl AIBCIAFT
ORBITER COLUBBIA TO UNDERGO MODIFICATIONS IN
CALIFCllNIA
[NASA RELEASE-84-6] P84-10006 06
NASA TO TEST INFLIGHT REIUELING FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
FEllRY nIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-9 J P84-10009 06
SHUTTLE CARRIER AIRCRAFT ILIGHT REFUELING TESTS
SUSPENDED
[NASA RELEASE-84-21J P84-10021 06
SHUTTLE IBAGIIG lAD AI
SUGGESTED REBARKS: WORLD AIIAIRS COUNCIL OF Si.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
SUGGESTED REBABKS: NATICNAL SPACE CLUB,
WASHINGTON, L.C. P84-10033 05
CREW BEBBER ADtED TO SHUTTLE MISSION 41-G
[NASA RELEASE-84-76J P84-10093 06
STATEMENT OF JABES B. BEGGS EEFORE THE
SUBCO~BITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COBMITTEE ON AEPROPIIATICNS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-64-1.33] P64-10166 06
SHUTTLE IIFIABE~ TELESCOPE FACILI~Y
FISCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGET ERESS ERIEFING
P84-10032 05
SHUTTLE PALLET SATELLITBS
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE llESCUE
[NASA RELEASE-84-4J P84-10004 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. AEllAHAMSON BEFOllE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APELJCATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE ANt TECHNeLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P64-10039 05
dIGHLIGtiTS 01 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEA~E-64-179J P64-10260 06
SHUTTLE IADAI LAROIA~OBY
CREW MEMBER ADDED TO SHUTTLE MISSION 41-G
[NASA EELEASE-64-76J P64-10093 06
SHUTTLE S~UDEIT IIVOLVE8EIT PBCJECT
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE lOR SATELLITE llESCUE
[NASA EELEASE-84-4 J P84-10004 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE C·N SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMI~TEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
DISCOVERY TO MAKE BAIDEti FLIGHT ON STS 41-0
{NASA RELEASE-€4-69J P84-10086 06
FINALISTS CHCSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT
[NASA RELEASE-84-82] P84-10099 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: STUDENT SHUTTLE INVOLVEMENT
PROGRAM, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10152 05
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEti ILIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-84-117J 1'84-10172 06
SBO~!LE TRAIBING AIRCRAFT
FISCAL YEAll 1985 BUDGE~ FEESS BRIEFING
P84-10Q32 05
SIGNAL PBOCESSIIG
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTEB CONFEBENCE
1'84-10265 05
SIKOBSKY AIRCRAFT, STRA~FOBD, CONN_
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MARlIN BEFORE IHE
SUBCOMMITTEE Cti TRANSPOFTATICN, AVIATION AND
MATERIALS, ceHBITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPFESENTATIVES 1'84-10041 05
SUBJBCT INDEX
SILICON
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WORLD AFFAIRS COONCIL OF ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
SOGGESTED REMARKS: THE CENTERRE GROUP, ST. LOUIS,
MISSOURI P84-10031 05
SUICON CAIUDE
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MARTIN BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION, AVIATION AND
MATERIALS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLCGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
SIMULAT.ION
S COHPUTERIZED SIMULATION
s' SPACE FLIGHT SIMULATION
SIIIULA~OJlS
SA FLIGHT SIIIULATORS
SA HUMAN TISSUE SIMULATOR
SA NEUTRAL BUOYANCY SIMULATOR
SA NUMERICAL AERODYNAMIC SIMULATION
SUGGESTED IEMARKS; SPACE ACT AWARDS CEREMCNY,
APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATOIY, JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVEllSITY, LAOREL, HARYLAND P84-10262 05
SKYLAB PROGIAII
STATEMENT OF PHILIP E. CULBERTSON AND JOHN t.
HODGE BEFORE THE SOBCOMMI~TEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10040 05
BOX-CAMERA PRINCIPLE TO DECIPHER SOLAR SECRETS
[NASA RELEASE-84-45J P84-10062 03
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION'S
SECTION ON POBLIC CONTRACT LAW, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10159 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ALA SPRING CONFERENCE,
WILLIAMSBURG., VA. P84-10162 05
SUGGESTED REMARK: LUNAR BASE SYMPOSIUM,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10220 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIoNAL CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION HERBERT ROBACK MEMORIAL AWARD IINNER,
ARLINGTON,' VIRGJNIA P84-10221 05
SLIDELL COMPUTER C08PLEI, SLIDELL, LA.
NASA SELECTS BOEING COMPUTER SERVICES FOR
COMMUNICATIONS CONTRACT
[NASA RELBASE-84-176] 1'84-10257 06.
S8ALL BUS. IBNOVATION DEV_ ACT OF 1982
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS RESEARCH PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-84-138J P84-10193 06
NASA SELECTS SMALL BUSINESS RESEARCH PR01'OSALS
PHASE II
[NASA RELEASE-84-142J P84-10197 06
SIIALL BUSINESS SYSTE8S SATELLITES
S SBS SATELLITES
SII1LL BUSINESSES
STATEMENT OF RONALD J. PHILIPS BEFORE THE
SUBCCMBITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10164 05
STATEMENT OF PATRICK A. TEMPLETON BEEORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMJTTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOOSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10166 05
S8ITHSONIAN ASTROPHYSICAL OBS., IIASS.
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATORS
[NASA RELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
SIIITHSOBIAN INSTITUTION
SA NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE MOSEUM, WASH., t.C.
SUGGESTED REMARKS: INAUGURATION OF BLACK HISTORY







S SOLAR .llAXIHU.ll HISSICN
SOLn ARRUS
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: WORLD AFFAIRS CCUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
DISCOVERY TO HAKE HAlDEN FLIGHT ON STS 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-84-69] P811-10086 06
AUGUST SHUTTlE HISSION tEFINED
[NASA RELEASE-811-95]
SOLAR BACKSCATTER UV SPECTRAL RADIOBETER
NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-F IIETEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-811-1~O] P84-10230 06
SOLAR CELLS
DISCOVERY TO IIAKE IIAIDEfi FLIGHT ON IIISSION 111-0
[NASA RELEASE-811-117] P811-10172 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA EELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
SOLAR MAIIBOB BISSIOI
SHUTTLE MISSION 1I1-C BRIEFINGS SET
[NASA RELEASE-'ell-28] P84-10028 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATICNAL SPACE CLOE,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P811-10033 05
STATEHENT OF JAIIES II. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCO.llHITTEE 05 SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY ANt SPACE,
COIIMITTEE ON CCIIMEECE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P811-10038 05
STATEMENT OF JAHES A. AE8AHAIISON BRiORE THE
SOBCOM.llITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APFLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE ANE TFCHNOLOGY, BQUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P811-10039 05
STATEIIENT OF PHILIP E. CULEERTSON AND JOHN D.
HODGE EEFORE THE SUBCOIIIIITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS, COIIHITTEE CN SCIENCE ANE TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P811-1001l0 05
SOLAR HAX REFAIR, LDEF DEFLOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-811-38] P811-10055 06
PIONEER CAN MAKE UNIQUE HALLEY'S COllET OBSERVATION
[NASA RELEASE-e4-8S] P84-10105 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES .II. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUECOII.llITTEE CN HUI-INDEFE5£ENT AGENCIES,
CO.llMITTEE ON AFPROPRIATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P811-101110 05
REIIARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION, AIIERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS AND
ASTRONAUTICS, WASHINGTON, D.C. P811-101112 05
SUGGESTED RE.llARKS: 1I1-E .llANNE£ FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPTION, KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FLA.
P811-10150 05
SUGGESTED REBARKS: ABEEICAN EAR ASSOCIATION'S
SECTION ON PUBLIC CONTRAel LAW, WASH.lNGTON, D.C.
P811-10159 05
SUGGESTED REBARKS: HEADCUARTERS HONORS AWARDS
CEREIIONY, WASHINGTeN, D.C. P811-10160 05
SUGGESTED RE.llARKS: GOLEIIAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING,
WESTCHESTER CeUNTY, N.Y. P811-10213 05
HIGHLIGHTS OF 19811 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-811-179] P811-10260 06
SUGGESTED BEMAllKS: UN.lTED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYBPOSIUB, CCLeRADO SPRINGS, COLOllADC
P811-10263 05
STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL ERIEFING
P811-10267 05




GODDABD TEAM SAVES THE DAY POB SOLAR MAX
[NASA RELEASE-811-53] P811-10070 06
SOLAR PHYSICS
BOX-CAMERA PRINCIPLE TO DECIPHER SOLAR SECRETS
[NASA RELEASE-811-1I5] P811-10062 03
EARTH OBSEBVATION IIISSION PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-811-57] P811-100711 06
STATEMENT BY SHELBY G. TILFORD BEFORE THE
SUBCCMBITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICAT.lONS,









CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-811-133] P811-10188 06
seLAH SAILS
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 1I1-I
[NASA BELEASE-811-69] P811-10086 06
SOLAH SYSTEM
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL
CONFEllENeE, STUDENTS FOR THE EXPLORATION AND
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE, WASHINGTON, 'D. C.
P811-10153 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SPACE SCIENCE BOARD MEETING
WOODS HOLE, IIASS P811-10209 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: PRESIDENTIAL MANAGEBENT
INTERNS' FORUII, THE U.S. AND THE NEW SPACE AGE,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P811-10212 05
SUGGESTED REB ARKS: GOLDBAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING,
WESTCHESTER COUNTY, N.Y. P84-10213 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: BEET.lNG OF CALTECH TRUSTEE
COMMITTEE ON JPL, WASHINGTON, D.C. P811-10215 05
SUGGESTED BEBABK: LUNAB BASE SYBPOS.lUM,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P811-10220 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONTRACT IIANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION HERBERT ROBACK MEIIORIAL AWARD DINNER,
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P811-10221 05
ENTERPBISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON), WASHINGTeN, D.C.
[NASA RELEASE-811-153] P811-10223 05
PHOTOGRAPHS INDICATE POSSIBLE SOLAR SYSTEB AROUND
STAR
[NASA RELEASE-811-1116] P811-10226 06
SOLAR SYSTEM BXPLORATIOJ COMBITTEE
STATEMENT OF JAMES II. BEGGS BEFOBE THE
SORCOBMITTEE ON HOD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-101110 05
SOLAB SYS~EB EXPLOBATIOB DI'ISIOI, IASA
COllET KOPEE TO BE TARGET FOR NASA RENDEZVOUS
[NASA RELEASE-811-1I3] P84-10060 06
NASA MAY FLY RY ASTEROID WITH GALILEO SPACECRAFT




CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-811-133] P811-10188 06
STATEMENT BY SHELBY G. TILFORD BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
A-83
SOLla IIBD SOBJBCT :IBDEX
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE ANt TECHNOLOGY. HQOSE OF
REEBESENTATIVES P84-10202 05
PIONEER CAN HAKE UNIQUE HALLEY'S COMET OBSERVATION
[NASA BELEASE-84-88] P84-10105 06
ARTIFICIAL CCMET VISIBLE IN WESTERN U.S. ON
CHRISTMAS tAl
(NASA RELEASE-84-170] P84-10251 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COMMITTEE ON CCMMERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION.
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
06
STATEMENT OF ROBERT Q. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10165 05
STATEMENT BY JAMES R. MORRISON BEFORE THE





SA SALYUT ORBITING SPACE STATION
SA VENERA LANDERS
SOUTH AlIEBICA
STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
P81l-10267 05
SOUTH P.OLE
NASA TO ASSIST IN EsrABLISING SATELLITE DATA LINK
[NASA RELEASE-84-173] P84-10254 06
SOUTHERN EDUCATIONAL COllllUNICAT. ASSOC.









SECOND STEP CCMELETED IN FIRST ACTIVE DEEP SPACE
PROBE
(NASA RELEASE-84-140] P84-10195 06
ARTIFICIAL CCMET VISIBLE IN WESTERN U.S. ON
CHRISTMAS DAY
(NASA RELEASE-84-170] P84-10251







NASA BUDGET PRESS CCNFERENCE
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. AERAHABSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. lUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE ANI TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REERESENTATIVES. P84-10136 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SOBCOMMITTEE CN HO£-INDEPENtENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATICNS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. BRIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SOBCOMMITTEE CN SEACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY~ HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10168 05
NASA SELECTS USBI FOR SRE ASSEMBLY ANE
REFURBISHMENT CCNTRACT
(NASA EELEASE-84-118] P84-10173 06
STATEMENT EY GERAIE D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE ANt TFCHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10205 05
SOLID ROCKET MOTOR
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. LUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SCIENCE ANt TECHNOLCGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10136 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MORTCN THIOKOL MANAGEMENT
GROUP, POINT CLEAR, ALA. P84-10154 05
STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL ERIEFING
P84-10267 05
SOLID STA7E PHIS~CS
UNITED STATES CHAMBER OF CCMMERCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P81l-10155 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD AINUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECTURE. U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS. MD.
P84-10158 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
POLICY STUEIES PROGRAM, WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10163 05
SOOIllDlHG llOCUTS
STATEMENT OF BOEER7 O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE Cti SPACE SCIEICE ANt APPLICATIONS,
COMMI7TEE ON SCIENCE ANI TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10042 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONTRACT lIANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION HERBERT ROBACK MEMORIAL AWARD tINNER.






NASA MATHEMATICIAN RECEIVES AWARD FOR COMPUTER
BREAKTHROUGH
[NASA RELEASE-84-86] P84-10103 06
NASA RECOGNIZES JOHNS HOPKINS TEAll FOR MEDICAL
DEVELOPMENT
[NASA RELEASE-81l-167] P81l-10248 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SPACE ACT AWARDS CEREMONY,
APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY, ,JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY, LAUREL, lIARYLAND P84-10262 05
SPACE ACT OF 1958. NASA
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION'S
SECTION ON PUBLIC CONTRACT LAW, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10159 05
STATEMENT OF S. NEIL HOSENBALL BEFORE THE
SUBCOMlIITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS AND
THE SOBCOMlIITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION. AVIATICN AND
MATERIALS. COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P81l-10171 05
NASA RELEASES COMMERCIAL USE OF SPACE POLICY
[NASA RELEASE-84-158] P84-10239 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-81l-179] P84-10260 06
SPACE ADAPUTIOB
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECTURE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS, MD.
P84-10158 05
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
(NASA RELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
SPACE RASE
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AlA SPRING CONFERENCE,
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. P84-10162 05
SPACE BIOLOGI
S EXOBIOLOGY
SUBJECT lIDII SPACB C088BBCIlLIZATICH
SPACE COLCNIZATIOI
SUGGESTED REflARKS: THIEt ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE. STUDENTS FOR THE EXPLORATION AND
DEVELOfflENT CF SPACE. WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10153 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIED ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECTUEE. U.S. NAVAL ACADEflY. ANNAPOLIS. MD.
P84-10158 05
P84-10150 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZBERG flEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY. N.Y. P84-10151 05
SUGGESTED REflARKS: THIRD ANNUAL INTERNATICNAL
CONFERENCE, STUDENTS FOR THE EXPLORATION ANt
DEVELOPflENT OF SPACE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10153 05
SUGGESTED REflARKS: WINGS CLUB AWARDS DINNER. NEW
YORK CITY P84-10218 05
SUGGESTED REMARK: LUNAR BASE SYflPOSIUB.
WASHINGTON, D. C. P8/j-10220 05
NASA RELEASES COflMERCIAL USE OF SPACE POLICY
[NASA RELEASE-8/j-158] P84-10239 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: RUSSELL REYNOLDS COMPANY.
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10222 05
P84-10156 05
SUGGESTED REflARKS: AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATICN'S
SECTION ON PUBLIC CONTRACT LAW. WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10159 05
STATElIENT BY L. J .• EVANS. JR. BEFORE THE
SUBCCIIMITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COdMITTEE ON COMflERCE. SCIENCE, AND
TRANSPORTATION. UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10236 05
UNITED STATES CHAIIBER OF COIIIIERCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10155 05
ENTERPRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FUND IJUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON), WASHINGTON. D.C.
[NASA RELEASE-84-153] P8/j-10223 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WORLD TRADE CENTER CLUE. NEW
YORK CITY P84-10224 05
STATEMENT BY ISAAC T. GILLAM, IV BEFORE THE
SUBCOMflITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND ,SPACE,
COMBITTEE ON COMflERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATIGN.
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10204 05
STATEMENT BY GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCCflMITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10205 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: ALA SPRING CONFERENCE.
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. P84-10162 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
POLICY STUDIES PROGRAfl. WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10163 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: CENTER FOR SPACE POLICY INC.
CONFERENCE. WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10157 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECTURE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEflY. ANNAPOLIS. MD.
P84-10158 05
ROTARY CLUB OF WASHINGTON. D.C.
SUGGESTED REflARKS: SPACE SCIENCE BOARD flEETING
WOODS HOLE. flASS P84-10209 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: PRESIDENTIAL MANAGEIIENT
INTERNS' FORUfl, THE U.S. AND THE NEW SPACE AGE,
WASHINGTON, D.C. p84-10212 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HEADQUARTERS HONORS AWARDS
CEREIIONY. WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10160 05
SUGGESTED REflARKS: TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
CONERRENCE. WASHINGTON. D.C. P8/j-10161 05
SUGGESTED REflARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE
LUNCHEqN. MISSOURI P84-10216 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: SEIlINAR ON "PROSPECTS lOR
SPACE COMMERCIALIZATION". CENTER FOR STRATEGIC AND
INTERNATIONALSTUDIES. GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY.
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10217 05
SUGGESTED REflAHKS: AMERICAN DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIATION. LCNE STAR CHAPTER, FT. WCRTH. TEXAS
P84-10147 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: TOUCEE EOSS BREAKFAST SERIES
P8/j-10146 as
STATEIIENT OF JAflES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUt-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
COMIIITTEE CN APPECPRIATICNS. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SUGGESTED REflAEKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
,COMMITTEE MEETING. NEW YORK. N.Y. P84-10143 05
SUGGESTED REflAEKS: METEOPCLITAN CLUB, WASHINGTON,
D. C. P84-10145 05
NASA ANNOUNCES LONG EANGE fLAN FOR INDUSTRIAL
SPACE FACILITY
[N ASA RELEASE-84-29] P84-10029 06
SUGGESTED REflARKS: WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
THE PRESIDENT'S PLAN FOE SPACE: A PARTNERSHIP
FORPROGRESS. STATEMENT FOR PRESS BRIEFING
P84-10036 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATICNAL CONFERENCE ON FIRE
COMBUSTION TOXIC~TY. WASHINGiON, D.C.
P84-10149 05
SUGGESTED REflARKS: PRESIDENTIAL MANAGEMENT
INTERNS' FORUfl. THE U.S. AND THE NEW SPACE AGE.
WASHINGTON. t. C. P84-10212 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE
LUNCHECN. !ISS CURl P84-10216 05
SUGGESTED REMAHKS: COEPOEATE COUNCIL FOR
INTERNATIONAL POLICY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P8/j-101/j8 05
FIRST SPACE PRODUCT SET TO BE DEVELOPED FOR
COMIIEECIAL USE
[NASA RELEASE-E4-98] P84-10115 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOIIMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE ANt TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10138 05
STATEMENT BY JAflES fl. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOIIIIITTEE eN HUt-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE ON APfHOPRIATICNS. UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10139 05
SUGGESTED BEflAEKS: 41-£ tiAtiNED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPTION, KENNEDY SPACE CENTER. FLA.
SUGGESTED REMARK: LUNAE EASE SYflPOSIUfl.
WASHINGTON. t.e. P84-10220 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYMPOSIUM. CCLCRADO SPEINGS. COLORADO
P84-10263 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THE CENTERRE GROUP. ST. LOUIS,
MISSOURI P84-10031 05
SPACE COflflBRCIALIZATICI
NASA AND PRIVATE FIRfl TC NEGOTIATE FOR COMMERCIAL
DELTA PROGRAfl
[NASA RELEASE-84-2] P84-10002 06
3M ANNOUNCES LCNG-RANGE EASIC RESEARCH PROGRAM IN
SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-E4-14] PS4-10014 06
1-85
SUCI DOCUla
HEARTH TO LEAVE LANGlEY. EETERSEN NAMEt DIRECTOR
[NASA 55LEASE-84-163J P84-10244 06
HIGHLIGHTS OP 1984 NASA ACTIVliIES
[NASA BELEASE-84-179J P84-10260 06
SUGGESTED ERE!AEKS: APELIED PHYSICS LABOBATORY.
JOHNS HCPKINS UNIVERSITY. LAUREL !ARYLAND
P84-10261 05
SUGGESIED REMARKS: UNliED STATES SPACE POUNDATION
SYMPOSIUM. CCLCRADO SPBINGS. COLORADO
P84-10263 05
SPACE DOCUla
SOLAR MAX REPAIR. LDEF DEELOYMENT RIGHLIGBT
SHUTTLE FLIGllT
[NASA &5LEASE-84-38) P84-10055 06
SPACE EBVIBOBBBIT SIBULATICI
SUGGESiED REMARKS: AlA SPEING CONFERENCE.
WILLIAMSBURG. VA. P84-10162 05
SPACE EIPLORATICI
SA PLANETARY EXIIORATICN
SUGGESTED REMARKS: TBE CENTERRE GROUP. ST. LOUIS.
MISSOURI P84-10031 05
COMET KOPEE iO BE iARGET FOR NASA RENDEZVOUS
[NASA REIEASE-84-43J P84-10060 06
NASA TECHNOLOGY TRANSMliTED TO SCHOOLS VIA
TELEVISION
[NASA RELEASE-S4-1eOJ P84-10117 06
REMARKS PREPARED EaR DELIVERY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION. AMERICAN INSiITUiE OE AERONAUTICS AND
ASTRONAUTICS. BASHINGTCB. D.C. P84-10142 05
SUGGESiED REtiABKS: METBCICLITAN CLUB. WASHINGTON.
D. C. P84-10145 05
SUGGESTED RE!ARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
!EMORIAL LECTUBE. U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY. ANNAPOLIS. MD.
P84-10158 05
SUGGESTED REtiARKS: GEOBGE BASHINGTCN UNIVERSITY
POLICY STUDIES PROGRAti. WASBINGTON. D.C.
P84-10163 05
SUGGESTED RE!ABKS: PRESIDENTIAL !ANAGE!ENT
INTERNS' FORUM. THE U.S. AEt THE NEW SPACE AGE.
WASHINGTON. D.C. p84-10212 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GOLDMAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING.
WESTCHESTER COUNTY. N.Y. p84-10213 05
SUGGESiED REMAEKS: MEETING CF CALTECB TRUSTEE
COMMITTEE ON JIL. WASHINGiCN. D.C. P84-10215 05
SUGGESTED REMAEKS: WINGS CLUB AWARDS DINNER. NEW
YOBK CITY PS4-10218 05
SUGGESiED REMARK: LUNAE EASE SYIPOSIUft.
WASHINGTON. I.C. p84-10220 05
SUGGESiED RE!AEKS: tiATICNAL CONTRACT IANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION HEBBERT ROBACK IEMORIAL AWARD DINNER.
ARLING~ON. VIDGINIA pS4-10221 05
SUGGESTED REBARKS: UNITED S~ATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYMPOSIUM. CCLCRADO SPEINGS. COLORADO .
pS4:"10263 05
SPACI !LIGBT OBSIEVATI0BS
S MANNED SPACE FLIGHT
SPACI !LIGBT PARTICIPATIOI PBOGRAM
NASA SIEKS TEACHER FOR EAEIY 1986 SHUTiLE MIssiON
[NASA RELEASE-S4-155) p84-10235 06
SPACE !LIGBT SIIOlATICI
SPACE RESEARCH INDICATES GEAVITY AFFECTS BONE GEOWTH
[NASA RELEASI-S4-16] p84-10Q16 06
SPACE !LIGBT STBISS
SPACE RESEARCH INDICATES GEAVITY AF.l'EC~S BONE GROWTH
[NASA EELEASE-Sij-16) PSij-10016 06
SUBJECT UDEX
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY. AMES
RESEARCH CENTER. MOFFETT FIELD. CALIF.
P84-10219 05
SPACE PLIGH!. COITBOL AID DATA C08MUN.
NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE PS4-10037 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES PS4-10039 05
SPACE !LIGHTS
SA MANNED SP~CE FLIGHT
UNITED STATES CHAHBER,OF CO!MERCE. WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10155 05
SUGGESTED RE!ARKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYMPOSIUM. COLORADO SPRINGS. COLORADO
P84-10263 05
SPACE IBDUS~RIALIZATI0N
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THE CENTERRE GROUP. Si. LOUIS.
MIS~OUBI P84-10031 05
SOGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE ME~TING. NEW YORK. N.Y. P84-10143 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: METROPOLITAN CLUB. WASHINGTON,
D.C. PS4-10145 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: TOUCHE ROSS BREAKFAST SEEIES
PSij-10146 05
UNITED STATES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. WASHING~ON. D.C.
P84-10155 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CENTER FOR SPACE POLICY INC.
CONFERENCE. WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10151 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
ME!OB!AL LECTURE. 0.5. NAVAL ACADEMY. ANNAPOLIS. MD.
PS4-10158 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AIA SPRING CONFERENCE.
WILLIAMSBURG. VA. PS4-10162 05
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-S4-141) PS4-10196 06
SUGGESTED REMARK: LUNAR BASE SYMPOSIUM.
WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10220 05
SPACE IIDUSTRIES lIe.. HOUSTOI. TEI.
NASA ANNOUNCES LONG RANGE P~AN FOR INDUSTRIAL
SPACE l'ACILITY
[NASA RELEASE-S4-29) P84-10029 06
SPACE IN!RARED ~ELESCOPE FACILITI
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATORS
[NASA RELEASE-84-110J P84-10127 06
REMARKS PBEPARED FOR DELIVERY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION. AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS AND
ASTRONAUTICS. WASHINGTON. D.C. PSij-10142 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GOLDMAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING.
WESTCHESTER COUNTY. N.Y. PS4-10213 05
IRAS ASTRONOMICAL CATALOG AVAILABLE
[NASA RELEASE-S#-169) PS4-10250 06
SPACE MAIBTEIAICE
SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C BRIEFINGS SET
[NASA RELEASE-S4-28] PS4-10028 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL SPACE CLUB.
WASHINGTON. D.C. PS4-10033 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE. SCIENCE ANDTRANSPOR~ATION.
UNITED STATES SENATE PS4-10038 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFODE THI
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
A-S6
SUBJECT nDU SRACB PBOCESSIIG
COHMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
STATEMENT OF PHILlf E. CUIEERTSON AND JOHN D.
HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMHITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS. COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10040 05
SOLAR HAX REfAIR, IDEF DEEIOYHENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-84-38] P84-10055 06
SPICE PBYSICS
EARTH OBSERVATION IIISSION PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAilED
[NASA RELEASE-84-57] P84-10074 06
STATEIIENT BY SHELBY G. TILFORD BEFORE THE
SUBCCMIIITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,





FIRST SPACE fRODUCT SET TC EE DEVELOfED FOR
COIIIIEECIAL USE
[NASA RELEASE-84-98] P84-10115 06
STATEIIENT OF JAIIES II. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOIIIIITTEE ON HUI-INDEEENDENT AGENCIES,
COHIIITTEE ON AfPROPRIATICNS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
REIIARKS PREPABED FOR DELIVERY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION, AIIERICAN INSTUOTE OF AEROIiAUTlCS AND
ASTRONAUTICS, WASHINGTCN, D.C. P84-10142 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COIIIIITTEE HEETING, NEW YCRK, N.Y. P84-10143 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: IIETRCfCLITAN CLUB, WASHINGTON,
D.C. P84-10145 05
NASA LEWIS AWABDS $11.5 IIILLION CONTBACT IO BROOK
PARK FIRII
[NASA 8ELEASE-84-103] P84-10120 06
SPACE PBORES
5 PIONEER VENUS PROBE
S PIONEEB 10
SPACE PlIOCBSSIBG
ASTRONAUTS TQ PRACTICE FOB SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA RELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
3M ABNOUNCES LONG-RANGE BASIC RESEARCH PROGRAII IN
SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-84-14] P84-10014 06
NASA ANNOUNCES LONG BANGE PLAN FOR INDUSTRIAL
SPACE FACILITY
[NASA RELEASE-84-29] P84-10029 06
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: TOUCHE ECSS BREAKFAST SERIES
P84-10146 05
SUGGESTED BEll ARKS: THE CENTERRE GROUP, ST. LOUIS,
iUSSOUBI P84-10031 05
UNITED STATES CHAIIBER CF CCIIIIEBCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10155 05
SUGGESTED REIIAHKS: AilE RICAN DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIATION, LCNE STAB CHAETEB, FT. WORTH, TEXAS
pe4-10147 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: AIIERICAN BAR ASSCCIATION'S
SECTleN ON PURIIC CONTRACT lAi, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10159 05
SPACE NUCLEAR REACTOR iOiEl SYS~BIIS
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: GOLDIIAN SACHS AND CO. IIEETING,
WESTCHESTER CCUNTY, N.Y. P84-10213 05
SUGGESTED REIIABKS: CORPORATE COUNCIL FOB
INTERNATIONAL POLICY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10148 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: CENTEB FOB SPACE POLICY INC.
CONFERENCE, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10157 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: ALA SPRING CONFEBENCE,
WILLIAIISBUBG, VA. P84-10162 05
STATEIIENT BY GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORB THE
SUBCOIIIIITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COMIIITTEE ON SCIBNCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE CF
BEPRESllNXATIVES P84-1020S 05
NASA SEEKS MICROGBAVITY RESEARCH PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-84-61] P811-10078 06
DISCOVEBY TO IIAKE IIAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 1I1-t
[NASA RELEASE-84-69] P84-10086 06
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAilED
[NASA RELEASE-84-74] P84-10091 06
FIRSI SPACE PRODUCT SET TO BE DEVELOPED FOB
COIIHllRCIAL USF
[NASA RELEASE-84-98] P84-10115 06
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COIIIIITTEE MEETING, NEW YORK, N.Y. P84-10143 05
SUGGESTED REIIABKS: IIETROPOLITAN CLUB, WASHINGTON,
D.C. P84-10145 05·
SUGGESTED BEll ARKS: 41-D IIANNED FLIGHT AWABENESS
RECEPTION, KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FLA.
P84-10150 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: TOUCHE ROSS BREAKFAST SERIES
P84-10146 05
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE, STUDENTS FOR THE EXPLORATION AND
DEVELOPIIENT OF SPACE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10153 05
SUGGESTED BEHABKS: SALZBEBG HEIIORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. p84-10151 05
UNITED STATES CHAIIBER OF COMMERCE, WASRING7CN. D.C.
P84-1 0155 05
P84-10156 05ROTARY CLUB CF WASHINGTeN, D.C.
ENTERPRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXFOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON), WASHINGTON, D.C.
[NASA IiELEASE-84-153] P811-10223 05
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
SUGGESTED BEIIARKS: UNIIED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYHPOSIUM, ceLCRADO SPRINGS, COLORADO
P84-10263 05
SUGGESTED REIIABKS: SEIIINAR ON "PROSPECTS FOR
SPACE COIIIIEBCIALIZATION", CENTEB FOB STBATEGIC AND
INTERNATIONALSTUDIES, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY,
WASHINGION, D.C. P84-10217 05
SUGGESTED BEHARKS: SALZEERG IIEIIORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. P84-10151 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: THIRD ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL
CONFEBENCE, STUDENTS FOR TEE EXPLORATION AND
DEVELOfllENT CF SPACE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
pe4-10153 05
SUGGES.TED REIIARKS: AIA SEEING CONFERENCE,
WILLIAIISBURG, VA. P84-10162 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
POLICY STUDIES PROGRAII, WASBINGTON, D.C.
P84-10163 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: PBESIDENTIAL IIANAGEIIENT
INTERNS' FORUII, THE U.S. AND THE NEW SfACE AGE,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10212 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: ST. LeUIS BUSINESS EOUNDTABLE
LUNCHECN, IIIsseURI P84-10216 05
A-87
SUCB PBOGlllllS SOBJICT IHDllX
SUGGESTED BEMAllKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS BOUNDTABLE
LUNCHECN, KISSCURI P84-10216 05
DISCOVERY'S SECOND MISSION SCHEDULED
[NASA RELEASE-84-149] P84-10229 06
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FCR RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-84-147J P84-10227 06
NASA ANNOUNCES FLIGHT ASSIGNIlENTS AND CHANGES
[NASA RELEASE-l\4-148J P84-10228 06
p84-10037 05
STATEIlENT OF JAIlES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFOBE THE
SUBCCMIlITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMM~TTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM B. LUCAS BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE 01
BEPRESENiATIVES P84-10136 05
NASA TECHNOLOGY TRANSIlITTED TO SCHOOLS VIA
TELEVISION
[NASA BELEASE-84-100J P84-10117 06
REMABKS PREPARED FOR DELIVEBY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION, AIlEBICAN INSTITUTE OF AEBONAUTICS AND
ASTRONAUTICS, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10142 05
STATEMENT BY JAIIES 11. BEGGS HEFOBE THE
SUBCCIlMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE ON APPBOPBIATIONS, UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10139 05
SUGGESTED REMABKS: WOBLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL CF ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
STATEIlENT OF JAIlES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOIIMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMIlITTEE ON COIlIlERCE, SCIENCE ANDTBANSPOBTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
STATEMENT BY JESSE W. MOORE BEFORE THE
SUBCCIlMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10137 05
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179J 1'84-10260 06
SPACB SEBV~CBS ~IIC•• HOUSTON, TEX.
STATEMENT BY ISAAC T. GILLAIl, IV BEFORE THE
SUBCOMIlITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHIIOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TBANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-1020Q 05
SPACE SCIEIICES
SA CCSMOLOGY
SPACE SHUTTLE IlAIIi ENG~NB
NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
COIlMITTEE ON APPBOPRIATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SPACE SCIEICE HOABD. NAS-NBC
SOGGESTED REMARKS: SPACE SCIENCE BOARD MEET~NG






SUGGESTED BElARKS: SALZEERG MEIlOBIAL LECTUBE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. P84-10151
THE PRESIDENT'S PLAN FOR SPACE: A FARTNERSHIP
FOliPROGRESS. STATEIlENT FOR PRESS BRIEFING
P84-10036
51-A FLIGRT tIRECTOliS ERIEFING
STATEIlENT OF JAIlES A. AERAHAIISON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMIlITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE ANt APPLICATIONS,
COMIlITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
BEPBESENTATIVES P84-10039
SUGGESTED RREMARKS: APpLIED PHYSICS LABOBATORY,
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, LAUREL MARYLAND
P84-10261 05
STATEIlENT BY L. J. EVANS, JR. BEFORE THE
SUBCO~IlITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COIlIlITTEE ON CCIlIlERCl, SCIENCE, AND
TRANSFORTA~ION, UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10236 05
SUGGESTED REJIARKS: NATICNAL CONTRACT IlANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION HERBERT ROBACK IlEIlCRIAL AWARD DINNER,
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P84-10221 05
ENTERPliISE TO tEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASBINGTON), WASHINGTON, D.C.
[NASA llELEASE-e4-1~3J P84-10223 05
SUGGES~ED REI!ABKS: SElllNAli ON "PBOSPECTS FOB
SPACE CCJlllEBCIALIZATICN", CENTEB FOB STRATEGIC AND
INTERNATIONALS~UDIES, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY,
WASHINGTON, E.C. P84-10217 05
SUGGES~ED BEIlARKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYIIPOSIUII, CCLCBADO SPRINGS, COLORADO
P84-10263 05
SPACE PBOGBAIlS
SUGGESTED BEIIARKS: NATICNAI SPACE CLUE,
WASHINGTON, t.C. P84-10033
SUGGESTED REMABKS: THIRD ANNUAL INTEBNATIONAL
CONFERENCE, STUDENTS FOR TEE EXPLORATIQN AND
DEVELOPIlENT CF SPACE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10153 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES 11. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMIlITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COIlMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10140 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: OPENING OF NASA ADIlINISTBATOBS
EXHIBIT, NATICNAI AIR ANt SFACE IlUSEUIl
P84-10208 05
ENTEBPBISE TO £EPABT LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF IIASHINGTON), lIASHINGTON, D.C.




SUGGESTED BEJIARKS: NATICNAL SPACE CLUE,
WASHINGTON, t.C. P84-10033 05
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR 41-G SHUTTLE IlISSION
[NASA BELEASE-84-1':2 J P84-10187 06
SPACE BESEARCH AID TECHNOLOGY
SiATEIlENT OF JAIlES II. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOIlMITTEE OB HUt-IBDEfEBDENT AGENCIES,
COMIlITTEE ON ApPBOPRIATICNS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SPACE SC~ENCE AID APPl~CATICNS PBOGBAIl
SlATE!ENT OF JAIlES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMIlITTEE ON HUt-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
STATEMENT BY GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMIlITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COIlMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE CF
BEPBESENTATIVES P84-10205 05
SPACE SHUTTLE IlISSION Q·1-B
ASTBONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOH SATELLITE BESCUE
[NASA RELEASE-84-4J p84-10004 06
TELEPHONE SERVICE TO BE AVAILABLE FOR SPACELAB
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-84-13] P84-10013 06
NASA ANNOUNCES PLANS TO RETRIEVE PALAPA B-2
SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-84-116] P84-10133 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES II. BEGGS BEFOBE THE
SUBCOIlIlITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APPBOPBIATIONS, HOOSE OF .
REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10140 05
SPACE SHUTTLE Il~SSIOIi 41-C
APBIL 6 SET AS LAUNCH DATE FOR SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C
[NASA RELEASE-84-27] 1'84-10027 06
.1-88
SUBJECT IIDIl SPACE SHU~~LB KISSION 51-L
STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
P64-10267 05
STS 51-A PRE2LIGHT CREW PRESS CONFERENCE
P64-10266 05
NASA AND 3M COMPANY SIGN JOINT AGREEMENT
[NASA RELEASE-84-143) P84-10198 06
DATE SET FOR NOVEMBER SHUTTLE RETRIEVAL MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-84-144) P84-10199 06
DISCOVERY'S SECOND MISSION SCHEDULED
[NASA RELEASE-84-149) P64-10229 06
NASA ANNOUNCES DELAY OF 51-C SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-84-154] P84-10234 06
P64-10266 0551-A FLIGHT DIRECTORS BRIEFING
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-B
NASA ANNOUNCES SHUTnE SCHEDULE FOR FIRST SIX
FLIGHTS IN 1985
[NASA RELEASE-64-171] P84-10258 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-C
NASA ANNOUNCES DELAY OF 51-C SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RE1EASE-84-154] P84-10234 06
SHUTTLE MISSICN 41-D PREELIGHT BRIEFINGS
[NASA RELEASE-€4-60) P84-l00n 06
SHUTTLE MISSIC! 41-C BRIEPINGS SET
[NASA RELEASE-84-28] P64-10026 06
SOLAE MAX EEPAIE, LDEF DEPLOYMENT HIGHL~GHT
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA BELEASE-64-38) P84-10055 06
NASA SPACE SHU~TLE TO CABRY TCMATO SEEDS ON
MISSION 41-C
[NASA RELEASE-84-41) P84-10064 03
GODDARD TEAM SAVES THE lAY FOR SOLAR MAX
[NASA RELEASE-84-53) P84-10010 06
S~ATEMENT OF ~AMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDEN~ AGENCIES,
COMMI~~EE ON APP~OPRIA~IC~S, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
STS 51-1 SATELII~E RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
P84-1 0261 05
SPACE SHUTTLE BISSIOI 41-D
SHUTTLE MISSION 41-D LAUNCH DATE ADJUSTED
[NASA BELEASE-E4-46) P84-10063 06
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-€4-69) P84-10066 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: 41-D MANNED FLIGH~ AWARENESS
RECEPTION, KEN~EDY SPACE CENTER, FLA.
P64-10150 05
06P84-10011
HUGHES AIRCRAFT NOMINATES PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-69) P64-10106 06
NASA SETS LAUNCH DATE FOR FIRST DOD DEDICATED
SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-64-171] P64-10252 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-D
TWO SHUTTLE CREWS NAilED BY NASA
[NASA RELEASE-84-11)
NASA ANN~UNCES SHUTTLE SCHEDULE FOR FIRST SIX
FLIGHTS IN 1985
[NASA RELEASE-84-177] P64-10258 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-E
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS





AUGUST SHU~TLE MISSION DEFINED
[NASA RELEASE-84-95)
LAUNCH DATE SE~ FOR SHUTTLE MISSION 41-D
P84-10129
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-84-117) P64-10172 06
SPACE SHUTTLE BISSIOI 41-F
AUGUST SHUTTLE MISSION DEFINED
[NASA RELEASE-E4-95)
STS 51-A PREELIGHT CREW PRESS CONFERENCE
P84-10268 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HAN NED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPTION (41-G) T-2 DAYS, KENNEDY SPACE CENTER,
FLORIDA P84-10214 05
NASA ANNOUNCES iLANS TO RETRIEVE PALAPA B-2
SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-84-116] P64-10133 06
NASA WILL RE~RIEVE SECOND SA~ELLITE ON 51-A
SHUTTLE llISSIO
[NASA HELEASE-84-136] P84-10191 06
P84-10106 06
PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
NASA ANNOUNCES SHUTTLE SCHEDULE FOR FIRST SIX
FLIGHTS IN 1985
[NASA RELEASE-84-177) P84-10258 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-F
NASA ANNOUNCES FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS AND CHANGES
[NASA RELEASE-84-146] P84-10226 06
NASA ANNOUNCES FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS AND CHANGES
[NASA RELEASE-8Q-148] P84-10226 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-K
NASA NAMES THREE llEllBERS OF 51-K CREW
[NASA RELEASE-64-23] P64-10023 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-L
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-64-111) P64-10128 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SHUTTLE SCHEDULE FOR FIRST SIX
FLIGHTS IN 1985
[NASA RELEASE-64-117] P84-10258 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-G
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-64-111) P84-10128 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SHUTTLE SCHEDULE FOR FIRST SIX
FLIGHTS IN 1985
[NASA RELEASE-84-177] P84-10258 06
SPACE SHUTTLE BISSION 51-8
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEllBERS FOR FUTURE SPACE
SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-71] P64-10068 06






NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FlIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-111] P84-10126
AUGUS~ SHUTTLE MISSICN DEFINED
[NASA RELEASE-64-95)
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-64-111] P64-10126 06
LAUNCH DATE SE~ FOR 41-G SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA BELEASE-84-132] P64-10167 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133) P84-10168 06
SPACE SHUTTLE MISSIOI 51-A
NASA TO FLY CANADIAN AS A iAYLOAD SPECIALIST O~
SHUTTLE
[NASA RELEASE-84-12] P64-10012 06
SPACE SHUTTLE BISSION 41-G
CREW MEMBER ADDED ~O SHU~TLE MISSION 41-G
[NASA RELEASE-€4-76] P84-10093 06
A-89






SPACE SHDTTLE 8lSSIOI 61-1
NASA ANNOUNCES UP£ATED EIIGHT CREW ASSIGNKENTS
(NASA EELEASE-B/j-ll1] PB/j-l0128 06
SPACE SHDTTLE BISSIOI 61-D
SPACELAE /j PAYLOAD SPECIALIST CANDIDATES SELECTED
FOR TRAINI NG
(NASA RELEASE-8/j-l] P8/j-l0001 06
NASA ANNOUNCES UPIATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
(NASA EELEASE-8/j-ll1] PB/j-l0128 06
SPACE SHUTTLE 8ISSIOI 61-E
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW KEMBEES FOB FUTURE SPACE
SHUTTLE FLIGBTS
[NASA EELEASE-84-71] P8/j-l0088 06
SPACE SHUTTLE BISSIOIS
SA SPACE SHUTTLE MISSICN 41-E
SA SPACE SHUTTLE MISSICN 41-C
SA SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 41-£
SA SPACB SHUTTIB KISSIC~ /jl-F
SA SPACE SBUTTIB KISSION 41-G
SA SPACE SHUTTLE KISSICN 51-A
SA SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-B
SA SPACE SHUTTIB KISSICN 51-C
SA SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION 51-D
SA SPACE SHUTTIB MISSION 51-E
SA SPACE SBUTTIB MISSIC~ 51-F
SA SPACE SHUTTLE HISSICN 51-G
SA SPACE SHUTTLE KISSICN 51-H
SA SPACE SHUTTLE KISSION 51-1
SA SPACE SBUTTIE HISSICN 51-L
SA SPACE SHUTTLE MISSICN 61-A
SA SPACE SHUTTLE MISSION El-E
NASA HEGINS SCREENING AST110NAUT APPLICANTS
[~ASA RELEASE-8/j-15] P84-10015 06
NASA SEEKS TFACHER FOR EA11IY 1986 SHUTTLE MISSION
[IIASA RELEASE-64-15S] P84-10235 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 198/j NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-8/j-179] P84-10260 06
SPACE SHUTTLE OPERATICIS
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. lUCAS EEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
BEPBESENTATIVES P8/j-l0136 05
P8/j- 10112 06
NASA AWABDS ORBITAL TBANSFEB VEHICLE STUDY CCNTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-8/j-90] P8/j-l0l07 06
AUGUST SHUTTLE BISSION DEFINED
[NASA RELEASE-8/j-9SJ
SOLAR MAX BEPAIR. LDEF DEPLOYlIENT HIGHLIGB'l
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
(NASA RELEASE-B/j-38] P8/j-l00SS 06
NASA SPACE SHUTTLE TO CARRY TOIIATO SEEDS 'ON
MISSION 41-C
(NASA RELEASE-8/j-/j7] PB/j-l006/j 03
STATEMENT BY JESSE W. HOORE BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMKITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE CF
REPBESENTATIVES P8/j-l0137 05
ADVANCED COKMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLliE
CONTRACT. AWARDED
[NASA RELEASE-84-113] P8/j-l0130 06
SA SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
SUGGESTED REMABKS: /j1-D BANNED FLIGHT AWABENESS
RECEPTION. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FLA.
P8/j-101S0 05
FIRST SPACE PRODUCT SET TO BE DEVELOPED FOB
COIlMEBCIAL USE
lNASA RELEASE-8/j-98] P8/j-1011S 06
LAUNCH DATE SET FOB SHUTTLE MISSION /jl-D
P8/j-l0129 06
NASA REQUESTS EXPERIMENTS FOR TETHERED SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-8/j-S/j] P8/j-l0071 06
EABTH OBSEBVATION MISSION PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAKED
(NASA ULEASE-8/j-S7] P8/j-l007/j 06
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 41-0
lNASA RELEASE-B/j-69] P8/j-l0086 06
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEllBERS FOR FUTURE SPACE
SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-B4-71J P84-10088 06
ASTRONOIIEBS DESCRIBE WOBK AT SPACE TELESCOPE
SCIENCE INSTITUTE
[NASA RELEASE-84-73] P8/j-l0090 06
CREW MEKBER ADDED TO SHUTTLE MISSION /jl-G
[NASA RELEASE-B/j-76] PB4-10C93 06
FINALISTS CHOSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECi
[NASA RELEASE-8/j-82] P8/j-l0099 06
P8/j-l00ll 06
TWO SH[TTLE CREWS NABE£ IY NASA
(NASA EELEASE-84-11]
NASA TO TEST INFLIGHT REFUELING FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
FERRY FlIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-9] P84-10009 06
FISCAL YEAB 1965 BUDGET PBESS BRIEFING
P8/j-10032 05
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: STUDENT SHUTTLE INVOLVEMENT
PROGRAM. WASHINGTON. D.C. P8/j-l0152 05
SUGGESTED BEKARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MElIORIAL LECTURE. U.S. NAVAL ACADElIY. ANNAFCLIS. MD.
P84-101S8 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. AE11AHABSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND iECHNCLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P8/j-l0039 05
SUGGES~ED REKARKS: BEADCUABTEBS HONOBS AWABDS
CEBEMONY. WASH~NGT~N. D.C. P84-10160 05
STATEMENT OF JCHN C. BRIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APFLICAiIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECBNOLOGY4 BOUSE OF
BEFRESENTATIVES P8/j-10168 05
ENTERPRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WOBLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JuNICB LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON). WASBINGTON, D.C.
(NASA EELEASE-B4-153J PB/j-l0223 05
SPACE SHO~TLE PAYLOADS





STATEMENT OF BILLIE J. KCGARVEY BEFORE THE
SUECCKKITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS AND
THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION. AVIATICN AND
MATERIALS. COMlIITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P8/j-10170 05
NEW EXPLOBER TO INVESTIGATE EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET BAND
[NASA RELEASE-8/j-125] P84-10180 06
ULYSSES NEW NAME FOR INTERNATIONAL SOLAR PCLAB
KISSION
[NASA BELEASE-8/j-127] PB/j-10182 06
PAYLOAD SPECIALIST FROK INDIA TO FLY ON SHUTTLE
[NASA RELEASE-8/j-137] P8/j-l0192 06
DATE SET FOR NOVEllBER SHUTTLE BETRIEVAL !lISSION
(NASA RELEASE-B/j-14/j] P8/j-10199 06
SUGGESTED REKABKS: lIANNED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPTION /41-G) T-2 DAYS. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER.
FLORIDA P8/j-10214 05
.1-90
SUBolECT ~IDBI SPAel SHUTTLES
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SEIIINJE ON "PROSPECTS FOR
SPACE COIlIlERCIlIl.IZATION". CENTER FOR STRATEGIC AND
INTERNA'IIONAIS'IUDIES. GEORGETO~N UNIVERSITY.
WASHINGTON, D.C. PSq-10217 05
ENTERPRISE TC DEPART LCOISIANA ~ORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF ~ASHINGTONI, WASHINGTON. D.C.
[NASA BELEASE-Sq-153] PSq-10223 05
NASA ANNOUNCES ELIGHT ASSIGtillENTS AND CHANGES
[NASA RELEASE-Sq-1qS] PSq-1022S 06
DISCOVERY'S SECCND IIISSICN SChEDULED
[NASA RELEASE-S4-1q9] PSq-10229 06
ALABAIIA CONS'IRUCTION FIRII A~ARDED MULTI-MILLION
DOLIAll CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-S4-151) PSq-10231 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SHUTTLE SCBEDULE FOR FIRST SIX
FLIGHTS IN 19S5
[NASA RELEASE-SQ-177] PSq-1025S 06
NASA MAY FLY BY ASTEROID ~ITH GALILEO SPACECRAFT
[NASA RELEASE-SQ-17S] PSQ-10259 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 19Sq NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-S4-179) PSQ-10260 06
COMMIT'IEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES PSQ-10135 05
STATEIIENT BY JESSE W. MOORE BEFORE THE
SUBceMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES PSQ-l0137 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: IIETROPOLITAN CLUB. WASHINGTON.
D.C. PSQ-10-145 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: TOUCHE ROSS BREAKFAST SERIES
PSQ-10146 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: AIIERICAN DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIATION, LONE STAR CHAPTER. FT. WORTH. TEXAS
PSQ-101Q7 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. PSQ-10151 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL INTERNATICNAL
CONFERENCE, S'IUDENTS FOR THE EXPLORATION AND
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
PSQ-10153 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: MORTON THIOKOL IIANAGEMENT
GROUP, POINT CLEAR, ALA. PSQ-1015Q 05
STS 51-A PREfLIGHT CHEW PRESS CONFERENCE
PSq-1026S 05
UNITED STATES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. iASHINGiCN. D.C.
PSQ-10155 05
51-A FLIGHT DIRECTORS BRIEFING PSq-10266 05
ROTARY CLUB OF WASHINGTON, D.C. PSQ-10156 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THE CEN'IERRE GROUP, ST. LOUIS,
MISSOURI PSq-10031 05
THE PRESIDEN'I'S PLAN FOR SPACE: A PARTNERSHIP
FORPROGRESS. STATElIENT FeR PRESS BRIEFING
PSq-10036 05
STATEMENT OF JAIIES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOIlIlITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COIlMIT'IEE ON SCIENCE AND 'IECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES PS4-10039 05
STATElIENT OF JAlIES II. BEGGS EEFORE THE
SUBCOMIIITTEE CN SCIENCE. 'IECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE eN CClIMERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION,




41-D CREW TO FILII SHUTTLE MISSION FOR 1M AX AND
CINEMA-360
[NASA llELEASE-SQ-124] PSQ-10179
SPACE STATION PROPOSALS SOUGHT
[NASA RELEASE-SQ-130]
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION'S
SECTION ON PUBLIC CONTRACT LAW, ~ASHINGTON, D.C.
PS4-10159 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECTURE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPCLIS, MD.
PS4-1015S 05
NASA SELECTS USRI FOB SRB ASSEMBLY AND
REFUBBISHMENT CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-SQ-11S] PSQ-10173 06
STATEMENT BY olAMES R. MOBRISON BEFORE THE
COMIIITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS. UNITED STATES SENATE
PSQ-10203 05
NASA TO FLY EDUCATOR ON SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-SQ-122] PSQ-10177 06
STATElIENT OF olOHN C. BRIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SUBCOMIIITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES PSQ-1016S 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
COHEERENCE, WASHINGTON, D.C. PSQ-10161 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
POLICY STUDIES PROGRA!!, WASHINGTON. D.C.
PSQ-10163 05
PSq-10037 05NASA BUDGET PRESS CCNFERENCE
STATEMENT OF ROBERT C. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES PSq-10042 05
SPACE SHO'ITLE PRO GRAll OFFICE, NASA
STATElIENT BY GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COllIlI'I'IEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, ROUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES PSq-10205 05
SPACE SH07TLES
NASA BEGINS SCREENING ASTHCNAU'I APPLICANTS
[NASA RELEASE-Sq-15) PSq-10015 06
NASA ANNOUNCES LCNG RANGE PLAN FOR INDUSTRIAL
SPACE FACILI'IY
[NASA RELEASE-Sq-29) PSq-10029 06
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS FOl CCEANOGRAPHIC SATELLITE
(NASA RELEASE-S4-41] PS4-10058 06
LE~IS CENTIR AWARDS CCNTEACT FOR TWO
SHUTTLE/CENTAUE VEHICLES
[NASA RELEASE-eq-qll] PS4-10061 06
NASA SELECTS 17 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES
(NASA RELEASE-SQ-6Q] PSQ-100S1 06
STATEIIENT BY WILlIAM A. ANDERS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMlIITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICA'IIONS.
COllIlI'I'IEE ON SCIEHCE AND iECBHCLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES PSQ-1013Q 05
S'IATEMENT OF DCNALD P. BE!ETB BEFORE THE
SUBCOMIIITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICA'IIONS.
SUGGESTED REMARKS: PRESIDENTIAL MANAGEMENT
INTEllNS' FORUM. THE U.S. AND THE NEW SPACE AGE.
WASHINGTON, D.C. PSQ-l0212 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: GOLDIIAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING,
WESTCHESTER CeUNTY, N.Y. PSQ-10213 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ST~ LOUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE
LUNCHEON, MISSOURI PSQ-10216 05
SUGGESTED REMARK: LUNAR BASE SYMPOSIUM.
WASHINGTON, D.C. PS4-10220 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONTRACT MANAGEIIENT
ASSOCIATION HERBERT ROBACK MEIIORIAL AWARD DINNER.
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA PSQ-10221 05
J-91
SOBJICT IBDBX
ENTERPRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE CF WASHINGTON), WASHINGTON, D.C.
[NASA RELEASE-84-153] P84-10223 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WORLD TRADE CENTER CLUB, NEW
YORK CITY P84-10224 05
NASA ANI INDIA SIGN LAUNCH AGREEHENT
[NASA RELEASE-84-175] P84-10256 06
STATEHENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMI~TEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPOETATION.
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
STATEHENT OF PHILIP E. CULBERTSON AND JOHN D.
HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMHITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS. COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10040 05
SUGGESTED RREHARRS: APILIED PHYSICS LABORATORY,
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, LAUREL HARYLAND
P84-10261 05
SUGGESTED REHARKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYHPOSIU8, CCICRADC SPRINGS, COLORADO
P84-10263 05
SUGGESTED REHARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTER CONFERENCE
P84-10265 05
SPACE STAT10N POLAR PLATFCR8
STATEHENT BY SHELBY G. TILFCRD BEFORE THE
SUBCOHHITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HQUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10202 05
SPACE STAT10N PROGRAH
NASA SELECTS CCNTRACTORS FOR ORBITAL HANEUVERING
VEHICLE STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-84-102] P84-10119 06
STATEHENT BY JAMES H. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOHHITTEE CN HUI-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE eN AIPROPRIATICNS, UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10139 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES H. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SURCOHHITTEE ON HUI-INDEPERDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE eN APPROPRIATleNS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
REMARKS PREPARED FeR DELIVERY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS AND
ASTRONAUTICS, WASHINGTCN, D.C. P84-10142 05
SUGGESTED REHABKS: CENTER FOR SPACE PQLICY INC.
CONFERENCE, WASHINGTeN, t.C. P84-10157 05
SUGGESTED REHARRS: ALA SIRING CONFERENCE,
WILLIAMSBURG. VA. P84-10162 05
STATEMENT BY JAHES R. HCREISON BEFORE THE
COHMITTEE ON POREIGN REIATICNS, UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10203 05
NASA SETS UP SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT TEAHS
[NASA RELEASE-84-31] P84-10048 06
FOUR NASA CENTERS ASSIGNED SPACE STATION STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-85] P84-10102 06
NASA AWARDS ORBITAL TRANSFER VEHICLE STUDY CONTRACTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-90J P84-10107 06
STATEMENT OF DONALD P. HEARTH BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10135 05
STATEHENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMHITTEE eN HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL AIVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING, NEW YORK, N.Y. P84-10143 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIATION, LONE STAR CHAPTER, FT. WORTH. TEXAS
P84-10147 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CORPORATE COUNCIL FOR
INTERNATIONAL POLICY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10148 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON PIRE
COMBUSTION TOXICITY. WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10149 05
SUGGESTED REHARKS: 41-D MANNED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPTION. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FLA.
P84-10150 05
SUGGESTED REHARRS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY. N.Y. P84-101S1 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL
CONFBRENCE, STUDENTS FOR THE EXPLORATION AND
DEVELOPHENT OF SPACE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10153 05
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FCR SPACE S~ATION WORK
[NASA RELEASE-84-159] P84-10240 06
UNITED STATES CHAMBER OF COHHERCE. WASHINGTCN, D.C.
P84-1015s 05
SUGGESTED REHARKS: CENTER FOR SPACE POLICY INC.
CONFERENCE, WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-101s7 05
SUGGESTED REHARKS: AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATICN'S
SEeTleN ON PUELIC CONTRACT LAW. WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-101s9 05
HEARTH TO LEAVE LANGLEY, PETERSEN NAMED DIRECTOR
[NASA RELEASE-84-163J P84-10244 06
SPACE STAT10N TASK FORCE
STATEMENT OF JAHES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMHITTEE OR HUI-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COHHITTEE ON APPROPRIATleNS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05









SALIUT ORlITING SPACE STATION
SPACE STATleNS
SUGGESTED REHARKS: HEADQUARTERS HONORS AWARDS
CEREHONY, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10160
SUGGESTED REMARKS: TBCHNOLOGY UTILIZATION






STATEMENT OF GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SURceHMITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COHHITTEB ON SCIBNCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10169
SPACE STATION PROPOSALS SOUGHT
[NASA RBLBASE-84-130]
SUGGESTED REHARKS: ALA SPRING CONFERENCE,
WILLIAHSBURG, VA. P84-10162 05
SUGGESTED REHARKS: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY




P84-10037 05NASA lUDGET PEESS ceNFEFENCE
THE PRESIDENT'S ELAN FOE SPACE: A PARTNERSHIP
FOEPROGEESS. STATEMEN~ FCR PRESS BEIEFING
P84-10036
JOHNSON NAHED LEAD NASA CENTER FOR SPACE STATICN
[NASA RELEASE-S4-2s] P84-1002s 06
NASA ANNOUNCES LeNG EANGE PLAN POR INIOSTRIAL
SPACE IAelLITY
[NASA EELEASE-84-29J P84-10029 06
FISCAL ¥EAR 1ges BUDGET EE~SS BRIEFING
P84-10032
A-92
SUBJllCT :lIDllX SPACll TBABSPOB~A!IGB SIS!llR
S!ATEMENT BY GIRALt D. GRIIFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCO~~ITTEE Ch SPACE SCIEICE AND.APPLICATIONS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND !ECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10205 05
SUGGES!ED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE EVENT
P84-10207 05
SPACE fOOLS
SOLAR MAX REPAIR, LDEF DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGH~
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
(NASA RELEASE-84-38] P84-10055 06
GODDARD TEAM SAVES THE DAY FOR SOLAR MAX
(NASA RELEASE-84-53] P84-10070 06
DISCOVERY'S SECOND MISSION SCHEDULED
(NASA RELEASE·84-149] p84-10229 06
NASA SELECTS CONTRACTORS FOR ORBITAL MANEUVERING
VEHICLE STUDY
(NASA RELEASE-84-102] P84-10119 06
STATEMENT BY WILLIAM A. ANDERS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE CF
BEPRESENTATIVES P84-10134 05





STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
P84-10267
51-A FLIGHT DIRECTORS BRIEFING
SPACE TBABSPOR~AfIOB SISTER
SA ORBIT TRANSFER VEHICLES
SA SPACE SHU~TLE MISSION 41-C
SA SPACE SHUTTLE ORBITERS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HONCR AWARDS CEREMONY, AMES
RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT EIELD, CALIF.
P84-10219 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WINGS CLUB AiARCS DINNER, NEW
YORK CITY P84-10218 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SPACE SCIENCE BOARD MEETING
WOODS HOLE, MASS P84-10209 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: PRESIDENTIAL MANAGEMENT
INTERNS' FORUM, !HE U.f. AKD THE NEW SPACE AGE,
WASHINGTON, C. C. P84-10212 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GCLtMAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING,
WESTCBESTER COUNTY, N.Y. P84-10213 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ST. LOUIS EUSINESS ROUNDTABLE
LUNCHEON, MISSCURI P8~-10216 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SEBlNAE ON "PROSPECTS lOR
SPACE COMMERCIALIZATICN", CENTER FOR STRATEGIC AND
INTERNATIONAISTUDIES, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10217 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATICNAL CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION HERBERT ROEACK MEMORIAL AWARD DINNER,
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P84-10221 05
ENTERPRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON), WASHINGTON, D.C.
(NASA RELEASE-84-1~3] P84-10223 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WORLD TRADE CENTER CLUE, NEW
YORK CITY P84-10224 05
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
SUGGESTED RREMARKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY,
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, LAUREL MARYLAND
P84-10261 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: UNITED S!ATES SPACE 10UNDATION
SYMPOSIUM, CCLCRADO SPRINGS, COLORADO
P84-10263 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOR AWARDS CEREMCNY, CLEVELAND, OHIO
P84-10264 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPU!ER CONFERENCE
P84-10265 05
STS 51-A PREILIGHT CREW PRESS CONFERENCE
P84-10268 05
SPACE TELESCOPll
S HUBRLE SPACE TELESCOPE
SPACE TELESCOPE SCIEICE :lISTlTUll
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WOFLD AEEAIRS COUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
SPACE TELESCCPE SCIENCE INSTRU~ENTS COMPLETE
ACCEPTANCE TESTING
(NASA RELEASE-84-67] P84-10084 06
ASTRONCMERS CESCRIBE WORK AT SPACE TELESCOPE
SCIENCE INSTITUTE
(NASA RELEASE-84-73] P84-10090 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL IN~ERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE, STUDENTS FOR !EE EXPLORATION AND
DEVELOEMENT CF SPACE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10153 05
SUGGESTED REMAEKS: PRESICENTIAL MANAGEMENT
INTERNS' FORUM, THE U.S. AND THE NEW SPACE AGE,
WASHING~ON, t.C. P84-10212 05
STATEMENT OF DONALD P. HEARTH BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS,
CO~MITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESEN!ATIVES p84-10135 05
STA~EMENT BY JESSE W. MOOBE BEFORE THE
SUECOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE eF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10137 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUECOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10138 05
STATEMENT BY JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
CO~MITTEE ON APPROPRIATI·ONS, UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10139 . 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS ~EFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: TOUCHE ROSS HREAKFAST SERIES
P84-10146 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. P84-10151 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMDRIAL LECTURE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANIAPCLIS, MD.
P84-10158 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. BRIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SURCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10168 05
STATEMENT OF GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE CF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10169 05
SYMP~SIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
STATEMENT BY GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCC~MITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10205 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MANNED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPTION (4j-G) T-2 DAYS, KENNEDY SPACE CENTER,
A-93
SRACI iBAISROBiAIICI SYS!II 'lIGBts SUBJECT IBDEI
}'LOBIDA (NASA RELEASE-8Q-71] P8 4-10088 06
STS 51-A PREFLIGHT CBEW PRESS CONFERENCE
P84-10268 05
HIGHLIGHTS OF 19811 NASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA RELEASE-811-179] P811-10260 06
FOUR NASA CENTERS ASSIGNED SPACE STATIOI STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-85] P84-10102 06
STATEMENT BY L. J. EVANS, JR. BEFORE THE
SUBCOHMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SIACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMHERCE, SCIENCE, AND




51-A FLIGHT DIRECTORS BRIEFING
ROTARY CLUB OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
NASA TO LAUNCH THIRD GALAXY SATELLITE
(NASA RELEASE-811-128] P811-10183 06
SPACECRAFT DBSIGI
. SA SHCE VEH.ICLE SYSTEMS
STATEMENT OF PHILIP E. CULBERTSON AND JOHN V.
HODGE BEFORE iHE SOBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P811-1001l0 05
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
(NASA RELEASE-811-711] P811-10091 06
FINALISTS CHOSEN IN SHUT~LE STUDEIT PROJECT
(NASA RELEASE-811-82] P84-10C99 06
NASA LEWIS AWARDS $11.5 MILLION COITRACT TO BROOK
PARK FIRM
(NASA RELEASE-811-103] P811-10120 06
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY TO: ANNOAL
CONVENTION, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONA01ICS AND
ASTRCIAOTICS. WASHINGTON, D.C. P811-101112 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. P8Q-10151 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: STUDENT SHUTTLE INVOLVEMENT
PROGRAM. WASHIIGTON, D.C. P84-10152 05
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR 1I1-G SHOTTLE MISSION
(NASA BELEASE-811-132] P84-10187 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIEICH
(NASA BELEASE-84-133] P811-10188 06
DATE SET FOB 10VEHBER SHOTTLE RETRIEVAL MISSION
[NASA RELEASE~84-144] P84-10199 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MANNED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPTION (1I1-G) T-2 DAYS. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER.
FLORIDA P811-102111 05
SOGGES~ED REMARKS: ROSSELL REYNOLDS COMPANY.
WASHINGTON, D.C. P811-10222 05
SPACECRAFT
SA COSPAS
SA HARIIER MARK 2 SPACECRAFT
SA SOVIET SPACECRAFT
GODDARD TEAH SAVES THE DAY FOR SOLAR MAX
(NASA RELEASE-811-53] P811-10070 06
SPACECRAFT COBF~GURITIOIS
ASTRONAU1S TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCOE
(NASA RELEASE-811-1I] P811-10001l 06
NASA TC LAONCH NEW EARTH BESOURCES SATELLI~E FOB
NOAA
(NASA RELEASE-811-22] P811-10022 06
STATEMENT OF DONALD P. HEARTH BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLCGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P811-10135 05
SOGGES~ED REIARKS: WORLE AFFAIRS CCUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS P811-10030 05
SPACEBORIE EXPEEIIEIT~
SA EARTH OBSERVATICN MISSICI EXPERIMEITS
3M ANNCUNCES LCNG-RANGE EASIC RESEARCH PROGRAM IN
SPACE
(NASA RELEASE-811-111] P811-100111 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: RUSSELL REYNOLDS COMPANY,
WASHING~ON, E.C. P84-10222 05
HEARTH ~O LEAVE LANGLEY, ~ETERSEN NA!E~ DIRECTOR
(NASA liELEASE-811-1E3] P84-102411 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SHD~~LE SCEEDULE FOR FIRST SIX
FLIGII~S IN 1985
(NASA BELEASE-84-177] P84-10258 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SY~POSIOM, CCLCRADC SPRINGS, C~LORADO
P811-10263 05
SUGGES~ED REMARKS: NA~ICNAL CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIA1ION HERBER~ ROBACK BEBCRIAL AWARD DINNER,
ARLINGTON, VIRGIN!A P84-10221 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THE CENTERRE GROUP. ST. LOUIS,
MISSOORI P811-10031 05
SUGGES~ED REBARKS: NATICNAL SPACE CLOE,
WASHINGTON, E. C. P811-:.10033 05
SOLAR BAX REIAIR, LDEF IEIIOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHOTTLE FLIGHT
(NASA RELEASE-811-38] P84-10055 06
NASA REQUESTS EXPERlftEN~S FCR TETHEREE SATELLITE
(NASA RELEASE-811-54] P84-10071 06
EARTH CBSEBVATICI MISSICN ~AYLOAI SPECIALISTS NAMED
(NASA RELEASE-SlI-57] P811-10074 06
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN F1JGHT ON S~S 1I1-E
(NASA EELEASE-811-69] P811-10086 06
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMEERS EOR FUTURE SPACE
SHOTTLE FLIGIi~S
SPACE WEAPOBS SJSTBI
SUGGES~ED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATICNAL AEVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING, NEW YCEK, N.Y. P811-10143 05
SPACEEORIE ASTBeIC!Y
SOGGESTED REMIRKS: THE CENTERRE GROUP. ST. LOOIS,
MISSOORI P811-10031 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATICNAL S~ACE CLUE,
WASHINCTON, E.C. P84-10033 05
TELEPHCNE SEEVICE TO BE AVAILABLE FCR SHUTTLE
MISSICN
(NASA RELEASE-ell-1I8] P84-10065 06
NASA TO FLY EDUCATOR ON SHOTTLE MISSION
(NASA RELEASE-84-122] P811-10177 06
SPACE TBlUL
NASA TECHNOLCGY TRANSKI~TED TO SCHOCLS VIA
TELEVISION
(NASA RELEASE-811-100] P811-10117 06
SPACE VEBICLE SYSTEMS
Foon NASA CENTEES ASSIGNED SPACE STATICN STUDIES
(NASA RELEASE-84-B5] P811-10102 06
SPACE TBIISPOBTIIIOI SYS!II FIIGB!S
SA SPACE SHU~TIE MISSICN ~1-E
SA SPACE SHU~TLE MISSICN 41-G
SA SPACE SHUT~IE MISSICN 51-A
SA SPACE SHUT~IE MISSION 51-0
SA SPACE SHU~TLE HISSION 51-K






STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMI1TEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
STATEMENT OF ROBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10165 05
SPACECRAFT PERPORMANCE
ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE DEVELOPS ATTITUDE EROELEM
[NASA BELEASE-8Q-93] P84-10110 06
SPACECRAFT POliER SUPPLIES
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY. CLEVELAND. OHIO
P84-10264 05
NASA SETS UP SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT TEAMS
[NASA RELEASE-84-31] P84-10048 06
NASA LEWIS AWARDS $11.5 MILLIGN CONTRACT TC EROOK
PARK FIRM
[NASA RELEASE-84-103] P84-10120 06
STATEMENT OF DONALD P. HEARTH BERORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10135 05
~GHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
SPACECRAFT STABILIZATION
GODDARD TEAM SAVES THE DAY FOR SOLAR MAX
[NASA RELEASE-84-53] P84-10070 06
SPACECRAFT TRACKlNG
STATEMENT OF ROBERT o. ALLER BEFORE· THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.




NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
SUGGESTED REMARKS: UNIiED SiATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SIMPOSIUM. CCLCRADC SPRINGS. COLORADO
P84-10263 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: METRCECLITAN CLUB. WASHINGTON.
D.C. P84-10145 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECTUEE. U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY. ANNAPOLIS. MD.
P84-10158 05
NASA SELEC1S CCNiRACTOES FCR ORBITAL MANEUVERING
VEHICLE STUDI
(NASA EELEASE-84-1C2] P84-10119 06
SPACECEAFT aAIBTEIABCE
STATEMENT BY JESSE W. MCCEE EEIORE THE
SUECOMMITTEE Cl SPACE SCIENCE AND APiLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REiRESENTATIVES P84-10137 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTEENATIONALADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING. NEW 10RK. N.Y. P84-10143 05
SPACE STATION iBOPOSALS SOUGHT
(HASA EELEASE-84-130] P84-10185 06
SPACECRAFT FAlLURE
NASA AND CNES AGREE TO CCOlilEAn IN SHUiTLE
EMERGENCI SUiPCRT
(NASA liELEASE-84-126] P84-10181 06
SPACECRAFT LAU.CB~IG
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
(N ASA liELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
SPACECRAFT LIFE llJPECTAICI
NASA SELECTS CCNTRACTORS FOR ORBITAL MANEUVERING
VEHICLE STUD!
(NASA RELEASE-84-102] P84-10119 06
NASA TO LAUNCH THIRD GALAXI SATELLITE
[NASA liELEASE-84-128] P84-10183 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GOLDMAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING.
WESTCHESTER COUNTY. N.I. P84-10213 05
P84-10011 06
SUGGES1ED REMARKS: AlA SEEING CONFERENCE.
WILLIAMSBURG. VA. P84-10162 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. BRIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPL~CATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10168 05
STATEMENT OF GERALD D. GRIFIIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10169 05
HIGHLIGHTS 01 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-119] P84-10260 06
SUGGESTED RREMARKS: APELIED PHYSICS LABORATORY.
JOHNS HCPKINS UNIVERSITY. LAUREL MARYLAND
P84-10261 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: UNIUD STATES SPACE fOUNDATION
SYMPOSIUM. CCLCRADO SPRINGS. COLORADO
P84-10263 05
SPACECRAFT MABEUVERS
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE lOR SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA RELEASE-E4-4] P84-10004 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. AERAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITnE ON SCIEN.CE AND UCHNOLOGY. HO USE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
STATEMENT OF ROBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIEBCE AND APPLICATIOBS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10042 05
PIONEER CAN MAKE UNIQUE HALLEY'S COMET OBSERVATION
(NASA RELEASE-84-8e] P84-10105 06
SPACECRAFT TRAJECTORIES
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MEETING OF CALTECH TRUSTEE
COMMITTEE ON JPL. WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10215 05
SPACECBBliS
SPACELAB 4 PAYLOAD SPECIALIST CANDIDATES SELECTED·
FOR TRAINING
[NASA RELEASE-84-1] P84-10001 06
ASTliONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA RELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
TWO SHUTTLE CREWS NAMED BY NASA
(NASA RELEASE-84-11]
NASA NAMES THREE MEMBERS OF 51-K CREW
(NASA RELEASE-84-23] P84-10023 06
APRIL 6 SET AS LAUNCH DATE FOR SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C
[NASA RELEASE-84-27] P84-10027 06
SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C BRIEFINGS SET
(NASA RELEASE-84-28] P84-10028 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUECOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE. SCIENCE ANDTRAHSPORiATION.
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE SPACE
SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-71] P84-10088 06
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
(NASA RELEASE-84-74] P84-10091 06
1-95
SPACEPLIGBt TBACKIIG AID tAtA IETiOBKS SDBJBCT J:lIDEX
CREW MEMBER ADDED iO SHOiiLE MISSION 41-G
(NASA RELEASE- 84-7E] 1'84-10093 06
SUGGESiED RBMARKS: WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS 1'84-10030 05
LAONCH DATE SEi FOR SHOiiLE MISSION 41-D
PS4-10129 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THE CENTERRE GROUP. ST. LOUIS.
MISSOURI P84-10031 05
STATBMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
STATEMENT OF PHILIP E. CULBERTSON AND JOHN D.
HODGE EEFORE THB SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS. COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10040 05
SUGGESTBD REMARKS: NATIONAL SPACE CLUB.
WASHINGTON. D. c. P84-10033 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: FEDERAL ENGINEERING OF THE
YEAR AWARDS BANQUET P84-10035 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN HOt-INDE1'ENDENi AGENCIES.
COMMITiEE CN AlifR01'RIAiIetiS. HCUSE Cli
RE1'RESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SOGGESTED REMARKS: 41-D MANNED FLIGHi AWARENESS
RECEPTION. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER. FLA.
PS4-10150 05
SUGGESiED REMARKS: HEAL~OARTERS HONORS AWARDS
CEREMONY. WASHINGTCN. D.C. P84-10160 05
LAUNCH EATE SEi FOR 41-G SHCiTLE MISSION
(NASA RELEASE-84-132] P84-10187 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
(NASA RELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE P84-10037 05
STATEMENT EY GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPlICATIONS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE ANt TECHNCLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10205 05
STATEMENT OF ROBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENiATIVES P84-10042 05
STS 51-A PREILIGHT CREW liliESS CONFERENCE
P84-10268 05
NASA ANNOUNCES FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS AND CHANGES
(NASA liELEASE-84-148] P84-10228 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MANNED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPTICN (41-GI T-2 LAYS. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER.
FLORIEA 1'84-10214 05
STATEMENT OF RCEERT O. AIIEli BEFORE iRE
SUBCOMMITTEE C~ SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HCUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10042 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: 41-D MANNED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECBETION. KENNBDY SEACE CENTER. FLA.
P84-10150 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECTURE. U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY. ANNAliOLIS. MD.
1'84-10158 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HEADQUARTERS HONORS AWARDS
CEREMONY. WASHINGTON. D.C. 1'84-10160 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AlA SPRING CONFERENCE.
WILLIAMSBURG. VA. P84-10162 05
STAiEMENT BY GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICAiIONS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVBS 1'84-10205 05
SUGGESiED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONTRACT MANAGEMBNT
ASSOCIATION HERBERT ROBACK MEMORIAL AWARD tINNER.
ARLINGTON. VIRGINIA P84-10221 05
SUGGBSTED REMARKS: UNITED STATES SPACB FCUNDATION
SYMPOSIUM. COLORADO SPRINGS. COLORADO
P84-10263 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING. NBW YORK. N.Y. P84-10143 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTURB
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY. N.Y. P84-10151 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE. STUDENTS FOR THE EXPLORATION AND
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE. WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10153 05
NASA ANNOUNCES FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS AND CHANGES
(NASA RELBASE-84-148) P84-10228 06
ASTRO PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS SELECTED
(NASA RELEASE-84-80) 1'84-10097 06
EARTH OBSERVATION MISSION PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
(NASA RELEASE-84-57) P84-10014 06
SCIENTISTS SELECTED TO OBSERVE HALLEY'S COMET
(NASA RELEASE-84-72) P84-10089 06
SPACELAB 2
SPACRLAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
(NASA RELEASE-84-74) P84-10091 06
1'84-10266 0551-A FLIGHT DIRECTORS BRIEFING
STATEMENT BY JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THB
SUBCO~MITTEE O~ HUI-INDEEB~DENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE ON AI1'ROPRIATICNS. UNliED SiAiES SENATE
P84-10139 05
STATEMENT OF 1l0BERi O. ALLER BEFORE iHE
SUBCOMMITTEE Cti SPACE SClENCEAND HPLICATIONS
COMfiITTEE ON SCIENCE AND iECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10165 05
DISCOVERY'S SECCND MISSICN SCHEDULED
(NASA liELEASE-84-149] P84-10229 06
NASA SEEKS TEACHER FOR EARlY 1986 SHUTiLE MISSION
(N ASA IlELEASE-84-155] P84-10235 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEIORE THE
SUBCOMMIiTEE ON SCIENCE. iECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COMMITiEE ON CCMMERCE. SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION.
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
NASA SEiS LAUNCH DATE FeR FlliSi DOD DEDICATED
SHUTTLE MISSICN
(NASA RELEASE-84-171] P84-10252 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES




TELEPHCNE SERVICE TO BE AVAILABLE FOil SPACELAB
MISSIC~
(liASA RELEASE-84-13] P84-10013 06
NASA NAMES THREE MEMBERS OF 51-K CREW
(NASA RELEASE-S4-23) PS4-10023 06
SPACBFLIGHT TRACKIIG AID DATA IITiORKS
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SAiELLITE FOR
NOAA




NASA A~NOUNCES SHU1TLF SCEECULE FOR EIRST SIX
FLIGH1S IN 1985
(NASA RELEASE-8q-177] PSq-1025S 06
SPACELAB 3
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
(NASA RELEASE-S4-74] P84-10091 06
NASA A~NOUNCES SHUTTLE SCHEDULE FOR FIRST SIX
FLIGHTS IN 19S5
(NASA RELEASE-84-177] PS4-1025S 06
SPACELAB ,.
SPACELAB 4 PAYLOAD SPECIALIST CANDIDATES SELECTED
FOR TRAINI NG
[NASA RELEASE-8ij-1] PS4-10001 06
SPAE AEROSPACE lTD.
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WORK
[NASA RELEASE- E4-159] P84-10240 06
SPARTAN SATELLITES
AUGUST SHU1TLE MISSION DEFINED
[NASA RELEASE-84-55]
NASA ANNOUNCES SHU1TLE SCHEDULE FOR FIRST SIX
FLIGHTS IN 19S5
[NASA RELEASE-Sq-177] PS4-1025S 06
SPABJ-1
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. AERAHAMSON BEE ORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICA1IONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE ANC TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REERESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
SFECIFIC IMPULSE
STATEMENT OF WIlLIAM R. LUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES PS4-10136 05
SPECTROGRAPHS
BOX-CAMERA PBI~CIPIE TO DECIPHER SOLAR SECRETS
[NASA RELEASE-S4-45] PS4-10062 03
SPACE 1ELESCOPE SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS COMPLETE
ACCEPTANCE TES1ING






EARTH OBSERVATION MISSICN PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-S4-57] PS4-10074 06
NEW EXPLORER TC INVESTIGATE EX1REME UI1RAVIOLET EAND
[NASA BELEASE-S4-125] PS4-101S0 C6
IRAS ASTRONOMICAL CATALCG AVAILAELE




SIMPLE CHANGES TO LIGHT PLANE WING INCREASE SAFETY
[NASA RELEASE-SQ-1EO] PSQ-102Q1 06
SRB
S SOLID ROCKE1 BOCSTERS
SRI INTERNATIONAL COEP.
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FCR SPACE STA1IOB WORK
[NASA BELEASE-S4-159] PSQ-10240 06
SRM
S SOLID ROCKET M010R
SU




NASA TO PARTICIPATE IN OSHKOSH AVIATION EXHIBITION
[NASA RELEASE-84-92] PS4-10109 06
S~BLLAR RADIATION
SI!PLE.CHANGES TO LIGHT PLANE WING INCREASE SAFE1Y
[NASA RELEASE-84-160] PS4-10241 06
STANDABD OIL COBPANI, CLBVELAND, OHIO
NASA TRANSFERS ENERGY TECHIIOLOGY TO SOHIO
PS4-1011S 06
STATE!ENT OF RONALD J. PHILIPS BEFORE THE
SUBCOIIMITTEE ON. SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COIIMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES PSQ-10164 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOR AWARDS CEREIIONY. CLEVELAND. OHIO
PS4-10264 05
STANDARDS
NASA SYIIPOSIUII ON PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY:
COIIIIIT1ING TO EXCELLENCE. WASHINGTON. D.C.
PS4-10206 05
ENTERPRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSI1ION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON). WASHINGTON. D.C.
[NASA BELEASE-S4-153] PS4-10223 05
STAR
S SCIENTIFIC AND TECHNICAL AEROSPACE REPOR1S
STAB WARS SCENARIO
S STRATEGIC DEFENSE INITIATIVE PROGRAII
STABLE~~E SA~ELLITE
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ISRAEL FOR EARTHCUAKE
STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-84-52] PSQ-10069 06
STARS
SA ALPHA LYRAE
SA ALPHA PIS CIS AUSTRINI
SA BE1A PICTORIS
SA DWARF STARS






SA WHITE DWARF STARS
SUGGES~EE REIIARKS: THIRD ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE. STUDENTS FOR THE EXPLORATION AND
DEVELOPIIENT OF SPACE. WASHINGTCN. D.C.
PS4-10153 05
SUGGESTED REB ARKS: PRESIDENTIAL MANAGEMEN1
INTERNS' FORUII. THE U.S. AND THE NEW SPACE AGE.





5 SPACEFLIGHT TRACKING AND DATA NETWORKS
STELLAR CORONAS
NEW EXPLORER TO INVESTIGATE EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET EAND
[NASA RELEASE-84-125] PS4-10180 06
STELLAR ENVELOPES
PHOTOGRAPHS INDICATE POSSIBLE SOLAR SYSTEM AROUND
STAR
[NASA RELEASE-S4-146] PS4-10226 06
STELLAR EVOLUTION
NEW IRAS RESULTS OUTLINED AT ASTRONOIIICAL SOCIETY
MEETING
[NASA RELEASE-S4-77] PS4-10094 06
IRAS ASTRONOMICAL CATALOG AVAILABLE
[NASA RELEASE-SQ-169] PS4-10250 06
STELLAR FLlBES
NEW EXPLORER TO INVESTIGATE EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET BAND
[NASA RELEASE-S4-125] PS4-101S0 06
STELLAR RADIATION
ASTRO PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-S4-S0] PS4-10097 06
A-57
S!IRLIHG CICLll
RIGS' CF URANUS PHOTOGRAFEED FOR FIRST TIME
[NASA EELEASF-84-145] P84-10200 06
PHOTOGRAPHS INDICATE POSSIBLE SOLAR SYSTEM AROUND
STAR
[NASA EELEASE-84-14E] P84-10226 06
SURLIIiG CYCLE
NASA WEAR-PRCOF REFRIGERATOR IN OPERATION FOR ONE
YEAR
[NASA RELEASE-84-87] P84-10104 06
NASA LEWIS AWARDS $11.5 MILLICN CONTRACT TO BROOK
PAliK FlU




STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MARTIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE C~ TRANSPOFTATION, AVIATION AND
MATERIALS, CCM!ITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES F84-10041 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AERC CLUB OF WASHIIiGTON, D.C.
P84-10144 05
STRATllGIC DRrENSE IIiITIATIVE 110GRAB
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING, NEW YOR!, N.Y. F84-10143 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIATION, LCNE STAR CHAPTER, FT. WORTH, TEXAS
P84-10147 05
STRATOSPHERIC SOUIDIIG OIIT
NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-F METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
[NASA EELEASE-84-150] P84-10230 06
STRESS MEASOREBEIT
MARSHALL CENTER TO CONDUCT PAM NOZZLE TESTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-172] P84-10253 06
S2BUC!UBAL ENGIIEERIIG
NASA WORK-PLATFORM STUDIES MAY LEAD TO REAL SPACE
CCNSTRUCTION
[NASA RELEASE-84-114] P84-10131 06
STS-4
MATTINGLY TO LEAVE ASTRCNAUT CORPS FOR IIAVY POST
[NASA RELEASE-64-97] P84-10114 06
SIS-8
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN HUD-INDEPE~DENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APFEOPRIATIC~S, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
STS-9
STATEMEIIT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPEIIDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATI(~S, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SURSONIC AIRCRAFT
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE 011 APPROPRIATIC~S, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AERe CLUE OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10144 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AIAA NATIONAL CAPITAL SECTION,
WASHINGION, C. C. P84-10225 05
SUBSYSTEMS
S COMMAND SUE SYSTEMS
SUCTIOB
LAMINAR AIR FLew PEOCESS KEY TO FUEL EfFICIENCY
[NASA RELEASE-84-161] P84-10242 06
SULFUR DIOI~DE
NEW EVIDENCE FCUND FOR HUGE VOLCANOES ON VENUS
[IIASA RELEASE-84-18] P84-10018 06
SUBolllCT J:BDEI
SUN
BOX-CAMERA PRINCIPLE TO DECIPHER SOLAR SECRETS
[NASA RELEASE-84-45] P84-10062 03
ULYSSES NEW NAME FOR INTERNATIONAL SOLAR PCLAR
MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-84-127] P84-10182 06
SUGGESTED REMARK: LUNAR BASE SYMPOSIUM,
II ASHIIiGTON, D. C. P84-10220 05
SUIIDSTRAIID CORP..
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION IIOEK
[IIASA EELEASE-84-159] P84-10240 06
SUPERCOMPUTERS
CRAY-2 TO BE USED IN IIASA RESEARCH
(NASA RELEASE-84-55] P84-10073 06
STATEMENi OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCI,ES,
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY, AMES
RESEARCH CENTER, MOJ;'FETT FIELD, CALIF.
P84-10219 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTER CCNFERENCE
P84-10265 05
SUPERKLGH FREQUENCIES
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
[NASA RELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
SUPEBSOIIC AIRCRAET
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MARTIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMliTEE 011 TRANSPORTATION, AVIATIOII AND
MATERIALS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APEROPRIATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SUPERSOIIC COBBUSTION RIMolB! EBGJ:NES
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AERO CLUB OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10144 05
SUPERSOBIC COMKERCIlL AIR TRAIISPORT
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AIAA NATIONAL CAPITAL SECTION,
IIASHIBGTON, D.C. P84-10225 05
SUPERSOIIC FLIGHT
NASA SEEKS PROPOSALS FOR F-8 OBLIQUE PRELIMINARY
DESIGN
[NASA RELEASE-84-162] P84-10243 06
SUPERSOIIC TRANSPORT
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AERO CLUB OF IIASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10144 05
SUPPORT SERVICES
SA LAUNCH SUPPORT SERVICES
SA LIFE SUPPPRT SYSTEMS
NASA COMPLETES CHECKOUT: TURNS LANDSAT-5 OVER TO
1I0AA .
[NASA RELEASE-84-49] P84-10066 06
SURFACE ROUGHBESS
LAMINAR AIR FLOII PROCESS KEY TO FUEL EFFICIENCY
[IIASA RELEASE-84-161] P84-10242 06
SURVEILLlICE
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING, IIEII YORK, N.Y. P84-10143 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIATION, LONE STAR CHAPTER, FT. WORTH, TEXAS
P84-10147 05
SURVEYOR PROolEC~
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MEETING OF CALTECH TRUSTEE
COMMITTEE ON JPL, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10215 05
1-98
SUBJBC~ JlDJI TBCSBOLOGY QTJ:LIZ1~J:OI PROGR1!
SiING-ARM BEAM EREC~OR
S WORK PLA~FCRMS
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ISRAEL FOR EAR~HQUAKE
S~UDY
(NASA RELEASE-84-52] P84-10069 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SHUTTLE SCHEDULE FOR FIRST SIX
FLIGHTS IN 1985
[NASA EELEASE-84-177] P84-10258 C6
STATE~EN~ EY TRCMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEIORE THE
SURCOHMIT~EE ON NATURAL RESOURCES, AGRICUL~URE,
RESEARCH AND ENVIRONMENT, ceMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
~ECHNOLOGY, HOUSE CF REPRESENTA~IVES
P84-10201 05
STA~EMENT BY L. J. EVANS, JR. BEFORE ~HE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE, AND
TRANSPORTA~ION, UNITED STA~ES SENATE
P84-10236 05
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
NASA RELEASES COMMERCIAL USE OF SPACE POLICY
[NASA RELEASE-84-158] P84-10239 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WORLD TRADE CEN~ER CLUE, NEW
YORK CITY P84-10224 05
ISAAC T. GILLAM TO HEAD NASA'S OFFICE OF
COMMERCIAL PROGRAMS
[NASA RELEASE-84-129] P84-10184 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: RUSSELL REYNOLDS COMPANY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10222 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CEN~ER FOR SPACE POLICY J:NC •
CONFERENCE, WASHING~ON. D.C. P84-10157 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: TECHNOLOGY U~ILIZA~ION
CONFERENCE, WASHING~ON, D.C. P84-10161 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVEESI~Y
POLICY STUDIES PROGRA~, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10163 05
STATEMENT OF EONALD J. PHILJ:PS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMIT~EE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS,
COMMIT~EE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10164 05
STATEMEN~ OF PATRICK A. ~EMPLE~ON BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMIT~EE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMJ:TTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTA~IVES P84-10166 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON FIRE





NASA ANNOUNCES FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS AND CHANGES
[NASA RELEASE-84-1.48] P84-10228
DISCOVERY TO IIAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 41-0
[NASA RELEASE-S4-69] P84-10086
~WO SHUTTLE CREWS NAMED EY NASA
(NASA RELEASE-84-11]
SUTZIRLAliD
NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ISRAEL FOR EAR~HQUAKE
STUDY
[NASA RELEASE-84-52] P84-10069 06
SYNCSRONO~S ORBI~
DISCOVERY TO IIAKE. MAIDEN FLlGHT ON STS 41-0




NASA TC LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
[NASA EELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
•SUGGESTED RE~ARKS: WORLD AFFAIRS CCUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
T
NASA TRANSFERS ENERGY TECHNCLOGY TO SOHIO
P84-10118 06
NASA LEWIS AWARDS $11.5 MILLleN CONTRACT TO BROOK
PAliK FIElI
[NASA RELEASE-84-103] P84-10120 06
STA~EMENT OF JAIIES M. EEGGS EEFORE THE
SUBCOII~ITTEE ON HUE-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMlII~TEE eN AEPEOPRIATICNS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY, CLEVELAND. OHIO
P84- 10264 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES ~. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMlTTEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION.
UNITED STA~ES SENATE P84-10038 05
SPACE AGENCY AIDED INVENTOR OF PROGRAMMIBLE
MEDICATION SIS~EM
[NASA RELEASE-84-51] P84-10068 06
NASA TO CONDUCT TECHNOLOGY U~ILIZATION CONFERENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-63] P84-10080 06
NASA MATHEMATICIAN RECEIVES AWARD FOR COMPUTER
BREAKTHROUGH
[NASA RELEASE-84-86] P84-10103 06
S~A~EMEN~ BY JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE ~HE
SUBCO~MJ:TTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIA~IONS. UNITED S~ATES SENATE
P84-10139 05
S~ATEMENT OF JAMES M' BEGGS BEFORR THE
SUBCCM~I~~EE ON HUD-INDEPENDEN~ AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTA~IVES P84-10140 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ~ECHNOLOGY U~J:LIZA~ION
CONFERENCE, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10161 05
STATEMENT OF RONILD J. PHILIPS BEFORE ~HE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMJ:TTEE ON SCIENCE AND ~ECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTER ceNFERENCE
P84-10265 05
TiCSNOLOGY UTILJ:ZATION PBOGRIM
NASA DEVICE COULD CUT UHF-~V POWER USAGE IN HALF
[NASA RELEASE-84-7] P84-10007 06
P84-10266 0551-A FLIGHT EIRECTORS BRIEFING
SYS~EMS ENGINEERING
SA SPACE VEHICLE SYSTEIIS
TAIL ISSEJlBLJ:ES
NASA PEOGRAM AEVANCING COMPOSITE FLIGHT RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-84-123] P84-10178 06
TANKSLEY /i.L./ AND ISSOCIITIS, IIC.
NASA LEWIS AWARDS $ll.S MILLION CONTRACT TO BROOK
PARK FIRII
(NASA RELEASE-S4-103] P84-10120 06
TDRSS
S TRACKING AND DATA RELAY SATELLI~E SYSTElI
TECHNOLOGY TRANSFER
NASA TO CONDUCT TECHNeLCGY UTILIZA~ICN CONFERENCE
[NASA EELEASE-S4-63] P84-10080 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING, NEW YCEK, N.Y. P84-10143 05
SUGGESTED REMAEKS: COEECEATE COUNCIL FOR








NASA AANOUNCES SHo!TLB SCBEEULE POR FIRST SIX
FLIGHTS IN 1985
(NASA RELEAS1-84-177] P84-10258 06
TllLllDINli BROil BIGIIllBRIIG
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FCR SPACE STATION WORK





STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMlIITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATI VES P84-10039
STATEMENT OF PHILIP E. CULBERTSON AND JOHN t.
HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10040 05
NASA REQUESTS EXPERIMENTS FOR TETHERED SATELLITE
(NASA RELEASE-84-54] P84-l0071 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
TBXAS OilY., AoSTII
SCIENTISTS SELECTED TO OBSERVE HALLEY'S COBET
(NASA RELEASE-84-72] P64-10089 06
NASA TO ASSIST IN ESTABLISING SATELLITB DATA LINK
(NASA RELBASE-84-173] P84-10254 06
NASA ANNOUNCES SHUTTLE SCHEDULE FOR FIRST SIX
FLIGHTS IN 1985
(NASA RELEASE-84-177] P84-10258 06
7BftPBBAToRE COlTBOL
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GOLDMAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING.
WESTCHESTER COUNTY, N.Y. P84-10213 05
TllBPBBATUBB ftEASoBBaENT
NASA SPACE, SHUTTLE TO CABRY TOBATO SEEDS ON
MISSION 41-C
(NASA RELEASE-84-47] P84-10064 03
TBMPLB ollIY_, PHILADBLPHIA, PA.
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR RESEARCH
[NASA RELEASE-84-147] P84-10227 06
TEIIBBSSBE
BNTE~PRISE TO DEPART LOoISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON). WASHINGTON. D.C.
(NASA RELEASE-84-153] P84-l0223 05
TBJJBSSliE TliCHIiOLOGICAL ONIV.
SOLAR HAX REPAIR, LDEF DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHuTUE FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-84-38] P84-10055 06
TESTS
S FLIGHT TES!S
S ORBITAL FLIGHT TESTS
PHOTOGRAPHS INDICATE POSSIBLE SOLAR SYSTEM AROUND
STAR
(NASA RELEASE-84-146] P84-10226 06
TELEVISIOII
SUGGESTED REMAHKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTER CCNFERENCE
P84-10265 05
TETHEBBD SATllLLITES
NASA BoDGET PRESS CONFEHENCE
~ELBYISIOII llQUIPBBB~
"STRETCHED" ATLAS CENTAUR TO LAUN~H INTELSAT V-F9
[NASA RELEASE-84-62] P84-10079 06
TELBYISIOII THANSBISSIOB
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA RELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
NASA DEVICB ~OoLD CUT UHF-TV POWER USAGE IN HALF
(NASA RELEASE-84-7] P84-10007 06
TBLSTAB SATllLLITliS
AUGoST SHUTTLE MISSION DEFINED
(NASA RELEASE-84-95]
TliLBSCOPBS
SA DAVIS PLANETARIUM. JACKSON. MISS.
SA HUBBLE SPACE TELESCOPE
SA INFRARED TELESCOPES








STATllHENT OF PATRICK A. !E!ELETON HEFORE THE
SUECOBBITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COBBIT!EE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES li84-10166
TELEPHONE SERVICE TO BE AVAILAELE FOR SHUTTLE
, BISSION
(NASA RELEASE-E4-48] P84-10065
STATEBENT OF RCIIALD J. liHILIPS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REliRESENTATIVES P84-10164 05
STATEMENT OF ROEER! O. AllER BEFORE THE
SUBCOBBITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COBBI!TEE ON SCIENCE ANt TECHNOLOGY. BOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10165 05
TBLBPBOIB COaaoIICATIO'S
TELEPHCNE SERVICE TO BE AVAILABLE FOR SPACELAB
BISSION
(NASA RELEASE-64-13] P84-l00l3
STATEBENT OF JOHN ~. MARTIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOBBITTEE ON TRANSPORTATICN. AVIATION AND
MATERIALS. COHBITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
DISCOVERY'S SECCND BISSION SCBEDULED
[NASA RELEASE-84-149] P84-10229 06
STS 51-A PRE1LIGHT CREW liRESS CONFERENCE
P84-10268 05
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SA!ELLITE FOR
NOAA
[NASA RELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
NASA CENTER AWARDS X-RAY OESERVATORY STUDY CONTRACT
(NASA RELEASE- E4-7 CJ P84-10087 06
NASA SELECTS EOEING COBPUTER SERVICES FOR
COHMUNICATIONS CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-84-176] P84-10257 C6
TllLBDYIiB INC.
STATEHENT OP JABES A. ABRAHABSON BEPORE THE
SUBCOBBITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND AliPLICATIONS.
COBMITTEE ON SCIENCE ANt !ECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OP
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
TliLBSAT CABADA
STATEMENT OF JABES A. ABRAHABSON BEiORi THE
SUBCOBBITTEE ON SPACE SCIEICE AND APFLICATIONS,
COBMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND !ECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 as
NASA RECOGNIZES JOHNS HCEKINS 'lEAH FOR BEtICAL
DEVELCliBENT
[NASA RELllASE-84-167] P84-10248 06
SUGGESTED REBARKS: SPACE ACT AWARDS CEHEBONY.
APPLIED PHYSICS LAEORATORY. JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY. LAUREL. BARYLAND P84-10262 05
'ZliCTORXCS
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH PLIGHT HJGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
TEPLOI /7RADllaARK/





SPACELAE 4 PAYLOAD SPECIALIST CANDIDATES SELECTED
EOR TRAINING
(NASA EELEASE-84-1] P84-10001 06
THAILAND
sTS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
P84-10267 05
TBBKATIC KAPPER
NASA TC LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
(NASA RELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
NASA CCKPLETES CBECKOUT; TURNS LANDSAT-5 CVER TO
NOAA
(NASA RELEASE-S4-49] P84-10066 06
~HERKACORE, INC.
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FCR SPACE STATION WORK
(NASA RELEASE-84-159] P84-10240 06
THERKlL ceNTROL
NASA SETS UP SPACE STATICN DEVELOPKENT TEAMS
(NASA RELEASE-84-31] P84-10048 06
THERKAL ceNTROL COATIIGS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL





NASA TO TEST INFLlGHT REFUELING FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
FERRY FLIGHTS
(NASA RELEASE-84-9] P84-10009 06
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 41-D
(NASA RELEASE-S4-69] P84-10086 06
STATE~ENT OF DeNALI P. BEARTH BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10135 05
STATEMENT OF WIILIAK R. LUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCOKMITTEE ON SCIENCE ANt TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10136 05
DISCOVERY TO MAKE lAIDEN FL1GHT ON MISSION 41-D
(NASA RELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HCNCR IWARIS CEREKONY. AMES
RESEARCH CENTEE. MOFFETT FIELD. CALIF.
P84-10219 05
NASA ANNOUNCES DELAY OF 51-C SPACE SHUTTLE KISSION
(NASA RELEASE-84-1~4] P84-10234 06
THERMAL STRBSSES
MARSHALL CENTER TO CCNDUCT lAM NOZZLE TESTS
(NASA RELEASE-84-172] P84-10253 C6
THERMO BLECTRON CCRP.
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOE SPACE STATION WORK
(NASA RELEASE-84-1~9] P84-10240 06
THIN FILMS
3K ANNCUNCES LeNG-RANGE EASIC EESEAECH PROGRAM IN
SPACE
(NASA RELEASE-84-14] P84i10014 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COKMITTEE !EETING. NEW YCRH. N.Y. P84-~0143 05
SUGGESTED REBARKS: MET£OPCLITAN CLUB. WASHINGTON,
D.C. P84-10145 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZEERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY. N.Y. P84-10151 05
us
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ALA SPRING CONFERENCE.
WILLIAKSBURG, VA. P84-10162 05
THIOKOL CORP.
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
(NASA RELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
NASA TO LAUNCH THIRD GALAXY SATBLLITE
(NASA RBLEASE-84-128] P84-10183 06
THOMAS JEFFBRSOI UBIY., PHILADELPHIA, PA.
NASA SELECTS UNIVBRSITIES FOR RESBARCH
(NASA RELEASB-84-147] P84-10227 06
THRUST LOADS





NEW RESEARCH ON CLEAR-AIR TURBULENCE
(NASA RELEASE-84-165] P84-10246 06
TILT ROTOR HBS. AIRCRAFT TECHNOL. PROGRAM





NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS FOR OCEANOGRAPHIC SATELLITE
(NASA RELEASE-84-41] P84-10058 06
ENVIRONMENTAL SATELLITE DEVELOPS ATTITUDE PEOBLEM
(NASA BELEASE-84-93] P84-10110 06
TIROS N SERIBS SATELLITBS
NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-F METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
(NASA RELEASE-84-150] P84-10230 06
TITAB
COMET KOPEE TO BE TARGET FOR NASA RENDEZVOUS




LAMINA£ AIR FLOW PROCESS KEY TO FUEL EFFICIENCY
(NASA RELEASE-84-161] P84-10242 06
TOLEDO UNIY., OHIO
TEACHER WORKSHOPS TO BE HELD AT NASA CENTEES
(NASA £ELEASE-84-94] P84-10111 06
TOOLING
STATEMENT OF WILLIAK R. LUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMKITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10136 05
TOPBX /OCBAN TOPOGRAPHY EXPERIMENT/
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL CF ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
NASA AWARDS CONTRACTS FOR OCEANOGRAPHIC SATELLITE
(NASA BELEASE-84-41] P84-10058 06
STATEMENT BY SHELBY G. TILFORD BEFORE THE
SUBCOMKITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE CF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10202 05
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
SUGGESTED RREMARKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY.
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. LAUREL MARYLAND
P84-10261 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS:. AMERICAN BAR ASSCCIATION'S
SECTleN ON PUBLIC ceNTEAeT LAW. WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10159 C5
ROTARY CLUB CF WASHINGTCN. D.C. P84-10156 05 TOYOTA MOTOR Co.
SUGGESTED REMARKS: BORTON THIOKOL MANAGEMENT
GROUP. POINT CLEAR, ALA. P84-10154 05
TPS
S THERKAL PROTECTION SYSTEM
A-101
~BICKIIG AID DA!A ACgOISI!ICI SOBJICT INDEX
~BACKIBG AID DAfA ACgOISI~IOI
SA DEE~ SPACE NETiOBK
SA GBOUND STAiICIS
SA SPACEPLIGET TBACKIIG AID DATA lEi WORKS
HIGHLIGHTS OE 1984 IASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA RELEASE-64-179] P64-10260 06
TBACKIBG AID DA!A BELAY SATELLITE SYS~Ea
IASA TO LAUIeH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
lOAl
(IASA RELEASE-B4-22] 264-10022 06
PISCAL YEAR 1965 BUDGET PRESS BBIEPIIG
P64-100.32 05
TJlAJECf,.ORY
ULYSSES NEW NAME FOR INTERNATIONAL SOLAR POLAR
MISSION
(NASA RELEASE-84-127] P84-10182 06
NASA BAY PLY BY ASTEBOID WITH GALILEO SPACECRAFT
(NASA RELEASE-84-178] P84-10259 06
TBABS-CEBTOB! ~BAISPOB~
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AIAA NATIONAL CAPITAL SECTION.
WASHIHGTON, D.C. P84-10225 05
TBABSATMOSPHEBIC fEHICLES
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AERO CLOB OF WASHINGTON. D.C.
P64-10144 05
.,
.STATEMEIT OP JAMES M. BEGGS BEEORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE OB SCIENCE. iECHIOLOGY AND SPACE.
COMMITTEE 01 COHMEBCE. SCIENCE ANDTRAISPORTATIOl.
UNITED STATES SEBAiE P84-10036 05
STATEHENT OF ROBEBi O. AlLER BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPL~CATIONS.
COMMITiEE 01 SCIENCE ANt TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OP
BE~BESENTATIVES P84-10042 05
STATEMENT BY JAHES H. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMAITTEE OB HUD-INDEPEtitENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE ON A~PEOPBIATIOBS, UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10139 05
STATEMENT OP JAHES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE OB HUD-INDEPEBDEBT AGENCIES,





SUGGESTED BEMARKS: AIAA NATIONAL CAPITAL SECTION.
WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10225 05
TBAISFER OBBIT STAGE
STATEMENT OF GERALD D. GBIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
BEPBESENTATIVES P64-10169 05
fBABSHUTEBS
NASA DEVICE COOLD CUT UHF-TV POWEB OSAGE IN HALF
(NASA RELEASE-84-7] P84-10007 06
TBAISPACE CABRIERS. IIC_
NASA AND PRIVATE FIRM TO NEGOTIATE.FOR COMMEBCIAL
DELTA PROGRAM
(NASA RELEASE-64-2] P64-10002 06
STATEMENT BY ISAAC T. GILLAM. IV BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COMMITTEE ON COBMERCE, SCIENCE AND TBANSPORiATION.
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10204 05
P64-10037 05IASA BUDGET PBESS CCNPERElCE
STATE MElT OP JAMES A. AERAHAMSON BEEOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE ANt AP~LICATIONS.




S MADBID iRACBIHG STATIC I. SPAIN
TB~PIC SOBfEILLAICE
SiATEMENT OF RGNALt J. ~HILI~S BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
RE~RESENTATIVES ~64-10164 05
~:il~PIC SUBfBlS
STATEMENT OF RCNALD J. PHILI~S BEFOBE THE
SUBCOBBITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COHHITiEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P64-10164 05
TRAIlING SIBOLA~ORS
STATEMENT OF BONALD J. ~HILIPS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AID APPLICATIOBS.
COMHITTEE ON seIEBCE AND TECHBOLOGY. HQUSE OF
BEPRESEBTATIVES ~64-10164 05
SUGGESTED BE!ABKS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYBACUSE UNIVEBSITY, N.Y. P84-10151 05
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: HEAtQUARTERS HOBOBS AiABDS
CEBEMCNY. WASHIBG~CN. D.C. P64-10160 05
SiATEMEN~ OF EOBEBi O. AllER BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CI SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
BE~RESENTATIVES P6#-10165 05
STATEHENT BY GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFOEE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN SPACE SCIEICE ANt A~fLleATIONS
COMBITTEE ON SCIENCE ANt TECHNOLOGY. HOOSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P64-10205 05
BASA ANNOUBCES FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS AND CHANGES
(NASA RELEASE-64-148] P64-10228 06
NASA AINOUNCES SHU TiLE SCtiEDULE FOR FIRST SIX
FLIGHiS IN 1985
(NASA BELEASE-84-177] P84-10256 06
51-A FLIGHi DIEECT~RS BEIEFING P64-10266 05
TBABSPOIDEBS
GODDARD TEAM SAVES THE DAY FOR SOLAR HAX
(NASA RELEASE-64-53] P64-10070 06
~RAISPOBT AIRCBAI~
SA SOPERSONIC COMMEBCIAL AIR TRANSPORT
SA SUPERSONIC TRAISPORT
NASA PROGBAM ADVANCING COMPOSITE FLIGHT RESEARCH
(NASA RELEASE-64-123] P64-10176 06
LAMINAR AIR FLOW PROCESS KEY TO FUEL EFFICIENCY
(NASA RELEASE-64-161] P64-10242 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES




SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTORE
SYR~CUSE UNIVERSITY. N.Y. P64-10151 05
TBAISPOBTATIOI, DEPABTBEIT OP
S DEPARTaENT OF TRABSPORTATION
~BAPPED IOIS II SPACB BIPBRIMEITS
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
(NASA .BELEASE-84-133] P84-10166 06
nOPOPAOSE
NEW RESEARCH ON CLEAB-AIR TURBULENCE
(NASA BELEASE-64-165] P64-10246 06
TBi S!S~B.S. IIC.
NASA BECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATIOB WORK
(NASA RELEASE-84-159] P84-10240 06
TRi SYSTEHS. BBDONDO BBACH. CALIP.
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
(NASA RELEASE-64-133] P64-10186 06
TBi. IIC., CLEf.LAND. ORIO
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL




TRi, XNC., REDONDO BEACD, CAllY.
NEW EVIDENCE FCUND FCR BUGE VCLCANOES eN VENUS
[NASA RELEASE-84-18] p84-10018 06
NASA CENTER AWARDS X-RA~ eESERVATOR~ STUDY CONTRACT
[NASA RELEASE-S4-70] P84-10087 06
NASA SELECTS CCNTRACTORS feF ORBITAL MANEUVERING
VEHICLE STUD~
[NASA RELEASE-84-102] p84-10119 06
ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS TECHNOLOGY SATELLITE
CONTllACT nUDED
[NASA RELEAsE-84-113] p84-10130 06
NASA SYMPOSIUM CN FRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY:
COMMITTING TO EXCEllENCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
p84-10206 05
TURBINE BLADES
STATEMENT OF WIllIAM R. lUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10136 05
TURBlliE EBGXNllS
SA GAS TURBINE ENGINES
SA GENERAL AVIATION TURBlliE ENGINES
NASA LEWIS AWARDS $11.5 MILLION CONTRACT TO .BROOK
PARK FIRM
[NASA RELEASE-84-103] p84-10120 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AERO CLUB OF WASHlliGTON, D.C.
P84-10144 05
TURBINB PUIIPS
STATEMEIiT OF JAMES A. AERAHAMseN BEFORE THE
SUECOMMITTEE CN SPACE·SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSB OF
REFRESENTATIVES p84-10039 05
STATEMENT OF WILLIAII R. LUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE CF
REPRESENTATIVES p84-10136 05
TURBOPROPS
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS EEIORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE CN CCMMERCE. SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
STATEMENT OF JCHN J. MARTIN EEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION, AVIATIOIi AND
MATERIALS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNGLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
STATEMENT BY JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE Oli HUE-INDHUDENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE ON AFPROPRIATICNS, UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10139 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEFEIDENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATICNS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AERC CLUB OF WASa~NGTON, D.C.
P84-10144 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: alADQUARTERS aONORS AWARDS
CEREMONY, WASHING!CN, D.C. P84-10160 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL





SA CLEAR AIR TURBULENCE
NASA RESEARCH EINDS AIRCRAFT SURFACE GROOVES MAY
TAME :IUREULEtiCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-3] P84-10003 06
O.S~S.B.
SHUTTLE CARRIER AIRCRAFT FLIGHT REFUELING ~ESTS
SUSPENDED
(NASA RELEASE-84-21 J P84-10021 06
STATEIIENT OF JOHN J. IIARTIN BEFORE THE
SUBCCIIMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION, AVIATION AND
MATERIALS, COIIIIITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNCIOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
TUBBABOUND TXIIE (S~S)
STATEMENT BY JESSE W~ 1I00RE BEFORE THE
SUBCCMIIITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COIIMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10137 05
STATEMENT OF GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10169 05
S:I:ATEliENT BY GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCCMliITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS




NASA RESEARCH FINDS AIRCRAFT SURFACE GROOVES MAY
TAME TURBULENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-3] P84-10003 06
SPACE RESEARCH INDICATES GRAVITY AFFECTS fCNE GROWTH
[NASA RELEASE-84-16] P84-10016 06
U.S. BIOLOGY EXPERIIIENTS FLOWN SUCCESSFULLY ON
SOVIET SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-84-17] P84-10017 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL CF ST.
LOUIS p84-10030 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: THE CENTERRE GROUP, ST. LOUIS,
liISSOUBI P84-10031 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: FEDERAL ENGINEERING OF THE
YEAR AWARDS BANQUET P84-10035 05
SCIENTISTS SELECTED TO OBSERVE HALLEY'S COllET
[NASA RELEASE-84-72] P84-10089 06
PleNEER CAN MAKE UNIQUE HALLEY'S COllET OBSERVATION
[NASA RELEASE-84-88) P84-10105 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COMIIITTEE MEETING, NEW YORK, N.y~ P84-10143 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIATION, LONE STAR CHAPTER, FT. WORTH, TEXAS
P84-10147 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: MORTON THIOKOL IIANAGEMEN7
GROUI', POINT CLEAR, ALA. P84-10154 05
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. liCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCCliMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES, AGRICULTURE,
RESEARCH AND ENVIRONMENT, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P84-10201 05
STATEMENT BY JAIIES R.• MORRISON BEFORE THE
COMM~TTEE ON 10REIGN RELATIONS, UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10203 05
NASA SYMPOSIUM ON PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY:
COMMI:I~ING TO EXCELLENCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10206 05
SUGGESTED REMARK: LUNAR BASE SYIIPOSIUM,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10220 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION HERBERT ROBACK IIEMORIAL AWARD DINNER,
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P84-10221 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AIAA NATIONAL CAPITAL SECTION,




NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-F METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
(NASA BELEASE-84-150] P84-10230 06
SUGGESTED BElAEKS: UNITED STATES 'SPACE FOUNDATION
SYMPOSIUM, ceLOBADO SPBINGS, COLORADO
P84-10263 05
OLTBABIGB FBBgoB.e~BS
NASA DEVICE COULD CUT UHF-TV POWEB USAGE IN HALF
(NASA BELEASE-B4-7] P84-10007 06
OLTBASOIxes
SUGGESTED BEMAEKS: SPACE ACT AWABDS CEREMONY,
APPLIED PHYSICS LAEOBATOBY, JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVEBSITY, IAUEEL, MABYIAID P84-10262 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTEB CONFERENCE
P84-10265 05
OLTBAVXOLIT ASTBO.OBY
PICNEEB CAN MAKE UNIQUE HALLEY'S COMET OBSERVATION
(NASA BELEASE-E4-8B] P8~-10105 06
NEW EXELOBEB Te INVESTIGATE EXTBEME ULTBAVIOLET BAND
(NASA RELEASE-B4-125] P84-10180 06
OLT8&VXOLIT RADl:AT~OB
S. EXTEEME UV BADIATION
OLTRAVIOLBT SPBCTBOBBTBB
SOLAR MAX EBPAIE, LDEF DEIlOYMENT HIGHLIGBT
SHUTTLE FLIGtiT
(NASA BELEASI- 84-3 E] P84-10055 06
PIONEER CAN MAKE UNIQUE HALLEY'S COMET OBSERVATION
(NASA RELEASE-€4-88] P84-10105 06
OLTRAUOLU SPBCTBOSC,OPY
BOY-CAMEBA PEINCIPIE TO DE€IPBEB SOLAR SECRETS
(NASA IiELEASE-E4-45] P84-10062 03
ULT8AVXOLIT TELESCOPES
SCIENTISTS SELECTED TO eESERVE HALLEY'S COMET
(NASA IELEASE-84-72] P84-10089 06
ASTRO PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS SELECTED
(NASA IELEASE-84-80] P84-10097 06
OLYSSES lUSSXOI
ASTBONAUTS TO PBACTICE POR SATELLITE BESCUE
[NASA BELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: WORLD AFFAIRS ceUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS EEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE eN CCMMEBCE, SCIENCE ANDTBANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. AERAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIEICE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HQUSE OF
REPBESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
STATEMENT OF BOBERT O. ALLEE BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HQUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10042 05
STATEMENT OF JAHES H. BEGGS BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEEEtiDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON AkkROPBIATICNS. HOUSE OF
BEPRESENTAiIVES E84-10140 05
ULYSSES NEW tiA~E FCB INTEENAiIONAL seLAB POLAB
MISSION
(NASA BELEASE-84-127] P84-10182 06
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: HEETING OF CALTECH TRUSTEE
COMMITTEE CN JEL, WASHIIGTCN, D.C. P84-10215 05
SUGGES~ED BBEMABKS: AEEIIEC PHYSICS LAEOBATOEY,
JOHNS HCPKINS UNIVEBSITI, LADREL MABYlAND
P84-10261 05
UBPQUA BBSIABeB CC.
NASA BECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WORK




~ PBATT AND WHITNEY AIRCRAFT
UNITBD UBGDOM
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH BESOUBCES SATELLITE FOB
NOAA
(NASA BELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: WORLD AFFAIBS COUNCIL CF ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COMMI~TEE ON COMMERCE. SCIENCE ANDTBANSPOBTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MABTIN BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TBANSPOBTATION, AV1ATION AND
MATERIALS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNClOGY,
HOUSE OF REPBESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
NASA SIGNS AGBEEMENT WITH ISBAEL FOR EABTHCUAKE
STUDY
(NASA BELEASE-84-52] P84-10069 06
"S~BETCHED" ATLAS CENTAUR TO LAUNCH INTELSAT V-F9
(NASA BELEASE-84-62] P84-10079 06
NEW IBAS RESDlTS ODTLINED AT ASTBONOMICAL SOCIETY
MEETING
[NASA BELEASE-84-77] P84-10094 06
IBAS IDENTIFIES ADDITIONAL STABS WITH POSS~BLE
SOLAB SYSTEMS
(NASA BELEASE-84-78] P84-10095 06
AMPTE LAUNCH SCHEDULED
(NASA BELEASE-84-109]
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS. HOUSE OF
BEPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
BEMABKS PBEPABED FOB DELIVEBY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AEBONAUTICS AND
ASTRCNAUTICS, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10142 05
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: COBPOBATE COUNCIL FOB
INTERNATIONAL POLICY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10148 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CENTER FOR SPACE POLICY INC.
CONPEEENCE, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10157 05
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: GEOBGE WASHINGTON UNIVEBSITY
POLICY STDDIES PBOGEAM, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10163 05
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NATURAL BESOUBCES, AGRICUL~URE,
RESEARCH AND ENVIBONMENT, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF BEPBESENTATIVES
P84-10201 05
NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-F METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
(NASA BELEASE-84-150J P84-10230 06
IBAS ASTBONOMICAL CATALOG AVAILABLE
(NASA BELEASE-84-169] P84-10250 06
ARTIFICIAL COHET VISIBLE IN WESTEBN U.S. ON
CHBISTMAS DAY
[NASA RELEASE-84-170] P84-10251 06
UBrTED UBGDOB SATELLITES
SECOND STEP COMPLETED IN FIBST ACTIVE DEEP SPACE
PROBE
(NASA RELEASE-84-140] P84-10195 06
UBITED SPACE DogSTEBS. l:NCe
STATEMENT OF WILLIAM B. LUCAS BEFOBE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPBESENTATIVES P84-10136 05
NASA SELECTS USBI FOR SRB ASSEMBLY AND
BEFUBBISHMENT CONTBACT
[NASA BELEASE-84-118] P84-10173 06
A-1Q4
SOIl.:JICX lIDIX 'AIDBIBBRG AFB. CALIF.
SUGGESIED REBARKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYMPOSIUM, CCLCRAtC SPRltiGS, COLORAtO
P84-10263 OS
UNITED XECHNOLOGIES HESEIRCH CEITIR, CONN~
SIATEMENT OF JOHN J. MARIIN EEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPORIAIION, AVIAIIQN AND
MA~ERIAIS, CCMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECRNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10041 OS
UNITED TECRNOLOGY COBR.
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATICN WORK
[NASA EELEASE-84-1S9] P84-10240 06
UH:lYERSE
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIED ANNUAL INIERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE, STUDENIS FOE TEE EXPLORATIQN AND
DEVELOFMENI CF SPACE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10153 OS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION'S
SECTION ON PUBLIC CCNTRACI LAW, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-101S9 OS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: PRESIDENTIAL MANAGEMENT
INTERNS' FORUM, IHE U.S. AND THE NEW SPACE AGE,
WASHINGION, £.C. P84-10212 OS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GOL£MAN SACHS AND CC. MEETING,
WESTCHESTER CCUNIY, N.Y. P84-10213 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ST. LCUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE
LUNCHECN, MISSCURI P84-10216 05
SUGGESTED REMARK: LUNAR EASE SYMPOSIUM,
WASHINGION, £.C. P84-10220 05
ENTERPRISE TC tEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON), WASHINGTON, D.C.
[NASA RELEASE-84-1~3] P84-10223 05
DlIIVERSIU CITY SCI. CTB.• , PHILADELPHIA
NASA SELECIS UNIVERSITIES FCR RESEARCH
[NASA liELEASE-84-147] P84-10227 06
UIIVERSITJ PROGRAMS
NASA SEEKS MICROGRAVITY liESEARCH PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-84-61] P84-10078 06
UPPEB S7AGE BOCKE7 EIGIIES
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMIITEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. P84-10151 05
STATEMENT BY GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10205 05
SUGGESTED REIlARKS: SEIlINAR ON "PROSPECTS FOR
SPACE COMMERCIALIZATION", CENTER FOR STRATEGIC AND
INTERNATIONALSTUD~ES, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10217 05
URAHUS i,lPLIIBT/
COMET KOPEE TO BE TARGET FOR NASA RENDEZVOUS
[NASA RELEASE-84-43] P84-10060 06
UBAHOS ENCOUNTBR
STATEIlENT OF ROBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-1Q042 05
URAIUS JlIIGS
RIGS OF URANUS PHOTOGRAPHED FOR FIRST TIllE




ASTRONAUTS To PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA RELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 41-£
[NASA RELEASE-84-69] P84-10086 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
v
SIATEMENT BY SHELEY G. IIIFCED BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND IECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REFRESENIATIVES P84-10202 05
SIATEMENT OF JAMES ft. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HU£-INDEPEtiDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON AFFROPRIATICNS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 OS
STATEMENT RY JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN HUt-INDEFEtitENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ONAEPROPRlATICNS. UNITED SIATES SENATE
P84-10139 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMftITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON ceMMERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENAIE F84-1~038 05
\
P84-10126 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AlA SPRING CONFERENCE,
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. P84-10162 05
VACUUM TECHNOLOGJ
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
VAL'E TECHNOLOGY
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06




SA ROTARY WING AIRCRAFT
STATEMENT OF WILLIAIl R. LUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10136 05
NASA TO PARTICIPATE IN OSHKOSH AVIATION EXHIBITION
[NASA RELEASE-84-92] P84-10109 06
VACCINES
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COMIlITTEE MEETING, NEW YORK, N.Y. P84-10143 05
VANDENBERG APB, CALIF.
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOL~GY AND SPACE,
COIlMITTEE ON COMIlERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
NASA COMPLETES CRECKOUT: TURNS LANDSAT-5 OVER TO
NOAA
(NASA BELEASE-84-49] P84-10066 06
05
05P84-10037NASA EU£GET PRESS CONFERENCE
FISCAL lEAR 1985 BUDGET FliESS BRIEFING
P84-10032
UPPER ATMOSPHERE
NASA RE~UESTS EXPERIMENIS FOR TETHERED SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-84-54] P84-10071 06
UPPER ATMOSPHERE RESEARCH SA~ELLITE
SUGGES~ED REMARKS: WOliLD AIFAIRS COUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
NASA SELECIS UNIVERSITIES FOR RESEARCH
[NASA liELEASE-84-147] P84-10227 06
UNMANNED SPACE FLIGHT PROGRAM
S . MARINER PRCJECT




STATE~ENT BY JESSE W. MCCBE BEZORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE Cti SEACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OZ
REERBSENTATIVES P84-10137 05
STATEMENT OZ JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON BUt-INDEEEtiDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATICNS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATllES E84-10140 05
STATEMENT BY ISAAC T. GILLAM, IV BEPORE THB
SUBCOtiHITTEE Cl SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE CN CCMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE E84-10204 05
ENTERPRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON), WASHINGTON, D.C.
(NASA ULEASE-84-153) P84-10223 05
YlBIAELE CfCLE E.GIIES
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AERO CLUB OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10144 05
YARIAN INC., PALO ALTO, CALI!.
NASA DEVICE COULD CUT UBE-TV POWER USAGE IN HALF
(NASA RELEASE-84-7) P84-10007 06
VEGA SPACICRUT
STATEMENT OF EOBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10042 05
YEGA STAR
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WORLD APZAIRS COUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY ANt SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON CCMHERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
IRAS IDENTIFIES ADDITICNAL STARS WITH POSSIBLE
SOLAH SYSTEMS
(NASA RELEASE-S4-78) P84-10095 06
STATEMENT OF JAHES H. BEGGS EEEORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE CN AFEFOPRIATICIS, HCUSE OF
REFRESENTATllES P84-10140 05
YBGBTATION
NASA ·CONDUCTS GYPSY 1I0TH SURVEY ON EAST COAST




STATEMENT BY JAMES R. HCRRISON BEFORE THE





NEW EVIDEICE FCUND ZOR BUGE VOLCANOES ON VENUS
(NASA RELEASE-84-18) P84-10018 06
YEIDS RADIR IIAPEER
NEW EVIDENCE FCUND FOR HUGE VCLCANOES ON VENUS
(NASA RELEASE-84-18) P84-10018 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS EEIORE THE
SUBCO~BITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMIIITiEE CN CCBBERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
STATEIIENT OF JAMES A. AEBAHAMSON BEZORE THE
SUBCOBMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND AEELICATIONS,
COIIMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
STATEIIENT BY JABES ft. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN HUD-IIDEPENtENT AGENCIES,
COIIBITTEE ON APPROPRIATICNS, UNITED SiATES SENATE
P84-10139 05
SDBJECT IIDEJ:
STATEBENT OP JAMES ~. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCCBBITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COBMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPRESBNTATIVES p84-10140 05
BEMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION, AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS AND
ASTRCNAUTICS, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10142 05
VETERANS ADIIII. HOSPITAL, SAB FBAICISCO
SPACELAB 4 PAYLOAD SPECIALIST CANDIDATES SELECTED
ZOR TRAINING
(NASA RELEASE-84-1] P84-10001 06
VETERAIS ADIIIIISTRATIOI
STATEBENT OF RONALD J. PHILIPS BEFORE THE
SUBCOIlIlITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COBBITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE CZ
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10164 05
UUIG PROJECT
FISCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
P84-10032 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: BEETING OF CALTECH TRUSTEE
COMMITTEE ON JPL, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10215 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SPACE ACT AWARDS CEREBONY,
APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY, JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY, LAUREL, BARYLAND P84-10262 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE COIIPUTER CCNEERENCE
P84-10265 05
VIKIIG SPACECRAFT
NASA TO TRANSFER OWNERSHIP OF VIKING LANDER 1 TO
MUSEUM
(NASA RELEASE-84-58] P84-10075 06
HIGHLIGHTS OP 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA RELEASE-84-179) P84-10260 06
URGIIIA
NASA CONDUCTS GYPSY 1I0TH SURVEY ON EAST COAST
(NASA RELEASE-84-91] P84-101C8 06
VISIHLE SPECTBDII
BOX-CAIIERA PRINCIPLE TO DECIPHER SOLAR SECRETS
(NASA RELEASE-84-45] P84-10062 03
VOICE COIIIIUIICAT101
"STRETCHED" ATLAS CENTAUR TO LAUNCH INTELSAT V-F9
(NASA RELEASE-84-62) P84-10079 06
NASA TO ASSIST IN ESTABLISING SATELLITE DAiA LINK
(NASA RELEASE-84-173) P84-10254 06
VOLCAIOES
NEW EVIDENCE FOUND FOR HUGE VOLCANOES ON VENUS
(NASA RELEASE-84-18] P84-10018 06
VORTICES
SHUTTLE CARRIER AIRCRAFT FLIGHT REZUELING iESTS
SUSPENDED
[NASA 8ELEASE-84-21] P84-10021 06
NASA WORKS TO IMPROVE AERIAL APPLICATION OZ
CHEIIICALS
(NASA RELEASE-84-66) P84-10083 06
SIMPLE CHANGES TO LIGHT PLANE WING INCREASE SAEETY
(NASA RELEASE-84-160) P84-10241 06
NEW RESEARCH ON CLEAR-AIR TURBULENCE
(NASA RELEASE-84-165) P84-10246 06
VOUGHT CORP.
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WORK
(NASA RELEASE-84-159) p84-10240 06
VOIAGEJI PROJECT
STATEMENT OF ROBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCCIIBITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COBMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE CF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10042 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON




RIGS OF URANtS PHCTOGFAEEEt EOR FIRST TIME
[NASA RELEASE-84-145] P84-10200 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: aEETIBG OF CALTECH TRUSTEE
COMMITTEE ON JEL. iASHIBGTCN. D.C. P84-10215 05
SUGGESTED RRRMARKS: AEELIED PHYSICS LABORATORY.






NASA ANNOUNCES SHOTTLE SCHEDULE FOR FIRST SIX
FLIGUS IN 1985
[NASA RELEASE-84-177] P84-10258 06
WALLOPS FLIGHT CENTED. WALLOPS ISLAND. VA.
STATEMENT OF ROFERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10042 05
NASA WORKS TO IMPRQVE AERIAL APPLICATION OF
CHEMICALS
[NASA EELEASE-€4-6 6] 1'84-10083 06
NASA CCNDUCTS GYPSY MOTH SUEVEY ON EAST COAST
[NASA EELEASR-84-91] 1'84-10108 06
STATEMENT OF FOBERT O. ALLER BBFORE THB
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REERESENTATIVES 1'84-10165 05
STATEMENT BY ISAAC~. GIllAM. IV BEECEE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACB.
COMMITTEE ON CCMMERCB. SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION.
UNITED STATES SENATE 1'84-10204 05
WALLOPS ISLAND. VA.
STATEMENT BY JAMBS R. MCRRISON BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE CN FCREIGN FEIATICNS. UNITEI STATES SENATE
1'84-10203 05
iASTE HEAT
NASA FINDS AUTC TBCHNOLCGY FEASIBLE FOR AIRCRAFT
APPLICATIONS
[NASA liELEASE-S4-6S] 1'84-10085 06
IASTE MANAGEaEI!
STATEMENT BY JESSE W. MeeRE BEFORE THE
SUECOMMITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TBCHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10137 05
STATEMENT BY GERALD D. GliIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUIlCO.llHlTTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPL.ICATIONS





FINALISTS CHOSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PBOJECT
[NASA BELEASIi-84-82] 1'84-10099 06
IEATHllD FOBECAST.IIG
UNITED STATES CHA~IlEB OF C(~~EBCE. WASHINGTON. D.C.
1'84-10155 05
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS BOUNDTABLE
LUNCHECN. MISSCURI 1'84-10216 05
NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-F lETEOROLOG.ICAL SATELL.ITE
[NASA liELEASE-84-150] 1'84-10230 06






SOLAH MAX REPAIR. LDEF DEPLOYBENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-84-38] 1'84-10055 06
"STRETCHED" ATLAS CENTAUB TO LAUNCH INTELSAT V-F9
[NASA RELEASE-84-62] 1'84-10079 06
DISCOVERY TO HAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-84-69] 1'84-10086 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AERO CLUB OF WASHINGTON. D.C.
1'84-10144 05
DISCOVERY'S SECOND MISSION SCHEDULED
[NASA BELEASE-84-149] 1'84-10229 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYMPOSIUH. COLOBADO SPRINGS. COLORADO
1'84-10263 05
STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
p84-10267 05
iE.IGHT REDOCTION
STATEMENT OF JOHN J. BABTIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION. AVIATION AND
MATERIALS. COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPBESENTATIVES 1'84-10041 05
STATEMENT OF DONALD P. HEARTH BEFOBE THE
SUIlCCMHITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICAT.ICNS.
COHMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES p84-10135 05
STATEMENT OF iILLIAH R. LUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
BEPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10136 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUIlCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE ON ApEROPRIATIONS. HOUSE OF
BEPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10140 05
NASA FIRE RESISTANT AIRCRAFT MATERIALS TESTED
[NASA RELEASE-84-119] 1'84-10174 06
NASA PROGRAM ADVANCING COMPOSITE FLIGHT RESEARCH
[NASA RELBASE-84-123] 1'84-10178 06
iEIGHTLllSSIIlllSS
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
{NASA RELEASE-84-4] 1'84-10004 06
SPACE RESEARCH INDICATES GRAVITY AFFECTS BCNE GROWTH
[NASA RELEASE-84-16] 1'84-10016 06
O.S. BIOLOGY EXPERIHENTS FLOWN SUCCESSFULLY ON
SOVIET SA'lE:UITE
{NASA RELEASE-84-17] 1'84-10017 06
SUGGESTED REHARKS: THE CENTEBRE GBOUP. ST. LOUIS.
MISSOURI 1'84-10031 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES H. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE. SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION.
UNITED STATES SENATE 1'84-10038 05
SOLAE MAX REPAIR. LDEF DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-84-38] 1'84-10055 06
NASA SEEKS MICROGRAVITY RESEARCH PROPOSALS
[NASA RELEASE-84-61] 1'84-10078 06
FINALISTS CHPSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PBOJECT
[NASA RELEASE-84-821 P84-10Q99 06
NASA iORK-PLATFORM STUDIES MAY LEAD TO BEAL SPACE
CONSTR UeTION
[NASA HELEASE-84-114] 1'84-10131 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: STUDENT SHUTTLE INVOLVEMENT
PROGRAM. WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10152 05
SUGGBSTED REMARKS: UNITED STATES SPACB FOUNDATION






STATE!ENT OF W~LLIA! H. LUCAS BEFOHE THE




IIASA NAMES THRIE !EMEEBS 01 51-K CREll
[IIASA BELEASE-B4-23] P84-10023 06
SUGGES~ED HE!ABKS: 1I0RID AIIAIBS CCUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS p84-10030 05
SUGGESTED BEUBKS: THE CENTERliE GBOUP. S.:I:,. LOUIS.
MISSOURI PB4-10031 05
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: lEDERAL ENGINEEBING OF THE
YEAR AlIABDS IAJCUET PB4-10035 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. AEHAHAMSON BEI0HE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SC~BtiCE AilE APP~JCATJONS.
COMIIITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES PB4-10039 05
STATEMBNT OF PHILIP E. CULEERTSON AND JOHN D.
HODGE BEFORE THE SOBCCMMI~TEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOOSE CF REPRESENTATIVES PB4-10Q40 05
NASA SIGNS AGBEEMENT IIITH ISRAEL FOR EARTHQUAKE
STUDY
(NASA RELEASE-B4-52] P84-10069 06
EARTH CBSERVATION MISSION IAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
(NASA RELEASE-84-57] PB4-10074 06
"STRETCHED" ATLAS CENTAUR TO LAUNCH INTEL SAT V-F9
(NASA RELEASE-B4-62] P84-10079 06
AIIPTE LAONCH SCHEEULED
(NASA RELEASE-84-109]
REMARKS PREPARED·IOR DELIVERY TO: ANNUAL
CONVENTION, AMERICAN INSTI~OTE OF AERCNAUTIcS AND
ASTRONAUTICS, IIASHINGTCN. D.C. PB4-10142 05
SUGGESTED BElABKS: CHASE INTERNATICNAL AEVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING, NEll YOBK, N.Y. IB4-10143 05
SUGGESTED BEIIABKS: COBECBATE COUNCIL ~OB
INTERNATIONAL IOLICY, lIASHINGTON. D.C.
PB4-10148 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MORTCN THIOKOL IIANAGEMENT
GRCUP, IOINT CLEAR, ALA. P84-10154 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CEN~ER FOR SPACE IOLICY INC.
CONFERENCE, lIASHINGTCN. t.C. P84-10157 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GECRGE lIASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
POLICY STUEIES IROGRAII. lIASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10163 05
SECOND STEP COMPLETED IN FIRST ACTIVE DEEP SPACE
PROBE
(NASA RELEASE-B4-140] P84-10195 06
- NASA SYMPOSIUB ON PRODUC~lVITY AND QUALITY:
COMMITTING TO EXCELLENCE. WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10206 05
ARTIFICIAL CCBET VISIHLE IN lIESTERN U.S. ON
CHRISTHAS IlU
(NASA RELEASE-84-170] P84-10251 06
lIBS~ UllGIN.IA
NASA CCNDUCTS GIPSY MOTH SURVEI ON EAST COAST
(NASA RELEASE-84-91l P84-10108 06
IIES~AR SATELLITES
AS~RONAUTS TO PBACTICE ICR SATELLITE BESCUE
[NASA RELEASI-84-4] P84-10004 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES 8. BEGGS EEiORE THE
SUBCOB!ITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COIIMIT~EE CN CCMBERCE. SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORXATICN.
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
SUBJllC~ :nDn
NASA TECHNOLOGY TRANSBITTED TO SCHOOLS VIA
TELEVISION
(NASA RELEASE-84-100] P84-10117 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
NASA WILL RETRIEVE SECOND SATELLITE ON 51-A
SHUTTLE IIISSIeN
(NASA RELEASE-84-136] P84-10191 06
tATE SET FOR NOVEMBEB SHUTTLE RETRIEVAL MISSION
(NASA RELEASE-84-144] P84-10199 06
DISCOVERY'S SECOND MISSION SCHEDULED
(NASA RELEASE-84-149] P84-10229 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-B4-179] P84-10260 06
51-A FLIGHT DIRECTORS BRIEFING P84-10266 05
STS 51-1 SATELLITE BETRIEVAL BRIEFING
P84-10267 05
WllSTllllN SPACll & 8ISSILll C~~. LOBPOC. CA-
NASA TO LAUNCH NEll EARTH RESOURCES S~TELLITE FOR
NOAA
(NASA RELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
NASA AND CNES AGREE TO COOPERATE IN SHUTTLE
EMERGENCY SUPPOBT
(NASA RELEASE-84-126] P84-10181 06
WESTINGHOUSll ELECTRIC C~RB.
NASA RECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION 1I0RK
(NASA RELEASE~84-159] p84-10240 06
lIESTINGHOUSE ELEcrBJC COllP•• PITTSBURGH
NASA SYMPOSIUM ON PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY:
COMMITTING TO EXCELLENCE. lIASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10206 05
WHITE DWAllF STAllS
NEW EXPLOREB TO INVESTIGATE EXTBEME ULTBAVIOLET BAND
[NASA BELEASE-84-125] P84-10180 06
WRITE HOUSll CABJ:II11T COUNCIL
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AlA SPBING CONFERENCE,
lIILLIAMSBURG. VA. P84-10162 05
WHITE SANDS. N. Bll%.
NASA TO LAUNCH NEll EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
[NASA RELEASE-84-22] PB4-10022 06
SXATEI!J,ENT OF ROBERT 0,. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10042 05
lIIllll FIELD CAIIEBAS
SPACE TELESCOPE SCIENCE INSTRUIIENTS COMPLETE
ACCEPTANCE TESTING
[NASA RELEASE-84-67] P84-10084 06
WILSOB GillA! BATCH
STATEMENT OF RONALD J. PHILIPS BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS,
COMIIITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES p84-10164 05
1IIIID SHEAR
NEll BESEARCH ON CLEAll-AIR TURBULENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-165] P84-10246 06
iIBD TUBNEL TESTS
NASA RESEABCH FINDS AIRCRAFT SURFACE GROOVES !AY
TAIIE TURBULENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-3] P84-10003 06
NASA SELECTS LOCKHEED-GEORGIA FOR PROPFAN CONTRACT
NEGOTIATIONS
[NASA RELEASE-84-32] P84-10049 06




SUGGES~ED REMARKS: AEEC CLUE OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10144 05
LASER ~ECHNOIOGY USED Te IMEEOVE AIRCRAFT DESIGN
(NASA E~LEASE-84-1C8] P84-10125 06
SUGGEST~D REMARKS: HONCR AWARDS CEREMONY, AMES
RESEARCH CEN~ER, MCFFET~ FIELD, CALIF.
P84-10219 oS
SIMPLE CHANGES ~O LIGH~ EIAN~ WING INCREASE SAFETY
(NASA RELEASE-84-160] P84-10241 06
RIND TUNNELS
SA DIGI~AL RIND TUNNELS
SA NATICNAL ~RANSONIC FACIII~Y
P84-10245 06




NASA RECEIVES 13 B~DS FOR SPACE STATION WOBK
(NASA BELEASE-84-159] P84-10240 06
NASA CENTER AWARDS X-RAY OBSERVATORY STUDY CONTRICT
(NASA BELEASE-84-70] P84-10087 06
I-BIY SPEC~BOKE~ER
SOLAD MAX REPAID, LDEF DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHU~TLE FLIGHT
(NASA BELEASE-84-38] p84-10055 06
I-BAY TELESCOPE
NASA CENTER AWARDS X-RAY OBSERVATORY STUDY CCNTRACT
(NISA BELEASE-84-70] p84-10087 06
X-29 AIRCBIFT
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HONOR AWARDS CEREBONY, AMES
RESEARCH CENTER, BOFFETT FIELD, CALIF.
p84-10219 05
I-BAY ASTBOIOKY
BOX-CABERA PRINCIPLE TO DECIPHER SOLAR SECRETS
(NASI BELEASE-84-45] p84-10062 03
P84-10083 06(NASA R~LEASE-€4-66]
lING PBOFILES
SIMPLE CHANGES TO lIGHT ELANE WING INCR~AS~ SAFETY
(NASA RELEASE-84-1€0] P84-10241 06
RINGLETS
NASA WORKS TO IMPROVE AERIAL APPLICATION OF
CHEMICALS




NASA FROGRAH AIVANCING CCHFOSITE FLIGHT RESEARCH
(NASA RELEASE-84-123] P84-10178 06
LAMINAR AIR FLew PROCESS KEY TO FUEL EFFICIENCY
(NASA RELEASE-84-161] P84-10242 06
RISCONSIN UNI'*, MADISON
SCIENTISTS SELECTED TO CBSERVE HALLEY'S COMET
(NASA RELEASE-€4-72] P84-10089 06
ASTRO PAYLOAI SPECIALISTS SELECTED
(NASA RELEASE-84-80] P84-10097 06
ROHEI
S~ATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE eN ceMMERCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE p84-10038 05
V
YOUNG ASTBOIAUTS YO~H OBGARXZ1TIOR
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED





NASA CENTER USES CERAMIC COATINGS TO INCREASE
ROCKET ENGINE LIFE
(NASA BELEAS~-84-19] P84-10019 06
ROODS HOLE OCEAIOGBAPHIC IIST*, MISS*
STATEMENT BY SEELEY G. ~ILFORD BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE AND AEPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES p84-10202 05
RORK PLATPODMS
NASA WORK-PLATFORM STUDIES MAY LEAD TC REAL SPACE
CONSTDUCTICN
(NASA RELEASE-8Q-114] P84-10131 06
WORKIIG GBOUPS
S 'INVESTIGATORS WORKING GFCUP
WORKSHOPS
TEACHEB WORKSHCPS TO BE tiEID AT NASA CENTERS
(NASA BELEASE-84-94] P84-10111 06
RORLD CLIMATE RESIIRCH PBOGRIM
STATE~ENT BY SHELBY G. TILFORD BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN SPACE SCIE~eE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMBITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HCUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P64-~0202 05
WORLD METECROLOG~CAL OBGAIJZITIOB
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WOELD AFFAIRS COUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
RORLD REATBER WATCH
SUGGESTED DEMARKS: WORLD AFFAIRS COUNCIL OF 51.
LOUIS p84-10030 05
RORLDS PA~R
APOLLO 11 CREW TO VISIT WOELD'S FAIR JULY 20
(NASA EELEASE-84-99] P84-1011~ 06
RRR
S WORLD WEATHER WATCH
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ADAMS•.JAIIES. JR.
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-811-133] P811-10188 06
51-K CRE~
P811-10023 06
The title of each news release or speech appears under each name
mentioned in the news releases and speeches whether or not the individual
is the speaker. When the name refers to the speaker, this fact is indicated
.with a + to the left of the title. The NASA accession number is located under
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which identifies the section containing the complete entry.
A
A'HEARN. M~CHAEL
SCIENTISTS SEL~CTED TO OBSERVE HALLEY'S COMET
[NASA RELEAS~-84-72] P84-10089 06
AABON. JOHN II.
SPACE STATION APPOINTMENTS ANNOUNCED AT JOHNSON
CENTER
[NASA llELEASE-84-50] P811-10067 06
ABRAHAMSON. JAKES A.
NASA TO LAUNCH NE~ EAllTH ll~SCURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
[NASA RELEASE-811-22] P811-10022 06
FISCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
P84-l0032 05
ADAIIS. ROBBRT M.
3M ANNOUNCES LONG-RANGE BASIC RESEARCH PROGRAM IN
SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-84-111] P811-10014 06
ADAKSON. JAKBS ~
NASA BEGINS SCREENING ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-15] P811-10015 06
NASA SELECTS 17 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES
[NASA RELEASE-84-64] P811-10081 06
ADDESS. STAN
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELL~TE FOR
NOAA
[NASA RELEASE-811-22] P84-l0022 06
ADLER. KORT~KER
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL INTERNATICNAL
CONFERENCE. STUDENTS FOR THE EXPLORATION AND
DEVELOPMENT QF SPACE. WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-1 0153 05
ADOLPHSON. JOHN W.
ASTRONAUTS TO ~RACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA RELEASE-811-4] P811-10001l 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT H~GHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE,
[NASA RELEASE-811-133] P811-10188 06
AERTS• .J~II
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCCMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES. AGRICULTURE.
RESEARCH AND ENVIRONMENT. COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P811-10201 05
SYMPOS~UM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-l111] P811-10196 06
AGOSTO. 8~LLIAM B.
SYIIPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-811-l41] P811-10196 06
APO~O 11 CREW TO VISIT WORLD'S FAIR JULY 20
(NASA RELEASE-84-99] P84-10116 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS; SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. P84-10151 05
AERTS. II~KE
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES. AGRICULTURE.
RESEARCH AND ENVIRONMENT. COMMITTEE ON SC~ENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P811-l020l 05
P84-l0ll3 06
ALDRIN. EDWIN BUGBNE, JR.
FIRS~ LUNAR LANDING 15 YEARS AGO
[NASA RELEASE-84-961
ALFORD. CHR~S
DISCOVERY TO MAKE IIAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 1I1-V
[NASA RELEASE-811-69] P84-10086 06
AUGB.tERI. DANTE
SUGGESTED REMARKS: IIEETING OF CALTECH TRUSTEE
COMMITTEE ON JPL. WASHINGTON. D.C. p811-l021S 05
ACUNA. KARIO H.
SECOND STEP COMPLETED IN FIRST ACTIVE DEEP SPACE
PROBE
[NASA RELEASE-811-l110] P811-l0l95 06
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-8l1-l11] P811-l0128 06
ACTON. LOREN ~.
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-SlI-711] P811-10091 06
ARTIFICIAL CCMET VISIBLE IN WESTERN U.S. ON
CHRISTMAS DAY
[NASA RELEASE-811-170] P84-l0251 06
ACHESON. DEAN
SUGGESTED REMARKS: OPENING OF NASA ADMINISTRATORS
EXHIBIT. NATICNAL AIR ANC SPACE MUSEUM
P811-10208 05
NASA APPOINTS ACTING SPACE FLIGHT CHIEF
[NASA RELEASE-811-lIO] P811-10057 06
ADAKS. J. B•• JR.
SYMPOSIUM TO FCCtS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-811-ll1l] P811-l0l96 06
+ STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.







SUGGESTED IlE.IIAIlKS: SE.IIINAli ON "PROSPECTS FOR
SPACE CO.llMEilCIALIZATION", CEN:l:EIl FOR S:l:RATEGIC AND
INTEIlNA:l:IONALSTUDIES, GEOIlGE:l:OWN UNIVERSITY,
WASHINGTON, E.C. P84-10217 05
A1.1.EN, H. JU1.~AN
HALLHAUS NAMED DIRECTOil OF NASA'S A.IIES liESEARCH
CENTEli
(NASA RELEASE-84-5] P84-10005 06
ALLEII, JOSEPH PER~VA1, ~V
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
(NASA RELEASE-84-111]· P84-10128 06
DATE SE:l: FOR NOV EM BEll SHUTTLE IlETilIEVA1. MISSION
(NASA IlELEASE-84-144] P84-10199 06
DISCOVERY'S SECOND .IIISSICN SCHEDULED
(NASA liELEASE-84-149] P84-10229 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA IlELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
51-A FLIGHT DIRECTORS EilIEPING P84-10266 05
S:l:S 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL ERIEFING
P84-10267 05
STS 51-A PREFLIGHT CREW PRESS CONFERENCE
P84-10268 05
ALLEN, 1.BON B.
ASTRO PAYLOAE SPECIALISTS SELECTED
(llASA IlELEASE-84-80] P84-10097 06
A1.LER, ROBBRT O.
+ STATEMENT OF FOEERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCOM.IIITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPL~CATIONS,
COMMITTEE Oll SCIENCE AllD TECHNOLOGY, HQUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10042 05
+ S:l:ATEMEN:l: OF EOBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE
SUBCOM.IIITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
CO.llMITTEE ON SCIEllCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESEN:l:ATIVES P84-10165 05
A1.LNUTT, ROBBRT F.
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PRCGRA.II FOR SCIENCE AND MATH
AliNOUNCED
(NASA RELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
ALLTON, JUDITH H.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
(NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
A1.TEKAR, lIIJAIA
BACTERIAL ENZY.IIE MAY EE REMNANT OF EARLY EVOLUTION
(NASA RELEASE-84-121] P84-10176 06
ANDERS, IILLIAB ALISON
+ STATEMENT BY WILLIA.II A. ANDERS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMI:l::l:EE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPBESENTATIVES P84-10134 05
SUGGESTED RE.IIAliKS: CENTER FOR SPACE PQLICYINC.
CONFERENCE, WASHINGTON, E.C. P84-10157 05
SUGGESTED RE.IIARKS: LOW MEMOBIAL TRIBU:l:E,
IASHINGTON, t.C. P84-10211 05
ABDRBIS, LBI
SUGGESTED IlEMABKS: INAUGUliATION OF BLACK HISTOilY
MONTH, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10034 05
ANGBLO, JOSBPH A., JR.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA R8LEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
AI!HOn, JOHN lI.
NASA BEGINS SCREENING ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS
(NASA BELEASi-84-15] P84-10015 06
ABBBS, JOBB
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACI1.ITY
INVESTIGA:l:OIlS
PERSOBAL BAKBS XNDEI
[NASA RELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
ARKS, GEORGB
NASA TECHNOLOGY TRANS.IIITTED TO SCHOOLS VIA
TELEVISION .
[NASA IlELEASE-84-100] P84-10117 06
ARKSTRONG, NEIL ALDBN
FIRST LUNAR LANDING 15 YEARS AGO
[NASA RELEASE~84-96]
APOLLO 11 CREW :l:0 VISIT WORLD'S FAIR JULY 20
[NASA RELEASB-84-99] P84-10116 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: COR~ORATE COUNCIL iOR
INTEliNATIONAL POLICY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10148 05
SUGGESTED RE.IIARKS: SALZBERG ME.IIORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. P84-10151 05
SUGGESTED REB ARKS: THIRD ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE, STUDENTS FOR THE EXPLORATION AND
DEVELOPMBN:l: QF SPACE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10153 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WINGS CLUB AWARDS DINNER, NEW
YORK CITY ~84-10218 05
ARNOLD, JAIIBS a;,.
SYMPpSIUM TO: FOCUS ON FUTUilE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
(NASA RELEASE-84·141] P84-10196 06
ARP, HAloTON
NEW IRAS RESULTS OUTLINED AT ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
MEETING
(NASA RELEASE-84-77] P84-10094 06
AJiTHUR, lI. R.
SYIIPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
ASXlIOY, ISAAC
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRA.II FOR SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
ASKBR, JIK
51-A FLIGHT DIRECTORS BRIEFING
STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
P84-10267 05
ATCHLBY, S.
SYMPOSIU.II TO FOCUS ON FUTUilE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
AUGBR, :eIURE
TWENTY YEARS OF NASA/ESA COOPERATION
[NASA RELEASE-84-139] P84-10194 06
AUlIARR, HARTKUT H.
IRAS IDENTIFIES ADDITIONAL STARS WITH POSSIBloE
SOLAR SYSTEMS
[NASA 8ELEASB-84-78] P84-10095 06
AVERRER, K. II.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
B
BABB, G. R.
SYIIPOSIU.II TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
BACH, RALPH
NEW RESEARCH ON CLEAR-AIR TURBULENCE
(NASA RELEASE-84-165] P811-10246 06
BACHNIK, BRXC
STATE.IIENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFOilE THE
SUBCC.II.IIITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES, AGRICULTURE,
B-2
1'BiSOBAL IlllS ~BDIX BEGGS. JIBES BOII~GOBBBJ
RESEARCH AND BNVIRCNMEBT. COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY. HOOSE OF RE1'RESENTAT~VES
1'811-10201 05
BACBII~It. I'RAIIX
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NATUBAl BISCURCES. AGRICULTUBE.
BESEARCH AND EBVIRCNMENT. COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
1'84-10201 05
BICBN~lt. LIBBY
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CB NATURAL RESOURCES. AGRICULTURE.
RESEARCH AND ENVIRCBMEBT. CCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
1'84-10201 05
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE. SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION.
UNITED STATES SENATE 1'84-10038 05
STATEMENT OF PHILIP E. CULBERTSON AND JOHN D.
BODGE BBFORE THE SUBCOMM~TTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APpL~CATIONS. COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND ~ECBNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10040 05
NASA ADMINISTRATOR OUTLINES FUTURE IN SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-84-39] 1'84-10056 06
SPACE STATION APPOINTMENTS ANNOUNCED AT JCHNSON
CENTER
[NASA RBLEASB-84-50] 1'84-10067 06
NASA REQUESTS EXPERIMENTS FOR TETHERED SATELLITE
[NASA RELEASE-84-54] 1'84-10071 06
BARTOE. ~OBII-DAVID
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-811-711] 1'811-10091 06
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW lSSIGNMENTS
[NASA RELElSE-84-111] 1'811-10128 06
NASA ANNOUNCES UptATED FLIGHT CREW lS.sIGNMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-811-111] 1'811-10128 06
BABCALL. IlllTA
ASTRON.OMERS tESCRlBE WORK Ai SPACE TELESCOPE
SCIENCE INSTITUTE
[NIlSA RELEASE-84-73] 1'811-10090 06
BlLLBAUS. 8~L~AM F•• JR.
BALLHAUS NAMED DIRECTOR OF NASA'S AMES RESEARCH
CENTER
[N ASA RELEASE-84-5] 1'84-10005 06
1'84-10113 06
BAG~III. JA!lES P.
TWO SHUTTLE CREWS NAMED BY NASA
[NASA RELEASE-84-11] 1'811-10011 06
NASA TO CONDUCT TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION CONFERENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-63] 1'811-10080 06
FIRST LUNAR LANDING 15 YEARS AGO
[NASA RELEASE-84-96]
MATTINGLY TO'LEAVE ASTRONAUT CORPS FOR NAVY POST
[NASA RELEASE-84-97] 1'84-10114 06
+ STATEMENT OF JABES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10138 05
+ STATEBENT BY JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE ON A~PROPRIATIONS, UNITED STATES SENATE
1'84-10139 05
+ STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-101110 05
BIUMABII. DAVE
FISCAL YEAR 19E5 BUDGET tRESS BRIEFING
1'84-10032 05
BECK8~TB. STBVEN
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE ~ACILITY
INVESTIGATORS
[NASA RELEASE-84-110] 1'811-10127 06
BEGGS. JABES BOlfGOBBBY
NASA TO FLY CANADIAN AS A PAYLOAD SPECIALIST ON
SHUTTLE
[NASA RELEASE-84-12] P811-10Q12 06
3M ANNOUNCES LONG-RANGE EASIC RESEARCH PROGRAM IN
SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-84-14] 1'811-100111 06
JOHNSeN NAMED LEAt NASA CENTER FOR SPACE STATION
[NASA RELEASE-84-25] 1'84-10025 06
+ SUGGESTED REMARKS: WORLD !IFAIRS COUNCIL OF ST.
LOUIS 1'84-10030 05
+ SUGGESTED REMARKS: THE CENTERRE GROUP. ST. LOUIS.
MISSOURI 1'811-10031 05
+ SUGGESTED REMARKS: ASIAN/PACIFIC AMERICAN
HERITAGE WEEK, NASA HEADQUARTERS 1'84-10141 05
+ SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING. NEll YORK, N.Y. 1'84-10143 05
+ SUGGESTED REMARKS: AERO CLUB OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
1'84-10144 05
+ SUGGESTED REMARKS: METROPOLITAN CLUB, WASHINGTON.
D.C. 1'84-10145 05
+ SUGGESTED REMARKS: TOUCHE ROSS BREAKFAST SERIES
P84-10146 05
+ SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIATION. LONE STAR CHAPTER, FT. WORTH, iEXAS
1'84-10147 05
+ SUGGESTED REMARKS: CORPORATE COUNCIL FOR
IN~ERNATIONAL POLICY. WASHINGTON. D.C.
1'84-10148 05
+ SUGGESTED REBARKS: NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON FIRE
COMBUSTION TOXICITY, WASHINGTON. D.C.
1'84-10149 05
~ FISCAL YEAR 19E5 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
1'84-10032 05
+ SUGGESTED REMARKS: FEDERAL ENGINEERING OE THE
YEAR AWARDS BANQUET 1'84-10035 05
+ STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
+ THE PRESIDENT'S PLAN FOB SPACE: A PARTNERSHIP
FORPROGRESS. STATEMENT FOR PRESS BRIEFING
1'84-10036 05
+ SUGGESTED REMARKS: 41-D MANNED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPTION. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER. FLA.
1'84-10150 05
+ SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.y. 1'84-10151 05
+ SUGGESTED REMARKS: STUDENT SHUTTLE INVOLVEMENT
PROGRAM, llASHINGTON, D.C. 1'84-10152 05
+ SUGGESTED REBARKS: THIRD ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL
CONFEBENCE. STUDENTS FOR THE EXPLORATION AND
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE. WASHINGTON. D. C.
1'84- 10153 05
+ SUGGESTED REMARKS: MORTON THIOKOL MANAGEMENT
GROUP. POINT CLEAR, ALA. 1'84-10154 05
+ UNITED STATES CHAMBER OF COMBERCE, WASHINGTON. D.C.
1'84-10155 05
1'84-10037 05+ NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
+ SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATICNAL SPACE CLUB,
WASHINGTON, t.C. 1'84-10033 05
+ SUGGESTED REMARKS: INlUGURATION OF BLACK HISTORY
MONTH, WASHINGTON, D.C. 1'84-10034 05
B-3
BEICHBAN, CHABLES PBBSOBAL BAKBS IBDBI
+ SUGGESTED REIlARKS: AlA SHiING CONFERENCE.
WILLIABSEUliG, VA. P84-10162 05
+ SUGGESTED REBARKS: MEUCAN BAR ASSOCIATION'S
SECTION ON PUBLIC CONTRACT LAW, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-1 0159 05
+ SUGGESTED REIIARKS: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
POLICY STUDIES PROGRAM. WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10163 05
+ SUGGESUD REBARKS: HEAD\tUAiiTERS HON{lIlS AWARDS
CEREIIONY, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10160 05
+ SUGGESTED llEBARKS: TECllNOLOGY UTILIZATION
CONFERENCE. WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10161 05
> + SUGGESTED BEIIARK: LUNAR BASE SYKPOSIUII.
WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10220 05
+ SUGGESTED BEIIARKS: NATIONAL CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION HERBERT ROBACK MEMORIAL AWARD DINNER.
ARLINGTON, VIBGINIA P84-10221 05
+ SUGGESTED REMARKS: RUSSELL REYNOLDS COIlPANY.
WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10222 05
+ ENTEllPRlSE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON). WASHINGTON. D.C.
[NASA RELEASE-84-153] P84-10223 05
+ SUGGESTED REBARKS: HONOB AWARDS CEREIIONY. AMES
RESEARCH CENTER. 1I0FEETT FIELD. CALIF.
P84-10219 05
+-SUGGESTED REMABKS: SEIIINAR ON "PROSPECTS FOR
SPACE COMMERCIALIZATION", CENTER FOR STRATEGIC AND
INTERNATIONALSTUDIES. GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10217 05
+ SUGGESTED REMARKS: WINGS CLUB AWABDS DINNER. NEW
YORK CITY P84-10218 05
P84-10156 05
+ SUGGESTED REB ARKS: CENTER FOR SPACE PQLICY INC.
CONFERENCE, WASHINGTON, t.C. P84-10157 05
+ SUGGESTED REIIARKS: THIED ANNU AL BICHELSON
MEBORIAL LECTURE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS, BD.
P84-10158 05
+ ROURY CLUB OF WASIUNGTn, D.C.
NASA AND CNES AGREE TO COOPERATE IN SHUTTLE
EBERGENCY SUIPCRT
[NASA RELEASE-84-126] P84-10181 06
ISAAC T. GILLAM TO HEAD tiASA'S OFFICEOE
COBMEROIAL PROGliAIlS
[NASA RELEASE-84-129] P84-10184 06
NASA TC HOLD SYIIPOSIUM ON PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY
[NASA RELEASE-84-1~1] P84-10186 06
NASA ANNOUNCES NEW NATICNAL AWARD TO RECOGNIZE
CORPORATE QUALITY
[NASA RELEASE-84-134] P84-10189 06
SYMPOSIUIl TO Fecus eN FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
STATEIIENT BY JAMES R. MORRISON BEFORE THE
COMIIITTEE ON IOREIGN REIATleNS. UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10203 05
STATEMENT BY ISAAC T. GILLAB, IV BEEOBE THE
SUBCOMIIITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COMIIITTEE ON ceIlIlERCE. SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION.
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10204 05
+ NASA SYIIPOSIUII ON PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY:
COIlIIITTING TO EXCElLENCE. WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10206 05
+ SUGGESTED REl!AliKS: WHITE HeUSE EVENT
P84-10207 05
+ SUGGESTED REIIABKS: OPENING OF NASA ADIUNISTBATOBS
EXHIBIT. NATIONAL AlB AND SPACE IIUSEUII
P84-10208 05
+'SUGGESTED REMARKS: SPACE SCIENCE BOABD MEETING
WOODS HOLE. !ASS P84-10209 05
+ 'SUGGESTED BEIIABKS: INTERNATIONAL PERSONNEL
IIANAGEIIENT ASSOCIATION ANNUAL CONFEBENCE. ROSSLYN.
VA. P84-10210 05
+ SUGGESTED REMARKS: WOBLD TBADE CENTER CLUE, NEW
YORK CITY P84-10224 05
+ SUGGESTED REMAllKS: AIAA NATIONAL CAPITAL SBCTION.
WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10225 05
CHINA DEPOSITS EARNEST MONEY FOR SATELLITE LAUNC
SEBVlCES
[NASA BELEASE-84-152] P84-10232 06
HEARTH TO LEAVE LANGLEY. PETERSEN NAilED DIBECTOR -
[NASA BELEASE-84-163] P84-10244 06
NASA AND INDIA SIGN LAUNCH AGREEMENT
[NASA llELEASE-84-175] P84-10256 06
NASA IIAY FLY BY ~STEROID WITH GALILEO SPACECBAFT
[NASA RELEASE-84-178] P84-10259 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
+SUGGESTED RREMARKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATOBY.
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. LAUREL MARYLAND
P84-10261 05
+ SUGGESTED REIIABKS: SPACE ACT AWARDS CEllEMONY.
APPLIED PHySICS LABORATOllY. JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY. LAUREL. MABYLAND P84-10262 05
+ SUGGESTED REMABKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYMPOSIUM. COLORADO SPRINGS. COLORADO
P8 4-1 0263 05
+SUGGESTED REMAllKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOll AWARDS CEREMONY. CLEVELAND. OHIO
P84-1 026 4 05
+SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTER CONFEBENCE
P84-10265 05
BEICHBAB, CBABLBS
NEW IRAS llESULTS OUTLINED AT ASTBONOMICAL SOCIETY
IlEETING
[NASA BELEASE-84-17] P84-10094 06
+ SUGGESTED REBARKS: LOW IIEBORIAL TRIEUTE.
WASHINGTON. 1.C. P84-10211 05
+ SUGGESTED REBARKS: PRESIDENTIAL BANAGEIIENT
INTERNS' FOBUII. THE U.S. AND THE NEW SPACE AGE.
WASHINGTON, D. e. P84-10212 05
+ SUGGESTED REIlABKS: GCLDBAN SACHS AND CO. IIEETING.
WESTCHESTER COUNTY. N.Y. P84-10213 05
BELLAKY, KABI Le
FINALISTS CHOSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT
[NASA RELEASE-84-82] P84-10099 06
BELLOW. SAUL
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL INTERNATICNAL
CONFERENCE. STUDENTS FOR THE EXPLORATION AND
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE. WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10153 05
+ SUGGESTED REMARKS: HAN NED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECE~TICN (41-G) T-2 lAYS. KENNEDY SPACE CENTEB,
FLOBIDA P84-10214 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION'S
SECTION ON PUBLIC CONTRACT LAW. WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10159 05
+ SUGGESTED REIlA~KS: MEETING OF CALTECH TRUSTEE
COHMITTEE CN JPL. WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10215 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: PBESIDENTIAL MANAGEIIENT
INTE.RNS' FOllUII. THE U.S. AND- THE NEW SPACE AGE.
WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10212 05
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PERSONIL NIBES INDEX BRAND. YANCB DBYOE
BENEDlCT. ROilBD
FISCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
P84-10032 05
BOHON. HERMIN Lo
NASA PROGRAM ADVANCING COMPOSITE FLIGHT RESlARCH
[NASA RELEASE-84-123] P84-10178 06
BENSON. JOBANN
FISCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGET PEESS BRIEFING
P84-10032 05
BOLDEN. CHARLES F•• JEd
NASA ANNOUNCES FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS AND CHANGES
[NASARELEASE-84-14B] P84-10228 06
BOLME. GERALD E.
NASA BEGINS SCREENING ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-15] P84-10015 06
BORGESEN. P.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTUEE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVIlIES
[NASA EELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
06
05P84-10266+ 51-A FLIGHT DIRECTORS BRIEFING
BOHIIAB. FRANK
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA EELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CENTER FOR SPACE POLICY INC.
CONFERENCE, WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10157 05
SUGGESTED EEMARKS: LOW MEMORIAL TRIBUTE,
WASHINGTON, D.C. 1'84-10211 05
BOSTROII. CARL
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SPACE ACT AWAEDS CEREMONY,
APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY, JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY, LAUREL. MARYLAND P84-10262 05
HOORGEO.IS. LIBBI
SHUTTLE MISSION 41-D PREFLIGHT BRIEFINGS
[NASA RELEASE-84-60] P84-10077
BLOOIIER. R. B.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTUEE LUNAE AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
BISHOP. iILLIAII P.
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH EESOUECES SATELLITE FOE
NOAA
[NASA liELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
BIS)JEI. JOBN
STS 51-A PEEFLIGHT CEEW PEESS CONFERENCE
P84-10268 05
BLA)JDFOBD. G.
SYMPOSIUII TO FOCUS ON FUTUEE LUNAE AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA EEIEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
BEBBI. ALLAN
STATE~ENT BY THO~AS E. ~CGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN NATUEAL EESCURCES. AGRICULTURE.
EESEAECH AND ENVIRCNMENT, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE CF REPRESENTATIVES
P84-10201 05
BILLIBGBAII. J.
SYIIPOSIUII TO Fecus CN FUTUEE LUNAE AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
BLUCK. JOBN
NASA TECHNOLCGY TEANSMITTED TO SCHOOLS VIA
TELEVISION
[NASA RELEASE-84-100] P84-10117 06
BLUFORD. GUION S•• JR.
NASA NAMES THREE IIEMBEES OF 51-K CREW
[NASA EELEASE-84-23] P84-10023 06
SUGGESTED EEMARKS: INAUGUEATION OF BLACK HISTOEY
1I0NTH, WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10034 05
STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
P84-10267 05
ROYA. BEN
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOE SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA EELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
BOWDBN. HERHERT H•• JEd
NASA SCEEENS SECOND GEOUP OF ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-26] P84-10026 06
STATEIIENT OF JAIIES II. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMIIITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COIIMLTTEE ON ceMllERCE, SCIENCE ANDTEANSPOETATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CEEW ASSIGNIIENTS
[NASA EELEAS!-84-111] P84-10128 06
STATEIIENT BY JAIIES II. BEGGS BEFOEE THE
SUBCOIIMITTEEON HUD-INDEFEBDENT AGENCIES.
COIIMITTEE ON APPROPRIATICNS, UNITED STATES SENATE
P8.4-10139 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFOEE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APPEUPEIATICNS. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SUGGESTED EEMAEKS: HEADQUAETERS HONOES AWAEDS
CEBEMCNY, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10160 05
BLYTB-BILL. YIC~ORIA
NASA PHOTO TECHNIQUES USED TO HELP PEESEEVE FINE AET
[NASA RELEASE-84-20] P84-10020 06
BOBKO. KAEOL JQSEPH
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
[NASA EELEASl-B4-111] P84-10128 06
BOGGESS. NABCI
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATORS
[NASA RELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
BOHB. GAB! D.
NASA BlGINS SCREENING ASTECNAUT APPLICANTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-15] 1'84-10015 06
BOllYER. STUUT
NBW EXPLORER TO INVESTIGATE EXTREME ULTEAVIOLET BAND
[NASA RELEASE-84-125] P84-10180 06
BOYD. J.OHB II..
ASSOCIATB' ADMINISTEATOR FOR MANAGEMENT APPOINTED
[NASA RELEASE-84-107] P84-10124 06
+ STATEMENT BY JOHN W. BOYD BEFOEE THE SUBCOMMITTEB
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS AND THE
SUBCtMMITTEE ON TEANSPOETATION, AVIATION AND
MATEEIALS, CQMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPEESENTATIVES P84-10167 05
ROYNE. WALTBR
NASA TO TRANSFER OIiNEESHIP OF VIKING LANDER 1 TO
MUSEUM
[NASA RELEASE-84-58] P84-10075 06
SUGGESTED EEIIARKS: OPENING OF NASA ADMINISTNATORS
EXHIBIT. NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM
P84-10208 05
BRADLEY. ANN P.
ASSOCIATE DEPUTY ADMINISTRATOR APPOINTED
[NASA RELEASE-84-106] P84-10123 06
BRADLEY. ULTBR
NASA TO LAUNCH NBII EARTH RESOOECES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
[NASA RELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
BRABD. YANCE DBYOB
ASTRONAUTS TQ PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA RELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
NASA ANNOUNCES CREll MEMBERS FOR FUTURE SPACE
SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
0-5
BBA.DI.S~I~., DAI~IL c. PEBSONAL NAIIES XIDEX
BBlND2, JOBN
SCIENTISTS SELECTED TO CBSERVE HALLEY'S COMET
(NASA RELEASE-eq-72] P8q-100B9 06
BllA22, S21VEN B.
NASA SCBEENS SECOND GROUP OF ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS
(NASA BELEASE-E4-26] P8q-l0026 06
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
(NASA llELEASE-8q-ll1] P8q-l0128 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 19Sq NASA ACiIVITIES
(NASA BELEASE-8q-179] P8q-l0260 06
BBA.DINS21~., DII~EL c.
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
(NASA EELEASE-8q-lll] P8q-l0128 06
BUTLER, SUE
STS 51-A pBEFLIGHT CREW PRESS CO"FERENCE
p8Q-10266 05
BUIIKER, AIlE
NASA PHOTO TECHNIQUES USED TO HELp PRESERVE FINE ART
(NASA RELEASE-8Q-20] PBQ-10020 06
BUBIIAN, R. L.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACUVITIES
(NASA RELEASE-8Q-1Q1] p8Q-10196 06
BUTCHER. B~LL
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADV~SORY








NASA TO HOLD SYMPOSIUM eN PliODUCTIVITY. AND QUULTY
(8ASA EELEASE-84-131] P84-101B6 06
BBAVlBIUI. tAVID
51-A FLIGHT DIRECTOES HllIEFING
STS 51-1 SATELIIiE RETRIEVAL BBIEFING
P8q-l0267 05
BBEZBIEV, LEOI~D
SUGGESiED BEMARKS: CHASE INTEBNATIONAL ADVISORY
COMMITiEE MEEiING, NEW YCBE, N.Y. PBq-10143 05
BB~DGIS. P~L~P D.
NASA BEGINS seBEENING ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS
(NASA RELEASE-8q-15] P84-10015 06
BUTTERW~RTH, 1. MILLIAB
HUGHES AIRCRAFT NOMINATES PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SH UTTLE nIGHTS
(NASA RELEASE-8Q-89] P8Q-10106 06
BYARS, CARLOS
51-A FLIGHT DIRECTORS BRIEFING
STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
P8Q-10267 05
STS 51-A PBEFLIGHT CREW PRESS CONFERENCE
P8 Q-1 0268 05
BUD, nCHARD
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WINGS CLUB AWARDS D~NNER, lEW
YORK C~TY P8Q-10218 05
BBIDGES. BOI Do. JB
NASA ANNeUNCES FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS AND CHANGES
(NASA EELEASE-84-148] P84-1022B 06
BB~ZEID~NE, JOBI e.
+ STATEMENT OF JeHN C. ERIZE~DINE BEFOllE THE
SUECOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIEleE AND AEPLICATIONS,
COMM~TiEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P8q-l0168 05
BJiOOKEB. £ALE
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFOEE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NATURAL EESOUBCES. AGBICULTURE,
RESEARCH AND ENVIRCNMENT, CCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNCLCGY, ROtSE OF llEPllESENTATIVES
P811-10201 05
BJiOWI. GEOJiGE L•• JB.
NASA/BECON USERS ceNFEBENCE SET FOB SEPTEMHEB 27
AND 2B
(NASA RELEASE-84-13S] P84-10190 06
BROWI, GLEHH R.
NASA TRANSFEES ENEBGY TECHNCLOGY TO SOHIO
I;'Bq-l0118 06
BBon, IIABK H.
NASA SELECTS 17 ASTRONAUT CAND~DATES
(NASA BELEASE-8q-6q] P8Q-10Q81 06
BBUIIF~ELD, II. L.
DISCOVEEY TO HAKE MAIDEl FLIGHT ON STS Q'-D
(NASA RELEASE-SQ-69] P8Q-10086 06
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON M~SSION Q'-D
(NASA BELEASE-SQ-117] P8Q-10172 06
BBUI2, DIUD B.
NASA BEGINS SCREENING ASTRONAUT APPL~CANTS
(NASA RELEASE-84-15] pBQ-10015 06
BUCBL~, JIMES F.
NASA AtiNOUNCES UPDATED ilIGHT CllEW ASS~GN~ENTS
(NASA BELEASE-8Q-111] P8Q-l0128 06
NASA SETS LAUNCH DATE iCR FIRST DOD DRtICATED
SIlUTTLE MISSION
(NASA BELBASE-8Q-171] PBQ-10252 06
BYBNE, JOHI V.
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
(NASA RELEASE-8Q-22] P8Q-10022 06
c
CIBAIIA, ROBERT ~
NASA SCREENS SECOND GROUP OF ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS
(NASA BELEASE-8Q-26] p8Q-10026 06
CAESAR. JUL~US
SUGGESTED RE~ARKS: ALA SPRING CONFEBENCE,
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. PBQ-l0162 05
CAL~O, ANTBONY J.
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATE~LITE FOR
NOAA
(NASA RELEASE-BQ-22] P8Q-l0022 06
CI~ERON, KEIIIETH D.
NASA BEG~NS SCBEENING ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS
(NASA RELEASE-8Q-15] P8Q-10015 06
NASA SELECTS 17 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES
(NASA RELEASE-8Q-6Q] P8Q-100B1 06
CARROLL, JOSEPH I •.
SYMPOS~UM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
(NASA RELEASE-6Q-1Ql] P8Q-l0196 06
CARTER, JAKES L~
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVIUES
(NASA RELEASE-8Q-1Q1] PBQ-10196 06
CABTEB, J~IIKY
SUGGESTED RE~ARKS: CHASE ~NTERNATIONAL ADVISORY
COMM~TTEE HEET~NG, NEW YORK, N.Y. p8Q-10143 05
CIRTEB, JIAILEY 1., JL
NASA BEGINS SCREENING ASTRONAUT APPL~CANTS
(NASA BELEASE-8Q-15] P8Q-l0015 06
IIASA SELECTS 17 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES
(NASA RELEASE-8Q-6Q] P8Q-10081 06
BDGOS. BEVERLY J.
SYMPOSIUM TO FCCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
CASPER, JOBI B.
NASA SCREENS SECOND GROUP OF ASTRONAUT APPL~CANTS
E-6
PBBSONIL NIIBS ~NDBI COLLINS. S!EWABT A.
1'84-10011 06
CIJIIIO. JOSEPHINB B.
NASA SCREENS SECOND GROUP OF ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS
(NASA RELEASE-84-26] 1'84-10026 06
CLARKE. ARTHUB C-
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
(NASA RELEASE-84-83] 1'84-10100 06
CLEAVE. IIlRY L.






NASA SELECiS 17 ASiRONAUT CANDIDA~ES
(NASA BELEASE-S4-64] P84-10081
CEPOLL~NI. PRANK
GODDARD TEAM SAVES TEE tAY FOB SOLAR MIX
(NASA RE1EASE-84-53] P84-10070 06
CBBNAI. BUGENB ANtBBW
FIRST LUNAB LAND~NG 15 YEARS AGO
(NASA RELEASE-S4-96]
CHll'PBB. lOGEB EBUCB
SUGGESTED REMABKS: NAT~CNAL ceNFEBENCE ON FIRE
COMBUS~ION TCXICITY. WASEINGTeN, D.C.
1'84-10149 05
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: LOW MEMORIAL TRIBUTE.
WASHINGTON. t.C. 1'84-10211 05
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMEN~S
(NASA BELEASE-84-111] 1'84-10128 06
CLOUTIEB. P. A.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTUBE LUNAR ,AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
(NASA RELEASE-84-141] 1'84-10196 06
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: 41-D MANNED FLIGHT AWARENESS
BECEPTION. KENNEDY SPACE CENTER. FLA.
1'84-10150 05
DISCOVERY TO MAKE HAlDEN FLIGHT ON HISSION 41-D
(NASA RELEASE-84-117] 1'84-10172 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA BELEASE-84-179] 1'84-10260 06
COATS. arCHAEL L.
SHUTTLE MISSION 41-D pBEFLIGHT BBIEFINGS
(NASA RELEASE-84-60] P84-10077 06
DISCOVEBY TO MAKE HAlDEN FL~GHT ON STS 41-D
(NASA BELEASE-84-69] 1'84-10086 06
COCKS. FRANKLIN H.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
(NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
CODE. AB~HUB
SCIENTISTS SELECXED TO OBSERVE HALLEY'S COMET
(NASA BELEASE-84-72] 1'84-10089 06
COBEN. BABC II.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACU VI '!IES





AUGUST SHUTTLE MISSION DEFINED
(NASA BELEASE-84-95]
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENiS
(NASA BELEASE-84-111] 1'84-10128
LAUNCH DATE SET FOB SHUTTLE HISSION 41-D
1'84-10129
CHESTER. THOIAS J.
NEW IRAS RESUL~S OUTLINED AT ASTBONOMICAL SOCIETY
MEETING
(NASA RELEASE-S4-77] 1'84-10094 06
CBllN. D.
SYMPOSIUM TO Fecus ON FU~UEE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACUVIUES
(NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
CHEBBONNEAUI. J~M
NASA CONDUCTS GYPSY MOTH SURVEY ON EAST COAST
(NASA RELEASE-S4-91] 1'84-10108 06
NASA ANNOUNCES FlIGH~ ASSIGNMENTS AND CHANGES
(NASA RELEASE-84-148] 1'84-10228 06
CHARTRAND. MABK R.
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL pReGEAM FOR SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
(liASA RELEASE-84-83] 1'84-10100 06
CHARTRAND.MABK 1.
NEW NASA EDUCA~IeNAL PRCGRAM FOR SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
(NASA EELEASE-S4-S3] 1'84-10100 06
CHASB. REBECCA
STS 51-A PREFLIGHT CREW PRESS CONFERENCE
1'84-10268 05
CHERRY. M.
SYMPOSIUM TO Fecus ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACUVIUES
(NASA RELEASE-84-141] 1'84-10196 06
CHANG-DIAZ. PRANKLIN R.
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ASIAN/PACIFIC AMERICAN
HERITAGE WEEK. NASA HEADCUIETEES 1'84-10141 05
NATICNAL CONTRACT MANAGEMENT




SUGGESTED REMARKS: HEADCUARTERS HONORS AWARDS






NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATORS
(NASA RELEASE-84-110] 1'84-10127 06
CHUSTAKIS. DEAN G.
FINALISTS CHeSEN IN SHUiTLE STUDENT PROJECT
(NASA RELEASE-S4-82]. 1'84-10099 06
CHUSTY.HAROLD A.
FINALISTS CHOSEN IN SHU~~LE STUDENT PROJECT
(NASA EELEASE-84-82] 1'84-10099 06
COLLADAY. RAY
FISCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGET PRESS BBIEFING
1'84-10032 05
COLLINS. MARY PAT
STATEMENT BY THO HAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOHHITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES. AGRICULTURE.
BESEARCH AND ENVIRONMENT. COHMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
XECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P84-1020 1 05
COLLIIS. IIICBAEL
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL pBOGRAM FOB SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
(NASA BELEASE-84-83] 1'84-10100 06
FIBST LUNAR LANDING 15 YEARS AGO
(NASA BELEASE-84-96]
APOLLO 11 CBEW TO VISIT WORLD'S FAIR JULY 20






U.S. AND THE NEW SPACE AGE.
1'84-10212 05
SUGGESTED REMARK: LUNAR BASE SYMPOSIUM,
WASH~NGTON. D.C. 1'84-10220 05
COLLINS. STEWAR~ A.
NASA PHOTO TECHNIQUES USED TO HELP pBESERVE FINE ABT
(NASA RELEASE-84-20] P84-10020 06
B-7





HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
STS 51-A PREFLIGHT CREW PRESS CONFERENCE
P84-10268
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CBEW ASSIGNftENTS
[NASA BELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
SUGGESTED BEBARKS: HEADQUABTEBS HONORS AWARDS
CEREMONY. WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10160 05
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR 41-G SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-84-132] P84-10187 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA BELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: MANNED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPTION (41-G) T-2 DAYS. KEIiNEDY SPACE CENTER.
FLOBIDA P84-10214 05
CULBERTSOR. PRANK :r-. JR.
NASA SELECTS 17 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES
[NASA BELEASE-84-64] P84-10081 06
CULBERTSON. PHILIP R.
+ 'STATEMENT OP PH~LIP E. CULBERTSON AND JOHN D.
HODGE BEPOHE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND.
"~AP"PLICATIONS. COIIMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10040 05
CRISWELL. DAYID R.




51-A FLIGHT DIRECTORS BRIEFING
CORAIADO. TOMAS
NASA SCBEENS SECCNt GRCUP OF ASTROHAUT APPLICANTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-26] P84-10026 06
CORlilEY. E. I.
SYMPOSIUM TO iCCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACUVITlES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
CORTRIGHT. EDGAR B.
STATEMENT BY WILLIAM A. ANDERS BEFPHE THE
SUBCOMftITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES PB4-10134 05
COODEIAY. M1LTER
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. ftCGUNlGAL BEiORE THE
SUBCOftftITTEE CN NATURAL EESOURCES. AGRICULTURE.
RESEABCH AND ENVIBCNMENT. COftMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF REEEESENTATIVES
P84-10201 05
CCIiIOES. BARI B.
SYMPOSIUM TO FCCUS ON FUTURE LUNAB AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-S4-141] P84-10196 06
COILA~. EDM1BD i.
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EABTH BESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
[NASA EELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
COMBEBI1TE. BICH1EL
NASA TO ASSIST IN ESTABLISING SATELLITE DATA LINK
[NASA BELEASE-84-173] P84-10254 06
ce8BEmI1T!. llTHOl1
NASA Te ASSIST IN ESTAEIISING SATELLITE DATA LINK
[NASA RELEASE-84-173] P84-10254 06
COSTA-PIEBCE. BARRY A.
SYftPOSIUM TO FCCUS ON FUTURE LUNAB AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-S4-141] P84-10196 06
COUSTEUA. JACQUES
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOB SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
COVAULT. CBUG
FISCAL YEAR 19€5 EUDGET ERESS BRIEFING
P84-10032 05
NASA HEADQUARTERS SPACE STATION OFFICE ESTABLISHED
(NASA RELEASE-84-104] P84-10121 06
COININGHAB. STEYBR LEE
HUGHES AIRCBAFT NOMINATES PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS POR
SHUTTLE PLIGHTS
(NASA liELEASE-84-89] P84-10106 06
CUTLER. AIDEEI BALL
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
51-A FLIGHT DIRECTORS EBIEFING p84-10266 05 o
sTS 51-1 SATELLITE RETBIEVAL EEIEFING
P84-10267 05
SIS 51-A PBEFLJGHT CBEW ERESS CONFERENCE
P84-10268 05
COYEY. BICHARD O.
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FlIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
CBABIl. T. B.
SYMPOSIUM TO FCCUS ON FUTun LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
CBEIGHTOR. JOHI O.
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CBEIl ASSIGNftENTS
[NASA BELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
CHIPPER. JiOBEET LAUREL
APBIL 6 SET AS LAUNCH tATE :FOR SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C
( NASA liELEASE-84-27 ] P84-10027 06
SHUTTLE MISSleN 41-C BRIEFINGS SET
[NASA RELEASE-€4-28] P84-10028 06
SOLAR MAX REPAIR. LDEF DEflOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLli FLIGHT
[NASA BELEASE-€4-38] P84-10055 06
CREW MEMBER ADDED TO SHUTTLE MISSION 41-G
(NASA RELliASE-€4-76] P84-10093 06
D'ALLEST. B. FREDERIC
NASA AND CNES AGBEE TO COOPERATE IN SHUTTLE
EIIERGENCY SUPPORT
[NASA RELEASE-84-126] P84-10181 06
DA VINCI. LEONARDO
NASA PHOTO TECHNIQUES USED TO HELP PRESERVE FINE ABT
[NASA RELEASE-84-20] P84-10020 06
DABBS. JOB
BOX-CAMERA PBINCIPLE TO DECIPHER SOLAB SECliETS
(NASA RELEASE-84-45] P84-10062 03
DABNEIBERG. CONRAD
CHALLENGEB'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
(NASA RELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
DAUD. LEONARD
FISCAL YEAB j985 BUDGET PBESS BBIEFING
P84-10032 05
DAVIS. BEIJABIII 0.. JR.
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA BELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
DAVIS. H. P.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
DAISON. HARRY S•• JR.




[NASA liELEASE-E4-83] P84-10100 06
BHBICKB, KJlll':r2 A.
TWENTY YEARS OF NASA/ESA COOPEBATION
[NASA BELEASE-84-139] P84-10194 06
DDONII, BBETEA!
SCIENTISTS SELECTED TO CESEBVE HALLEY'S COMET
[NASA EELEASE-84-72] P84-10089 06
DBMIIIG, W. EDWIEDS
NASA SYMPOSIUM CN PEODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY:
COIlMITUNG TO EXCEllENCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10206 05
DBIIYEE, JeH N
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PBCGEAM FCB SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA EELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
DBYINCBIIZI, D. L.
SYMPOSIUM TO FCCUS ON FUTUEE LUNAB AND SPACB
ACUVIilES
[NASA RELEASE-e4-141] P84-10196 06
DICKBIS, CBARLBS
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MOBTON THIOKOL MANAGEIlENT
GBOUP, POINT CLEAR, ALA. P84-10154 05
DILLBE, DICK
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA EELEASE-e4-133] P84-10188 06
DOLITTI.B, JIMMY
SUGGESTED REIlAliKS: THIRD ANNOAL MICHELSON
MEIlOBIAL LECTOliE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANIIAPOLIS, llD.
P84-10158 05
DONIHUB, TOM
SUGGESTED REMABKS: SPACE SCIENCE BOABD MEETING
WOODS HeLE, lASS P84-10209 05
DOOLING, DlYE
FISCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGET PBESS BRIEFING
P84-10032 05
DUKB. UCBABL
SYMPOSIOH TO FOCUS ON FUTUBE LUNAB AND SPACl:
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
DULA. AliT
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCOS ON FUTUBE LUNAB AND SPACE
ACTI V.ITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
DOBBAB. BOIBIB J~
NASA NAMES THREE IIEMBERS OF 51-K CREW
[NASA RELEASE-84-23] P84-10023 06
NASA ANNOUNCES OPDATED FLIGHT CBEW ASSIGNHENTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
DOBB. JABBS C.
NASA SCREENS SECOND GROUP OF ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-26] P84-10026 06
DUBANT. :rRBDElIICK ~. III
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA BELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
DUliBANCB. SAMUBL T.
ASTRO PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-84-80l P84-10097 06
DUBST. STEVEN
SYMPQSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTUBE LONAB AND SPACE
ACiIVIUES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
DOVVUlii. TIliUMALBSI
SYIIP~SIUH TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
STS 51-1 SATEllITE RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
P84-10267 05
STS 51-A PREBLIGHT CREW PRESS CONFERENCE
P84-10268 05
51-A nIGHT DIRECTORS BRIEFING P84-10266 05
E
EAliHAliT. UBLIA
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECTUBE, O.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNIIOLIS, MD.
P84-10158 05
DOUDS, DAVE
GODDARD TEAM SAVES THE EAY FOR SOLAB MAX
[NASA ·BELEASE-84-53] P84-10070 06
DOWNING, R. G.
DISCOVERY TO llAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 41-D
[NASA BELEASE-E4-69] P84-10086 06
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN BLIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
[NASA EELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
DOWIS, HUGB
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PliOGRIM FOB SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
DOISEY, RODGER
ASTRONOMERS DESCRIBE WORK AT SPACE TELESCOPE
SCIENCE INSTITUTE
[NASA BELEASE-84-73] P84-10090 06
DBAEGBB, D. A.
SYMPOSIUM TO Fecos ON HlTOEE LUNAB AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[IiASA BELEASl:-84-141] P84-10196 06
DlIEW, CBAELES
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: INAOGOBATION OF BLACK HISTOBY
MONTB, WASHINGTCN, D.C. P84-10034 05
DlIUZIK. JAlIBS
NASA PHOTO TBCHNIQUES USED TO HELP PEESEBVE FINE ABT
[NASA BELEASl:-E4-2C] P84-10020 06
DBiDBI, BUGB L.
SUGGESTED BEHABKS: SALZBEBG MEMORIAL LECTUBE
SYBACUSE ONIVEBSITY, N.Y. P84-10151 05
SUGGESTED REllABKS: WINGS CLUB AWARDS DINNER, NEW
YORK CITY P84-10218 05
EATOl. PETEB
NASA TO LAONCH NEW EARTH BESOUBCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
[NASA RELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
ERBBHART. JOIATBON
FISCAL YEAR .1985 BUDGET PRESS BBIEFING
P84-10032 05
BDBEBG. STBPHBN J.
NASA TO COOPEBATB IN COMET SIGHTING REHEABSAL
[NASA RELEASE-84-30] P84-10047 06
EDELSON. HUliTON I.
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH lIESOOBCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
[NASA RELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAD SPECIALIS~S NAilED
[NASA RELEASE-84-74] P84-10091 06
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRABED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATOBS
[NASA RELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
STATEMENT BY SHELBY G. TILFOBD BEFOBE THE
SOBCCMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10202 05
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: IIEETING OF CALTECH TBUSTEE
COMMITTEE ON JPL, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10215 05
ESBICKI. KlIAl:rT A.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTORE LUNAR AND SPACE
E-9
PERSONAL NAIES INDEX
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GOLDMAN SACHS AND CO. BEETING.
WESTCHESTER CGONiY. N.Y. E84-10213 05
E:IIIS~B:IlI. ALBERT
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD AIINUAL BICHELSON
BEBORIAL LECiUiE. u.s. NAVAL ACADEMY. ANNAPOLIS. MD.
P84-10158 05
ACTIVITIES
[NASA EELEASE-S4-141] P84-10196 06
SUGGESTED REBARKS: WORLD TRADE CEIITER CLUB, NEW
YORK CITY P84-10224 05
SUGGESTED REB ARKS: UNITED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYMPOSIUM. COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO
P84-10263 05
1'AGET, !lAX
STS 51-A PREELIGHT CREW PRESS CONFERENCE
P84-10268 05
SUGGESiED REHARKS: HEEiING OF CALTECH TRUSTEE
COBBITTEE ON JEL. WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10215 05
BISEIIBOiEE, Di:IGBi D.
SUGGESTED REHARKS: SALZBERG BEBOR:IAL LECiURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY. N. Y. p84-10151 05
SUGGESTED REHARKS: OPENING OF NASA ACB:IIIISTRATORS
EXHIBIT, NATIONAL AIR ANC SPACE MUSEUM
P84-10208 05
EL-AASSBB, BOBABEXS
FIRST SPACE EiODUCT SET TC BE DEVELCPE~ FOR
COHMEiCIAL USE
[NASA RELEASE-S4-9S] P84-10115 06
ELACBI, CHARLES
CBALLEIIGER'S SIXTB FLIGBi HlGBLIGHTS EABTH SCIENCE
[NASA EELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
ELIOT, GEOBGB
SUGGESTED REHARKS: GOLDHAII SACHS AIID CO. BEETING.
WESTCHESTER COUNTY. N.Y. P84-10213 05
BUOT, ~. S.
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HEEiING OF CALTECH TRUSTEE
COMMITiEE 011 JEL. WASHINGTCN. D.C. P84-10215 05
ENGLAIID, ABTBCIII IAIIIE
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAHED
[NASA RELEASE-84-74] P84-10091 06
NASA ANIIOUNCES UPCATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGIIMENTS
[IIASA RELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
HIGLB, JOB BEIRI
NASA A~NOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGIIMENTS
[NASA RBLEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
ESPOSITO, LABBY
NEW EVIDENCE ECUND FOB HUGE VCICANOES eN VENUS
[NASA BELEASE-84-18] P84-10018 06
1'AUO, GIOIANHI
NASA SELBCTS SPACE IIIFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATORS
[NASA BELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
1'AZZOLABE. ROCCO
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
1'BLDBAN, IIAIICY C.
IIEW IIASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR SCIENCE AIID MATH
ANIIOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
1'ELDIIAN, PAOL
SCIENTISTS SELECTED TO OBSERVE HALLEY'S COBET
[NASA RELEASE-84-72] P84-10089 06
FINK, DANIEL J.
STATEMENT BY WILLIAM A. ANDERS BEFORE THE
SUECOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10134 05
1'INIIBY, BEN R.
SYBPPSIUB TO FOCUS 011 FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
1'ISCHELL, HOBERT B.
SPACE AGENCY AlDED INVENTOR OF PBOGRAMBABLE
MEDICATION SYSTEM
[NASA RELBASE-84-51] P84-10068 06
NASA RBCOGNIZES JOHNS HOPKINS TEAM FOR BEDICAL
DEVELOPMENT
[IIASA RELEASE-84-167] P84-10248 06
SUGGESTED RREBAliKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY,
JOHIIS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. LAUREL MARYLAND
P84-10261 05
SUGGESiED RE~ARKS: RUSSELL REYNOLDS COBPANY.
WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10222 05
EUlIS, BUD
THE PRESIDENi'S ELAN FOE SEACE: A EARTNERSHIP
FORPROGRESS. SiATEMENT Fe~ PRESS BRIEFIIIG
P84-10036 05
EIAIIS, L. d., JR.
ISAAC T. GILLA8 TO HEAD NASA'S OFFICE Of
COHMERCIAL PReGRAMS
[NASA RELEASE-84-129] P84-10184 ~ 06
+ STATEHENT BY L. J. BVANS, JR. BEFORE THE
SUBCOMHITTEE ON SCIEIICE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COHMITiEE ell CCHMERCE. SCIENCE. AIID
TRAIISPORTATICN, UIIITED SiATES SENATE
p84-10236 05






P84-1026651-A FLIGHT DIRECTORS BRIEFING
STS 51-A PREFLIGHT CREW PRBSS CONFERENCE
P84-10268
SUGGES~ED REBARKS: SPACE ACT AWARDS CEREIIONY,
APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY, JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY, LAUREL, MARYLAND P84-10262 OS
FISHEB, ABBA L.
NASA ANNOONCES UPDATED FLIGBT CREW ASSIGNIIENTS
[NASA BELEASE-84-111] . P84-10128 06
DATE SET FOR 1I0VEMBEB SHUTTLE RETRIEVAL IIISSIOII
[NASA RELEASE-8ij-144] P84-1~199 06
SUGGESTED REBARKS: WHITB HOUSE COMPUTER CCNFBRENCE
P84-10265 05
DISCOVERY'S SECOND BISSION SCHBDULED
[NASA RELEASE-84-149] P84-10229 06
HIGHLIGHTS 01' 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-Bij-179] PB4-10260 06
1'ISHER, IILLIAII F.
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNBBNTS
[NASA BELEASE-84-111] P84-10128
1'ISK, DELORBS
SUGGESTED REBARKS: ASIAN/PACIFIC AIIERICAN
HERITAGE WEEK, IIASA HEADQUARTERS P84-10141
1'LEIIIG. ALBXAIIDBR








SUGGESUD REBARKS: SEHlIIAR eN "PROSPECTS lOR
SPACE COMMERCIALIZATION". CENTER FOB STRATEGIC
INTEBNATIONAISiUDIES. GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY,
WASHINGTON. I. C. P84-10217
1'AJlIAII, JCBII B.




SUGGESTED REMARKS: WINGS CLUB AWARDS DINNER, NEW
YORK CITY P84-10218 05
POLEI, TBRESA
FISCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGET rRESS BRIEFING
P84-10032 05
~ORBEST, IULLU.II
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE BACILITY
INVESilGATORS
[NASA RELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
PRAIICO, ALBERTO
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON IIATURAL RESOURCES, AGRICULTURE,
RESEARCH AND ENVIRONMENT, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P84-10201 OS
SPACELAB 3 AIID 2 'PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
[N,ASA RELEASE-84-74] P84-10091 06
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
[NASA BELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
~OL~OH, ~~rZHDGH
NASA TO TEST INFLIGHT REFUEL~NG FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
FERRY FLIGHTS
[IIASA BELEASE-84-9] P84-10009 06
~UQOA, DOH
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
~UBREB, BEIIHARD
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDA~ED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
PUEliTES. C. B.




CHAlLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGH~ HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133] P8~10188 06
POL~OHD. MILLIB HOGHES aXLE!
SPACULAB 4 PAYLOAD SPECIALIST CANDIDA~ES SELECTED
FOR iRAINIIiG
[NASA BELEASE-84-1] P8~10001 06
PULLEBT~I. BERrBAIiD E.
NASA WORK-PLATFORM STUDIES MAY LEAD TO REAL SPACE
CONSTJi UCTION
[NASA BELEASE-84-114] P84-10131 06
~OLLBRrOB. CHABLBS GOR~II
NASA 'TO TEST INFLIGH~ REPUELING FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
FERRY FLIGH~S
[NASA RELEASE-84-9] P84-10009 06
P84-101S4 OSGROUP, POINT CLEAR, ALA.
~LEaaXIG, ARTBUR S.
BALLHAUS NAMED DIRECTOR OF NASA'S AMES RESEARCH
CENTER
[NASA RELEASE-84-S] P84-1000S 06
~LETCBEB, JAMES C.
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR SCIENCE AND MATH
UNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: OPENING OF NASA ADMINISTRATORS
EXBIBIi, NATICNAL AlB AND SPACE lWSEUM
P84-10208 OS
PLUI, E.B.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACUVliIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
POlLB, C. MXCBAEL
NASA BEGINS SCREENING ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS
[NASA REIEASE-84-15] P84-1001S 06
PRAIKLIII, BEIIJA.IIII
SUGGESTED REMARKS: STUDENT SHUTTLE INVOLVEMENT
PROGRAM, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-101S2 OS
PBEIICB, BEVAI
SYMPOSIUM TO FCCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
~BEIICB, J. B.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
~REBKIIG, MARGARET A.
NASA SCREENS SECOND GROUP OF ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-2 6] P84-10026 06
FBIEDLANDER, BEBBERT ••
SYMPOSIUM TO FCCUS eN FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACUVITlES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
~RIEDMAI, DON
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SPACE ACT AWARDS CEREMONY,
APPLIED PHYSICS LAEORATORY, JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY, lAUREL, MARYIA~D P84-10262 OS
PROSCH, ROBBRT
SUGGESTED REMARKS: OPENING OF NASA ADMINISTRATORS
EXHIBIT, NATIOtiAL AIR ANI SPACE MUSEUM
P84-10208 05
PRY, MEL
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. lCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES, AGRICULTURE,
RESEARCH AND EHIRCNMElii,' CCMMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P84-10201 OS
~RIE, SHELXA
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
[NASA RELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
G
GAPPIIEI, PBAIICIS AIIDRE.
SPACELAB 4 PAYLOAD SPECIALIST CANDIDATES SELECTED
FOB TRAINING
[NASA RELEASE-84-1] P84-10001 06
GALILEl, GALILEO
SPACE BE SEARCH INDICATES GRAVITY AFFECTS BCNE GROWTH
[NASA RELEASE-84-16] P84-10016 06
GALLUH, JOBL
NASA TO ASSIST IN ESTABLISING SATELLIT~ DATA LINK
[NASA RELEASE-84-173] P84-102S4 06
GALSWOR'fHI, JOHI
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GOLDMAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING.
WESTCHESTER CCUNTY, B.Y. P84-10213 05
GABDliEB, DUB A,.
BASA ANNOUNC~S UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNHENTS
[BASA BELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
DATE SET FOR NOVEMBER SHUTTLE RETRIEVAL MISSICN
[NASA RELEASE-84-144] P84-10199 06
DISCOVERY'S SECOND MISSION SCHEDULED
[NASA RELEASE-84-149] P84-10229 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] 284-10260 06
51-A FLIGHT DIRECTORS BRIEFING P84-10266 OS
STS Sl-l SATELLITE RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
P84-10267 OS
STS Sl-A PREFLIGH~ CREW PRESS CONFERENCE
P84-10268 OS
GARGARlII, YURX
SUGGES~ED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION HERBERT ROBACK MEMORIAL AWARD DINNER,
ARLING~OH. VIRGINIA P84-10221 OS
B-11
GUllllO, IIIBC D. PBBSOIIL NAIIBS X'DBX
HIGHLIGHTS 0] 1984 NASA ACtIVItIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
SUGGESTED .BEMARKS: PRESIDENTIAL MANAGEMENT
INTERNS' FOROM. THE U.S. AND THE NEll SPACE AGE.
lIASHINGTON. I.C. P84-10212 05,
GEBLICZI, GEOBGE
FINALISTS CHCSEN IN SHOtTLE STUDENT PROJECT
[NASA BELEASE-S4-82) P84-10099 06
GEBBABDT. JOBII
NASA PHOTO TECHNIQUES USED TO HELP PRESERVE FIIiE ABT
(NASA BELEASE-84-20) P84-10020 06
NASA RELEASES COMMEBCIAL USE OF SPACE POLICY
(NASA BELEASE-84-158) P84-10239 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179) P84-10260 06
GOLDBERG, STANLEY R.
GARY E. KRIER TO HEAD NASA COIIMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
DIVISION
[NASA RELEASE-84-166) P84-10247 06
GOLDM1I, TYLER
SYIIPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAB AND SPACE
+ STATEMENT BY ISAAC T. GILLAM, IV BEFORE TBE
SUBCOIIMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COMMITTEE ON COMMEBCE. SCIENCE AND TRANSP~BTATION.
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10204 05
GODill, GENE
NASA CONDUCTS GYPSY MOTH SUBVEY ON EAST COAST
[NASA BELEASE-84-91) P84-10108 06
SUGGESTED REMABKS: SEMINAB ON "PBOSPECTS FOR
SPACE COMMERCIALIZATION". CENTER FOB STRATEGIC AND
INTERNATIONALSTUDIES., GEORGETOliN UNIVERSITY.
lIASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10217 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: RUSSELL REYNOLDS COMPANY.
lIASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10222 05
GLACKIli, DAlID
NASA PHOTO TECHNIQUES USED TO HELP PRESEBVE FINE ART
(NASA RELEASE-84-20) P84-10020 06
G:ILBUTH, BOBEBT
NEll NASA EDO.CAT:IONAL PROGBAM FOR SCIENCE AND IIATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA BELEAsE-84-a3) P84-10100 06
STS 51-A PREFLIGHT CREW PRESS CONFERENCE
P84-10268 05
GLEIIIN. KEITH
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: OPENING OF NASA ADMINISTBATOBS
EXHIBIT, NAT:IONAL AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM
P84-10208 05
GODDIBD, BOBEBT
NASA TECHNOLOGY TRANSIIITTED TO SCHOOLS VIA
TELEVISION
[NASA BELEASE-84-100) P84-10117 06
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: THIRD ANNUAL IIICHELSON
IIEMORIAL LECTURE. U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY. ANNAPOLIS. liD.
P84-1 0158 05
GILL1II, ISIIC T., XV
ISAAC ~. GILLAM TO HEAD NASA'S OFFICE OF
COMMEBCIAL PBCGRAMS
[NASA RELEASE-84-129) P84-10184 06
NASA AND 3M COMPANY SIGN JOINT AGBEEBENT
{NASA RELEASE-84~143] P84-10198 06
GLESKE, lL
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AERO CLUB OF lIASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10144 05
GILLETT. ~BED
NEll IBAS RESOLTS OUTLINED AT ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
MEETING
[NASA BELEASE-84-77) P84-10094 06
GILLETTB, lABOI
ASTRONAUTS TO PBACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA REL~ASE-84-4) P84-10004 06
GILIlABT:II, TBISB
STS 51-A PBEFLIGHT CREli PBESS CONFERENCE
P84-10268 05
GINBIeH, ·NEIiT
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS BOUNDTABLE
LUNCBEON. MISSOUBI P84-10216 05
G:IIGBlCB, HRiT
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: 1I0RLD TRADE CENTER CLUB. NEll
10RK CITY P84-10224 05
1'84-10266 05
GEBBY, D:IAIA
51-A FLIGHT DIREC~ORS E8IEFING
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL
CONFERENCE, ST[DENTS FOR TEE EXPLOBATIOIi AND
DEVELOPMENT (F SPACE, lIASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10153 05
GIACCOI:I, BICCARDO
ASTRONOMEBS DESCRIEE lICBK AT SPACE TELESCOPE
SCIENCE INSTITrTE
[NASA RELEASE-84-73) P84-10090 06
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREli ASSIGNMENTS
(NASA RELEASE-S4-111) P84-10128 06
GASSB~, JOSE OBTEGA Y.
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: SALZEE8G MEMOBIAL LECTURE
SIRACUSE UNIVEBSITY, N.I. P84-10151 05
GAOTIllB, T. N.
NEll IRAS RESULTS OUTLINED AT ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
MUTING
(NASA RELEASE-84-77) P84-10094 06
GA!, CBABLllS D.
NASA TO LAUNCH NEll EARTH RESOURCES SAT~LLITE FOB
NOAA
(NASA BELEASE-84-22) P84-10022 06
GIBSON, IIICBIBL A.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCOS ON 10TURE LONAR AND SPACE
ACTIVIUES
[NASA EELEASE-84-141) P84-10196 06
GI8S0l, ROBERT L.
ASTRONAUTS TO 1'BACTICE FCB SATELLITE EESCUE
(NASA RELEASE-84-4) P84-10004 06
NASA AjNOUNCES FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS AND CHANGES
(NASA RELEASE-S~-148) P84-10228 06
GEZABI, DAUEL
NASA SELECTS S1'ACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
IN VESTIGATORS
[NASA RELEASE-84-110) P84-10127 06
GABIEi, MELODYE A.
FINALISTS CHCSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT
[NASA RELEASE-64-S2) P84-10099 06
GABBIO~~, OiER KAt
NASA ANNOUNCES CREli MEMEERS FOR FUTURE SPACE
SHUTTLE FLIGIiTS
(NASA BELEASE-84-71) P84-10088 06
GUllllO, IIIBC D.
CREW MEMBER ADDED to SHUttLE MISSION 41-G
{NASA RELEASE-f4-76] P84-10093 06
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED ~LIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
(NASA 8ELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
LAUNCB DATE SEi FOR 41-G SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA BELEASE-84-132] P84-10187 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH ~LIGHt HIGHLIGHTS EABTH SCIBNCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MANIiED FLIGHT AliABENESS
BECEPTION (41-G) T-2 DAYS, KENNEDY SPACE CENTEB.
FLORIDA P84-10214 05
E-12
PE1S0N1L NIBES INDEX HALPBRB, BICHARD B.
GSACB, II. K.
SYMPOSIUM TO FCCUS ON FUTUliE LUNAR ANC SPACE
ACTlVITIES
(NASA BELEASE-84-l41J P84-10l96 06
GEBEBIlBRG, JOEl
SYMPOSIUM TO FCCUS CN FUTUEE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITlES
(NASA RELEASE-84-141J P84-l0196 06
GOROYE, S~EYEN !.
SYMPOSIUM TO Fecus eN FUTUEE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACHVITlES
(NASA RELEASE-84-141J P84-10196 06
GREEBE, JAY
SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C BRIElINGS SET
(NASA liELEASE-84-28J P84-10028 06
51-A FLIGHT DI1ECTORS EBIEFING p84-10266 05
P84-10025 06(NASA RELEASE-84-25]
BABEBNDBL, GEBBAED
ARTIFICIAL COMET VISIBLE IN WESTERN U.S. ON
CHRISTMAS DAY
(NASA RELBASE-84-l70] P84-1025l 06
BALDABE, JOHN
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GOLDMAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING,
WESTCHESTEE COUNTY, N.Y. P84-10213 05
HALE, EDWABD BYBEBT~
SUGGESTED BEMAEKS: AMER~CAN BAB ASSOCIATION'S
SECTION ON PUBLIC CONTRACT LAW, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10159 05
H
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LOW MEMOEIAL TBIBUTE,
WASHINGTON, D. C. P84-10211 05
GROMYKO, AlDBEI
STATEMENT BY JAMES R. MO~RISON BEFORE TBE
COMMITTEE ON FOREIGN RELATIONS, UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10203 05
SPACE STATION APPOINTMENTS ANNOUNCED AT JeHNSeN
CENTEB
(NASA RELEASE-84-50] P84-10067 06
+ STATEMENT OF GERALD D. GRIFFIN REFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPBESENTATIVES P84-10169 05
+ STATEMENT BY GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUIlCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS
COMBITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-l0205 05
GUT~EBEBZ, SIDBBY M.
NASA BEGINS SCREENING ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS
(NASA RELEASE-84-15] P84-10015 06
NASA SELECTS 17 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES
(NASA BELEASE-84-64J P84-1008l 06
GULL, TED
ASTRO PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS SELECTED
(NASA RELEASE-84-80] P84-10097 06
GROSS, RICHARD
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
(NASA RELEASE-84-14l] P84-10196 06
GBIGGS, STABLBY DAY~D
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
(NASA RELEASE-84-74] P84-10091 06
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
(NASA RELEASE-84-111] P84-10l28 06
NASA ANNOUNCES FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS AND CHANGES
(NASA liELEASE-84-148] P84-10228 06
GRISSOM. YIEG~L IYAN
SUGGESTED EEMARKS: NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON FIRE






CINEMA-360 CAMEBA SYSTEM TO DOCUMENT SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
(NASA ULEASE-E4-8.] P84-l0008 06
NASA TECHNOLOGY TRANSMITTED TO SCHOOLS VIA
TELEVISION
(NASA BELEASE-84-100J p84-10117 06
GRAYOGBL, CARL
STATEMENT BY TEOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOHMITTEE ON NATURAL liESOURCES, AGRICOLTUBE,
BESEABCH AND ENVIRCNMENT, CCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNCLOGY, HOUSE OF BEPBESENTATIVES
P84-10201 05
GRAY, EDURD Z.
NEW NASA EDUCATICNAL PliOGBAM FOB SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
(NASA RELEASE-E4-83J P84-10l00 06
GREEN, IIIllIAM D.
CINEMA-360 CAMEBA SYSTEM TO DOCUMENT SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
(NASA RELEASE-e4-8] p84-10008 06
GOULD, JAIET
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE C) NATURAL EESOURCES, AGRICULTURE,
RESEARCH AND ENVIRCNMENT, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE CF REFEESENTATIVES
P84-10 20 1 05
GOULD, NA7HlII:IEL
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NATUBAL BESOURCES, AGRICULTURE,
BESEARCH AND ENVIBCNMENT, CCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P84-10201 05
GOLDIl1TER, BARRY
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL p~eG~AM FOR SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
(NASA 1ELEASE-84-83J p84-10100 06
GONZALES, LOIS




SYMPOSIUM TO Fecus ON FUTUliE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
(NASA liELEASE-84-141J p84-10196 06
GRBGOEY, FEBDERIC! D.
SUGGESTED REMAEKS: NATICNAL SPACE CLUE,
WASHINGTON, C. C. p84-l0033 05
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAC SPECIALISTS NAMED
(NASA RELEASE-E4-74] p84-l009l 06
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED PLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
(NASA RELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
BALL, LOBIN
STATEMENT BY TBOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOUECES, AGRICULTURE,
RESEARCH AND ENVIBONMENT, COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, BOUSE OF BEPRESENTATIVES
P84-l0201 05
HALLEY, BDMOND
PIONEER CAN MAKE UNIQUE HALLEY'S COMET OBSERVATION
[NASA RELEASE-84-88] P84-10l05 06
HALPER.. RICHARD B.
NASA SEEKS MICBOGBAVITY RESEARCH PROPOSALS
(NASA RElEASE-84-61] P84-10078 06
GBIFF~., GEBALD D.
JOHNSCN NAMED LEAC NASA CENTER FOB SPACE STATION
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR EESEARCH
(NASA RELEASE-84-l47] P84-10227 06
B-13
B.lIIJUIB, ABIIAB D PBRSOIAL liliES XIDEI
BAIIIIOID, LLOYD E., JR.
NASA SELEC~S 17 AS~RONAU~ CAIDIDATES
[NASA RELEASI-84-64] P84-10081 06
HAISIIAI, ROBERT d., JR.
NASA SCREENS SICOND GReOF OF ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS
[NASA RILEASE-84-26] P84-10026 06
BAIIIIBB, ABIIAND
NASA FHOTO TECHNIQOES OSEt TO HELP PRESERVE FINE ART





AUGUS~ SHUTTLE IIISSION DEFINED
[NASA RELEAsE-811-95]
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATBD FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMBNTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-111] P84-10128
BAiLEY, SfBYBI A.
SHUTTLE BISSICN 41-D PREFLIGHT BRIEFINGS
[NASA RELBASE-84-60] P84-10077 06
DISCOVBRY TO MAKB IIAIDBN FLIGHT ON STS 41-n
[NASA RELBASE-84-69] P84-10086
DISCOVERY'S SECOND IIISSION SCHEDULED
[NASA RELEASE-84-149] P84-10229 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 19811 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
51-A FLIGHT DIRECTORS BRIEFING P8ij-10266 05





GODDARD TEAll SAVES THE IAY FOR SCLAR IIAX
[NASA RELEASE-84-S3] P811-10070
BIBR, KARL
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: AlA SPRING CONFERENCE,
WILLIAIISBURG, VA. P84-10162 05
BlRRIS, LOU
FISCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGE~ FRESS BRIEFING
P811-10032
HABT, TBRRY J.
APRIL 6 SE~ AS LAUNCH tATE FCR SHUTTLE IIISSIOI 41-C
{NIlSA BELEASE-84-27] P811-10027 06
SHUTTLI IIISSION 41-C ERIEFINGS SET
[NASA RELEASl!-84-28] P811-10028 06
SOLAR IIAX REPAIR, LDEF DEPLOYHENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGRT
[NASA RELEASE-84-38] P84-10055 06
GODDARD ~EAH SAVES THE IAY FCR SOLAR IIAX
{NASA RELEASE-84-53] P84-10070 06
ASTRONAUT T. J. HART TC LEAVE NASA
{NASA RELEASE-E4-5'9] P84-10076 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 19811 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RILEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR SHUTTLE IIISSION 41-D
P84-10129 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: 41-D MANNED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPTION, KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FLA.
P84-10150 05
DISCOVERY TO BAKB IIAIDBN FLIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-84-117] P811-10172 06
NASA ANNOUNCES FLIGHT ASSIGNIIENTS AND CHANGES
[NASA RELEASB-84-148] P84-10228 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA REtBASB-84-179] P8 4-1 0260 06
HAZELWOOD. DALE
STS 51-A PREFLIGHT CREW PRESS CONFBRENCE
P811-10268 05
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNIIENTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
LAUNCH tATE SE~ FOR SHUTTLE IIISSION 41-D
P8.4-10129 06
HEACOCK. B. LARRY
NASA TO LAUNCH NBW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
{NASA RBLEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
HBARD. ULTER w. JL
NASA WORK-PLATFORII STUDIBS IIAY LEAD TO REAL SPACE
CONS:uiUCTION
[NASA BELEASB-84-114] P84-10131 06
REla!B. DOIALD .P.
+ STATBIIENT OF DONALD P. HEARTH BEFORE THE
SUBCCIIMITTEE ON SPACE SCIBNCE AND APPLICATIONS,




AUGUST SHUTTLE IIISSION DEFINED
[NASA RELEASE-811-95]
HARTSFIELD, HEIBY WARRBI, JR.
SHUTTLE IIISSIeN 41-D PRl!FlIGHT BRIEFINGS
[NASA RELEASI-84-60] P84-10077 06
DISCOVERY TO IIAKE HAIDEI FLIGHT ON STS 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-E4-69] P84-10086
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: 41-D IIANNED FLIGH~ AWARENESS
RECEPTICI, KEN~EDY SPACI eIITER, FLA.
P84-10150 05
DISCOVERY TO IIAKE IIAIDER FLIGHT ON IIISSION 41-D
[IASA RELEASE-84-117] PE4-10172 06
NASA TO HOLD SYIIPCSIUII (5 FICDUCTIVITY AND QUALITY
[NASA RELEASI-84-131] P84-10186 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
HlSKBI, LIBBY A.
SYIIPOSIUII TO Fecus ON FU~URE LONAR AND SPACE
ACTIVIUES
[NASA RELEASI-84-141] P84-10196 06
HASWBLL. II. STEPBEI
NASA BIG INS SCREENING ASTROIAUT APPLICANTS
[NASA RELEASI-84-15] P84-1001S 06
HAUCK. FREDBRICK B.
NASA ANIOUICIS UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNIIENTS
[NASA RELEASI-84-111] P84-10128 06
DATE SET FOR NCVEIIEEB SHUTTLE RETRIEVAL IIISSION
{NASA RELEASI-811-144] P84-10199 06
HEARTH TO LEAVE LANGLEY, PETERSEN NAMED DIRECTOR
{NASA RELEASE-84-163] P84-10244 06
HBDDIIGBR. l'RlBK
NASA TO LAUNCH NBW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLlfE POR
NOAA
[NASA RELEASE-84-22] P811-10022 06
HEDGLEY. DAYID R.
IASA MATHBIIATICIAN RECBIVES AWARD FOR COIIPOTBR
BREAKTHROUGH
[NASA RELEASE-84-86] P84-10103 06
HEllIISBRK. GEORGB
STATEIIENT BY THOMAS E. IICGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOIIBITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES, AGRICULTURE,
RESEARCH AND BNVIRONIIENT. COIIIIITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P84-10201 05
HEFNER. JBBRY N.
NASA RBSEARCH FINDS AIRCRAFT SURFACE GROOVES IIAI
. :rAME TURBULENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-3] P84-10003 06
HBlEB, K. i';'
SYIIP~SIUB TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUIlB AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA R8LEAS8-84-141] P84-10196 06
E-14
PEBSOIALIABBS IIDEI BOUCK. JAIIES Il.
BEIKEI, G.
SYMPOSIUM TO Fecus ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVUIES
(NASA llELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
BOFFIIAN. JBFFRBY A.
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE SPACE
SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
[NASA BELEASE-84-71] P84-10088 06
HELOU, GllOBGE
NEW IBAS RESULTS OUTLINED AT ASTRONOIICAL SOCIETY
MEETING
(NASA llELEASE-S4-77] P84-10094 06
BBIDRICKS, JOBB B.
FINALISTS CHOSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PRQJECT
(NASA RELEASE-S4-82] P84-10099 06
HllIIZll, KARL GORDOI
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYlOAD SEECIALISTS NAIED
(NASA BELBASE-64-74] P84-10091 06
NASA ANNOUNCES UPIATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
(NASA RELEASE-84-111] p84-10128 06
HEIBY, DOUGLAS G.
NASA SCREENS SECOND GBOUP CF ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS
(NASA liliLEASE-84-26] P84-10026 06
HEPPEIHEIBER. T. A.
SYIPOSIUM TO FCCUS eN FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACUVlTIES
(NASA liELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
HERICLITUS
SUGGESTED BEIARKS: THE CENTERBE GROUP, ST. LOUIS,
BISSOUBI P84-10031 05
HERTER, TUllY
• NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
IN VESTIG ATORS
(NASA RELEASE-84-1.10] P84-10127 06
HEBilT, B11lTlII
SUGGESTED REIAllKS: GOLDMAN SACHS AND CO. IEETING,
WESTCHESTER COUNTY, N.Y. P84-10213 05
BICKEL, 1I1LTER
SYIPOSIUI TO FCCUS eN FUTURE lUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
(NASA llELEASE-84-1~1] P84-10196 06
ASTRO PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS SELECTED
(NASA RELEASE-84-80] P84-10097 06
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGN8EIITS
(NASA RELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
BOFFIIAN. STEPHEN J.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS 011 FUTURE LUNAB AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
(NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
HOFFlllll1, IIIL1118
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATORS
(NASA BELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
HOGRERE. AIlTHUR F.
NASA BECOGNIZES JOHNS HOPKINS TEAM FOR MEDICAL
DEVELOUENT
(NASA RELEASE-84-167] P84-10248 06
SUGGESTED BREIIARKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LABOBATQRY,
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, LAUREL MARYLAIID
P84-10261 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: SPACE ACT AWARDS CEREMONY,
APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY, JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY, LAUREL, IIABYLAND P84-10262 05
HOLLIID. L. B.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
(NASA REIEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
BOLlES, BBUCE J.
NASA WORKS TO IMPROVE AERIAL APPLICATION OF
CHEJlICALS
(NASA RELEASE-84-66] P84-10083 06
BOLlES, OLIVEB IIBNDELL
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: THE CENTERBE GROUP, ST. LOUIS,
JlISSCURI P84-10031 05
STS 51-1 SATELlITE RETRIEVAL ERIEFING
P84-10267 05
HIIIES, BILL
FISCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGET PBESS BRIEFING
P8!1-10032 05
BODGE, JOBII D.
THE PRESIDENT'S ELAN FOE SEACE: A EAllTNEBSHIP
FORPROGllESS. STATEMENT Fall PRESS BRIEFING
P84-10036 05
HILBUBI, BARL D.
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PECGEAI F~R SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
(NASA RELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
BOllES. E•. II., Jil.
SYMPOSIUII TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
(NASA pELEASE-84-141] P84- 10196 06
HOOD, L. L.
SYJlPOSIUII TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAB AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
(NASA llELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
SUGGESTED BEll ARKS: FEDEBAL ENGINEERING OF iHE
YEAR AWARDS BANQUET P84-10035 05
SUGGESTED REIARKS: MOBTON THIOKOL IIANAGEMENT.
GROUE, POINT CLEAB, ALA. P84-10154 05
HOPE, BOB
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAII FOR SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
(NASA RELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
BOUCK. JII1ES B.
NEil IRAS RESULTS OUTLINED AT ASTROIIOMICAL SOCIETY
MEETING
(NASA RELEASE-84-77] P84-10094 06
NASA SELECTS SPACE IIIFBARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESiIGATOBS
(NASA liELEASE-84-110) P84-10127 06
HOSENBILL, S. IEIL
+ STATEMENT OF S. NEIL HOSEIIBALL BEFORE THE
SUBCOJlIIITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS AND
THE SUBCOMIITTEE ON TRANSPOBTATION, AVIATION AIID
lIATERIALS, COBMITTEE ON SCIENCE AIID TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF BEP~ESENTATIVES p84-10171 05
HOOVER, HEBBEBr
SUGGESTED REMARKS: FEDERAL ENGINEERING OF THE
YEAR AWARDS BANQUET P84-10035 05
P84-10266 0551-A FLIGHT DIEECTORS EBIEEING
HIIIIERS, 1I0IL II.
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
(NASA RELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
HoeHSTEIlI, LARRY
BACTERIAL ENZYBE MAY BE REMNANT OF EABLY EVOLUTION
(NASA EELEASE-84-121] P84-10176 06
STATEMENT OF PHILIE E. CULEERTSON AIID JOHN D.
HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOMBITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS, COMMIT~EE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES F84-10040 05
NASA HEADQUARTERS SPACE STATION OFFICE ESTABLISHED
(NASA RELEASE-84-104] P84-10121 06
HODGKINS, KEIIIETB
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
(NASA EELEASE-8~-22) P8~-10022 06
B-15
BOYT, JUII PEBSOIAL 11BBS IIDEI
UNITED STATES CHAMBEB CF CCMMEECE. WASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10155 05
HUDSOI, JeBI L.
NASA BEGINS SCBEENING ASTECNAUT APPLICANTS
{NASA EELEASE-84-15] P84-10015 06
HOYT, JBill
NASA CCNDUCTS GYPSY MOTH SURVEY ON EAST COAST
{NASA EELEASE-84-91] P84-10108 06
BUBBLI, IDlIIlII P.
SUGGESiED REMARKS: WORLD AiFAIRS CCUNCIL OF Si.
LOUIS P84-10030 05
BU.P.PBi, URI
NASA/RECON USERS CCNFEEENCE SET FOR SEPTEMBEB 27
AND 28
{NASA RELEASE-84-135J P84-10190 06
BUGHBS, BOUBD
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: THIED ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECiUEE. U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY. ANNAPOLIS. MD.
P84-10158 05
JBFFEBS, LANCB G.
FINALISTS CHOSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT
[NASA BELEASE-84-82] P84-10099 06
JENSOI. KEBIIIT
NASA lIOBK-PLATFORM STUDIES MAY LEAD TO REAL SPACE
CONSTBUCTION
[NASA BELEASE-84-114] P84-10131 06
JETT, J .. B.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVIUES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
JIBACCHO, JACK
STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
P84-10267 05
JUl'E, ULtBB
ASTRONOMEBS DESCBIBE WOBK AT SPACE TELESCOPE
SCIENCE INSTZTUTE
{NASA RELEASE-84-73] P84-10090 06
JIIIES, TBUBSTOIII
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
{NASA BELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
JABBABD, RABEN L.
FINALISTS CHOSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT
{NASA BELEASE-84-82] p84-10099 06
JAB VIS. GBEGOBI
HUGHES AZBCRAFT NOMINATES PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS FOR
SHU~TLE FLIGBTS
[NASA BELEASE-84-89] P84-10106 06
JASTBOW, BOBBB~
NEW NASA EDUCATZONAL PROGRAM FOR SCIENCE AND IIATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA BELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
JICKSON, DI YE
STS 51-A PBEFLIGHT CREW PRESS CONFERENCE
P84-10268 05
1'84-10156 05ROTABY CLUE CF WASHINGTCN. D.C.
BUGHES, UBI
NASA TO LAUNCH NEN EABTH EESOURCES SATELLITE FOB
NOAA
[NASA RELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
HULBUBT. B. O.
SYMPOSIUM TO FCCUS CN FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACiIVITIES
{NASA BELEASE-84-141J P84-10196 06
HUilES, THGUS II.
NASA SCREENS SECOND GRCUE GF ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS
{BASA liELEASE-84-26] P84-10026 06
HUIIPHBBY, MUBIBL
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: METEOPGLITAN CLUB. WASHINGTON,
D. C. P84-1 0145 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SEMINAE ON "PROSPECTS FOE
SPACE COMMERCIALIZATION". CENTER FOR Si'BATEGIC AND
INiERNAiIONALSTUDIES. GECBGETONN UNIVEBSITY.
WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10217 05
JODAISSOI, KABL B.
SYHPOSIOII TO IOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTZVIUES
[NASA BELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
BUTCHIIIISOB, NEIL E.
SPACE STATION AFPOINTMENTS ANNOUNCED AT JOHNSON
CENTEB
[NASA RELEASE-S4-50] P84-10067 06
HYATt, JEFF
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NATURAL EESOURCES. AGEICULTUBE.
RESEARCH AND ENVIECNMENi. CCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNCLOGY. HOUSE CF REPBESENTATIVES
P84-10201 05
JODBNIIIG. B•.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACUVIUES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
JOHISOIII, FBAIK s., JB.
FZSCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
P84- 10032 05
JCBIIISON, JOBN
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR SCIENCE AND IIATH
ANliOUNCED
[NASA BELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
I55EL, IIICHELLE
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOB SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA BELEASE-S4-4] P84-10004 06
ZUIIIS, I118SHA S.
NASA SCREENS SECCND GRCUF OF ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-26] P84-10026 06
NASA SELECTS 17 ASi'RONAUi CANDIDATES I
[NASA EELEASE-84-6 4] P84-10'081 06
J
JABOOR. 8ILLIAII J.
NASA SCREENS SECOND GROUP OF ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS
{NASA EELEASE-84-26] P84-10026 06
JICKSOI, nVA
NASA TC LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOB
NOAA
[NASA RELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
JOHISOI, PATBZCZA A.
FINALISTS CHOSEN ZN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT
[NASA BELEASE-84-82] P84-10099 06
JOHISOIII, BZCHADD G..
STATEMENT BY SHELBY G. TILFORD BEFORE THE
SUBCCMHITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE CF
REPBESENTATIVES P84-10202 05
JOBISOI, 5TEiAR~ 8.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
JOHIIISTOB, DONALD J.
NASA TO I'LY CANADIAN AS A PAYLOAD SPECIALIST ON
SHUTTLE(NASA RELEASE-84-12] P84-10012 06
JOHISTON, IIARI BELBN
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED




SYMPOSIUM TO FCCUS ON FUTUBE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
JONES. THCIAS R.
NASA BEGINS SCREENING ASTRCNAUT APPLICANTS
[NISA RELEASE-84-15] P84-10015 06
JCYNEB. C. C.
SY.IIPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAI AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
JUBA, .II:ICBJEL
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFBARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATCBS
[NASA RELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
JUST. ERNEST EVERETT
SUGGESTED BEMAEKS: INAUGURATION OF BLACK HISTOEY
MONTH. WASHI1GTCN. D.C. P84-10034 05
K
KABN. IRUNG
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PRCGRAM FCR SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA EELEASE-E4-83] P84-10100 06
KANTROWITZ. ARTHUE
SYMPOSIUM TO FCCUS CN FUTURE LUNAB AND SPACE
ACTIV.I:rIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
KEATHLEY, IILLIAI C.
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EABTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
[NASA RELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
KIlATON, PAUL Ii.
SYMPOSIUM TO FCCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACIl
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
KIlLLIlB, SI.IIUIlL Ii.
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH EESOURCES SATELLITE FOB
NOAA
[NASA RELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
KIlLLIl!, ALBIlBT
NEil NASA EDUCATIONAL PRCGEA.II FCR SCIENCE AND .IIATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RE1IASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
KELLY, DOULD Il.
STATE.IIENT BY THOMAS E• .IICGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOM.IIITTEE CN NATURAL RESOURCES, AGBICULTUBE,
RESEABCH AND ENVIRCN.IIENT. CCM.IIITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE CF BEPRESENTATIVES
P84-10201 05
KENBIlDI, JOBN F.
STATE.IIENT OF PHILIP E. CULBERTSON AND JOHN D.
HOtGE EEFOBE THE SUBCOft.llITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS, CCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF BEPEESENTATIVES P84-10040 05
SUGGESTED BE.IIARKS: SALZBEBG MEMOBIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY. N.I. P84-10151 05
STATEMIlNT BY JAMES B. .IICREISON BEFOBE THE
COftMITTEE ON FOREIGN BELATICNS, UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10203 05
SUGGESTED BE.IIAEKS: OPENING OF NASA AD.IIINISTRATORS
EXHIBIT, NATICNAL AlB ANt SPACE .IIUSEU.II
P84-10208 05
SUGGESTIlD REMARKS: LOW MEMORIAL TRIBUTE.
IlASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10211 05
KEIBEDI, ]jOBEET
SUGGES7ED RE.IIARKS: WINGS CLUB AWARDS tINNER, NEil
YORK CI~Y P84-10218 05
KBIIiOETH, GBOBGI!
SY.IIPOSIUM TO FCCUS ON FUTUEE LUNAB AND SPACE
KRI1'T. CHns
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELBASB-84-141] P84-10196 06
KIBLER, ELIZAEE~H
SY.IIPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FU~URE LUNAI AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
KIBCKHERBB, EOHEB~ a.
NASA BEGINS SCBEENING ASTBONAUT APPLICANTS
[NASA BELEASE-84-15] P84-10015 06
KIaLIBGEE. Ell
NASA TO LAUNCH NEll EABTH BESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
[NASA RELEASIl-84-22] P84-10022 06
KING, RAE!IB LU~HEB
SUGGESTED REMARKS: INAUGURATION OF BLACK HISTORY
.IIONTB, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10034 05
KISENIBTHER, IlLIZABE!B C.
NASA BEGINS SCBEENING ASTBONAUT APPLICANTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-15] P84-10015 06
KITAURA, TAKA
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA RELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
DISCOVERY TO MAKE .IIAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-84-69] P84-10086 06
KJ:TTIIGER, JOE
SUGGESTED RE.IIARKS: WINGS CLUB AIlARDS DINNER, NEil
YOEK CITY P84-10218 05
IlLEIB, HAIIOLD P.
SY.IIPOSIU.II TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACnVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
KBIGHT, Toa
STS 51-A PREFLIGHT CREW PRESS CONFERENCE
P84-10268 05
IlBIP, GERALD
NASA FINDS AUTO TECHNOLOGY FEASIBLE FOB AIECBAFT
APPLICATIONS
[NASA RELEASB-84-68] P84-10085 06
KBUDSEB. CHBISTIAN W.
SYlIPOSIU.II TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAB AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
KOCH, DAVID
NASA SBLECTS SPACE INFIIARBD TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATOBS
[NASA RELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
KOELLE, Bo B.
SYlIP.OSIU.II TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA IIELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
KOl'FLER, BUSSBLL
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
[NASA BELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
KONBAD, JOBI HARElSON
HUGHES AIRCRAFT NOMINATES PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS Foa
SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
[NASA BELEASE-84-89] P84-10106 06
KORBFBLD, DALE B.
FIRS~ SPACE PRODUCT SET TO BE DEVELOPED FOR
COII.llBIICIAL USE
[NASA BELEASE-84-98] p84-10115 06
KOSUUK, B.
STATB.IIENT BY THOMAS B. .IICGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCO.llBITTEE ON NATUBAL RESOUBCES, AGRICULTURE,
BESEARCH AND IlNVIRONMENT, COM.IIITTEE ON SCIENCI! AND
TECHNCLOGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P84-1020 1 05
KEAFT, .CHEIS
STS 51-A PBEFLIGHT CREIl PRESS CONFERENCE
E-l1
KiArOlIL, JOSEPH A. PEBSOIAL lAKES ZIDEI
P84-10268 05 [NASA BELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
KiATOIIL. JOSEPH A.
KRATOVIL TO HEAD NASA'S INDCSTRY AFFAIBS OFFICE
(NASA RELEASE-S4-24] PS4-10024 06
KBIEB, GAB! E.
GARY E. KRIER ~O HIAD NASA ceMMERCIAL £EVELOPMENT
DIVISICN
[NASA BELEASE-84-166] P84-10247 06
KiIlIIGIS, S. II.
ARTIFICIAL CCMET VISIBLE IN iESTEBN U.S. ON
CHBISTllAS DAY
[NASA BELEASE-84-170] P84-10251 06
LASKllD, BADB!
ASTBONOMEBS DESCDIBll iORK AT SPACE TELESCOPE
SCIENCE ~NSTITOTE
(NASA BELEASE-84-73] P84-10090 06
LEE, 1I1RK C.
NASA SELECTS 17 ASTBONAUT CANDIDATES
[NASA BELEASE-84-64] P84-10081 06
LllESTKA. DAVID C.
NASA ANNOUNCES CBEi MEMBEiS FOR FUTURE SPACE
SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-71] P84-10088 06
L
LA BOCHEFOUCAULt
SUGGESTED BElARRS: THE CENTERRE GBCOF, ST. LOUIS,
MISSOUBI PS4-10031 05
KDSSKE, III!
SUGGESTED BEllABKS: STUDENT SHOTTLE INVOLVEMENT
PBCGBAll, iASHIAGTCN, D.C. P84-10152 05
KUSUlIOI. KEBiO
FINALISTS CHOSEN IN SHUTTLE STODENT PiOJECT





CREW llEIIBER ~DDED TO SHUTTLE MISSION 41-G
[NASA RELEASE-84-76] P84-10093 06
ASTR~ EAYLOAD SPECIALISTS SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-84-80] P84-10097 06
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CBEW ASS~GNllENTS
[NASA BELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
LAUNCH DATE SET FOB 41-G SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RELEASE-84-132] P84-10187 06
CHALLENGEB'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA BELEASE-84-133] P84-101SS 06
HJGHLJGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA BELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
LllTTEBKAB. GBEGPBI A•.
FINALISTS CHOSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJEC7
[NASA BllLEASE-S4-82] P84-10099 06
LllWIS, BILL
SUGGESTED BEIIABKS: GEORGE iASHINGTON UNIVEBSITY
POL~CY STUDIES PROGRAII. WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10163 05
LllWIS. GEOBGll
SUGGESTED BEllARKS: LEWIS BESEARCH CENTER ABNUAL
HONOR AWARDS CEREIIONY, CLEVELAND, OHIO
P84-1026405
LlliIS.JOBI S.
SYMpOSIUll TO FOCUS ON FUTUBE LUNAB AND SPACE
ACUVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
LEBBERT. II. E.
SYIIFOSIUIl ~O FOCUS ON FUTUBE LUNAH AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASll-84-141] P84-10196 06
LllBB. LEWIS II.
311 AlINOUNCES LONG-BANGE BASIC BESEARCH PBOGBAll IN
SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-84-14] P84-10014 06
NASA TO HOLD SYlIPOSIUlI ON PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY
(NASA BELEASE-84-131] P84-10186 06
LEBOlD, II~LLIAK BllBJABIB
ASTRONAUT lIJLLIAM B. LENOIR TO LBAVE NASA
(NASA BELEASE-84-115] P84-10132
LEOBABD. BA! S.




NEW BESEABCH ON CLEAB-Ali TURBULENCE
[NASA BELEASE-84-165] P84-10246
LETU. JOBB B,.











NASA ANNCUNCES OP£ATED .FlIGHT CREi ASSIGNMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-S4-111] PS4-10128 06
HIGHLJGHTS O.F 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-1791 P84-10260 06
LAID, PllTBB, III
SYMPOSIUll TO .FeCUS CN FUTORE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASl-84-141] P84-10196 06
LIIDll, K.
SYllPOSIUll TO FCCUS ON .FUTURE LONAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIllS
KDPPEBIUB. 1I0B
SUGGESnD iEMARKS: SElllNAB ON "PBOSPECTS FOB
SPACE CCllllERCIALIZATICN", CENTER FOB STRATEGIC AND
INTERNATIONALS~UDIES, GEOBGETOWN DNIVEBSI~Y,
WASHINGTON, t.c. PS4-10217 05
KBDGBB. Bll
AS~RONAUTS TO FBACTICE FCR SATELLITE BESCUE
(NASA BEL.EASl-S4-4] pS4-10004 06
KiISTJANNSON. BOB DEB
BACTEBIAL EN2YllE llAY BE REllNANT OF EABLY EVOLUTION
[NASA BELEASE-84-1~1] P84-10176 06
KBOGH, LESTEi C.
311 ANNCUNCES LCNG-BANGE EASJC RESEABCH PBOGBAll IN
SPACE
[NASA BELEASE-84-14] P84-10014 06
LAMB, GBBlLD




FINALISTS CHCSIN IN SHUTTLE STODENT PBOJECT
(NASA RELEASE-S4-82] PS4-10099
LACEFIELD, CLEOI
51-A FLIGHT DIRECTORS ERIEFING
LAKPTON, MICHAEL L.
NASA ANNOUNCES CBEi lIEMBERS FOR FUTURE SPACE
SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-71] P84-10088 06
LACHVAYDEi, JUDITH E.
FINALISTS CHCSEN IN SHOTTLE STODENT PBOJECT
(NASA BELEASE-S4-S2] P84-10099
LJFLEUB, CLAUDE
STS 51-A PBEELIGHT CBEi FRESS CONFEBENCE
P84-10268
2-18
REiseBIL IIBIS IBDII IllSO.. JlIIBS B.
M
IIASON, JAMES B.
NASA BEGINS SCREENING ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS
+ STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL BBIEFING
P8 4-1 0267 05
ASSOCIATE DEPUTY ADKINISTBATOR APPOINTED
[NASA RELEASE-84-106) P84-10123 06
P84-10266 05
LUCID, SBANNON W~
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNlIENTS
[NASA EELEASE-84-111) P84-10128 06
MARTIR, J. C.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAE AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA EELEASE-84-141) P84-10196 06
BARTIN, JOBB J.
MARTIN HEADS AEBONAUTICS AND SPACE TECHNOLOGY OFFICE
[NASA BELEASE-84-10] P84-10010 06
+ STATEMENT OF JOHN J. MABTIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION, AVIATION AND
MATERIALS, COBMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPEESENTATIVES P84-10041 05
KACCBETTO, DOCCIO
ASTBCNoMEBS DESCEIBE WORK AT SPACE TELESCOPE
SCIENCE INSTITUTE
[NASA EELEASE-84-73) P84-10090 06
MACELROY, R. D.
SYMPOSIUlI TO FOCUS ON FUTUBE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA EELEASE-84-141) P84-10196 06
DE. HANS MARK ACCEPTS NEil POST AT UNIVEBSITY OF
TEXAS SYSTEM
(NASA BELEASE-84-65] P84-10082 06
JlABOI, JOSEPH B..
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EABTH BESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
[NASA RELEASE-84-22J P84-10022 06
JlAtINA, BOGEB
NEW EXPLOREB TO INVESTIGATE EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET BAND
[NASA BELEASE-84-125) P84-10180 06
LUNBEY, GLYBB Se
51-A PLIGHT DIEECTORS BRIEFING
JlARKA, B. B.
SYMPOSIUlI TO POCUS ON PUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
(NASA RELEASE-84-141) P84-10196 06
LUTZ, BABRY
SCIEN~ISTS SELECTED TO OBSERVE HALLEY'S COllET
[NASA BELEASE-84-72) P84-10089 06
IIABTB, ALBEBT
NASA MAY FLY BY ASTEROID WITH GALILEO SPACECRAFT
(NASA BELEASE-84-178) P84-10259 06
BARTl, K.
SYMPCSIUK TO FOCOS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141) P84-10196 06
JlARZO, GIBO
CHALLENGEB'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
(NASA RELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
BARK, HANS K.
FISCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGET PBESS BBIEFING
P84-10032 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LOW MElIOElAL TEIBU~E,
IIASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10211 05
LOCAS, WILLXAB Be
+ STATEMENT OF WILLIAM R. LUCAS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPBESENTATIVES P84-10136 05
LONSDALE, CABOL J.
NEW IRAS EESULTS OUTLINED AT ASTRONCMICAL SOCIETY
MEETING
[NASA EELEASE-S4-77) P84-10094 06
LINGL, HEBB
SYMPOSIUM TO ICCUS CN FUTUEE LUNAE AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-84-141) P84-10196 06
LIPPKINN, WALTEE
SUGGESTED BEMAEKS: OPENING OF NASA ADMINISTEATORS
EXHIBIT, NATleNAL .AIE ANt SPACE MUSEUM
p84-10208 05
LOGSDON, JCBN K.
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PFCGliAM FOR SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
(NASA RELEASF-S4-83] P84-10100 06
LINDBEBGB, CBABIES
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: THIBD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEKORIAL LECTUHE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS, MD.
P84-10158 05
SYMPOSIUM TO FCCUS CN FUTUEE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
(NASA RELEASF-84-141) P84-10196 06
LONGANBCKEB, GEliAlD W.
NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-F METEOBOLOGICAL SATELLITE
[NASA EELEASF-84-150) P84-10230 06
LOPEZ, Dell
SUGGESTED EEMAEKS: OPENING CF NASA ADMINISTRATORS
EXHIBIT, NATICNAL ALB AND S~ACE MUSEUM
P84-10208 05
SUGGESTED BEHAEKS: LOW HEHOEIAL TBIBUTE,
IIASHING'ION, D.C. ~81j-10211 05
LEWIS, WILLIAK C~, JB.
SYBPOSIUB ~O PCCUS CN FU~UBE LUNAR AND SPACE
AC~l'IVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-84-141J P84-10196 06
LOW, GEOBGE II.
NASA SELECTS 17 ASTBONAUT CANDIDATES
(NASA EELEASE-€4-64) P84-10081 06
LOUNGB, JCBN B.
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CEEW ASSIGNMENTS
(NASA BELEASE-84-111) P84-10128 06
LOVBLL, JIBES AliTBUB, JB.
SUGGESTED EEMABKS: CFNTEE FOR SPACE ~OLICY INC.
CONFEEENCE, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10157 05
LOll, PRARK
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE ~ACILITY
INVESTIGATORS
(NASA EELEASE-84-110) P84-10127 06
SUGGESTED REMABKS: WINGS CLUB AWABDS DINNER, NEW
YOBK CITY P84-10218 05
LICBTENBEBG, HYBOI K.
NASA ANNOUNCES CBEW MEBEEBS FOB FUTUBE SPACE
SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
(NASA BELEASF-84-71J P84-10088 06
NASA ANNOUNCES UPIATED FLIGHT CBEW ASSIGNMENTS
(NASA BELEASE-84-111) P84-10128 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1584 NASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA liELEASE-84-179) P84-10260 06
LIBD, DON LESLIE
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAL S~ECIALISTS ~AMED
[NASA BELEASE-S4-74) P84-10091 06
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED ILIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
[NASA liELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
LBlIS, llIKE
NASA TO ASSIST IN ESTABLISING SATELLITE DATA LINK
[NASA BELEASE-84-173J P84-10254 06
E-19
~ASUBSKI. BABOLD
'[ NASA liELEAS.E-8q-15] P8q-l0015 06
PBRSONAL NAKES llDBI
NOAA
[NASA BELEASE-64-22] P8/j-l0022 06
BASUBSKI. BABOLD
NE~ EVIDENCE ~CUND FOR EUGE VOLCANOES ON VENUS
[NASA liELEASE-S/j-18] P8q-l0018 06
BUHEB. JCBN
NASA SELECTS SEACE INFBAlilD TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATORS
[NASA BELEASE-8q-ll0] P8q-l0127 06
~ATHIAS. eBABLES Bec.
SPACE AGENCY AIDED INVENTOE OF PBOGRAIlIlABLE
MEDICATION SYSTEM
[NASA BELEASE-6q-51] P6q-l0068 06
BUTHIlIIS, KEITH
NASA SELECTS SEACE INFRARlE TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATCRS
[NASA REIEASE-6Q-ll0] P8Q-l0127 06
KATTIIGLY. THOBAS KENNETH. II
IlATTINGLY TO LEAVE ASTRCNAUT CORPS FOR NAVY POST
[NASA BELEAS.E-6Q-97] P8/j-l0ll/j 06
NASA SETS LAUNCH DATE FOR FIBST DOD DEDICATED
SHUTTLE IUSSICfi
[NASA EELEASE-6Q-171] P6Q-l0252 06
BAUHIlTTE. .II.
SYIlPOSIUM TO FCCUS CN FUTURE LUNAB ANE SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-6/j-l/jl] P6/j-l0196 06
.IICBRIDE. JON A.
CREW IlEIlBER ADEED TO SHUTTLE IlISSION Ql-G
[NASA BELEASE-6Q-76] P6/j-l0093 06
NASA ANNOUNCES UPLATED ELIGET CRE~ ASSIGNIlENTS
[NASA BELEASE-84-111] P6/j-l0126 06
LAUNCH DATE SET FOB 41-G SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA BELEASE-84-132] P8/j-l0167 06
CHALLENGED'S SIXTH FLIGET EIGHLIGHTS EADTH SCIENCE
[NASA liELEASE-6Q-133] P64-10186 06
HIGHLIGHTS O~ 196Q NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
.IICCABE, JAIill .II.
FINALISTS CHCSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT
[NASA BELEASE-S/j-82] P84-10099 06
BCCALL. ROBEBT
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PECGBAIl FOR SCIENCE AND IlATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA EELEASE-64-63] P6Q-l0100 06
.IIeCALL. UINE L.
NASA TC LAUNCH NEW EARTE BESOUBCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
[NASA BELEASE-84-22] P8Q-l0022 06
.IICCANDLESS, BRUCI. II
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE ~OR SATELLITE BESCUE
[NASA BELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
SUGGESTED REIlAEKS: NATIONAL SPACE CLUB.
WASHINGTON. t. C. P8!1-10033 05
SOLAB IlAX REEAIB. IDEF DEFIOYIlENT HIGHLIGET
SHUTTLE FLIGIlT
[NASA BELEASE-S4-38] P6/j-~0055 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 196Q NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA EELEASE-6/j-179] P84-10260 06
KeeOB.IIICK. J. BYEeN
SYIlPOSIUH TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RlLEASE-8Q-1Ql] P84-10196 06
.IIeCULLEI. IlICBAEL J.
NASA SELECTS 17 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES
[NASA BELEASl-S/j-6Q] P64-10081 06
IICELBOY. AlOBN
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE F~B
BeGABVEI. BILLIE J.
+ STATEIlENT OF BILLIE J. MCGABVEY BEFORE THE
SUBCCIl.llITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS AND
THE SUBCOIlIlITTEE ON TRANSPORTATION. AVIATION AND
MATERIALS. COIlMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10170 05
BCGBAII. HABOLD I •• JR.
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PBOGDAIl FOR SCIENCE AND IlATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA BELEASE-S4-S3] P84-10100 06
.IICGBBGOB. D. II.
SYIlPOSIUIl TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA llELEASE-S4-141] PSQ-l0196 06
IICGUBIGAL'. TBOKAS E..
+ STATEIlENT BY iHO~AS E. IlCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOIlMITTEE ON NATURAL BESOURCES. AGRICULTURE.
RESEARCH AND ENVIRONIlENT. COIl.llITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF REPllESENTATIVES
P84-10201 05
IICINTOSB. BOI
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA BELEASE-64-4] P84-10004 06
.IICKU. DAVID S.
SYMPDSIUIl TO ~OCUS ON FUTUBE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVIUES
[NASA RELEASE-S/j-l/jl] P8/j-l0196 06
.IICLEAISH. JOHB E.
JSC PUBLIC INFORIlATION CHIEF TO RETIRE
[NASA BELEASE-84-16S] P8/j-l02Q9 06
BCKAHAN. IBDY
SUGGESTED REIlARKS: AIlEBICAN DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIATION. LONE STAR CHAPTER. FT. WORTH. TEXAS
P8/j-l0147 05
IICKAlns, PETE
STATEIlENT BY THOKAS E,. IlCGUNIGAL BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMIlITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES. AGRICULTUBE.
BESEARCH AND ENVIRONIIENT. COIIIlITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P84-10201 05
IICBUBTBI. THOIIAS C.
NASA TO TEST INFLIGHT REFUELING FOR SPACE SEUTTLE
FERRY FLIGHTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-9] P8/j-l0009 06
BCIAIE. BOBALD E.
ASTBONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RES CUI
[NASA BELEASE-8/j-/j] P84-1000Q 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL SPACE CLUB.
WASHINGTON. D.C. P8Q-l0033 05
SUGGESTED BEIlARKS: INAUGURATION OF BLACK HISTORY
MONTH, WASHINGTON. D.C. P8/j-l0034 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCO~IIITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COIlIlITTEE ON COIIMERCE. SCIENCE ANDTRANSPOBTATICN.
UNITED STATES SENATE P8/j-l0038 05
STATEMENT BY JAMES Il. BEGGS BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIONS. UNITED STATES SENATE
PSQ-l0139 05
STATEMENT OF JAIlES M. BEGGS BEFOBE THE
SUBCOIlMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES.
COIlMITTEE ON APPBOPRIATIONS. HOUSE OF
BEPBESENTATIVES P84-101/j0 05
HIGHLIGHTS OF 196/j NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-8/j-179] PSQ-l0260 06
IlCSHABE. JOSEPH
CHALLENGEB'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTE SCIENCE





SYBPOSIUM TO Fecus ON FUTUEE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
lIEGII.L, L. ll.
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOB SATELLITE BESCUE
(NASA BUEAS.E-84-4 J P84-10004 06
IlllGILL, iEl
CHALLENGEB'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
(NASA BELEAS.E-84-133] P84-10188 06
JlBHTA, EAJIY
NEll BESEABCH CNCLEAB-AIB TUBBULENCE
(NASA BELEASE-84-1E5] P84-10246 06
IlBINEL, CAliOLIN P.
SYIIPOSIUII TO FCCUS eN FUTURll LUNAB ANI SPACE
ACTIVITIES
(NASA liELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
IlELNICK, GABI
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFliABEI TELESCOPE EACILITY
INVESTIGATOBS
(NASA RELEAS.E-84-110] P84-10127 06
lIEBCKllN, H. I..
SUGGESTED BEIIAllRS: COllPOBATE COUNCIL FOB
INTERNATIONAL PCLICY. WJSHJNGTON. D.C.
P84-10148 05
SUGGESTED BEIIARRS: THIEI ANNUAL INTEBIATIONAL
CONFEBENCE. STUDENTS FOB THE EXPLOBATIQN AND
DEVELOPIIENT OF SPACE. WASHINGTCN, D.C.
P84-10153 05
SUGGESTED BEIIABRS: THIED AINUAI. lIICHELSON
HEIIOEIAL LECTURE. U.S. NAVAL ACADEIlY. ANNAPOLIS, liD.
P84-10158 05
IIIl11BOLD, ULI'
STATEIIENT OF JAIIES II. BEGGS EEEOBE THE
SUBCOlllIITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACll.
COIIMITTEE ON CCIIIIEBCE, SCIENCE ANDTBANSPOBTATION.
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
STATElIENT BY JAIIES II. BEGGS BEFOllE THE
SUBCOIIIIITTEE ON HUI-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COlllIITTEE ON APPBOPBIATICNS, UNITED SXATES SENATE
P84-10139 05
SUGGEST.ED llEIIABKS: HEAIQUJBTEBS HONOBS AWABDS
CEBE~ONY. WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10160 05
IIBBBDITB, I.BSUll
NASA TO LAUNCH Nllll llABTH EESOUBCES SATELLITE FOB
NOAA
(NASA BllLEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
BULLANE, BICHABD IIIKE
IlICHENEB. JAIIES
SUGGBSTBD BEHARKS: CORPORATE COUNCIL FOR
INTEBNATIONAL POLICY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
p84-1 0148 05
SUGGESTED llEMABKS: PBESIDENTIAL HANAGElIENT
INTEBNS' FORUM. THll U.s. AND THE NEW SPACE AGE.
WASHINGTON. D.C. p84-10212 OS
IIILLAIl, GOBDON
STATEHENT OF BONALD J. PHILIPS BEFORE THE
SOBCOllllITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATICNS.
COMHITTllE ON SCIllNCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE CF
REERESBNTATIVBS p84-1016~ 05
IIILLEB, JAIlES G.
SYHPOSIUlI TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPAell
ACTIVITIES
[NASA BllLllASE-84-141J P84-10196 06
lIITCHELI., f1IKll
FISCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGET PRBSS BBIEFING
P811-10032 05
f10I.LBEBG, BllBNAllD B.
DISCOVERY TO lIAKB HAlDEN FLIGHT ON STS 41-D
[NASA BllLllASll-84-69] p84-10086 06
CHALLENGEB'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCll
[NASA BBLllASE-84-133] P8 4-1 0188 06
JlOI.I.BE, Ii.
SYIlPOSIUII TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIllS
[NASA BELEASE-84-141] p84-10196 06
1I00BE, JESSE Ii.
NASA APPOINTS ACTING SPACE FLIGHT CHIEF
(NASA BBLllASll-84-40] p84-10057 06
AUGUST SHUTTLll lIISSION DEFINED
(NASA llELllASE-84-95]
ASSOCIATB ADMINISTRATOR FOR SPACE FLIGHT APPOINTED
[NASA BllLEASB-84-105J P84-10122 06
+·STATBlIllNT BY JESSE Ii. HOOBE BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACll SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COlllIITTEll ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOOSll OF
REPRESENTATIVES p84-10137 OS
STATEHBNT OF JAlIllS II. BEGGS BEFOllB THB
SUBCOllHITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCB AND APPLICATIONS,
COlIllITTEll ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
llEPRllSENTATIVES p84-10138 05
1I0BEI-HOI.TOR, EIIILI
SPACll RESEABCH INDICATES GRAVITY AFFECTS BeNll GROWTH
[NASA BEI.EASB-84-16] p84-10016 06
1l0SS, FBAllt ll.
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAlI FOE SCIllNCE AND HATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA BELllASE-84-83] pall-10100 06
1I0BBIS, D1IA
NASA WORKS TO IHPROVE AERIAL APPLICATION OF
CHEMICALS
(NASA BEI.EASll-84-66] p84-10083 06
1I0BBISOI, JAIIES B.
+.~~ATEIlENT BI JAIIES R. HORBISON BEFOBE THll
COHIlITTEll ON FOBEIGN RELATIONS, UNITED STATES SENATE
p84-10203 05
1I0IZIS• .B.
SYIIPOSIOII TO FOCOS ON FUTUBB LUNAB AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA BllLEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
1I0I.LANE. RICHARD illitE
SHUTTLll IlISSICN 41-D PBEFLIGHT BRIEFINGS
[NASA BllLllASll-84-60J P84-10077 06
DISCOVllRY TO IIARE IIAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 41-D
[NASA BELEASll-84-69] P84-10086 06
lIllSSllBSCBIIID. llENST
NASA ANNOUNCES UPIATED FLIGHT CBEW ASSIGNlIENTS
(NASA BELEAS.E-84-111] P84-10128 06
IIUEll, II. S.
SYlIPOSIUII TO FOCUS ON FUTUBE LUNAB AND SPACll
ACTIVITIES
[NASA BBLEASE-84-1~l] E8~-10196 06
lIICALE, 1'0B~0IA~O J.
FIBST SPACE ~BODUCT SET TO BE DEVELOPED FOB
COllHEBCIAL USE
[NASA BELEASE-E4-98] P84-10115 06
IIICELSON. ALBEBT ABEABA!
SOGGESTED BEIIABRS: THIllD ANNUAL IIICHELSON
lIll1l0BIAL LBCTUEE. U.S. NAVAL ACADEIIY. ANNAPOLIS, liD.
P84-10158 05
!JCBJlI., ~. C.
SYlIPOSIOll TO FOCUS ON FUTUBE LUNAB AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA EllLBASll-84-141] P84-10196 06
IIICHllLSOB, ALBEB! A.
NASA AD!INJSTRATOR OUTLINBS FUTURE IN SPACE
[NASA BllI.EASE-84-39J P84-10056 06
B-21
AOGUST SHUTTLE HISSION DBFINED
[NASA BELEASE-84-95] p84-10112 06
BUBI'BY. GIOJlGll I'IlJlSOIIL NIBBS INDEX
STATEMENT BY JAMES R. MOBBISON BEFORE THE
COMMITTEE 011 FOREIGN RELATIONS. UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10203 05
IOBDSIECK. KENNll%B a.
ASTBO PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS SELECTED
[NASA BELEASE-84-80] P84-10097 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA BEtEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
STS 51-A PBEFLIGHT CBEW PBESS CONFEBENCE
P84-10268 05
GODDABD TEAM SAVES THE DAY FOR SOLAR MAX
[NASA RELEASE-84-53] P84-10070 06
NASA ANNOUNCES FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS AND CHANGES
[NASA RELEASE-84-148] P84-10228 06
P84-10055 06[NASA BELEASE-84-38]
IIEiXON. JON
DR. BANS MARK ACOEPTS NER POST AT UNIVEBSITY OF
XEXAS SYSTEM
[NASA BELEASE-84-65] P84-10082 06
IIICBOLS. IIICBELLE
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOB SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCEt
[NASA BELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
IIICOLLXER. CLIDDE
NASA ANNOUNCES CBEW MEMBERS FOB FUTUBE SPACE
SHUirLE FLIGHiS
[NASA RELEASE-84-71] P84-10088 06
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREi ASSIGN BENTS
[NASA BELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
NIEDIIER. IIILeOLB
SCIENTISTS SELECTED TO OBSEBVE HALLEY'S COMET
[IIASA BELEASE-84-72] P84-10089 06
IIEBO'F. JOBII C.
SYBPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUIIAB AND SPACE
ACTI V.l TIES
(NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
UION, BICBARD
SUGGESTED REBABKS: SALZBERG MEMOBIAL LEC~UBE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY. N.Y. P84-10151 05
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: AMEBIC AN BAR ASSOCIATION'S
SECTION ON PUBLIC CONTRACT LAW, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P64-10159 05
NEUGEBIUER. GEJlRY
NASA SELECXS SPACE INFRABED XELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATORS
(NASA BELEASE-84-1'10] P84-10127 06
IIE11BURI. RAY L.
PIONEER CAN MAKE UNIQUE HALLEY'S COMET OBSEBVATION
[NAS.A RELEASE-64-88] P84-10105 06
NEiBAN. C•. XBOBIS
FISCAL YEAB 1985 BUDGET PBESS BBIEFING
P84-10032 05
IIELSOI. TODD
ASTBONAUTS TO PBACTICE FOB SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA RELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: STUDENT SHUTTLE INVOLVEMENT
PROGBAM. WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10152 05
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED PLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
(NASA DELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: 41-D BANNED FLIGHi AWARENESS
RECEPTICN. KENNEDY SPACE CENTED. FLA.
P84-10150 05
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR SHUiiLE MISSION 41-D
P84-10129 06
InIAS. BOB
STS 51-A PBEPLIGHT CBEW ERESS CONFERENCE
P84-10268 05
IELSOI. .LOBEIC!
NEW NASA EDUCAiICNAL PECGEAM FOB SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
(NASA liELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
DISCOVEBY TO BAKE BAIDEN FLIGHT ON BISSION 41-1:
[NASA ]ELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
NASA/BECON USERS CCNFEBENCE SET FOR SEPiEBBER 27
AND 28
[NASA BELEASE-84-135] P84-10190 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
BUlIPBY. G10BGll
STATEBENT BY TBOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOHBITTEE ON NATUBAL BESCURCES. AGBICULTURE.
BESEABCH AND ENVIBCNJlENT. CCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND




NASA TO TBANSFER OWNERSHIP OF VIKING LANDEB 1 TO
MUSEUM
[NASA BELEASE-e4-58] P84-10075 06
BUBPBY. KATBLEEI
SYMPOSIUB TO FCCOS ON FOTOBE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACUVIXlES
(NASA BELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
BOBPBY. SHAIIN
DISCOVEBY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-84-69] P84-10086 06
BU5GBAYE••BAIKLII S~OBY
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAD SEECIALISTS NAMED
[NASA DELEAS1-84-74] P84-10091 06
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED PLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-111] PE4-10128 06
SUGGESTED BEBARKS: HHt(;UAETERS HONORS AWARDS
CEBEMCNY. WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10160 05
ASTRONAUT DON EETBRSON TC LEAVE NASA
[NASA BELEASE-84-157] P84-10238 06
UGEL. S~JlYEI B.
NASA NAMES TBREE BEBBEBS OP 51-K CBEN
[NASA RELEASE-84-23] P84-10023 06
NASA ANNOUNCES UPtATED FLIGHT CBEW ASSIGNBENTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
IUSBETT. JOBII






SYBPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAB AIID SPACE
ACTIVITIES






SUGGESiED BEBABKS: NATICNAL SPACE CLUB.
NASHINGiCN. t. C. P84-10033
IELSOI. GIOBGI t.
APBIL 6 SEi AS LAUNCH tATE FOR SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C
(NASA IELEAS1-84-27] P84-10027 06
SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C BRIEFINGS SET
[NASA EELEASE-84-2 8] P84-10028
SOLAR MAX REEAIR. LDEF t1ELCYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGIiT
£-22
PBHSOI1L 11IBS IIDII PB!nIT, DOI1LD L
EXHIBIT, NAfIOBAL AIR AND SPACE 8USEU8
P84-10208 05
NASA AIIOUICES UPDAfED IL~GHf CBEW ASSIGNIENfS
[IASA BELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
OPAL, CBI!
SCIENHSTS SELECTE.D TO CESllHVE HALLEI'S C08ET
[NASA EELEASE-e4-72] P84-10089 06
OIIZOKA, ILLISOI S.
SUGGESTED BE8ARKS: IATICIAL SPACE CLUE,
WASHIIGfON, D.C. P84-10033 05
SUGGESTED BlIABKS: ASIAI/PACIFIC AIEBICAN
HEBITAGE WEEK, IASA HEADQU1BiERS P84-10141 05
NASA SETS LAUNCH DATI lOR EIBST DOD DEDICATED
SHUffLE 8ISSIOI
[NASA EELEASE-84-171] P84-10252 06
PARKS, TED
NEW RESEARCH ON CLEAR-AIR fURBULENCE
[NASA BELEASE-84-165] P84-10246 06
PABLlEB. CHABLES A.
NASA SCREENS SECOND GROUP OF ASTBONAUT APPLICAN7S
[NASA RELEASE-84-26] P84-10026 06
PlllBISB, EL~OI
FISCAL lEAR 1985 BUDGET PBESS BRIEFING
P84-10032 05
PASfEUB, LOUIS
SUGGESfED REMARKS: A8ERICAN BAR ASSOCIAfICN'S
SECfION ON PUELIC CONfRACf LAW, WASHINGfON, D.C.
P84-10159 05
PA!IIE, SETH
FISCAL lEAR 1985 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
P84-10032 05
PAYIE, BELVIB 8D
NEW NASA EDUCAfIONAL PROGBA8 FOR SCIENCE AID 8AfH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
PAnOll, GABY E.
NASA SETS LAUNCH DAfE FOR FIBST DOD DEDICATED
SHUTTLE BISSJ:ON
[NASA .RELEASE-84-171] P84-10252 06
PEALE, NORBAI VINCEB~
SUGGESfED REBARKS: AERO CLUB OF .WASHINGfCN, D.C.
P84-10144 05
PALBER, 8ILES B.
NASA SCBBENS SECOND GBOnp OF ASfBOIAUT APPLICANTS
[NASA BELEASE-84-26] P84-10026 06
PAPIKE, J. J.
SYBPOSIUB fa FOCUS 01 FUfUBE LUNAR AID SPACB
ACTIVIUES
[NASA BELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
PARISE, BOIILD A.
ASTBP PAYLOAD SPECIALISfS SELECTED
[NASA BELEASE-84-80] P84-10097 06
PIRKEB, HOBERT ALLAI RIDLE!
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHf CBEW ASSIGN8ElfS
[NASA RELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
PARKER, ROBBRT ALLII BIDLEY
NASA ANNOUNCES CHEW 8E8BERS FOB FUfUBE SPACE
SHU~fLE FLIGHTS
[NASA BELEASE-84-71] P84-10088 06
ASfRO PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS SELECTED
[NASA RELEASE-84-80] P84-10C97 06
P84-10011 06
OUSLIY, G:U
ARTIFICIAL CCIET VISIBLE IN WESTEBN U.S. ON
CHBISUAS DIl
[NASA HELEASE-84-170] P84-10251 06
OVBBBYBB, BOllEBT IBAIKLII
SPACELAll 3 AND 2 PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS IA8ED
[NASA EELEASE-84-74] P84-10091 06
NASA AIIOUICES UPLATED FLIGHT CREW ASS~GN8ENTS
[NASA BILIAS1-84-111] P84-10128 06
O'DELL, C. BOBEH~
SCIENfISfS SELECfED fO GESEBVE HALLEY'S COlEf
[NASA BELEASE-84-72] P84-10089 06
OCKELS, IIUBBO
NASA AIIOUNCES UPDAfED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGN8EITS
[NASA BELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
OGLESllY, !ED




LASEB TECHNOLOGI USED TC IIPEOVE AIBCBAIT DESIGN
[NASA HELEASE-84-1C8] P84-10125 06
OBTOI, GEOBGE
CBALLENGEB'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EABTH SCIENCE
[NASA EELIASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
OBllELL, GIOBGE
SUGGESTED BEIAEKS: GEOEGE WASHINGfON UNIVERSliY
POLICY STUDIES PECGBA8, WASBINGfON, D.C.
P84-10163 05
O'COIIOB, BBYII D.




,STATE8ENT OF JAIES 8. BEGGS EEFOBE THE
. SUBCOMBITTEE 01 SCIEICE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
C08BITTEE CN CCBIEECE, SCIENCE ANDfBAISPOBfATION,
UNlfED SfAiES SEIAiE P84-10038 05
STAfE8EIT OF JABES 8. llEGGS BEFOBE THE
SUBCOBBITTEE CI HUX-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
C088ITTEE CN APPEOPBIAfICbS, HOUSE 01
REPRESENfATIVES P84-10140 05
SfAfEBENf BY JOHN W•. BOYD BEFOBE fHE SUECOB8IffEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICAiIONS AND THE
SUBCOMIITfEE 01 TBANSPOETAfION, AVIATION AND
8AfEBIALS, CCI8ITilE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOnSE OF REPRESElfAfIVES P84-10167 05
PIGE, TBOnOI
SfS 51-A PREELIGHT CREW PRESS COIFERENCE
P84-10268 05
PAlBE, TOil
SUGGESTED RE8ARKS: OPEllbG OF NASA AL8INIS~BA70RS
PELfZ. IIILLIIII H.
FINALISfS CHOSEN IN SHUTTLE SfUDENT PROJECT
[NASA BELEASE-84-82] P84-10099 06
PETERSEI, RICHIRD B•
HEARfH fO LEAVE LANGLEY, PEfERSEN NA8ED DIRECfOR
[NASA RELEASE-84-163] P84-10244 06
PETERSOI, DOIALD HEBOD
SUGGESTED RE8ARKS: HEADQUARfERS HONORS AWlBDS
CEREHOIY, WASHIIGTON, D.C. P84-10160 05
ASTRCNAUi DON PETEBSCN fO LEAVE NASA
[NASA RELEASE-84-157] P84-10238 06
PETHOIE, BOCCO A.
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAI FOR SCIENCE AID 8ATH
ANNCUNCED
[NASA BELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
PETTIT, DOIALD B.
SIBPPSIU8 fO FOCUS ON FUfUBE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVIfIES
[NASA BELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
PBftl. BBGIB1LD PBliSOI1L BAKBS X.DBI
R
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: WINGS CLUB AWABDS DINNER. NEW
YORK CITY P84-10218 05
Q
QUAGLIABIILLO, EilESTO
NASA REQUESTS EXPERIHENTS FCR TETHERED SATELLITE
[NASA Bl!LEASE-84-54) P84-'1007l 06
P84-10037 05NASA BUDGET PRESS CONFERENCE
STATEMENT BY JAMES M. BEGGS B~ORE THE
SUBCOMIlITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APPROPRIATIQNS. UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10139 05
RAO, U. 1I.
NASA AND INDIA SIGN LAUNCH AGREEIlENT
[NASA RELEASE-84-175) P84-10256 Op
REAGAN. ROBALD
311 ANNOUNCES LONG-RANGE EASIC RESEARCH PROGliAM IN
SPACE
[NASA RELEASE-84-14) P84-10014 06
KliATOVIL TO HEAD NASA'S INDUSTRY AFFAIRS OFFICE
(NASA RELEASE-84-24] P84-10024 06
NASA ANNOUNCES LONG RANGE PLAN FOR INDUSTRIAL
SPACE iACILITI
[NASA RELEASE-84-29) P84-10029 06
SUGGESTED REHARKS: THE CENTERRE GROUP. ST. LOUIS.
MISSOURI P84-10031 05
FISCAL lEAR 1985 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
P84-10032 05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: NATIONAL SPACE CLUB,
WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10033 05
THE PRESIDENT'S PLAN FOR SPACE: A PARTNERSHIP
FORPROGRESS. STATEMENT FOR PBESS BRIEFING
P84-10036 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SPACE ACT AWARDS CEREIlONY.
APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY, JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY, LAUliEL. ftARYLAND P84-10262 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAIlSON BEFORE THE
SUBCGMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMIIITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10039 05
STATEIlENT OF PHILIP E. CULBERTSON AND JOHN D.
HODGE BEFORE THE SUBCOIlMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS. COHMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECBNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF BEPRESENTATIVES P84-10040 05
NASA ADMINISTRATOR OUTLINES FUTURE IN SPACE
(NASA RELEASE-84-39) P84-10056 06
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOB SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-84-83) P84-10100 06
FOUR NASA CENTERS ASSIGNED SPACE STATION STUDIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-85) P84-10102 06
NASA HEADQUARTERS SPACE STATION OFFICE ESTABLISHED
(NASA RELEASE-84-l04) P84-10121 06
STATEIlENT OF JAIlES Il. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COMMITTEE ON COIlMERCE. SCIENCE ANDTRANSPORTATION.
UNITED STATES SENATE P84-10038 05
RlNKElI, il. A.
SYIlPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FU~URE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141) P84-10196 06
lIAIIOS, l'EliBAlDO
STATEIlENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOIlMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES. AGRICULTURE,
RESEARCH AND ENVIRONIIENT, COMIlITTEE ON SCIENCE AND




51-A FLIGHT DIRECTORS fRIEFING
POSKBUCB~ DAB
SOLAR MAX REPAIR. LDEF DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA RELEASE-84-38) P84-10055 06
POST, iILEY
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECTURE. U.s. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS. MD.
P84-10158 05
PRIES2. RICHARD H.
NASA SCREENS SECOND GRCUP OF ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-26) P84-10026 06
PRIBZ, DIUNE K.
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
[NASA BELEASE-84-74] P84-1009l 06
PROVOST. DAVE
NASA TO ASSIST IN ESTABLISING SATELLITE DATA LINK
(NASA RELEASE-84-173) P84-l0254 06
STATEMENT OF PATRICK A. TEMPLETON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10166 05
PBILIPS, BCNALD J.
+ STATEaENT OF RONALD J. PHILIPS BEFORE THE
SUBCOftaITTEE eN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE eN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10164 05
PHILLIPS. MARl L.
NASA SCREENS SEceND GROUP OF ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS
(NASA RELEASE-84-26] P84-10026 06
PHILLIPS. P. G.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA EELEASE-84-141) P84-10196 06
PHILLIPS. ROBERT lARD
SPACELAE 4 PAYLOAD SPECIALIST CANDIDATES SELECTED
FOR TRAINING
(NASA EELEASE-84-1) P84-10001 06
PIPHEB, JUDITH
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE ~ACILITY
INVESTIGATOBS
[NASA RELEASE-84-110) P84-10127 06
PLOSZAJ. BeNALD
NEW EXPLORER TC INVESTIGATE EXTREME ULTRAVIOLET BAND
[NASA RELEASE-84-125) P84-10l80 06
PB!~n, IlBGUIALD
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBcoaaITTEE ON NATURAL EESOURCES, AGRICULTURE.
RESEARCH AND E~VIRCiHENT, CCHaITTEE CN SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
P84-l0201 05
RADFORD, UDE E.
NASA RECOGNIZES JOHNS HOPKINS TEAll FOR MEDICAL
DEVELOPIIENT
[NASA RELEASE-84-167] P84-10248 06
lIAIll'OBD, IIAIBE
SUGGESTED BREMARKS: APELIED PHYSICS LABORATORY.
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY. LAUREL MARYLAND
P84-l0261 05
STATEMENT OF JAIIES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUD-INDEPENDENT AGENCIES,
COIlIlI~TEE ON APPROPRIATIONS. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES P84-10140 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ASIAN/PACIFIC AIlERICAN
HERITAGE WEEK, NASA HEADQUARTERS P84-10141 05
£-24
EBiSOI1L N1MBS INDBX BBSIIK, JUDITH 1.
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ALVISORY
COMMITTEE MEETING, NEW YCBH, N.Y. P84-10143 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GOLDMAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING,
WESTCHES~ER COUNTY, N.Y. PB4-10213 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: METRCECLITAN CLUB, WASHINGTON,
D. C. PS4-10145 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE
LUNCHEON, MISSOURI P84-10216 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: TOUCEE ROSS EREAKEAST SERIES
P84-10146 05
SUGGESTED llEMARKS: AMERICAN DEFENSE PRl!PAllEDNESS
ASSOCIATION, LCNE STAR CHAPTEll, FT. WOllTH, TEXAS
P84-10147 05
SUGGESTED llEMARKS: CORPORATE COUNCIL EOR
INTERNATIONAL POLICY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-1014S 05
SUGGESTED llEMAllKS: NATIONAL CONFEllENCE ON FIRE
COMBUSTION TOXICITY, WASHINGTCN, D.C.
P84-10149 OS,
SUGGESTED REMARKS: 41-D MANNED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPTICN, KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FLA.
PS4-10150 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY, N.Y. PS4-10151 05
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: SEMlNAB ON "PROSPECTS FOR
SPACE COMMERCIALIZATION", CENTER FOR STllATEGIC AND
INTERNATIONALSTUDIES r GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10217 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WINGS CLUB AWARDS DINNER, NEW
YOBK CITY PS4-10218 05
SUGGESTED REMARK: LUNAR BASE SYMPOSIUM,
WASHINGTON, ~.C. P84-10220 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONTllACT MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION HERBERT ROBACK MEMORIAL AWARD tINNER,
ARLINGTON, VIRGIBIA P84-10221 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: llUSSELL REYNOLDS COMPANY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. p84-10222 05
ENTE~PRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WOllLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON), WASHINGTON, D.C.
(NASA llELEASE-84-153] P84-10223 05
SUGGESTED REMAllKS: HEAD~UARTERS HONORS AWARDS
CEllEMONY, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10160 05
UNITED STATES CHAMBER OE CCMMERCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10155 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION'S
SECTICN ON PUBLIC CONTRACT LAW, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10159 05
STATEMENT BY JAMES R. MORRISON 8EFOllE THE








STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETlllEVAL BRIEFING
P84-10267
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA BELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
STATEMENT BY L. J. EVANS, JB. BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMI~TEE ON COMMERCE, SCIENCE, AND
TllANSPORTATION, UNITED STATES SENATE
PS4-10236 05
SUGGESTED REMAEKS: WORLD TRADE CENTER CLUE, NEW
YORK CITY P84-10224 05
SUGGESTED RllEMARKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY,
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, LAUREL MARYLAND
P84-10261 05
STS 51-A PREFLIGHT CREW PRESS COUFERENCE
P84-10268 05
BBICHLE. HEBBY G•• JR.
CHALLENGEB'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
(NASA RELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
BElIATD. MICHAEL
LASER TECHNOLOGY USED TO IMPROVE AIRCRAFT DESIGN
[NASA RELEASE-84-1081 P84-10125 06
REININGBR, BD
DISCOVEllY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 41-t
(NASA BELEASE-84-69] P84-10086 06
BBCER, PAUL
51-A FLIGHT DIRECTOBS BRIEFING
BED80RD, E8MA C~
FINALISTS CHOSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJEC~
(NASA RELEASE-84-82] P84-10099
BEEVES, BILL





P84-10156 05ROTARY CLUB CF WASHINGTCN, L.C.
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CENTER ECR SPACE POLICY INC.
CONFBRBNCE, WASHINGTON, D.C. PS#-10157 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIED ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECTUEE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS, MD.
PS4-10158 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS~ AlA SPRING CONFBRENCE,
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. PS4-10162 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
POLICY STULIES PRCGRAM, WASHINGTON, D.C.
PS4-10163 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIED ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL
CONFEllENCE, STtDENTS FOR TEE EXPLOllATION AND
DEVELOPMENT CE SPACE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10153 05
NASA TO FLY EDUCATOR CN SHUTTLE MISSION
(NASA EELEASE-84-122] P84-10177
SPACE STATION EROPOSALS SOUGHT
(NASA EELE AS E- 84-130 ]
NASA ANL 3M CCMPANY SIGN JCINT AGREEMENT
(NASA RELEASE-84-143] PS4-10198
SUGGEST~D REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE EVENT
P84-10207 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: PRESIDENTIAL MANAGEMENT
INTEllNS' FORUM, THE U.S. AND THE NEW SPACE AGE,
WASHINGTON, t.C. PS4-10212 05
STATEMENT BY ISAAC T. GILLAM, IV BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE CN CCMMERCE, SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE PS4-10204 05
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CllEW ASSIGNMEN~S
(NASA RELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06




AUGUST SHUTTLE MISSION DEFINED
(NASA RELEASE-84-95]
BESNIK, JUDITH A¥
SHU~TLE MISSIUN 41-D PREFLIGHT BllIEFINGS
(NASA RELBASE-84-60] PS4-10077 06
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 41-t
(NASA BELBASE-84-69] P84-10086
05
NASA SYMPOSIUM ON ~RODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY:
COMMITTING TO EXCELLENCE, WASHINGTON, L.C.
P84-10206
B-25
BICBlIlDS, P1UL PBBSOIIL NIIIBS INDBI
SUGGESTED EEMABKS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYEACUSE UNIVERSITY. N.Y. 1'84-10151 05
RUSSELL, BEBTRAND
SUGGESTED REMARKS: TOUCHE ROSS BEBAKFAST SEEIES
P84-10146 05
lIOSllNTHAL, BABBI
FISCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
P84-10032 05
lIOY, A. J.
NASA TO TEST INFLIGHT REFUELING FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
FEEBY FLIGHTS
[NASA EELEASE-84-9] 1'84-10009 06
06
06P84-10011
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
(NASA BELEASE-84-111] P84-10128
BOSS, JEBBI. L.
liAS A AliNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNIIEN7S
(liASA EELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
EOTHIIANI. ROBER7
FISCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
P84-10032 05
BUZIC, IElL
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR SCIllNCE AND MATH
AliliOUliCED
(NASA EELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
BUCKELSHAUS, BILL
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ALA SPRING CONFERENCE.
WILLIAMSBURG. VA. P84-10162 05
BUIIIIEL, JOBN
SPACBLAB 4 PAYLOAD SPECIALIST CANDIDATES SELECTBD
FOB :rUINING
(liASA BELEASE-84-1] P84-10001 06
EOSENBEBG, SANDBBS D.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AliD SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASB-84-141] P84-10196 06
BOSS, JEBBI L.,
TWO SHUTTLE CREWS NAMED BY NASA
(NASA RELEASE-84-11]
NASA ANNOUNCES UPIATED ELIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
(NASA EELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
STATEMENT BY JAMES B. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN HUD-INDEIENDENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE ON APPROPEIATIONS, UNITED STATES SENATE
p84-10139 05
SUGGESTED EEMAEKS: 41-D MANNED FLIGHT AWAEENESS
RECEPTION, KENNEDY SPACE CENTEE, FLA.
p84-10150 05
BIDE, SALLI K.
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATICNAl SPACE CLUE,
WASHINGTON, D. C. p84-10033 05
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS EEFORE THE
SUECOMMITTEE ON SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE,
COMMITTEE ON ceMMEBCE, SCIENCE ANDTRANSPOETATION,
UNITED STATES SENATE p84-10038 05
CREW MEMBEE ADDED TO SHUTTLE MISSION 41-G
(NASA RELEASE-€4-76] 1'84-10093 06
STATEMENT OF JAMES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON HUt-INDEPENIENT AGENCIES,
COMMITTEE CN APPBOPBIATICNS, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10140 05
SUGGESTED REMAEKS: HEADQUAETEES HONOES AWAEDS
CEEEMCNI, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10160 05
LAUNCH DATE SET FOE 41-G SHUTTLE MISSION
(NASA EELEASE-84-132] P8~-10187 06
BICKENBACKER, EDDIE
SUGGESTED REMABKS: WINGS CLUB AWAEDS DINNER, NEW
YOEK CITY 1'84-10218 05
DISCOVEEY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
(NASA BELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
H~GHLIGHTS OJ 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA EELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
BICB1BDS, PAUL
NASA SELECTS SIACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATOES
(NASA BELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH JLIGBT HIGHLIGHTS EAETH SCIENCE
(NASA EELEASE-84-133] 1'84-10188 06
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: MANNED FLIGHT AWAEENESS
BECEPTION (41-G) T-2 DAIS. KENNEDY SPACE CENTEB.
FLCRIDA p84-10214 05
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA JiELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
STS 51-A PBEJLIGHT CBEW IRESS CONFEBENCE
p84-10268 05
EIEKE, GIOEGB
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFBABED TELESCOPE FACILITY
IliVESTIGATOES
(NASA EELEASE-84-110] 1'84-10127 06
BOBBBTS, EAENEI B.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTUBE LUNAR AliD SPACE
ACTIVITIES
(liASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
BODDBBBEEEI. GBIE
lIEW NASA EDUCATICNAL PECGBAM FCR SCIElI£E AND MATH
UNOUNCED
[NASA EELEASE-84-83] p84-10100 06
BOllLLIG, 7BOIIAS
NASA SELllCTS SPACE INFBABED TELESCOPE RACILITY
IN VESTIGATOES
[liASA EELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
BOOSE'ELT, THEODOEE
SUGGESTED REMAEKS: CHASE INTEBNATICNAL A£VISORI
COMMITTEE MElTING, NEW YCBR, N.Y. 1'84-10143 05
SUGGESTED BEBARKS: SPACE SCIENCE BOAED MEETING
WOODS BOLE. !ASS p84-10209 05
s
SADILllK, ALBEBT ~
NASA BECOGNIZES JOHliS HOPKINS TEAM FOR MEDICAL
DEVELOPliE NT
[NASA liELEASE-84-167] P84-10248 06
SUGGESTED RREMARKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LABOEATORY,
JOHNS HOPKINS UlIIVERSITY, LAUREL IIABYLAND
P84-10261 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SPACE ACT AWARDS CEREMONY.
APPLIBD PHYSICS LABORATOEY, JOHNS HOPKIliS
UNIVERSITY. LAUREL. MAEYLAND P84-10262 05
SUSS, JOBI
NASA BEQUESTS EXPERIMENTS FOE TETHERED SATELLITE
(NASA EELEASB-84-54] P84-10071 06
SALKELD, EOBllur
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURB LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
(NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10156 06
SALOIIOBSOB, YINCllNr
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
(NASA BELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
SALPBTBB, BDIIB
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFBABED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATORS
[NASA RELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
SALZIIAB, G. ~
SYMPOSIUM 'TO FOCUS ON FUTUEE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
(liASA RELBASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
E-26
RBISO»AL IAIIS IIDII SH1KISPE1RI. IILLI1!
SANTAYINI, GBOBGE
SUGGESXED EE!AEKS: ASIAN/FACIFIC AIEEICAN
HBEITAGE WEEK. NASA HBADCUABTEBS P84-10141 05
SCOBEB, FBIHCIS BICHIBD
APRIL 6 SET AS LAUBCH DATE FOR SHUTTLE IIISSION 41-C
[NASA "BELEASE-84-27] P84-10027 06
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: AEBO CLUB OF IIASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10144 05
SUGGESTED BBMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISeRY
COMMITTEE MEETING, NEW YORK, N.Y. P84-10143 05
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNIENTS
[NASA'RELEASE-84-111] pS4-10128 06
SHAKISPEARE, IIILLIA!





SHUTTLE IISSION 41-C BRIEFINGS SET
[NASA BELEASE-84-28] P84-10028 06
SOLAE lAX EEPAIR, LDEF DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTTLE FLIGHT
[NASA BELEASE-84-38] P84-10055 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA EELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
SEYIRIDE, TO!
51-A FLIGHT DIRECTOBS BBIEFING
SEWELL, CHABLIS A.
X-29 SCHEDOLED FOR MAIDEN FLIGHT
[NASA B~LEASE-84-164J
SEDDOB, !IBG1BI~ BHII
TWO SHUTTLE CREIIS NAilED BY NASA
[NASA EELEASE-84-11]
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL SPACE CLUB,
WASHINGTON, D.C. p84-10033 05
SUGGESTED EEMARKS: FEDERAL ENGINBERING OF THB
YEAE AWARDS BANQUET p84-10035 05
THE ,PBESIDENT'S PLAN FOR SPACE: A PARTNEESHIP
FORPEOGRESS. STATEIIENT FOR PBESS BRIEFING
p84-10036 05
SCllLLI-POIiBB. PAOL D.
CREW MEMBEB ~DDED TO SHUXTLE MISSION 41-G
[NASA BELEASE-84-76] P84-10093 06
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREII ~SSIGNIIENTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-111] p84-10128 06
LAUBCH DATE SET FOB 41-G SHUTTLE MISSION
[NASA RBLEASE-84-132] p84-10187 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
SIIBORG, GLIBB
SOGGESTED BEll ARKS: GEOBGE IIASHINGTON llNIVERSITY
POLICY STUDIES PROGBAM, WASHINGTON, D.C.
p84-10163 05
SBITZ. FREDIBICK
NEW NASA BDUCATIONAL PROGEAM FOR SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA BELEASB-84-83] PS4-10100 06
SILLEBS. IIALLACB o.
SYMP9SIUI TO FOCUS ON FUTUBE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] p84-10196 06
SILTZEB, 1'BUK
STS 51-1 SATELLITE RETRIEVAL BRIEFING
p84-10267 05
SCHlITT, HIBBISCI HAGEl, Ji.
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PieGRAM POB SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA HELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
SYMPOSIUM TO FCCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
SCHlITT, BIBBIseN
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PHOGEA! FOR SCIENCE AND lATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
SCBQCK, E. II.
DISCOVERY TO lAKE IAIDE~ FLIGHT ON STS 41-D
[NASA EELEASE-€4-6 9] P84-10086 06
SCBABDT, BUBTOB
NASA Te LAUNCH NEW EAETH BESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
[NASA RELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
DISCOVERY TO lAKE IAIDEN FlIGHT ON IISSION 41-D
[NASA EELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
SCHBBIBB, ETBAN
ASTRONOIERS DESCRIBE WCEK AT SFACE TELESCOPE
SCIENCE INSTITUTE
[NASA RELEASE-S4-73] P84-10090 06
SCBBBB, J. W.
SYIPOSIUM TO FCCUS eN FUTUEE LUNAB AND SPACE
ACTIVliIES
[NASA FELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
SCHAPLI, IlILLIS
FISCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGET FEESS BBIEFING
P84-10Q32 05
SAITO., DCN
NASA AWABDS ORBITAL TBANSIEB VEHICLE SXUDY CONTRACTS
[NASA EELEASE-€4-90] P84-10107 06
SCIBF, FBED L<.
NEW EVIDENCE FeUND FOB HUGE VOLCANOES ON VENUS
[NASA BELEASE-S4-18] P84-10018 06
SCHIIl!T, GOBTEE
CHALLENGEE'S SIXTH FLIGHT RlGHLIGHTS EAETH SCIENCE
[NASA EELEASE-84-133] P8~-10188 06
SCBLBSINGBB, JIll
SUGGESXED RE!ARKS: COFFeEATE COUNCIL FOB
INTEENATIONAI FeLICY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10148 05
SAOBE, E. L.
SYIPOSIUa TO Feeus ON FUXUBE LUNAH AND SPACE
ACUVIUES
[NASA EELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
SAONDBBS, G. C.
SYMPOSIUI TO FOCUS ON FUXUEE LUNAE AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA EELEASE-84-141] P8~10196 06
SASTEI, S.
SYIPOSIU! TO FCCUS ON FUTUEE LUNAE AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA EELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
SATOENBLLI, CAELA IAIIE
FINALISTS CHCSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PBOJECT
[NASA EELEASE-84-82] P84-10099 06
SCHIlIND, BIENAED
STATEJiENTBY THOMAS E. ICGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOMIITTEE eN NATUBAI EESCURCES, AGEICULTUBE,
RESEARCH AND ENVIRCNIENT, celMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF EEFEESENTATIVES
P84-10201 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: METROPOLITAN CLUB, IIASHINGTeN,
D.C. PS4-10~45 05
SUGGESTED BEIARKS: AMERICAN DEFENSE PRBPAEEDNESS
ASSOCIATION, LONB STAB CHAPTER, FT. WORTH, TEXAS
p84-10147 05
seHWIlB, JIll
51-A FLIGHT DIEEC~ORS ERIEFING PS4-10266 05
SUGGES~ED EEIARKS: NATIONAL CONFEEENCB ON FIBE
COMBUSTION TOXICITY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
5-27
SBAPIBO, MAUBIC! M. PBBSONAL NABBS ZRDBX
NASA ANNCUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGN BENTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-111) P84-10128 06
SHAI, GBOBGB BBBNARD
SUGGESTED REBARKS: WINGS CLUB AWARDS DINNER, NEI
YOEK CITl P84-10218 05
P84-10149 05
SUGGESTED RE!ARKS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNI¥ERSITY, N.Y. P84-10151 05
SUGGESiED RE!ARKS: MORTCN THIOKOL MANAGEMENT
GRCUP, POINT CLEAR, ALA. P84-10154 05
UNITED STATES CHAMEER CJ CCMMERCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10155 05
SHAW, BBBIS~BB BOPKZNSOR, JB.
TWO SHUTTLE CREIS NAMED BY NASA
[NASA RELEASE-84-11) P84-100H 06
NASA SYMPOSIUM ON PRODUCiIVITY AND QUALITY:
COMMIiiING TO EXCELLENCE, wASHINGTON, t.C.
P84-10206 05
SUGGESiED REMARKS: AMERICAN EAR ASSOCIATION'S
SECTION ON PUBLIC CONTRACT LAW, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10159 05
SUGGESiED REMARKS: ALA SPRING CONEERENCE,
WILLIAMSBURG, VA. P84-10162 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSITY
POLICY STUDIES PROGRAM, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10163 05
SUGGESiED REMARKS: CENTER ECR SPACE PQLICY INC.
CONFERENCE, ~ASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10157 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECTURE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS, MD.
P84-10158 05
SHBIVBB, LORER d.
NASA SETS LAUNCH DATE FOR FIRST DOD DEDICATED
SHUTTLE MISSICN
[NASA RELEASE~84-171) P84-10252 06
SHBPABD, ALAN B~R~LBTr, JR.
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
SBBPADD. ALLBR BARrLE~r, dU.,
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONTRACT MANAGEMENT
ASSOCIATION HERBERT ROBACK sEMORIAL AWARD DINNER,
ARLINGTON, VIRGINIA P84-10221 05
SBBPBBD. JULLIAJI II..
NASA SELECTS 17 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES
[NASA RELEASE-84-64] P84-10081 06
SBBRIIAR, ULAH
NASA WEAR-PROOF REFRIGERATOR IN OPERATION lOR ONE
YEAR
[NASA RELEASE-84-87] P84-10104 06
P84-10156 05ROTARY CLUB CE WASHINGTON, D.C.
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SPACE SCIENCE BOARD MEETING
WOODS HOLE, !ASS p84-10209 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: INTERNATIONAL PERSONNEL
MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATICN ANNUAL CONFERENCE, ROSSLYN,
VA. P84-10210 05
SUGGESiED REMARKS: GOLEMAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING,
WESTCHESTER COUNTY, N.Y. P84-10213 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MANNED FLIGHT AWARBNESS
RECEPiION (41-G) T-2 DAYS, KENNEDY SPACE CENTER,
FLORIDA p84-10214 as
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MEETING OF CALTECH TRUSTEE
COMMITTEE CN JPI, WASHINGTCN, t.C. P84-10215 05
SUGGESUD 'REMARKS: SEMINAIi eN "PROSPECTS FOR
SPACE COMMERCIALIZATION", CENTER FOR STRATEGIC AND
INTERNATIONALSTUDIES, GEORGETOWN UNIVERSITY,
liASHINGiON, t. c. P84-10217 05
SBU, PErER
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FAC~LITY
INVESTIGATORS
[NASA RELBASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
SHULftAN. ELLBR Lb
NASA BEG~NS SCREENING ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-15] P84-10015 06
NASA SELECTS 17 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES
[NASA RELEASE-84-64] P84-10081 06
SILBEBBERG, BBIN
SYHpOSIUII TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVIUES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
SILLEBUD, LAURBL O.
SYHP~S~UM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 Oq
SUGGESiED REMARKS: WINGS CLUB AWARtS EINNBR, NEW
YORK CITY P84-10218 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HONCR AWARDS CEREMONY, AMES
RESEARCH CENiER, MOFFETi FIELD, CALIF.
P84-10219 05
SUGGESiED REMARKS: RUSSELL REYNOLDS COMPANY,
WASHINGiON, t.C. P84-10222 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WORLD TRADE CENTER CLUB, NEW
YORK CITY p84-10224 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AIAA NATIONAL CAPIiAL SECTICN.
WASHINGTON, t.c. p84-10225 05
SUGGESiED RREMARKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY,
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, LAUREL MARYLAND/
p84-1'0261 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: UNliED STATES SPACE FOUNDATION
SYMPOSIUM, CCLCRADC SPRINGS, CoLORADO
P84-10263 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE COMPUTER CoNFERENCE
P84-10265 05
SHAPIBO, MAUR~CI M.
SYMPOS~UM iO FcCUS CN FUTUEE LUNAR ANE SPACE
ACUVIUES
[NASA FEiEASE-84-1.1] P84-10196 06
SILVEIRA, MIL~ON
LIQUID OXYGEN LEAK POSSIBLE CAUSE OF ATLAS CENTAUR
FAILURE
[NASA RELEASE-84-84] P84-10101 06
SILVERSTONE, KEN
FISCAL YEAH 1985 BUDGET PRESS BRIEFING
P84-10032 05
SILVRBBBG, ROBER~
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVEST~GATORS
[NASA RELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
SIIION, GBOBGB W.
SPACELAB 3 ABD 2 PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
[NASA RELEASE-84-74] P84-10091 06
SIMON, MICHAEL C.
SYMPOSIUM TO EOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
SINGER, S. I'RED
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM FOR SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
SISSON, JAMBS
NASA REQUESTS EXPERIMENTS FOR TETHERED SATELLITE






CHALLENGEB'S SIXTH zLIGHT HlGHLIGHTS EABTH SCIENCE
(NASA BELBASE-811-133] P811-10188 06
SLAUGHTEB. JOHR B.
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PliCGli!M FOB SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA BELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
SlIITH. BBADFOBD A.
BIGS CE UBANUS EHOTOGBAPEED FOB FIBST TIME
(NASA HELEASE-84-1115] P811-10200 06
PHOTOGHAPHS INDICATE POSSIBLE SOLAH SYSTElI ABOUND
STAB
(NASA EELEASE-84-1116] P84-10226 06
SIITH. D. II.
SYlIPOSIUM TO FCCUS CN FUTUBE LUNAH AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
(NASA liELEASE-811-1 111] P811-10196 06
SIlITH. FBED
SUGGESTED EEMABKS: WINGS CLUB AWAHDS BINNEH. NEW
YOliK CITY P84-10218 05
SIITH. MICHAEL J.
NASA ANNOUNCES CBEW MEMEEliS FOH FUTUEE SPACE
SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
[NASA HELEASE-84-71] P84-10088 06
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CHEW ASSIGNMENTS
(NASA liELEASE-811-111] P84-10128 06
SIITH. BICHABD G.
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EABTH liESOUBCES SATELLITE FCB
NOAA
[NASA liELEASE-811-22] P811-10022 06
SBITH. STEBLIIG
SPACELAB 4 PAYLOAD SPECIALIST CANDIDATES SELECTED
FOli TliAlNING .
(NASA HELEASE-811-U P811-10001 06
SIIDEB, PULLIP
LA SEE TECHNO.IOGY USED TC IllPlWVE AlBCHAPT I;ESIGN
(NASA HELEASE-811-108] P84-10125 06
SOIFEB, BABUCH THOMAS
NEW IBAS BESULTS OUTLINED AT ASTHONOlliCAL SOCIETY
MEETING
[NASA BELEASE-84-77] P84-10094 06
NASA SELECTS SUCE INPBARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
UVEST.1GATOBS
[NASA BELEASE-811-110] P811-10127 06
SOL080ll, GEOBGE
STATEMENT BY WILLIAll A. ARDEES BEFOBE THE
SUBCOllllITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AIID APPLICATIONS,
COllMITTEE CN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HQUSE OF
REPHESENTATIVES P84-10134 05
SOIlBTT. C.. P.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS CN PUTUBE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACUVITIES
[NASA HELEASE-84-1111] P84-10196 06
SPAIIBAUBB. CHABLIS E.
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PliOGliAlI PPR SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA liELEASI-84-83] P811-1 01 00 06
SPBIIIG, SHEBIOOD C.
TWO SHtTTLE CREWS BAMEE EY NASA
(NASA liELEASE-811-11]
NASA ANNOUNCIS UPDATED FLIGHT CBEW ASSIGNlIENTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
SPBIIIGBB. BOUBliT C.
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS POR FUTURE SPACE
SHUTTLE PLIGHTS
[NASA liELEASE-S4-71] P84-10088 06
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CBER ASSIGNlIENTS
[NASA liELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
STOIIB. 1I0BLll
SQUYRES. STIYBII i.
NASA SCBEENS SECOND GROUP OP ASTBONAUT APP~ICANTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-26] P811-10026 06
STABHLE. ·BOBBRT L.
SYMPOSIUM TO POCUS ON FUTUBE LUNAB AND SPACE
ACTIVIUES
(NASA RELEASE-811-141] P811-10196 06
STAPFORD, 7HOMAS PATTEN
FIES~ LUNAR LANDING 15 YEABS AGO
(NASA RELEASE-84-96]
STAMl'BB. JlALCOLII T.
NASA TO HOLD SYlIPOSIUM ON PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY
(NASA BELEASE-84-131] P84-10186 06
STAYBOUDIS. CHBIS
NASA PHOTO TECHNIQUES USED TO HELP PBESEHVE FINE ART
(NASA BELEASE-84-20] P84-10020 06·
STECHEB. THBODOBE
SCIENTISTS SELECTED TO OBSEBVE HALLEY'S COllET
[NASA liELEASE-84-72] P84-10089 06
STEOBTS. IIlICY
SUGGES~ED BEllABKS: NATIONAL CONFEBENCE ON FIBE
COMBUSTION TOXICITY, RASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10149 05
STBiABT. C. C.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIBS
[NASA RELEASE-84-1111] p811-10196 06
STEiABT. IAI
PIONEEB CAN MAKE UNIQUE HALLEY'S COllET OBSEEVATION
[NASA BELEASE-84-88] P84-10105 06
STBiART. JOHII G~.
STATEMENT OP JOHN C. BRIZENDINE BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMlIITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
BEPBESENTATIVES p84-10168 05
STERAHT. HOBERT L.
ASTRONAUTS TO PBACTICE FOB SATELLITE BESCUE
(NASA RELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
SUGGESTED EEMARKS: NATIONAL SPACE CLUB,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P811-10033 05
SOLAE lIAX BEPAIB, LDEF DEPLOYMENT HIGHLIGHT
SHUTUE FLIGHT
(NASA RELEASE-84-38] P84-10055 06
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED PLIGHT CBER ASSIGNllENTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
HIGHLIGHTS OP 19811 NASA ACTIVITIES
(NASA BELEASE-84-179] P811-10260 06
STEiABT. RILLlAJI II.
GODDABD TEAM SAVES THE DAY FOB SOLAR IlAX
(NASA RELEASE-84-53] P84-10070 06
STICKFOBD. G~ H•• JB.
SYMP.pSIUlI TO POCUS ON FUTUBE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
(NASA liELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
STOCK!AN. DIYID A.
NASA TO HOLD SYMPOSIUM ON PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY
[NASA liBLEASE-84-131] P811-10186 06
STOCK!AII. PllTBR
ASTRONOMERS DESCBIBE WORK AT SPACE TELESCOFE
SCIENCE INSTITUTE
(NASA BELEASE-84-73] P811-10090 06
STOFAN. ARDBBi J.
NASA TRANSFEBS ENERGY TECHNOLOGY TO SOHIO
P811-10118 06
STOIIB. JOBLB
NASA BEQUESTS EXPERIMENTS FPB TETHERED SATELLITE
(NASA BELEASB-84-54] P84-10071 06
1:-29
S20Bll. BlIIDI pEBSONAL BAilES ~IIDEI
5700GB. PAOL
SIMPLE CHANGES TO LIGHT PLAIiE WlliG INCBEASE SAFETY
[NASA EELEllSE-84-160] 1'84-10241 06
STOOPS. BICBABD K.
NASA WOBK-iLATFOEM STUDIES MAY LEAD Te REAL SPACE
COIiSTEueTleN
[NASA RELEASE-811-1111] 1'811-10131 06
SO££I'AII. KA!HBIN D.
SUGGESTED REMAEKS: IiATICNAL SPACE CLUB.
WASHINGTOIi, D.C. 1'84-10033 05
CREW MEMBER ADLED TO SRUTTLE MISSION 1I1-G
[NASA RELEASE-EII-16] 1'811-10093 06
NASA AIiNOUIiCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGIIMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-111] 1'84-10128 06
S!BIIISTE. G.
SYMPOSIUM TO Fecus eN FnUEE LUNAH ANI: SPACE
ACUVIUllS
[NASA EELEllSE-84-1 ~1] 1'84-10196 06
STOIl1'. II. R.
SYMPOSIUM TO FCCOS Oli FOTURE LONAR AND. SPACE
AcnVUIES
[NASA RELEASE-e4-141] 1'84-10196 06
SULLIUII. G. II.
SYIIPOSIUM TO FCCUS Oli FUTIlRE LUIiAR AND SPACE
ACiIVHIES
[IiASA RELEASE-811-1111] 1'811-10196 06
IIASA ANIIOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-111] 1'84-10128 06
TBALLBB. LAiBBBCE B.
IIASA TRANSFERS ENERGY TECHIIOLOGY TO SOHIO
1'84-10118 06
THAYER. PAOL
IIEW BASA EDOCATIOIIAL PROGRAM FOR SCIEIICE AND IIATH
ANNOllNCED
[NASA BELEASE-84-63] 1'84-10100 06
TH~EIIEL. CHABLES B.
EIIVIROIIMEIITAL SATELLITE DEVELOPS ATTITUDE EROBLEM
[NASA RELEASE-64-93] 1'84-10110 06
TERBILE. BICBABD J.
BIGS OF llBAIiUS PHOTOGRAPHED FOR fIRST TIME
[IIASA RELEASE-84-145] 1'84-10200 06
PHOTOGRAPHS IIIDICATE POSSIBLE SOLAR SYSTEM AROUND
STAR
[IIASA HELEASE-84-146] 1'84-10226 06
THAGARD. NOBRAII E.
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAilED
[NASA RELEASE-64-74] 1'611-10091 06
TBIIPLBTOII. pATBICK A.
+ STATEMENT OF PATBICK A. TEMPLETON BEFORE THE
SUBCCIIMITTEE 011 SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIOIIS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIEIICE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOOSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES 1'84-10166 05
TEMPLETOII LEAVES IIASA FOR WASHIIIGTOII LAW OFFICE
[NASA RELEASE-84-156] 1'84-10237 06
1'811-10266 05
StOIiB. BAIIDI
51-A FLIGHT DIRECTORS ERIEFING
CHALLEIiGEB'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[IiASA RELEASE-811-133] 1'811-10188 06
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MANIiED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPTION 11I1-G) T-2 CAYS. KEIiNEDY SPACE CENTER,
FLORIDA 1'811-102111 05
HIGHLIGHTS OF 19811 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] 1'84-10260 06
STS 51-A PEEFLIGHT CREII ERESS CONFEREIiCE
1'811-10268 05
S'IYBll!SOIi. c. A.
BALLHAUS NAIlED DIRECTOR OF IiASA'S AilES RESEARCH
CENTER
[NASA RELEASE-811-5] 1'811-10005 06
SZA2BIIARI. LOOIS
IIEW NASA EDUCATICNAL PECGRAM FOR SCIEIiCE AIiD IIATH
AUOUNCED
[NASA EELEllSE-E4-e3] 1'811-10100. 06
T
TALTY. PATRICK I.
IIASA SCREENS SECOND GROUP OF ASTROIIAIlT APPLICANTS
[IIASA EELEASE-811-26] 1'811-10026 06
TAIiTIpBAIIIIADI. SAIIAT
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT 011 STS 1I1-D
[NASA EELEASE-E4-6S] p811-10Q86 06
TASCIOIIE. T. F.
SYMPOSIUM TO FCCUS 011 FUTURE LUIIAH AIID SPACE
ACTlYliIES
[IIASA RELEASE-811-141] 1'811-10196 06
TA'ORIIIIIA. ANNA II.
IIASA SCREEIIS SECOIID GROUP OF ASTROIIAUT APPLICANTS
[NASA HELEASE-E4-26] 1'811-10026 06
UILOR. JeHII A.
IIASA BEGINS SCREEIIING ASTiCNAOT APPLICANTS
[NASA HELEASE-64-15] 1'811-10015 06
TlILOB. LlllREICE 1.
SYMPOSIUM TO FCCUS eN FUTIlEE LIlIIAR AND SPACE
ACUVIUES
[NASA RELEASE-84-1~1] p84-10196 06
TBORAS. R. G.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS 011 FUTIlRE LUNAR AND SrACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-64-141] 1'64-10196 06
THOI!AS. SCOTT
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA RELEASE-811-4] 1'64-10004 06
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 1I1-I:
[NASA RELEASE-64-69] 1'84-10086 06
TBOBIlTOIi. KATBRIN c..
NASA SELECTS 17 ASTRONAUT CAIIDIDATES
[NASA RELEASE-811-64] 1'84-10081 06
TBOBIiTON. ilJ.LIAII EDGAB. JB.
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
[IIASA RELEASE-a4-711] 1'84-10091 06
NASA ANNOUIICES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMEIiTS
[IIASA BELEASE-84-111] 1'611-10128 06
TILFORD. SHELBI Go
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
[IIASA RELEASE-84-22] 1'611-10022 06
+ STATEIIENT BY SHELBY G. TILFORD BEFORE THE
··SUBceMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIEIICE AIID APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIEIICE AND TECHIIOLOGY. HOOSE OF
REPRESENTATIYES 1'64-10202 05
TILLEBY. R. I ..
SYMPOSIUII TO FOCUS 011 FUTORE LUNAR AIID SPACE
ACTIUUES
[NASA RELllASE-64-141] P84-10196 06
TOFPJ.EB. ALYlB
SUGGESTED REMAHKS: THE CEIITERRE GROUP. ST. LOOIS,
IIISSOURI 1'64-10031 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AERO CLUB OF WASHIIiGTON. D.C.
1'84-101114·05
SUGGESTED REIIARKS: IIHITE HOOSE COMPUTER CONPERENCE
1'64-10265 05
TBAPP. T. J.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCOS 011 FUTURE LUNAR AIID SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-84-141] 1'84-10196 06
E-30
tllSOIAL IAIIS ~IDIX IlLD.I, YON
!IISCB-FIIBBIEG, IICBAED
NASA SELICTS SilCI INFBABED TELESCOPE FACILI!Y
INVESTIGA:rORS
[NASA RELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
VAlDEBaO}'}', JOBB
FIRST SPACE PRODUCT SET TO BE DEVELOPED FOR
COIIEBCIAL USE
[NASA BELEASE-84-98] p84-10115 06
v
SUGGESTED BEIABKS: THIBD ANNUAL MICHELSON
MEMORIAL LECTUIE, U.S. lAVAL ACADEMY, AINAPOLIS, MD.
P84-10158 05
!BINB, IUGINE B.
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
[NASA BELEASE-84-74] P84-10091 06
VAICI, CYRUS
STATEMENT BY JAMES B. ICIIISON BEFOBE THE







ROTARY CLUB OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
VLCEK, BRIAN L.
FINALISTS CHOSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDENT PROJECT
[NASA BELEASE-84-82] P84-10099
VlllNE,JOLES
FIBST LUNAB LANDING 15 YEARS AGO
[IASA BELBASE-84-96]
VEBB• .lOlL
STS 51-A PREFLIGHT CREW PRESS CONFERENCE
P84-10268
SUGGESTED BEMABK: LUNAR BASE SYMPOSIUM.
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10220 05
ENTEBPBISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION
FUND (JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTOII, WASHIIGTON, D.C.
[NASA RELEASE-84-153] P84-10223 05
VON BRAUN, WBiNBIR
NEil NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGIAM FOR SCIENCE AND lATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA BELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
SUGGESTED BEBABKSr SALZBERG MEBORIAL LECTUBESYUACOSE UNIVEBSITY, N.Y. P84-10151 05
UIITED STATES CHAIBER OF COMMERCE, WASBINGTON, D.C.
P84-10155 05
SUGGESTED BEIARKS: IETROPOLITAN CLUB, WASHINGTON,
D.C. P84-10145 05
w
SUGGESTED REIABKS: ABERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION'S
SECTION ON PUBLIC CONTBACT LAW, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10159 05
VON BBAUN, lABIA
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGBAM FOB SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
VON BliAUN, WEllBNIR
FISCAL YEAR 1965 BUDGET PRESS BBIEFING
p84-10032 05
WAGNIE, CARL L., JB~
CHALLENGER'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EABTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
VANIMAN, DAVID ~.
SYIPOSIUI TO POCUS 01 FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVIUES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
VAUGHN, PAM Co.
FINALISTS CHOSEN IN SHUT~LE STUDENT PBOJECT
[NASA BILEASE-84-82] P84-10099 06
VBACH, CBARLES L.
NASA SELECTS 17 ASTHONAUT CANDIDATES
[NASA BELEASE-84-64] p84-10081 06
VENEY, DIlIGBT
NASA TO ASSIST IN ESTABLISING SATELLITE DATA LIIK
[NASA BELEASE-84-173] P84-10254 06
IAGNER, RICBARD D.
LAMINAB AlB FLOW PBOCESS KEY TO FUEL EFFICIENCY
[NASA BELEASE-64-161] P84-10242 06
WUDEN, VON
DISCOVERY TO lAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 41-V
[NASA 8ELIASI-84-69] P84-10086 06
STATEMENT OF PHILIP E. CULBERTSON AND JOHI D.
HODGE EEFOBE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIEICE AND
APPLICATIONS. COIIMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY,
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES P84-10040 05
05
06
VAN HOFTEI, JAIES D.
APRIL 6 SET AS LAUNCH DATE FOR SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C
[NASA RILEASE-84-27] P84-10027 06
SHUTTLE IISSION 41-C BBIEFINGS SET
[NASA IELEASE-84-28] P84-10028 06
SUGGESTED BEIAIKS: NATIONAL SPACE CLUB,
WASHINGTON, D. C. P84-10033 05
SOLAB lAX BEtAIB, LDEF DEFLOYIEIT HIGHLIGHT
SHUULE FLIGIlT
{NASA IELEISE-84-38] P84-10055 06
GODDARD TEAM SAVES THE IAY FCR SOLAB lAX
[NASA RELEASE-84-53] P84-10070 06
HIGHLIGHTS OF 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
VANAIIEBELSVOOT, GABBY
STATEIENT BY THOMAS E. eCGURIGAL BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMIITTEE ON NATURAL BESOUBCES, AGRICULTURE,
RESEARCH AND ENVIRCNIENT, CCIMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNCLOGY, HOOSE OF REEBESENTATIVES
P84-10201 05
TSAO, C. B.




SUGGESTED REIAIKS: COBiCBATE COUNCIL FOB
INTERNATIONAL ~OLICY, ~ASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10148
VAN ALLEN, JAilS A.
NEil NASA EDUCATIONAL PRCGBAI FOB SCIENCE AND lATH
ANNOUNCED
[NASA RELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
VAN DIN BIBG, LeDlllIJK
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAD SFECIALISTS NAMED
[NASA IELEASE-S4-7 4] P84-10091 06
TllllN, IIABK
SUGGESTED REIARKS: CENTEB FOB SPACE tOLICY INC.
COIFERENCE, IlASBINGTON, D.C. P84-10157 05
SUGGESTED BEIARKS: AlA SERING CONFERENCE,
WILLIAISBUIG. VA. P84-10162 05
!BIOLO, JACK
ASTBONAUTS !O PBACTICE FOR SATELLITE BESCUE
[NASA BELEASE-S4-4] P84-10004 06
!BO~TI, G.
SYMPOSIUM TO FeCUS ON FUTUBE LUNAB AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
%BOlIlN, BlBBI S.
SUGGESTED REMAIKS: OPENING OF NASA ADMINISTRATORS
EXHIBIT, NATICIAL All AID SPACE MUSEUM
P8lt-10208 05
B-31
IALDiOI. IOBBBT D. PBiSOBAL BIKBS IBDBI
IALDiCI' iOBBDT D.
SYMPOSIUM TO ECCUS ON FUTUBE LONAR AND SPACE
ACUVUIES
[NASA EELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
ULDiOP. II:ITCD
FISCAL YEAR 19S5 BUDGET PDESS BRIEFING
P84-10032 05
ULltBi. BOB
SUGGESTED DEllARKS: SEMINAli ON "PROSPECTS FOR
SPACE COMMERCIALIZATION", CENTER F.OR STBATEGIC AND
INTEBNATIONALSTUDIES, GECBGETOWN UNIVEBSITY,
WASHINGTON, I.e. p84-10217 05
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: RUSSELL REYNOLDS COMPANY,
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10222 05
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: WOBLE TBADE CENTER CLUB. NEW
YORK CITY P84-10224 05
IALTBBS. D•.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTUDE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
{NASA BELEASB~84-141] P84-10196 06
iALTOB. THOMAS S.
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EABTH BESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
NOAA
{NASA BELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
iUG. ~AYLOB G.
SPACELAB 3 AND 2 PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS NAMED
{NASA BELEASE-84-74] P84-10091 06
lIASSMAN. iEBDBLL
STATEMENT BY THoaAS E. MCGUBIGAL BEFOBE THE
SUBCOBaITTEE ON NATUBAL BESOUBCES, AGBICULTUBE,
BESEARCH AND ENVIBONMENT. COBMITTEE ON SCIEBeE AND
TECHBOLOGY. HOUSB OF DEPBESENTATIVES
P84-10201 05
SUGGESTED REMAEKS: TOUCHE EOSS BREAKEAST SERIES
P8.4-10146 05
iALltBB. CBABLBS IAVID
SHUTTLE MISSION 41-D PREFLIGHT BRIEFINGS
{NASA RELEASE-S4-60] p84-10077 06
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06




FISCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGET PBESS BRIEFING
P84-10032 05
IIUSOI, DAB
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATOBS
[NASA BELEASE-B4-110] P84-10121 06
IATSOI. JUDITH J.
NASA 1I0BK-PLA~FOBM STUDIES aAY LEAD TO BEAL SPACE
CONSTBUCTION
[NASA BBLEASE-84-114] P84-10131 06
IIBBB. JAMES Be
SUGGESTED REBARKS: SPACE ACT AWABDS CEBBMONY.
APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY, JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVEBSITY, LAUREL. BARYLAND P84-10262 05
06
06
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN ElIGHT ON STS 41-D
[NASA BELEASE-84-69] p84-10086
AUGUST SHUTTLE MISSICN DEFINED
[NASA EELEASE-84-95]
SUGGESTED REMABKS: 41-D MANNED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPTION. KENNEDY SPACE eENTEB, FLA.
P84-10150 05
HIGHLIGHTS OE 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA liELEASE-84-179] p84-10260 06
lU.ltEJl. DI1ID II.
IIASA ANNOUNCES UPD.ATED FLIGHT CREW ASSIGNMENTS
[NASA EELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON MISSION 41-D
[NASA RELEASE-84-117] P84-10172 06
STATEMENT BY L. J. EVANS, JR. BEFOBE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE CN SCIRNCE, TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COHMITTEE CN CCHMERCE, SCIENCE, AND
TRANSPORTATICN. UNITED STATES SENATE
P84-10236 05
DATE SET FOR NeVEMBER SHUTTLE RETRIEVAL MISSION
[NASA BELEASE-84-144] P84-10199 06
DISCOVERY'S SJiCCND IlISSICN SCHEDULED
[NASA EELEASE-84-149] P84-10229 06
HIGHLIGHTS OE 1984 NASA ACTIVITIES
[NASA BELEASE-84-179] P84-10260 06
06
IEBBBD. MICHAEL
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRABRD TELESCOPB FACILITY
INVESTIGATOBS
[NASA RELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
iE~BERBEE. JAKBS D.
NASA BBGINS SCBREBING ASTBONAUT APPLICANTS
[NASA BELRASE-84-15] P84-10015
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: LOW MEMOBIAL TBIBUTE,
WASHINGTON. D.C. P84-10211 05
IIBBD. WILLIAM c.
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOB
NOAA
[NASA RELEASE-84-22] P84-10022 06
iEBED. DAB
ASTBONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
[NASA BELEASE-84-4] P84-10004 06
NASA SELECTS 17 ASTRONAUT CANDIDATES
[NASA RELEASE-84-64] P84-10081 06
iHIIEBY. ROBEBT A.
FINALISTS CHOSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDEBT PROJECT
[NASA RELEASE-84-82] P84-10099 06
IlBI~E. EDIABD HIGGIBS. II
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONFEBENCE ON FIBE
COMBUSTION TOXICITY, WASHINGTOB, D.C.
P84-10149 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
CONFEBENCE. WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10161 05
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: OPENIBG OF NASA ADMINISTRATORS
EXHIBIT. NATIONAL ALB AND SPACE MUSEUM
P84-10208 05
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: LOW MEMOBIAL TBIBUTE.
WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10211 05
iEEDBAN. DABIEL
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATORS




ST. LOUIS BUSINESS BOUNDTABlE
p84-10216 05
STS 51-A PDEPLIGHT CRBW PBESS CONFEBENCE
p84-10268





NEW IBAS RESULTS OUTLINJiD AT ASTRONOMICAL SOCIETY
MEETING
[NASA RELEASE-84-77] P84-10094 06
IALSH. MICHABL J.
NASA BESRARCB FINDS AIBCRAFT SUBFACE GROOVES MAY
TAME TUBBUUNCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-3] p84-10003 06
E-32
PBBSONIL IIBES IIDEI 100lG, JOBI il~TS
UNITED STATES CBAMEEE OE CCMMEBCE, IlASHINGTON. D.C.
P84-10155 05
ULL, GEORGE
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: METROPOLITAN CLUB, WASHINGTON.
D.C. P84-10145 05
IlILLIABSON, DAYE
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CENTEE EOR SPACE PQLICY INC.
CONFEEENCE. WASHINGTCN, D.C. P84-10157 05
SUGGESTED EEMAEKS: INTERNATIONAL PEESQNNEL




SUGGESTED REMARKS: INAUGURATION OF BLACK HISTOBY
MONTH, WASHINGTON, D.C. P84-10034 05
1I00LF, IBVILLE
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRADED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATORS
[NASA RELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
WRIGBT. AUDREY A.
NASA BEGINS SCREENING ASTRONAUT APPLICANTS
[NASA RELEASE-84-15] P84-10015 06
WBIGHT, OBVILI.E
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS BOUNDTABLE
LUNCHEON, MISSOUBI P84-10216 05
WBIGHT, ROBII A;.
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
[NASA RELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
WHIGHT, IlILHUIl
SUGGESTEt REMAHKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE
LUNCHEON, 8ISSOURI P84-10216 05
IYCXO!'p. SUSAR
SCIENTISTS SELECTED TO OBSEDVE BALLEY'S COMET
(NASA RELEASE-84-72] P84-10089 06
IYETH, JAKES II.
NEil NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAM POR SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
(NASA RELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
[NASA RELEASE-84-165] P84-10246 06
WIBPISIBGEB, WILLIAK
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGBAM POR SCIENCE AND KATH
ANNOUNCED
(NASA RELEASE-84-83) P84-10100 06
IlITTEBOBI, PBED
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFHARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATORS
[NASA BELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
WOEBIEB, CHABLBS V.
CBALLENGEB'S SIXTB FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
[NASA RELEASE-84-133) P84-10188 06
WOODCOCK. GOBDOI
SY8POSIUM TO EOCUS ON FUTURE LUNAR AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
(NASA BELEASE-84-141] P84-10196 06
IEAGBB. CHUCK
SUGGESTED DEMARKS: THIED ANNUAL MICHELSON
8EMORIAL LECTURE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS, MD.
P84-1 0 158 05
f84-10156 05BOTARY CLUE CE WASHINGTCN, D.C.
IlILLIlEB, STEVEN
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFBARED TELESCOPE PACILITY
INVESUGATOBS
[NASA EELEASE-64-110) P84-10127 06
IlILSON, CBABLIE
SUGGESTED BEMARKS: MOETCN THIOKOL MANAGEMENT
GRCUP. POINT CLEAR, ALA. P8~-10154 05
IHITTEN, RAY
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SPACE ACT AWARDS CEREMONY.
AIfLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY, JOHNS HOPKINS
UNIVERSITY, LAUREL, MABYLAND P84-10262 05
IlILLIAMS, BILL ALVIN
SPACELAB 4 PAYLOAD SPECIALIST CANDIDATES SELECTED
FOB TRAINING
(NASA BELEASE-84-1] P84-10001 06
IlILLIAMS, DONALD E.
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDATED FLIGHT CEEW ASSIGNMENTS
[NASA EELEASE-84-111] P84-10128 06
IlILLIAMS, BICBABD J.
SYMPOSIUM TO FCCUS ON FUTUBE LUNAH AND SPACE
ACTIVITIES
(NASA BELEASE-64-141] P84-10196 06
IlHITIlEY, ABBE
STATEMENT BY THOMAS E. !CGUNIGAL BRiORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE eN NATURAL EESOURCES. AGRICULTURE,
RESEARCH AND ENVIRCNMENT. CCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE CF REIRESENTATIVES
P84-10201 05
IlILLIAMS, BON
NASA CCNDUCTS GYPSY MOTB SURVEY ON EAST COAST
[NASA BELEASE-84-91] P84-10108 06
IlILLIAMS, TENNESSEE
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WINGS CLUB AWARDS ~INNER, NEW
YORK CITY P84-10218 05
IlILDEB. TBOBNTOI
SUGGESTED BEMABKS: MOETCN THIOKOL MANAGEMENT
GROUP, fOINT CLEAR. ALA. P84-10154 05
IlILSOII, GI.EN P.
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PECGEAM FCR SCIENCE AIID MATH
ANNOUNCED
(NASA EELEASE-84-83] P84-10100 06
NEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PRCGBAM FOR SCIENCE AND MATH
ANNOUNCED
(NASA RELEASE-64-83) P84-10100 06
IIL50ll, JGHI
NASA/BECON USEES CCNFEBENCE SET FOB SEPTEMBER 27
AND 28
[NASA RELEASE-84-135] P64-10190 06
IlILSOI, Il. G.
CHALLENGED'S SIXTH FLIGHi B1GHLIGHTS EABTB SCIENCE
(NASA EELEASE-84-133] P84-10188 06
IIICHES~EB, JAKES 8.
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EAETH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOB
NOAA
[NASA EELEASE-84-22) P64-10022 06
IIIIGBO.VE, BOD
NEW RESEARCH ON CLEAR-AlE iUBEULENCE
SUGGESTED RE8ABKS: IlINGS CLUB AWABDS DINNER. NEW
YOBK CITY P84-10218 05
SUGGESTED REMARKS: BONOR AIIARDS CEREMONY, AKES
RESEARCH CENTER, MOFFETT FIELD, CALIF.
P84-10219 05
YOONG. ERIC
NEW IRAS RESULTS OUTLINED AT ASTBONOftICAL SOCIETY
MEETING
[IIASA RELEASE-64-77] P84-10094 06
NASA SELECTS SPACE INFRARED TELESCOPE FACILITY
INVESTIGATORS
[NASA DELEASE-84-110] P84-10127 06
YOUIG. JOHI IAT!S
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMEBICAN BAR ASSOCIATION'S
SECTION ON PUBLIC CONTRACT LAW, WASHINGTON, D.C.
P84-10159 05
STS 51-A PREFLIGHT CREW PRESS CONFEBENeE
P84-10268 05
E-33
YOOBG, L. I. PIESO.AL BABIS XBDBX
IOOBG, L. I.
DISCOVIRY TO ~AKE ~AIDEI flIGHT ON S~S 41-D
{NASA EELEASE-84-6S] P84-10086 06
DISCOVERY TO ~AKB !A1DBN F~IGHT ON KISSI0N 41-D
{NASA RELBASE-84-117] p84-10172 06
z
ZEXGBLHBIB, JOBI
sTATEKENT BY THOKAS E. lCGUfiIGAL BBFORE THB
SUBCOB!ITTEB ON NATURAL EESOURCES. AGEICULTURE,
RESBARCH AND BNVIRCNBENT. CC~~ITTBE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNO~CGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
p84-10201 05
2-34
SECTION 3 NEW RELEASE NUMBER INDEX
INDEX TO NASA NEWS RELEASES AND SPEECHES
1984
MARCH 1985
Typical News Release Number Inc;lex Listing
The Index correlates each news release number with Its corresponding
accession number. Following the accession number Is a two-dlglt number
which designates the reference section containing the complete citation.
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































SECTION 4 ACCESSION NUMBER INDEX
INDEX TO NASA NEWS RELEASES AND SPEECHES
1984
Typical Accession Number Index Listing
06 ••••••••••• ,., ••••
The Index correlates each accession number with Its corresponding news
release number, If assigned. The accession number Is followed by a two-
digit number which designates the reference section containing the
complete citation. The statement NO REPORT NUMBER appears for un-
numbered news releases and speeches.
P84-10001 06 •••••••••••••••••• NASA BELEASE-84-1
P84-10002 06 •••••••••••••••••• NASA BELEASE-84-2
P84-10003 06 •••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-84-3
P84-10004 06 •••••••••••••••••• NASA BELEASE-84-4
P84-10005 06 •••••••••••••••••• NASA BELEASE-84-5
P84-10006 06 •••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-84-6
P84-10007 06•••••••••••••••••• NASA BELBASE-B4-7
P84-10008 06 •••••••••••••••••• NASA BELEASE-84-8
P84-10009 06 •••••••••••••••••• NASA BELEASE-84-9
P84-10010 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA BELEASE-84-10
P84-100 11 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA llELEASE-84-11
P84-10012 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA llELEASE-84-12
P84-10013 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA llELEASE-84-13
P84-100 14 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA BELEASE-84-14
P84-10015 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA llELEASE-84-15
P84-10016 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA BELEASE-84-16
pB4-10017 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA BELI!ASE-84-17
P84-10018 06 •••••••••• ~•••••• NASA BELEASE-84-18
P84-1 00 19 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA BELEASE-84-19
P84-10020 C6 ••••••••••••••••• NASA BELEASE-84-20
P84-10021 C6 •• ~ •••••••••••••• NASA BELEASE-84-21
P84-10022 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA BELEASE-84-22
P84-10023 06••••••••••••••••• NASA BELEASE-84-23
P84-10024 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA BELEASE-84-24
P84-10025 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA BELEASE-84-25
P84-10026 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA BELEASE-84-26
P84-10027 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA llELEASE-84-21
P84-10028 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA BELEASE-84-28
P84-10029 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA BELEASE-84-29
P84-10030 05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO BEPOllT NOIIBEll
P84-10031 05••••••••••••••••••• NO BEPOBT NOli BEll
P84-10032 C5 ••••••••••••••••••• NO BEPOBT NOIIBEll
P84-10033 05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO BEPOBT NOIIBEB
P84-10034 C5 ••••••••••••••••••• NO BEPOBT NUll BEll
P84-10035 05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO ·BEPOBT NUIIBEB
P84-10036 05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO BEPOBT NUIIBER
P84-10037 05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO REPOBT NOIIBEB
P84-10038 es •••••••.••••••••••• NO REPORT NOIIBEB
P84-10039 05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO BEPORT NUIIBEB
P84-10040 05 ••••••• .' •••• ;. •••••• NO REPOBT NUIIBER
P84-10041 05 •••• : •••••••••••••• NO llEPOBT NOIIBEll
PB4-10042 05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO BEPOBT NUIIBER
P84-10047 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-84"-30
P84-10048 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA BBLliASE-84-31
P84-10049 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA BELEASE-84-32
P84-10055 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE- 84-38
P84-10056 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA llELEASE-84-39
P84-10057 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA llELEASE-84-40
P84-10058 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA BELEASE-84-41
P84-10059 C6 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-84-42
P84-10060 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-84-43
P84-10061 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA BBLEASE-84-44
P84-10062 03 ••••••••••••••••• NASA BELEASE-84-45
P84-10063 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA BELEASE-84-46
P84-10064 03 ••••••••••••••••• NASA BBLEASE-84-47
P84-10065 06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA BBLBASB-B4-48
























































































06 •••••••••• ~ •••••• NASA RELEASE-84-55
06................. NASA RELEASE-84-57
06 •••••••••••• ~ •••• NASA RELEASE-84-58
06................. NASA RELEASE-84-59
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-84-60
06................. NASA RELEASE-84-61
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-84-62
06................. NASA RELEASE-84-63
06........... •.••••• NASA RELEASE-84-64
06•••••••••••••• ~.. NASA RELEASE-84-65
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA BELEASE-84-66
06••••••••••••~.... NASA RELEASE-84-67
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-84-68
06................. NASA RELEASE-84-69
06 •••••••••••••• , •• NASA RELEASE-84-70
06................. NASA RELEASE-84-71
06 •••••••••••• ~ •••• NASA RELEASE-84-72
06................. NASA RELEASE-84-73










06 ~ •• ••••• ••• NASA RELEASE-84-85
06.................. NASA RELEASE-84-86
06................. NASA RELEASE-84-87
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-84-88
06 ••••••••••••~.... NASA RELEASE-84-B9
06................. NASA RELEASE-84-90
06" •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-B4-91
06................. NASA BELEASE-84-92'
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-84-93i
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-84-94
06................. NASA RELEASE-84-95'
06•• ; •••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-84-96
06 ••;.............. NASA RELEASE-84-97'
06................. NASA RELEASE-84-98
06 ••••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-84-99i
06................ NASA RELEASE-84-100'
06................... NO REPORT NOIIBE~,




06........ •••••••• NASA RELEASE-84-106.,
06•••••••••••••••• NASA BELEASE-84-107
06... •••••••• •.•••• NASA BELEASE-84-108
06... ••••••• ••.•••• NASA BELEASE-84-109
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-84-110
06................ NASA BELEASE-84-111
06................... NO REPORT NOIIBER
06................ NASA RELEASE-84-113
06................ NASA RELEASE-84-114
06••••••••••••~ ••• NASA RELEASE-84-115
06................ NASA RELEASE-B4-116
05••••••••••••••••••• NO REPORT NUIIBEB
05................... NO REPORT NUIIBEB
05................... NO BEPORT NUMBER
05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO REPORT NUIIBER
05................... NO BEPORT NUIIBER
05................... NO REPORT NUMBER
05................... NO REPORT NUMBER
05................... NO REPORT NUIIBER
05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO REPORT NUMBER
05........... ••••••••• NO REPORT NUIIBER
OS................... NO REPORT NUIIBER
05................... NO REPORT NUIIBEB
05................... NO REPOBT NUIIBER
05................... NO REPOBT NUMBEB



























































































C5 ••••••••••••••••••• NO EEPOE~ NUBBEB
05.. •• •• •• • •• • •••• •• • NO 'EEPOR~ NUMBEli
05................... NO EEPOE~ NUBBEE
05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO EEPOE~ NUMBEE
05................... NO EEPOR~ NUBBER
05................... NO EEPOR~ NUMBER
05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO REPOR~ NUMBER
05................... NO REPOR~ NUHBEE
05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO EEPOR~ NUHBEE
05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO REPOR~ NUBBEE
05................... NO EEPOR~ NUMBEE
05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO EEPOE~ NUHBEE
05................... NO EEPOE~ HUM BEE
05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO EEPOE~ NUMBEE
05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO EEPOE~ NUBBEE
05................... NO BEPOB~ HUBBEE
C5 ••••••••••••••••••• NO BEPOR~ NUBBEE
05................... NO BEPOR~ NUB BEE
05................... NO EEPOR~ NUMBER
05.. •• ••• • •••• •••• •• • NO EEPOR~ NUHBEll
05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO EEPOE~ NUHBEE
C5 ••••••••••••••••••• NO BEPOE~ NUHBEE
05................... NO EEPOB~ NUHBEE
06... ••••••••••••• NASA EIiLEASE-84-117
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA EELEASE-811-118
06................ NASA RELEASE-811-119
06................ NASA RELEASE-811-120
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA EELEASE-811-121
06.... ••••••• ••••• NASA EELEASE-811-122
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA EELEASE-811-123
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEA5E-84-1211
C6................ NASA RELEASE-84-125
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA EELEASE-811-126
06................ NASA BELEASE-84-127


















05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO BEPOR~ NUHBEE
C5................... NO REPOR~ NUMBEB
C5 ••••••••••••••••••• NO BEPOE~ NUMBEE
05................... NO BEPOE~ NUMBEE
05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO BEPOE~ NUHBEE
05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO BEPOE~ HUMBEE
05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO REPOR~ NUHBEE
C5................... NO EEPOE~ NUMBEE
05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO REPOE~ NUHBEE
05................... NO REPOE~ NUHBER
C5 ••••••••••••••••••• NO EEPOB~ NUHBEB
05................... NO BEPOR~ NUMBEB
C5 ••••••••••••••••••• NO EEPOE~ NUHBEB
C5 ••••••••••••••••••• NO REPOE~ NUHBEB
C5 ••••••••••••••••••• NO BEPOEX NUHBEE
C5................... NO BEPOE~ NUHBEE
05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO BEPOE~ NUBBEE
05................... NO EEPOE~ HUMBEE
05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO BEPOE~ NUBBEE
C5................... HO BEPOET NUB BEE
C5 ••••••••••••••••••• NO EEPOR~ NUBBEE
C5................... NO BEPOE~ NUB BEE
C5 •••••••••••••••• NASA EELEA5E-84-153
C5 ••••••••••••••••••• NO EEPOE~ NUHBEE
C5 ••••••••••••••••••• NO EEPOE~ NUHBEE
06................ NASA EELEASE-84-1116
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA EILIA5E-84-147
C6................ NASA BELEASE-84-148
C6 •••••••••••••••• NASA EELEA5E-811-149
C6................ NASA EELEASE-84-150
C6 •••••••••••••••• NASA EELEASE-84-151
e6................ NASA EELEASB-84-152
C6 •••••••••••••••• NASA BBLEA51-84-154
e6................ NASA EELEA5E-84-155




































06........... •.•.••• NASA EELIASE-811-161
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA EELEASE-811-162
06................ NASA EELEASE-811-163
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-811-164
06.... ••••.•.• •••••• NASA RELEASE-84-165
06................ NASA RELEASE-811-166
06••••••••••• : •••• NASA RELEASE-811-167
06................ NASA RELEASE-811-168
06:............... NASA RELEASE-84-169
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA EELEASE-811-170
06................ NASA RELEASE-84-171
06 •••••••••••••••• NA5A RELEASE-84-172
06................ NASA RELEASE-84-173
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-84-175
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA EELEASE-84-176
06................ NASA BELEASE-84-177
06 •••••••••••••••• NASA RELEASE-811-178
06................ NASA BELEASE-84-179
05................... NO BEPOR~ HUMBEB
05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO REPOB~ BUMBER
05................... NO RE1'OB~ HUMBER
05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO REPOBT NUBBEB
05 ••••••••••••••••••• NO REPOB~ NUHBEB
05................... NO REPOR~ HUMBER
05~ •••••••••••••••••• NO BEPOB~ NUHBEB
05 ••••••••••••~...... NO REPOBT NOBBEB
SECTION 5 SPEECHES




28 FEB. 1984 12P
p04-10039
STATEMENT OF JAMES A. ABRAHAMSON BEFORE THE
SUBCOllMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES
ABRAHAMSON, JAMES A.
22 FEB. 1984 19p
P04-10040
STATEMENT OF PHILIP E. CULBERTSON AND JOHN D. HODGE
BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND
APPLICATIONS. COMftI~TEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY.
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
CULBERTSON. PHILIP E.
2 FEB. 1984 12p
13P------"'------------J
IrLEI ['A~U~TH~O~R]----'::~~=~






The listing provides the complete citation for each speech Indexed In this
publication. Included for each speech are the title (or supplied title, Indicated
by the symbols < and », name of speaker, NASA affiliation of speaker,
occasion and date of presentation, and other reference Information.
1'84-10030
SUGGESTED REftARKS: WORLD AFPAIRS COUNCIL OF ST. LOUIS
BEGGS, JAftES ftOIiTGOMERY
3 FEB. 1984 14F
1'04-10031





FISCAL YEAR 1985 BUDGET PRESS ERIEFING
BEGGS, JA!ES ftOl~GCMERY
31 JAil. 1984 36F
1'84-10033
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL SPACE CLUB, WASHINGTON,
D.C.
BEGGS, JABES MONTGOMERY
25 JAil. 1984 12P
1'04-10034
SUGGESTED REMARKS: INADGURATICIL OF BLACK HISTORY
MCNTH. WASHINGTCN. D.C.
BEGGS. JAftES ftCNTGCftERY
1 PEB. 1984 4P
P84-10035
SUGGESTED REMARKS: FEDERAL ENGINEERING OF THE YEAR
AliARDS BANQUET
BEGGS. JAMES ftONTGOMERY
22 fEB. 1984 6F
P84-10036
THe PRESIDENT'S FLAN FOR SPACE: A PARTILERSHIP
FCRPROGRESS. S~ATEllEILT FOR PRESS BRIEFING
BEGGS. JAMES ftONTGOMERY
26 JAN. 1984 4F
P04-10037
NASA BUDGET PRESS CCNFERENCE
BEGGS, JAMES MONTGCMERY
31 JAN. 1984 4F
P04-10038
STATEftENT OF JAftES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE SUBCOMftITTEE
Oil SCIENCE. TECHNCLOGJ AIlD SFACE, COftMITTEE Oil




STATEftENT OF JOHN J. MARTIN BEFORE THE SUBCOMHITTEE
CN TRANSl'ORTATION.AVIATION AND MATERIALS. COftMITTEE
011 SCIEIiCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ftARTIIi. JOHN .J.
9 FEB. 1984 44p
p04-10042
STATEMEBT OF ROBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE SUBCOHftITTEE
CN SPACE SCIENCE AIiD APPLICATIONS. COMMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AIiD TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ALLER • .!i.OEERT o.
29 FEB. 1984 121'
POIl-l0U4
STATEftENT BY WILLI Aft A. ANDERS BEFORE THE
SUBCOftMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REFRESENTATIVES
ANDERS, WILLIAM ALISON
2 AUG. 1984 9P
p04-10135
STATEMENT OF DONALD P. HEARTH BEFORE THE SUBCOftDITTEE
ON SPACE SCIEIiCE AND APPLICATIONS, COftftITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
HEARTH, DONALD P. .
1 AUG. 1984 15p
p04-10136
STATEMENT OF WILLI Aft R. LUCAS BEFORE THE SUBCOMftITTEE
ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
LUCAS. WILLIAM R.
1 AUG. 1984 14P
P04-10137
STATEftEN~ BY JESSE W. ftOORE BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS. COMMITT~E 011
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
MOORE. JESSE W.
. 31 JUL. 1984 81'
p04-10138
STATEMENT OF JAMES D. BEGGS BEFORE THE SUBCODftITTEE
OB SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS. COMMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF REl'RESENTATIVES
BEGGS. ~AMES ftONTGOMERY
31 JUL. 1984 3p
POIl-l0U9
STATEMENT BY JAftES ft. BEGGS BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
OB HUD-INDEPENDEIiT AGENCIES. COftHITTEE ON
AFFliOFBIATIONS. -UUTED STATES SENATE
BEGGS, JAMES MONTGOftE.RJ




STATEMENT OF JA£ES M. BEGGS BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON HUD-INDEPENDfNT AGENCIES. CCMMITTEE ON
APPROPRIATIONS. HCUSE OF R~PRESENTATIVES
BEGGS. JAMES MONTGOMERY
27 MAR. 1984 12P
P84-10141
SUGGESTED REMABRS: ASIAN/EACIFIC AMfRICAN HERITAGE
WEEK. NASA HEAD,UARTERS
BEGGS. JAMES MONTGCMERY
10 MAY 1984 4P
P84-10142
REMARKS PREPARED FOR DELIVERY TO: ANNUAL CONVENTION,
AMERICAN INSTITUTE OF AERONAUTICS AND ASTRONAUTICS,
WASHINGTON. D.C.
1 MAY 1984 lOp
P84-10143
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CHASE INTERNATIONAL ADVISPRY
COMMITTEE MEETI~G. NEW YORR, N.Y.
HEGGS. JAMES MONTGCMERY
30 APR. 1984 18P
P84-10144
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AfRO CLUB CF WASHINGTON, D.C.
BfGGS, JAMES MONTGOMERY
24 APR. 1984 lOP
P84-10145
SUGGESTED REMARRS: METBOPCLITAN CLUB, WASHINGTON. D.C.
BfGGS. JAMES MCNTGOMERY
23 APR. 1984 12p
P84-10146
SUGGESTED REMARKS; TOUCHE ROSS BREAKFAST SERIES
BEGGS. JAMES MONTGOMERY
11 JUL. 1984 9P
P84-10147
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN DEFENSE PREPAREDNESS
ASSOCIATION, LONE STAR CHAPTfR, FT. WORTH, TEXAS
BEGGS. JAMES MONTGOMERY
6 JUL. 1984 lOP
P84-10148
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CORPORATE COUNCIL FOR
INTERNATICNAL POLICY. WASHINGTON, D.C.
BEGGS, JAMES MONTGOMERY
28 JUN. 1984 12E
P84-10149
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONFERENCE ON FIRE
COMB USUON TOXICITY, WASHI~GTCN, D. C.
BEGGS. JAMES MONTGOMERY
26 JUN. 1984 lOP
P84-10150
SUGGESTED REMARRS: 41-D MANNED FLIGHT AWARENESS
RECEPTION, KENNEDY SPACE CENTER. FLA.
BEGGS, JAMES MONTGOMERY
17 JUN. 1984 4P
P84-10151
SUGGESTED REMARRS: SALZBERG MEMORIAL LECTURE
SYRACUSE UNIVERSITY. N.Y.
BEGGS, JAMES MONTGOMERY
5 APR. 1984 29P
P84-10152
SUGGESTED REMARKS: STUDENT SHUTTLE INVOLVEMENT
PROGRAM, WASHINGTCN, t.C.
BEGGS, JAMES MONTGCMERY
26 JUL. 1984 7P
P84-10153
SUGGESTED REMARRS: THIRD ANNUAL INTERNATIONAL
ceNFERENCE, STUDENTS EOR THE EXPLORATION AND
DEVELOPMENT OF SPACE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
BEGGS, JAMES MONTGCMERY
20 JUL. 1984 14P
P84-10154
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MORTON THIOKOL MANAGEMENT GROUP,
peINT CLEAR. ALA.
BEGGS. JAMES MONTGOMERY
17 APR. 1984 101'
E-2
P84-10155
UNITED STATES CHAMBER OF COMMERCE. WASHINGTON, D.C.
BEGGS, JAMES MONTGOMERY
12 APR. 1984 12P
P84-10156
ROTARl CLUB OF WASHINGTON, D.C.
BEGGS, JAMES MONTGOMERY
11 APR. 1984 12P
P84-10157
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CENTER FOR SPACE POLICY INC.
CONFERENCE, WASHINGTON. D.C_
BEGGS, JAMES MONTGOMERY
26 MAR. 1984 12P
P84-10158
SUGGESTED REMARKS: THIRD ANNUAL MICHELSON MEMORIAL
LECTURE, U.S. NAVAL ACADEMY, ANNAPOLIS. MD.
BEGGS, JAMES MONTGOMERY
21 MAR. 1984 16P
P84-10159
SUGGESTED REMARKS: AMERICAN BAR ASSOCIATION'S
SECTION ON PUBLIC CONTRACT LAW, WASHINGTON. D.C.
BEGGS. JAMES MONTGOMERY
12 JUN. 1984 13P
P81l-10160
SUGGESTED REMARKS: HEADQUARTERS HONORS AWARDS
CEREMONY, WASHINGTON, D.C.
BEGGS, JAMES MONTGOMERY
12 JUN. 1984 7P
P84-10161
SUGGESTED REMARKS: TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
CONFERENCE, WASHINGTON, D.C.
BEGGS, JAMES MONTGOMERY
25 MAY 1984 6P
P84-10162
SUGGESTED REMARKS: ALA SPRING CONFERENCE,
WILLIAMSBURG. VA.
REGGS. JAMES MONTGOMERY
24 MAY 1984 11P
P84-10163
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GEORGE WASHINGTON UNIVERSIU
POLICY STUDIES PROGRAM, WASHINGTON. D.C.
BEGGS. JAMES MONTGOMERY
22 MAY 1984 l1P
P84-10164
STATEMENT OF RONALD J. PHILIPS BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
liEPRESENTATIVES
PHILIPS, RONALD J.
29 FEB. 1984 lOP
P84-10165
STATEMENT OF ROBERT O. ALLER BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE
eN SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS COMMITTEE ON
SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
ALLER, ROBERT O.
29 FEB. 1984 12P
P84-10166
STATEMENT OF PATRICK A. TEMPLETON BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES
TEMPLETCN. PATRICK A.
29 FEB. 1984 3P
P84-101.67
STATEMENT BY JOHN W. BOYD BEFORE THE SUBCOMMITTEE ON
SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS AND THE SUBCOMMITTEE
ON TRANSPORTATION, AVIATION AND MATERIALS, COMMITTEE
ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY, HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES
BOYD. JOHN II.
1 MAR. 1984 8P
P84-10168
STATEMENT OF JOHN C. BRIZENDINE BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS,





2 AUG. 1984 llf
P84-10169
SiATE~ENT OF GERA~D D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENUTIVES
GRIFFIN. GERALD D.
1 AUG. 1984 n
P84-10170
STATE~ENT OF BILLIE J. MCGARVEY BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMliTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS AND
THE SUBCOMMITTEE CN TRANSPORTATION. AVIATION AND
MATERIALS. CO~MITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE
OE REPRESENTATIVES
MCGARVEY. BIL~IE J.
1 MAR. 1984 6P
P84-10171
STATEMENT OF S. NEIL HOSENEALL BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIEtiCE AND APPLICATIONS AND
THE SUBCOMMITTEE CN TRANSPORTATION. AVIATION AND
MATERIALS. COMMITiEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE
OF REPRESENTATIVES
HOSENEALL. S. NEIL
1 MAR. 1984 2P
P84-10201
SiATEMENi BY THOMAS E. MCGUNIGAL BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON NATURAL RESOURCES. AGRICULTURE.
RESEARCH AND ENVIRONMENT. CCMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND
TECHNOLOGY. HOUSE OE REPRESENTATIVES
MCGUNIGAL. THOMAS E.
18 SEP. 1984 27P
P84-10202
STATEMENT BY SaELEY G. TILFORD BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMliTEE ON SPACE SCIENCE AND APPLICATIONS.
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNCLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES
TILFORD. SHELBY G.
13 SEP. 1984 9f
P84-10203
SiATEMENT BY JAMES R. MORRISCN BEFORE THE COMMITTEE
ON FOREIGN RELAiICNS. UNITED STATES SENATE
MORRISON. JAMES R.
13 SEP. 1984 lOP
P84-10204
SiATEMENT BY ISAAC T. GILLAM. IV BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMliiEE ON SCIENCE. TECHNOLOGY AND SPACE.
COMMITTEE ON COMMERCE. SCIENCE AND TRANSPORTATION,
UNITED STATES SENAiE
GI~LAM, ISAAC T., IV
6 SEP. 1984 6P
P84-10205
STATEMENT EY GERALD D. GRIFFIN BEFORE THE
SUBCOMMITTEE ON SPACE SCIEtiCE AND APPLICATIONS
COMMITTEE ON SCIENCE AND TECHNCLOGY. HOUSE OF
REPRESENTATIVES
GRIFFIN. GERALD D.
1 AUG. 1984 7P
P84-10206
NASA SYMPOSIUM CN PRODUCTIVITY AND QUALITY:
COMMITTING TO EXCELLENCE. WASHINGTON. D.C.
BEGGS. JAMES MONTGOMERY
25 SEP. 1584 12P
P84-10207
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HOUSE EVENT
BEGGS. JAMES MOtiiGO~ERY
17 OCT. 1984 3P
P84-10208
SUGGESTED REMARKS: CPENING OF NASA ADMINISTRATORS
EXHIBIT. NATIONAL AIR AND SPACE MUSEUM
BEGGS. JAMES ~ONTGOMERY
15 AUG. 1984 9P
P84-10209
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SPACE SCIENCE BOARD MEETING WOODS
HCLE. MASS
BEGGS. JAMES MONTGOMERY
20 AUG. 1984 6P
E-3
P84-10210
SUGGESTED REMARKS: INTERNATIONAL PERSONNEL
MANAGEMENT ASSOCIATION ANNUAL CONFERENCE. ROSSLYN, VA.
BEGGS, JAMES MONTGOMERY
11 SEP. 1984 lIP
P84-10211
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LOW MEMORIAL TRIBUTE, WASHINGTON,
D.C.
BEGGS. JA~ES MONTGO~ERY
19 SEP. 1984 4P
P84-102.12
SUGGESTED REMARKS: PRESIDENTIAL MANAGEMENT INTERNS'
FORUM, THE U.S. AND THE NEW SPACE AGE. WASHINGTON, D.C.
BEGGS, JAMES MONTGOMERY
20 SEP. 1984 12P
P84-102l3
SUGGESTED REMARKS: GOLDMAN SACHS AND CO. MEETING,
WESTCHESTER COUNTY, N.Y.
BEGGS.JAlIES 1I0NTGOMERY
22 SEP. 1984 12P
P84-10214
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MANNED FLIGHT AWARENESS RECEPTION
(41-G) T-2 DAYS, KENNEDY SPACE CENTER, FLORIDA
BEGGS, JAlIES 1I0NTGOllERY
3 OCT. 1984 4P
P84-10215
SUGGESTED REMARKS: MEETING OF CALTECH TRUSTEE
CClIlIITTEE ON JPL. WASHINGTON. D.C.
BEGGS.JAlIES 1I0NTGOMERY
24 SEP. 1984 7P
P8/j-I0216
SUGGESTED RElIARKS: ST. LOUIS BUSINESS ROUNDTABLE
LUNCHEON, BISSO URI
WRIGHT, ORVILLE
28 SEP. 1984 lIP
P84-10217
SUGGESTED REMARKS: SEMINAR ON "PROSPECTS FOR SPACE




9 OCT. 1984 12P
p84-10218
SUGGESTED RElIARKS: WINGS CLUB AWARDS DINNER, NEW
YCRK CITY
BEGGS. JAlIES MON'IGOllERY
23 OCT. 1984 8P
P84-102.19
SUGGESTED RElIARKS: HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY, AMES
RESEARCH CENTER, 1I0FFETT FIELD, CALIF.
BEGGS. JAMES 1I0NTGOMERY
26 OCT. 1984 6P
P84-10220
SUGGESTED REMARK: LUNAR BASE SYlIPOSIUM, WASHINGTON,
D.C.
BEGGS, JAMES 1I0NTGOllERY
29 OCT. 1984 11P
P84-10221
SUGGESTED REMARKS: NATIONAL CONTRACT lIANAGElIENT
ASSOCIATION HERBERT ROBACK lIEMORIAL AWARD DINNER.
ARLINGTON. VIRGINIA
BEGGS, JAMES MONiGOllERY
1 NOV. 1984 12P
P84-10222
SUGGESTED RElIARKS: RUSSELL REYNOLDS COMPANY,
WASHINGTON, D.C.
BEGGS. JAMES MONTGOllERY
8 NOV. 1984 14P
P8/j-10223
ENTERPRISE TO DEPART LOUISIANA WORLD EXPOSITION FUND
(JUNIOR LEAGUE OF WASHINGTON), WASHINGTON, D.C.
BEGGS.JAMES MONTGOllERY




SOGGESrED REMARKS: W~RLD iRADE CENrER CLOB, NEW YORK
CliY
BEGGS, JAMES MONrGOMERY
13 NOV. 1984 14f
P84-10225
SOGGESTED REMARKS: AIAA NATICNAL CAPITAL SECTION,
WASHINGTON, D.C.
BEGGS, JAMES MONrGOMERY
16 Nev. 198~ 11P
P84-10236
STATEMENT BY L. J. EVANS, JR. BEFORE THE SUBCOMMliTEE
ON SCIENCE, TECHNCIOGY AND Sf ACE, COMMITTEE ON
CCHMERCE, SCIENCE, AND TRANSPORTATION, UNITED STATES
SENATE
EVANS, L. J., JR.
19 NCV. 1984 4P
P84-10261
SOGGESrED RREMARKS: APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY,
JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY, lAUREL MARYLAND
BEGGS. JAMES MCNTGOMERY
5 DEC. 1984 11f
P84-10262
SOGGESTED REMARKS: SPACE ACT AWARDS CEREMONY,
APPLIED PHYSICS LABORATORY, JOHNS HOPKINS UNIVERSITY,
lAOREl, MARYLAND
BEGGS, JAMES MeNTGOMERY
5 DEC. 1964 6P
P84-10263
SOGGESTED REMARKS: UNITED STATES SPACE 10UNDATION
SYMPOSIUM, COLORADO SPRINGS, COLORADO
BEGGS, JAMES MCNTGCMERY
27 NCV. 1984 13P
P84-10264
SUGGESTED REMARKS: LEWIS RESEARCH CENTER ANNUAL
HONOR AWARDS CEREMONY, CLEVELAND, OHIO
BEGGS, JAMES MONTGOMERY
19 NOV. 1984 7P
P84-10265
SUGGESTED REMARKS: WHITE HeUSE COMPUTER CONFERENCE
BEGGS, JAMES ~ONTGeMERY
18 DEC. 1964 13P
P84-10266
51-A FLIGHT DIRECiOBS BRIEFING
BeURGEOIS, LARRY
11 ceT. 1984 14P
P84-10267
SiS 51-1 SATELLliE REiRlEVAl ERIEFING
LONNEY, GLYNN S.
11 OCT. 1984 15P
P84-10268
SIS 51-A PREFLIGHi CREW PRESS CONFERENCE
HAUCK, FREDERICK H.
12 CCT. 1984 15P
1-4
SECTION 6 NEWS RELEASES




NASA TO FLY CANADIAN AS A PAYLOAD SPECIALIST eN SHUTTLE
2 FEB. 19811 lP
NASA RELEASE-811-12
P811-10013
TELEPHONE SERVICE TO BE AVAILABLE FOR SPACELAB MISSION
2 FEB. 19811 lP
NASA RELEASE-811-13
P811-100111






'1110 SHUTTLE .CREIIS NAilED BY NASA






- ---~9 JAIl. 19811
RELEASE- 811-1
ACCESSION NUMBf
The listing provides the complete citation for each news release Indexed In
this publication. Included for each news release are the title. date of release,
News Release Number (If any). and other reference Information.




SPACELAB II PAYLOAD SPECIALIST CANDIDATES SELECTED FOR
TllUNING
9 JAN. 19811 2F
NASA aELEASE-811-1
P811-10002
NASA AND PRIVATE FIRM TO NEGOTIATE FOR COMMERCIAL
DELTA PROGRAII
10 JAN. 19811 lP
NASA RELEASE- 811-2
P811-10003
NASA RESEARCR FINDS AIRCRAFT SUllFACE GROOVES IIAY TAIIE
TURBULENCE
12 JAN. 19811 3P
NASA RELEASE-811-3
P811-100011
ASTRONAUTS TO PRACTICE FOR SATELLITE RESCUE
23 JAN. 19811 35P
NASA RELEASE-811-11
P811-10005
BALLHAUS NAilED DIRECTOR OF NASA'S AMES RESEARCH CENTER
25 JAN. 19811 2P
NASA llELEASE-811-5
P811-10006
OllBITER COLUIIBIA TO UNDERGO 1I0DIFICATIONS IN CALIFORNIA
23 JAN. 19811 lP
NASA RELEASE-811-6
P811-10007
NASA DEVICE COULD CUT UHF-TV POWER USAGE IN HALF
24 JAN. 1984 2P
NASA RELEASE-811-7
P811-10008
CINEIIA-360 CAllERA SYSTEII TO DOCUIIENT SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
26 JAN. 19811 2F
NASA RELEASE-811-8
P811-10009
NASA TO TEST INFLIGHT REFUELING FOR SPACE SHUTTLE
FERRY FLIGHTS
26 JAN. 19811 2F
NASA BELEASE-811-9
P811-10010
IIARTIN HEADS AERONAUTICS AND SPACE TECHNOLOGY OFFICE
P811-t001S













NEll EVIDENCE FOUND FOR HUGE VOLCANOES ON VENUS
13 FEB. 19811 lip
NASA RELEASE-811-18
P811-10019





NASA PHOTO TECHIiIQUES USED TO HELP PRESERVE FINE ART
15 FEB. 19811 2p
NASA RELEASE-811-20
P811-10021
SHUTTLE CARRIER AIRCRAFT FLIGHT REFUELING TESTS
SUSPEIiDED
10 FEB. 19811 lp
NASA RELEASE-84-21
P811-10022
NASA TO LAUNCH NEW EARTH RESOURCES SATELLITE FOR
15 FEB. 19811 20P
NASA RELEASE-811-22
P811-10023
NASA NAMES THREE MEIIBERS OF 51-K CREW
111 FEB. 19811 lP
NASA RELEASE-84-23
P84-100211






JCHNSON NAMED LEAD NASA CENTER FOR SPACE STATION
15 FEB. 1984 1r
NASA RELEASE-84-25
P84-10026








SHUTTLE MISSION 41-C BRIEFINGS SET
27 FEB. 1984 1P
NASA RELEASE-84-28
P84-10029
NASA ANNOUNCES LONG RANGE rLAN FOR INDUSTRIAL SPACE
FACILITY
28 FEB. 1984 1r
NASA RELEASE-84-29
P84-10047
NASA TO COOPERATE IN COMET SIGHTING REHEARSAL
28 FEB. 1984 2r
NASA RELEASE-84-30
P84-10048
NASA SETS UP SPACE STATION DEVELOPMENT TEAMS
29 HB. 1984 2P
NASA RELEASE-84-31
P84-10049
NASA SELECTS LOCKHEED-GEORGIA FOR PROPFAN CONTRACT
NEGOTIATIONS
5 MAR. 1984 2r
NASA RELEASE-84-32
P84-10049
NASA SELECTS LOCKHEED-GEORGIA FOR PROPFAN CONTRACT
NEGOTIATICNS
5 HAR. 1984 2P
NASA RELEASE-84-32
P84-10049
NASA SELECTS LOCKHEED-GEORGIA FOR PROPFAN CONTRACT
NEGOTIATICNS
5 MAR. 1984 2F
NASA RELEASE-84-32
P84-10049
NASA SELECTS LOCKHEED-GEORGIA FCR PROPFAN CONTRACT
NEGOTIATIONS
5 MAR. 1984 21'
NASA BELEASE-84-32
P84-10049
NASA SELECTS LOCKHEED-GEORGIA FCR PROPFAN CONTRACT
lJEGOTIATICNS
5 MAR. 1984 2P
lJASA RELEASE-84-32
P84-10049
NASA SELECTS LOCKHEED-GEORGIA FOR PROPFAN CONTRACT
NEGOTIATIONS
5 MAR. 1984 21
NASA RELEASE-84-32
P84-10055





NASA ADMINISTRATOR OUTLINES FUTURE IN SPACE
21 HAR. 1984 2F
NASA RELEASE-84-39
P84-10057
NASA APPOINTS ACTING SPACE FLIGHT CHIEF












COMET KOPEE TO BE TARGET FOR NASA RENDEZVOUS
30 MAR. 1984 2P
NASA RELEASE-84-43
P84-10061

















SPACE STATION APPOINTMENTS ANNOUNCED AT JOHNSeN CENTER
9 APR. 1984 2P
NASA RELEASE-84-50
P84-10068





NASA SIGNS AGREEMENT WITH ISRAEL FOR EARTHQUAKE STUDY
14 MAY 1984 2P
NASA RELEASE-84-52
P84-10070




NASA BEQUESTS EXPERIMENTS FOR TETHERED SATELLITE
25 APR. 1984 3P
NASA RELEASE-84-54
P84-10071
NASA REQUESTS EXPERIMENTS FOR TETHERED SATELLITE
25 APR. 1984 3P
NASA RELEASE-84-54
P84-10073








NASA TO TRANSFER OWNERSHIP OF VIKING LANDER 1 TO MUSEUM
16 MAY 1984 1P
NASA RELEASE-84-58
P84-10076
ASTRONAUT T. J. HART TO LEAVE NASA
18 MAY 1984 1P
NASA RELEASE-84-59
P84-10077
SHUTTLE MISSION 41-D PREFLIGHT BRIEFINGS
IIEiS RELEASES
16 BAY 1584 lP
NASA BELEASE-B4-60
P84-10078
NASA SEEKS MICROGBAVITY RESEARCH PROPOSALS
21 MAY 1984 lP
NASA EELEASE-84-61
P84-10079
II STEETCHED" ATLAS CENTAUR TO LAUIICH IIiTELSAT V-F9
31 MAY 1984 3P
NASA EELEASE-84-62
P84-l0080
NASA TO CONDUCT TECHIICLOGY UTILIZATION CONFEREIICE
30 MAY 1984 lP
NASA EELEASE-84-63
P84-1008l
NASA SELECTS 17 ASTROIIAUT CANDIDATES
29 MAY 1984 4P
NASA EELEASE-84-64
P84-l0082
DE. HANS MAEK ACCEPTS NEW PCST AT UNIVERSITY OF TEXAS
SYSTEM
30 MAY 1984 2P
NASA RELEASE-84-6S
P84-10083
NASA WOEKS TO IBPEOVE AERIAL APPLICATION OF CHEMICALS
31 MAY 1984 3P
NASA RELEASE-84-66
P84-10084
SPACE TELESCOPE SCIENCE INSTRUMENTS COMPLETE
ACCEPTANCE TESTING
31 MAY 1984 2F
NASA EELEASE-84-67
P84-1008S
NASA FINDS AUTO TECHNOLOGY EEASIBLE FOR AIRCRAFT
APPLICATIONS
31 MAY 1984 lP
NASA EELEASE-84-68
P84-10086
DISCOVERY TO MAKE MAIDEN FLIGHT ON STS 41-D
6 JUN. 1984 29li
NASA RELEASE-84-69
P84-10087
IIASA CENTEE AWARDS X-EAY OBSERVATORY STUDY CONTRACT
14 JUN. 1984 3li
NASA EELEASE-84-70
P84-l0088
NASA ANNOUNCES CREW MEMBERS FOR FUTURE SPACE SHUTTLE
FLIGHTS
8 JUN. 19E4 2F
NASA EELEASE-84-71
P84-10089
SCIENTISTS SELECTED TO OBSERVE HALLEY'S COBET
11 JUN. 1984 3F
NASA RELEASE-84-72
P84-10090
ASTEONOMERS DESCRIBE WORK AT SPACE TELESCQPE SCIENCE
INSTITUTE
7 JUII. 19E4 lP
IIASA RELEASE-84-73
P84-10091
SPACELAB 3 AIID 2 PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS IIABED
8 JUN. 1984 3li
IIASA RELEASE-84-74
P84-10091
SPACELAB 3 AIID 2 PAYLOAD SFECIALISTS NABED
8 JUN. 1984 3P
NASA EELEASE-84-74
P84-10093
CREW BEBBEE ADDED TO SHUTTLE BISSION 41-G




NEW IRAS RESULTS OUTLINED AT ASTRONOBICAL SOCIETY
MEETING
14 JUN. 1984 3p
IIASA RELEASE-84-77
P84-l009S
lEAS IDENTIFIES ADDITIONAL STARS WITH POSSIBLE SOLAR
SYSTEMS
1S JUN. 1984 2P
NASA EELEASE-84-78
P84-l0096
ATLAS CENTAUR FAILURE REVIEW BOARD IIABED
lS JUN. 1984 2P
IIASA RELEASE-84-79
PS4-10097
ASTRO PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS SELECTED
20 JUN. 1984 3p
NASA EELEASE-S4~80
pe4-1009S
INTERNATIOIIAL SEARCH AIID RESCUE PROGRAM SAVES 223 LIVES
29 JUII. 1984 2P
IIASA RELEASE-84-81
P84-l0099
FIIiALISTS CHOSEN IN SHUTTLE STUDEIIT PROJECT
21 JUII. 1984 4p
NASA RELEASE-84-82
pe4-10100
IIEW NASA EDUCATIONAL PROGRAB FOR SCIEIICE AND BATH
ANIIOUIICED
19 JUII. 1984 4P
IIASA RELEASE-84-83
PSII-l0l01
LIQUID OXYGEN LEAK POSSIBLE CAUSE OF ATLAS CEIITAUR
FAILURE
. 29 JUN. 1984 lp
IIASA RELEASE-84~84
PS4-10102
FOUR IIASA CEIITERS ASSIGNED SPACE STATIOII STUDIES
28 JUN. 1984 2P
NASA RELEASE-84-8S
P84-l0l03
IIASA MATHEBATICIAII RECEIVES AWARD FOR COBPUTER
BREAKTHROUGH
29 JUII. 1984 3P
IIASA RELEASE-84-86
PS/I-10l04
NASA WEAR-PROOF REFRIGERATOR III OPERATIOII FOR OIiE YEAR
29 JUII. 1984 2p
IIASA RELEASE-84-87
PSIl-l0l0S
PIOIIEER CAN BAKE UNIQUE HALLEY'S COMET OBSERVATIOII
29 JUII. 1984 4P
NASA RELEASE-84~88
PS4-10106
HUGHES AIRCRAFT 1I0MINATES PAYLOAD SPECIALISTS EOR
SHUTTLE FLIGHTS
S JUL. 1984 lP
IIASA RELEASE-84-89
PS/I-l0l07
IIASA AWARDS ORBITAL TRAIISFER VEHICLE STUDY CONTRACTS
5 JUL. 19S4 2P
IIASA RELEASE-84-90
pell-l0l0S
IIASA CONDUCTS GYPSY MOTH SURVEY 011 EAST COAST
6 JUL. 1984 1p
IIASA RELEASE-84-91
PSII-l0l09
IIASA TO PARTICIPATE III OSHKOSH AVIATION EXHIBITION
6 JUL. 1984 2p
IIASA RELEASE-84-92
PSII-l0ll0
EIIVIROKHEIITAL SATELLITE DEVELOPS ATTITUDE PBOELEft




~!ACHER IIORKSHOIS ~O BE HELD A~ NASA CENTERS
10 JUL. 1584 2I
NASA BELEASE-84-94
P84-10112
AUGUS~ SHU~TLE HISSION DEFINED
12 JUL. 1984 2P
NASA BELEASE-84-95
P84-10113
FIRST LUNAB LANLING 15 YEARS AGO
18 JUL. 1984 4I
NASA RELEASE-84-56
P84-10114
~A~~INGLY TO LEAVE ASiRONAUT CORPS FOR NAVY POST
16 JUL. 1584 1P
NASA RELEASE-84-97
P84-10115
FIRS~ SPACE PBODUCT SE~ ~O BE DEVELOPED FOB
CCII~EIiCIAL USE
17 JUL. 1984 2P
NASA RELEASE-84-98
P84-10116
AIOLLO 11 CREII ~o VISI~ WOBLD'S FAIB JULY 20
17 JUL. 1984 II
NASA RBLEASE-84-99
P84-10117
NASA ~ECHNOLOGY TRANSIII~~ED ~O SCHOOLS VIA ~ELEVISION
24 JUL. 1984 2£
NASA RELEASE-84-100
P84-10118
NASA TRANSFERS ENERGY ~ECHNOLOGY TO SOHIO
3 AUG. 1984 2£
P84-10119
NASA SELEC~S CON~BACT~RS FCR ORBI~AL ~ANEUVERING
VEHICLE STUDY
24 JUL. 1984 2I
NASA RELEASE-84-102
P84-10120
NASA LEWIS AWABDS $11.5 ~ILLICN CON~RACT TO BROOK
PAliK II lilt
26 JUL. 1984 lP
NASA RELEASE-84-103
P84-10121
NASA HEADQUARTEBS SPACE STATION OFFICE ESTABLISHED
27 JUL. 1584 2I
NASA RELEASE-84-1C4
P84-10l22
ASSOCIA~E AD~INISTRATOB FOB SPACE FLIGHT APPOIN~ED
27 JUL. 1984 1£
NASA BELEASE-84-105
P84-10123
ASSOCIATE DBPUTY ADHINISTRA~OB APPOINTBD
27 JUL. 1984 1P
NASA RELEASE-84-1C6
P84-l0l28
NASA ANNOUNCES UPDA~ED FLIGHT CBEII ASSIGN~ENTS
3 AUG. 1984 5P
NASA RELEASE-84-111
P81l-l0129
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR SHUT~LE ~ISSION 41-D
8 AUG. 1984 lP
P81l-l0UO
ADVANCED CO~~UNICA~IONS ~ECHNOLOGY SA~ELLI~E CON~RAC~
AIlARDED
10 AUG. 1984 2P
NASA RELEASE-84-113
P84-l0l31
NASA WORK-PLATFORII STUDIES ~AY LEAD ~O REAL SPACE
CCNSTBUCTION
20 AUG. 1984 3p
NASA BELEASE-84-114
P84-l0132
ASTRONAUT IIILLIA~ B. LENOIR TO LEAVE NASA
16 AUG. 1984 2P
NASA RELEASE-84-115
P81l-l0l33
NASA ANNOUNCES PLANS ~O RB~RIEVE PALAPA B-2 SATBLLITE
16 AUG. 1984 lP
NASA RBLEASE-84-116
P81l-l0172




NASA SELECTS USBI FOR SRB ASSEIIBLY AND REFURBISH~EN~
CGN~RAC~
17 AUG. 1984 1P
NASA RELEASB-84-118
P84-10171l
NASA FIRB RESISTANT AIRCRAF~ ~A~BRIALS ~ES~ED
24 AUG. 1984 2P
NASA RELEASB-84-119
P81l-l0175
~ARKETING NASA SBEKS SHUTTLE ~ARKE~ING CON~RAC~OR
SPACE TBANSPOR~A~ION 5YSTE~ REQUBS~ FOR PROPOSALS
CONTRAC~ DURA~ION SPACE SBUT~LE PAYLOADS
24 AUG. 1984 2P
NASA RELEASE-84-120
P81l-l0176
EAC~EBIAL BNZYIIE IIAY BB RE~NANT OF BABLY EVOLUTION
27 AUG. 1984 2P
NASA RELEASE-84-121
P81l-10l77
NASA ~O FLY EDUCA~OB ON SHU~~LE MISSION
27 AUG. 1984 2P
NASA RBLEASB-84-122
P81l-l0ll8
NASA PROGRA~ ADVANCING CO~P9SI~E FLIGB~ RESEARCH
31 AUG. 1984 3P
NASA BELBASE-84-123
P84-10125
LASEIi ~ECHNOLOGY USED TO IIIPBOVE AIRCBAFT DESIGN
2 AUG. 1984 2P
NASA BELEASE-84-108
P84-l0U4
ASSOCIA~E ADIIINISTBATCR FOB ~ANAGE~BNT APPOINTED




2 AUG. 1984 2P
NASA BELEASE-84-109
P84-10127
NASA SELEC~S SPACE INFRABED
INVESUGUOBS





1l1-D CREII TO FILII SHUTTLE IIIS5ION FOB I~AX AND CINE~A­
360
29 AUG. 1984 2P
NASA RELEASE-84-124
P81l-l0l80
NEil EXPLOBER ~O INVESTIGA~B EX~RE~B UL~RAVIOLE~ BAND
31 AUG. 1984 2P
NASA RELBASB-84-125
P84-l0l81
NASA AND CNBS AGREE ~O COOPBRATE IN SHU~~LE E~ERGENCY
SUPPORT
11 SEP. 1984 1P
NASA RELEASE-84-126
P81l-l0l82
ULYSSES NBW NA~E FOR IN~EBNATIONAL SOLAR POLAu IIISSION




NASA TO LAUNCH ~H~RD GALAXY SATELLITE
11 SEP. 1984 2f
NASA BELEASE-84-128
1'84-10184
~SAAC T. G~LLAB TO HElD NASA'S OFFICE OF COMMERC~AL
EliOGlllMS
11 SEP. 1984 2P
NASA BELEASE-84-129
1'84-10185
SPACE STATION PROPOSALS SOUGH1
14 SEP. 1984 3f
'NASA RELEASE-84-130
1'84-10186
NASA TO HOLD SYMPOSIUM ON PllODUCTIVITY AND_QUALITY
17 SBP. 1984 2f
NASA BELEASE-84-131
1'84-10187
LAUNCH DATE SET FOR 41-G SHUT1LE MISSION
18 SEP. 1984 1E
NASA llELEASE-84-132
1'84-10188
CHALLENGEll'S SIXTH FLIGHT HIGHLIGHTS EARTH SCIENCE
1 OC~. 1984 32f
NASA BELEASB-84-133
1'84-10189
NASA ANNOUNCES NEW NATIONAL AWAllD TO BECOGNIZE
CCllPORATE QUALIH
25 SEP. 1984 2P
NASA llELEASE-84-134
1'84-10190
NASA/BECON USEBS CONFEBENCE SBT FOB SBPTEMBEll 27 AND 28
21 SEP. 1984 1f
NASA BELEASE-84-135
1'84-10191
NASA WILL BETBIEVE SECOND SATELLITE ON 51-A SHUTTLE
lIISSION
21 SEP. 1984 1E
NASA BELEASE-84-136
1'84-10192
PAYLOAD SPECIAL~S1 FBOM INDIA TO FLY ON SHUTTLE
27 SBP. 1984 1f
NASA llELEASE-84-137
1'84-10193
NASA SELEC~S SMALL BUSINESS BESEARCH PBOPOSALS
27 SEP. 1984 1P
NASA BELEASE-84-138
1'84-10194
TWENTY YEARS OF NASA/ESA CCOPEBATION
1 OCT. 1984 2P
NASA RELEASE-84-139
1'84-10195
SECOND STEP COMPLETED IN FIRST ACTIVE DEEP SPACE PROBE
28 SEP. 1984 2f
NASA RELEASE-84-140
1'84-10196
SYMPOSIUM TO FOCUS ON FUTUBE LUNAR AND SfACE ACTIVITIES
4 OC~. 19a4 7E
NASA RELEASE-84-141
1'84-10197
NASA SELECTS SMALL BOSINESS RESEARCH PROfOSALS --
PllASE II
4 OCT. 1984 1P
NASA RELEASE-84-142
1'84-10198
NASA AND 3ft COME ANY SIGN JOINT AGBEEMENT
3 OC1. 1984 1E
N~SA RELEASE-84-143
1'84-10199
DATE SET FOB NOVEliBEB SHUTTLE BETBIEVAL MISSION
5 OC~. 1984 1E
NASA BELBASB-84-144
1'84-10200
BIGS OF URANUS PHOTOGBAPHBD FOB FIBST TIME
10 OCT. 1984 2P
NASA BELEASE-84-145
P84-10226
PHOTOGBAPHS IND~CATE POSSIBLE SOLAR SYSXEH ABOUND STAR
15 OCT. 1984 3P
HASA BELEASE-84-146
1'84-10227
NASA SELECTS UNIVERSITIES FOR RESEARCH
19 OCT. 1984 2P
NASA BELEASE-84-147
1'84-10228
NASA ANNOUNCES FLIGHT ASSIGNMENTS AND CHANGES
22 OCT. 1984 2P
NASA BELEASE-84-148
1'84-10229




NASA SET TO LAUNCH NOAA-F METEOROLOGICAL SATELLITE
30 OCT., 1984 6P
NASA BELEASE-84-150
1'84-10231
ALABAMA CONS~BUCTION FIBM AWARDED MULTI-MILLION
DCLLAB CONTBACT
26 OCT. 1984 1P
NASA BELEASE-84-151
1'84-10232
'CHINA DEPOSITS 'EABNEST 1I0NEY FOB SATELLITE LAUNC
SERVICES
31 OCT. 1984 1P
NASA BELEASE-84-152
1'84-10232
CHINA DEPOSITS EARNEST MONEY FOR SATELLITE LAUNC
SERVICES
31 OCT. 1984 1P
NASA RELEASE-84-152
1'84-10234
NASA ANNOUNCES DELAY OF 51-C SPACE SHUTTLE lIISSION
5 NOV. 1984 11'
NASA RELEASE-84-154
P84-10235
NASA SEEKS TEACHER FOR EARLY 1986 SHUTTLE MISSION
8 NOV. 1984 2P
NASA BELEASE-84-155
P84-10237
TEMPLETON LEAVES NASA FOR WASHINGTON LAW OFFICE
13 NOV. 1984 1P
NASA RELEASE-84-156
1'84-10238
ASTRONAUT DON PETERSON TO LEAVE NASA
15 NOV. 1984 1P
NASA RELEASE-84-157
1'84-10239
NASA RELEASES CQBM~RCIAL USE OF SPACE POLICY
20 NOV. 1984 2P
NASA RELEASE-84-158
P84-10240
NASA BECEIVES 13 BIDS FOR SPACE STATION WORK
19 NOV. 1984 3P
NASA BELEASE-84-159
1'84-10241
SIMPLE CHANGES TO LIGHT PLANE WING INCREASE SAFETY
28 NOV. 1984 3P
NASA RELEASE-84-160
1'84-10242
LAMINAR AIR FLOW PROCESS KEY TO FUEL EFFICIBNCY





NASA SEEKS PROPCSALS EOR F-8 OBLIQUE PRELIMINARY DESIGN
21 NOV. lS84 2E
NASA BELEASE-84-162
P84-10244
HEARTH TO LEAVE LANGLEY, PETERSEN NAMED DIBECTOB
21 NOV. lS84 21'
NASA BELEASE-84-163
1'84-10245
X-29 SCHEDULED EOR MAIDEN FLIGHT
26 NOV. 1584 1£
NASA RELEASE-84-164
1'84-102116
NEW RESEARCH ON ClEAR-AIR TURBULENCE
29 NOV. 1984 3E
NASA RELEASE-84-165
1'84-10247
GARY E. KRIER TO HEAD NASA COMMERCIAL DEVELOPMENT
DIVISION
30 NOV. 1984 11'
NASA RELEASE-84-166
1'84-10248
NASA RECOGNIZES JOHNS HOPKINS TEAM FOR MEBICAL
DEVELOPMENT
5 DEC. 1984 2P
NASA RELEASE-84-167
P84-10249
JSC PUBLIC INFORMATION CHIEF TO RETIRE
10 DEC. 1984 1£
NASA RELEASE-84-168
1'84-10250
IRAS ASTRONOMICAL CATALOG AVAILABLE
12 DEC. 1584 3£
NASA RELEASE-84-169
1'84-10251
ARTIFICIAL COMET VISIBLE IN WESTERN U.S. ON CHRISTMAS
DAY
13 DEC. 1984 31'
NASA RELEASE-84-170
1'84-10252
NASA SETS LAUNCH DATE EOR FIRST DOD DEDICATED SHUTTLE
MISSION
17 DEC. 1984 11'
NASA RELEASE-84-171
P84-10253
MARSHALL CENTER TO CONDUCT PAM NOZZLE TESTS
13 DEC. 1984 11'
NASA RELEASE-84-172
P84-10254
NASA TO ASSIST IN ESTABLISING SATELLITE DATA LINK
21 tEC. 1584 21'
NASA RELEASE-84-173
p84-10254
NASA TO ASSIST IN ESTABLISING SATELLITE DATA LINK
21 tEC. 1984 2£
NASA RELEASE-84-173
P84-10256
NASA AND INDIA SIGN LAUNCH AGREEMENT
18 DEC. 1984 11'
NASA RELEASE-811-175
P84-10257
NASA SELECTS BOEING COMPUTER SERVICES FOR
COMMUNICATIONS CCNTRACT
20 tEC. 1984 21'
NASA RELEASE-84-176
p84-10258
NASA ANNOUNCES SHUTTLE SCEEDULE FOR FIRST SIX FLIGHTS
IN 1985
21 tEC. 1984 11'
NASA RELEASE-84-177
P84-10259
NASA MAY FLY BY ASTREOID WITH GALILEO SPACECRAFT
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